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ABSTRACT 

During the late nineteenth century American reformers 

crafted a physical culture designed to help adjust their 

nation to the social changes fostered by industrialization, 

urbanization and immigration. The creators of modern sport 

considered athletics a "technology" for building a modern 

liberal civilization. Their "sporting republic" quickly 

gained a prominent place in American life. 

America's Athletic Missionaries examines the impact 

that United States participation in the Olympic Games, from 

1896 to 1936, had on American culture. The idea of the 

sporting republic united politics and the strenuous life. In 

the Olympics Americans discovered a particularly rich 

environment for both athletic and political demonstrations. 

The architects of the sporting republic thought that sport 

could create livable urban environments, fight crime, promote 

democracy, Americanize the recently acquired empire, and 

assimilate immigrant populations. American Olympic teams 

earned the moniker of "America's athletic missionaries" for 

their performances at the first five Olympic Games. American 

Olympians enjoyed the active support of the political, 

business and academic elite. Lionized by the press and 
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showered with public acclaim, the Olympians became symbols of 

the power of sport in channeling human energy in socially 

productive directions. 

During the 1920s the role of the sporting republic 

underwent a transformation. Sport, as had many other facets 

of Progressive reform, had been accepted as part of the 

orthodoxy of American values. But the political nature of 

sport changed. Abandoned by intellectuals who associated it 

with middle-class materialism, sport was increasingly cast as 

a form of escapism and disassociated from political action. 

The new version of sport became one of the totems of consumer 

culture. The press depicted the Olympic Garnes of the 1920s 

as sensational spectacles, without any significant political 

overtones. 

By the 1930s Americans had rediscovered the political 

uses of sport. Much of the world had corne to view the 

Olympic Garnes as tests of national strength and many 

countries devoted great resources in the pursuit of athletic 

conquest. This study examines the relationship between 

political and physical culture, the uses of athletic ideology 

in the construction of American civilization, and the 

function of sport as a cultural tool. 
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I. SPORT AND CULTURE 

"Athletism is one of the distinctive forces of the 

nineteenth century," an American observer of the "sporting 

craze" wrote in 1888, adding physical culture to the list of 

energies which many thinkers declared were forging a "modern" 

world. "And of all the forces, acting upon the social, moral 

and physical life of the century, it is probably destined to 

be the most permanent in its effects." An odd comment 

perhaps, considering what industrialism and the rise of the 

modern nation-state wrought on the history of the nineteenth 

century. But not quite so odd as one might at first 

think.1 

Those meditations opened an article entitled "The 

Progress of Athletism," but they should not be read as mere 

sporting propaganda. The observer's sentiments underscored 

the belief in a new invention--"athletism"--which enthusiast.s 

promised would remake civilization. The industrial 

revolution, the rise of mass society, and the creation of the 

modern nation-state permanently altered human life. But 

their effect was often problematical and paradoxical. Rapid 

change engendered much uncertainty and discontent. 

"Athletism," on the other hand, in the eyes of most 

observers, offered society none of the ambiguities or 

perplexing patterns which machines and bureaucracies 
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perpetrated. Nor did the idea of sport create the doubts 

about knowledge and reason which evolution, historicism and 

the revolt against formalism inevitably spawned. The 

invention of modern athletics appeared to be only a positive 

good, a progressive institution which disrupted neither 

beneficient traditional patterns nor arou~ed any bitter 

enemies. Modern "Luddites" never called for the destruction 

of baseball diamonds or football gridirons, nor did 

agrarians, socialists or libertarians condemn vigorous foot 

races. 

The invention of "athletism" served to unite rather 

than divide society. "While other forces of aggregation have 

welded together peoples having a common ethnological origin 

into a nation, such as Italy, and consolidated independent 

states into a system, such as Germany, it has been the 

function of athletics to unite in a common interest the whole 

(Anglo-Saxon) world," wrote the observer. 2 That conception 

of sport's unifying properties made athletics a powerful tool 

in the "Progressive" struggle to adapt mankind to a "modern" 

environment. Progressives hoped athletics could harmonize 

the cacophony of traditional patterns and new concepts which 

characterized modern life and were so fundamentally altering 

American, and Western, civilization. 

Sporting prophets hailed physical culture as an 

institution which could create a universal ethos amidst the 
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chaos of cbange. "Remarkable as it may at first sound, it is 

true that no fact to-day 'flashed round the girdle of the 

globe' would excite so widespread a curiosity, or so much 

personal interest, as that an amateur athlete had succeeded 

in covering one hundred yards of space in one second less 

than the recorded time of the great classic contests of the 

century," mused the observer. 3 But the fact that sport 

excited so much interest, and the belief that it communicated 

essential values, convinced Progressives that it would be an 

important "force" in the winning of the modernist agenda. 

Contests of physical and mental prowess, games and 

sports, are as old as human culture. A culture's sports and 

games often symbolize its central values. The struggle of 

Greek city-states to produce champions in the ancient Olympic 

Games reflected the Greek preoccupation with fate, and their 

desire to associate with individuals on whom the gods smiled 

favorably. In traditional societies sports often play an 

important rol e in religious observances. "Al1 physical 

exercises were originally cultic," began Carl Diem's massive 

study of sport in world history.4 Diem overstated the 

point, but much of what the modern world would recognize as 

"athletic," serves primitive cultures as conduits for 

ceremonies which connect the spiritual world to the physical. 

Sports also serve as rituals which validate desired skills 

and patterns of behavior. S 
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The idea of modern sport, however, is much different 

from classical or traditional notions of athletic endeavor. 

Modern sport is an invention designed to manipulate society. 

Its inventors considered it a "force," like evolution, 

industrialism or progress, which combined both natural and 

human factors to shape reality. The "nature" of athletism 

comprised freedom, regulation, power, national vigor, and 

moral education into a powerful combination which sought to 

mediate between the individual and society in the 

increasingly complex modern state. 

Modern organized sport arose when the role of the 

individual in Western society was threatened by industrial 

nationalism. Sport's creators insisted that their invention 

would serve to save the individual from the effluvia of 

unchecked individualism, to provide a new re&lm for 

achievement after commercial success and economic well-being 

rested on ma~sive combinations of capital, innovative 

technologies, and a myriad of market factors which lay 

outside of individual control. Since at least the 

Reformation the individual had been the distinctive unit of 

Western religious, political and economic thought. The 

"classical" economists of the eighteenth century had 

theorized in a universe in which individuals had control of 

their economic achievements. Their intellectual heirs 

envisioned an atomized society in which opportunity would 
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never be completely lost for the primary social unit--the 

individual. But, first in Great Britain, and then in the 

United states and the rest of the industrializing world, the 

gospel of individualism had produced paradoxical results. 

Economic individualism ended not, as supposed, in a 

commercial and agrarian utopia, but in a world in which large 

corporations, which the American Supreme Court ironically 

defined in legal terms as "persons," and extrinsic forces 

increasingly placed achievement outside of personal 

control. 6 

In spite of the paradox, the industrializing nations 

of the West, particularly the United States and Great 

Britain, were not about to relinquish the gospel of 

individualism to the assaults of the industrial revolution. 

Individualism played far too many important roles in 

political and social structures to be summarily erased. 

Instead, as seemed logical to cultures which the theory of 

evolution had convinced of the primacy of the environment in 

human affairs, the English and Americans constructed the tool 

of modern sport, out of parts which were already lying 

around, to solve the knotty problem of the relationship of 

the atomized individual to the new mass society. Faced with 

difficult necessities and a different fate from that which 

confronted their ancestors, imaginative minds offered the 

world an invention to explain, and alter, their new 
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environment. 

Everyone thinks that sport shapes perceptions. While 

that might seem like an overly broad assertion, no 

investigator of "athleticism" has argued that it has no 

impact on the values, beliefs, psychologic, sociologic, or 

political logic of human cultures. Indeed, the debate 

centers around not whether but the ways in which sport 

relates to perspectives. Almost everyone thinks that sport 

shapes "character."? 

There is, however, much debate ove~ the kinds of 

"character" sport produces. Do sports educate the citizens 

of constitutional republics in the democratic tradition? Do 

they teach workers to engage more fully in the social 

process? Do they serve the architects of fascist 

nationalism? Do they uphold the ideology of capitalism and 

competition, thereby obscuring the necessity of cooperation 

in the social arena? Do they serve the status quo, or do 

they create revolutionary expectations? Do they promote 

racism, or equalitarianism? Do they provide "bread and 

circuses" escapism for the masses, or are they a 

fundamentally democratic experience? Do they represent a 

"romantic" reaction to the industrial world, or are they an 

instrument of modernizing forces? Do they function as a 

necessary safety valve for human aggressions, or do they 

control class conflict and propagate existing power 
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relations? Are they learned behaviors which help socialize 

children into a culture's logic system, or do they spring 

inexorably into everyday life from some deep well of primal 

urges? Each one of those perspectives has found an advocate. 

Implicit in each view is the idea that in some fashion sport 

shapes, or mirrors, the way in which a culture interacts with 

its environment. 

Since the late nineteenth century social scientists 

have been trying to explain what factor sport represents in 

the social equation. Thorstein Veblen considered sport an 

atavistic appendage from a barbarous stage of human 

development. Veblen's notion of athletics as an expression 

of some aggressive animal instinct that belonged to the 

evolutionary past, which he detailed in The Theory of~ 

Leisure Class (1899), typified one stereotype of the notion 

that sports represents a social adaptation to the dictates of 

biology. The triumph of physical expression over mental 

growth offended Veblen's sensibilities and his perception of 

historical processes. In an evolutionary sense, Veblen 

thought that physical prowess belonged to a state of 

development far behind the modern, and that industrialized 

civilization had rendered athletic attributes 

inconsequential. Veblen's analysis of athletic skill as a 

trait required by primitive cultures engaged in an immediate 

struggle for survival has enjoyed a great deal of popularity 



in explanations of physical culture. But his conclusions, 

that modern peoples have transcended the age of physical 
o 

aggression, have not.o 
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Many theorists insist th~t the aggressive instinct 

must find outlets in modern societies. For the psychiatrist 

G. Stanley Hall, who interpreted Haeckel's biologic law to 

read that adolescents were about as evolved as Cro-Magnon 

man, the playground offered a safe place for the expression 

of all that primitive energy wh.ich the youth of America 

possessed. Hall, along with YMCA leader Luther Halsey 

Gulick, pioneered the urban recreation movement in turn of 

the century America because their understanding of evolution 

convinced them that children "recapitulated" the history of 

the race as they grew to maturity. They warned that if the 

United states failed to understand and channel the laws of 

nature and adolescent aggression properly, disaster 

loomed. 9 

The insistence on an innate impulse toward 

aggressiveness, the opinion that the struggle to survive 

imprinted the core of human personality, has found a host of 

vigorous champions in the twentieth century. Konrad Lorenz 

and his On Aggression (1966) stand at the top of the heap. 

"The most important function of sport lies in furnishing a 

healthy safety valve for that most indispensable and, at the 

saIne time, most dangerous form of aggression," posited 
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Lorenz. He identified that form of aggression as "collective 

militant enthusiasm."lO B.F. Skinner and E.O. Wilson also 

give aggression a central place in their biologies of 

b h . 11 e aVlor. The preoccupation with aggression casts sport 

as a social adaptation to the dictates of biology's iron 

laws, and is often rendered in bizarre form in popular 

culture. The notion of a "Type T" ("thrill seeking") 

personality, a genetic trait which pushes certain individuals 

to take risks because of the adrenal feedback they get hooked 

on in situations in which the brain's alert system is 

sufficiently aroused, occasionally finds its way into 

mountaineering Inagazines as an explanation for the urge to 

climb. 12 One of the most common refrains in current 

commentary on health, exercise and nutrition, is that while 

technologically we might be in an atomic age, biologically we 

still belong to the stone age, and should therefore adopt the 

dietary norms and exercise regimens of our hunting and 

gathering ancestors. 13 

From such an evolutionary perspective it becomes easy 

to imagine sport as the residual product of the millions of 

years in which the physical and mental abilities needed to 

excel in the hunt were relentlessly planted in the human 

species by the laws of nature. "Since our passions for 

sports run so deep and are so broadly distributed, they are 

likely to be hardwired into us--not in our brains but in our 



genes," surmised the foremost popularizer of science in the 

United states, Carl Sagan. "After 40,000 generations in 

which the killing of animals was our hedge against 

starvation, those inclinations must still be in us," Sagan 

assumed. "We hunger to put them t.o use, even vicariously. 

Team sports provide a way.,,14 
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While there may be some truth to the idea of 

ritualized ph.ysical expressions as "transcultural," and 

indeed even universal human behaviors, such a conception does 

little to explain the phenomenon of organized sport in the 

modern world. There is no "hardwired" impulse which forces 

modern Americans into loving football. Sport is inherently 

cultural. 

Two very influential historians of the nature of 

culture and civilization, Arnold Toynbee and Lewis Mumford, 

claimed that sport represented Western civilization's 

"compensatory" response to industrialism. They imagined that 

athletics began as a "romantic" reaction to the modern order, 

and they lamented that in their generation it had become a 

vapid form of escapism, corrupted by machine civilization 

into a destroyer of the souls of the masses. Mumford, while 

he admired the "Romantic" impulses of participatory 

athleticism, detested the "spectacle" of "mass-sport" in 

which the spectator became more important than the athletes. 

He wrote that modern sport "is a part of that universal 



regimentation of life--fo~ the sake of private profits or 

nationalistic exploit--from which its excitement provides a 

temporary and only a superficial release. Sport has turned 

out, in short, to be one of the least effective reactions 

against the machine."lS 
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Toynbee described sport as "a conscious attempt at 

'recreation' from the soul-destroying exaggeration of the 

Division of Labo>ur which the Industrial System of economy 

entails." But, he lamented, the athletic "attempt to adjust 

Life to Industrialism through Sport" had been defeated by the 

overwhelming power of the machine process. Like Mumford, he 

hated mass-sport. Toynbee detested the spectacular features 

of English football. He was revolted by "pounds of human 

flesh to the cubic yard of urban space" crammed into stands 

to view the spectacles. Yet even more tragic, he felt, was 

the fact that industrialism had taken over athletism. On a 

trip to the United States he was impressed by two American 

collegiate "football-grounds." "One of them was 

floodlighted, by an ingenious lighting-system which was said 

to reproduce the exact effect of sunshine, in order that 

football-players might be manufactured there by night as well 

as by day, in continuous shifts, as motor-cars or gramophones 

are produced in factories which run without a break 

throughout the twenty-four hours." Toynbee found American 

college football, with its specialized roles and divisions of 
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"labor," symptomatic of the virulent spread of the machine 

process. "In truth this Anglo-Saxon football was not a game 

at all," he wailed. "It was the Industrial System celebrating 

a triumph over its vanquished antidote, Sport, by 

masquerading in its guise.,,16 

But, despite Toynbee's and Mumford's accusations 

about the role of mass-sport in the "decline of the West," 

modern sport and industrial nationalism share more than a 

challenge and response relationship. The transportation and 

communication revolution created an atmosphere in which 

"athletism" thrived. The railroad facilitated the rise of 

professional baseball and college football, engendering 

American rivalries between city and city, college and 

college. The creation of a national press made the sports 

pages a daily habit for millions of American readers. Mass 

society spawned the rise of spectator sports and created the 

"fan." The high levels of organization, bureaucratization 

and rationalization which characterize modern sport date from 

the organizational revolution of the late nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, a revolution which remade American 

society.17 

Certain sports, particularly those which might be 

included under the heading of "outdoorsmanship," like 

hunting, fishing and mountaineering, contain elements which 

imply a rejection of industrialism. But even these 



"non-industrial" pastimes are subsumed by consumer culture, 

which produces expensive gear for those people inclined to 

return to "nature" swaddled in gortex and outfitted with 

space-age camping gear. Consumer culture even sells escape 

in the guise of "adventure" travel packages. For the most 

part modern athletics represents an agent of, rather than a 

haven from, modern life. Sport played a central role, as a 

revolutionary rather than a reactionary, in the shaping of 

nineteenth and twentieth century social structures. 

The interactions between athletics and social 

structures has consumed most of the scholarly attention 

focused on sport. William Graham Sumner, in Folkways 
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(1906), depicted sport as a modern device for teaching 

children social norms. That conception of sport, as a part 

of the ideology, or Weltanschauung, or cosmology, of a 

culture has enjoyed an enormous popular and scholarly life. 

Sports build character, reads the liturgy, so they must 

"mirror" the underlying values and mores of civilization. 

"Sport [Wettkampfe] presents the higher seriousness; for in 

it Nnture is wrought into Spirit, and although in these 

contests the subject has not advanced to the highest grade of 

serious thought, yet in this exercise of the physical powers, 

man shows his Freedom, viz. that he has transformed his body 

into an organ of the spirit," proclaimed G.W.F. Hegel during 

the Romantic era following the French Revolution in which 
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modern sports germinated. 1S Hegel's dictum, that sport 

reflects the level of development in a civilization, lurks in 

most explanations of the role of sports in society. 

Investigators might reject Hegel's spiritualistic doctrine of 

cultural evolution, replacing it with a social or material 

index, but they concur with him in as~igning sport the role 

of measuring device. For whether social critics prescribe 

sport as an antidote for declining values, or condemn it as a 

false and malicious idol, they agree that it somehow reveals 

important clues about the health of a civilization. 

In the 1950s, when a systematic body of sport theory 

began to appear in the social sciences, it coalesced around 

the "looking glass" paradigm. 19 The idea that the sports a 

culture practiced "mirrored" its value structures and 

cosmology arose in anthropology through the work of Roger 

Caillois, and John M. Roberts and Brian sutton-Smith. A 

generation of scientific investigators adopted the mirror 

analogy as its basic paradigm. Peter Boyle, a senior editor 

at Sports Illustrated, produced Sport: Mirror of American 

Life in 1963. Henry W. Morton followed Boyle's lead with 

Soviet Sport: Mirror of Soviet Life the same year. 20 The 

sociologists John Loy and Gerald Kenyon asserted that sport 

could best be understood as a reflection of Talcott Parson's 

structuralist categories. In their formulations sport became 

a mirror of the fundamental structural and functional 
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categories which shape human social systems. 21 

In all fairness to Kenyon, Loy and the other 

sociologists of sport, it must be said that they were nr.,:. 

merely looking for the superficial reflections sport cast on 

the nature of modern societies. They wanted to ascertain the 

ways in which sport conformed to deeper social structures and 

motives. But they could not escape their basic paradigm. 

The sociologists only saw sport as a passive reflector of 

those structures and motives. 

The political and intellectual upheavals of the 1960s 

altered the focus of the mirror paradigm. Curiously, the 

shift occurred first in popular culture. At the beginning of 

the decade President John F. Kennedy restated the traditional 

American belief in the Hellenic axiom of a strong mind in a 

strong body as the foundation for a vigorous republic, urging 

Americans to devote themselves to physical fitness as they 

sallied forth to conquer the "new frontier.,,22 But a 

series of exposes from the American sports establishment, 

particular Jim Bouton's Ball Four, increasingly brought the 

character-building aspects of athletics into question. 23 

Interested in confirming their vision of 

"established" society as racist, sexist, imperialist, and 

economically and politically oppressive, a new group of 

scholars found those very conditions mirrored by American 

sports. Harry Edwards offered one of the most comprehensive 
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"new" perspectives on American athletics in his ,Sociology of 

Sport. He concluded that the status garnering quality of 

sport, in its function as a conduit for individual 

achievement, was the most impo~tant feature of American 

sport. "The overriding value orientation salient throughout 

the institution of sport and the dominant sports ~reed is 

that of 'individual achievement through competition,'" 

surmised Edwards. He thought that American sport as an 

institution inculcated and confirmed a middle class creed. 

Sport had also spawned two counter-creeds. The 

first, the "humanitarian counter-creecl," best typified by the 

writings of Jack Scott, attacked the dominant creed as 

authoritarian and stifling, and sought to mitigate the 

cut-throat competition engendered by a focus on individual 

achievement through competition by focusing on cooperation 

and the intrinsic value of athletic performance in 

self-actualization. Scott did not define competition as bad 

in and of itself, but insisted that an athlete's "quest for 

excellence should not be accomplished at the expense of 

himself or others." According to Edwards, his own The 

Revolt of the Black Athlete best expressed the second 

counter-creed of athletic "equalitarianism." The adherents 

of the equalitarian creed demanded not "broad sweeping 

changes in the overall structure and functioning of sport," 

but simple equality and corresponding status for blacks in 
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the white-dominated sport order. 

Edwards described the ideology of the dominant sports 

creed as promoting the beliefs that sports participation 

developed "good character," loyalty, altruism, social and 

self-control, and fortitude, as well as preparing the athlete 

for life and providing individuals with the opportunity for 

advancement. Sport purportedly encouraged religiosity and 

nationalism. The counter-creeds also sought to channel human 

energy in specific directions, in redressing the improper 

valuation imposed by the dominant ideology. In his 

concluding remarks Edwards indicated that his'sociological 

survey had found that the dominant ideology's claims "do not 

have a sufficient basis in current knowledge to justify the 

dogmatic certainty with which they are expressed."24 

Neither Edwards nor Scott denied the power of sport 

to affect the social process in beneficial ways, as some 

neo-Marxist scholars have. 25 Instead they offered their 

"counter-creeds" as vehicles to effnct social change in the 

United states through the medium of athletics. 

The 1960s perspective that American sport enhanced 

copservative social domination rather than aiding in the 

realization of democratic ideals, and the concern in history 

and sociology with social order and control, has shaped a 

great deal of recent scholarship on modern athletics. 26 

stephen Reiss's Touching Base: Professional Baseball and 
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American Culture ill the Progressive Era, indicated that 

baseball's sporting ideology promoted "Middle American" 

values as the answer to American problems during the "search 

for order." The social control research focuses on 

nineteenth and early twentieth century American reform 

movements, and the way in which sport functioned to shore up 

the hegemony of those groups whose control of American 

society was threatened by the breakdown of the community in 

the face of the industrial revolution. Many of the 

researchers saw sport's advocates as control-motivated 

ideologues who sought to perpetuate bourgeois, Anglo-Saxon, 

Protestant control of American civilization. Some of the 

scholars noted that the groups on whom control was imposed 

were not simply passive receptors in the process, and that 

humanitarian as well as domineering motives impelled sporting 

reformers. The newer socio-historical scholarship still 

clings to the mirror paradigm. They hypothesize that 

American athletics simply reflect the larger patterns which 

motivate social groups in urban-industrial America. 27 

Another current trend in sports studies looks at 

physical culture through the lens of "modernization" theory. 

The German historian and sociologist Max Weber described the 

distinctive mark of a modern society as an adoption of the 

concept of achieved status, rather than the ascriptive nature 

of status which traditional societies manifested. In 
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Weberian terms, sport represents one of the best institutions 

for achieving status in modern society. The American 

historian Allen Guttmann recognized that "one great advantage 

of the Weberian model is that it enables one to see in the 

microcosm (modern sports) the characteristics of the 

macrocosm (modern society)--secularism, equality, 

specialization, rationalism, bureaucratic organization, and 

quantification.,,28 Obviously, Guttmann did not shatter the 

mirror paradigm, he simply saw different reflections in it. 

In so far as it goes, the concept of modernization 

accurately describes how modern sports are organized. 

Melvin Adelman recently employed the theory to push the 

origins of "modern" American sports back to the 1820s. 

Adelman claimed that the attraction of modernization theory 

"is that it permits historians to avoid one of the major 

pitfalls of the usage of the urban-industrial model. In our 

current works, sport emerges as a by-product of changing 

societal conditions, the too frequent view of sport as a 

mirror of society." Adelman asserted that "the 

modernizational framework sees sport not as an extension of 

society but as a part of a cultural process.,,29 But 

Adelman himself sometimes treated sports as an industrial 

"by-product." "By training and adjusting urban men to the 

new social system, sport as a promoter of rational order 

became a servant of its creator, the modern productive 
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system," he wrote. 30 If the modern productive system 

"created" sport, then it becomes more of an "extension of 

society" than a "cultural process." Certainly industrialism 

can be understood as one of the reasons for the creation of 

modern sport. But to assign production the role of creator 

makes the appearance of athletics an inevitable factor in 

modernization and casts sport as a reflection of the 

underlying mode of production. Adelman reconstructed the 

very mirror he sought to shatter. 

Friedrich Engels warned historians and sociologists 

of the danger of facile linkages of the mode of production to 

historical causation. "According to the materialist 

conception of history," explained Engels, "the ultimately 

determining element in history is the production and 

reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I 

have asserted." Engels insisted that economic forces often 

formed the basis of historical conflicts, but that 

"superstructural" elements--"political, juristic, 

philosophical theories, religious views and their further 

development into systems of dogmas"--played important roles 

in historical struggles, "and in many cases preponderate in 

determining their f2Im." If, in the evolution of society 

economic forces "are ultimately decisive," asserted Engels, 

to imagiHe before that stage has been reached that the mode 

of production is the sole, or in some cases even the primary, 
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causative agent would be absurd he thought. 31 

Far too many studies of modern sport and its 

association with industrialism have suffered from the 

misreading of Marxism about which Engels warned. Indeed, 

most sociological, psychological and historical 

investigations of organized sport have focused almost 

entirely on the functional properties of athletics in modern 

society. Sport exists to ch~nnel human energy in acceptable 

directions--directions determined by the mode of production. 

It socializes people, particularly children and adolescents, 

in the norms and values of the dominant culture. Theorists 

describe the functional aspects of sport in two ways. Sport 

is either a "mirror" of modern society or an escape from the 

anomie of modern existence. The mirror analogy confirms 

hypotheses about the nature of society. Critics laud or 

condemn American society through American sport. 32 

Guttmann would have it both ways. "Sports are an alternative 

to, and simultaneously, a reflection of the modern age," 

reads Guttmann's instructive paradox. 33 But are sports 

solely mirrors or alternatives? 

In the attempt to describe sport most scholars try 

connecting it to play or games. Both play and games are 

supposed to belong to the social sphere of "leisure" rather 

than "work," although some Marxist thinkers dispute that 

delineation. Play generally gets defined as a spontaneous, 
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innate behavior. But the juxtaposition of free and innate 

characteristics creates some problems for that definition of 

play. How can an activity be both free and instinctual? 

Sigmund Freud located play, which he identified with a primal 

sort of aggression, at the center of unsocialized behavior. 

In Freud's terms, "free" play had to be regulated in the 

interests of civil society. But then Freud defined freedom 

as a state in which people were ruled by their natural 

instincts. And in that sense, like Hegel and his 

philosophical progeny--idealist or materialist--Freud 

imagined a very deterministic sort of freedom for 

mankind. 34 

Those who follow Freud, knowingly or unknowingly, and 

define sport as a form of instinctual play, really neglect 

the cultural dimensions of athletic experience. In a work 

entitled Homo Ludens, Johan Huizinga tried to escape 

Freud's sophistry. He placed the concept of play, instead of 

its suppression, at the center of civilization. Huizinga 

attempted to articulate a comprehensive theory of human 

behavior to rival the constructions of Freud or Karl Marx. 

But while he was very careful to avoid relating play to 

instinct, his insistence that play was a universal behavior 

among all species of animals, and his failure to clearly 

express that humans could choose DQi to play, made his 

conception of play problematic. 35 
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Huizinga linked play with organized "games." He 

insisted that play "creates order, II order." Huizinga 

designated structured playas "sacred," while activity that 

did not represent the higher rationality implicit in the 

universe became "profane.,,36 Spontaneity and 

purposelessness, and order and regulation, simply do not fit 

so neatly together. In fact, play and garnes, as Jean Piaget 

discovered in Play, Dreams and Imitation in Childhood, are 

quite different. Play is a natural respcnse to the 

environment, games are learned behaviors. Garnes are 

cultural, not natural phenomena. 37 

What Huizinga really wanted to explain in merging 

play and games was the essential freedom of those activities. 

Play is not work. Humans do not have to play in order to 

survive physically, or to satisfy any biological dictates. 

Huizinga, and the scholars who have followed his lead in 

assigning sport a "ludic" element, seek to distinguish it as 

an uncoerced and unnecessary--in the sense that anything not 

related to the winning of one's daily bread is 

unnecessary--behavior. They proclaimed playa "free" 

activity. Clearly, Huizinga and his followers preferred the 

liberal definition of freedom. 

Huizinga celebrated cultures in which freedom, 

through the ludic impulse, played a central role in life. He 

particularly admired medieval Western civilization. Its 
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pageants, festivals, holidays and spectacular rituals 

convinced him that play and freedom had been more fully 

actualized in the Middle Ages than in the work-consumed 

modern world. In fact, Huizinga condemned the 

"professionalization" of modern athletics, and warned of the 

dangers visited on the modern world by the diminution of the 

play impulse in an age devoted to the gospel of material 

uti li ty. 38 

Following Huizinga's insights on the relationship 

between sport and freedom, a host of sport's interpreters have 

associated freedom with physical contests. Michael Novak's 

ode to athletism, The Joy of Sport (1976), lauded sport as 

one of the highest realms for the pursuit of spiritual 

freedom and an understanding of the meaning of human 

eXistence. 39 Guttmann, in From Ritual to Record: The 

Nature of Modern Sports (1978), took a more sober, and less 

metaphysical, approach to the relationship of freedom and 

athletic endeavor. Guttmann thought that sport represented a 

realm of "relative" freedom. He asserted that the preference 

for team sports in the United states represented the reality 

of subordinating absolute individual freedom for the greater 

opportunities presented by complex social organizations. 

Team sports became a metaphor for the "social contract" which 

binds together modern liberal democracies. Sport symbolized 

the reality of republicanism in a mass society.40 
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In Sport: A Prison of Measured Time (1978), 

Jean-Marie Brohm attacked the connection between freedom and 

sport. Brohm claimed that sport simply reproduced the 

oppressive social order of industrial capitalism. He 

insisted that athletics destroyed the creative powers of play 

and enslaved people in a system which unthinkingly mirrored 

capitalistic productive and power relations. Sport, in 

Brohm's formulations, helped perpetuate the continuing 

injustices by which elites maintained hegemony in modern 

societies, and deceived the masses into passively accepting 

the current material conditions of life. Brohm's romantic 

neo-Marxist musings dismissed the possibility that ideas, 

rationality, or culture, could play any part in human 

history. His rigidly deterministic theories left no creative 

role for sport to play in society.41 

The Canadian sociologist Richard Gruneau offered a 

much more sophisticated Marxist analysis of modern 

"athletism" in Class, Sports, and Social Development 

(1983). He sought to understand how sports impacted on the 

relationships between human agency and the processes of 

social reproduction. Gruneau thought "it crucial to 

recognize as a general principle that any given structure may 

have the capacity to both open up and close of different 

possibilities and choices." While he criticized the 

"constraining" features of the modern sport order, he held 
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make it into an "enabling" component in the fight for 

freedom. 42 

In a similar vein, John A. Hargreaves Sport. Power 
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and Culture (1986), offered a challenging study of sport in 

modern British society in an analytical framework derived 

from the neo-Marxist hegemony theories of Antonio Gramsci, 

Michael Foucault, Steven Lukes and E.P. Thompson. Hargreaves 

constructed sport as "a cultural formation" which played 

important roles in winning consent to first elite and then 

bourgeois power consolidations during nineteenth and 

twentieth century British history. Hargreaves explained the 

importance of sport in gaining and maintaining class hegemony 

in modern social struggles, and, like Gruneau, offered the 

possibility that athletics might still be employed in 

achieving revolutionary change. Unfortunately, both his work 

and Gruneau's suffered from an overdependence of dialectical 

logic, which produces a tendency to reconstruct human 

motivations from the results of historical change. 43 

Hargreaves's and Gruneau's conception of sport as 

"structured possibility" through which human agents might 

"make" reality, while overly concerned with the material 

foundations of culture and encased in an almost 

indecipherable sociological jargon, offers interesting 

insights into the kinds of freedom which physical culture can 
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offer the modern world. Garnes have certain characteristics, 

rules, goals, and freedom--the kind of freedom which arises 

from the ability to manipulate the environment. Sport is a 

form of game, not play. Sport offers not the "negative" 

freedom from the concerns of the everyday world, but the 

creative freedom for prescribing solutions to "real" 

problems. 

Garnes, and sports, are strategies for orderlng the 

world. They require regulation, the separation of empirical 

data into orderly frameworks, and goals. Garnes, as the 

cognitive psychologist Theodore Roszak understood, are very 

similar to "rational intelligence." Rationalism implies 

isolating experience into manipulable blocks, placing ordered 

structures on it, setting goals, and defining the rules by 

which thinkers should apprehend reality. Game playing is the 

rational way in which human beings interact with reality, and 

resides at the center of rational cUlture. 44 

Sports are forms of games in which physical activity 

plays a primary role. But do sports, and garnes, belong to 

the world of work, or the world of leisure? Sport's 

theorists separate themselves along ideological lines on that 

question. The labor-leisure rift divides Marxist critics of 

sport from those who employ other philosophical strategies. 

Since the Marxists must champion the primacy of labor in the 

history of human existence, they allow sport into their 
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frameworks only as an instrument of utilitarianism. Those 

Marxists who promote sport see in it the potential to 

socialize individuals into the culture of work, its power to 

inculcate socialistic values, and its ability to unleash the 

productive potentials of workers. Their definitions of sport 

place physical culture squarely into the realm of labor and 

utility.45 In criticizing bourgeois perspectives on sport, 

the soviet sports scientist N.I. Ponomaryov concluded that 

"while a Marxist sociology of sport is based on an 

understanding of the role of sport in society as a secondary 

factor serving the needs of production and as a means of 

education and preparation for l~fe, an idealist [bourgeois] 

sociology absolutises the play element in sport, seeing it as 

an opportunity of escaping from reality, from unresolved 

social problerns.,,46 

For some Marxists, particularly the "neo" variety, 

sport represents one of the "opiates" which obscure the real 

business of society from people. In their formulations sport 

diverts attention from the nature of labor, it propagates a 

bourgeois "false consciousness," it perpetuates elite social 

control, and it diverts energy and attention from the 

cooperative endeavor of building a scientific society into 

disruptive channels of competitiveness and achievement. 47 

But most Marxists, particularly those working in communist 

countries, find sport a useful tool. 
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The non-Marxist scholars of sport, whether they 

associate themselves with the Right or any variety of 

"liberal" perspective, tend to see athletics as one of the 

human activities which transcends the work-a-day world. 

Although they defined leisure in somewhat different fashions, 

Huizinga, Josef Pieper and Jose Ortega y Gasset each placed 

games and sports within leisure's province. 48 Liberal 

investigators of sports tend to perceive it as a 

non-utilitarian institution, whether they condemn it as 

escapism or laud it as a teacher of the cherished doctrine of 

"fair play.,,49 

At the core of the labor-leisure rift lies an 

anthropological--and political--argument about the origins 

and nature of civil society. The Marxists and their 

opponents dispute the role of sports in society because they 

cannot see beyond their definitions of mankind as hQmQ 

faber or homo ludens. Both positions suppose a 

foundation for human sociability. But that bipolar division 

of "humanness" neglects the concept of homo sapiens, which 

can provide significant insights into the role of sport in 

culture. It is evident that both utilitarians and idealists 

can use sport, or any other form of rationality, to further 

their ends. But the fact that sport is indeed a form of 

rationality, an idea, a cultural product, indicates the 

weakness of the materialist claim. In many ways the 
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form of rationality, modern athletics can be employed to 

further the aims of utility or leisure. That paradox makes 

sport inherently political, and renders its supposed 

separation from "reality" absurd. 50 

Some investigators have described sport as a 

self-contained universe. S1 Huizinga defined it as 
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"unreal." They, and other scholars, have attempted to force 

athletics into a temporally different, and separate, arena 

from other human activities. In these formulations sport 

comes to be a time and a place apart from the real terms of 

existence. But human beings have the capacity to make a game 

out of the most mundane tasks, and sport often intrudes into 

the most unlikely everyday spheres. 52 Sport's 

"separateness" stems from its rationalism, which requires the 

categorization of experience. As a cultural agent sport 

impacts on the "r~al world." Sport is neither a 

self-contained universe nor unreal, but one of many avenues 

of human perception. In Engels' terminology, it is one of 

the forces involved in the "production and reproduction of 

real life." 

Huizinga's definition of playas an "unreal" activity 

becomes all the more puzzling when one considers that 

Huizinga wanted to redress what he thought were the failings 

of the Marxist and Freudian world-views with a similarly 
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inclusive theory of human activity centered around the "play 

impulse" of Homo Ludens. True, Huizinga identified play 

with games, merging spontaneous with regularized activity 

into a somewhat misleading concoction. 53 But the main 

thrust of Huizinga's theorizing sought to replace labor and 

instinct with leisure as the center of human existence. And 

in that sense, Huizinga hardly meant that games and sports 

were "unreal" entities. In many ways, sport, like other 

rational activities, provides an avenue for transcending the 

"work-a-day-world." In certain ways Huizinga echoed the 

hypotheses of Thorstein Veblen, who located the source of 

both "savage" cosmology and modern science in the "instinct 

of idle curiosity." Modern sport derives it ludic, 

non-utilitarian features from a similar source. People play 

games with reality. Whether sport belongs to the arena of 

leisure or labor, depends in a large degree to cultural 

forces which direct ludic activity, Veblen's "instinct of 

, 't ,,54 curlOSl y. That reality has sparked the rise of some 

very distinct physical cultures in the modern world. 

Is there anything about the nature of sport itself, 

or a particular game, which suggests that it belongs to a 

political ideology, or an economic system, or one kind of 

social structure? Some anthropologists think that the kinds 

of games a culture prefers depend on the functional structure 

of the cultures. Roberts and Sutton-Smith pioneered a 
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cross-cultural model of play which indicated that cultures 

which placed a high value on achievement practiced games of 

physical skill, while cultures which demanded obedience 

exhibited a marked preference for games of strategy, and in 

cultures marked by uncertain and anxious environments, games 

of chance predominated. 55 The French anthropologist Roger 

Caillois also constructed a model of games in which the kinds 

of contests a society chose indicated the way in which that 

society structured itself. 56 

Certainly cultural and social structures shape sport. 

David Riesman and Reuel Denney traced how Americans recast 

the English game of rugby into a contest which fit the value 

and logic systems of an industrializing United States. Thus 

the American created version of football represented a social 

adaptation to the changing structures of American life. 57 

Similar perspectives on the integration between sports and 

other realms of culture appear in scholarship on primitive 

cUltures. 58 

But efforts to indicate that sport simply conforms 

to, or mirrors, the social structure of. the societies which 

engage in it, fail to properly understand the dynamic nature 

of sport as a cultural pattern. Much of the current 

sociology and history of sport suffers from the narrow 

conception of society as an agent which acts on athletics, 

without any reciprocation. The application of 
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urban-industrial models and "modernization theory," currently 

the "cutting-edge" techniques in sports studies, to the study 

of athletics suffers from that very theoretical blindness. 

Scholars who have offered modernization as an explanation for 

the rise of "modern" athletics have simplified the process to 

the point of meaninglessness. They have concluded that as 

society became "modern," so did sport! While modernization 

theory offers some insight into how modern sports are 

structured, it fails to address the question of why 

"athletism" arose. 59 

One must remember that American sport 'was not simply 

modernized by the "forces" of industrial nationalism, but 

that it was one of those "modern forces." The architects of 

"athletism" designed it as a creative innovation for adapting 

their culture to changing realities. Returning to cognitive 

psychology for a moment, Roszak explained that the 

characteristics of games are identical with the 

characteristics of rational human endeavor. People set 

boundaries on empirical stimuli, isolate segments of it, and 

describe it in terms of its perceived regularity. 

"Intelligence plays games with reality," posited Roszak. 

"Its natural response to experience will always be the same: 

to define a field, fix a goal, apply rules.,,60 Sport is a 

rational way for apprehending experience and constructing 

culture. 
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Such a conception of games, and sports, leads one to 

think of the athletic craze which arose in Great Britain and 

the United states during the nineteenth century, and which 

continued to grow into the twentieth century, not solely as 

an aspect of human endeavor which was modernized, but as a 

modernizer in and of itself. Sports helped explain the new 

realities of industrialized nations. It gave people a lever 

with which to move their worlds. In the true sense of the 

word, sport became a technology, and as surely as the 

Bessemer process or electrification, it altered the shape of 

American civilization. 

An inquiry into the nature of the idea of sport, and 

its impact on American culture--a theoretical construct used 

in this study which has been modeled on the anthropological 

concepts of A.L. Kroeber, Clyde Kluckhohn, and their 

imitators--can offer an understanding of the ways in which 

"athletism" enabled American civilization to adjust to the 

demands of industrial nationalism. Culture is the motivating 

force in human societies. If environment and biology set 

certain parameters for human behavior, then culture shapes 

the choices a society makes within the myriad of 

possibilities between the parameters. Culture is a 

"superorganic phenomenon," human created and constantly 

transformed by human action. Without culture human societies 

would have no sense of history, of order, of values, of norms 
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or standards of behavior. At the highest level culture 

expresses itself in terms of values and ways of life. It is 

most easily studied as a pattern, a systematic style of 

interacting with and responding to the human environment. 61 

Recent work in a variety of fields, cognitive 

psychology, cultural anthropology, literary criticism, 

sociology and intellectual history, has continued to explore 

along the paths which Kroeber and Kluckhohn pioneered. 62 

The "cognitivist" approach stresses the need to study the 

perspectives which people bring to th2 world, and to relate 

those perspectives to their cultural and social contexts. In 

historical studies, Gene Wise pushed for a new strategy for 

understanding the relationship between ideas and experience 

in human life based on the cognitive creed. Wise labeled the 

technique "perspectivism," and urged scholars to concentrate 

as much on the inside of "explanation-forms," as they do on 

the outside--the social context. An "explanation-form" is 

the perspective, the frame of reference, or in Thomas Kuhn's 

jargon, the paradigm, through which people apprehend reality. 

Wise realized that all historical data is impressionistic. 

Historical statistics provide certain impressions, and give 

certain "explanation-forms" to experience. Religious tracts 

give different impressions, and provide different 

explanations. 63 This study will concentrate on the 

"explanation-forms" offered by American sport, and analyze 
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them both internally and in the context of broader historical 

patterns. 

The sport as cultural mirror analogy only works if 

one remembers that mirrors are tools. The reflection cast by 

athletics, positive or negative, inspires action. Cultures, 

and "explanation-forms," determine the ways in which humans 

use their tools. Lewis Mumford urged people not to forget 

that man makes the tools and not vice-versa. 64 

Anthropologist Kendall Blanchard's cross-cultural 

comparison of the role of basketball in Mormon and Navajo 

communities in the American southwest underscored Mumford's 

dictum. Both cultures used basketball as a method of value 

expression and confirmation, but from different frames of 

reference and for different ends. Culture shaped the way in 

which they played the game. Mormons and Navajos practiced 

very different styles of basketball, and drew different 

lessons from the contest. Blanchard's observations yielded 

insights into the fundamental nature of each culture. 

Basketball was a tool for both cultures. And each group used 

that tool in a different fashion. 65 

People invent tools to manipulate, and to understand, 

their worlds. The "athletism" which C. Turner proclaimed in 

1888 as the most far-reaching force of the nineteenth century 

was an invention. Inventions, as the historian of science 

Elting Morrison and the historian of art and ideas Irwin 
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Panofosky recognized, arise from the interactions of fortune, 

intellectual climate, and well-prepared imaginative 

. d 66 m1n s. The invention of a "sporting republic," 

undertaken in the late nineteenth century by a group of 

educators, scientists, politicians, social critics and 

journalists, created modern sport in America. 67 The 

industrial revolution played a role in that process, not as a 

cause but as a reason. 68 A variety of other reasons helped 

create a "climate" conducive to the invention of modern sport 

including immigration, urbanization, the rise of mass 

society, the new role of the United states in the world, 

technological innovations; in fact all of those forces and 

factors which are lumped together under the generalized 

historical notion of the "modernization" of American 

civilization. 

American entrepreneurs invented a sporting republic, 

combining institutions, technologies and attitudes which 

already existed, to adjust their society to a rapidly 

changing environment. They made physical culture into 

political culture. "While play has always, by its very 

nature, set itself off from workaday life, at the same time 

it retains an organic connection with the lif~ of the 

community, by virtue of its capacity to dramatize reality and 

to offer a convincing representation of the community's 

values," recognized Christopher Lasch. "Games and athletic 
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contests offer a dramatic commentary on reality rather than 

an escape from it--a heighten~d reenactment of comnlunal 

traditions, not a repudiation of them," Lasch posited. 69 

Political culture intersects with the structure of modern 

sports in several important ways. They share some common 

concerns about power, law, nationalism, freedom and morality. 

Modern sport is as intertwined with the political 

life as older forms of physical culture were with religious 

rituals. "Athletism" works its magic in the realm of 

politics. As a character builder, its lessons are aimed at 

public life. The virtues it purportedly teaches are civic 

virtues, the correct relation between interior needs and 

impUlses and the duties one owes the community. As a vehicle 

for nationalism, sport has few secular equals in times of 

peace. Perhaps only space programs, which very few modern 

nations possess, can inspire a populace to celebrate their 

nationhood with the same fervor as a victory in an 

international competition. Sport serves as a symbolic 

expression of national vitality, of the will of the body 

politic. Sport invigorates nationalism through its character 

building function as well, prescribing a "type" of 

citizenship which athletics can teach through participation 

and spectatorship. As a ritual of power, sport offers dynamic 

possibilities. "The effort to conquer an opponent, the self 

or an environment in play and only in play gives to sport its 
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peculiar satisfaction and its especial virtue in human life," 

asserted Peter McIntosh, one of the foremost authorities on 

"athletism.,,70 Sporting competition provides an 

understanding of power on a variety of levels--physical, 

psychic, mental, individual, communal, national, and 

international. 

As a symbol for freedom, sport has assumed a place 

among the mythologies of the modern world. Regardless of 

their political ideology, modern peoples believe that sport 

possesses a transcendent quality which can aid them in their 

struggles to realize freedom, however they define it. As a 

symbol of order, of regulation and rules, sport confirms the 

assumptions of the modern mind. As a part of the new order, 

created in the revolt against formalism to stand in place of 

the old absolutes, sport stands guard against the demons of 

modernist theology, chaos, nihilism, superstition, and 

irrationalism. 

Europe has long recognized and debated the political 

nature of sport. Ideology divided, and continues to divide, 

sport in twentieth century Europe. Fascism created the 

concept of the political athlete during Italy in the 1930s. 

The Nazis had similar ideas, and a sporting culture tinged by 

their particular racial theories. Marxists, although an 

intellectual disdain of the physical sometimes intrudes, 

practice several sporting ideologies, from a Soviet romantic 
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nationalism to East Germany's cult of physical 

perfection. 71 European liberals and conservatives have 

offered different athletic ideologies. England, as the 

birthplace of modern "athletism," carries on its own special 

sporting cUlture. 72 

Sport in America has often, like politics, been 

considered free of ideological debate. Incorporated into a 

"liberal" consensus, sport, "the cement of democracy," has 

been condemned for validating repressive social structures 

and perpetuating class control. 73 But American sport has 

often extended ideological and political debate in the United 

states. The architects of "athletism" invented modern sport 

to help forge a new community, a national polity of shared 

values and ideals, when older communal forms came tumbling 

down in the machine age. Its role in the "search for 

community" casts sport as an instrument for forging new, or 

renewed, social relations. 74 As an "explanation-form" 

sport has considered some of the most important questions 

faced by the American polity in the twentieth century. 

"That games are extensions, not of our private but of 

our social selves, and that they are media of communication, 

should now be plain," concluded Marshall McLuhan in one of 

his meditations on the role ~f ~port in the culture of the 

modern world. 75 McLuhan's "global villagers" have created 

an quadrennial festival of competitions between their "social 
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selves," the modern Olympic Games. The Olympics emit the 

most intense messages about the public personas of Americans 

of any modern sporting event. The best "explanation-forms" 

for exploring American understanding of sport, politics and 

the Olympics are the perspectives of the organizers, 

administrators and athletes who comprised the teams, and the 

accounts of the Olympic Garnes in the newly emerged mass 

media. 

"In America contests of deep interest may rage round 

a Presidential Election and rend public opinion, but the very 

knowledge of the contest will be confined largely to the 

American continent, mused "athletism's" 1888 observer. "The 

fiercest controversies in science and religion may rise and 

subside, the whole current of ecclesiastical thought may 

change, whilst the 'Tracts for the Times' will remain a mere 

phrase to the millions who are keenly alive to the more 

cosmopolitan questions involved in athletism.,,76 Americans 

in the last decades of the nineteenth century saw sport as a 

"force," a dynamic energy in an age of energies. They would 

employ their new technology to control other forces, 

sexuality, social conflict, evolution, instinctual 

aggression, the power of the machine, new modes of production 

and ways of life; which threatened the new century with 

chaos. Henry Anams had been fascinated, and frightened, by 

the new energies of his age. He was almost certain that they 



were beyond human control. William James tried to devise a 

new philosophy to give some measure of control over those 

energies. Americans, by and large, sided with James. They 

reacted to the new dynamics "pragmatically," rather than 

pessimistically. The pragmatists turned to sport to shape 

human possibilities in the modern environment. 77 
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This study will focus on the invention of the modern 

sport and its employment as an explanatory device by American 

civilization through an examination of the most politically 

and ideologically rich sporting events ever held in the 

modern world, the Olympic Games. From the late nineteenth 

century through the hp.ginning of the Second World War, the 

United states completed its metamorphosis from a nation in 

which political power tended to be diffused, fragmented and 

localized, into a state characterized by strong national 

interest groups and concentrated power exercised through the 

federal government. Sport played an important role in that 

change. It served as one of the chief strategies in the 

campaign for a national culture. The invention of the 

sporting republic began the crusade. 
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II. INVENTING THE SPORTING REPUBLIC 

"Few people realize how great is the part played by 

sport in the life of a nation. Most of us think of the hour 

or two spent at some form of exercise as a pastime which has 

little or no bearing upon the political life about us." How 

wrong the unenlightened were, thought Price Collier. The 

sporting life produced precisely the type of citizen needed 

for national political and economic success. "It was no mere 

epigram of the Iron Duke about the playing fields of Eton, 

and Waterloo," insisted Collier. "There was a direct 

connection, just as there is a direct connection between that 

hardy, plain-living family of Deweys from Vermont, and 

Manila," he continued, heralding the hero of the American 

victory over the Spanish fleet in the 1898 war over Cuba, and 

implicating athletics in America's success in world affairs. 

Collier believed that sport built the kind of character that 

the United States needed to meet the challenges of the 

twentieth century. He lumped those inherently political 

virtues under the term manliness. "If our more manly 

citizens could rule us, then, no doubt, we should be better 

off," he insisted. The sporting life insured solid national 

leadership, political and economic well-being, and provided 

for the national destiny, or so Price Collier preached. 1 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, during 
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the beginning of the "search for order," a small group of 

journalists, politicians, educators and social reformers, 

Price Collier among them, invented the "sporting republic." 

Their concept of a sporting republic sought to wed American 

physical culture with the liberal tradition. Republican 

ideology had long asserted the necessity of a vigorous 

citizenry for insuring political liberty and guarding against 

the vices which made overly artificial civilizations easy 

prey for tyrants. In the pre-industrial world the 

republicans had insisted that vigor and independence sprang 

from agrarian roots. They opposed the symbol of the healthy, 

moral yeoman farmer to the dissipated, venal city dweller. 

The republicans sought a middle ground between nature and 

artifice, a pastoral clime which would nurture physical, 

political and moral strength. They had always linked robust 

health, the virtues of hard work, and the appreciation of 

human physicality to the liberal tradition. 2 

In the years after the American Civil War, as 

industrialism rendered the pastoral ideal increasingly 

impossible to realize, Americans turned to the playing fields 

to preserve republican ideals. The idea of the sporting 

republic helped to explain the changing nature of the 

American environment. Sport became a metaphor for national 

vigor, an argument in the arsenal of expansionists who wanted 

to alter the role of the United States in the world. The 
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founding fathers of the sporting republic asserted that 

athletics would provide moral education and the strength to 

face modern problems, would properly regulate individualism, 

and would promote "fair play" and equity in social relations. 

Men, and women, claimed the inventors, would benefit from 

their new device. They perceived athletism as a method for 

manipulating the environment, for reuniting mind and body in 

the modern age, and saving the nation from dissipation and 

tyranny. 

The late nineteenth century American mind associated 

athletics with energy. And it linked energy with progress. 

William J. Lampton thought that the American "fascination 

with fast motion" 0xplained the connection between the 

machine age and the athletic craze. "This fascination has 

brought into being our steamships, our telegraphs, our 

railroads, our telephones, our fast presses, our 

sewing-machines, our typewriters, our rapid-firing guns, our 

champions of speed on the turf, our automobiles and bicycles, 

and our vast variety of time-saving machinery in all branches 

of manufacture." Lampton expressed the typical American 

notion that progress and energy were inextricably woven 

together. "Indeed, it is the inspiration of the whole 

world's material development, because if the world had not 

felt and responded to the fascination of fast motion, it 

would have stood still and the man of to-day would yet be 



prehistoric man.,,3 But energies created as many problems 

as they solved, and threatened to send the entire world 

gyrating into chaos. 
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Athletism's theorists hypothesized that sport could 

control energies. Such a perspective flowed from analogical 

reasoning. Athletics required the control and rational 

application of the body's dynamic potential to the dictates 

of the contest. Simple observation confirmed that fact. 

Sport then, the analogy testified, controlled energy. 

Wi lliam James's identification of sport as "the moral 

equivalent of war," read one way, represented the heart of 

the sporting republic's creed. Aggression represented the 

most basic, and the most powerful human energy, responsible 

for the destructions of war. Athletism turned the aggressive 

impulse into a socially productive force. Sport rendered the 

source of war, the aggressiveness of human nature and the 

need to dominate, "moral," by regulating and tempering 

warlike energies. Sport became one of the first pragmatic 

instruments which "progressive" Americans crafted to meet the 

challenges of a new world. 4 

The founding fathers of the sporting republic 

connected sport to war in another way. While sport lessened 

the chances for civil conflict and controlled the warlike 

impulses of the masses, it also, to a world which saw some 

wars as necessary, kept the martial flame kindled and 
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prepared the nation for what the jingos insisted would be 

inevitable outbreaks of hostilities. During the late 

nineteenth century the American armed services adopted 

athletic programs to raise fitness levels, boost morale, and 

nurture the "will to win."S Editor-in-chief E.L. Godkin's 

The Nation was the foremost critic of the sporting republic 

in the United states. After Godkin stepped down from his 

command post in 1899, his long time partner, managing editor 

Wendell Phillips Garrison (the third son of William Lloyd 

Garrison) continued the anti-athletic stance of commentaries 

by the great critical weekly.6 But even Godkin and ~ 

Nation swallowed the idea of national preparedness through 

sports. "Rulers and statesmen have always contended that a 

people's safety rests largely on the physical prowess of its 

members. Under ordinary circumstances, a nation of athletes 

will easily overcome a nation of mollycoddles," opined the 

editors, citing a long list of examples from classical 

antiquity and recent European history. "It will be 

remembered that the Olympian games were to the Greeks a 

notable symbol and bond of national unity, and it is 

precisely in cementing racial and national feeling that 

modern athletics achieves it most useful function." The 

Nation, no great fan itself of athletism, had associated 

sport with national unity. For a nation in which the Civil 

War was a fresh memory, and in which the pastoral tradition, 



republicanism, and history militated for harmony and 

consensus in the body politic, that was no minor linkage. 7 
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The inventors of the sporting republic conceived of 

sport as a force which could bind the United states together 

into a national culture. They were overwhelmingly from the 

"new" American middle class, the college-educated, 

professional-minded group which was seeking to maintain both 

its cultural hegemony and its commitment to a well-defined 

idea of progress--an idea derived from Enlightenment 

philosophies, scientific rationalism, and republican 

political science. As "progressives" they were committed to 

creating a national culture of shared values and ideals. 8 

They recognized that for athletism to function as a unifying 

force, it had to have a broad and deep appeal. The sporting 

republic considered games as preparation for life, not as ends 

in themselves. Thus amateur athletics and recreations that 

could control the energies of the masses were preferred to 

elitist pastimes. When Americans did incorporate 

professional sports into their invention, they chose those 

which, like baseball, made the spectators as important as the 

participants. The "national pastime," merged modern and 

traditional elements into a pageant which symbolized 

important aspects of American life. 9 Sporting events set 

the pattern for the "spectacular" nature of political rituals 

in mass societies. The American athletic cabal designed 



their sporting republic as a political instrument for 

producing a national culture. 
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The current president of the International Olympic 

Committee, Juan Antonio Samaranch, remarked on one of the 

innumerable occasions when political considerations had 

intruded on the supposedly pristine world of the Olympic 

Games, that he "had always known that sport and politics did 

not live on separate planets."IO Since at least the 1890s, 

Americans have believed that sports are a democratic 

institution. Their practice produces good citizens, serves 

to unify American civilization; and the global adoption of 

athletics, if the essence of sport is not perverted, would 

lead the nations of the world to convert to the American 

political tradition. That secular millennialism made the 

Olympic movement particularly important in the United States. 

The nature of organized sport lends itself easily to 

such interpretations. Sport, defined and ordered by 

structured rules, codes of conduct, and definite goals, 

presents people with extraordinary experiences, fraught with 

lessons which its advocates believe can and should be applied 

to the real world. "It is an analogical world that 

dramatizes the dominant values in an arena that excludes much 

of what is problematic in real life," surmised sociologist 

Richard Lipsky.II It is a concrete construction where 

prescriptive truths, what one ought, and ought not to do, are 



supposed to be readily apparent and rigidly adhered too. 

Certainly the creators of the sporting republic adhered to 

those precepts. 

"A boy who learns to lie and cheat and to deal in 
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subterfuge in football and baseball ... will follow the 

same methods in business or professional life when he gets 

out into the world," admonished Caspar Whitney in an 1897 

codification of the athletic ideal. "On the contrary, a boy 

who learns by his athletic life to do everything he can 

honorably to win, but to submit cheerfully to defeat rather 

than indulge in trickery and meanness, will carry the same 

spirit in all his recreation and work in after life.,,12 

Fair play and good sportsmanship are athletic commandments. 

Properly conducted, sport provides a glimpse of what the 

"real" world ought to be like. Much of American political 

experience, as well as a great deal of Western political 

philosophy, has revolved around similar ideas. 13 

The hallmark of Western political theory, from Plato 

and Aristotle to modern thinkers, has been an abiding 

interest in how to insure justice in the polity. Even 

dissenters from the tradition, such as Thomas Hobbes, who 

preferred security to abstract notions of justice; have had 

to begin with the concept of a just society in their 

refutations of the Western tradition. The key argument of 

advocates of constitutionalism is that rule by law is the 
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best political system for providing equity in the body 

politic. No man should be judge in his own case, insisted 

John Locke, that would be patently unfair. People gave up 

recourse to personal power to enter civil society in order 

that their natural rights might be preserved and fairness and 

justice might characterize human relations. That sacrifice 

of individual will, sometimes partial, as in Locke's civil 

covenant, and sometimes total, as in the Jean Jacques 

Rosseau's social contract, protected a person from the 

capricious tyranny that other wills might impose. 

"No man is allowed to be a judge in his own cause, 

because his interest would certainly bias his judgement, and, 

not improbably, corrupt his integrity," wrote James Madison 

in the tenth Federalist Paper, echoing Locke and presaging 

a cardinal tenet of organized sport. Madison, as the 

philosopher of the Constitution and the great defender of 

republican principles, stands at the center of American 

political culture. In the tenth Federalist Paper he 

addressed the issues of competition, talent and fairness. 

Madison knew better than Locke that while a constitution 

might prevent individuals from judging their own cases, 

groups of individuals--factions--could not be so easily 

regUlated by an umpire, since in the American republic 

factions might well be able to choose umpires from their own 

ranks. 
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Madison believed that faction could not be 

extinguished in a human society without altering human nature 

or destroying human liberty. The first alternative seemed 

impossible, and the second was extremely undesirable. In 

order to insure fairness in society the effects, rather than 

the causes, of faction had to be relieved. For such relief 

Americans could not count on their leaders, since 

"enlightened statesmen will not always be at the helm." They 

had to depend instead on the rules of the political game, on 

the institutions and mechanisms of the Constitution, to 

prevent the tyranny of faction in any of its ~uises (as a 

majority or a minority). Madison argued eloquently that the 

rules of the game were constructed well enough to do just 

that. Of course Madison thought that a fair system would 

preserve the differing abilities of individuals to acquire 

property, a stance for which he has often been condemned. 

Nevertheless, the important thing to remember is that in 

Madison's estimation such a system was the fairest. 14 That 

the Constitution provides equity for all citizens and 

factions is a central tenet of American political culture. 

As Woodrow Wilson put it during his bid for the presidency in 

1912, he could easily solve American problems "if you will 

give me a fair field and as much credit as I am entitled to, 

and let the law do what from time immemoria'l law has been 

expected to do--see fair play."IS 
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A survey of the political history of the United 

states indicates how central the issue of fairness has been. 

The ratification of the Constitution turned on whether or not 

that document could order and regulate American life. The 

rise of Thomas Jefferson and the repudiation of the 

Federalists owed much to perceptions of fairness. The 

slavery issue, Andrew Jackson's bank war, the Homestead Act, 

the rise and role of big business, the Populist crusade, 

Progressivism, the Square Deal, the New Freedom, the New 

Deal, the Fair Deal, the Civil Rights movement, the War on 

Poverty, affirmative action, all in one way or another dealt 

with what certain factions perceived as questions of 

fairness. Those incidents form the actualities of American 

political history. Beneath them lies the cultural pattern 

which propels Americans to see issues and events in terms of 

whether or not they provide equity in economy, polity and 

society. 

The recognition of American culture's preoccupation 

with legal methods for insuring fairness makes the American 

fascination with organized sport more understandable. Sport 

recreates the cherished values and norms of republicanism in 

its fervent devotion to the spirit of the rules. Liberal 

ideology and modern sport fit together easily. The good 

sportsman or sportswoman and the good citizen are, in 

different spheres, one and the same person. "Let me mould 



the sports of my countrymen, and who will may frame their 

laws," quipped John Corbin in a bit of hyperbole typical of 

athletic boosters at the turn of the century.16 He might 

have overstated somewhat the link between sport and the 

liberal conception of social equity. But, seen from such a 

context, the fact that the cult of organized athletics and 

the sporting ideal arose in the same nations in which the 

principles of constitutionalism and republicanism most 

completely shaped political life, in Great Britain and the 

United states, was more than merely coincidental. 
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"Perhaps theJ:'e is no higher test of a man's 

all-around abilities than his power to govern wisely; at any 

rate, it is a truth borne in mind, in this connection, that 

the governing races today are races of sportsmen," mused 

Price Collier in a survey of Anglo-American sporting culture 

for Outing in 1898. "The people who play games are 

inheriting the earth, perhaps because it makes them meek," 

Collier chuckled. He attributed what he perceived as the 

weaknesses of other nations to the fact that they lacked the 

sporting mentality. "The French do not play games." As a 

result the French birth rate had declined precipitously, 

threatening a dangerous depopulation and indicating a general 

malaise and lack of vigor amongst the French, Collier 

reported. The Spaniards did not play games either, "and 

travelers in and students of Spain and the Spanish agree that 
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their two most salient characteristics are overweening 

personal pride and cruelty." Collier noted that the Chinese 

despised exercise, "and can scarcely be driven to fight, even 

for their country, and their lack of decision and their pulpy 

condition of dependence are now all too manifest." 

Collier identified sporting life as the key to 

Anglo-American world domination. "The rules of amateur 

sport, written and understood, are really, though in 

different phraseology, the rules for the making of the 

highest type of manhood," he insisted. While the average 

inhabitant of other nations might be "quicker mentally" than 

Anglo-Saxons--Collier exhibited a profoundly 

anti-intellectual bias--"they are all far inferior to the 

American or Englishman in the fundamental virtues that make a 

first rate man," he proclaimed. "Steadiness, truthfulness, 

loyalty, resourcefulness, endurance, gentleness--they win out 

against any other qualities." The practice of amateur sport 

nurtured and sustained those qualities (gentleness?). "And 

they win logically because even weaker races see that such 

virtues are more lasting," Collier insisted. "As a result in 

India the natives will lend their hoarded wealth to their 

English rulers, while they hide it from native rulers; and 

the Anglo-Saxon's word has come to be more valuable in the 

markets of the world than other men's bonds, and all because 

there is a man behind it," he blustered. l7 
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Caspar Whitney concurred with Collier's labeling of 

China as backward and "non-athletic."lB But in Japan, 

Whitney discovered evidence that some Asians were more 

forward-looking. "It speaks highly of the sagacity of 

Japan's nineteenth century latter day sponsors that they 

should appreciate the peculiar need to Japan of implementing 

in her boys a taste for healthful and vigorous physical 

effort, so that when they grow to manhood there should be a 

fresher and a sturdier mental activity, with its 

corresponding elevation of ideals," observed Whitney. That 

Japan, "in her progressive strides, has also taken on one of 

the wisest features of modern civilization--athletics," 

confirmed the assumption that the Japanese were on the 

correct path to modernity. By the lB90s, as the united 

states moved toward becoming a world power of the first rank, 

American commentators had decided that athletics was a 

necessary ingredient in the composition of modern states. 

Results from the playing fields confirmed American ideas of 

power, race and progress. 19 

In England and America during the latter half of the 

nineteenth century sport evolved in the popular consciousness 

from the seamy amusements of the underclass and the idle 

pastimes of the wealthy, into a cultural force which built 

character, inculcated values and provided unparalleled 

experience in strengthening the will for the rigors of modern 



life. "The code of honor among true sportsmen is so rigid 

that truth and fair-dealing become as important as a 

well-balanced bat or sound ball," wrote Francis Tabor in 

1899. 20 The transition of sport from a rude sideshow into 
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a mainstream institution coincided with the transformation of 

British and American society by the industrial revolution. 

When the world looked during the nineteenth century on the 

globe's most powerful nation, and that which seemed destined 

to inherit that mantle, they were struck by the cult of sport 

and the role it played in the cultures which appeared to 

promise the shape of civilization to corne. In nations in 

which industrialism had not taken such a firm grip, or where 

social resistance to technological change ran deeper, some 

observers looked to the Anglo-American experience and 

identified the sporting life as the progenitor of the culture 

of innovation and technical supremacy. 

Baron Pierre de Coubertin was born in Paris on 

January I, 1863. Like many of his generation in France, he 

was thoroughly disheartened by his nation's defeat and 

capitulation in the Franco-Prussian War of 1871. The French 

intelligentsia felt that their nation's pathetic showing in 

the war stemmed not from Prussian might but from the 

decadence and disorder of French civilization--certainly not 

an original response to a military conquest. Coubertin 

accepted as his life's work the revitalization of French 
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society. In order to accomplish that task he sought to 

introduce the institutions of sport and physical education to 

his countrymen. Thus fortified, he felt, France would never 

again suffer the humiliation of conquest by German, or any 

other, barbarians. 

The sporting mentality of educational systems in 

England and the United States enchanted Coubertin. Thomas 

Hughes' Tom Brown's Schooldays (1857), a reverential 

depiction of English education, especially inspired him. In 

1886 the Baron made a pilgrimage to Rugby, the elite school 

at which Hughes set his novel. There Coubert±n had a vision. 

"In the twilight, alone in the great gothic chapel of Rugby, 

my eyes fixed on the funeral slab on which, without epitaph, 

the great name of Thomas Arnold was inscribed, I dreamed that 

I saw before me the cornerstone of the British Empire," 

confessed the Baron. 21 He fanatically embraced the belief 

that athletics built character, that waterloo had indeed been 

won on the playing fields of Eton. Paris, he proclaimed, 

would never again be conquered if those playing fields were 

recreated in France. He sought the adoption of the gospel of 

t . ff t t f h' t' 22 spor 1n an e or 0 re orm 1S na lon. 

In 1852 the German scholar Ernst Curtius first voiced 

the idea of reviving the ancient Olympic Games to his 

European contemporaries. But it was Coubertin who adopted 

Olympism and worked unceasingly for its realization. He 
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thought the Olympics might spark French interest in 

athletics. Coubertin's plan for a modern Olympic Games was 

mo~e than simply an exercise in pragmatic nationalism. His 

notion of Olympism included a thoroughly romantic scheme for 

promoting international peace, and assuaging the "moral 

disorder produced by the discoveries of industrial science" 

as fundamental planks in the Olympic platform. Coubertin 

imagined that "healthy democracy, wise and peaceful 

internationalism, will penetrate the new stadium and preserve 

within it the cult of disinterestedness and honor which will 

enable athletics to help in the tasks of moral education and 

social peace as well as of muscular development." He assumed 

that the innate morality of sport guaranteed that the 

Olympics would "give the youth of all the world a chance of a 

happy and brotherly encounter which will gradually efface the 

peoples' ignorance of things which concern them all, an 

ignorance which feeds hatreds, accumulates misunderstandings, 

and hurtles events along a barbarous path toward a merciless 

conflict.,,23 

If the rise of modern sport was indeed associated 

with the political culture of republican constitutionalism, 

one might ask why athletics did not manifest itself in 

England after the Glorious Revolution and the Petition of 

Right, or in the United states during the Constitutional 

convention? Why was it that James Harvey Harrington, John 
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Locke and James Madison were not apostles of sport? Sporting 

culture was not a necessary condition for the rise of a 

constitutional democracy, but instead an abstraction of and 

ritual for the principles of rule by law. What spurred the 

invention of modern sport was not the existence of the 

English and American constitutions but rather the fundamental 

change in the relationship between individuals and the 

community in republican nations en~endered by the industrial 

revolution. Liberal ideology held that vigorous citizens 

were required for the maintenance of republican institutions. 

How could that be accomplished in the machine age, with the 

agrarian culture which republicans identified as the crucible 

of vigor and morality on the path toward extinction? 

Coubertin was acutely aware of the social disjunctions 

spawned by industrialism, and he followed American and 

British authorities in pointing to sport as a salve for the 

"moral disorder" created by new technologies, and recognizing 

the power of athletics in providing for "moral education," 

"healthy democracy" and "social peace." 

In abstracting man out of civil society the 

philosophers of natural rights had focused on the 

potentialities of the individual. If salvation, as John 

Calvin insisted, was an individual rather than a communal 

phenomenon, then so was the political, social and economic 

life of man. In protecting the individual, and in particular 
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his property accumulating faculties, from the arbitrary power 

of any tyrant, class or majority, the republicans placed 

enormous faith in the capacity of man for self-improvement 

and in their constitutions as mechanisms for directing human 

energy into positive and progressive endeavors. 

The United states had proclaimed itself the nation in 

which the individual was the freest to pursue property, the 

land of opportunity. The real estate speculator and the 

"stock jobber" could be tolerated in the nation in which 

Everyman might be Horatio Alger if work habits, morals and 

the ability to seize the opportunity were cultivated. Beth 

critics and boosters commented on how thoroughly the 

commercial ethos had formed the American mentality. 

But the industrial revolution rendered Horatio Alger 

obsolete. His formula for success, popularized in dozen of 

moralistic tales, described how young boys alone in the 

world, with doddering mothers depending on them, won success 

through thrift, honesty and diligence. Those traits alone 

however, did not bring triumph in the battle of life. 

Generally they impressed a wealthy patron, who, enamored of 

the youngster's grit, rewarded virtue by bringing the boy 

into a prosperous business and protecting him from 

unscrupulous relatives and other assorted leeches. Contrary 

to common assumption, Alger's heroes rarely made it big, but 

instead achieved a comfortable middle class existence when 
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they seized the opportunities presented. 24 

The industrial, financial and organizational 

revolution of the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s destroyed the 

satisfying, personal world of the small entrepreneur, and 

drove Algerism to extinction. The self-interested thrift 

which the commercial ethos taught could be dangerous in the 

corporate cosmos. Experience in the reordered world revealed 

that a society of atomized individuals pursuing their own 

ends produced not prosperity and progress through the 

guidance of Adam Smith's invisible hand--whether that hand 

was considered as a manifestation of some divine power or a 

fundamental law of nature--but a spiritually barren 

materialism and incredible greed. American literature in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth century increasingly 

portrayed laissez-faire morality as socially evil. The 

novels of William Dean Howells, Henry James, Mark Twain, 

Theodore Dreiser, Frank Norris and others attested to that 

fact. The scientists of social systems echoed the literary 

judgments. John Dewey, Lester Frank Ward, Thorstein Veblen, 

and a host of others decried what the most eloquent advocate 

of the social gospel, Washington Gladden, described as the 

mistake of building a civilization on the shifting sands of 

unmodified individualism. 

A society organized around industrial and corporate 

enterprise demanded a different ethic and a different 
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relationship between the individual and the community. 

Individual talent needed to be directed into socially 

efficient action. In organized sport Americans and Britons 

found the perfect vehicle for welding individual 

accomplishment to group effort. "Unselfishness must be 

practised at every turn;" preached athletic advocate Francis 

Tabor in an 1899 sermon on the conduct of true sport. "The 

strong must help the weak; and the weak must be aroused, that 

they may not be a drag upon the strong.,,25 

Sport reinvigorated the traditional values of 

individualism. The work ethic, innovation and perseverance 

were rewarded on the field of play. But the energy expended 

in pursuit of excellence required subjugation to the needs of 

the group in team sports, or to the demands of the discipline 

in individual events. That same dynamic tension between 

individual energy and group stability forms the basic problem 

of liberal ideology--the need to discover the proper balance 

between liberty and authority. The rigorous competition of 

the playing field was not the brutal combat of the struggle 

for survival but the socially accepted striving for common 

goals. Corbin described sport as an antidote to Darwinian 

forces. "The bare struggle for existence exacts strength and 

masterhood," he wrote, "but to live in the fair name of a 

sportsman it is necessary to rise to spiritual heights.,,26 

The inventors of the sporting republic designed their 
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physical culture in an effort to balance individual liberty 

and civil authority. The historian Paula Fass implicated 

modern sport as a major contributor to the submergence of the 

individual will in a conformist mass society. "Athletics 

were the highest expression of group life because athletics 

most powerfully embodied the subsuming of individual 

differences to group goals," she theorized. But such a 

position misrepresents the dynamics of the sporting 

experience substantially. Athletics involves the attempted 

application of individual talents toward constitutionally 

prescribed and voluntarily ratified goals. Team sports, as 

anyone who has ever played or watched basketball or 

association football, hardly promote the submergence of the 

individual in the collective. Fass oversimplified the 

relationship between individuals and the group, and put far 

too much emphasis on the conformist aspects of athletics. 27 

The American version of athletism was constructed to explore, 

define and explain the most important problem in turn-of-the 

century liberal political and economic philosophy--the nature 

of the interplay between individual will and state power in 

industrial culture. Such concerns had always been at the 

heart of the liberal tradition. After all, the crux of the 

liberal paradox concerns the ways in which self-interested 

action produce communal good. Athletism represents a part of 

the continuing effort to reconcile liberty and authority in 
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Western culture. 

The belief in sport as spiritual exercise, as a tonic 

for the rabid materialism of modernity, grabbed the American 

imagination. It garnered enormous popularity as Theodore 

Roosevelt's cure-all for modern ailments, "the strenuous 

life." According to the prophets of vigor and activity, no 

better institution than sport existed for strengthening the 

will and feeding the spirit. In a world in which economic 

and social change were circumscribing many of the paths 

toward which the liberal ethos directed people, particularly 

men, the playing field offered an arena in which traditional 

values were rewarded. 28 

Tabor insisted that athletics was the essential 

ingredient in "moral education." The teacher could only 

truly inspire his young charges when he traded the lectern 

for the playing field. Since "no teacher who meets his 

pupils in his official capacity in the class-room only will 

pretend that he can ever really know or influence the actual 

character of those committed charges," the field of play was 

an absolute necessity. There, unencumbered by the 

"artificiality" of his lectern, the teacher could lead by 

example rather than "precept." Athletics built character 

through pragmatic lessons. "Manliness, energy, courage, 

endurance, all follow,--not because they are said to be 

good, but because they are seen to be good, and fglt to 
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be absolutely essential," in a sporting environment. The 

creation of high moral character, and all that it entailed, 

"all these things are possible where the playing-field is at 

once a garden of delight and an unwalled schoolroom," Tabor 

concluded. 29 

The inventors of the sporting republic were intensely 

interested in educational issues. They considered athletism 

a force which could educate Americans about new realities. 

Sport created competitors who could meet modern challenges, 

proclaimed the creed of the sporting republic. Its boosters 

thought it could reform society through regulated 

competition. In 1899 Professor E.A. Kirkpatrick, a 

pioneering sport theorist from the State Normal School in 

Fitchburg, Massachusetts, advocated that the playground be 

treated as a microcosmic social laboratory. As such, "the 

possibilities of social and educational reform through play 

are broad and far-reaching," he wrote. The professor warned, 

however, that great care needed to be exerted by playground 

supervisors "in utilizing this most potent instinct" for 

athletic endeavor so that social disaster did not result from 

organized games. "The personal power of the director of play 

may be continually used in exciting interest and directing 

public sentiment, but all directing of play activity must be 

by means of force and laws recognized within the play 

kingdom," instructed Kirkpatrick. "The introduction of any 
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outside force excites rebellion or changes a lively original 

genius into a mechanical automation or a dull imitator," 

concluded Fitchburg Normal's physical educator, framing his 

athletic admonitions in terms more familiar to the study of 

political history and philosophy. But then that was 

precisely the point. The playground was a microcosm of the 

l Ot· I' 30 po 1 lca unlverse. 

Some critics proferred sport as "an antidote to 

socia I ism. " c. S. Loch, wri ting in the International Journal 

of Ethics made the case for athletics fostering "social 

peace" in a capitalistic society. The American Review of 

Reviews thought that "although Mr. Loch's arguments are 

addressed to the people of London, they are equally 

applicable to conditions in many of our American cities." 

Loch insisted that "it is better to spread the means of the 

community in adding to its health and vigor, and the 

versatility and independence of its members, than to provide 

them with free meals and free physic, cheap houses, and money 

allowances. These they can provide themselves better and 

better if opportunities for healthy development are given 

them, and the chiefest of these is space for play, exercise, 

games and athletics." Loch imagined that if athletic 

opportunities could be provided for industrial society, "thEm, 

perhaps, where we now watch the gradual enfeeblement of the 

town population we should see a stronger nature grow, better 
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trimmed and balanced, trained to a higher temperance, endowed 

with a greater respect for plain living, ready to make the 

many small sacrifices that temperance and cleanliness entail, 

and withal more deliberate in counsel."31 Sport buttressed 

the American and English social systems. 

Not everyone agreed with the Lochs, Colliers, and 

Whitneys of athletism's vanguard, that athletics served as a 

panacea for social problems. Godkin, Garrison and The 

Nation satirized the entire sporting mystique. The 

Nation's editors decried "the fashion we have lately fallen 

into of showing how moral, how useful, how civilizing a thing 

it is to kick a football or to shoot partridges." They 

lampooned the idea that the practice of sport "enforces 

temperance, teaches self-restraint, fosters the spirit of 

cooperation and universal brotherhood, and generally explains 

why America has conquered a continent and is destined to 

shape the future of the world." They found the 

Anglo-American sporting cult "less closely connected with the 

march of history than with the phenomena of digestion.,,32 

In a series of editorials The Nation attacked the 

creed of the sporting republic. It questioned the link 

between sport and health, citing studies by a surgeon-general 

of the navy, Charles F. Stokes, which found that 

"'competitive and spectacular athletics are undesirable in 

the service. '" Stokes painted America's sporting craze as a 
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dangerous malady which plagued the general health of the 

nation through the "overtraining" and injuries associated 

with competitive games, like football, crew and long-distance 

running. 33 

Worse than the effects of sport on health, in The 

Nation's estimation, were its effects on the moral fiber of 

the nation. The Nation denied that athletism increased 

democracy in the United states. Instead, it increased the 

rancor between classes. Echoing the observations of Alexis 

de Tocqueville, the editors thought that mania for 

achievement embodied in athletics created social conflict. 

"Has a democratic conception and practice of sport tended to 

draw all classes together, to create an esprit de corps 

between, let us say, the steelworkers and the steel magnates, 

and thus to render the society of Homestead homogeneous?" 

asked the editors. "On the contrary, we believe that sport 

is tending rather to force the various sections of American 

society sti 11 further asunder. "34 The Nation also 

worried that athletics might create a militaristic United 

states. "The rapid growth of athletics, has of course, 

developed a certain contempt for wounds and bruises, whether 

inflicted on one's self or on other people," noticed the 

editors. They hinted that perhaps the "strenuous life" 

produced a desire for bloodshed and sensationalism, and even 

made lynching an acceptable thrill for spectators to 



seek. 35 The editors satirized the connection between sport 

and freedom, complaining of the "Draconian code," that the 

rules of games placed on recreation. 36 Godkin and ~ 

Nation had confused sport with play. 

The Nation's sarcasm reached few ears in a nation 

converted to the sporting life. Most Americans concurred 

with Price Collier's declaration that amateur athletics 

promoted "healthy democracy." "Every school-boy in these 

days is taught, not only by his masters, but by the 

overwhelming influence of his schoolfellows, that he may 

succeed by fair means only," he wrote. Colli~r felt that 

sport promoted "healthy democracy" by teaching moral 

principles and a regard for justice "in days of commercial 

and social scrambling, when the Ten Commandments are mere 

rungs on the ladder of financial and social success." 
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Collier considered it "something gained that thousands of our 

boys are being taught to play with all their might, to play 

fair, and to win if they can. A lad who has ten years of 

such training can scarcely fail to retain something of that 

same spirit when he comes to take part in the real contests 

of life." Collier thought that athletic ethics were 

absolutely essential in the maintenance of American political 

culture. "Living in the richest and the most unkempt country 

in the world, where standards are mostly tentative, and where 

the leveling of a democracy offers huge bribes to wealth, to 
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notoriety, and to popularity, the man who holds that it is 

not everything to succeed, but that whatever happens he must 

continue his failures in good spirits, is well worth 

producing, even at the price, in time and money, of teaching 

him how to play his games." For the founders of the sporting 

republic, the playing field had become a repository of 

lessons in liberty and independence. 37 

Historically, the champions of republicanism had 

identified agrarianism as the mode of life which imparted 

d t ·· t 38 emocra 1C Vlr ues. Independence, economic and 

political, grew from the land. An overly artificial 

civilization, cosmopolitanism and urbanization, portended 

dire consequences for liberty. That perspective dates back 

to the Roman republicans, and found its fullest American 

expression in the political philosophy of Thomas Jefferson. 

Though sometimes twisted, as in the defenses of the peculiar 

institution against the wage-enslaved North by George 

Fitzhugh and John C. Calhoun, the agrarian myth dominated 

American art, letters and politics well into the twentieth 

century. When the industrial revolution and the rise of mass 

society threatened the agrarian tradition, sport offered an 

alternative field for building character. 

"In this age of machinery and books, of 

specialization and crowding together in large cities, each 

man engages in only a few of the fundamental activities of 
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the race and has little or no contact with nature," mused 

Professor Kirkpatrick. "Hence play is the best preventative 

of abnormal development under these conditions. Even adults 

who have had the advantage of the wider activity of country 

life during childhood and youth need it, while to those who 

have not had such advantages it is indispensable." With the 

frontier closing and the agrarian world fast disappearing, 

the playing field offered a haven where republican virtue 

might still be nurtured. Without those playing fields and 

gymnasiums, how else would American children "come in contact 

with Mother Nature and learn in her school of play, as their 

birthright," wondered Kirkpatrick, championing a prescription 

which the original architects of natural rights never 

. . d 39 lmaglne . 

Price Collier summed up the notion of athletics as a 

moral force needed to meet the challenges of the modern 

worl d. "We have our colonies to govern; we have the poison 

of the fierce lust of money, for which a wholesome antidote 

should be provided; we have the rude jostling of the 

self-advertising social strugglers to beware of; we have in 

our midst the disease of political corruption, for which a 

remedy is sorely needed; we have a powerful press to tame; we 

have the fads in religion and in morals . . . to meet and 

vanquish; and, though we are talking matters rather gayly in 

these days of our youth and prosperity, it needs no prophet 
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to foresee that our Hercules will need some hard training to 

accomplish all his labors successfully."40 

If the American "Hercules" could benefit so greatly 

from sport, what of the American "Helen"'? The sporting 

republic, given its connection with American ideas of 

"manliness," and its role in training men for the battles of 

competitive life, might seem to exclude women. But that was 

not the case. Athletism demanded the incorporation of both 

sexes into a rigorous program of physical culture, since the 

energies of the age threatened the entire social structure. 

"To whomsoever the athletic woman owes her existence, to him 

or her the whole world of women owes a debt incomparably 

great," announced Anne O'Hagan in Munsey's Magazine. 

"Absolutely no other social achievement in the behalf of 

women is so important and so far reaching in its results," 

continued O'Hagan in a tone quite familiar to those who had 

read the apostles of manly athletism. "With the single 

exception of the improvement in the legal status of women, 

their entrance into the realm of sports is the most cheering 

thing that has happened to them in the century just past, " 

she procl aimed, ranking the right of women to participate in 

athl etics above even "the half winning of the ballot. "41 

The sporting republic had places for women, places 

which were defined and animated by the cultural assumptions 

which Americans held about the nature of "femininity" and the 
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roles of women in society. Whereas the central focus of male 

athletism rested on shaping personalities for public roles as 

the controllers of power in an industrial democracy, female 

athletism aimed at shaping personalities to support men and 

to better handle the "responsibilities" of women, nurturing 

and raising "republican" families. The boosters of women's 

athletics focused primarily on physical culture as a panacea 

for female health, both physiologically and psychologically. 

They considered sport a boon to the attractiveness and 

happiness of American women. Sport, in their theories, would 

help women adapt to their new roles--which included both 

novel and traditional patterns--in the modern world, just as 

it had adjusted men to the changed circumstances of mass 

society. 

The Outing often ran articles on the benefits to 

female health, happiness and morality that accrued from a 

program of physical activity. The editors particularly 

stressed the psychological aspects of exercise, offering it 

as a cure for the catch-all melancholic malady of Victorian 

womanhood, "nerves." One Outing piece insisted that a 

sensible program of athletics could change women's lives. If 

women took up athletism, "life will hold more pleasures, and 

griefs will seem less real and crushing," preached the 

d Ot 42 e lars. Of course those pleasures, according to the 

Victorian code, would be of a non-sexual nature. Sport was 



often prescribed as a formula to control sexual desire, for 

both women and men. 
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In an 1888 editorial, the Scientific American 

applauded the "great advance" that era had witnessed "made by 

women of this country in the direction of physical culture." 

The scholarly periodical cheered that "it is no longer 

counted unwomanly to use the same care in promoting health 

and vigor by intelligent exercise that one woul: use in 

developing literary taste or artistic skill by appropriate 

culture."43 The sporting republic required healthy women 

since they would be the nurturers of vigorous men. Where the 

antebellum "feminists," like Catherine Beecher, had offered 

educated and literate women as the solution the crudities of 

American life, and as partners for the intelligent male 

citizens of the coming genteel republic, the oracles of the 

athletic age offered physically cultured women to a 

generation which distrusted contemplation and preferred 

action. 44 "The general adoption of athletic sports by women 

meant the gradual disappearance of the swooning damsel of old 

romance, and of that very real creature, the lady who 

delighted, a decade or so ago, to describe herself as 

'highstrung,' which, being properly interpreted, meant 

uncontrolled and difficult to live with," cheered 

O'Hagan. 45 The advocates of the new national culture 

believed that athletism would smooth the relations between 
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"proper" activities. 46 
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The sporting republic preached athletics as 

preparation for life to both men and women. But it was 

preparation for different kinds of life. Sport prepared men 

to win the competitive struggle of the marketplace, to apply 

the lessons of "fair play" to society, to understand 

regUlation, power and conflict. Sport prepared women to win 

men, to live harmoniously with them, and bred the physical 

and mental strength required for American women to mother a 

"strenuous" race. The American Review of Reviews reported 

on a Parisian symposium entitled "Women in Modern Sports," in 

which the Duchesse D'Uzes asserted that "I am a feminist, but 

I trust in a good way." She insisted that "because woman is 

the guardian of the cradle, the more you elevate women the 

more you elevate the family. That is why I am not afraid 

when the mother, the wife, the sister, the daughter follows 

more or less her sons, husband, brother, or father in any 

sport." Sport for women promoted the vitality of the nation. 

"Could the woman who knows how to confront every danger bear 

a son who knows fear?," asked the Duchess. 47 The 

vitalistic doctrine which connected sport and motherhood was 

bolstered further by the "status anxiety" which plagued 

genteel, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant America from the 1880s 

through the First World War, faced as they were with their 
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own declining birthrates and an explosion in the immigration 

of ethnically and religiously different populations. Many 

Americans feared that the massive influx of Southern and 

Eastern Europeans would destroy the social customs and 

institutions which they cherished, and they promoted 

athletism as the key to fertility and continued cultural 

domination. The ethnocentrism which Progressive Era "native" 

Americans displayed was hardly the simple, monolithic racism 

which is often depicted in historical works. A variety of 

perspectives on race, scientific, political, economic and 

social, motivated institutional and cultural reactions toward 

the new immigration. Those Progressives who offered a 

national culture as the solution to the new diversity in 

cultural values, combined traditional and innovative ideas in 

trying to structure their inclusive social ethos. Both 

ethnocentric and humanitarian concerns colored their 

t ' 48 crea lons. 

At the same symposium in which the Duchess connected 

sport for women to the mothering of a fearless race, the 

novelist Emile Zola celebrated not simply the "physical 

beauty" but the "moral development" which sport inspired in 

women. 49 But physical beauty was a major selling point for 

the hucksters of female athletism. O'Hagan cited studies by 

the pioneering physical educator Dudley Sargent at Harvard's 

Hemenway Gymnasium and New York City physician Dr. Mary 



Taylor Bissell, which indicated that even small amounts of 

exercise by women could increase chest "girth," and slim 

waists and hips.50 Athletic experts constantly reassured 
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the public that women's sports would not develop any 

masculine traits among American womanhood, and stressed that 

femininity, grace and beauty could be cultivated on the 

playing field, in the gymnasium, or in the midst of the great 

out-of-doors. 

Most champions of women's athletics insisted that 

almost any sport should be open to female participation, as 

long as they undertook it without the "will to win" which 

characterized male games. "It is impossible to class the 

majority of outdoor sports as unfit for women as a sex, for 

women differ in their physical fitness no less than men," 

observed F.G. Aflalo. If women were fit enough they could 

play any sport, excepting polo and football, thought Aflalo. 

They could even hunt and fish with men, provided they 

understood the "male" dictates of outdoorsmanship. "If a 

woman really fancies shooting or fishing or hunting for its 

own sake, and not for the added opportunities it affords of 

seeking the companionship of men taken up with the serious 

business of sport, then, given the health and means, it is 

folly to exclude her from the enjoyment of such pastimes," he 

wrote. However, he had no tolerance for women who 

participated in the ou~door sports because it gave them a 
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In "Athletics for College Girls," Alice Katharine 

Fallows described women's athletics at the "Seven 

Sisters"--the womens' colleges which served as siblings for 

the Ivy League schools--in the same glowing terms that male 

boosters applied to men's college sports. She thought that 

athletics kept the marginally bright student in school and 

balanced the otherwise overly cerebral life of the "bookish 

girl." The female athlete was "frankly welcomed at any 

woman's college. Her influence is recognized as a balance 

that keeps the intellectual emphasis from swinging past the 

danger-line," noted Fallows, in a justification of college 
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sport that sounded remarkably like what a Caspar Whitney, or 

a Walter Camp, or a Theodore Roosevelt, might proclaim about 

the desirability of male athletism in combating the tendency 

toward a unhealthy, overly intellectual demeanor among the 

nation's youth, 

Fallows even thought that sport might compensate for 

excessive individualism among women students. "An ambition 

wider than one's ego--that is what a college contest helps to 

teach its girl participants. It is a charge as old as Plato 

that a woman is inclined to look at the universe in terms of 

herself, to bound her horizon by a personal point of view," 

she pointed out. "If athletics, then, can teach a girl to 

work for her class first and herself afterward, it is not a 
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small achievement." Fallows explained the contribution of 

athletics to the development of women's characters in much 

the same way as boosters of men's sports did. "In the 

education of girls the incidental lessons of college contests 

are not to be despised--the value of patient work for an 

uncertain end, the sweetness of effort for the class, the 

grateful weariness of victory, and the pleasure of a just 

reward.,,52 

The sporting republic afforded women nearly the same 

opportunities as men, with one extremely significant 

exception. Women played sports to increase their health, 

improve their figures, share common interests with their men, 

channel dangerous energies, and learn the value of 

cooperation. Women were not supposed to "play to win." 

Competition, strife, the battle for supremacy, the sporting 

lessons in the gaining and maintaining of power, were 

strictly male preserves. The determination and devotion 

which victory required could not be reconciled with the 

feminine moderation demanded of women athletes. "It seems 

that the keynote of woman's place in sport is moderation," 

posited Aflalo. "It is fine to see her getting health and 

enjoyment from her outdoor exercise, but not to devote 

herself to it with the same passion as the stronger sex. She 

should swim, but need not attempt the Channel. She should 

scull a boat, but not compete at Henley. She should 



fence--there are few more healthy exercises for young 

women--but not fight duels."53 

That sport should train women to fulfill their 

culturally prescribed roles, and not to seek equality with 
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men, became acutely clear when discussions turned to the 

quintessential realm of power and supremacy in sport, 

record-breaking. "The aim of athletics among women has been 

the establishment and maintenance of a high general standard 

of health and vigor, rather than some single brilliant 

achievement," proclaimed Anne O'Hagan. "So far, with a few 

notorious exceptions, like the triple century riders, women 

have made freedom and fun their objects in athletics; and 

there are certain indications that this temperate view of the 

subject is gaining ground even in the ranks of the record 

breaking sex itself.,,54 

A certain segment of the sporting elite, particularly 

Dudley Sargent at Harvard and other physical education 

professionals, condemned the excessive focus on winning and 

record breaking in American sport--in either men's or women's 

athletics. But most of the architects of the sporting 

republic heartily endorsed the will to victory as an 

indication of American exceptional ism and the providential 

nature of their history.55 

In American culture, the new institutions of the 

sporting republic helped explain and order the altered 
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relationship between the individual and the community which 

plagued the United states so acutely in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. The Protestant work ethic, 

with its concern for self instead of group concerns seemed 

somehow unsuited for the modern world. David Riesman 

described the change in sociological terms as a shift from a 

society that preferred "inner-directed" personalities to one 

that required the accommodating nature of "other-directed" 

psyches. 56 Literary themes decried the selfishness of the 

old commercial ethos in dealing with modern complexities. The 

Social Gospel movement stressed modified individualism and 

the cultivation of social consciousness in everyday life. The 

Populists hungered for a return to an agrarian world in which 

self-interest produced prosperous hamlets rather than 

sprawling cities and belching factories. Progressives 

preached that individual wills should be applied to 

increasing the common weal rather than self-aggrandizement. 

The codifiers of the statutes of the sporting 

republic insisted that sport taught a new work ethic, one 

that preserved the traditional values of diligence, 

discipline and perseverance, and at the same time tied those 

virtues to the communal enterprise of the team. Sport 

inculcated a desire to obey the spirit of the rules. 

Sportsmanship begat belief in rule by law. Athletics 

stressed egalitarianism. Each participant succeeded or 
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failed in accordance with their abilities. In that regard, 

getting along with others, sublimating individual wants to 

group goals, became an extremely important talent. Athletic 

abilities included more than simply physical skill, although 

that certainly played a large part in the process. Mental 

faculties, the ability to think quickly under pressure, and 

spiritual capacity, the "will to win," often counted for more 

than strength, size or coordination. Sport highlighted the 

benefits of good, clean competition. 

In short, read the constitution of the sporting 

republic, the playground imparted democratic values. 

Athletics produced the kind of citizens that a nation of laws 

required. But if sport could build character, it could also 

reveal it. The bully and the moral weakling could not hide 

their character flaws on the fields of friendly competition, 

nor could those social systems which produced nations of 

bullies or morally bankrupt citizens. 

But, the perceptive critic would point out, the 

institution of sport in the modern world is not limited to 

constitutional republics which have modeled themselves on the 

Anglo-American tradition. Sports has seized the global 

imagination, as witnessed by the enormous appeal of the 

Olympic Games. Even a cursory survey would indicate that the 

love of sport and fair play is not restricted to certain 

forms of political life. Modern sport originated in Great 
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Britain and the United States, but its appeal as a political 

and social tool is certainly not limited to Western style 

"democracies." Because sport is so intimately linked with 

politics and concepts of justice, it has become a showcase 

for promoting a wide variety of political philosophies. 

Western democracies do not have a monopoly on the belief that 

their constitutions best provide for social equity. Karl 

Marx criticized capitalism for producing an inherently unfair 

social arrangement. Soviet sociologists, "working within a 

Marxist context . . . assume certain end products [of 

sport] to be implicitly established, namely the shaping of 

various social institutions to facilitate the ultimate 

achievement of a communist society."S7 Developing an 

appreciation of fairness and linking that to an individual's 

role in society is as important in a Marxist-Socialist polity 

as it is in a Democratic-Capitalist one. 

Modern states, regardless of their ideology, 

recognize that sport is a political tool. Modern sport, 

created for the propagation and celebration of the political 

cultures of industrialized constitutional republics, has been 

adopted by almost all modern nations for propagating and 

celebrating their own political cultures. But that does not 

alter the fact that the American mind regards athletics as 

belonging solely to its own political culture. The sporting 

practices of other political cultures are generally regarded 
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as either misguided, a condescending attitude taken toward 

third-world sport, or perverted. The American condemnation 

of Eastern bloc athletes as joyless robots, pushed to perform 

by sinister ideologues, and aided by unnatural and unsporting 

techniques--steroids and performance enhancing drugs, 

blood-doping, sex-change operations, and other nefarious 

means--confirms the stereotypical American vision of 

communist societies. 

Such a vision requires only a simple logic. 

Communist regimes are fundamentally unjust, and their 

perversion of sport confirms that. When Americans admire 

athletes from totalitarian states, it is because they believe 

that those oppressed individuals have transcended their 

corrupted social systems. Thus sport offers revolutionary 

potentialities. Americans believe that if they could truly 

convert the world to their athletic ideal, it would spell the 

end of totalitarianism. 

Americans have always been very leery of physical 

culture which did not fit into the parameters set by the 

sporting republic. In the early nineteenth century the 

Turnen craze swept Germany. A set of gymnastic exercises 

designed to unite body and soul, they were originated by 

German nationalists Johann Christian Frederick GutsMuth and 

Friedrich Ludwig Jahn during the Napoleonic occupation of the 

Vaterland. The early Turner were ardent liberal 
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nationalists, but after the failed revolution of 1848 most of 

the more radical Turner fled to America and the political 

alignment of the German groups moved increasingly to the 

right. By the late nineteenth century the leading apostles 

of the Turnen considered themselves the champions of the 

volk, of German kultur over Western civilization. The 

Turner in Germany condemned the practice of modern sport as 

"semitic," and refused Coubertin's invitations to participate 

in the Olympics. Imbued with the spirit of German 

Romanticism the Turnen turned inward and ignored modern 

sport, even as Anglo-American athletic craze swept the 

globe. 58 

American commentators found the Tur~ philosophy 

ominously authoritarian and quite contrary to the republican 

nature of "true" sport. "From a health point of view there 

can be no comparison between a good healthy game--in which 

every muscle is suitably exercised, and brain and lungs join 

in the complete happiness of the honest laugh and the 

careless shout--and the 'dead-alive' military drill, or 

formal gymnastics, which, while developing many muscles 

abnormally, leave the brain torpid and spirit depressed," 

sneered Francis Tabor in contrasting Anglo-American athletics 

to the German sporting technique. A Turner meet was no 

place to perfect republican virtue, although fodder for a 

dictatorship might be bred there. Americans defined their 
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own particular style of sport as an essential ingredient of 

their own political culture. 59 

British and American authorities agreed that sport 

should train lawmakers. That made sport significantly 

different in late nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Great Britain, where lawmakers comprised a rather narrow 

class, and the United states, where a more democratic ethos 

held. In addition, Americans tended to think that athletics 

would be beneficial to those who had to obey the law as well. 

The English were more skeptical of that notion. 

Nevertheless, neither nation could see any merit in the 

German practice, and although quite a few Turner migrated 

to the United states after the Revolution of 1848 and formed 

gymnastic societies there, "native" Americans never really 

accepted that "foreign" practice as a sport. By the early 

twentieth century the German-American Turnen had died 

60 out. 

The ancient Greeks originated the Olympic Games. The 

oracles of Anglo-American sport conceded that point. The 

Greek ideal of a sound mind in a sound body received a great 

deal of academic attention in nineteenth century schools and 

universities. The prophets of modern sport often pointed to 

the Greeks as their spiritual ancestors. But their 

perspective on Greek athletics, like the perspective of most 

popular scholarship of classical Greek civilization, made it 
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virtually indistinguishable from modern sport. They 

demonstrated little understanding of the unique place of 

athletics in Greek religion and cosmology. In their 

histories of classical Olympiads the Athenian citizen, 

considered by most Americans as the progenitor of the Western 

tradition, looked and sounded almost exactly like an American 

who just happened to live in the bronze age. After all, the 

Athenians loved both democracy and sport, did they not? Like 

the "noble savage," the modern's Greek served as a projection 

of a culturally desirable archetype, without much reference 

to the actualities of life in the classical world. 61 

When Americans heard that Coubertin wanted to revive 

the ancient Greek sporting festivals, they sensed an 

opportunity to prove their athletic principles in a world 

forum. "Should a series of international Olympian Games be 

organized, each country and race will have an opportunity of 

proving what stuff its youth is made of," reported a gleeful 

American Review of Reviews in 1894. Only the fact that 

women were not to be included in the competition tempered the 

magazine's enthusiasm for the opportunity to show off the 

sporting republic on the world stage. "We note with regret 

that M. Coubertin does not allude to the considerable part 

played of late by women in athletic sports," worried the 

editors. 62 

"Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing," 
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reads Vince Lombardi's American axiom. 63 Lombardi's 

sentiments were not particularly original, especially when it 

comes to modern celebrations of the Olympic Games. For if 

Americans do not win at the Olympic Games then suspicion 

arises about the American way of life. After all, Americans 

do not win gold medals because of superior athletic ability 

or because the fates of sport smile upon them. They win 

because they are Americans, and because the American way of 

life has provided them with an unbeatable combination of 

habits, attitudes and spirit. At the Olympics Americans try 

to prove that they have the right "stuff." They compete as 

"America's athletic missionaries," the apostles of the 

American way of life. 

The idea that victory in the Olympic Games confirmed 

American status as providence's nation represented a central 

feature of the cultural pattern which formed around American 

participation in international sport. "Ours is the elect 

nation for the age to come," the Reverend Anson Phelps 

preached. "We are the chosen people.,,64 In the late 

nineteenth century, when Phelps uttered them, his words gave 

new vigor to a cultural pattern which had characterized 

America since its colonization by the Puritans. The notion 

of Americans as a chosen people emerged from the logical 

complexities of Covenant theology, a doctrine which 

wholeheartedly accepted John Knox's doctrine of assurance. 
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Calvin might have thundered against the Puritans insistence 

that God revealingly rewarded His elect in this world, his 

God was so awfully aloof and unknowable, but nevertheless, 

the notion that worldly success and spiritual purity were 

linked emerged out of the paradoxes of Calvinism. 

From the belief that the individual could expect 

assurances from Divine sources that God's path was being 

followed, it was an easy step to expand the doctrine of 

assurance to a congregation, a sect, or a nation. With 

assurances, however, came obligations. The Puritans had 

their "errand." The founding of the United states witnessed 

the enshrinement of assurance and the obligatory mission it 

implied in the American mind. From such a foundation Thomas 

Jefferson had called his nation the world's best hope, and 

Abraham Lincoln had assigned his country the heavy mantle of 

the last best hope of earth. 65 

By the 1890s many Americans had sought to throw off 

their Calvinism, but few abandoned the doctrine of assurance 

and its corollary, obligation. In secularized form the 

doctrine of assurance found a perfect forum in the modern 

Olympic Games. Americans won medals because they were 

Americans. At Olympic Games the American way of life 

competed with foreign social systems and emerged triumphant, 

proof of the United states' providential status. That idea 

found symbolic expression in a ritual which myth taught that 
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Americans routinely practiced at Olympics from 1908 to the 

present. The American team quadrennially scandalized the 

world and thrilled the home folks by claiming that "this flag 

dips to no earthly king" and marching by foreign countries' 

heads of state with the stars and Stripes held high. 66 

In providing a platform for nationalistic displays, 

the Olympics often produced commentaries on the causes of 

national success. The debate about whether biological or 

environmental forces shaped civilizations animated much of 

nineteenth and twentieth century investigations of the human 

condition. American observers often wondered whether nature 

or nurture shaped athletic skill. The myth of the "natural 

athlete," the notion that the primitive peoples of the world 

were superior physical specimens, commanded a great deal of 

respect at the turn of the century. Whether that superiority 

stemmed from the rigors which their environments thrust upon 

them, or from some genetically derived concept like "blood" 

which inspired much of Anglo-Saxon "scientific" racism, or 

from a combination, was often unclear. An illustrative 

example of the confusion can be found in Edgar Rice 

Burroughs' Tarzan stories. Certainly Tarzan garnered much of 

his remarkable physical prowess from his jungle upbringing, 

developing skills which had atrophied amongst his civilized 

cousins. But his biological heritage also endowed him with a 

superiority over the typical denizen of the "dark" continent. 
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Sport provided Americans with a way to socialize 

immigrants, strengthen American institutions, and encourage 

the active disposition which modern existence required. John 

Fiske, Jack London and Theodore Roosevelt typified those 

American commentators who saw in their countrymen the kind of 

raw energy that proved that the United States was a 

civilization destined to progress rather than decline in the 

evolutionary framework which bound such processes. Athletic 

achievement indicated the innate vigor of the American race. 

But did that vigor stem from biological inheritance or the 

peculiar environment of American society? Frederick Jackson 

Turner had contradicted his mentor, Herbert Baxter Adams, in 

championing the primacy of environmental factors over 

"racial" inheritance as the causal mechanism for the growth 

f d t " t't t' 67 o emocra lC lns 1 u lons. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of 

Massachusetts recognized that such raw energies were 

developed in places other than on the frontier, which was a 

good thing considering Turner's lamentations on the closing 

of that forge where national success had been fired. Lodge 

considered the playing fields of Harvard a more than 

satisfactory substitute for the frontier. "The time given to 

athletic contests, and the injuries incurred on the playing 

field are part of the price which the English-speaking race 

has paid for being world-conquerors," Lodge insisted to his 

Harvard classmates of 1871 during a reunion at Cambridge in 
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1896. 68 

Invented by classes which supported the liberal 

tradition, and feared for its future in the machine age, the 

sporting republic was designed to preserve republican values 

and adapt them to the new urban and industrial environment. 

The idea of athletism had been linked firmly with progress, 

and served not as an escape from the mechanization of 

productive processes but as a method for coping with the 

rapid changes which industrialism fostered in American life. 

The newly invented sporting institutions served to promote 

and maintain liberal political culture. Athletism was not an 

aspect of play, nor a method of leisure, but a force designed 

to aid Americans in preserving the middle ground between 

Nature and Artifice. "The machine's sudden entrance into the 

garden presents a problem that ultimately belongs not to art 

but to politics," concluded Leo Marx in his study of American 

culture's fundamental conflict. The invention of the 

sporting republic sought to address the problem in political 

terms. 69 

In 1896 the first modern Olympic Games were held in 

Athens, Greece. To American minds which perceived nations as 

the equivalent of species locked in a struggle for existence, 

the Olympics offered an overwhelmingly tempting opportunity 

to link athletic performance with evolutionary progress. 

Victory proved fitness, and confirmed the theories of 



Spencer, Sumner, Fiske, Theodore Roosevelt and Alfred T. 

Mahan. And Coubertin's Games explicitly promoted 

nationalism. After all, they had been created to promote 

vigor in French civilization. 
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The Olympic Games provided the sporting republic with 

the perfect forum for proving to Americans that the powers of 

athletism were at work reforming society. The Olympics would 

pose a variety of questions about the political culture of 

the United States, including inquiries about the relations 

between races and between the sexes. Those questions would 

give Americans a chance to reflect on the nature, the 

purpose, and the destiny of their nation. Knit together by 

the sports pages of the newly emerged mass media, the United 

States examined itself at the Olympics. The answers which 

critical analysis brought affected the nation's structure of 

power. 

Professor William Milligan Sloane, the original 

prophet of the Olympic idea in America, looked back in 1920 

at the history of the ancient and modern Olympiads. In his 

interpretation of classical antiquity Sloane contended that 

"Greek civilization imposed itself upon the central world by 

an irresistible moral compulsion." The professor 

hypothesized that "no single factor so contributed to create 

this moral force as the Olympic Games.,,70 Sloane argued 

that the modern Olympics had created the same moral force in 
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the twentieth century that he imagined the classical 

Olympiads had created in the ancient world. "The field 

therefore of the Olympic idea is not merely sportive and 

social, it is educational and sociological as well," wrote 

Sloane. "The intercourse of athletes and their friends makes 

for reciprocal good will and international peace: but in its 

largest aspect the idea makes for the general uplift and 

personal puri ty of untold millions. ,,71 

America's Olympians preached the values of their 

nation in the hope it would aid in the "general uplift and 

personal purity of untold millions," in the united States and 

around the world. American Olympic mythology taught that 

Olympic success sprang from the same forces which shaped the 

American republic, political liberty, hard work, free 

competition, respect for and understanding of law, 

innovation, the cornerstones of the democratic experiment. 

As Greek civilization had imposed itself on the world of 

antiquity "by an irresistible moral compulsion," so too might 

the "chosen people" shape the twentieth century hoped the 

inventors of the sporting republic. The modern Olympic Games 

provided Americans with the same great moral forum in their 

world that Professor Sloane insisted the ancient Olympiads 

had provided the Greeks. In such an arena, winning was 

indeed everything. 
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III. ATHENS--l896: "SEE THE CONQUERING HEROES COME" 

The troublesome energies of the nineteenth century 

consumed the attention of the Baron Pierre de Coubertin. He 

worried, like Henry Adams in the United States, that 

elemental forces threatened mankind's future. But Coubertin 

had a much more simplistic idea about the nature of energy, 

and its relation to history, than Adams did. The Baron 

thought that Western civilization's overemphasis on 

intellectual life, particularly in the eighteenth century, 

had disturbed the ancient equilibrium between mind and 

matter, unleashing dangerous currents which whipped the world 

down bleak paths. Coubertin drew his insights from the 

Romantic tradition which arose to oppose the "escapism" of 

the Enlightenment's tendency to abstract all experience and 

perception. He wanted to construct a new focus for human 

behavior, based not on theoretical supposition and critical 

environmentalism, but on the paradoxical insight of the 

tremendous creative and destructive power of human energy.l 

"The present century, which is nearing its close in troubled 

and uncertain peace and whose beginning was marked by events 

so sanguinary, succeeded an epoch of great intellectual 

activity and of marked physical inertia." 

The root cause of the present epoch's trouble, 

according to Coubertin, was the Enlightenment's overweening 
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concern with mental power. He explained the conflagrations 

of the French Revolution and Napoleon's reign as the 

inevitable unleashing of primal responses to an era of 

excessive intellectualizing. "It is true," wrote Coubertin 

of the Napoleonic episode, "that ... upon the frontiers of 

their own land and in far distant lands--at the foot of the 

Pyramids, on the Danube, in Spain, under the walls of the 

Muscovite Kremlin--the soldiers of France, during a period of 

twenty years, gave to the world one of the greatest athletic 

spectacles which it had ever witnessed." 

The awesome force of unregulated athletism, the 

primal aggressive urge in which war originated, thrilled and 

astounded the Baron. But, he admitted somewhat resignedly, 

the elemental forces of human nature needed to be controlled 

or they would rip the modern world asunder. The invention of 

modern sport had provided the Baron with a device through 

which he thought that the "uncertain peace" in which the 

globe awaited the twentieth century might be solidified. And 

50 he proposed the Olympic Games as a remedy for the excesses 

of the Romantic age, and the excesses of the human condition. 

Coubertin offered the Olympic revival as an 

institution to balance mind and matter, and to channel 

nationalistic vigor into productive realms. "At intervals of 

four years it is hoped that the twentieth century may see its 

youth assembling successively at the great capitals of the 
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world in order to contest with force and skill for the 

symbolic branch," the Baron imagined. Coubertin desperately 

wanted to reconstruct an energetic France, but he was aware 

of the dark side of nationalism. He advocated not the denial 

of elemental energies, but their management, "upon the most 

pacific of all battle fields, namely, the field of 

sports."2 

Coubertin's desires become all the more intelligible 

in the context of the French situation at the turn of the 

century. France was seemingly consumed by uncontrollable 

energies. Despite the possession of the greatest store of 

natural resources in Europe, demographic decline and cultural 

and structural resistance to industrialism relegated the 

French economy to a position far behind the productive 

capacity of Germany, Great Britain and the United states. 

Deep political and ideological schisms rent the Third 

Republic. The legislative totalitarianism which 

characterized political life under the Third Republic 

prevented any coherent programs of executive action and 

created a deep-seated governmental inertia and byzantine 

labyrinth of parliamentary intrigue. Governments rose and 

fell with dizzying rapidity, secure with the knowledge that 

their short tenures would absolve them from the 

responsibility of dealing with France's long term problems. 

political opposition to republican principles from 
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the Right became particularly virulent during the last decade 

of the nineteenth century. The antagonisms came into sharp 

relief during the Dreyfus Affair. In 1894 Captain Alfred 

Dreyfus was unjustly convicted of passing military secrets to 

Germany by a French Army court. A combination of 

anti-semitism in the French high command, bumbling police 

work, and forged evidence led to the conviction of Dreyfus. 

It quickly became clear in army intelligence circles that 

Dreyfus had been falsely convicted, and knowledge of the 

injustice slowly leaked to government officials and the 

press. Instead of redressing the miscarriage of justice, the 

French Army engaged in a cover-up which spread to its highest 

levels. The high command and officer corps were dominated by 

Rightist ideologues, who made the Dreyfus affair into a 

litmus test for support of the Army, the Church and their 

vision of French patriotism. Their opponents associated the 

struggle to free Dreyfus with the principles of the Third 

Republic, the concept of rule by law, and the right to equal 

justice. 

The Dreyfus Affair, coupled with the fundamental 

instability of Third Republic government, pushed France into 

political chaos. Eventually, the republicans triumphed over 

the Right, but not before enormous damage had been done to 

political institutions, and deep schisms had been formed in 

French political culture--schisms which would plague the 
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nation for the next five decades. 3 Coubertin, a noble 

supporter of the Church and the Army, became an 

anti-Dreyfusard during the crisis. But he very much feared 

the rabid nationalism of the far Right, and opposed the 

ultra-nationalism and proto-fascism of Charles Maurras and 

his Action Francaise. The passions which the Dreyfus 

Affair brought to the surface further convinced the Baron 

that an internationalist movement was necessary to 

counter-balance the destructive power of Rightist 

nationalism, and that France desperately needed to erect its 

own version of a sporting republic, in order to regulate 

political energies in productive directions. 4 In 1896, as 

the events of the Dreyfus Affair escalated, the Baron called 

the youth of the world to Athens in order that they might run 

down a new path toward utopia. 

Less than a score of American athletes, most of them 

collegians from Princeton University or the Boston Athletic 

Association (B.A.A.), answered Coubertin's initial call. 

Their deeds in the first Olympics, as American cognizance of 

it grew, would be completely out of proportion to their 

numbers. They would set standards of achievement and 

patterns of participation for future American Olympians. 

Even more importantly, they convinced the nation that the 

Olympic Games were a fitting forum for the sporting republic 

to express its peculiar blend of political belief and 



muscular persuasion. 

News of the Olympic revival "was received with the 

greatest enthusiasm by lovers of athletic sport the world 

over," announced New England Magazine. S But not everyone 

agreed with New England Magazine. Some Americans viewed 
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the revival of the ancient games as a dubious proposition. 

"The sun of Homer, to be sure, still smiles upon Greece, and 

the vale of Olympia is still beautiful," wrote Rufus T. 

Richardson in Scribner's New Monthly Magazine. "But no 

magician's wand and no millionaire's money can ever charm 

back into material existence the setting in which the Olympic 

Games took place.,,6 A pessimistic commentator on 

Princeton's Olympic adventure ridiculed the notion of an 

Olympic revival in a letter to the New York Times. 

"Princeton may have a he"avy surpl us in its treasury, and its 

team may be in need of an ocean voyage, these are purely 

local questions," laughed the writer. "But," the gadfly 

warned, "the American sportsman should know that in going to 

Athens he is taking an expensive journey to a third rate 

capital, where he will not even have a daily post from the 

outside world, where he will be devoured by fleas, as was the 

emperor Frederick; where he will suffer physical torments 

greater even than at Saratoga Lake, and where, if he does win 

all the prizes, it will be an honor requiring 

explanation."? 
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Some commentators thought that the Games would be an 

exercise in atavism. "The Greeks knew nothing of the 

pitiless, unrelenting drain on the nervous forces, which the 

mere running of the complicated machinery of modern 

civilization inflicts upon us," theorized Paul Shorey in The 

Forum. The revival of an antiquarian institution seemed out 

of place in a world where "to be ready for his opportunity 

when it comes, the statesman or captain of industry must 

slave at his desk eight hours a day," noted Shorey. "At this 

price are won the prizes of modern life," he admonished, "and 

the men whose hearts are set upon them will not consent even 

in youth to loiter whole days in the gymnasium like Socrates 

or Critias or Alcibiades." Thus, Shorey concluded, "the only 

classes in the modern world whose interest in athletics is 

wholly genuine and unfeigned are professionals, idle young 

amateurs of wealth, a few educators, and the least studious 

among our college youths."8 

The collegians who ventured to Athens kept good 

standing in their classes, excepting triple-jumper James B. 

Connolly who quit Harvard when he could not secure permission 

for the trip. Connolly ranked near the bottom of his class 

at Harvard academically. When his dean advised him against 

going to Athens because he might not be readmitted, he 

blurted, "I am not resigning and I am not making application 

to reenter. But I Sill going to the Olympic Games, so I am 
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through with Harvard right now. Good day sir."9 But 

Shorey's rejection of the sporting republic and collegiate 

athletics typified the animosity which certain sectors of the 

business community, particularly "self-made men" who had 

achieved a rarefied status in the American economy during the 

Gilded Age, felt toward the college curriculum which 

comprised athletics and the liberal arts into a "gentleman's" 

education. "They have been 'educated' as if they were 

destined for life upon some other planet than this," scoffed 

industrialist Andrew Carnegie. 10 Carnegie's Calvinist 

nerves prevented him from seeing sport as anything but one 

more frivolous manifestation of collegiate idleness. 

Carnegie, and like-minded contemporaries, charged American 

colleges with teaching useless knowledge, encouraging bad 

habits and, worst of all, inculcating the desire to live by 

wit rather than work. 

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, as 

captains of industry replaced clergymen on boards of trustees 

and donations from the business community flowed into 

university coffers, American institutions of higher education 

began to transform their liberal arts curriculums into 

vocationally oriented programs designed to fill niches in 

industrial society. The entrepreneurs' influence increased 

the number of courses in business, economics, political 

science, engineering and technology. Unlike Shorey and 
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Carnegie, many business leaders applauded the character 

building power of athletism. The new deans of American 

education preferred extra-curricular activities of a sporting 

variety to the leisurely vices of the "fast set." They 

recognized in sport a power which would make the "running of 

the complicated machinery of modern civilization" more 

ff ' , t 11 e lClen. 

The new brand of higher education, which enshrined 

athletics at the center of college life, bred new traditions 

among the genteel "Eastern Establishment." Those powerful 

elites, perhaps because athletics had played such an 

important role in producing a sense of community during their 

formative years at prep schools and "Ivy League" colleges, 

led the fight to create a sporting republic. The Eastern 

Establishment provided many key figures in American 

political, intellectual and economic circles during the 

"search for order.,,12 Admission to the powerful clique 

generally required an education from one of the ivy-covered 

institutions which dotted the eastern seaboard. Like the 

archetypical Ivy-Leaguers characterized in Owen Johnson's 

stover at Yale, the American Olympians were immersed in the 

"four glorious years, good times, good fellows," of college 

life. The "real" world lurked after college, "only four 

years, and then the world with its perplexities and grinding 

trials.,,13 The lessons of the playing field, Johnson 
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insisted, would temper collegians for their "grinding 

trials." 

One American academic, Professor William A. Elliot of 

Allegheny College, asserted that the Olympic trip might have 

an effect on some of the impurities which plagued the 

sporting republic. "Everyone of our out-of-door sports has 

been debased to the service of the professional athlete, 

whose object is to develop not a symmetrical and healthy man, 

but a distorted animal machine fitted by long training for 

the performance of this or that particular feat or skill." 

The new Olympic Games would rescue American athletics from 

professionalism and set new standards for physical culture by 

replacing the scramble for the "almighty dollar" with the 

quest for the "simple olive branch." Elliot believed that 

such a change in direction was "absolutely essential to the 

physical salvation of a race as tensely strung and nervous as 
. ,,14 Amerl.cans. 

The Allegheny College professor's hopes that the 

Olympics would enforce a beneficient standard of amateurism 

on college athletics marked the beginning of a long tradition 

of viewing Olympism as a purifying element in the games of 

the sporting republic. If sport was to prepare people for 

the business of life, then it had to escape from the very 

evils which made it a necessity in a modern civil society. 

That sport, of course, could not, remains athletism's 
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greatest irony. Americans, in offering collegiate athletes 

as Olympians, tried to perpetuate the illusion of the 

Olympics as a pure form of athletic idealism. Thus the 

American mind associated Olympic sport intimately with the 

supposed character building features of the sporting 

republic. The arguments of the Shoreys and Carnegies, which 

did not allow athletics a function in the modern world, were 

significantly out of tune with the spirit of the times. 

Coubertin had insisted to his critics that the 

Olympics were not an exercise in antiquarianism, unconnected 

to modern problems and concerns. "Modern, very modern, will 

be these restored Olympian Games," he wrote. 1S Charles 

Waldstein, in Harper's Weekly, declared that Olympic sport 

"is international and democratic, and accordingly it responds 

to the ideas and needs of the present day.,,16 Professor 

Elliot echoed Coubertin and Waldstein. "The new games are 

not to be the old ones transplanted to these modern times, 

but they are designed to hold the same relation to general 

athletics of to-day as did the Olympic festival to the 

athletics of its age." In American minds, accustomed to 

seeing the classical Greeks as Americans who just happened to 

live in the Bronze Age, such a statement conjured up visions 

of an international stadium in which they could exhibit their 

sporting republic. Elliot certainly thought in those terms, 

insisting that the spectacle in Athens would make the Greeks 
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hunger for democracy. "Yesterday a serf he is to-day 

learning the arts of democracy," opined Elliot. "At this 

writing it is not certain that America will be represented at 

all," he lamented, not having heard of the plans under.way in 

Boston and Princeton. l ? The Professor should not have 

worried. The sporting republic could not resist an 

opportunity to vie for the imaginations of the world on the 

fields under Coubertin's "flag of athleticism.,,18 

On March 2, 1896, a small contingent of athletes 

gathered at the docks of Hoboken, New Jersey, to begin a 

journey to Athens. The American Olympic hopefuls had booked a 

transatlantic passage on the North German Lloyd Lines' 

steamer Fulda. The send-off was a raucous affair, 

punctuated by cheers for Princeton University and the Boston 

Athletic Association. The Olympians sailed first-class on 

the Fulda. Sumptuous banquets, masked balls and 

comfortable deck chair beckoned, and waiters catered to the 

athletes' needs. The trainers kept close watch on their 

charges, exercising them in heavy sweaters and light, 

rubber-soled shoes on the second cabin deck, which the 

captain had ordered cleared for the team's workouts. 19 

The impetus for trip came from a Princeton professor 

of history, William Milligan Sloane. While in Europe to 

gather data for his work on Napoleon, Sloane had taken 

interest in Baron Coubertin's attempts to revive the ancient 
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Olympics. Sloane served as the American representative to 

the International Olympic Committee planning the first 

Olympic revival at Athens, and in 1896 he became the chairman 

of the American Olympic Committee. He convinced Princeton to 

send a four-man team, Robert Garrett, Jr., Francis A. Lane, 

Albert Clinton Tyler and H.B. Jamison, all members of the 

Tiger track squad and the junior class. The B.A.A. sent a 

squad comprised of Arthur Blake, Thomas E. Burke, Ellery H. 

Clark, Thomas P. Curtis and William W. Hoyt, under the 

leadership of "athletic instructor" John Graham. 20 James 

B. Connolly, of Boston's Suffolk Athletic Club, accompanied 

the Boston group. Blake, Clark, Hoyt and Connolly were 

Harvard men. Burke represented Boston University and curtis 

wore the colors of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

and Columbia college. 21 Bostonians Sumner and John Payne, 

brothers and United States Army captains, joined the track 

and field contingent and competed in the pistol shooting 

contests. Gardiner Williams, a swimmer, completed the 

team. 22 

Princeton's Professor Sloane had noble aspirations 

for the first Olympics. "I am only interested in sports from 

a moral view," claimed Sloane. "I believe that international 

contests do lots of good. The more higher classes of 

different nations get to know one another, the less 

likelihood there is of their fighting." By "higher classes" 
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Professor Sloane had in mind the new group of 

progressive-minded, professionally oriented, college educated 

Americans which emerged in the late nineteenth century. The 

progressive class was moving toward new perspectives on 

formulating solutions to problems in American society. They 

had invented modern sport in the united States, and sought to 

reform certain sectors of society through it. Certainly the 

Ivy-Leaguers who composed America's first Olympic team were 

members of the "higher classes." Robert Garrett captained 

the Princeton squad. Garrett's uncle and namesake had been 

president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 

Garrett put the shot, hurled the discus and high jumped. He 

also found time for membership in "the popular Tiger Inn 

Social Club," and was "one of the leaders of the social 

circles of the college." Princeton's Francis A. Lane was a 

sprinter from Franklin, ohio. Lane, regarded "more than any 

other member of the team to win glory for his college and 

country at Athens," took great pride in his academic 

accomplishments and surrounded himself with friends "chosen 

from distinctively intellectual men." Albert Clinton Tyler, 

from the Wyoming section of Cincinnati, Ohio, the right 

tackle of the Princeton varsity football eleven, went to 

Athens to pole vault. Tyler had recently secured a 

membership in Garrett's fraternity, the Tiger Inn Club. 

Another member of the prestigious Tiger Inn Club, H.B. 



Jamison of Peoria, Illinois, completed Princeton's 

contingent. Jamison planned to run the 400 meter race at 

Athens. 23 
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Princeton's Olympians outfitted themselves in "white 

suits with orange and black bands from shoulder to waste 

[sic], and the stars and Stripes in miniature on the 

breast, thus showing the college and country for which they 

compete." Professor Sloane expressed his pleasure at 

Princeton's entry and regretted "that other institutions have 

failed to show a like courage." Princeton's trainer, 

"Scotty" McMaster, assured the New York Times that the 

"Princeton team would bring honor to its college and its 

country. ,,24 But the Cleveland Leader disagreed. "It is 

not likely that the little group of American athletes who are 

on their way to Athens to take part in the new Olympian games 

... can make a very good showing for this country," 

declared the Cleveland daily. "They are only a few men from 

the Boston Athletic Association and a few from Princeton 

College, and the party will have hardly a single athlete who 

would be picked out to share in an international contest 

which was to be held in America."25 

Although an American Olympic Committee had been 

formed in 1893, it played no part in organizing the 1896 

team. Princeton's team found financing when a "rich, 

anonymous donor allowed them money to travel.,,26 James 
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Connolly later asserted that Robert Garrett had financed the 

Princeton contingent's trip.27 The "well-heeled" B.A.A. 

expedition was bankrolled by stockbroker Arthur Burnham and 

guaranteed by the promises of Massachusetts' Governor Oliver 

Ames. 28 The elite collegians went to the first modern 

Olympiad with Eastern Establishment funding. 

The Princetonians and the Boston Athletic 

Association's "fine-loo~ing fellows" seemed to be on a 

European holiday rather than a crusade of athletic conquest 

as they settled into their first class berths for the voyage. 

A New York Times reporter gossiped, "the athletes will be 

accompanied by Mrs. T. Harrison Garrett, the mother of 

Captain Garrett, who will also chaperone a small party of 

young ladies on the trip."29 The Fulda was bound for 

Gibraltar, where the Olympic team would board another steamer 

for Naples and then proceed to Brindisi by rail. At Brindisi 

they planned to sail on a Mediterranean steamer for the west 

coast of Greece, completing their trek from the west coast to 

Athens by rail in order to arrive for the competition 

scheduled for April of 1896. 30 

The year 1896 witnessed the culmination of an anxiety 

which had wracked American society since the end of the Civil 

War. Ever since the conclusion of sectional conflict the 

United states had been lurching along a path toward a future 

characterized by an industrialized economy with national 
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marketing, an increasingly powerful central government, and 

an urbanized, specialized, mass society. The birth of a 

"modern" order meant the death of older patterns. The 

agrarian and commercial economy dominated by the individual 

entrepreneur, the localized, self-governing, self-regulating 

community, the world in which the individual was the familiar 

unit of social action, resisted the newer national systems at 

every turn. Americans were torn between the promises of 

wealth and progress the new systems offered, and the 

customary comforts of traditional patterns. Often, as 

ambiguous as it seems, Americans tried to reconcile both the 

imagined past and the hoped for future during the transition 

to a modern order. 

But in 1896 reconciliation appeared a near 

impossibility. The American economy was reeling from the 

unregulated rush toward an industrialized system of 

production and a nationalized market. A decade of prosperity 

had come to an end in the Panic of 1893 and its corresponding 

financial crash. Businesses failed in record numbers. 

Unemployment grew to the point where one out of every five 

American workers was idled. The depression served to stagger 

the old Protestant notion that poverty and unemployment 

resulted from sin. Americans found other causes for their 

calamities--sinister monopolies, trusts and the evil 

machinations of Wall street, or other forces remote from 
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individual control and accountability. Among laborers 

anxiety boiled over into activism. And when labor struck the 

corporations moved ruthlessly to maintain the social order. 

Couer d' Alene, Idaho; Homestead, Pennsylvania; Mr. Pullman's 

factory town and Chicago in Illinois; the anthracite coal 

fields of Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West 

Virginia; all those locales erupted in violence during the 

early years of the 1890s. 

In the great farm belts of the West and among 

struggling Southern agrarians, discontent coalesced into 

poli tical acti vism. "Farmer's Alliances" demanded that 

industrialism and urbanization be regulated with a concern 

for traditional values--even though they often proposed very 

untraditional means for preserving those values, like 

government ownership of banks and railroads. The Populists 

expressed rural disenchantment with America's direction. The 

disenchanted found a powerful symbol in silver and a prophet 

in the person of Nebraska senator William Jennings Bryan, and 

set out to make the election of 1896 a referendum on the fate 

of the nation. The Democrats nominated Bryan for president, 

and the Populist Party, smelling victory, gave up its 

identity by embracing the Democratic nominee as its own. The 

elites who controlled--or at least garnered immense profits 

from--the new industrial production system would brook no 

compromise with laborers or farmers who, in the eyes of the 
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industrialists, wanted to dismantle American society. They 

clung tenaciously to the symbol of gold and all of the 

financial control over national affairs that gold implied, 

filling Bryan's opponent's--the stolid Republican governor of 

Ohio, William B. McKinley--campaign coffers with solid and 

abundant currency. 

The new American middle-class, just becoming 

conscious of their American dream and not yet quite confident 

in their capacity to "engineer" its installation, dismissed 

the agrarian ideas as "unprogressive." With the election in 

the balance, they voted against Bryan and the agrarian dream. 

But the professionals and their allies did not side 

unthinkingly with the plutocrats either, whom they accused of 

wanting an eternal "big barbecue" at which only the rich and 

powerful gorged. As early as 1895 Theodore Roosevelt began 

to articulate a vision of a new national culture which would 

eradicate the abuses perpetrated on American society by the 

robber barons and the trusts while harnessing the enormous 

capacity of the new industrial system of production to 

provide a good life for every American citizen. Roosevelt 

preached a new conception of nationhood. His vision of a 

national culture included a significant role for the sporting 

republic, and his personification of the "strenuous life" 

soon made him one of athletism's most powerful symbols. "In 

short, in life, as in a foot-ball game, the principle to 
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follow is: Hit the line hard; don't foul and don't shirk, but 

hit the line hard!," Roosevelt advised American youth, 

employing athletism to preach ethics. 31 

Roosevelt had little in common with the Populists or 

labor leaders, and his proposal for a return to prosperity 

diverged significantly from the agrarian dream of a return to 

local autonomy in a confederation in which the government 

controlled evil forces--like railroads, banks and Wall 

street. Roosevelt agreed with the agrarians that 

governmental control had become a necessity. But he 

recognized that their adherence to the principle of local 

self-rule was doomed by the necessity of a national 

regulatory agency, which even the staunchest localists 

realized was the only method for controlling such powerful 

interests as banks and railroads. Simply put, the two 

principles were incompatible, and Roosevelt opted for a 

national state and culture instead of a pattern of localism. 

Where the Populists accepted some type of 

nationalized regulatory power as a necessary evil, Roosevelt 

championed it as a positive good. Roosevelt told the nation 

that a blend of traditional morality and a beneficient, 

powerful federal government could solve the dilemmas of the 

new age. Preaching the ethics of the American past, 

Roosevelt railed against the corruption of the wealthy 

classes that the Gilded Age produced. He hurled invectives 
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against the "conscienceless stock speculators," "debauching 

judges" and "corrupting legislatures," of the period. He 

blasted the practices of "selfish" merchants and manufactors. 

But he had no sympathy for labor's role in the dispute. He 

charged union organizers and other anti-establishmentarian 

elements with "reckless incendiarism." Having fired his 

salvos against both the corrupted order and its critics, he 

anointed the federal government as the only institution which 

could maintain order against the radicals and also redress 

the economic imbalances industrialization had created. 

Roosevelt assured the public that the robber barons 

and the corrupted politicians, the anarchists and the 

assailants of the sacred principle of property, had not 

permanently marred the Republic. "A nation's greatness lies 

in its possibility of achievement in the present," Roosevelt 

wrote, "and nothing helps it more than the consciousness of 

achievement in the past." In 1896 the past held George 

Washington, Abraham Lincoln and other heroes of the American 

Revolution and the Civil War. 32 The present had a boatload 

of possibilities sailing to the inaugural modern Olympic 

Games. 

The college youths who traveled across the Atlantic 

on the Fulda were determined to add an Olympic adventure to 

the "good times" of their college days, but they were also in 

Greece to meet challenges. On one level they resembled Baron 
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de Coubertin's ideal Olympic amateurs, modeled on the British 

sporting gentleman, far more than future American Olympians 

woul d. sti 11, the "will to win" motivated them, particul arly 

the triple-jumper Connolly, who gave up Harvard to compete at 

Athens. Coubertin insisted that the Anglo-American sporting 

gentleman radiated eutrapelia, an Aristotelian virtue 

which consisted of vitality, versatility and most 

importantl y, a sense of proportion. 33 But the "wi 11 to 

win" which agitated the B.A.A. and Princeton's athletes, 

would make a mockery of Coubertin's understanding of the 

American brand of sport. The American team journeyed to the 

mythical "home" of athletism with a purpose. "All of us who 

love beauty, who have done no impiety or sacrilege, who 

believe in fair play, and who have stout hearts are Greeks in 

the highest sense," mused George Horton, the United states 

Consul at Athens. 34 The "new" Athenians, the American 

branch of the family, were going to Athens to show the world 

the strength of their brand of democracy. 

The Panatheniac stadion in Athens had been 

refurbished by a wealthy Grecian merchant, George Averoff, to 

showcase the inaugural modern Olympiad. 35 American 

observers marveled at the site, in spite of their discomfort 

at the general condition of poverty which they saw in Greece. 

The Nation, despite Godkin's dislike of American sport, 

covered the Olympics. Its reporter cabled that Athens "need 
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not blush before the more stately and lavish magnificence of 

greater cities and wealthier nations; the immortal ruins of 

the Parthenon and the glorious Attic sky cannot be found or 

matched elsewhere.,,36 Charles Waldstein claimed that the 

refurbished monument expressed a democratic spirit, unlike 

the slave-built architectural wonders of antiquity, 

particularly Egypt's pyramids. "The Stadium now will convey 

to the visitor some impression of magnitude, not in a 

monument erected by slaves for the glorification of one 

ruler, but in a structure to house a free and powerful 

community uniting in the peaceful delight at physical 

strength and skill.,,37 

When the American team finally reached Athens, the 

emotional sight of the city which they had been taught was 

the birthplace of democracy and the Western tradition 

overwhelmed them. "All that we had ever read or heard of 

Greece and all that we had never read nor heard, but that was 

born within us, lay like white-heated strata in the hotbeds 

of our imaginations," recalled Connolly. When the Parthenon 

carne into view from the train no one spoke. "But when 

breathing carne easier--'Athens!' we cried; and the little 

word stood for all our years of thought speech and 

subconscious reflection of the glory of things that were." 

The Americans felt a heavy obligation to prove themselves the 

heirs to the Greek tradition they imagined; a tradition which 



located the beginnings of liberalism in Athens' "Golden 

A ,,38 ge. 

Athletes from Austria, Australia, Bulgaria, Chile, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Sweden, 
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Switzerland, the United states and host Greece participated 

in the Games. Thousands of European and American tourists 

vacationing in the Mediterranean and the Holy Land flocked to 

Athens for the Olympic pageant. The heavy cruiser, U.S.S. 

San Francisco, moored in Athen's harbor, provided the 

American team with additional fans. The Greek organizers 

created a carnival atmosphere highlighted by "innumerable 

bands of music; concerts; illuminations at Athens and 

Peiraeus; torchlight processions and fireworks." Visitors 

could also see the Greek Royal family, the King of Serbia, 

Grand Duke George of Russia, and the widow of the late Crown 

Prince Rudolf of Austria with her two daughters. The 

pageantry and the crowds at the stadium lent "something to 

replace Olympia, and almost persuaded one that the old times 

had come around again when there was nothing more serious to 

do than to outrun, outleap, and outwrestle." One American 

tourist eagerly awaited an Olympic performance of Sophocles' 

Antigone, but found the playa "disappointment to one who 

had seen 'Antigone' presented at Vassar College in 1893.,,39 

James B. Connolly, who became the first American 

Olympic champion when he won the triple-jump, later 
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fictionalized his experiences at the original Olympic gala in 

a popular tale entitled An Olympic Victor. He pictured 

eager American tourists "rushing everywhere, with seemingly 

inexhaustible supplies of energy--likewise of money." The 

Americans tried to buy everything in sight. "Many of them 

seemed not to understand that even an unlimited purse is not 

always potent." They wore "in their lapels little flags of 

their country, and whenever a group of them assembled they 

were challenging one another to wage on the chances of this 

or that competitor in the games.,,40 

Thomas P. Curtis, who won the high hurdles at the 

first Olympics, remembered that the Greeks welcomed the 

American team by marching them through the city to the 

delight of thousands of onlookers. The organizing committee 

feted the Americans at the Hotel de yille, where "speech 

after speech was made in Greek, presumably very flattering to 

us, but of course entirely unintelligible. We were given 

large bumpers of the white-rosin wine of Greece and told by 

our advisors that it would be a gross breach of etiquette if 

we did not drain these off in response to the various 

toasts," laughed Curtis. "I could not help feeling that so 

much marching, combined with several noggins of resinous 

wine, would tell on us in the contests the following 

day.,,41 

The Garnes began on a mild April the 6th, with 40,000 
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fans in the refurbished Stadion and thousands more on the 

surrounding hills. That date marked the seventy-fifth 

anniversary of the Greek declaration of independence. "The 

Greeks have never forgotten the generous sympathy which the 

American people were the first to display for the Greek cause 

in 1821; the stirring eloquence of Henry Clay and Daniel 

Webster in behalf of Greek liberty, and the material aid 

brought to Greek shores by Samuel G. Howe . . are given a 

prominent place in modern Greek history," reported The 

Nation, playing up the American role in the Greek struggle 

for political autonomy and identifying the United States as 

the benefactor of all democratic-thinking peoples. The 

powerful journal of political opinion linked the enthusiastic 

welcome of the American Olympians with the struggle for 

democracy.42 As the Games began, the media glibly 

connected Olympic sport, American athletics, and political 

causes. 

New York Times reports estimated that the spectacle 

drew 100,000 people on April 7. 43 The "resinous wine" had 

little actual impact on American performances as the team 

dominated the track and field events which the throngs viewed 

in the Stadion. The B.A.A. produced winners in seven 

events. Thomas E. Burke won the 100 and 400 meter races, 

Thomas P. Curtis triumphed in the 110 meter hurdles, Ellery 

Clark finished first in the high jump and the long jump, 
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Connolly won the triple jump and William W. Hoyt won the pole 

vault. Princeton's Robert Garrett won the shot put and 

discus competitions. Only Edwin Flack of Australia--who, the 

Greeks insisted, was "the same thing" as an American--winning 

the 800 and 1500 meter races, and the climactic Marathon 

victory of Greece's Spiridon Loues, kept the Americans from 

sweeping the track and field events. One Athenian newspaper 

hypothesized that American success sprang from a physiology 

which "joined the inherited athletic training of the 

Anglo-Saxon to the wild impetuosity of the 

Redskin"--certainly an odd rendition of the "melting 

pot.,,44 

"I think it was on the third or fourth day of the 

games that the Americanization of Europe began," recalled 

curtis. The Americans shouted the the Boston Athletic 

Association cheer, "B.-A.-A.--Rah-Rah-Rah!" whenever one of 

the Bostonians turned in a good performance. The "cheer 

never failed to amuse and astonish the spectators," Curtis 

chortled. The King even requested that the Americans perform 

a cheer for him. When they did, adding "a mighty 'Zito 

Hell as '" to the finish, the stadium roared with 

approval. 45 

Charles Waldstein commended the crowds for their 

enthusiastic support of every nations' competitors. "still, 

I venture to say that the greatest glee was shown at each 
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successive victory that fell to our nation, the youngest of 

all, that carried off the palm and gained by far the greater 

number of prizes, namely, the Boston and Princeton boys," he 

noted. The Americans, according to Waldstein, were 

well-received because of the democratic spirit which they 

exhibited. Prince George of Greece, the "chief umpire" of 

the Games, admitted to Waldstein that "we al1 love the 

American athletes. They behaved so well, and are such good 

fellows. They taught our people a lesson with their true 

interest in sport itself. They would sit down with our men, 

rub their limbs after each trial, and advise them without any 

idea that they were rivals.,,46 America's athletic 

missionaries taught every form of athletism, from track and 

field techniques to spectatorial etiquette. 

The news of the collegians' victories at Athens 

filtered back to the United states through the American 

press. "Who can read without a glow of patriotic pride and 

classical reminiscence that Robert Garrett of Princeton, N.J. 

has defeated the champion Greek discobulus, Paraskevopoulos, 

by six or seven inches?" wondered a New York Times 

correspondent. 47 "When it is considered that the Americans 

had little practice after their long voyage, and that Garrett 

was a novice at discus throwing . the wonderful 

versatility of the American athlete is apparent, and it is 

little wonder that, when the news of his victory was cabled 
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cheers," observed the Scientific American. 48 

Caspar Whitney became infected by the patriotism 

American Olympic victors inspired, telling Harper's Weekly 

1Sl 

readers that "from the oldest to youngest our athletes have 

taken the lion's share of honors." Whitney added a plug for 

Boston, observing that "six men went from the Hub, four of 

whom represented the Boston A.A., and they have secured seven 

first prizes.,,49 An American eyewitness in Athens 

recounted in the New York Times that "it was hard at the 

very outset to see one flag go up as a signal of victory so 

many times in succession." He added, "one of the Princes is 

said to have remarked to an American: I really hope you won't 

sweep everything."SO Perhaps Waldstein misread the Grecian 

"glee" which accompanied American wins. The Scientific 

American, nearly mimicking the New York Times 

correspondent, allowed that "it was indeed hard for the Greek 

to see the American flag go up so many times in 
. ,,51 successJ.on. 

But the press really worried little about Grecian 

feelings. The Chicago Record imagined that the Greek 

athletes had entered the stadium ready to claim all the 

prizes, as "Greek poetry" demanded. "So they would have done 

had it not been for a number of bright young 

nineteenth-century college men who impertinently refused to 
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consider traditions, and proceeded to beat their competitors 

in the most approved fashion of the college field," gloated 

the Chicago daily. The Philadelphia Public Ledger crowed 

that "it is an unusually fine feather in the American cap to 

have so many of the events ... won by American athletes." 

The Philadelphia newspaper allowed that no comparisons could 

fairly be made between the modern American champions and the 

legendary Greek victors in the ancient Games, but when the 

current American "performances were matched with those of 

athletes from all the leading countries of civilization, . 

. the Americans came out ahead. That is honor enough for the 

present." The Atlanta Constitution cheered, "though 

America has none of the traditions and but little of the 

training possessed by these nations of the Old World, she has 

evinced her superiority over them in the games of their own 

choice, and from the heights of Mount Olympus she has 

transferred the laurel branch to her own distant 

borders."S2 

Despite the celebrations and headlines in the 

American press, "The Americans Ahead: Progress of the Olympic 

Games at Athens," "American Athletes Won: Princeton and 

Boston Boys Successful in Olympian Games," and "Honor for 

Americans: Sustained Their Reputations at the Olympic Games;" 

the American team only won events in track and 

field--excepting a one-two finish by Captains John and Sumner 



Paine in the twenty-five meter military revolver shooting 

contest. 53 The United states did not field competitors in 

wrestling, weightlifting, cycling, gymnastics, fencing or 
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tennis, and Gardiner Williams found the Aegean sea much too 

ld f . t' " 54 co or sprlng lme sWlmmlng. The American press decided 

that triumph in track and field indicated victory in the 

Olympic Games, a tradition which continued in the reporting 

of later Olympiads. Track and field became the focal point 

of American Olympic success stories. A New York Times 

commentator asserted that American victories "in a programme 

of events that seemed carefully modeled on the classic 

pentathlon [which consisted of a discus throw, a javelin 

throw, a standing broad-jump competition, a 200 meter 

footrace, and a wrestling match] indicates their success not 

over the Hellenes but over continental Europeans would have 

been yet more marked had the programme been modernized, and 

included for example, a football match which, if it had no 

prototype in Olympia, vividly recalls a Homeric battle.,,55 

The sporting republic, the press insisted, had proven its 

vigor. 

Some sports authorities found the quality of 

competition at the first Olympiad generally less than 

world-class. Besides "the only remarkable performance of the 

games," Spiridon Loues' Marathon run, the contestants' times 

fell "below the average of winners usually seen at important 
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Anglo-Saxon track games." Caspar Whitney observed that 

"there seems to have been really no English entries of the 

first class; and outside of Burke, Hoyt, and Clark, there was 

no one of the Americans who could be expected to win in open 

games in the United States." The media blamed poor planning 

and organization for the lackluster quality of athletes at 

Athens. With "the wide world to draw upon, these Olympic 

Games should have had the representative athletic strength of 

nations--they could have--if the management had been 

efficient and opportune," remarked whitney.56 

The competition might have been less than first rate, 

the planning might have been less than adequate and the 

American victory might have been less than complete, but the 

Olympic Games at Athens in 1896 laid the foundation for a 

mythology of American invincibility at future Olympics. 

Sportswriters played a central role in shaping the cultural 

pattern of athletism. One popular story in American 

newspapers claimed that the American victor in the discus 

competition had sent a telegram home after his victory 

claiming that "Guskos [actually Gouskous, a former Greek 

champion discobulus] conquered Europe, but I conquered the 

world." A reporter confessed that the cable was a fraud, 

"but he took great pride in it: for he said it was what 

Garrett [the American discus thrower] ought to have 

sent. ,,57 The American media, through newspapers, 
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magazines, scholarly journals, novels and popular histories, 

played an integral, and formative role in shaping the 

perception of the Olympics in the United states. They 

created the "explanation-forms" of the sporting republic. 

As one of the foremost sportswriters of the early twentieth 

century, Paul Gallico, put it, "poets were needed to 

celebrate the miracles we were observing" on the playing 

fields. The press provided the poets. "In fact," remembered 

Gall ico, "most of the best wri ting in the American press of 

that age was found on sports pages."58 

The American athletes at the first Olympics greatly 

valued their victories. One competitor admitted, "'I 

couldn't have congratulated my opponent if he had beaten me 

on my own ground, as a Greek fellow ... did me. ",59 But in a 

telegram to Crown Prince Constantine the Americans did thank 

the Greeks for their "great kindness and warm hospitality of 

which we have been continually the recipients.,,60 In the 

pages of the Outlook, Miss Maynard Butler sternly reminded 

future American Olympians that "as athletes they must look 

to their laurels in long distance running; and . . as men, 

they must remember in 1900 and 1904 the pattern of generosity 

in defeat set them by the Athenians in 1896.,,61 

The Americans planned to "look to their laurels in 

long distance running," but losing gracefully seemed almost 

anti-American, as Connolly illustrated in his fictional 
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account of the Marathon race. When Spiridon Loues passed his 

fallen American foe (Blake in reality) a remarkable scene 

ensued. The American runner had led the race until, overcome 

by exhaustion, he collapsed in a heap beside the road. The 

Greek police monitoring the race had rushed to aid the fallen 

runner when Loues strode past the American and "even smiled 

at him; but such was humiliation, nevertheless, that he was 

motioning the guards to draw off his jersey, on the breast of 

which he wore the flag of his country. That flag he did not 

want to be seen on him, as he, a defeated man, was being 

driven into the city." '"Truly,''' Connolly had Loues think, 

"'this pride of country, it adorns like a laurel wreath. No 

wonder the Americans are a great nation. ,,,62 

The Olympics generated emotions in addition to 

national pride. Some Americans shared Baron de Coubertin's 

romantic belief that the modern Olympics "may be a potent, if 

indirect, factor in securing universal peace.,,63 Waldstein 

believed that the Olympics would be a catalyst in the 

creation of an international federation of mankind. "Is it 

too visionary to hope that these games may contribute to the 

realization of this ideal striving of the nobler citizens in 

our civilized communities: that they may intensify this 

longing for a great federation as they combine all 

nationalities in peaceful emulation, out of which the 

physical welfare of our men will ensue?,,64 The implication 
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which underlay the notion was that if such a federation came 

to fruition it would take on an American shape, given the 

millennial promise of the sporting republic to bring 

progress, democracy and justice to all who fell under the 

spell of the United states' brand of athletism. 

Despite Coubertin's romantic internationalism, he 

recognized the inherent nationalism of the Olympics. "The 

victors in the stadion at Athens wished for no other 

recompense when they heard the people cheer the flag of their 

country in honor of their achievement," the Baron 

observed. 65 Americans cheered their Olympic victors. When 

the Fulda returned to the United states crowds gave the 

athletes a "royal welcome." The fans on the docks paid 

tribute to the champions while a band struck up "See, the 

Conquering Hero comes.,,66 Baron de Coubertin's Olympic 

maxim insisted that "the essential thing is not to have 

conquered but to have fought well.,,67 The Americans had, 

in their minds, conquered. Fighting well was for losers. 

The results of the Athenian athletic adventure allowed 

Americans to judge themselves superior to the rest of the 

world in everything from performing Sophocles' Antigone to 

hurling discuses. 

"The brilliant success which crowned the first Int. 

Olympic Games celebrated in Athens, and the enthusiastic 

interest with which these athletic contests have been 
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regarded by the whole Hellenic race, seem to us sure proof 

that the blood of our glorious ancestors still flows in our 

veins," proclaimed Timoleon Philemon, the Greek secretary 

general of the first modern Olympics. 68 The success of the 

Athens Olympics had spawned plans for the creation of the 

Panatheniac Games, to be held in Athens every four years, 

in between the Olympiads. The I.O.C. planned to continue the 

Olympiads on the cycle begun in 1896, rot?ting the spectacles 

among the great cities of the "civilized" world. The Greeks 

took pride in their Olympic achievements, but the Americans 

had cornered the market on identifying Olympic achievement 

with national prowess. Breathless accounts in the American 

press depicted a battle to host the 1904 Olympics--the 1900 

Games had already been scheduled for Coubertin's 

Paris--between Berlin, stockholm and New York. 69 The 

sporting republic wanted to display its vigor on its home 

turf . 

James Connolly won the first gold medal .the United 

states ever earned in Olympic competition when he hopped, 

stepped and jumped farther than anyone else at Athens. 

Connolly later made a name for himself as a writer of 

adventure stories and tales from the high seas, and as a 

contributing reporter to several national magazines--he 

covered the Olympic Games of 1906, 1908 and 1912. In his "An 

Olympic Victor," Connolly pictured the discus competition as 
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a titanic contest between the American challenger and the 

Greek champion Gouskous. In Connolly's rendition of the 

struggle, the partisan Greek crowd pushed the Grecian 

discobulus to a prodigious effort. On his final heave 

Gouskous managed a Herculean throw which the delighted crowd 

celebrated as a sure winner. But the American discus thrower 

still had one chance left. He stepped to the center of the 

stadium for his final toss. "In his preparation was seen 

evidence of that which was making his nation so great," wrote 

Connolly. "He was not to be shaken in his preparation by the 

cheers of the tens of thousands for the victorious Gouskous. 

Calmly he took position and cooly surveyed the prospect." 

The American Olympian's "eye seemed to remain glued on a 

point far down the centre line. At the instant of execution 

a panic seized the stadium. Suppose he should throw so 

accurately that the discus would sail straight down the 

centre line? Which was exactly what he did.,,70 

Why did the American win the discus contest? 

According to the logic of the sporting republic he won 

neither because he possessed more physical skill, nor did 

luck playa part in his victory. He won by virtue of the 

fact that he was an American. He triumphed because American 

civilization had created in him a spirit which could conquer 

the world. He won because he was a representative of the 

chosen people, a product of the social system which promised 
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the best future for mankind. Connolly knew the pattern well, 

and he did not disappoint his audience. He had an Athenian 

newspaper pay homage to the "melting pot" as the crucible of 

the Olympic discus triumph. "Ah, well might the Americans 

say that their mixed blood was welding a nation that is to be 

invincible in time," trumpeted the fictional periodical. 

"Their vitality to-day in the games is but symbolical.,,71 

Symbolical was certainly what the modern Olympic 

Games have been for Americans. The "explanation-forms" which 

the media offered for American successes at the inaugural 

modern Olympics set the pattern for future discussions of 

athletic achievement and political culture. In 1896 the 

American sense of proportion demanded victory from its 

athletes, contradicting Baron de Coubertin's notion of 

eutrapelia. In the American mind the special providence of 

American civilization had been wed with Olympian achievement. 

The Olympians deeds had been translated into righteous 

affirmations of American ideals. The first crop of American 

Olympic mythology had been planted. 
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IV. THE APPLICATION OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY: SPORT, THE OLYMPIC 
GAMES, AND POLITICAL CULTURE DURING THE PROGRESSIVE ERA 

The inventors of the sporting republic created 

athletism to channel energy toward national, and by their 

definitions, democratic goals. In the sporting republic, 

proclaimed the editors of Outing, "democracy takes a newer 

and more vigorous form; no longer the closet work of the 

student, or the idling of the voluptuary, or the intense but 

intermittent strain of the professional, but the healthy, 

regular, natural, work of an American who understands that 

acting is living, and healthy action healthy life. The 

athletic movement of this generation, like every other 

valuable awakening, is a return to nature, a reaction against 

formalism.,,1 

Albert Pope and his staff at Outing frequently 

used "Progressive" terminology in championing athletism. The 

Progressives wanted to shape American society according to 

the dictates of a nature which they thought that they could 

understand through scientific rationalism. They particularly 

desired freedom from the killing hand of formalism, the dead 

systems of past ways of thought, which they attacked for 

constraining society's ability to cope with modern realities. 

The Progressive movement was an amazingly broad and diverse 

attempt to reshape, within "liberal" limits, economy, polity 

and society in the United states. Progressives argued about 
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the strategy and tactics needed to achieve reform, but they 

shared a common faith in the power of human beings to control 

their environments through rational action. American 

Progressives were particularly interested in creating a 

national culture, based on morals adhered to by all 

"reasonable" citizens, and dedicated to realizing the dreams 

of a liberal civilization. 2 

The Progressives seized the sporting republic as one 

of the many tools which might help them achieve their aims. 

After all, since sport had been invented to control modern 

energies and acclimatize individuals to the industrial order, 

it was only natural that athletism found a prominent place in 

Progressive arsenals. The Progressives hoped athletics would 

create a foundation of shared values, and a common ethos, 

which would unite the nation to face the challenges of the 

twentieth century. Sport sanctioned and regulated individual 

competition and achievement, and sought to channel it in 

efficient directions, a desire which lay at the center of 

much Progressive political theory and activity. The 

recreation of the Olympic Games presented the architects of 

the "new" national culture with an opportunity to showcase 

sport as one of the ethical pillars of American society. 

The idea of "culture," and an understanding of its 

role in human activity, began to take a specific shape in the 

late nineteenth century. In 1871, the pioneering English 
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anthropologist E.B. Tylor employed the term to describe the 

"lifeways" of "primitive" societies. 3 The concept of 

culture has been both generally and specifically defined in a 

multitude of fashions since then. In its most common form, 

culture has come to stand for the idea of a complex of 

attitudes, values, ideas and beliefs which enable human 

groups to manipulate and interact with their environments on 

a multitude of levels. 4 Such a definition identifies 

culture as indistinguishable from "humanness." Although 

differing in some important aspects from older ideas, the 

modern notion of culture resembles remarkably what the Greek 

philosophers meant by polity, or Enlightenment thinkers 

defined as "civilization," or the Romantics meant by the 

"spirit of an age." Culture describes those ideas and 

behaviors which bind human beings together in a tribe, band, 

kingdom or state. The nineteenth-century fascination with 

"historical" and "evolutionary" explanations of the cosmos 

underlay the elevation of culture to a central role in 

explaining human systems. Progressives understood the 

centrality of culture in human experience, and sought to use 

that "idea-form" to manipulate their world. S 

Historians have long sought a definition of the 

Progressive movement (or was it an era?) in American history. 

While debate rages about Progressivism's class composition, 

the focus of its reforms, its breadth or diffuseness, the 
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level at which Progressivism worked, which groups it included 

and which groups it neglected, whether it was liberal or 

conservative, its duration and the time of its extinction; no 

one doubts that Progressivism represented a reinvigoration of 

American political culture and a return to using governmental 

institutions to shape society.6 

The Civil War had marked the great failure of 

political solutions to American problems. The generation 

which came of age in the war dominated American politics 

until the twentieth century. From Ulysses S. Grant to 

William McKinley, Civil War veterans controlled American 

politics. Remembering the failure of political action in the 

nation's moment of crisis, they did not expect a great deal 

from political institutions. And not expecting too much, 

they did not receive much. American political culture 

muddled through its "dark ages." Close associations with big 

business produced widespread corruption at all levels of 

government. Public trust diminished in the midst of numerous 

scandals. Politicians struggled to address the financial 

strains and economic problems produced by the increasing pace 

of industrialism and urbanization through currency reform and 

tariff restructuring. But the lack of congruity between 

economic imagination and economic reality inhibited the 

restructuring process. When government did move to curb 

corruption and reform the economy, as the Republican 



controlled Congress of 1890 did, the electorate was not 

disposed toward supporting governmental measures. 
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Curiously though, the generation which followed those 

whose understandings of national life had been cast by 

sectional conflict and political impotency, put an enormous 

amount of faith in political solutions to American problems. 

Having come of age in an era in which politics played a minor 

role in struggling with the great forces of history and life, 

they grabbed the very thing which their parents believed had 

failed in the nation's darkest hour. The new generation 

turned to politics to remake their world, and the Progressive 

movement was born. 

The Progressives did not ignore history's lessons. 

But they did read the past differently than the Civil War 

generation. With an historical-mindedness fostered by the 

major intellectual currents of the late nineteenth century, 

evolutionary theory, the new social sciences, pragmatism, the 

"revolt against formalism" and, of course, "historicism" 

itself; an unhistorical outlook on the part on the new 

generation would have been impossible--or nihilistic. 

Reinterpreting the past in a new fashion, they located the 

failure of political culture and the disaster of Civil War in 

the failure of culture itself. Ways of life had taken 

separate paths in North and South. Polity, economy and 

society diverged until the nation lost any semblance of unity 
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and war became inevitable. Starting from that perspective, 

Progressives came to regard the idea of a culture of shared 

values as an absolute necessity for a stable, "progressive" 

civilization. 7 

Progressives cherished consensus and a common ethos. 

Progressive historians deified Thomas Jefferson, and paid 

homage to his glorification of a harmonious polity centered 

around the independent citizen-farmer-soldier who shared 

self-evident truths with his neighbors through a common 

culture. But that left the Progressives with a terrible 

paradox. If a common culture was an indispensable ingredient 

in a stable society, and the universal economy of the yeoman 

provided precisely that, what would happen now that the 

twentieth century was dawning and the yeoman's world had so 

obviously disappeared? 

Progressives had to find new ways to create a 

national culture of shared values. They railed against 

static or "formalistic" conceptions of character, and greatly 

feared any "unenlightened" consensus in human affairs. In 

their histories, certain "bad" forces had stood in the way of 

progress in the past. They lumped those evil forces under the 

heading of formalism, and then set themselves at the head of 

the revolt against that awful structure. The armies of 

Jefferson's enlightened yeomen which they imagined in their 

political fantasies, provided them with an almost 
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unquenchable source of optimism, as the tone of most of 

Vernon Louis Parrington's massive works on the American mind 

and spirit attest. S 

But industrialism had doomed the commonality of 

economic experience, and rendered Jeffersonianism unworkable. 

Efficient production required specialization and 

differentiation, not universality and egalitarianism. Many 

Progressives put their faith in the "scientific method." 

Scientific progress, material abundance and world domination 

engendered a genteel, Victorian certitude in the special 

providence of Anglo-American civilization. That certitude, 

with its concomitant faith in scientism, typified Western 

culture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

t . 9 cen Urles. The Progressive historian Frederick Jackson 

Turner, who designated the frontier as the source of American 

success and then perversely pronounced the frontier extinct, 

saw science as the hope of the future. IO The "scientific 

method" became a catch-all term for the modern faith in an 

empirically based rationalism, pragmatic utilitarianism, and 

a devotion to the "objectivity" of the new "science-based" 

professions. Indeed Max Weber identified those 

characteristics as the fundamental traits of the modernist 

archetype. At the turn of the century engineers suddenly 

became heroes in formula fiction. They became heroes not 

simply because they were the creators of the modern 
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environment but because they symbolized devotion to 

scientific truths instead of the partisan political, social 

or economic concerns of villains, or the musty superstitions 

of unenlightened devotees of tradition. Engineers worked on 

the new frontiers of scientific applications and social 

adaptations. 11 

Not only formula fiction, but political policy 

statements, like Herbert Croly's The Promise of American 

Life, and intellectual critiques, like the works of 

Thorstein Veblen; cast the engineer in a heroic and salutary 

light. 12 Underneath the Progressives' desire for a 

nationalized culture lay the dream of social consensus. It 

is an ideal which has shaped almost all of Western political 

philosophy. Even doctrines which sanctioned individual 

competition required a deus ex machina which turned 

particular selfishness into universal harmony--Adam Smith's 

"invisible hand" stands as the outstanding example of such a 

device. An inquisitive reader of the canons of class 

struggle, like Veblen--who had certainly read his Marx and 

Engels--recognized, despite his frequently gloomy 

pronouncements about the future, the possibility of social 

harmony in the final stage of history. Even such a rigid 

determinist and pessimist as the American champion of social 

Darwinism, William Graham Sumner, held out a small glimmer of 

hope that the immutable laws of evolution might someday 
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produce a civilized harmony.13 

In order for the varied interests of the Progressive 

coalition to forge consensus, they had to find common 

enemies, like maldistributed tax burdens or "wolfish" 

corporate behavior. The depression of the 1890s served as 

the catalytic event which convinced the nation that change 

was necessary, and offered many "enemies" for attack. 14 

Progressives sought to shape the direction of those changes. 

Where, in political situations, Progressives managed to form 

a consensus with other groups through identifying a common 

enemy, they achieved important reforms. The Progressive-big 

business coalition produced federal control of American 

railroads and the first sound national banking system since 

1832. The Progressive-labor coalition achieved much in the 

areas of wage and hour regulation, workingmen's compensation, 

employer liability statutes, and child and women's labor 

conditions. Where no coalition could be forged, on the role 

which blacks should play in American society for instance, 

Progressives produced little more than rhetoric. The 

foundation of the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People and the leadership of W.E.B. Du Bois did renew 

the hope for constructive change in race relations. But very 

little actual reform was accomplished. 1S Where 

Progressives mated with nativists--a marriage whose progeny 

liberals in later decades were loath to label 
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prohibition and mass deportations resulted. 
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Progressive social engineers offered the new 

technology of athletism as a bulwark against a number of 

American "enemies." They thought that sport attacked the 

"immigration problem" by providing a forum in which the 

uninitiated could be schooled in the values of Americanism. 

Urban reformers championed playgrounds and gymnasiums as 

ardently as they cried for settlement houses and tenement 

reform. But Progressives envisioned sport as a solution to 

far more than simply the immigration problem. They imagined 

athletics as an antidote to the relentless march of 

urbanization and industrialization. In their athletic 

jeremiads, proponents of the sporting republic railed against 

the withering of American manhood and womanhood under the 

assaults of the machine age. Their historical memories 

conjured up a glorious past in which the strapping, virile 

people of an older America got all the physical culture they 

needed from wresting a continent away from Nature. 

But in their lifetimes, when the frontier had been 

officially closed, they feared that the forces of the 

industrial revolution threatened Americans with an effete, 

decadent future. If, as Turner proposed and so many 

Americans believed, the frontier had been responsible for the 

uniqueness of American civilization and the special qualities 
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of American liberty, what would happen now that the open 

spaces had vanished? The Progressive historian of the 

frontier, Frederick L. Paxson, identified sport as a crucial 

factor in rescuing the United states from the horror of Civil 

War, the corruption and ethical decline of the Gilded Age, 

and the end of the age when virgin land shaped the nation. 

"The moral indifference to methods of achievement, bred 

somewhat in our own great war and dominant when men smiled at 

the cipher dispatches of the star route frauds; or printed in 

their advertising pages the lying romances of quack doctors 

and patent medicines, is giving way to a real concern for 

honest methods; and those who would not of themselves reform 

are being squeezed by sheer force of public disapproval into 

a reluctant degree of compliance with the rules," Paxson 

observed of the Progressive spirit. He thought sport was a 

key factor in "squeezing" people into reforming. "We know 

that we shall live to see a dry America, and one of equal 

rights for all," Paxson prophesied. "And who shall say that 

when our women took up tennis and the bicycle they did not as 

well make the great stride towards real emancipation; or that 

the quickened pulse, the healthy glow, the honest 

self-respect of honest sport have not served in part to 

steady and inspire a new Americanism for a new century.,,16 

The businessman chained to his desk, the worker locked to the 

assembly line, the clerk shackled to his ledgers, the 
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housewife overburdened with chores, all of those people and 

many other Americans could benefit from a regular regimen of 

exercise; since the health-giving climes of a pastoral 

America had been lost to the onslaught of modernity. 

Progressive politics and the sporting republic made common 

cause. 

During the Progressive era, sport became part of a 

package with which the "new" middle class sought to "order" 

the United states. 17 In the eyes of many Progressives, 

athletics could become an institution for producing a 

national culture of shared values and experiences. The kind 

of sports they had in mind were not the rowdy pastimes of 

lower classes, and aristocrats slumming with the masses, like 

pugilism or cock-fighting; neither did they have in mind the 

languid leisures of the wealthy, like horse racing or 

yachting. The Progressives believed intensely in the 

promised nation-strengthening and character-building 

potentialities of athletic competition, the games and 

contests of the sporting republic. 

The new technologies and social conditions of the 

nineteenth century industrial revolution changed physical 

culture in the United states. New processes for 

"vulcanizing" rubber radically altered tennis and golf balls, 

and the games played with those devices. New machines, like 

the bicycle, created new sports. The emerging national 
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transportation and communication system offered possibilities 

for national sporting rituals. Baseball, sprung from the 

ancient roots of "rounders" in New England, leaped from 

parochial to universal dimensions in 1845 when its rules were 

codified under a single "constitution." It was more than a 

coincidence that the year 1869 witnessed both the completion 

of the transcontinental railroad and the first 

transcontinental tour of a baseball club, Cincinnati's famed 

Red Stockings. Urbanization, industrialism, and new 

technologies had enormous impacts on American physical 

cUlture. 18 

But the new brand of American sport was more, as the 

invention of "athletism" testified, than simply a product of 

technology and modernization. Sport was a technology itself, 

a device for controlling, explaining and manipulating the 

environment. "Between the first race for the America's cup 

in 1851 and the first American aeroplane show of February 

last," wrote Paxson in 1917, "the safety valve of sport was 

designed, built and applied.,,19 Designed, built, and 

applied; Paxson fully understood that athletism was a 

technology! Tools for changing social systems fascinated 

American Progressives, and quite a few of them were 

captivated by the potential of athletism in the struggle to 

create a "rational" world. 

Many of the Progressive reformers developed their 
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attachments to amateur sport during the time they spent at 

Eastern establishment colleges. The same institutions of 

higher education which produced a bumper crop of the 

professionals who were bent on "rationalizing" American 

society, had inculcated in those entrepreneurs, lawyers, 

doctors, social workers, scientists and professors, an 

appreciation of vigorous competition. That same Progressive 

community also defined the kind of "character" which they 

felt a "modern" nation would need. They hoped athletics 

would provide moral education, spiritual sustenance, and 

unite the United states to face the rigors of the modern 

world. Those attitudes owed a great deal to the British 

model of athleticism. 20 

Since Progressives viewed sport as method for 

preparing people to meet the challenges of modern life, they 

particularly supported the concept of "amateur" sport. 

Amateurism in athletic competition has always been a 

difficult concept to define. Not all sporting Progressives 

required that amateurs refuse monetary reward for athletic 

performances. Hugh S. Fullerton, a highly regarded and 

Progressive-minded sportswriter, demanded that college 

athletes be allowed to play in professional leagues during 

their summer vacations in order to earn money for financing 

their educations. In the United states the definition of 

amateur came to center around the reason an athlete 
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participated in sport. Athletics as training for life, 

seriously pursued, was acceptable. Progressives thought that 

since athletism contributed so much to the welfare of 

society, sport should be considered neither an idle 

occupation nor solely as "play." Participating in athletics 

only for monetary gain tainted a player as a "professional," 

and opened athletes to charges of neglecting the "serious 

business" of life. Athletism was supposed to serve in 

forming and maintaining character and vigor. It was not 

supposed to serve as an end in and of itself. 21 

The Progressives who fell under athletism's spell 

offered sport as a solution to all sorts of problems. Was 

industrialism creating a nation of weaklings? Sport would 

promote vigor. Was modern society too "nervous"? Sport was 

the perfect tonic. Was the struggle for success corrupting 

American youth? The lessons of the playing field would lay a 

firm foundation for moral conduct. Was respect for the law 

eroding under assaults from the forces of modernity? Sport 

produced reverence for law and regulation. Was the 

democratic ideal losing its force in mass society? 

Initiative, referendum and recall offered hope, but sport 

could rekindle democratic values more quickly. Did large 

concentrations of wealth threaten American egalitarianism? 

Sport would obliterate artificial distinctions between 

classes and enshrine the battle cry of the "strenuous life": 
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"Let the best man win, whoever he is!,,22 Did alien 

cultures and foreign values threaten the American way of 

life? Sport could teach immigrants American ideals and 

recast alien groups into American molds. Were people 

suffering from the anomie of the machine age? Sport would 

provide entertainment and purposeful leisure. Were cities 

plagued by crime and vice? Playgrounds and gymnasiums would 

take youngsters off the streets and reform them into 

productive citizens. 

In the late nineteenth century sport underwent the 

same processes of rationalization, bureaucratization, and 

nationalization which so enormously affected American 

institutions and social patterns. The "new" middle class, 

with its scientific outlook and penchant for organization, 

built national power systems out of local associations. 

Physical culture was altered by the same organizational 

forces which fundamentally altered law, medicine, academia, 

social work, municipal reform, and a host of other 

professions and reform movements. Those new power structures 

arranged themselves into regularized associations dedicated 

to social progress and efficiency, quickly winning for 

themselves an enormous voice in the future directions 

American culture would take. In fact, those new professional 

organizations played the primary role in constructing a 

national culture for "modern" America. 
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The sporting republic had roots in older reform 

movements. Like the abolition of slavery, temperance, the 

single tax, and nearly every other nineteenth century reform 

movement, athletics were inextricably linked with the broad, 

diverse spirit of American Christianity. The Young Men's 

Christian Association (Y.M.C.A.) had been founded in England 

in 1851, and transplanted to the United states before the 

Civil War. The "muscular Christians" provided much of the 

leadership in the battle to promote "athletism" in American 

life--and in many other countries as well. The Y.M.C.A. 's 

were ardently Protestant institutions. Two of the titans of 

nineteenth century American Protestantism, Henry Ward Beecher 

and Washington Gladden, championed the Y.M.C.A. 's brand of 

sweaty Christianity. During the Progressive era the 

Y.M.C.A., then under the leadership of Luther Halsey Gulick, 

served as one the most important leaders of the national 

athletic crusade. 23 

The New York Athletic Club, begun in 1868, spawned a 

host of other local organizations devoted to the sporting 

life in cities large and small. 24 National associations 

soon grew up to regulate all kinds of sports. Baseball 

became professionalized and regularized through the National 

Association of Professional Baseball Players in 1871, the 

National League, founded in 1876, and the American League, 

organized in 1901. Those organizations controlled the 
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"national pastime." The Amateur Athletic Union, organized in 

1888, oversaw a wide variety of amateur recreations. On an 

organizational level, the same patterns of nationalization 

and regulation which shaped so much of of American life 

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

marked the route through which modern American sport evolved. 

The National Association of Archers (1879), The League of 

American Wheelmen (1880), the National Canoe Association 

(1880), the United states Lawn Tennis Association (1881), the 

National Croquet Association (1882), and the the United 

states Skating Association (1884), appeared in quick 

succession as Americans regularized the sporting 

bl ' 25 repu lC. 

A perusal of an 1887 directory in Outing, listing 

American (and Canadian) sporting clubs, indicates the degree 

to which athletics had become organized by the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century. More than a thousand clubs 

appeared on Outing's list. Every form of recreation, from 

archery, to racing homing pigeons, to yachting, found a place 

in the registry. New York City had dozens of athletic 

associations. Ottumwa, Iowa; Biddeford, Maine; and Helena, 

Montana; boasted bicycling clubs. Both Dubuque and Ubique, 

Iowa, had canoeing clubs. Outing urged clubs to cooperate 

in their endeavors and offered itself as a national clearing 

house for athletic organizations. The magazine insisted that 
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"it feels a solemn duty, as the highest authority on all 

matters appertaining to the scientific development and 

encouragement of physical culture and amusement, to call upon 

all those interested in the furtherance and completion of the 

noble work it has undertaken, to aid and enlarge its sphere 

of labor and usefulness by sending to its office such 

information as will tend to make its pages full, entire and 

trustworthy.,,26 

The new organizations sometimes turned to the 

political arena in order to insure their status in society. 

In 1887 the League of American Wheelman, who claimed the 

outing as their official organ, lobbied the state of New 

York for 1 egal access to roads. The bicycl e "Liberty Bi 11" 

defined "velocipedes" as carriages within the meaning of 

statutes regulating highways, parks and public squares. It 

provided that bicycles could not be excluded from any road on 

which carriages were admitted. The bill held that bicycles 

could be "reasonably regulated" with regards "to speed, 

lamps, bells, etc." The new legislation repealed all acts 

and laws which were not consistent with the "Liberty Bill," 

and effectively gave "wheelmen" access to all public 

thoroughfares in New York. Outing noted movements in 

Oregon, North Carolina, Kentucky and Alabama paralleling the 

New York experience. "The League of American Wheelmen," 

announced their national voice, "as its state Divisions grow 
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stronger, will doubtless take courage to go on in this work, 

as well as in its efforts for more rational roadways, which 

interest ten times their number of non-wheelmen.,,27 

While they wanted governments to create access and 

opportunity for sport, and to build and maintain facilities, 

athletic organizations, like most professional societies, did 

not want the government to regulate their spheres of 

influence. When government meddling threatened, they moved 

. kl t I bl d' t' t 28 qU1C Y 0 reso ve pro ems an maln aln au onomy. 

The saga of turn-of-the-century intercollegiate sport 

typified that reaction. All manner of problems plagued 

college athletics--gambling, general rowdiness, the taint of 

professionalism, and the feeling that those who devoted 

themselves to athletics were less than satisfactory students. 

Some college presidents, administrators and faculty demanded 

change. Charles W. Eliot, the president of Harvard, who 

during his four decade tenure (1869-1909) modernized 

America's oldest university, did not neglect sport. He told 

undergraduates that the Crimson sporting tradition had given 

the school a "bad name," and set about to regulate athletics 

in concert with his overall reform of Harvard. 29 The 

demands for change generally took "progressive" form. "Has 

not the time arrived for a general conference of 

representatives from all institutions for higher education, 

whether literary or technical, for the purpose of formulating 
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rules and adopting uniform standards in so far as they bear 

upon the question of eligibility of teams?" asked Calvin 

Milton Woodward, the dean of architecture and engineering at 

st. Louis' Washington University. "All admit that high 

standards are necessary in determining a man's worthiness to 

be proclaimed an attorney, an architect, an engineer or a 

physician." Woodward, who served as the president of the 

American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1905 

and 1906, and many educators, demanded the application of 

similar rigor to athletics. 30 If sport was to play its 

proper role in the modern world, particularly in the province 

of moral education, it needed to be purified and regulated. 

American colleges had been regulating intercollegiate 

contests since as early as 1858, when Harvard, Yale, Brown 

and Trinity had combined to form the College Rowing 

Association. That body soon expanded its power to govern 

baseball, football and track and field contests as well as 

rowing. Three types of organized collegiate sport had arisen 

during the nineteenth century. Student controlled athletics, 

often in conjunction with strong alumni influence, were the 

norm at some schools, Yale and Princeton in particular. 

Joint faculty-student-alumni control characterized sports at 

other schools, such as Harvard. Faculty controlled athletics 

were practiced in most southern and Midwestern colleges. 31 

College athletics rapidly organized at a national 
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level. The Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes 

of America (I.C.A.A.A.A.) began to administer track and field 

contests in 1875, and collegiate football moved toward a 

common style of play in 1876 under the auspices of the 

American Intercollegiate Football Association. 32 The 

Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (I.A.C.), organized 

during the 1880s, sought to control all college sport. The 

I.A.C. led a movement which seized control of college sports 

from the students and institutionalized them under the 

dominion of a nation-wide regulatory agency and the expanding 

bureaucracies of the universities--a pattern applied to 

academic disciplines as well as extra-curricular activities 

during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The new 

organizations fought frequent battles for control of sport. 

The I.A.C. enraged the A.A.U. when it proposed a prohibition 

against collegiate versus non-collegiate matches in amateur 

competitions. 33 That marked the first of a long series of 

hattles--which continues unabated today--between the A.A.U. 

and intercollegiate regulatory bodies. 

In 1895, in the middle West, the Intercollegiate 

Conference of Faculty Representatives met for the first time. 

It quickly garnered the title of the Western Conference. The 

conference, known more commonly as the "Big Ten," pioneered 

rules for athletic eligibility in collegiate competition, and 

forbade alumni subsidies of sports stars. Those measures 
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quickly spread to other colleges and universities. The 

fallout from the furor over violence in college football 

matches, and the perceived threat of government intervention, 

forced American universities and colleges to create an 

instrument of self-government. In 1905, at a meeting to 

address the problems which were plaguing college football, 

the representatives of collegiate athletic programs created 

the Intercollegiate Athletic Association (I.A.A.) in order to 

maintain their power and control over university sport. The 

I.A.A. bound together most American colleges and 

universities--excepting many Northeastern and Ivy League 

schools who favored the more traditional football rules of 

Walter Camp's Intercollegiate Rules Committee. Camp's group 

soon gave in, and in 1910 the I.A.A. became the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association (N.C.A.A.).34 

By the early twentieth century, nationalized 

athletics had become a central feature of American college 

life. But the attempt to regularize sporting practice had 

moved far beyond the relatively elite groups who played, and 

watched, intercollegiate athletic contests. The Progressives 

sought to "order" the games--and, indeed, the lives--of every 

social class. For the masses of urban workers and new 

immigrants, the Progressives designed what they thought was a 

morally and physically uplifting program of sports designed 

to counter the new vices of city life. Championed by such 
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prominent urban reformers as Jane Addams, Richard T. Ely, 

Abram S. Hewitt, Mayor Tom L. Johnson of Cleveland, Jacob 

Riis and Lillian Wald, urban recreation soon became a central 

feature of municipal revitalization plans. The playground 

movement emerged in Chicago around 1900, led by the social 

reformer Edward B. de Groot. It soon spread throughout the 

nation. The efforts of Los Angeles and Pittsburgh rivaled 

those of Chicago. The Progressive administration in Seattle 

boasted that it had spent a larger portion of its budget for 

rational recreation than any other American city. Between 

1906 and 1917 the number of cities with "managed" playgrounds 

grew from 41 to 504. In the public schools, the National 

Education Association and a host of educators, reformers and 

politicians sought to institute national standards in 

physical education. They insisted that sport was necessary 

to "moral education." New York City's Public Schools 

Athletic League (P.S.A.L.), founded by General George Wingate 

in 1903, served as a model for scholastic sport throughout 

t " t' 35 ne na ~on. If the United States was to be a cohesive, 

powerful nation, argued the playground reformers, a consensus 

of values and "lifeways" had to be achieved. What better 

mode than sport existed for transmitting the basic values of 

Americanism mused athletically inclined Progressives? 

The Progressives sought to impose a uniform culture 

on the nation through political action. Their concentration 
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of political power on social problems was facilitated by the 

national media which had arisen in the United states during 

the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Technological 

advances and the rise of a nation-wide communications system 

knit Americans together as never before. The communication 

network originated through the national market which arose 

during the industrial revolution. New publication processes 

produced a flood of readily available and easily affordable 

newspapers, magazines and books, on an almost inconceivable 

variety of topics. The new media served to focus public 

attention on certain problems, and helped create the 

political coalitions which sought to deal with those 

problems. Theodore Roosevelt contemptuously labeled the new 

journalistic style "muckraking." But Roosevelt used the heat 

produced by muckrakers more effectively than perhaps any 

other Progressive politician in furthering his own political 

goals and career. 

In their efforts to create a national culture, the 

Progressives had discovered a very important tool in the new 

communication network. They recognized that if a consensus 

of shared values and expectations was to become a reality, 

the media needed to be employed to get that message across. 

And since the new media were in fact overwhelmingly 

Progressive, cooperation was not hard to come by.36 

By the 1880s the call for making athletics a 



fundamental part of modern life echoed endlessly in the 

national press. All the great chronicles of Progressive 

ideas and platforms, Munsey's, Harper's, Century, The 

North American Review, The Nation, The World's Work, 

Collier's, The Review of Reyiews, Scribner's, The 
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Atlantic Monthly, The Outlook, The Independent; and many 

others, ran articles and editorials discussing the roles 

which sport might play in modern life. One editor felt that 

the examples of American amateurs who competed with, and 

generally beat, English athletes would convert the nation to 

the athletic life. The editor hoped that American victories 

in international competitions would "spur on those who have 

already begun, and will help us to see how gentlemen, without 

neglecting the serious duties of social, intellectual, and 

business life, may at the same time do their duty by their 

physiques,--a duty which is really just as serious and 

necessary as that of any other phase of life, although we 

have been very slow in coming to believe it.,,37 

Sport and national duty mixed easily in American 

minds, particularly as the United States moved towards a 

status as a leading world power. The concepts of "nation" 

and "race" took on new meanings in the imperial struggles 

which marked international relations during the half-century 

preceding the First World War. The oracles of nationalism 

proclaimed vigor, vision and will as the tools of national 
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dominion and destiny. American athletic advocates claimed 

that history testified to the physical and spiritual primacy 

of American nationalism. "Those were hard games we played 

against the Indians, against fierce nature, against England, 

and against one another in the sixties," recounted Price 

Collier. Collier insisted that a study of "successful men" 

would indicate "that they come from the country, from the 

stock that fought battles, built roads and bridges, and lived 

the outdoor life of the sportsman." But the era in which the 

nation had derived plenty of physical exercise from settling 

a continent had come to an end. The new era required a well 

managed athletic program to maintain American civilization. 

If the modern United states neglected athletism, decline and 

degradation would mar American life in the machine age 

promised Progressive supporters of sport. 38 

The Progressives recognized athletic culture as an 

absolute necessity for an industrialized, urbanized nation. 

The apparent collapse of the community in the rush toward 

modernism meant that the traditional imparter of values in 

American life had passed into extinction. The reality of 

whether or not the communal ethos had actually been 

extinguished really mattered little to the Progressives, 

since in their estimates powerful social forces were creating 

a world in which the village could no longer be the focus of 

moral guidance. The United states needed new institutions to 
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provide ethical instruction. Progressives proposed the 

"strenuous life" to provide those lessons. 

Theodore Roosevelt best captured the Progressive 

conviction in the connectedness of moral and physical 

culture. "I preach to you, then, my countrymen," thundered 

Roosevelt, "that our country calls not for the life of ease 

but for the life of strenuous endeavor. The twentieth 

century looms before us big with the fate of many nations. 

If we stand idly by," he warned, "if we seek merely swollen, 

slothful ease where men must win at hazard of their lives and 

at risk of all they hold dear, then the bolder and stronger 

peoples will pass us by, and will win for themselves the 

domination of the world.,,39 

Roosevelt himself stood as a gigantic symbol of the 

sporting republic. His transformation from sickly child to 

strapping dynamo through a devotion to the "strenuous life" 

became the stuff of American myth. So many American 

athletes, from the quasi-fictional Charles Atlas to the real 

Glenn Cunningham, were celebrated for overcoming their 

physical disabilities that Time magazine once remarked with 

apparent sincerity that "one of the commonest forms of 

preparation for a career as a champion athlete is a sickly 

childhood.,,40 Roosevelt built himself into the archetype 

of twentieth century American physical culture. Athletic 

extrovert, consumate woodsman, big game hunter, amateur 
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pugilist, cowboy, football lover, and all-around 

thrill-seeker, Roosevelt personified the citizen of the 

sporting republic. His athletic doctrine informed his 

understanding of the world, sporting metaphors peppered his 

political sermons from the "bully pulpit." His success in 

public life stemmed in large part from his ability to merge 

political and popular culture through athletic imagery. In a 

society which demanded sports pages from "high brow" as well 

as "yellow" newspapers, Theodore Roosevelt's messages found 

friendly receptions. 

When he called Americans to join him in the strenuous 

life, Roosevelt combined athletism and nationalism into a 

potent combination. Progressives employed sport to reform 

American cities, fight crime, teach ethical conduct to the 

business world, inculcate morals, and channel the multitude 

of modern energies toward building an efficient, wealthy, 

unified civilization. They marshalled athletics to aid in 

fulfilling the demands of the American "Mission." Some of 

them proclaimed that sport would help America achieve its 

"Manifest Destiny" as well. 41 

By the 1880s many commentators were insisting that 

the United States was ready to supplant England, by unanimous 

consent the birthplace of modern athletics, at the top of the 

sporting world. And if athletic domination was near, they 

implied that world domination could not be far behind. Great 
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Britain, for nearly a century the "evil empire" in American 

fears of conspiracy against New World power, found its 

relationship with the United states began to significantly 

alter in the 1870s. From Hamilton Fish's negotiations in 

Civil War reparation cases--the British had outfitted some 

Confederate ships, and parties damaged by the vessels 

demanded recompense from England--to Richard Olney's bullyish 

handling of the Venezuala border dispute, the two nations 

cemented an Anglo-American alliance characterized by 

negotiation of conflict and protection of mutual economic 

interests. By the 1890s the bolder among American 

expansionists were predicting that in the coming century the 

United states would replace Great Britain as the Western 

world's leading nation. International playing fields, 

particularly Olympic stadiums, became symbolic battlegrounds 

in the Anglo-American struggle for world supremacy. 

In 1890, with America on the brink of empire, 

baseball came to the ancient sands in front of Egypt's 

Pyramids. An expedition led by baseball apostle Albert G. 

Spalding had introduced America's national game to Australia. 

Continuing on around the globe the Americans played games at 

the monuments of the world of antiquity; first the Pyramids, 

and then the Coliseum at Rome. If Olympia had then been 

excavated, they certainly would not have missed a chance at 

nine innings in that athletic shrine. Baseball's 
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circumnavigation of earth symbolized the missionary impulse 

which infected the national psyche, and pushed Americans to 

proselytize for an American cultural hegemony everywhere. 42 

Many of the apostles of athletism were among 

America's most ardent expansionists. They considered sport 

as a proper training for war, and argued for its inclusion in 

the modernization program which the expansionist cabal had 

designed for the army and the navy. Sportswriter Caspar 

Whitney urged war with Spain in 1898, as a method for 

tempering American manhood through the really "strenuous" 

experience of combat. 43 Certain Americans, Whitney, Price 

Collier, Palmer Pierce, Theodore Roosevelt, Henry Cabot 

Lodge, Secretary of War Elihu Root, and army chief of staff 

General Leonard Wood foremost among them; combined social 

Darwinism, scientific racism and sport into a complex of 

ideas which proclaimed that an ever-vigilant physical culture 

would insure supremacy in the struggle for survival which 

nature decreed as the inevitable impulse of modern 

t ' 44 na lons. 

Certainly Roosevelt, the high priest of the 

"strenuous life," endorsed such baldly imperialistic 

conceptions of vigor and social destiny. But conquest was 

not the sole purpose of American expansionism. A real 

desire, nurtured by the historical Protestant conceptions of 

Covenant and Mission, to make the world over in an American 
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image, impelled the United states' imperial quest. The 

gospel of fair play, which Roosevelt had soaked up on the 

playing fields of Harvard, governed his aggressive foreign 

policy when he became president. He saw his duty in the 

Caribbean as that of an umpire charged with insuring order 

among the squabbling republics of Latin America. Teaching 

those nations good sportsmanship would not be an easy task, 

he realized. The Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine 

was designed to give force to the umpire's decisions. The 

Colombians might argue that Roosevelt had violated the canons 

of sportsmanship when he incited rebellion in Panama in order 

to gain control of the trans-oceanic canal route, but 

Roosevelt satisfied himself with the knowledge that he 

offered the Colombians a "fair" price before resorting to 

more forceful methods. The American doctrine of fair play 

should not be regarded as mere rhetoric. It represented a 

central perspective in the American world-view, and animated 

United states foreign policy in the Progressive era, as the 

international goals pursued by Roosevelt, and Woodrow Wilson, 

attest. That it, in combination with American power often 

produced tragedy does not make any less important an 

ingredient. 45 

When, in 1898, the United states seized an empire, 

sport followed the flag as a principal ingredient in the plan 

to Americanize the newly acquired territories. In 1902, with 
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the war for empire just completed, John Corbin advocated the 

implementation of "the modern chivalry," the code of the 

sporting republic, in the conquered areas. He predicted that 

"the time will come when football and baseball may be made a 

powerful ally in exerting our influence on the jealous Cuban 

and in conciliating the reluctant Filipino." In order to use 

sport in missionary fashion Corbin warned that American sport 

must be kept pure. "Against such a time, is it not worth 

while to make sure that the courtesies of the games are such 

that we need not blush in disclosing them to our intelligent 

pupils?,,46 

The Y.M.C.A. preached muscular Christianity 

throughout the Far East. The Outlook commended it heartily 

for its efforts. "Everywhere it [the YMCA] is a 1 eader in 

wholesome progress, and everywhere it finds access, 

especially to students, through its wise use of athletics, 

its sane direction of the play impulse and spirit in young 

men." The Outlook thought that "muscular Christianity" fit 

neatly with modern piety, since "the emphasis of Christian 

endeavor to-day is on present rather than future redemption, 

and its approach to the spirit is more and more through the 

b d ,,47 a y. 

Many Americans thought that by introducing baseball 

diamonds and gymnasiums to their new colonies they were 

remaking the world in an American image. The Independent 
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boasted that the United states had given the Philippines a 

solid public education system. But, even more importantly, 

American missionaries had introduced sport to the Filipinos. 

"The natives are not only mastering their studies in English, 

but they are also taking to American sports," commented the 

liberal Protestant chronicle. "Athletics mean more to the 

Filipinos, perhaps, than to Americans. They mean a hardy 

physique as well as fun. Naturally an anemic race, our wards 

have been driven to sports to save themselves from the white 

plague [tuberculosis], a disease that reaps a frightful 

harvest in the islands.,,48 The Protestant Episcopal bishop 

of the Philippines, Henry C. Brent, told The Outlook that 

athletics had done much to improve the standard of living and 

to "Christianize" the islands." The bishop, who was also the 

president of the Philippine Amateur Athletic Federation, 

reported that a modern playground had been constructed in 

Manila, and even the "primitive" Moros had been introduced to 

the playing field. "Properly used," the bishop opined, 

athletic facilities were "as valuable as the desk and 

blackboard," for Americanizing the new colony.49 

Thomas Gregory agreed that athletics were the most 

important thing that the United states had bequeathed to the 

Philippines. Gregory hinted that a series of athletic meets 

modeled on the Olympic Games had become the most significant 

institution in the entire Far East. "There have been many 
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international diplomatic gatherings of less importance than 

the . Far Eastern Olympic Meets," he wrote. "American 

games are not only forging a link of sympathy between the 

Orientals and us; but are giving the Japanese, the Chinese, 

the Filipinos, and the rest a means of learning to know and 

respect each other," proclaimed Gregory. 

Athletism appeared to be Americanizing the world. 

Gregory revealed that "Chinese educators and statesmen see in 

athletics one of the greatest forces yet found for the 

nationalizing of all China." As sport had pushed America to 

progress, thought Gregory, so indeed must all nations which 

desired modernity cultivate a love of athletics. "There is 

abundant evidence that any nation that wishes to hold a place 

in the world as it is, must recognize that the first great 

national asset is the people. Schools must enlighten and 

train people's minds, and thus fit them for life under modern 

conditions. But the human body is the foundation of the whole 

social and economic structure," read Gregory's athletic 

sociology. Gregory defined sport as an essential ingredient 

of national strength. 50 

If sport could move "backward" peoples in the far 

corners of the world toward modernity, reasoned Progressive 

fans of athletism, then sport could offer enormous aid in the 

struggle to make immigrants a part of the new national 

culture. During the Progressive era, the idea of an American 
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"race," charged with fulfilling the special mission of United 

states, held an enormous appeal. Most Progressives insisted 

that the American "race," although it owed much of its shape 

to the traditions of an ethnically northern European, 

Protestant, middle-class, was not defined by a particular 

color or caste. When Americans contrasted their social 

system with those of other nations, they consistently pointed 

to the equality of opportunity afforded to every ethnic group 

in the United States. The fact that such a state of affairs 

had not been realized did not diminish the importance of the 

belief in a realizable ideal of social equity. 

When Americans won victories in international 

competitions, especially at the Olympics, it proved the 

special providence of their nation and its institutions, 

despite the fact that there was a great deal of debate about 

just what those institutions were. American Olympians became 

"America's athletic missionaries," as the journalist Edward 

Bayard Moss dubbed them in 1912. 51 "Those who have not 

faltered in the faith that the highest development of 

humanity will come through the evolution of a really 

democratic republic, and that America will be its home, see 

in this commingling of the bloods and restless spirits of all 

European lands, with much that is evil, an overwhelming 

preponderance of good," proclaimed a leading Progressive 

intellectual, Columbia University sociologist Franklin H. 



Giddings, in describing the construction of an American 

race. 52 America's athletic missionaries were charged with 

witnessing for that vision on the world's playing fields. 
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The connection between athletic performance, race and 

national character has long intrigued Americans. But the 

concept of "race" and its role in society was a much debated 

issue during the Progressive era. A great deal of confusion 

existed in American intellectual circles as to just what 

factors produced "governing races," or if race even had 

anything to do with the greatness of a civilization. 

Certainly Anglo-Saxon racism enjoyed much popularity in some 

circles. John Fiske's doctrine of manifest destiny argued 

that Anglo-Saxons were destined to conquer the globe. Jack 

London concurred with those sentiments. Theodore Roosevelt 

and John Hay embraced Anglo-Saxonism. Anglo-Saxon racism, in 

conjunction with certain forms of Darwinism, provided a 

rationale for political and economic leaders who eschewed 

isolationism and pushed for American expansionism. The most 

popular tract on American Anglo-Saxonism and the mission of 

that favored race in the struggle for survival was the 

Reverend Josiah Strong's enormously successful Our Country 

(1885). Strong, as the secretary of the Congregational Home 

Missionary Society, called on both Darwinian theory and 

evangelical Protestantism in an appeal to purify the United 

States and spread Americanism abroad. 53 
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Certain social critics presented sport as method for 

preventing the degradation of the white Anglo-Saxon, 

Protestant "native" race. Observers troubled by the 

declining birth rate of "native" Americans and the seeming 

fecundity of immigrants, blacks and Hispanics, pictured sport 

as an absolute necessity in the struggle to keep American 

civilization under control of the "native race." In the 

battle of births with the "prolific celt," athletics served 

as the nostrum which would prevent the inevitable swing 

toward physical degradation engendered by decadent "social 

customs." To avoid the trap which "rotted" civilizations 

from within, the strenuous life had to be made into a 

national duty. "Unless we can make bodily culture keep up 

with mind culture our civilization cannot possibly last," 

warned the editors of Outing as early as 1884. "From this 

point of view athletics are not the amusement of an idle 

hour,--a way of killing a vacation,--they are elemental 

duties, vital moral laws.,,54 But Progressives offered 

athletics as a solution to racial "recasting" far more often 

than as a device to prevent the decline of Anglo-Saxons. 

Even Josiah Strong thought that anyone could "become" an 

55 Anglo-Saxon. Progressives desired cultural, rather than 

genetic, purity and uniformity. 

Many Progressives rejected a narrow, biological 

conception of race for a variety of complex reasons. In 
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part, the great numbers of immigrants who came to the United 

states between 1880 and 1914, and their importance in the 

American work force, made a broadly-based nativist movement 

difficult to sustain. More importantly, at an intellectual 

level, Americans were rejecting the simplistic biological 

models of society offered by Herbert Spencer and his 

disciples. Paradoxically, precisely during the decades in 

which Americans employed Darwinism as an argument for 

expansionism and empire, the most individualistic, 

laissez-faire doctrines of the social Darwinists were 

losing their appeal as justifications for the social and 

economic structure of American society. 

By the 1880s and 1890s the industrial revolution had 

rendered Horatio Alger and his American myths obsolete. 

Social critics began to perceive the theory of evolution in 

terms of groups and institutions rather than individuals. A 

renewed faith in the power of human creativity, expressed in 

concepts such as John Dewey's "social intelligence," began to 

challenge the rigid determinism of the formulations of those 

thinkers, like William Graham Sumner, who understood the 

eternal social condition as the "struggle for life." The new 

social philosophy influenced a broad spectrum of American 

thought. Herbert Croly envisioned the state in a new role, 

as an active planner for the general welfare and a regulator 

of unproductive or harmful economic competition. Franklin 
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Giddings dismissed Anglo-Saxon racial theories and pointed to 

the hybridization which immigration produced as a key to the 

strength of the United States. Owen Wister, the Western 

novelist, captured in his fiction the common belief in social 

equity which Americans held, as Giddings noted in an essay on 

the "American idea" of civilization. "In one of his stories 

of Wyoming, Mr. Owen Wister remarks that 'one man has been as 

good as another in three places--Paradise before the Fall, 

the Rocky Mountains before the wire fence, and the 

Declaration of Independence,'" mused Giddings. He then 

asserted that "this bi t of satire is a truer outl ine of 

American history than most of the textbooks.,,56 

By the first decade of the 1900s, many Americans had 

corne to understand the concept of a "governing race" in 

national rather than genetic terms. Americans began to 

conceive of an American race composed of "mixed bloods." The 

image of the "melting pot," a term popularized by the Israel 

Zangwill's 1908 play of the same name, arose as the United 

states attempted to cope with the massive immigration of 

southern and Eastern Europeans in the early twentieth 

century. Sport played an important role in the push toward 

the creation of a panethnic American "race." 

That "new" national culture, despite the fact that it 

owed much of its distinctive character to "Anglo-Saxon" 

experience, would not in Progressive formulations be limited 
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to the members of any race or class. Lester Frank Ward best 

expressed the Progressive idea of the relationship between 

race and civilization. Ward, the pioneering sociologist and 

staunch critic of social Darwinism, agreed with many leading 

Progressives that race was not a primary factor in 

evolutionary progress. Ward rejected the notion of varying 

degrees of racial intelligence and argued, in typically 

Progressive fashion, "that there is no race and no class of 

human beings who are incapable of assimilating the social 

achievement of mankind and of profitably employing the social 

heri tage" of the progressive Western wor! d. 57 

Ward's science backed the Progressive claim that 

immigrants could be recast into socially efficient creatures. 

Clayton Sedgewick Cooper, the Y.M.C.A. leader and author of 

the American Ideals title in the "Library of Good 

Citizenship" series, urged Americans to look at immigrants as 

unformed beings of great potential. He lauded the social 

machinery which Progressives had marshalled to meet the 

immigration challenge, settlement houses, immigration leagues 

and councils, educational and athletic programs and other 

benevolent enterprises. Cooper predicted that the "genius" 

of foreign cultures "WOUld be adapted naturally to the life 

and environment and institutions of the New World," if those 

Progressive efforts continued. 58 

Cooper warned that the assimilation of immigrants 
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would not be an easy process. "A great many of the people of 

this country must begin to feel a new and a different kind of 

obligation to the foreigner if we are really to succeed in 

making him what he may become in this land of opportunity," 

cautioned Cooper. But he insisted that assimilation had to 

be achieved. 59 

Sport even offered hope to an older, and often 

discussed, "race question" which plagued the United States. 

Some observers thought that sport might ameliorate the tragic 

role of blacks in American society. General Palmer E. Pierce 

of West Point, the president of the N.C.A.A., reported that 

sport was having a positive effect on race relations in the 

United States Army. He recounted the results of a series of 

boxing and wrestling matches which the Thirteenth Infantry 

had put on in Ft. Leavenworth and Ft. Riley, Kansas, in the 

autumn of 1910, and expressed surprise that black and white 

soldiers fought against one another. "A striking commentary 

on the good effect of athletics among enlisted men is the 

fact that no race or color question entered these contests," 

mused Pierce. "The black man and the wtite man competed 

against each other, and received the loyal support of their 

followers, but no bad blood whatever was caused by this." 

Certainly that mingling of blacks and whites did not presage 

eminent desegregation in the armed services, but it marked a 

happier relationship between blacks and whites than the 
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tragedies which engulfed black soldiers at Tampa, Florida, or 

in Brownsville, Texas, during the Progressive era. 60 

Sport, particularly the Olympic contests, would 

confirm to Americans the wisdom of Ward and Cooper, and add 

to the belief, which the Progressives' national culture 

sought to inculcate, that the United States was indeed a land 

of opportunity for anyone willing to clamber into the 

"melting pot." According to the popular culture's pundits, 

the success of the United States in international athletic 

competition stemmed from America's democratic institutions, 

the predominance of the work ethic, and the essential 

fairness of American society. 

The strenuous life, believed Progressives, would aid 

in adjusting Americans to urban life, as well as assimilating 

immigrants. Chicago's mayor, Carter H. Harrison, fully 

supported the gospel of sport. "If it is desired that the 

next generation be a namby-pamby one then the boys and girls 

of to-day should let athletics severely alone," warned the 

mayor. "To neglect the body and train merely the mind is, in 

my judgement, little short of criminal," he continued. "The 

time has come, in my opinion, when cities should officially 

recognize the absolute necessity for a broad and systematic 

plan of physical training for the children and youth of both 

sexes," proclaimed Harrison. He found "the neglect of this 

municipal duty in our American cities is really astounding," 
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and urged the creation of commissions of experts to advise 

urban America on how to best provide for the physical culture 

f . t . t . 61 o 1 s C1 1zens. 

Many witnesses attested to sport's power to reshape 

society. Jacob Riis, the Dutch immigrant who chronicled the 

underside of urban life in America with devastating power, 

hailed athletics as a necessary ingredient in the reform of 

cities. Before the playground movement encouraged strenuous 

activity, wrote Riis, the children of tenement districts 

faced a choice "between the street and the public dance-hall 

as a meeting ground, moonlight picnics with all their perils, 

and--the saloon." Crime and vice, street gangs and moral 

degradation, were only the logical outcomes of such an 

environment. "Young people do not deliberately choose evil," 

surmised Riis with the transcendant optimism of a 

Progressive. "Rational recreation," he remarked, provided a 

healthy environment for city youth. 

Riis praised Chicago as the national leader in the 

urban recreation movement. He predicted that new groups in 

New York City, such as the Public Schools' Athletic League 

and the playground movement, would have an enormous impact 

in "fostering the athletic spirit" which "makes for clean 

living at every point." Riis was a genuine convert to the 

doct rine of the strenuous life. "In New York the making of a 

people's park or playground has been invariably followed by a 
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decrease in ruffianism and gang violence," he observed. 

Sporting activities cut-off the natural supply of 

disaffected youth from which the gangs recruited. "The boy 

would rather be good than bad; he would rather play than 

fight the police. Chicago reports a definite decrease in 

juvenile crime of all kinds in the districts surrounding its 

play parks," Riis revealed. 

Riis made it very clear that he championed 

"regulated" playas a panacea. Playgrounds could not be left 

to themselves. "As well might we abolish all law and hand 

the Republic over to rank anarchy," he warned. The "devil of 

evil opportunity" lurked wherever community leaders might 

abandon the concept of rational recreation. "That 

well-directed, wholesome play helps bar him [the devil of 

evil opportunity] out, makes for clean living and 

encouragement of the virtues in our young people upon which 

we build city and state and country, I have no more doubt 

than I have that the sun will rise to-morrow.,,62 

The Progressives insisted that athletism had 

applications beyond channeling the energies of the wayward 

and impoverished in productive directions. Athletics could 

remake the business world by combating greed and excessive 

materialism, and bringing the code of fair play to the board 

room. Modern athletics, claimed William Frederick Dix, "is 

strengthening physically and broadening mentally these 
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overworked American businessmen. It is making them saner and 

better, cultivating their love of fair play and their 

interests in life." Dix imagined sport as a panacea for 

modern problems. "As we grow to be better citizens, we learn 

to ride straight and play fair and hit hard in life. The 

blood goes coursing through our veins with a new vigor, and 

the game of life becomes greater and finer and more worth the 

playing because we are learning the vast benefits of the 

manly and womanly idea of modern sport.,,63 

George Jean Nathan reported in Collier's that 

several American businesses were employing athletics to 

increase productivity. He described one major insurance 

company that built a gymnasium and employed athletic trainers 

to reinvigorate their employees. "Commercial leagues" had 

sprung up in New York City and throughout the East Coast. In 

those associations American corporations competed in 

football, baseball and basketball. Nathan noted that "the 

efficiency of the great working staff has been found to have 

increased wonderfully since the 'athletic alliance' has been 

put into practice. The heads of the various departments 

assert that not only has an esprit de corps been generated, 

but those of the employees who avail themselves of the 

athletic schedule are more fit for strong work than are those 

who skip it." 

Athletic training methods were also employed by some 
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stores to create a "shop physical culture," a regularized 

program based on precepts remarkably similar to those of 

"Taylorism." Clerks in those programs were instructed in the 

proper manner in which to reach for boxes from shelves, how 

to handle the merchandise efficiently, the "most beneficial 

way to walk and sit, the proper way to breathe," and the best 

procedure for lifting heavy objects. Nathan concluded that 

"athletics has come to be a valuable adjunct to trade. The 

movement has already assumed considerable proportions, and 

the results make assurance of that spread doubly sure.,,64. 

Americans even lobbied for a new sabbath to honor 

sport. In New York during the mid-1880s a movement to create 

a "Saturday half-holiday," a respite from the work week in 

which the masses could cultivate their physical culture, 

arose. "In these days of business methods on the 

high-pressure principle, the Saturday half-holiday becomes a 

necessity alike to merchant and employee," editorialized 

Outing. "As people we look at life too seriously, and in 

the mad rush for the mighty dollar" the nation was "very apt 

to regard the hours spent in other than business pursuits 

. as so much time lost." Outing demanded that businesses 

honor the Saturday half-holiday concept so that "one 

afternoon in the week, at least, would be devoted to the 

physical improvement of the race." Only then could a "more 

vigorous manhood,--and womanhood" emerge, a generation ready 
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to face the challenges of modernity.65 

When businesses balked at the Saturday half-holiday, 

the editors of Outing got tough. "It is disgraceful to 

employers that a movement of this kind should have to be 

agitated by clerks and saleswomen," scoffed the editors. 

Exercise would only make for brighter, healthier and more 

energetic workers. A bicycle ride, canoe trip or hiking 

expedition "will make him who enjoys it a doubly valuable man 

when he comes back to his desk of [sic] a Monday," promised 

t ' 66 au lng. 

The Progressives proposed athletic solutions to 

almost every American problem. Industrialism, urbanization, 

immigration, crime, slum life, the ethical crisis (a concern 

not particularly unique to any era), excessive materialism, 

the responsibilities of empire; Americans felt sport could 

help them deal with any issue. For the true believers the 

sporting republic served as a wellspring of national 

strength. Caspar Whitney, the dean of American athletic 

Jexperts, declared that "the American temperament and American 

methods of work are such that I think there is no danger of 

our having too much outdoor exercise or too much athletic 

sport. There is only that the exercise and the sport may be 

directed into wrong channels." Whitney recommended that 

ministers, educators and community leaders guard against the 

diversion of athletic energy into hazardous arenas. 67 
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Progressives envisioned a brand of sport which developed the 

survival skills necessary for a modern, and a moral, 

life--"courage, pluck, grit, endurance and activity," read 

the list of one physical educator. 68 "The pluck needed in 

the competitions of life is just the pluck demanded by 

football; and the young man who has learned to bear the brunt 

of a football contest can fight a battle anywhere," announced 

Richard Morse Hodge, echoing the sentiments of Roosevelt and 

the followers of the gospel of the strenuous life. 69 

For the effete or the timid, who found athletics 

exhausting or dangerous, sporting authorities had nothing but 

contempt. Eugene L. Richards, Jr., a turn-of-the-century 

booster of football, railed against the academic and business 

leaders who found the sport too brutal for modern tastes. 

"Does not our civilization, with its regard for the 

development of our pockets, forget the development of our 

bodies? Will it do for us to be squeamish about a broken 

collar-bone, while the majority of our young men are 

receiving lasting benefits from athletics, which will insure 

us, as a nation, against physical degeneration? .. 70 The 

strenuous life had become a national duty. 

With Roosevelt's admonitions concerning the benefits 

of athletic endeavor ringing in their ears, Americans dashed 

headlong after the grail of "athletism." If sport was to aid 

the Progressives in realizing their dreams, it had to remain 
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free from the forces which made so much of progress 

problematic. It could not suffer from the sins of excessive 

materialism, nor could it shackle the individual will 

ruthlessly to the whims of the system. Most importantly, it 

could not introduce the destructive element of 

self-aggrandizement, be it individual or class selfishness, 

into the harmonic cooperation which the Progressives' 

national culture promised. 

When evil trespassed in the temple of sport, its 

prophets were quick to exhort the public to destroy the false 

idols. In 1911 Theodore Roosevelt took a moment from his 

campaigns in the Republican civil wars which threatened to 

rend his party asunder, to assault commercialism and 

spectacle in the athletic world. Roosevelt's doctrine of the 

strenuous life prescribed a stringently puritanical devotion. 

The ex-president, who loved fighting in "pure forms," 

detested the professional pugilism of his era. "Boxing is a 

thoroughly good and manly sport," lectured Roosevelt. 

"There are very few sports as good for strong young men who 

require an outlet for their vigor." But Roosevelt had 

nothing but contempt for the horrid displays of commercialism 

he accused Madison Square Garden of foisting on the public. 

"Such a boxing contest is too unpleasantly like the 

gladiatorial games of later Rome, the objection being, not to 

the actual encounter between the two men, but to the mixture 
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of commercialism and of hysterical craving for unhealthy 

excitement which seem to be the predominant motives among the 

managers and spectators respectively." 

The former president warned that classical antiquity 

was rife with examples of athletic professionalism destroying 

the fighting spirit of great civilizations. He added auto 

racing to his list of crazed spectacles which threatened to 

"Romanize" American civilization. "There are few spectacles 

less elevating than is that of commercialism engaged in 

meeting the demands of hysteria by making provision for what 

amounts to homicide," scoffed Roosevelt in reference to the 

popular fascination with fast cars. Roosevelt summed up the 

Progressive athletic creed succinctly when he proclaimed that 

"athletic sports are a means and not an end, and he who puts 

them out of their proper place and diverts them from their 

proper and wholesome purpose is their enemy.,,71 

Roosevelt, and the Progressive boosters of the 

strenuous life, proclaimed that sport prepared nations and 

individuals to meet the challenges of modern life. In one 

cogent anecdote, the Ladies Home Journal captured the 

essence of the Progressive's vision of sport in American 

life. The popular magazine related a tale in which a lad, 

"divided between love of books and love of sports," got a 

chance to meet the President. Roosevelt, despite the fact 

that he had urgent business with his cabinet, took the time 
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to ask the boy what his favorite sport was. When the boy 

replied that he preferred baseball, the President lamented 

that he himself had never been proficient in that sport owing 

to his miserable eye sight. "What an awful pity, Mr. 

President," replied the lad, while a roomful of anxious 

power-brokers restlessly waited for the pleasantries to end 

so that the business of the nation could be taken up. The 

President smiled, and revealed that if baseball was not his 

forte, when "it comes to riding or shooting or tennis, I can 

hold my own, I think; and do you know jiu-jitsu?" The boy 

related that he did indeed. And then, in the presence of the 

rich and powerful, the President and the American youth 

shared their knowledge of the finer points of that strenuous 

activity. 

A few months later the lad undertook, at considerable 

risk to himself, a mission to save a valuable government 

launch befouled by its own anchor. Emerging with a few bumps 

and bruises, he was confronted by his mother. "'Why did you 

do it?' his horrified mother asked. 'What did I learn to 

dive for?' he asked. 'The President made me feel, when I saw 

him, that sports were intended to make men.'" The Ladies 

Home Journal averred that "the President's ideas of sports 

were fitly expressed in these words of the boy.,,72 

Roosevelt's doctrine of the strenuous life epitomized 

the American belief in the moral power of physical culture. 
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At the turn of the century, the portraits of sport's prophets 

pictured America as standing in relation to the modern world 

as Athens had to the world of antiquity. From Athens, 

America had inherited not only the love of truth, respect for 

law and the ideal of democracy, but the religion of athletics 

as well. As athletics in Athens had nurtured everything that 

was noble, so would sport in America give spiritual 

dimensions to the will to power. An enormous number of 

articles appeared in the national press picturing athletic 

America as the heir of the Athenian tradition. For Americans 

at the turn of the century, ancient Athens represented a 

powerful symbol of democratic righteousness, and provided an 

important counter-symbol to the pessimistic social critics 

who saw everywhere in American life indications that the 

United states was destined to become the "new Rome.,,73 

Rome, in American minds, had been a decadent, bloated 

empire, destroyed by its mixture of many cultures and its 

venal, autocratic emperors. Athens and Rome provided 

powerful imagery about future directions for the nation. In 

the reconstructed Olympic Games, Americans found an 

opportunity to garb themselves in the symbology of new 

Athenians and reject Roman comparisons. 

At Olympic Games during the Progressive era, 

Americans portrayed themselves as the land of fair play. 

They claimed that an open society allowed opportunity to 
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every ethnic and racial group, pointing to minority athletes 

as proof of the finely tempered citizens cast by the melting 

pot. They compared their nation to the rest of world, and 

found the world wanting. In American accounts, Olympic 

victories came to signify the coming hegemony of the United 

states in world affairs. No nation, cried the new Athenians, 

could match the chosen people; who loved athletics because 

they cherished freedom. 

True sport, read the American litany of 

sportsmanship, confounded Europeans because t~ey were 

prisoners of the corrupted systems of a failing civilization. 

"The true sportsman loves 'a fair field and no favor' because 

he is made that way," surmised Robert Haven Schauffler. "To 

paraphrase a prigism, he had rather be fair than be emperor. 

The philosopher Helvetius showed his Continental breeding 

when he insisted that the love of equity is always 

subordinate to the love of power (for so it usually is in 

his land)," cried Schauffler. The true "sporting spirit 

consists in being fonder of fair play for its own sake than 

of power," surmised the American apostle of "sportsmanship." 

Schauffler played Olympic tennis in the 1906 

"Interim" Olympics at Athens. His reminiscence of the 

contests typified the intense nationalism with which 

Americans experienced international sport. He described all 

"Continental" athletes as insufferable boors and prima 
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donnas, and insisted that the true sporting spirit existed 

only among Americans, and, to a lesser extent, the 

English--united as they were by a common culture. He very 

carefully grounded the gospel of sportsmanship in the 

American political tradition. "The sporting spirit is about 

the most democratic, unstellar thing I know," he asserted. 

"In the eyes of the law all men are supposed to be equal. 

But in the eyes of the law of sport all men are actually 

equal, and among Anglo-Saxons the spirit of that law is very 

generally enforced." Schauffler did not restrict the 

understanding of those concepts to Anglo-Saxons however. He 

fully subscribed to the theory of the melting pot, and fitly 

expressed the notion that athletics served to unite a 

multi-ethnic nation into a common civilization. "All in all, 

I believe that the sporting spirit is about the most precious 

thing that the New World has to offer the immigrant. For do 

not we Americans owe in great part to this spirit all that we 

are to-day?" surmised Schauffler. 

The Olympic tennis player understood the connections 

between athletism and Progressive political culture. "Mr. 

Roosevelt has opened our eyes to the fact that we Americans 

are in danger of being as poor sportsmen in the games of 

business and politics as we have been impeccable in baseball 

and bill iards." Americans needed "to realize that the 

gentleman who plays crookedly at business is a far worse 
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pares down his golf score when nobody is looking." 
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Schauffler opined that "sportsmanship is the final symptom of 

civilization," and quoted Herbert Spencer's conception of the 

primacy of justice in civil society to bolster his point. 

After testifying abundantly of his faith in the 

sporting republic, Schauffler assumed the role of an athletic 

Jeremiah. "Our sporting supremacy is in danger. For while 

other peoples, more honest perhaps than we in the serious 

affairs of life, are eagerly striving toward this supreme 

distinction in the world of sport, we are slowly coming to 

the reluctant realization of what wretched sportsmen we 

actually are once we have exchanged the gridiron and the 

track for the swivel chair and the stump." Sportsmanship had 

an important role to play in the battle for Progressive 

reforms. The American Olympian took sustenance from "our 

dawning realization that, in work as well as in play, we must 

justify Europe's wistful reverence for us as high priests of 

the splendid new religion of sport. It means our growing 

realization of the fact that the American who cheats 

outright, or even 'inches' (as the boys say), or quits or 

boasts or apologizes, or is a bad loser, is proving himself a 

bad American in a far deeper sense than the short-cut 

mountaineer proved himself a bad Frenchman." 

America's athletic missionaries performed under a 
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solemn obligation. "For every alien that crosses the sea is 

looking to us as exemplars of the grand old ideal of playing 

the game with a fair field and no favor," declared 

Schauffler. "Our chief duty is to train the newcomers" in 

the creed of the sporting republic, "by letting our 'sporting 

blood' flow freely and equally through every vein of the body 

politic." 

America's athletic missionaries had set for 

themselves the task of converting the world to American 

ideals. In that regard, the apostles of the new physical 

culture differed not at all from those who evangelized for 

American political and spiritual culture. Indeed they were a 

part of the same American mission. At the revived Olympic 

Games Americans discovered the greatest pulpit imaginable for 

their sermons. "It was c merry sight to see the picked youth 

of the world gravitating toward a common type," remembered 

Schauffler of the 1906 Games. "For the American that sight 

was a proud one as well, because the boys with the red, 

white, and blue shields on their running shirts seemed 

somehow or other, to have a little less gravitating to do 

than the others.,,74 
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V. THE AMERICAN EXHIBITION OF ATHLETIC TECHNOLOGY: 
WORLD'S FAIRS AND OLYMPIC GAMES, 1900-1904 

The enormous expectations which Progressives had for 

the power of athletism in the modern life quickly transformed 

the Olympic Games into a "bully pulpit" for demonstrating to 

the world how the American environment produced the highest 

form of civilization. The Progressives proposed a national 

cultUre to purify their socio-political environment. They 

conceived of sport as a technology which would help them 

construct that national culture. American Olympians became 

athletic missionaries, charged with witnessing for national 

values and converting the world, and even more importantly, 

their own nation, to the gospel of the sporting republic. 

The advocates of the strenuous life regarded it as a 

mechanism which promised many future returns. In the 

nineteenth century the exposition became the great Western 

festival for the celebration of mechanisms and material 

progress. "The great fairs which the energies of Europe and 

America have held may be regarded as the tentative efforts 

which civilization is making in the art of organization, 

grouping and harmony," wrote John Brisben Walker in the 

popular turn of the century mass market monthly, 

cosmopolitan. l Expositions dangled the possibility of a 

utopian tomorrow in front of the eyes of millions of eager 

spectators. 
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From London's fantastic Crystal Palace Exposition in 

1851 through the 1893 World's Fair at Chicago, the exposition 

offered glimpses of the future and insights into the 

remarkable changes caused by new sciences and technologies. 

"Expositions accentuate the deficiencies of the past, give us 

a realization of our present advantages, predict the 

developments of the near future, and equip the arm and brain 

alike of the mechanic, the engineer and the philosopher for 

further and immediate advances into the realms of the 

possible," announced walker. 2 By the early twentieth 

century the exposition had become a modern ritual signifying 

progress, prosperity and the possibility of an earthly Eden. 

The Olympic Games of 1900 and 1904 were exhibits in 

World's Fairs. In 1900, the fin-de-siecle Paris 

International Exposition hosted the Olympic celebration. In 

1904, the Olympics moved to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition 

in st. Louis. The pairings made logistical sense. World's 

Fairs attracted travelers from allover the globe and served 

as nexuses for international events. The connection between 

expositions and Olympic Games also underscored the fact that 

by the early twentieth century much of the industrialized 

West considered sport as a technology and an important agent 

of social reform. 

Americans purveyors of athletic technology identified 

three tasks for themselves at exposition Olympics. They had 
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to convert the world to their style of athletism. They had 

to vanquish the rest of the world, in order that they might 

demonstrate to the unenlightened the superiority of the 

American political and social structure. And they had to 

prove that modern civilization did indeed produce, in the 

words of their president, the "strongest and boldest people." 

Through an odd combination of nationalism, scientism and 

pragmatism, the citizens of the sporting republic set out to 

complete those tasks at the Olympic Games of 1900 and 1904. 

Paris was a logical selection for the second revival 

of the Olympics. After all, the founder of the Olympic 

movement had created the Games to rebuild the vigor of his 

French countrymen. The I.O.C. extended invitations for the 

games of the second Olympiad to an American sporting republic 

mobilized by the doctrine of the strenuous life to meet the 

challenges of the twentieth century. An American Olympic 

Committee had been formed in 1893, during Baron de 

Coubertin's second trip to the United states to promote 

Olympism. At New York City's University Club Coubertin met 

with James Edward Sullivan, the powerful secretary of the 

A.A.U., and persuaded him to form an organization to promote 

the Olympics. Sullivan, the son of Irish immigrants, had 

worked his way into a leadership position in American 

athletics by championing the playground movement in New York 

City. He served as a leader on the Public Recreation 
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Commission of New York, and helped to form the Public Schools 

Athletic League. 3 In forming a management team to oversee 

United states participation in the Olympics Sullivan, who 

would dominate the American Olympic movement from the turn of 

the century until his death in 1914, gathered the titans of 

amateur sport in the United States; A.A.U. leaders Gustavus 

T. Kirby and Julian W. Curtiss, athletic equipment magnates 

A.G. and Walter Spalding, and Caspar Whitney, onto an A.A.U. 

dominated American Olympic Committee. Under the command of 

Sullivan, the A.A.U. and the A.O.C. pushed their favorite 

sports, track and field athletics, to center stage at the 

Olympic Games. 4 

The leaders of the American Olympic movement enjoyed 

abundant forums from which they could advocate their brand of 

athletism. Whitney edited and published Outing, and 

Sullivan "compiled" Spalding's Official Athletic Almanac, 

published, of course, by A.G. and Walter's sporting monopoly. 

Curtiss had begun his business career as an agent for the 

A.G. Spalding Company, and quickly rose to a position as the 

most powerful vice president in the organization. S 

Sullivan, Kirby, Curtiss, Whitney and the brothers Spalding 

were firmly committed to the principles of the sporting 

republic, and they saw the Olympic Games as opportunities to 

prove the superiority of their nation. 

In 1900, the A.O.C., "having neither constitution, 
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by-laws nor rules of procedure," moved to secure its control 

over American participation in the olympics. 6 The lack of 

an organizational framework made the A.O.C. a ~owerful 

instrument governed by the whims of its executives. 

Sullivan, Spalding and Whitney turned it into an instrument 

of athletic nationalism. The group had not played any part 

in the 1896 Games; Princeton and the Boston Athletic 

Association had represented the United states with their own 

resources. Even though they played no active role in the 

Athens Games, the athletic cabal criticized the I.O.C.'s 

organization of the contests. Whitney harped constantly on 

that issue. Curiously, in 1900 the I.O.C. tabbed him as one 

of its three American delegates--the others were Princeton's 

William Milligan Sloane and James H. Hyde. 7 

Caspar Whitney had serious reservations about the 

quality of, and preparations for, the Paris Games. "The 

so-called Olympian games at Paris form the one cloud above 

the sporting horizon," lamented the American champion of 

athletism. Whitney revealed that French political 

instability in the wake of the Dreyfus case was wreaking 

havoc on the preparations for the Olympics. 8 By 1900 the 

fallout from the Dreyfus Affair had destroyed the legitimacy 

of the Right in French politics. A broad coalition of 

moderates and Leftist forces had consolidated their control 

over the Third Republic, and were preparing to curb the power 
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of the catholic Church and the army. The bitterness of the 

struggle precluded any concept of a loyal opposition. Baron 

de Coubertin had been an anti-Dreyfusar.d during the ordeal, 

and that fact coupled with his noble heritage and support of 

the Church and tradition, made him a suspect figure to those 

who controlled the government. 9 

Coubertin himself compounded his problems with the 

government by loading the French delegation to the I.O.C. and 

the Paris Olympic organizing committee with aristocrats who 

tended toward Rightist and Monarchist positions. The Baron 

appointed Viscount Charles de La Rochefoucauld, an old 

friend, as the president of the Olympic organizing committee. 

But Exposition officials, who as agents of the government in 

power were directed by the triumphant republicans, objected 

to Rochefoucauld's royalist political leanings and forced him 

to resign. Coubertin attempted to stay on in order to 

protect his creation, but the situation proved untenable and 

he too resigned. IO Whitney failed to understand the 

political implications of the matter, worrying only that such 

a great admirer of American athletics as the Baron might be 

removed from controlling the Paris Olympics. 

"Baron Pierre de Coubertin, who is the French 

representative of the International Committee formed in 

Athens for the purpose of holding Olympian games every four 

years in the capitals of civilization, is a thorough and 
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enthusiastic sportsman, and by his untiring energy and tact 

he had succeeded in getting a splendid committee to take 

charge of the Olympian games at the Exposition," cheered 

Whitney. "Then the Dreyfus case came up and the Government 

of France, finding some of so-called royal birth on this 

committee, scattered it to the four winds of heaven and 

turned over the management of the Exposition sports to an 

Exposition committee," Whitney reported. He had little faith 

in the reformed organization. "What this committee does not 

know about sports would fill volumes." 

Whitney declared that the Paris Games were "no longer 

Olympian," owing to the French government's meddling. "Baron 

Coubertin, like the good sportsman that he is, has stuck it 

out, expostulating and explaining to the Government, which 

has had sufficient good sense to listen to him, but as he has 

no real power there is no guarantee of protection to 

amateurs, and Pennsylvania is the only American university 

which seems determined to send over a team." Whitney also 

warned that the cinder track under construction for the 

Games, the first ever built in France, could "be in great 

danger of not being satisfactory." He worried that the 

French were dangerously close to destroying the entire 

Olympic movement. "A number of important details have been 

left to the last moment, when our Gallic neighbors will rush 

at them in hysterical haste with results that can hardly fail 
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to be confusing," he worried. 11 Actually, Coubertin's 

problems with the bureaucrats from the exposition 

universelle stemmed as much from the fact that Exposition 

Commissioner Alfred Picart considered athletism a vulgar fad 

as from the political cleavages of the Dreyfus case. While 

Whitney's reading of the political situation was overly 

simplistic, his fears about the French bureaucrats were 

well-founded. After Coubertin lost control of the athletic 

displays at the fair the non-purists included auto races, 

chess, and fishing in the Seine in the "Olympic" exhibit. 12 

Despite Whitney's warnings, more teams than 

Pennsylvania planned to make the trip to the Olympics. 

American collegians, as they had in 1896, dominated the 

United States contingent to the Paris Games. In addition to 

Penn; Princeton, Georgetown, Syracuse, the University of 

Michigan and the University of Chicago sent teams to Paris. 

New England track clubs sent "individual stars whose records 

have been made under the colors of Yale and Harvard," and the 

N.Y.A.C. shipped athletes from Yale, Columbia and the New 

York City police department. Each club and university 

provided its own funding for the journey to Paris. But the 

A.A.U. played a large part in recruiting the teams and 

organizing the trip. Most of the teams planned to compete in 

the English Championships at stamford Bridge grounds in early 

July before venturing to Paris for the opening of the Second 
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Olympiad. 13 

The American press expected great deeds from the 

second crop of Olympians, even though after Whitney's tale of 

the problems which Coubertin and the I.O.C. had encountered 

with French bureaucrats it was unclear to some Americans 

whether the contests were actually an Olympic Games, or 

simply an international track meet. 14 The New York Times 

forgot facts and embellished the legends of the 1896 

Olympics, remembering that "Americans won every available 

event from a field made up of the pick of European 

athletes."lS Pundits expected the same kind of performance 

from the 1900 squad. William B. Curtis, "the father of 

American athletics," proclaimed that "during the past twenty 

years many parties of American athletes have visited Europe, 

but no one of these expeditions ever approached, in dignity 

or strength, the American army of athletic invasion whose 

advance-guard is already on British soil, with other 

divisions following fast." Curtis bragged that "the party 

includes the athletic strength of the country, and if they 

are beaten, the United States will be beaten.,,16 

The A.O.C. controlled the American expedition. A.G. 

Spalding served as the Director of Sports for the United 

States at the Paris Exposition, with Sullivan as his 

lieutenant. All the athletes who made the journey to France 

maintained good A.A.U. standings. The American teams, 



accompanied by troops of fans and schoolmates, primed 

themselves for the Paris Games at the British Amateur 
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championships. At Stamford Bridge on July 7, the Americans 

won eight out of the fourteen events contested. "Such a 

clean sweep is without parallel," marveled a Chicago 

Tribune correspondent. "More especially is it noticeable 

when it is remembered that they opposed the best amateurs, 

not only from England, Ireland, and Scotland, but the 

colonies as well." The star of the meet was Alvin C. 

Kraenzlein, a sprinter, hurdler and long jumper from the 

University of Pennsylvania. Lord Alverstone, the British 

athletic official in charge of the championships, quipped: 

"Kraenzlein, we have not got enough medals to give you. We 

only hope all you Americans will come over next year and 

defend your cup. Then we hope to have better runners to put 

up against you." Some of the American competitors complained 

that they were treated unfairly, not by their English rivals 

but by the officials from the British Amateur Athletic 

Association. They also complained that the conditions for 

both fans and athletes at the meet were less than 

satisfactory. Unsated by their conquest of the British, they 

crossed the channel and headed for the Games of the Second 

Olympiad at Paris' International Exposition. Compared with 

the events which would unfold in France, their problems in 

England were minuscule. I7 
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The French organizing committee had originally 

scheduled the Games to begin on Sunday, July 15. But "the 

agitation in the United states became such, over competition 

on the Sabbath, and the refusal of the teams so general," 

that the officials moved the starting date back one day. 

Unfortunately Saturday, July 14, was Bastille Day, a national 

holiday in France. A great military parade planned for an 

area near the site of the Games at the Paris Racing Club in 

Pre Catalan forced the French to move many events back to 

their originally scheduled Sunday starting times. American 

athletes, arriving on the Continent from the English 

championships, discovered that the problem of Sabbath 

competition had not been resolved. Teams from Princeton, 

Penn and Syracuse led a threatened American boycott of Sunday 

athletics. Amos Alonzo Stagg (who would become one of the 

winningest college football coaches in history and a 

prominent spokesman for the American sporting establishment), 

the coach of the University of Chicago's contingent, 

complained of the late change that "everybody here feels that 

it is a most contemptible trick." He declared that "not a 

single American university would have sent a team had it not 

been definitely announced that the Games would not be held on 

Sunday. Even at this late date, it is likely that the 

American teams will unitedly refuse to compete if the French 

officials persist in carrying out what seems to us a very 
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nasty piece of business."lS The French relented and allowed 

American contestants in field events to compete on Saturday 

or Monday, with the results from the alternate days to be 

figured into the scores of events scheduled for Sunday. For 

American convenience French officials also reset many races 

for Saturday at times following the Bastille Day parade. 19 

The Games began on July 14 at the Paris Racing Club, 

a "charmingly situated glade in the Bois de Boulogne." Fewer 

than a thousand spectators attended the first day's events, a 

marked contrast from the Athenian multitudes in lS96, or the 

crowds generally drawn to a major championship in the United 

states or Great Britain. One observer reported that "the 

meeting resembled more an American college meeting than an 

international championship held abroad," due to the number of 

Americans rooting for their team in a stand "gayly bedecked 

with the Stars and Stripes.,,20 The spectators were 

"chiefly bright, young American girls, who wore the 

colors of various American colleges competing and gave 

unstinted applause as their countrymen secured 

. t . ,,21 
v~c or~es. 

The athletes contested for "objects of art," and the 

United states team captured the lion's share of the 

bounty.22 American Olympians won seventeen of twenty-two 

track and field events at the Paris Olympiad. 23 A New York 

Times commentator remarked that "the feature of the meeting 
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was not only the number of events the Americans won, but the 

ease with which they outstripped their competitors, often 

finishing first and second, laughing side by side, and in a 

canter.,,24 The Chicago Tribune even complained that "the 

facility with which the American athletes carried off prizes 

finally grew monotonous.,,25 

American behavior during their romps to victory 

annoyed the French. A sportswriter from the United states 

observed that the American custom of shouting college cheers 

appalled European spectators. "At the first yell they 

apparently imagined some invasion of wild Indians had 

occurred, but, after hearing the various cries about a 

hundred times, they appreciated the fact that it was simply 

an outburst of American enthusiasm." Frenchmen "could not 

become reconciled to this form of cheering and they were 

heard to exclaim frequently, 'What a band of savages!'" The 

Americans also looked different. The Chicago Tribune 

asserted that "the physique of the Americans compared 

extremely favorably with that of the Europeans." They 

dressed in "natty college costumes," which marked "a decided 

contrast to the home made attire of some of the best European 

athletes.,,26 

On Sunday, July 15, the agreement which allowed 

Americans to compete on Monday in field events scheduled for 

Sunday unraveled. The French Olympic Committee met on 
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Saturday night and, after contestants from other nations 

protested that the original truce gave the Americans unfair 

advantages, decided that events scheduled for Sunday had to 

be completed on Sunday. However, results from the 

preliminaries on Saturday would still be counted. The French 

officials failed to inform some members of the American team 

of their changes in policy. Two American athletes, Bascom 

Johnson of the N.Y.A.C. and Charles Dvorack of the University 

of Michigan, went to the grounds early on Sunday morning and 

were told that they could contest their events on Monday. 

Dvorack, Johnson and several other American athletes returned 

to their hotel rooms mistakenly believing they could take on 

all comers on Monday.27 

When it became clear that the original agreement had 

been altered, many of the Americans refused to compete or 

were prevented from participating in Sunday competition by 

their colleges. Robert Garrett of Princeton University, the 

hero of the 1896 Olympics, refused to compete on Sunday, as 

did his Princeton teammates. Michigan and Syracuse also kept 

their athletes off the field. But Amos Alonzo Stagg's 

prediction of American unity against Sunday athletics proved 

naive. Not all the Americans honored the Sabbath boycott. 

Several members of Penn's squad competed, and four of them 

won first place. Irving K. Baxter won the "running" high 

jump and the pole vault. Walter Tewkesbury won the 400 meter 
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hurdles. George Orton (a Canadian competing for his American 

college) won the 2500 meter steeplechase. Alvin Kraenzlein 

won the 60 meter hurdles and the "running" broad jump. Two 

other American winners, Richard Sheldon in the shot put and 

Maxwell Long in the 400 meters, competed under the banner of 

28 N.Y .A.C .. 

The fact that the Penn stars participated generated a 

great deal of hostility among American Olympians. The 

manager of Princeton's team, 1896 Olympian H.B. Jamison, 

supported the decision by his staunchly conservative 

Presbyterian college not to contest on Sunday. He indicted 

the University of Pennsylvania contingent for treason. 

Jamison charged that "Pennsylvania protested most strongly 

against Sunday games, but finally entered. I think her 

representatives should have stood with those of the other 

colleges.,,29 Penn's manager replied that he had "no 

authority to prevent the men taking part on my own 

responsibility, and so told them, at the same time advising 

them that they should not contest." Five of Penn's thirteen 

athletes ignored their manager and participated, and did very 

well for themselves. 30 

Perhaps the athlete most disappointed by the events 

which transpired that Sunday was Syracuse University's Myer 

Prinstein. Prinstein had jumped 7 meters 17 and 1/2 

centimeters on Saturday. Barred by Syracuse from competing on 
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Sunday--ironically, Prinstein was Jewish--he was beaten by 

one of the six "extra" jumps allowed to A.C. Kraenzlein on 

Sunday; a leap which measured 7 meters 18 and 1/2 

t · t 31 cen lme ers. Grace Corneau, in a special cable to the 

Chicago Tribune, reported that Prinstein was extremely 

upset by the turn of events, and blamed Penn's Kraenzlein. 

The Princeton and Michigan teams were also "incensed" at 

P , b h . 32 enn s e aVlor. 

In a letter to A.G. Spalding, Director of Sports for 

the United States at the Paris Fair, the American team 

decried the changed agreement. The protest, initiated by 

Charles Sherrill of Yale and signed by all of the American 

teams, proclaimed that "we, the undersigned, beg to protest 

against the change in the agreed arrangements whereby our 

clubs are now unable to compete in field events on Monday, 

the records to count for the championships and to be filed as 

events.,,33 Spalding filed the protest with French 

officials, but to no avail. 

The Games continued with more American victories. 

The New York Times noted that "as the Americans were so 

successful some of the bad feeling disappeared, but they 

might have had more seconds and thirds if the change had not 

been made at the last minute, and scarcely without 

warning.,,34 The United States swept the hammer throw, but 

the Swedish competitors drew the most attention from the 
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predominantly American crowd. The apparent unfamiliarity of 

the Swedes "with the hammer caused some amusement among the 

spectators, not unmixed with a certain amount of 

apprehension; and once or twice the crowd scattered as the 

hammer showed a tendency to eccentricity in the direction it 

t k ,,35 
00 • The track and field competition at the second 

Olympiad concluded on July 22 with a series of handicap 

races. Handicap races represented an interesting method for 

equalizing competition. The times of each contestant in the 

"scratch" races, or distances in regular field events, were 

taken as yardsticks for the assignment of "handicaps." The 

handicap races seemed especially attuned to the creed of fair 

play. But the handicap competitions at Paris held no 

interest for the Americans. One correspondent reported that 

"the Americans had received too severe treatment to tempt 

them to exhaust themselves in running losing races.,,36 

Besides, the 22nd of July was a Sunday. 

The united States, according to American sources, had 

won the Olympic Games again; even though when the medals in 

all the Olympic sports were counted, France had won 

twenty-six first places to the Americans' twenty.37 The 

American press elevated their athletes to the Olympic 

championship by virtue of the United States championship in 

track and field. Americans defined the Olympic Games in 

their own terms, and then pronounced themselves the world's 
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best. The athletic "bully pulpit" had been established. 

After the 200 meter hurdle final, Penn's A.C. 

Kraenzlein announced his retirement. "That was my last 

race," the Olympic champion in the 110 and 200 meter hurdles, 

60 meter dash, and the running broad jump, told reporters. 

"I am through with athletics, and shall devote myself to 

something more serious.,,38 But Olympic athletics was 

serious business, as Kraenzlein well knew. He had won the 

running broad jump on the first Sunday of competition, 

snatching the gold medal away from favored Myer Prinstein of 

Syracuse, who had been barred by his college from competing 

on the Christian Sabbath. When Prinstein learned of 

Kraenzlein's victory, he challenged the Penn star to a Monday 

jump-off. Kraenzlein refused, and Prinstein's teammates had 

to restrain the enraged Syracuse athlete from assaulting the 

Olympic hero. 39 Prinstein angrily alleged that Kraenzlein 

had promised him he would not compete on sunday.40 

The Olympics were a serious business for Myer 

Prinstein, and for America's sense of nationhood. Hjalmar 

Hjorth Boyesen discovered that American Olympic victories had 

engendered a belief in the United states that "we are as a 

race comfortably sure of our physical superiority.,,41 The 

American Olympians had tried to impose their sense of 

sporting ethics onto the world, turning an athletic meeting 

into a religious crusade. The attempted Sunday ban of 
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competition indicated the degree to which Americans 

identified athletic practice with religious and political 

principles. Sport, in the American mind, functioned as a 

weapon for imposing a culture on the world, and on their own 

nation. But a principle separate from preserving the 

sanctity of the Sabbath called to many of the American 

athletes. That principle, that victory confirmed the special 

status of their nation as the boldest and strongest people in 

the world, motivated their quest for Olympic glory. 

The urge for a nationalistic display surpassed the 

need for religious orthodoxy. Significantly, the brouhaha 

over Sunday competition raged more bitterly between United 

States athletes who had been denied a chance at Olympic 

victory and those who had won on Sunday than it did between 

French and American Olympic officials. The Americans knew 

the enormous political and religious implications which their 

Olympic actions would have in the United States, and their 

frustrations at not being able to present a united front to 

the world boiled over into public recriminations. For the 

American press the ethics of the religious stand seemed 

important, but victory appeared more worthy, for it indicated 

principle in action. The media never chastised the athletes 

who had competed on Sunday, but it lionized the victors. 

Pragmatism had triumphed. 

Americans equated Olympic championships with the 
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superiority of a nation's spirit. That equation insured that 

the conception of an Olympian amateur'J1hich took hold in the 

United states differed significantly from the Baron de 

Coubertin's public definition of the ideal Olympian. The 

Baron's sporting gentleman possessed an Aristotelian sense of 

proportion which commanded an emphasis not on "conquering" 

but on "fighting well." American Olympians, seeking to 

confirm the providence of Mission, had a different sense of 

proportion; one which violated the spirit of Coubertin's 

maxim. 42 For the champions of national aspirations, 

fighting well only counted if they also conquered. Americans 

knew that winning was not everything in the Olympic arena, it 

was the only thing. In the United states the ethos of 

athletic nationalism, personified by Sullivan and Whitney, 

had triumphed over the chivalrous romantic aesthetic of 

Coubertin. 

During the I.O.C. meeting at the 1900 Olympics, Baron 

de Coubertin announced that the Games of the third Olympiad 

had been awarded to the United states. According to one 

American sports authority, Charles J.P. Lucas, the I.O.C. had 

decided that "in view of the two victories of American 

athletes and the lively interest America had shown in the 

games, that it would be eminently just and proper to award to 

America the third revival of the games.,,43 The Games were 

coming to the "new Athens," and the Americans planned an ode 
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to the strength of the sporting republic. 

"When one compares the abuses which sport causes with 

those to which it puts an end, one cannot refrain from 

singing its praises and laboring for its propagation," wrote 

Coubertin. "It is for this very purpose that I have revived 

the Olympian Games." The Baron warned that Olympism had 

"enemies, like every other free and living work, but it has 

stanch [sic] friends who are of great assistance. It is to 

these that I appeal to prepare from this time onwards the 

celebration in America of the Olympian Games of 1904," 

pleaded Coubertin, "in the persuasion that they will be a 

great success, and that they will draw across the ocean 

qualified representatives of all the sporting societies of 

the world, for a manifestation which will be both worthy of 

the noble and ancient Olympian past and of the glorious 

future of the great American republic."44 The Baron would 

be surprised by his "friends" in United states. 

After the 1900 Olympics American apostles of 

athletism worked to solidify their control over the American 

Olympic movement. The Olympic Games Committee, charged with 

overseeing the 1904 Games, was dominated by American 

representatives and A.A.U. officials Sullivan and Whitney. 

Princeton's Sloane was also a member, but Sullivan and 

Whitney considered him an ivory tower academic who knew 

nothing about the true meaning of athletism. On July 28, 
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University of Pennsylvania had decided that the third 

Olympics would be held in Philadelphia. 45 But the I.O.C. 
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had not been consulted, and refused to sanction the 

Philadelphia site. In 1901 Sullivan unilaterally announced 

that the third Olympic Garnes would be held by the A.A.U. in 

conjunction with the Buffalo's Pan American Exposition--in 

1901! Sullivan wanted to scrap the four year Olympic cycle 

and classical hoopla so dear to the Baron, and secure the 

Olympic movement in American hands. Sullivan and Coubertin, 

perhaps the two most powerful figures of their time in world 

sport, disliked each other intensely. The American ruler of 

amateur athletics wanted to strip away aristocratic influence 

and foreign control from the Olympic movement. He detested 

Coubertin's power, blasting the French leader as inept and 

misguided. Sullivan desired an American engineered Olympics, 

highlighted by track and field, and run according to the 

rules and rituals of the sporting republic. 

Coubertin and the I.O.C. forestalled Sullivan's 

assault by awarding the third Olympics--to be held in 

1904--to Chicago. The Baron had visited the 1893 World's 

Fair in the "Windy City," and corne away much impressed with 

Chicago's civic spirit. The University of Chicago's 

president, William R. Harper, and athletic leader, Amos 

Alonzo Stagg, had lobbied the I.O.C. hard for the Garnes. 
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Chicago's Olympian Games Association, headed by Henry J. 

Furber, Jr., raised a $1 million war chest to make European 

trips boosting Chicago's image at I.O.C. meetings. 46 

When word of the selection reached Chicago in May of 

1901, the city erupted with joy. The University of Chicago's 

students celebrated with a week-long party. Henry Furber 

moved to marshall national support for the Chicago Olympics. 

He proclaimed that the Games were a significant matter, "and 

one which should make a universal appeal to the pride and 

patriotism of every American." He promised that the American 

version of the Olympics would be an egalitarian enterprise. 

Furber insisted that at the third Olympic Games "the 

interests of the masses are foremost in consideration of 

those entrusted with the management of this great enterprise, 

which is not designed for profit but for the scientific and 

ethical advancement of the race--and especially of this 

nation." He also predicted an Olympic championship for the 

United states, recognizing that "it is not easy for the 

average American to feel surprise when any international 

event is 'captured' by America." American athletic success 

"seems to him natural, if not inevitable, so accustomed has 

he grown to the conquests which have been won by 'Yankee 

push. ,,,47 

Sullivan and the A.A.U. knew all about "Yankee push." 

They plan~ed to yank the Olympic Games away from Furber and 
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the "Windy City." The Chicago Olympics faced a huge 

competitor for national attention from the sports enthralled 

public in the elaborate athletic spectacles planned for st. 

Louis' Centennial Louisiana Purchase Exposition. When the 

st. Louis World's Fair named Sullivan, the Chicago organizing 

committee lost the support of much of the American athletic 

establishment. Negotiations by two "Chicago men," A.G. 

Spalding and the Director of Exhibits at the st. Louis 

World's Fair, Frederick J.V. Skiff (who was also a member of 

the A.A.U.'s national organizing committee), convinced 

Chicago to yield the Olympics to st. Louis. When Chicago 

gave in, Coubertin and the I.O.C. relinquished complete 

control of the third revival of the Olympic Games to Sullivan 

48 and the A. A. U .. 

st. Louis represented a ironic choice for the 

celebration of the grandest symbol of the "new safety-valve," 

as the Progressive historian Frederick L. Paxson had labeled 

sport. st. Louis, after all, had very recently been the 

"gateway to the West," the jumping off point for that older 

"safety valve"--the American frontier. The World's Fair 

itself celebrated the Louisiana Purchase, America's $3 

million procurement of the safety-valve. The frontier stood 

as an enormously powerful symbol in American minds at the 

turn of the century. Frederick Jackson Turner's thesis 

concerning the availability of free land and the evolution of 
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American perspectives. Many Progressives pointed to the 

demise of the frontier as one of the key reasons for 

advocating changes in the structure of American society. 
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The frontier inspired Owen Wister--Harvard law school 

graduate, silk-stockinged Philadelphian, Roosevelt 

progressive, champion of strenuosity, and Western 

story-teller--to remind the nation of its fundamental 

principles. 49 Wister had imbibed heavily from the 

wellspring of Turner's thesis. Like Turner, he identified 

the frontier as the fountainhead of American liberty and 

equality. In his best-selling The Virqinian (1902), he 

declared that "the glorious future of the great American 

Republic" depended on adhering to the democratic ideal. 

Wister saw "all Americans divided into two classes--the 

quality and the equality." He asserted that "it was through 

the Declaration of Independence that we Americans 

acknowledged the eternal inequality of man. That document 

abolished a cut-and-dried aristocracy." In the past, he 

cl aimed, "we had seen li ttl e men artificial 1 y held up in high 

places, and great men artificially held down in low places, 

and our own justice-loving hearts abhorred this violence to 

human nature." To annihilate such abominations against 

nature "we decreed that every man should thenceforth have 

equal liberty to find his own level," trumpeted Wister. By 
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this very decree we acknowledged and gave freedom to true 

aristocracy, saying, 'Let the best man win, whoever he is.' 

Let the best man win! That is America's word. That is true 

democracy."SO 

Wister glorified the frontier as a national 

repository of natural aristocrats. But when Wister wrote 

The Virginian, the frontier was already officially 

"el osed." Turner had first publicI y announced his theory 

that the frontier had guaranteed America a free and 

democratic evolution at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893. 

The declaration by the Census Bureau during that same year 

that the frontier was "closed," had spurred Turner to make 

his thesis known. The Progressives offered sport as a 

replacement for the frontier. They thought that athletism 

could teach morals, cement democracy, and create a just 

society. The technology of athletism provided them with an 

instrument for altering society. Curiously, when observers 

compared the progress of civilization between the Chicago 

Fair and the st. Louis Exposition, they found that the 

greatest leap forward had been made in the province of 

athletism. "The difference between the year 1893 at Chicago 

and 1904 at st. Louis is perhaps more marked i~ the 

Department of Physical Culture than anywhere else," noted 

John Brisben Walker. "The preparations at st. Louis in the 

Physical Culture exhibit are on a greater scale than ever 
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before," he observed. "The thought lying at the bottom of it 

all is how to take the public-school child and convert both 

him and her into strong-bodied, sane-minded citizens.,,51 

In the decade since the official demise of the frontier, the 

sporting republic had grown to prodiguous dimensions under the 

impulse of powerful stimuli. 

Sullivan understood the power of athletism. He 

stressed the political and social implications of his 

exhibits. Sullivan explained that modern existence required 

the application of the new technology of sport to social 

problems if civilization were to continue to progress. With 

populations moving to cities, "the machine ... robbing man 

of the exercise of labor," and the body withering, "an 

adjustment is demanded," cried Sullivan. The study of 

"scientific Physical Culture," and the rapid spread of 

athletism marked a response to "a basic force of life," and 

signaled a return to "a wholesome civilization." 

Sullivan prea6hed that "Physical Culture properly 

taught and applied means health and reserve energy for the 

body which will supply strength necessary to the growing 

activities of the mind. It further means that great 

essential to health, morality," revealed the A.A.D. official. 

"It confronts youth and manhood with vital facts, directly 

illustrates cause and result, shows the drain of vice, bad 

habits, neglect and irregularities upon the body. The sound 
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body is the safest guardian of morality and of 

civilization--so agree teachers and philosophers as well as 

physicians," declared Sullivan. "The first decade of the new 

century finds the world ready to actively support the 

movement toward intelligent physical training, the principal 

avenue to which is sane competitive athletics," he 

concluded. 52 Sullivan planned to demonstrate his 

patriotically American version of "sane competitive 

athletics" to the world in st. Louis. 

Sullivan, the A.A.U., and the apostles of athletism 

wanted to make the Louisiana Purchase Exposition a showcase 

for the ideals and institutions of the sporting republic. 

"For the first time in the history of Physical Culture, this 

great factor in the welfare of society is officially 

recognized as a special department by the Exposition," crowed 

Spalding's Official Athletic Almanac, which served as the 

quasi-official voice of the A.A.U. under Sullivan's 

editorship. The A.A.U. planned the Olympics as the 

centerpiece of the Physical Culture exhibit. "These will 

last an entire week and it is the intention of the management 

of the Exposition to make the Olympiad of 1904 the greatest 

ever held," promised Spalding's Almanac. The Almanac 

bragged about American successes in the first two Olympics, 

and promised that "the representatives of athletics in 

America propose that nothing shall be left undone to make 
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this first American Olympiad a phenomenal success.,,53 

The A.A.U. pushed the patriotic angle, and managed to 

garner the support of most of the national sports 

organizations for the st. Louis enterprise. Caspar Whitney 

convinced President Theodore Roosevelt to serve as the 

honorary president of the Olympics. Roosevelt's "acceptance 

proved conclusively that he approved of the organization, had 

given the subject a great deal of thought and believed that 

the successful carrying out of the program meant much to the 

future success of this country as a strong nation," cheered 

Sullivan. 54 The Olympic Games became an American 

exhibition of the gospel of the strenuous life. The A.A.U. 

tabbed David R. Francis, the head of the Louisiana Purchase 

Exposition, successful grain merchant, former mayor of st. 

Louis, governor of Missouri, Secretary of Interior in the 

administration of Grover Cleveland, and later Ambassador to 

Russia, as the official president of the olympics. 55 

Sullivan and the A.A.U., however, really controlled the 

Games. 

The Department of Physical Culture erected an 

enormous display for the athletic festival. In one division 

the standard oil of athletic implements, A.G. Spalding & 

Brothers, housed their wares. The highlight of the physical 

plant was a granite and steel gymnasium, equipped with the 

latest technical devices, and an adjoining stadium with a 
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seating capacity of 15,000. Olympic organizers boasted that 

"David R. Francis Stadium" contained "the greatest track ever 

built for athletic sports in America.,,56 Constructed on 

the campus of Washington University, the athletic 

architecture would serve as a site for collegiate sport after 

the 1904 Games. The Exposition also had a "model" playground 

and gymnasium, constructed by playground movement experts, in 

the Department of Social Economy.S7 

The I.O.C. had granted complete authority over the 

third Olympics to the A.A.U., and American spqrting officials 

pushed their "Olympic" powers to the limit. They designated 

as "Olympic" sports not only the international competitions 

which had signified the Games in Athens, but a whole host of 

scholastic, collegiate, and even professional contests. 

Under the Olympic banner the Louisiana Purchase Exposition 

put on track meets for Missouri schoolboys, a national 

championship for Y.M.C.A. 's, sectional and national 

collegiate championships, college football, basketball and 

baseball games, the first ever meeting in football between 

Indian school powers Carlisle and Haskell, golf, archery, 

wrestling, boxing, fencing, lacrosse, swimming, bicycling, 

rowing, roque and tennis tournaments, a Turner meet, and a 

jamboree of "Irish" games. They even proposed a meeting of 

the National and American League baseball champions for an 

"Olympic" championship--which never materialized. S8 
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In addition to the actual physical contests A.A.U. 

officials planned "Olympic" demonstrations and exhibitions of 

the power of athletism. They invited sporting exhibits from 

"nations where physical training in the schools is under 

Government supervision," and from "American cities where 

physical training is conducted as part of the school system." 

Exhibits of anthropometric devices, scientific studies of 

human motion, plans for regulated playgrounds, gymnasiums and 

athletic fields, text books on physical education, and 

training charts and devices filled part of the athletic 

pavilion. The "World's Olympic Lecture Course," organized by 

Luther H. Gulick, proposed popular addresses on "The 

Influence of Manly Sports on Peoples," "The Moral Phase of 

Athletics," "The Development of the City as Related to the 

Health of Children," and "New Conditions of Civilization 

which make Physical Training Necessary."S9 

Most of the popular pundits associated scientific and 

ethical advance through sport with an assault on the record 

books. "The world's records tremble on the eve of the Olympic 

games ... at the World's Fair," crowed the st. Louis 

Post-Dispatch. The newspaper reported that Director 

Sullivan "predicts with confidence that old heroes of the sod 

and cinder track will be vanquished atid that new world's 

marks are destined to be established." The vanquishers would 

probably be "a new school of athletes, the rank and file of 



strong young American manhood," gushed the Post-Dispatch. 

Not only would the 1904 Games be greater than any previous 

Olympics, declared the hometown daily, "but doubtless the 
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greatest to be held for years to come," surpassing the future 

Olympics which had been awarded to Rome in 1908 and stockholm 

in 1912, and not likely to be topped until "the middle of the 

twentieth century" when "the Olympian games come back to 

America.,,60 

The Post-Dispatch was not the only newspaper which 

turned into a "homer" when the Olympics came to town. Most 

of the American press took the same tone. Even the New York 

Times prophesied that the 1904 Games would "undoubtedly 

prove to be the greatest athletic meeting of modern 

times.,,61 The international track and field contests, what 

the Post-Dispatch called the "Olympian games proper," were 

open to the "amateurs of the world"--as sanctioned by the 

A.A.U.--who could afford the $2 per event entry fee. 62 

Americans prepared for another Olympic conquest, and 

wondered what challenges the rest of the world might mount to 

their claim of Olympic supremacy. The st. Louis 

Globe-Democrat told its readers that Greece, Germany, 

Hungary, Australia, New Zealand and Canada would mount strong 

challenges to American athletic supremacy.63 The promises 

of a grand "international" meet proved hollow, however, as 

few of the "amateurs of the world" bothered to attend the st. 
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Louis Olympics. Small, unrepresentative contingents from 

Austria, Canada, Cuba, Germany, the British Empire, Greece, 

Hungary and Switzerland made the journey to the heart of the 

North American continent. The lack of foreign entries 

produced an Olympics that was principally an American track 

meet dominated by United States athletes. 

Americans had little sympathy for those nations which 

did not bother to attend the extrava~anza. "England and 

France did not send a single competitor to America, and the 

French people showed their ingratitude by an entire absence 

of representation," complained Charles Lucas, noting that 

Great Britain's athletes in st. Louis were from Ireland, 

Australia and New Zealand. "Amer.ica made the Paris games a 

success, and without American entries the second revival of 

the games would have been a farce," Lucas grumbled. He 

laughed that England and France were not really missed at the 

1904 Olympics, considering that "it is doubtful, indeed, if a 

single Frenchmen could have finished even fourth in any of 

the events. In fact only one Englishmen would have stood a 

chance of winning any event whatever.,,64 

When significant foreign competition failed to 

materialize, American newspapers hyped the Olympics as a 

contest between pioneer vigor and urban vitality. "The 

principal feature of the Olympic games will be the dual meet, 

practically speaking, between the East and West," crowed the 
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st. Louis Globe-Democrat. The st. Louis daily predicted 

that the "East will be compelled to drain the bitter dregs of 

defeat.,,65 The Louisville Courier-Journal concurred, 

urging Western athletes--who resided "between the Ohio and 

Mississippi rivers"--to "defend the athletic supremacy of the 

great West against the best athletes of the staid old East 

and Europe.,,66 Those sentiments underscored the American 

assumption that the republican vigor cultivated on the 

playing field made "common" citizens superior to the 

aristocratic classes of the Europe and their imitators on the 

Atlantic seaboard. The Chicago Tribune agreed that the 

West had the best athletes, "individuals whose performances 

surpass those of their eastern rivals, but the west is 

divided," lamented the Chicago daily. The Eastern team was 

united under the colors of the New York Athletic Club, while 

the Western stars "are found on teams from Chicago, 

Milwaukee, and Missouri athletic clubs. Clubs from Kentucky 

and California have entered several men under such conditions 

that the coveted honor should go the lads from the eastern 

metropolis," cried the Tribune. 67 The East was not quite 

as united as the Western press claimed. The Greater New York 

Irish American Athletic Club also sent a team to st. Louis, 

led by former N.Y.A.C. shot putter John J. Flanagan. 68 

The "real" Olympics, the track and field meet, began 

on August 29--a Monday, of course--and ran until September 3, 
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surrounded by Louisiana Purchase Exposition exhibits which 

ranged from Pullman passenger coaches to pygmies. Opening 

day, a clear, warm Missouri summer afternoon, brought five 

thousand spectators to the new stadium. 69 At the 

conclusion of the first day's events the United states had 

scored a total of 80 points. Ireland was in second place 

with 4 points, followed by Germany with 3, and Hungary with 

2. American athletes totally overwhelmed the foreign 

competitors who had bothered to attend. The crowd 

demonstrated their appreciation of the few non-American 

participants, cheering foreign athletes, and in one case 

refusing to penalize an Hungarian hurdler who had false 

started when he misunderstood the "American method." But the 

Americans could afford to be good sports with inferior 

opponents. The Hungarian hurdler proved too slow to ffiake the 

f · 1 70 l.na . 

The first day's pattern of scoring continued 

throughout the Olympics. The Chicago Tribune's prediction 

that the "great contest will resolve into an all American 

struggle, despite the foreigners," turned out to be 

accurate. 71 The American organizers of the third Olympics 

originated the custom of giving gold, silver and bronze 

medals for first, second and third places, respectively.72 

The United states won seventy gold, seventy-five silver, and 

sixty-four bronze medals in the third Olympic Games. The 
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next closest nations in the medal hunt were Cuba, with five 

gold, two silver and three bronze medals, and Germany with 

four gold, four silver and five bronze medals. 73 The 

United states dominated its beloved track and field 

competition, winning twenty-one out of the the twenty-two 

events, placing second in twenty-one, and third in 

twenty-one. 74 

An American won the Marathon for the first time, in a 

strange race conducted under the "scientific" scrutiny of the 

staff from the Department of Physical Culture., Dr. Luther H. 

Gulick had the runners measured, weighed and tested before 

and after the race to study the effect of Marathon "strain" 

on the human heart. Twenty automobiles followed the runners 

around the course, each car occupied by a physician in charge 

of monitoring the racers' conditions. 75 Charles Lucas, who 

traveled the course in the vehicle attending to the eventual 

winner of the race, Thomas J. Hicks of Cambridgeport, 

Massachussetts, claimed that "the Marathon race furnished 

information the like of which will be of more value to 

scientists in the study of humanity than any event contested 

in the stadium or in America for some years to come." 

The Marathon provided a bizarre commentary on the 

early twentieth century combination of medical, automotive 

and athletic technologies. The field for the race included 

seventeen Americans, eleven Greeks (who were living in the 
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United states), one Cuban, one South African, and two Kaffirs 

from Zululand--on loan from the Department of Anthropology at 

the Fair. The race began on a hot Missouri day, "90 degrees 

in the shade" according to Lucas, over a course laid out 

through extremely dusty, hilly Missouri roads. The twenty 

autos raised so much dust on the back country roads that 

runners had to stop periodically "to choke and cough until 

they cleared their throats." William Garcia of San Francisco 

swallowed enough dust to cause a nearly fatal hemorrhaging of 

his stomach lining. Two more near-fatalities occurred when one 

of the automobiles assisting the runners rolled down an 

embankment. Stones and other debris littered the route, 

making the course, in Lucas' estimation, "the most difficult 

a human being was ever asked to run over." Apparently it was 

not that easy, judging from the accident, on the cars 

°th 76 e1 er. 

other hazards intruded as well. The two Kaffirs were 

chased off the course by dogs. One of them, a mail carrier 

from Zululand named Lentauw, which meant "lion" in English, 

became the butt of a st. Louis Globe-Democrat wit. "The 

last view that was obtained of the 'Lion' was from the 

aforesaid lonely road," quipped the columnist. "The 'Lion' 

was cavortng wildly across a stubblefield after the manner of 

the original African cakewalker, with a plain yellow cur of 

an American watchdog running a close second, with prospects 
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molars and the rearmost portion of the 'Lion's' garments," 

laughed the wag. 77 Lentauw escaped the mutt and finished 

ninth in the race. 
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American commentators marveled at another foreign 

competitor in the Marathon, tiny Felix Carvajal of Cuba. 

Like Lentauw, a mail carrier, Carvajal had supposedly run 

from one end of Cuba to the other. During the race he 

reportedly took only one drink of water. "He was clad in a 

cheap negligee shirt," remembered Lucas, "wore heavy street 

shoes, and, having no running trousers, had cut off the legs 

of his street trousers to make himself look like a runner." 

Carvajal frequently stopped to chat with spectators in 

"broken English," and imbibed in some green peaches which 

caused him a great deal of discomfort. Despite those 

distractions he finished fourth. "Had Carvajal had anyone 

with him--he was totally unattended--he would not only have 

won the race, but would have lowered the Olympic record," 

theorized Lucas. 

Lucas himself, along with Hugh C. McGrath from the 

Charlesbank Gymnasium in Boston, attended to Hicks. Lucas 

declared that nthe Marathon race, from a medical standpoint, 

demonstrated that drugs are of much benefit to athletes." 

Lucas and McGrath administered sUlphate of strychnine and egg 

whites to Hicks twice during the race. When the runner asked 
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for water, they refused, and instead sponged his mouth out. 

After the twenty mile mark they bathed him in water which had 

been kept warm in the boiler of a steam automobile, and gave 

him a dose of strychnine and some brandy. Lucas observed 

that "over the last two miles of the road, Hicks was running 

mechanically--like a well-oiled piece of machinery .... The 

brain was fairly normal, but there was more or less 

hallucination, the most natural being that the finish was 

twenty miles from where he was running." Despite the torture 

at the hands of his "trainers," as Hicks neared the stadium 

for the finish of the race, he appeared to be in the 

lead. 78 

"They're coming! They're coming!," murmured the crowd 

at the stadium as a runner neared the finish line. The first 

athlete to enter the stadium was not Hicks, but Fred Lorz of 

New York City's Mohawk Athletic Club. "An American wins!," 

shouted the partisans. "Pandemonium reigned for a few 

moments" in st. Louis reported the Globe-Democrat. But 

Lorz had ridden part of the way in an automobile, after 

tiring in the race. When the race officials and the 

spectators discovered that Lorz had used a car to complete 

the Marathon, "everyone felt very cheap.,,79 Lucas 

condemned Lorz as a cheat who had "robbed a man who, four 

miles out on the road, was running the last ounces of 

strength out of his body, kept in mechanical action by the 
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use of drugs, that he might bring America the Marathon 

honors, which American athletes had failed to win both at 

Athens and at Paris." Lucas impugned the patriotism of the 

"native-born" Lorz, and glorified the Americanism of Hicks, 

an emigrant from England who "chose to carry the stars and 

stripes in the race and represent America." Lorz freely 

admitted his deceit, and after the Olympics the A.A.U. banned 

him from competition for life. Hicks finally arrived to 

claim the victory, too exhausted to carry off the trophy 

emblematic of his triumph. SO 

The controversy over the Marathon did not end when 

Hicks was awarded the victory. Everett Brown, the chairman 

of the Chicago Athletic Association (C.A.A.), "protested the 

victory of Hicks on the ground that he had been paced by an 

automobile containing the officials who were leading the 

race."SI Dr. Gulick and the judge of the course, Charles 

Senter, who were riding in the lead car, rejected the 

Chicagoan's contention. Hicks remained the official 

winner. S2 James Sullivan, upset about the problems which 

had occurred during the race and the conditions of the runners 

at the finish, proposed the abolition of the Marathon from 

Olympic competition. "True it is," opined the st. Louis 

Globe-Democrat, "the Marathon race does test the strength, 

running ability and grit of a man, yet it is the best race of 

its nature in the world."S3 Dr. Gulick and his staff found 
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no medical evidence to support Sullivan's contentions of the 

dangers of Marathoning--although everyone was certainly aware 

of the legend of Pheidippides and his fatal run which had 

inspired the Olympic event. The race would remain a part of 

the Olympic program. Hicks' achievement made him the hero of 

the 1904 Games. 

The C.A.A.'s protest had been a calculated effort to 

have their own Albert J. Corey, the runner-up in the 

Marathon, declared the victor. The points from a Marathon 

win would have aided the Chicago club's attempt to win the 

Spalding trophy and the title of "champions" of the 1904 

Olympics. "The chivalry of amateur sport was in all the 

struggles," insisted the st. Louis Post-Dispatch of the 

Olympic temper, "and not an unsportsmanlike act marred the 

cleanliness of the games. A fair field and no favor, was the 

spirit that moved all the contestants who entered and they 

lived up to it with exemplary exactness.,,84 The 

Post-Dispatch must not have been watching the bitter battle 

for the Olympic "amateur championship," which raged between 

the C.A.A., the N.t.A.C., the Milwaukee Athletic Club and the 

Greater New York Irish American Athletic Club. 

The rancor over the Spalding trophy rivaled that of 

the American disputes about Sabbath competition in the 1900 

Olympics. Lucas described it as "the most bitter fight in the 

history of American athletics." The A.A.U. clubs fought for 
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the championship throughout the Olympic Games. After the 

final day of competition, with the N.Y.A.C. leading 63 points 

to 59, C.A.A. officials filed a protest contesting 4 of the 

New York team's points. The A.A.U. disallowed the 3 points 

won by John Dewitt for the N.Y.A.C. in the hammer throw, when 

it was discovered that he did not live in the metropolitan 

New York area. The C.A.A. had also protested the single 

point awarded to the N.Y.A.C. for a fourth place finish in 

the tug-of-war, claiming that since the New York team 

withdrew from the four team competition, it d~d not deserve 

any pOints. 85 Particularly galling to the C.A.A. was the 

fact that Milwaukee Athletic Club had won the tug-of-war with 

a team recruited from Chicago by club president Walter 

Liginger, who just happened to also be the president of the 

A.A.U. and the head of the Olympic organizing committee as 

well. 86 The Exposition officials put off a final decision 

on the protest over the tug-of-war point until a November 

1904, A.A.U. board of governors meeting. 87 The executive 

conference, held in New York City, disallowed the C.A.A.'s 

protest. Two months after the Olympics had concluded the 

N.Y.A.C. won the Spalding trophy, a "magnificent loving-cup 

emblematic of the Olympic championship." The A.A.U. placed 

the Chicago Athletic Association second, the Milwaukee 

Athletic club third, and the Greater New York Irish Athletic 

Club fourth in the "international" standings of the third 
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Olympics. SS 

In his public reports of events at st. Louis, 

Director Sullivan declared that the 1904 Games "were without 

question the greatest athletic games ever held in the world." 

He insisted that they were not held as a money-making 

enterprise, but to educate the world in the doctrines of 

athletism. S9 Several members of the I.O.C. who witnessed 

the Olympics concurred. "This is the grandest athletic meet 

I ever witnessed," gushed Hungarian I.O.C. member Father 

Ferenc Kemeny. Dr. Jiri Guth of Bohemia and Dr. Willibald 

Gebhardt of Germany, also I.O.C. representatives, 

concurred. 90 Many thought that Sullivan had put on the 

greatest showing of the strenuous life ever seen. "If the 

study of mankind is man," wrote the president of the 

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, David R. Francis, seriously 

misreading Alexander Pope, "the study of the body that holds 

and sustains and is the man can not be properly left out of 

the curriculum." Sullivan boasted that his athletic displays 

at the Fair had finally placed athletism firmly into the 

modern "curriculum." He opined that the visitors to st. 

Louis had "beheld the birth of modern Physical Culture as a 

science. It is of no little satisfaction to relate this fact 

and to be able to record that to the Exposition belongs the 

credit of establishing Physical Culture in co-ordinate 

position with the other principal divisions of human and 
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social need and activity--in formally placing it in its 

proper relationship to human welfare and progress before the 

world," cheered Sullivan. 91 

With the Games completed the A.A.U. set out to 

compare them as far superior to any other "international" 

athletic gathering. Over 9000 participants competed in some 

form of "Olympic" activity in st. Louis. "The entry list 

indicated conclusively the great and universal interest that 

was taken in the different athletic competitions, and it is 

confidently stated by those who ought to know that it 

contained the largest series of entries recorded by anyone 

organization or corporation that has held an athletic meeting 

or a series of athletic meetings," bragged Sullivan. The 

"real" Olympics--track and field--attracted the "most noted 

athletes" in the world, according to A.A.U. officials. 92 

Sullivan added a slap at the failure of the I.O.C. to bring 

European athletes to st. Louis. "When one looks over the 

list of Olympic winners and then over the li~t of eligible 

men in the world, there are perhaps two men living to-day who 

were not in the stadium who could have won Olympic honors," 

he conjectured, implying that all the best athletes in the 

world were Americans. 93 The United states had once again 

anointed itself to the rank of Olympian world-beaters. 

"Let the best man win," had been Wister's shorthand 

for the American creed. Such sentiments could be found at 
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the core of the liberal tradition, and motivated Progressive 

attempts to create an environment controlled not by special 

privilege, but by individual accomplishment. The desire for 

social equity ran through the broad spectrum of Progressive 

political platforms, and fueled the push for change and 

adaptation. The press idealized United states Olympians as 

American "everymen," who confirmed that Wister's words were 

very close to the realities of American life. Generally 

though, Olympians came from United states universities and 

colleges, an elite group of Americans. In 1904 the 

collegiate complexion of the team began to change, and some 

observers rushed to associate Olympic achievement and the 

mel ting pot. 

"The final results of the Olympic Games proved 

conclusively what has often been claimed, that the colleges 

of America will furnish the champion athletes of the future," 

affi rmed Sull ivan. "Out of the twenty-four individual events 

(the tug-of-war and team race excluded), fifteen were won by 

college men, and out of the 94 men placed, 50 were college 

d 44 h d 11 t ·· 94 men an never a co ege ra1n1ng. Charles Lucas 

disagreed with Sullivan. He denounced American colleges for 

failing to properly support the Games, chastising Harvard, 

Yale, Pennsylvania, Columbia, Dartmouth, Georgetown, Amherst, 

Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and "Western minor colleges" 

for failing to send teams to st. Louis. "The American 
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colleges displayed very poor sportsmanship in this respect, 

and, with the exception of Princeton, Chicago, Washington, 

Leland Stanford, University of Oklahoma, st. Louis 

University, Missouri University, and the University of 

Colorado, the American colleges are not to be thanked in the 

least for the clean-cut victory of America in the Olympic 

Games of 1904," reproached Lucas. He overstated his case 

somewhat. Athletes associated with his list of "bad" 

colleges had participated in the st. Louis Games as members 

of various club teams. Even Lucas admitted as much. "True 

it is, American collegians competed in several events, but 

their care, training and expenses were undertaken by members 

of the Amateur Athletic Union of the United states, and not 

by the colleges.,,9S 

Lucas gave credit for "the clean-cut victory of 

America" in the Olympics to the "American workingman." He 

asserted that the st. Louis Games "marked the successful 

competition of the American workingman, showing that the 

college boy is not solely the acme of American athletics." 

He pointed to the performances of New York City policemen 

John Flanagan and Martin Sheridan, hurdler Harry Hillman and 

Marathon champion Thomas Hicks. Lucas called Hicks a heroic 

"American workingman.,,96 

Certainly American ideals do not always match American 

realities. In many places in early twentieth century 
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America, letting the best man win also meant excluding 

everyone who was not white, of northern European descent, 

Protestant, male and American born from the game. The 

Southern and Eastern European immigrants arriving in the 

United States in large numbers during the early 1900s filled 

the lowest ranks in the American labor structure. Slavs, 

Czechs, Poles and Hungarians joined the Irish in mines and 

mills. Eastern European Jews labored in the garment 

industry. Italians worked in labor gangs, dug ditches and 

maintained railroads. American blacks, ninety-percent of 

whom still lived in the South, were no better off than 

immigrants. They worked in agriculture mainly, or in 

turpentine camps or on the docks and wharves of southern 

ports. When industry recruited them, it was often as 

strikebreakers. About thirty percent of blacks worked as 

personal or domestic servants. 97 

Sociologist Franklin Giddings of Columbia University 

declared that "the American idea is 'a chance for every man,' 

irrespective of his birth or belief, and backed up by his 

ballot, whereby he creates certain objectives of his 

equality.,,98 In the South blacks lost the power of the 

ballot when their protector, the Republican party, discovered 

it no longer needed their votes to secure the presidency. 

Left to their own discretion, Southern states disenfranchised 

blacks--South Carolina in 1895, Louisiana in 1898, North 
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Carolina in 1900, Alabama and Virginia in 1901, Georgia in 

1908, Oklahoma in 1910--through constitutional amendments. 

In 1896, when America's first Olympians competed in Athens, 

there were 130,000 registered black voters in Louisiana. In 

1904, when the third Olympics adorned the centennial 

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1,342 blacks were registered 

to vote in Louisiana. 99 

Progressives offered sport as a solution to American 

injustices. In st. Louis, the focus was on ideals rather 

than certain troublesome realities, like the place of blacks 

in American society. But in some ways, the Olympics offered 

hope that the "melting pot" might indeed be working. The st. 

Louis Games witnessed the first American black medalist in 

Olympic history. The University of Wisconsin's George Poage 

finished third in both the 200 and 400 meter hurdles. 100 

Myer Prinstein, barred by the Syracuse University's Christian 

condemnation of Sunday competition from the long jump 

championship in Paris, finally won that event at st. 

Louis. 101 Jewish, Irish and other immigrant names dotted 

the American roster in 1904. And then there was Hicks, the 

English born "workingman" who "chose" to wear American 

colors. The Olympic evidence seemed to confirm that 

environment rather than race made the athlete. 

To test that hypothesis, the architects of the 

sporting republic set up an interesting experiment. The 
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architects of the Department of Anthropology at the Louisiana 

Purchase Exposition, under the leadership of W.J. McGee, 

demonstrated how a variety of environments effected the human 

organism. At the anthropology pavilion the "visitor saw . 

. significant evidences of the slow, tedious evolution of 

civilization." Constructed along the parameters of Lewis 

Henry Morgan's classification of the stages of society, the 

exhibits revealed a variety of cultures to a curious public; 

including Ainus from Japan, Tehuelche Indians from Patagonia, 

Pygmies from central Africa, a variety of Filipino groups, 

and many representatives from American Indian tribes. The 

anthropologists erected a human "zoo" with a population of 

over two thousand, where the curious throngs could see what 

the experts promised were "realistic" scenes of aboriginal 

life. Exposition officials had even managed to secure the 

notorious Geronimo to appear in the exhibit. 

In addition to the "native" exhibits, the 

anthropologists constructed a model Indian school, designed 

to show how primitive peoples could be reconstructed as 

citizens of modern nations. Professor McGee declared that 

"progressive acculturation" was the prime mover in the 

evolution of human societies. "Long an accident of 

intertribal enmity, acculturation becomes under the 

principles of constitutional government an intentional and 

purposeful means of promoting the common weal," he revealed. 
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"The United states government has performed no worthier 

function than that of aiding our aboriginal landholders on 

their way toward citizenship," lectured the professor. "The 

means and the ends of purposive acculturation as applied to 

the American aborigines and the actual processes illustrated 

by living examples were exhibited in the typical Indian 

school," revealed Professor McGee. 

As McGee described it, the school worked like a 

scientific "melting pot," recasting primitive types into the 

citizens of a modern nation. The anthropologist considered 

the "melting pot" a rational device for constructing a 

national culture into which even "primitive" peoples could be 

included. Through that mechanism "the once bloody warrior 

Geronimo completed his own mental transformation from savage 

to citizen and for the first time sought to assume both the 

rights and responsibilities of the the higher stage," 

announced McGee. New technologies allowed enlightened modern 

social engineers could raise "man from dull-minded and 

self-centered tribal existence into the active and 

constructive and broadminded life of modern humanity.,,102 

When it came to questions of physical culture, McGee 

reversed his position in the nature versus nurture 

controversy. He and Dr. S.C. Simms, the head of the 

University of Chicago's Field Museum of Anthropology, spread 

word around the fairgrounds about the marvelous athletic 
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ability of the "savages." Many of the A.A.U. sporting 

experts were quite skeptical of the anthropologists' claims. 

To resolve the controversy the Exposition staff, under the 

direction of McGee and physiologist Luther Gulick, 

constructed Anthropology Days, "when savage tribes from all 

over the world competed in various events." Sullivan related 

that "we have for years been led to believe from statements 

by those who should know and from newspaper articles and 

books, that the average savage was fleet of foot, strong of 

limb, accurate with the bow and arrow and expert in throwing 

the stone." Held on August 12 and 13, Anthropology Days put 

the myths to a "scientific" test. 103 

American sports fans eagerly awaited the spectacle. 

They "had heard of the marvelous qualities of the Indian as a 

runner and of his splendid power of endurance." They "had 

read much of the stamina of the Kaffir, of the remarkable 

athletic feats of the Filipinos, and of the great agility and 

muscular strength of the giant Patagonians." The savage 

Olympics proved a great disappointment for the believers in 

the myth of the natural athlete. The athletic events pitting 

the primitives against each other "were only successful in 

that they were destructive of the cornmon belief that the 

greatest natural athletes were to be found among the 

uncivilized tribes in various parts of the world.,,104 

The official report of the Louisiana Purchase 
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Exposition on Anthropology Days noted that "the 

representatives of the savage and uncivilized tribes proved 

themselves inferior athletes, greatly overrated." An African 

pygmy ran the hundred yard dash in a time "that can be beaten 

by any twelve-year-old American school boy." Spectators who 

watched the "giant Patagonians" put the sixteen pound shot 

found their "best performance was so ridiculously poor that 

it astonished all who witnessed it." John Flanagan's toss, 

the second place heave in the regular Olympic fifty-six pound 

weight throw, "exceeded the combined throws of three 

Patagonians." The Sioux Indian who won the hundred yard dash 

did it "in a remarkably slow time." And the Sioux who won 

the running broad jump could not equal Olympic victor Ray 

Ewry's standing broad jump record. IOS 

Sullivan insisted that the results from the 

aboriginal athletic contests "proves conclusively that the 

savage is not the natural athlete we have been led to 

believe." All of the "civilized" sporting contests--the 

runs, jumps and throws of the American sporting 

tradition--were won by "Americanized" Indians. On the final 

day of the anthropological Olympics, the organizers set up 

some "native" games. An Igorotte from the Philippines won a 

pole climbing contest with a "marvelous performance" that 

much impressed Sullivan. An archery contest saw a "little 

Cocopa [an American Indian tribe from central Arizona] boy 
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named Shake," win by piercing the target one time. Sullivan 

found the bow and arrow games a ridiculously incompetent 

display of native ability, refusing to swallow Dr. Simms' 

explanation that most of the tribes did their shooting from 

horseback. The Pygmies engaged in a spectacular mud fight, 

which Sullivan found very amusing. But a display of a 

"shinny" game by the Pygmies and the Cocopa Indians, "which 

required team work .. showed conclusively the lack of the 

necessary brain to make the team and its work a success, for 

they absolutely gave no assistance to each other, and so far 

as team work was concerned, it was a case of purely 

individual attempt on the part of the players." 

Sullivan judged the Anthropology Days to be an 

extremely enlightening event. "Dr. McGee attributes this 

utter lack of athletic ability on the part of the savages to 

the fact that they have not been shown or educated," chuckled 

the director of the 1904 Olympics. "He thinks perhaps if 

they could have the use of a professional trainer for a short 

time that they would became as p~oficient as many Americans. 

This writer doubts it." Still, the "savage" games "were most 

successful and interesting, and ones that scientific men will 

refer to for many years to come. It taught a great lesson," 

laughed Sullivan. "Lecturers and authors will in the future 

please omit all reference to the natural athletic ability of 

the savage, unless they can substantiate their alleged 
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feats."106 

Baron de Coubertin, who avoided the st. Louis 

Olympics, painfully pardoned the Americans for Anthropology 

Days, remarking that "in no place but America would one have 

dared to place such events on a program, but to Americans 

everything is permissible, their youthful exuberance calling 

certainly for the indulgence of the Ancient Greek ancestors, 

if, by chance, they found themselves among the amused 

spectators."107 But, in the context of the exposition, 

Anthropology Days was not really an aberration. It 

reaffirmed, like the other scientific and technical displays, 

the basic belief in the superiority of the industrial 

civilization which lay at the core of exposition's appeal. 

Anthropology Days indicated that environment and culture, 

rather than race, shaped the abilities of human organisms. 

For American social scientists and athletic leaders, the 

results of Anthropology Days confirmed that the best place to 

build their national culture was on the ethnocentric bedrock 

of Western civilization. 

At the Olympic Games of 1900 and 1904, the Americans 

conquered competitors from the industrializing world. In st. 

Louis American athletes conquered the myth of the natural 

athlete. The United states had turned the Olympics into tests 

of national strength where they found abundant evidence that 

the American environment produced a "chosen people." The key 
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provision of the American doctrine of athletism was that the 

cultural environment, not race or heredity, produced champion 

athletes. "They corne from all walks in life, differing in 

birth and vocation as much as they differ physically and 

mentally," wrote Thomas I. Lee of the "record breakers." 

American athletes had been turned into icons of the ideals of 

liberal society. "Clergymen and bookmakers, millionaires and 

stablemen, doctors of philosophy and district messenger boys, 

army officers and privates, bankers and day laborers, all 

these have raced and broken one another's records," declared 

Lee. lOa 

The American purveyors of athletic technology, 

administrators and athletes alike, had accomplished the tasks 

that they had set for themselves. They had defined the 

Olympic Garnes according to their preferences, sporting 

contests centered around track and field games. They had 

proved that they were bolder and stronger than even Nature's 

athletes. They had vanquished the rest of the world. And 

they had explicitly connected Olympic achievement to liberal 

political culture. 

But one troubling reality intruded on the successes. 

The rest of the world had not really been paying attention. 

The second Olympics had been relegat~d to a sideshow at the 

Paris' fin-de-siecle International Exposition. The third 

Olympics, held at st. Louis in conjunction with the Louisiana 
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Purchase Exposition of 1904, suffered a similar fate. Lost 

amidst the myriads of exhibits and events at World's Fairs, 

the Olympic flame flickered and nearly died. Only a return 

to Athens for an "Interim" Olympics in 1906 could rekindle 

world interest in Baron de Coubertin's athletic struggle of 

nations. 
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In 1906 Vincent Van Marter Beede advised the nation 

that American boys should not spend all their time studying. 

"If a boy is 'on the team,' and plays fair," wrote Beede, 

"all the better for him." For "the lad who is without 

athletics is in peril of his soul." In his estimation, the 

Olympic Games represented the ideal athletic contests. He 

praised "the beneficient influences which the old Greek games 

are exerting today in our preparatory schools and colleges, 

in business and professional life--Iargely through the 

correspondence courses--among women, in the institutional 

church, and, best of all, at home." Beede believed that the 

Olympics were creating a stronger civilization in the United 

States. 1 

Creating a stronger civilization, after all, was what 

Progressives thought athletic technology was all about. In 

1906 and 1908 the Olympic movement presented the United 

States with opportunities to demonstrate the American brand 

of athletic nationalism. The leaders of the American Olympic 

movement and the athletes seized on the opportunities. From 

the Olympic Games of 1906 and 1908, Americans drew a series 

of conclusions which indicated to them the superiority and 

special providence of their civilization. They would point 
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to the "melting pot," democratic traditions, open competition 

in social and economic life, and the Progressive ability to 

control energy through the application of technology, as the 

keys to American triumphs. And they would celebrate American 

triumphs as proof that the United states was ready to assume 

the mantle of world leadership from a declining England. 

The apostles of athletism constantly referred to the 

energy controlling aspects of the strenuous life. They 

believed that the dynamism of the individual could be 

directed toward socially efficient goals through athletic 

modulation. Recalling American success in past Olympics, 

Arthur Ruhl identified "form" as the primary ingredient of 

athletic success. "It is not, of course, any superiority in 

strength which has brought this about," explained Ruhl of 

American athletic domination, "merely painstaking 

thoroughness and care for 'form.'" He defined form as "the 

same thing which has made them jump higher and run more 

gracefully--a characteristic thing--and one, therefore, that 

makes their success ... really American." Ruhl theorized 

that Americans won an inordinate share of the prizes at 

Olympic Games because they knew how to control their dynamic 

energies better than any other peoples. He had restated a 

basic creed of the sporting republic, that athletic success 

proved social superiority.2 

Athletic "form" combined knowledge and skill with 
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hard work and innovation to produce American Olympic 

victories. The desire for victory brought scientific 

scrutiny to athletic techniques and allowed Americans to run 

faster, throw farther, jump higher and hurdle more fluidly 

than their opponents. 3 Form represented the application of 

the pragmatic method to sports. Americans regarded 

pragmatism as the essential ingredient in their recipes for 

success, in sports, politics, or any aspect of American life. 

Sports in twentieth century America had been seized, as Dink 

Stover realized during his freshman year at Yale, by "the 

seriousness, the deadly seriousness of the American spirit, 

which seizes on everything that is competition and transforms 

it, with the savage fanaticism of its race, for success.,,4 

Form symbolized the American spirit in action. It 

represented the pragmatic road to winning in sports. 

Pragmatism was a thoroughly American approach to the 

world. William James, the popular American moralist, peddled 

the distinctively American philosophy of "pragmatism" during 

the first decade of the 1900s. James's pragmatism was both a 

method of observing reality and a means of defining "truth." 

James made philosophizing concrete and practical. "The whole 

function of philosophy ought to be to find out what definite 

difference it will make to you and me," wrote James, "at 

definite instants of our life, if this world-formula OJ: that 

world-formula be the true one."S James's pragmatism gave a 
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philosophical underpinning for much of Progressive 

theorizing. His search for a method to comprehend and 

control the energies of life shaped the fundamental corpus of 

Progressive thought. Out of such desires the sporting 

republic had sprung. 

The desire for pragmatic understanding helped to 

define American cognition of many of the problems, and 

solutions, of the twentieth century. Ideas, truths, morals, 

found their values, indeed their reality, in their utility. 

Pragmatism flourished in industry, commerce and politics. 

Henry Ford wanted to build a motor car that could be used to 

traverse rough, rutted American roads and yet remain within 

the means of the great new middle class market. The results 

of Ford's desire rolled off the assembly line in 1908--the 

"Model T." From 1901 to 1909 President Theodore Roosevelt's 

administration practiced "pragmatic sanction" in both 

domestic and foreign affairs. 13 American Olympians 

perfected form, the pragmatic path to Olympic gold, in their 

quests for success. 

James himself often employed sporting metaphors. In 

a essay entitled "The Energies of Men," which sought to 

explain how the dynamic powers of the will could be unleashed 

for the benefit of both the individual and society, he 

referred to the necessity of "warming up" before any willful 

endeavor, and the phenomenon of "second wind." James 
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described second wind as the energy reserve which individuals 

discovered when their wills pushed them beyond what they 

initially had believed to be the limit of their powers of 

exertion. Second wind applied to mental and moral exertions 

equally as well as it did to muscular exertion. James 

insisted that operating in the realm of second wind could 

raise the level of exertion permanently, without damaging the 

organism. The actor would adapt to a higher level of willful 

power. "If my reader will put together these two 

conceptions, first that few men live at their maximum of 

energy, and second, that anyone may be in vital equilibrium 

at very different rates of energizing, he will find, I think, 

that a very pretty practical problem of national economy, as 

well as of individual ethics, opens upon his view," promised 

James. "In rough terms, we may say that a man who energizes 

below his normal maximum fails by just so much to profit by 

his chance at life; and that a nation filled with such men is 

inferior to a nation run at higher pressure." 

The Progressives desperately wanted to understand how 

to run a nation at higher pressure. "The problem is, then," 

surmised James, "how can men be trained up to their most 

useful pitch of energy? And how can nations make such 

training accessible to all their sons and daughters." Many 

Progressives offered athletism as training for creating the 

energies needed for modern life. James pointed to the 
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exemplar of the strenuous life, President Theodore Roosevelt, 

as proof that the potentials of will could be moved to a 

higher pitch among even the most dynamic people. "We are 

witnessing here in America today the dynamogenic effect of a 

very exalted political office upon the energies of an 

individual who had already manifested a healthy amount of 

energy before the office carne," noted James. 7 

James believed that techniques and technologies which 

could unlock the secrets of how and why the human will 

motivated action would create an ever-progres9ing 

civilization. He mentioned Ignatius Loyola's spiritual 

exercises, yoga, Christian Science, and intellectual, moral 

and religious conversion experiences, as techniques which 

worked on the exertion levels of some individuals. other 

Americans noted that athletic technology allowed the United 

states to run at a "higher pressure" than any civilization in 

the history of the world. Arthur Ruhl imagined that "if we 

could send a team back to that ancient stadium in the 

Peloponnesus--with their spiked shoes and crouching-starts 

and American nerves--I suppose there is not the slightest 

doubt that man for man, leaving out beauty and sentiment and, 

also, the more brutal semi-gladiatorial contests, they would 

win as surely as that first funny little team won at Athens 

when the Olympic games were revived twelve years ago."8 At 

st. Louis the Americans had vanquished Nature's champions. 
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And now, in Arthur Ruhl's mind, they had surpassed the 

greatest athletes of antiquity's noblest and most ethical 

culture. Athletism's apostles cried that the sporting 

republic seemed to be producing a national will which would 

insure the future success of the American nation. 

To insure that the Olympic Games would remain forums 

for Amerjcan athletic nationalism, the A.A.U. and the A.O.C. 

continued to consolidate their control over the American 

Olympic movement. Led by a small corps of like-minded men, 

James Sullivan, Caspar Whitney, Julian W. Curtiss, Joseph B. 

Maccabe, Bartow S. Weeks, Frederick T. Rubien, Gustavus T. 

Kirby, Luther Gulick and Frederick Skiff, all of whom had 

ties to the A.A.U. and many of whom dominated the sporting 

life of metropolitan New York, the Olympian managers turned 

the American teams into crusaders for the national 

aspirations. They resisted regulation by the government, 

officials in American higher education, or other national 

organizations, cultivated good relations with the media, and 

sought to finance their ambitious projects through voluntary 

public subscriptions. After the nasty fight between American 

clubs at the 1904 Games, they moved to end the division of 

American entries into college and athletic club squads, 

creating the first "national" Olympic team. America's newly 

nationalized athletic missionaries, their selection, 

financing, training, travel, and participation completely 
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under the control of the A.A.U. cabal, received their first 

calling from Athens in 1906. 9 

After the original revival of the Olympic Games in 

1896, Greek representatives to the I.O.C. had argued that the 

Games should reside permanently at Athens. But Baron de 

Coubertin opposed a permanent site. He had always planned to 

celebrate the Olympiads in the great cities of the Western 

world. When the spirit of Greek nationalism kindled by the 

first modern Olympics sent Greece off on an ill-advised 1897 

campaign of national liberation against the Turkish Empire, 

the issue was settled. War with Turkey so devastated Greece 

that an Athenian home for the Olympics became impossible. By 

1904 however, after the "all American" Olympics, a recovering 

Greece renewed its Olympic bid. Under the leadership of the 

Greek royal family, Crown Prince Constantine in particular, 

the Greek parliament "legalized the Olympic Games as a 

national institution to be held in Athens once every four 

years, and to be open to all nations."10 

Coubertin was not pleased by Greece's resiliency, but 

he recognized the powerful influences which conjoined Athens 

and the Olympi~s in Western minds. Coubertin and the I.O.C. 

compromised with the Greek initiative, acceding to a 

Panatheniac Olympics to be held on a four year cycle between 

the "regular" Olympic schedule. And so in the spring of 

1906, a decade after the first modern revival, the Olympic 
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festival returned to Athens. James Connolly, the original 

American athletic missionary, cheered the return of the Games 

to Athens. Connolly condemned the spirit of the 1900 and 

1904 Olympics, in which "the predominant idea seemed to be 

the glorification of this or that association, the scoring of 

points for the club or college, and the cabling of the same 

across the ocean. An athletic meeting that reminded one of a 

brewery picnic in Jones' Wood was the result," scoffed 

America's first Olympic champion. "It is because of these 

things that we should hail the meet at Athens once more," he 

declared. "We have good men interested in athletics here in 

America," thought Connolly. "Some of them are on the 

American Committee, and, not using athletics for business or 

social purposes, men who will go to any expenditure of time 

and energy to advance a great cause," he related. "And if 

they would but make the journey to the coming games it would 

mean much, for no matter how much inborn enthusiasm they may 

have for clean athletics, they will need to see its 

expression in Greece to experience it in full tide."ll 

The "good men" of the A.O.C.--Sullivan, then the 

president of the A.A.U., continued as the secretary and real 

power in the organization, while Caspar Whitney assumed the 

title of president--planned to go to Athens, and, for the 

first time, to take a "national" team with them. No longer 

would contingents from American colleges and athletic clubs 
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comprise the United states entries in the Olympics. Under 

the auspices of the A.A.U., Olympic organizers raised $15,000 

through a series of local fund drives to send "the pick of 

American brawn and muscle" to do battle in Athens. James 

Sullivan, tabbed as the "commissioner" of the American 

Olympic delegation, once again led the team. President 

Theodore Roosevelt confirmed Sullivan's control over American 

Olympic sport, anointing the A.A.U. official as the head of 

the United States Olympic effort. Roosevelt's confirmation 

of Sullivan, even though the president had no official power 

in the A.O.C., highlighted the esteem with which Roosevelt 

was held in the athletic world, rather than any federal 

control over Olympic sport. 12 

American officials made minor protests over the 

scheduling of the Games. The Greeks planned an April 22 

opening, a time when many of the best American collegiate 

stars could not participate due to the demands of spring 

semesters. But the A.O.C. pleas for a change in the dates to 

accommodate university students fell on deaf ears. Despite 

the collegiate "handicap" placed on the American entry, the 

A.O.C. gathered a team made up of the finest American track 

and field athletes, including stars from the 1900 and 1904 

Games like sprinter Archie Hahn, middle distance runner J.D. 

Lightbody, jumpers Myer Prinstein and Ray Ewry, and 

all-around champion Martin Sheridan. The team, buffeted by 
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Barbarossa, arrived in Athens in a "crippled condition." 
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But the Americans recuperated quickly when they realized that 

they faced the best Olympic field e~er assembled. 13 

The "Interim" Games drew 901 entries from 24 

countries. Austria, Belgium, Bohemia, the British Empire 

(England, Ireland, Scotland, Canada, Australia and South 

Africa), Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Holland, 

Hungary, Italy, Norway, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 

the United States, and host Greece, participated. Great 

Britain sent many of its best athletes for the first time in 

Olympic history.14 "Never before, in t~e history of the 

world had there been such a gathering, and nowhere else, do I 

believe, is it possible to duplicate the Olympic Games in 

the manner in which those of 1906 were conducted," proclaimed 

Sullivan, who insisted that even the Olympics which he 

organized at st. Louis suffered by comparison. 1S The 

Greeks did a marvelous job orchestrating the "Interim" 

Olympics. The Panatheniac Stadium, partially refurbished by 

George Averoff for the 1896 Games, had finally been 

completely refinished. Its Pentelic marble facade and huge 

seating capacity (80,000 seats) won it universal acclaim as 

the world's greatest stadium. "It is safe to say that he who 

has not seen the Stadium at Athens in all its magnificence of 

white Pentelic marble, with the glorious Attic sky for a 
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canopy, has no idea of what such an amphitheatre can be at 

its best," announced D. Karopothakes, a Greek correspondent 

who reported the on the Olympics to the readers of ~ 

Nation. 16 The Americans agreed that the stadium was 

indeed beautiful, but complained that the track was not up to 

American standards, due to tight turns and an odd shape. l ? 

Despite their misgivings about the quality of the 

track, the A.O.C. had nothing but praise for the way the 

Greeks ran the Games. Sullivan, in a veiled attack on the 

I.O.C., declared that the Olympic atmosphere and the job 

turned in by the managing committee would lead any reasonable 

observer to conclude that "if Olympic Games are to be held in 

future,--and most assuredly they will be,--there is one place 

in the world to hold them,--that is, Athens; and one 

committee to manage them,--that is, the Greek committee.,,18 

Athenians scrubbed their thoroughfares and bedecked their 

city in Olympic finery. Much of Europe's royalty showed up 

for the Olympic party, led by King Edward VII and Queen 

Alexandra of England. The Baron de Coubertin, beset by 

financial and political problems, could not attend. The 

spectacle attracted visitors from around the world. "Every 

language of Europe could be heard in the happy crowds that 

streamed daily into the Stadium, or surged along the 

brilliantly-illuminated streets every evening," related 

Karopothakes. 
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A fervent Greek patriotism, even more intense than in 

1896, added an urgency to the proceedings. The large numbers 

of Greeks who had made the Olympic pilgrimage from provinces 

of the Turkish Empire struck Karopothakes as particularly 

significant. "To these children of 'enslaved Greece,' as 

they call themselves, it was all like a beautiful dream, 

fraught with patriotic emotion, after the repression and 

tyranny under which they live ordinarily."19 Greece 

considered the Olympic Games a showcase of their national 

spirit. They felt that they had to do well in the athletic 

events in order to demonstrate that they were a "modern" 

nation. William N. Bates, the director of the American 

School at Athens, witnessed a particularly intense pressure 

on Greeks in regards to the Marathon. Spiridon Loues' 

victory in 1896, and the legendary traditions surrounding the 

race, had convinced the Greeks that the Marathon was their 

race. "They seemed to think that the reputation of their 

country was at stake and that as a matter of national pride 

they must win it," observed Bates. On the day during which 

the Marathon was contested over 200,000 people lined the race 

route and filled the stadium. When a Canadian runner 

triumphed, with the hosts finishing only as high as fifth, 

G I d ' t ft f t' I ,20 reece p unge ln 0 an a ernoon 0 na lona mournlng. 

The Greeks certainly had not cornered the market on 

the Olympic demonstrations of patriotism. The United states 
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team was in Athens to demonstrate their national superiority. 

As the Games opened before 100,000 spectators, the United 

states team marched into the stadium to defend their 

self-proclaimed title of three time Olympian champions. Once 

again the American team dominated the track and field 

competition, which the Greeks, following the American lead, 

had made the centerpiece of the Games. The United states won 

eleven first places, as compared to four for the British 

Empire, three for Greece, two for Sweden, and one each for 

Russia, Austria and Germany. Sullivan cheered that the 

Americans had "'spread-eagled' the field," and "upheld 

American supremacy in these international games against all 

comers." The A.O.C. scored the meet 75 and 1/6 points for 

the United states, 41 for the British Empire, 28 for Sweden, 

27 and 1/2 for Greece, 13 for Hungary, 8 for Austria, 7 and 

2/3 for Germany, 6 for Finland, 3 for Italy and 1 and 1/3 for 

B l · 21 e glum. 

"These figures give to the reader the general 

standing of the world, athletically, with America far in the 

lead," gushed Sullivan. The A.O.C. leader theorized that the 

United states dominated athletics because Americans best 

understood sporting technology. American athletes knew how 

to control and channel their energies. In fact, the 

Americans had made a science of the process. "Our men were 

trained scientifically," he revealed. "We go into athletic 
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sport with an earnestness that the other countries cannot 

understand; and our methods of training and practicing were 

simply revelations to the foreigners." Scientific training 

and an environment which produced "American pluck" made the 

United States unbeatable. Sullivan related the tale of 

George Bonhag's victory in the 1500 meter walk. Bonhag's 

triumph was significant because walking was a sport not 

really contested in the United States. The A.O.C. chief 

insisted that despite Bonhag's inexperience in the event, the 

lessons of the American environment pushed Bonhag across the 

finish line first. "He showed the natural ability of an 

American when placed in a position with responsibility on his 

22 shoulders," insisted the A.O.C. leader. The special 

American environment bred athletes who could meet challenges. 

Olympic victory confirmed national superiority. "Hearty 

congratulations to you and the American contestants," 

President Roosevelt cabled to the team. "Uncle Sam is all 

right," cheered the President. 23 

For many Americans, especially the President, Olympic 

victories confirmed American vigor and promised the 

fulfillment of national aspirations. But United states 

claims of Olympic domination rankled many Europeans, 

particularly the English and the French. Sullivan tried to 

respond to the critics, and to put the American 

"championships" of 1896, 1900, 1904 and 1906, into the proper 
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perspective. "At no time did they [the Americans] claim 

that America won a canoe championship, a revolver 

championship, a gymnastic championship, or a boating 

championship; they did not make an entry in these events," 

testified Sullivan, holding out the possibility that if 

Americans had participated in those "non-athletic" sports 

they would have won. "America entered its team for 

athletics, and all claims made by Americans have been for the 

athletic events, as the word is understood, and these events 

took place in the Stadium," clarified Sullivan. "In other 

words, America excelled the world athletically, just the same 

as France excelled in swordsmanship, the Swiss in shooting, 

Italy in boating and bicycling, the Danes in foot ball, and 

the French are certainly entitled to a great deal of credit 

for their all-round showing in all other than the track and 

field events." 

But, warned Sullivan, if Americans did start entering 

the "non-athletic" contests, the rest of the world would not 

stand much of a chance. The A.O.C. leader noted that the st. 

Louis Games furnished data which indicated the United states 

was far ahead of the world in every type of physical culture. 

Of the 390 events contested in 1904, encompassing all manner 

of leisure activities, foreigners had won but 14. "America 

scored close to 3,500 points in these Olympic events at st. 

Louis; in other words, more points by many hundreds than was 
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scored by all other nations at Athens in 1896, and Athens in 

1906," blustered Sullivan, ignoring the fact that hardly any 

foreign athletes had bothered to make the long journey to the 

1904 olympics. 24 Sullivan's message was clear. The United 

States clearly led the world in the "real" Olympic Games, 

track and field athletics. If the Europeans did not stop 

whining, the Americans would start dominating the contests 

which they had "allowed" their rivals to win by not bothering 

to enter. 

Karopothakes shared Sullivan's convictions. He 

dec1 ared that the "Anglo-Saxon conception of athl etics 

was also that of the ancient Greek world; and in this 

conception such sports as swordsmanship and marksmanship have 

no place, though bicycling may fairly enough be offset 

against the chariot race." His linkage of classical Greek 

and modern American athletics indicated the degree to which 

he had been converted to the gospel of the sporting republic. 

"Nor can weight-lifting be considered a very noble sport;" 

added Karopothakes, "although a Greek won this event, more 

than one Greek was heard to speak of it as a 'porters' 

match,' and to wish that Greece might have won any other 

prize instead." Karopothakes went so far as to call 

"non-athletic" sports "un-Olympian." But he conceded that 

they were needed on the Olympic program to keep Europeans 

from giving up in the face of American supremacy. Still, the 
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"un-Olympian" activities had opened a dangerous door. "Let 

us only hope that the day will never come when automobile 

races will be admitted to the Olympic programme," he 

pleaded. 25 

The structure of the 1906 "Interim" Games indicated 

that American ideas about the content of the Olympic Games 

had taken over the Olympic movement. Track and field had 

come to dominate the Olympic proceedings. Even more 

importantly, much of the world accepted track and field 

athletics as the "true" measure of national v~gor. Given 

those standards, Uncle Sam was indeed all right. 

Uncle Sam was also on the attack. Sullivan not only 

righteously pushed the American conception of track and field 

dominated Olympics, but he tried to whittle away at the power 

of Baron de Coubertin and the International Olympic 

Committee. His reports from Athens consistently praised the 

organization of the 1906 Games in comparison with previous 

Olympics. The Greeks "taught us that that an athletic 

meeting between foreign countries may be conducted fairly and 

honestly, with a feeling of goodwill toward one another," he 

announced, in a not very well-hidden jab at the Paris 

Olympics. Sullivan, Whitney, and the rest of the A.O.C. 

still distrusted the International Olympic Committee. They 

wanted a new international body, one which would expand 

American control over the Olympic movement. Sullivan, 
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worried about how Americans would be treated at 1908 

Olympics, attacked the I.O.C.'s policy of rotating the Games 

between cities. "All admit that Olympic Games, in order to 

amount to anything, must be held at Athens," he 

challenged. 26 

But the next celebration of the Olympiad would not be 

in Athens. The fourth Olympian Games had originally been 

scheduled for Rome. Coubertin thought that a new "classical" 

site for the Games would be appropriate. However, the 1906 

eruption of Mount Vesuvius made that plan untenable. England 

had not played a strong role in any of the previous three 

previous Olympics, although it did send a large contingent to 

the "Interim" Games, and the I.O.C. wanted to remedy British 

apathy. Selecting London as a site brought the homeland of 

Baron de Coubertin's athletic philosophy firmly into the 

Olympic movement. The organizers of the London Olympics, 

remembering the ill-managed Paris Games and the parochial st. 

Louis Games, planned a magnificent international gathering in 

London. The 1908 Olympics also provided an opportunity for 

the United states to put the sporting republic to a test 

against the progenitor of modern at.hletism, England. The 

battle for world supremacy in athletics, and symbolic 

supremacy as the globe's most vigorous nation, would take 

place on English turf, at London's Shepherd's Bush 

stadium. 27 
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American Olympic officials chose their 1908 Olympic 

contingent in a try-out held in Philadelphia. 28 The A.O.C. 

and A.A.U. provided funding for the team, collecting money 

through public subscription. 29 During the financial drive, 

Sullivan stressed that the team symbolized the strength and 

power of the united States. In his discussions with the 

British Olympic Council, which managed the Garnes, Sullivan 

claimed that he and the A.O.C. "represented President 

Roosevelt and the American nation."30 The press agreed 

with Sullivan's position. They stressed that the team, 

"comprised [of] Anglo-Saxon, Teuton, Slav, Celt, Black 

Ethiopian and red Indian," symbolized the "melting pot." The 

American environment made athletes of every race and ethnic 

group.31 

The American press anticipated an orgy of American 

successes. Collier's advised Americans that the 1908 

Olympic tryouts indicated "that this year's delegation will 

be quite as strong as those which won the other Olympic games 

for America, if not stronger.,,32 Caspar Whitney added that 

"it is significant of the quality of the American Olympic 

team to say that in the try-outs at Philadelphia . . . new 

records were made for eight of the events on the Olympic 

Programme. ,,33 Edward G. Hawke revealed that "Englishmen 

are curious to see whether America will sweep the board of 

trophies as they did at the four other Olympic 
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festivals.,,34 The media joked that the Olympics had 

completely captured the attention of the American public. 

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle published a cartoon portraying 

Uncle Sam on a telephone labeled "Direct Wire To Olympic 

Games," while he tried to quiet the strident posturings of 

the two Lilliputian presidential candidates, William Howard 

Taft and William Jennings Bryan. The cartoon was captioned 

"Just A Moment, Please!,,35 

The Olympic movement's idealism still found voices 

amidst American boosterism. The Living Age reprinted an 

essay from the English Outlook which advanced the idea that 

"we have reasonable grounds for believing that the London 

games will help to dissipate causes of war, on the ground 

urged by the old class of schoolmaster that a round with the 

gloves was the best foundation of friendship.,,36 

Blackwood's replied that "to attempt to check warfare by an 

athletic meeting is like trying to dam a waterfall with a 

spider's web.,,37 One American idealist declared that 

"there is no thought of military distinction in the minds of 

the many contestants from many countries in the modern games 

called Olympic." Instead, "they are part of the new movement 

to promote the friendship of nations.,,38 But the voices of 

idealism paled beside the clamor for Olympic gold. 

The British spent $250,000 constructing the 85,000 

seat Shepherd's Bush Stadium for the Games. The American 
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Review of Reviews's London correspondent testified that "no 

such building has ever been seen in modern Europe; in size, 

indeed, it appears to surpass the most famous amphitheaters 

of antiquity; and if it has not their romantic associations 

or their architectural grandeur, it testifies to the 

incomparable skill of the modern engineer."39 King Edward 

VII, thrilled by his visit to the "Interim" Games, wanted the 

London Olympics to serve as the "final glory" of his reign. 

Although the Franco-British Exposition was taking place right 

across the street from the Olympics, the British organizing 

committee managed to keep the fair fLom taking control of the 

athletic exhibitions. A powerful group of elite British 

sportsmen comprised the organizing committee, headed by 

I.O.C. member Lord Desborough, and including another I.O.C. 

delegate, the Reverend R.S. de Courcy Laffan, as well as Lord 

Montagu of Beaulieu, Lord Cheylesmere, Sir Lee Knowles, and 

Major Egerton Green. The organizers included an even wider 

variety of sports than had been on the program at Athens, 

including both association and rugby football, polo, yachting 

and bi lliards. 40 

The "real" Olympics--track and field--opened on July 

13, when "two thousand selected athletes from the occidental 

nations" marched past King Edward VII of England "in a most 

. . I "41 lmpreSSlve co umn. The English Outlook believed that 

the greatest achievement of the London Olympics had been 
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accomplished before the actual competition had even begun. 

"There has been drawn up a code of rules for every sport, 

translated into three languages and accepted by every foreign 

nation that has competed," asserted the English monthly. The 

British editor proclaimed that the British written 

regulations were the first international code of sport "ever 

produced with the unanimous sanction of the world's sporting 

representatives." The English monthly credited the British 

Olympic council "with an invaluable contribution to the 

common language and friendship of humanity."42 But the new 

code proved to be of little value in the intense struggle for 

Olympic supremacy which followed. 

The battle began at the opening ceremonies. The 

United states contingent had been angered before they passed 

the royal box when they discovered their flag missing from 

the many banners of the competitor nations on display at the 

stadium. English explanations--they claimed a suitable 

American flag could not be found--failed to appease American 

wrath. The United states team ignored international 

protocol, keeping their colors aloft when they passed King 

Edward. Ralph Rose, the Irish-American shot-putter carrying 

the stars and stripes growled that "this flag dips for no 

earthly king." An American Olympic legend was born, and the 

tone for the Games was set. 43 

The fourth Olympic Games quickly turned into a battle 
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between English and American athletes, officials and 

spectators. Both nations believed that certain Olympic 

incidents revealed their national characters, and the vices 

of their enemies. The Americans had come expecting a contest 

which would underscore the political superiority of their 

institutions. The British obliged American desires for an 

ideological, as well as an athletic, battle. "The champions 

of each nation seem to believe that they are upholding their 

nation's honour as well as proving their strength and 

suppleness," lamented Blackwood's. "Facile ar;guments 

concerning the decadence of this people or that are 

established on insufficient premises," charged the magazine. 

"Ancient methods are changed by the momentary victory of 

somebody else, and pleasure becomes a yet more strenuous 

business.,,44 But Blackwood's sentiments were a lonely 

dissent. Americans had been converted to the "strenuous 

business" of athletic nationalism. With the fiag incident on 

opening day, the Olympic referendum on national character and 

vigor began in earnest. 

Much of the American press congratulated Rose for his 

"patriotic" gesture, calling it a manifestation of the 

"Spirit of 1776." Gustavus J. Kirby, an A.O.C. member and 

the chairman of the Intercollegiate Association of the 

A.A.U., voiced the American Olympic Committee's opinions on 

the controversies. In his official report, Kirby related 
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that the British officials told the A.O.C. that the absence 

of the American flag at the opening ceremonies was due to the 

carelessness of the decorator. "If it were mere 

carelessness, certainly the carelessness was gross; for not 

only was there no American flag among those of the other 

nations of the world flying from the stands in the Stadium, 

but there was none even on the grounds."45 

But not all Americans were enamored with their team's 

behavior in the parade of nations. The Bookman criticized 

the choice of Rose as flag-bearer. "Now Ralph Rose is 

unquestionably an athlete of considerably ability, but beyond 

that one cannot truthfully go," opined the editor, recalling 

Rose's indiscreet challenge to fight world heavyweight boxing 

champion James J. Jeffries after the 1904 Olympics, and the 

rowdy behavior that ended his scholastic career at the 

University of Michigan. "All this was perfectly well known 

to those in charge of the American team," observed The 

Bookman. "Yet this young man was selected to carry the 

American flag in the march of competing athletes past the 

Royal BOx," the editor marveled. "He deliberately chose to 

insult the English people by his failure to salute King 

Edward." The Bookman castigated those who had supported 

Rose's defiant gesture. "'Boyish patriotism!' 'The Spirit 

of 1776!' Nonsense. Sheer, caddish, boorish manners," 

lectured the editor. "It was an incident of which Americans 
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should be heartily ashamed."46 

Relations between the English and Americans did not 

improve after opening day. In fact, they descended into what 

The Bookman called "the Olympic muddle.,,47 The American 

team dominated its beloved track and field athletics, and 

announced their victories as evidence of the coming American 

hegemony. The British vigorously dissented. The English 

press blasted American behavior and character. The London 

Times editorialized that the United states team were 

"better athletes than sportsmen.,,48 The generally 

conservative and stolid English magazine Academy barked 

that "a correspondent who was present at the stadium 

throughout the entire proceedings confirms our impression 

that the Americans behaved 'odiously' from first to last." 

The Academy's source complained the Ame~ican fans sat in 

great masses emitting "disgusting noises and cries" which 

threatened to turn the Olympic spectacle into "a revolting 

pandemonium." The source also complained that American 

athletes cheated with great regularity. "We sincerely hope 

that this is the last time we shall see American amateur 

athletes in this country, and we can get on very well without 

a great many other Americans who are not athletes," charged 

the Academy. "Of course it would be absurd not to admit 

that among Americans there are some good sportsmen and 

agreeable people, but they are in such a small minority that 
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it is almost impossible to trace them.,,49 

Anglo-American hostility reached beyond the editorial 

columns and the incidents in the stands, onto the playing 

field itself. Convinced by the A.O.C. that they represented 

President Roosevelt and the American nation, United states 

athletes strove to prove their nation superior to the 

decadent denizens of the Old World. American high jump gold 

medalist H.F. Porter complained that "in nearly every event 

the boys had to compete not only against their competitors 

but against prejudiced judges." Porter admitted that "the 

judges may not have been intentionally unfair, but they could 

not control their feelings, which were antagonistic to the 

Americans." He groused that "the officials were discourteous 

to our men, and, further, by their encouragement of the other 

men, tried to beat us."SO England's athletes responded, 

defending the honor of the Empire against the Yankee assault. 

The biggest controversies erupted over the 400 meter race, 

the Marathon, and the tug-of-war. 

The Americans considered the tug-of-war a minor 

sport. But they pointed to British tactics in the minor 

event as proof of a general conspiracy on the part of the 

English to cheat their way to an Olympic "championship." The 

Americans denounced the British teams for wearing hobnail 

boots, which gave them a tremendous but illegal advantage in 

the tug-of-war. The British Olympic Council admitted that 
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their teams had used "heel-tips," but insisted that they were 

within the rules which the council had drawn up before the 

Garnes. The A.O.C. vehemently disagreed. But the tug-of-war 

tussle paled in comparison to the incidents on the Olympic 

track. 51 

In the 400 meter final three Americans, W.C. Robbins 

of Harvard, J.C. Carpenter of Cornell and J.B. Taylor of the 

Irish-American Athletic Club, went to the starting line to 

battle Lieutenant Wyndam Halswelle of Great Britain. The 

four ran an intensely competitive race. Near the finish 

Carpenter passed Robbins and Halswelle to win the race. But 

he found no tape to breast at the finish line. The English 

judges had cut it in anger, claiming Carpenter fouled 

Halswelle on the last turn. The referees declared the race 

void and disqualified Carpenter. They rescheduled the race 

but American runners refused to compete. Halswelle ran to 

victory in the make-up race, the only "walk-over" in Olympic 

t k h ' t 52 rac 1S ory. 

The American press howled that the English judges 

imagined Carpenter's interference. "It was the pace which 

killed him [Halswelle]--not any suppositious or real 

interference from Carpenter, wrote James B. Connolly, the 

original American gold medalist who covered the 1908 Garnes 

for Collier's.53 Halswelle ran with what "I was told by 

a Cambridge athlete, was characteristic dumbness," revealed 
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Kirby.54 In an interview with England's Sporting Life 

after the Olympics, Halswelle insisted that Carpenter had 

indeed impeded his progress, although the American runner had 

not struck the Lieutenant any "vigorous blows."55 

The A.O.C. angrily asserted that at the end of the 

race the British officials compounded an already delicate 

situation. "Some grabbed up megaphones and shouted into the 

stand, 'No race,' 'Foul work on the part of the Americans,' 

'Halswell [sic] fouled,' etc.," recalled Kirby. 

Immediately sentiment framed itself against the American and 

a howl went up to 'disqualify the dirty runnors.' And all 

the while the officials kept calling into and exciting the 

crowd, and one of them actually came outside the track and 

stood amidst a mob of excited Englishmen and started to 

harangue them as to the race being a good example of how the 

damned Yankees always tried to win," reported the disgusted 

A 0 C ff " I 56 • • • 0 lCla. 

Caspar Whitney sympathized with A.O.C.'s version of 

the events which transpired. But he chastised the American 

runners and officials for pulling out of the 400 meter race 

after the disastrous first final. "No matter how incensed 

they may have been; no matter how sure they may have felt of 

the injustice of the decision, when they entered the Games 

they subscribed to its rules and agreed to abide by the 

decisions of the judges; the decision of the judges in this 
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case was final, and the Americans should have kept their 

mouths shut and abided by that decision," he scolded. "Play 

or pay," lectured Whitney, "that means, young gentlemen, play 

the game, take your medicine; be generous in victory take 

defeat gallantly." Whitney scoffed that "trying to bulldoze 

umpires and judges out of making decisions unfavorable to 

you, or sulking when an unfavorable decision is made against 

you, is not losing like a man; and, above all things it is 

best to be a MAN."S? Clearly Whitney understood that 

winning, and not whining, was everything in the struggle to 

assert the sporting republic's claims of special providence. 

With the 400 meter race concluded, if not forgotten, 

public attention turned to the Marathon race. The Marathon 

provided spectators with one of the most astonishing 

competitions at the London Garnes. The popular conception of 

American athletic prowess regarded long distance running as 

the province of more "sluggish peoples." Arthur Ruhl 

believed that events which required powerful bursts of 

strength fit the American character. "This particular 

make-up--a large amount of immediately available nervous 

energy and the alert power of concentration--is rather 

characteristically American, just as the enduring vitality 

and steady pluck which wins the distance-runs is rather 

characteristically British," he theorized. S8 Those 

assumptions explained American domination of the sprints and 
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field events and English domination of the long distance 

running. True, the Americans had monopolized the distance 

events in st. Louis. Boston's Thomas Hicks even won the 

Marathon. But that seemed an aberration of the "all 

American" 1904 Games, and, after all, Hicks had immigrated 

from England. So "we conceded in advance that England would 

do very well in the marathon [sic]," remembered Connolly, 

"and English experts themselves modestly stated that it would 

all be English. ,,59 

The Marathon began on a hot July morning at 

Shepherd's Bush Stadium. Dorando Pietri of Italy set a 

blistering pace early in the race. English runners "melted 

into the horizon of the dusty landscape in trying to hold the 

flying Italian." The night before the race Pietri had 

announced, "I wi 11 win to-morrot,z--or die. ,,60 He very 

nearly fulfilled both portions of his prophecy. Pietri entered 

Shepherd's Bush first, and began his final lap. Exhausted by 

the pace he collapsed short of the finish line. "Dorando had 

fought with might and main to win the race of his life, and 

there he lay, a human mass," reported the London 

Standard. 61 Some British officials gave him a shot of 

strychnine, but he collapsed again. When the United States' 

John J. Hayes entered the stadium British officials quickly 

carried the semi-comatose Italian runner across the finish so 

that an American would not win. 62 



But Olympic judges disqualified Pietri a few hours 

later and declared Hayes of the United states the victor. 
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The Americans swept the top three places in the revised 

Marathon standings. Connolly praised the winner, observing 

that "Hayes, the unfaltering, won the race because he had the 

American athletic spirit, which tempers the hot impulse of 

action with the saving air of careful preparation and 

intelligent execution.,,63 Americans knew how to control 

dynamic energies better than the athletes of any other 

nation. Current Literature described Hayes as a 

twenty-four year old New York City clerk of Irish descent, "a 

bright-eyed little fellow, hard as nails.,,64 Mr. Dooley 

sarcastically congratulated the Italian. "He ran a superb 

race, doin' th' last mile in an autymobile in two minyits." 

But, "owin' to some stupid misconstruction iv th' rules, th' 

race was given to a Yankee who resorted to what we must call 

th' very unsportsmanlike device iv runnin' th' entire 

distance." Ironically, Mr. Dooley's creator, Finley Peter 

Dunne, had married an Olympian. Margaret Abbott, who wed 

Dunne in 1902, won the "Olympic" golfing championship at the 

1900 Garnes in paris. 65 In the minds of many Americans 

Hayes' triumph signified that the American spirit had 

overcome American nerves to whip the British at their own 

game. 

The A.O.C. was incensed that it had required an 
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official protest to get Hayes installed as the victor. "The 

American Committee were forced into the unbecoming position 

of having to protest against the awarding of the race to a 

runner as courageous as any the world has ever seen," 

complained Kirby. He admitted that there was not a specific 

rule which stated that a runner had to finish under his own 

power. But "to state such a rule would be as absurd as to 

say that in a IOO-yard dash the runner must not use an 

automobile," grumbled Kirby. "The English judges asked me to 

find a rule covering the point and were disgusted when I 

suggested that they might award the race to Longboat [the 

Canadian runner Americans accused of professionalism] who 

had finished ahead of them all--in an automobile. ,,66 

The English took a somewhat different view of the 

situation. The Academy thought it unfortunate that an 

American came into the stadium behind Pietri. "If he had 

been an Englishman it may be safely assumed that he would 

have brought no objection against Dorando," opined the 

English magazine. The Academy claimed that by making a 

protest Hayes lost the chance of a lifetime. "If he had been 

a sufficiently good sportsman to allow Dorando to retain the 

prize he would have been the most popular man in England, and 

he would have done much to wipe out the feeling of disgust 

which had been generated by the conduct of the American 

athletes and their rowdy supporters." 



The Academy accused Americans of taking "the old 

professional maxim ... 'Win, tie, or wrangle.'" Whitney 

characterized the English "balderdash" surrounding the 

Marathon as "ludicrous.,,67 He even took a potshot at the 
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special cup which the English Queen presented Pietri with to 

commemorate the Italian runner's effort. "It was a sweet, 

womanly thought that prompted the Queen's gracious donation 

of a consolation cup to the Italian who had so nearly won the 

Marathon, but the subsequent lionizing of the man was a 

maudlin, not to say amusing exhibit of Cockney England gone 

daft," blustered Whitney. "They had the poor man receiving 

bracelets stripped from the arms of women, and exhibiting 

himself on the stage of a music hall, within twenty hours of 

his collapse on the Stadium. And yet we refer to English 

phlegm!,,68 But the Americans honored Pietri also. The 

A.O.C. sent him a special medal through the United states 

ambassador in Rome. Pietri himself complained that he could 

have finished under his own power, and the Italians were 

enraged at the "technical" claims made by American 

ff ' 'I 69 o l.Cl.a s. 

Whitney vigorously defended American sportsmanship as 

far superior to English behavior. He paid homage to American 

marksmen, who won despite the fact that the Europeans had 

unfairly used special equipment. "That the American revolver 

marksmen shot out their match against the handicap of 
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hair-triggers and longer barrels without comment, and the 

individual American riflemen competed against specially made 

match rifles, also without comment, indicated the proper 

conception of sportsmanship." That was "'playing the game,'" 

congratulated Whitney.70 He admitted that a few Americans 

may have bragged too loudly about the triumphs, but 

attributed it the emotional victories which had once again 

given the United states an Olympic "championship."71 

Claims and counter-claims about the Olympic 

"championship" and commentary on how the athletic contests 

had revealed national character, filled media accounts of the 

Games on both sides of the Atlantic. In article after 

article the British press castigated America's win at any 

cost attitude. On the American side of the Atlantic, a few 

observers agreed that the "Americans . . . behaved like 

muckers." A Collier's editorial echoed the sentiments of 

English critic and essayist G.K. Chesterton's indictment of 

American athletic behavior. Chesterton had long regarded 

America as a nation of religious zealots. Olympic events had 

confirmed his suspicions. Chesterton had asserted that one 

should look in the American sportsman "not for the light 

vices of vain or sensual loungers, but for the solid vices of 

statesmen and fanatics, for the sins of men inflamed by 

patriotism or religion. He can not shake hands after the 

fight. He feels toward his conqueror as a man toward the 
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invader who has robbed him of his God." Chesterton clearly 

realized the intensely politicized nature of modern sport, 

even if he only saw it among Americans. ~Qllier's ag~eed 

with Chesterton's sentiments. "Somewhat overexpressed, . 

but acute.,,72 An Outlook editorial supported 

Collier's. "The manager of the American team cannot be 

justified for the sneering, quarrelsome, and unsportsmanlike 

assertions" the United States officials made, reprimanded 

Outlook. "We wish we could say that the American athletes 

have shown themselves good losers as well as winners," jabbed 

th . 73 e magaz1ne. 

Collier's and the Outlook, however, were minority 

voices in the United States. Caspar Whitney rushed to the 

defense of his old friends in American athletics for they way 

in which they handled events in London. "Had it not been for 

the indefatigable efforts, the technical knowledge, and the 

experience of James E. Sullivan, there would have been no 

such winning team for America at the Olympic Games," opined 

Whitney. "Put that in your pipes and smoke it all ye little 

Americans with petty spites who seized every opportunity to 

say something unkind and unjust about the A.A.U. or its 

president.,,74 

Even the British press was not entirely hostile to 

the American performances, both in and out of the stadium, at 

London. The Bookman commended the Times, the 
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Spectator, the English Outlook, "and even the usually 

Americanophobic" Saturday "ReView, for paying a "generous 

tribute to the prowess of the American team of athletes." On 

the other hand, the overwhelming majority of the American 

media made very little positive commentary on English 

performances. "There is no person on earth who talks so much 

about fair playas a Briton," claimed The Bookman, 

neglecting American verbiage about that hallowed principle. 

"But he values it so much that he sees to it that it is kept 

exclusively for Britons and is not lavishly wasted on the 

'outlander.'" The Bookman recalled the famous anecdote 

about the time a French horse won the English Derby. 

"Waterloo is avenged," shouted a delirious French fan. "Yes, 

you ran well on both occasions," riposted an English Duke. 

"Unfortunately, the spirit which animated His Grace has been 

rather too characteristic of Englishmen, regardless of social 

rank, whenever British athletic prestige was threatened."75 

The A.O.C. howled at length about British 

boorishness. "The greatest tribute to the team," proclaimed 

Kirby, "is not the points and places won, but the greater 

moral victory in its forbearance and gentlemanly behavior 

under circumstances and conditions which made it hard for any 

self-respecting man to hold his peace and keep his 

temper.,,76 Kirby penned the A.O.C.'s official report on 

the 1908 Games, a long list of grievances against British 
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officials, athletes and fans. He accused the British 

officials of insulting the American flag, allowing a 

professional Canadian runner to participate, openly coaching 

British athletes, barring American trainers for caring for 

injured team members, stealing the 400 meter race from 

Americans, making a shambles of the Marathon, and generally 

mucking up the proceedings. He accused English athletes of 

unfair and unsportsmanlike behavior. And he charged English 

spectators with behaving boorishly.77 

Kirby roundly condemned the organization of the 

Olympic program of events. He pointed in particular to an 

incident in which an American broad jumper was struck from 

the list of eligible competitors for missing roll call. At 

the time roll was called the American was running in the 200 

meter final. "Such an arrangement was to the advantage of 

the home team," complained Kirby. The A.O.C. also decried 

the English method of drawing places for heats blindly, 

rather the seeding the runners. The American officials felt 

that they lost out on several places when their fastest 

runners faced one another in a heat, with only the winner 

advancing. 78 Whitney cautioned Americans not to complain 

of "underhanded work" or "highway robbery" by the English 

officials. He felt that they had simply been incompetent, 

not dishonest. "It was indeed dire misfortune that, in 

addition to being incapable," Whitney averred, "the officials 
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were also stupid, losing their heads so completely as to 

establish a record for incompetency which is not likely to be 

surpassed in many years to come."79 

The A.O.C. report blasted English preparations for 

field events. The British had failed to provide a "plant 

box" for the pole vault or a landing pit for either the pole 

vault or the high jump. Kirby was scandalized. "It can only 

be understood on the ground that it was made to place the 

American competitors at a disadvantage," he wrote. A barrage 

of A.O.C. complaints about the great danger of injury finally 

led to the implementation of jump pits, but the British 

refused requests for a "plant box." 

Kirby saved his most savage criticisms for English 

spectators. "One would have pardoned those Englishmen who 

hooted at you to 'Sit down' when you stood during the playing 

of 'The Star-Spangled Banner,' and forgiven the others of the 

same breed who endeavored to take away a small American flag 

from a boy in the 'American section' of the grand stand on 

the ground that these acts were not characteristic of the 

British, but committed by a few who lacked manners," admitted 

Kirby. But he declared that such behavior was not at all 

h t · t' 80 unc arac er1S 1C. 

The British Olympic Council made a point by point 

reply to the A.O.C.'s accusations, refuting American 

indictments on each issue. The British report called the 
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American contingent "a splendid team, and quite good enough 

to stand on their own merits; yet they will go down to 

history as the team on whose behalf more complaints were made 

than was the case with any other in the whole series of these 

Games, and as the only team which went away without a single 

acknowledgement of the hospitality which the British Olympic 

Council did its best to show them in this country." The 

British report pointed to the international Olympic code 

which it had drawn up before the Games and sent to each 

nation, and the fact the Sullivan and the A.O.C. had 

previously approved of British regulation of the entire 

affair, as evidence that the American outcry was simply sour 

grapes. "The Americans were treated in every respect exactly 

as every other nation, and as our own athletes were treated," 

concluded the British Olympic Council. 81 

The Americans vociferously asserted that they had won 

the London Olympics on the strength of their victories in 

track and field. Harper's Weekly crowed that "the American 

flag was the first pennant to hoisted as the signal of 

victory, and the final contest in the Stadium also resulted 

in the waving of the Stars and stripes.,,82 However, the 

overall standings in all the sports contested showed the 

British hosts far ahead of second place United States, 

fifty-six gold medals to twenty-three. 83 But the American 

sportswriter, companion of Theodore Roosevelt, and creator of 
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the "all-American" football team Walter Camp felt that "our 

own satisfaction is based upon very tangible facts, for in 

such events as are known and understood generally as track 

and field events the Americans were far and away superior to 

athletes of all other nations."S4 Whitney agreed. He 

dubbed the Olympics "the most important international contest 

in the history of track and field athletics, for here were 

gathered the cream of the world's athletes; the champions of 

champions." The United Kingdom had entered more than five 

hundred athletes, and the United states only eighty. "Yet 

America captured IS firsts, 9 seconds, and 6 thirds, to the 

United Kingdom's 8 firsts, 6 seconds, and 3 thirds," marveled 

whitney.8S 

The Outlook concurred with Whitney and Camp. "The 

American athletes were chiefly concerned in field and track 

athletics (which may be said most closely to stand as the 

modern successors of the Greek games) and will base their 

claim on what is called international scoring," reported the 

magazine. 86 International scoring had the United states 

winning the track and field competition at Shepherd's Bush 

Stadium, 114 and 2/3 points to runner-up England's 66 and 

1/3. With those figures in mind, Walter Camp declared that 

"it is pardonable, then, that the 'Eagle should scream .• ,,87 

President Roosevelt cabled his sentiments to Sullivan and the 

team. "Heartiest congratulation to you and team," read the 



telegram. "Wish I could shake hands with each man.,,88 

The American press transformed the track and field 

championship into Olympic victory. "The supremacy of the 
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American athletes in the games most severely testing muscle, 

skill and endurance is clearly established," announced the 

New York Times. 89 But why had the Americans won? 

Explanations focused on the power of democratic ideals, the 

efficacy of the "melting pot," and the scientific training 

which allowed American athletes to harness the dynamic 

energies which their unique social circumstances produced. 

The Olympic victory was not surprising, given the American 

environment. "No marvel that, here in America, with our 

mixed bloods in competition and almost everybody living under 

pressure, we produce great sprinters, leapers, and 

weight-throwers," surmised Connolly. American "form," 

personified by Hayes and the other victors, had 

'I d 90 preva~ e . 

Connolly praised the current crop of American 

champions, assuring readers that they "are typically 

American, of the Americans who are shaping the future rather 

than living in the past, and only America just now seems to 

be producing these remarkable athletes in any numbers." 

Foremost among the American victors was Forrest Smithson, a 

Pacific Coast divinity student and hurdler. Connolly thought 

Smithson would do "if you were looking for a slashing 
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half-back."91 In London Smithson slashed over the 110 

meter hurdles in world record time. A famous photograph 

showed Smithson running with a Bible clutched in his hand, 

symbolizing his protest of Olympic events contested on 

Sundays. 92 But accounts of the race made no mention of 

Smithson's unlikely cargo. Indeed a photograph of the event 

in Spalding's "official" account of the 1908 Olympics 

depicted smithson clearing the last hurdle without anything 

in his hands. 93 The picture had been staged to make a 

political protest against Sabbath competition~. Smithson 

understood the powerful forum that Olympic victories allowed 

for social criticism. He made a personal statement. 

The American team made a national statement. 

Throughout the Games the European press had accused the 

united states of hiring foreign athletic mercenaries to win 

Olympic gold. The British media focused in particular on the 

Irish-American members of the united States team. For 

American athletes, sportswriters and managers, the "melting 

pot" character of the team indicated that Wister's American 

axiom--"Let the best man win, whoever he is"--really worked. 

Connolly, a proud son of the Emerald Isle himself, laughed 

that the United states had proved their mettle before the 

assembled athletic might of a decadent, aristocratic Europe. 

"An impressive host," he wrote, "and from the front ranks 

emerged triumphant the shining figure of Young America, who 
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may be personified as a youth rather under than over 

twenty-five, of good height and not too great weight, of 

almost any racial extraction--Teuton, Saxon, Scandinavian, 

Latin, but mostly Irish, and always of the exuberant spirit 

of the nation yet in its youth."94 

The Bookman hinted that if the British point of 

view were considered, some of the protest against the 

"composition" of the American team might be validated. The 

editor noted that John Flanagan, the great American weight 

thrower, although an American citizen, had emigrated from 

Ireland as a young man and "in British eyes he is still a 

British subject, and beyond that he was a grown man and an 

athlete of prominence before he left Ireland to come to 

America. We know that it was entirely the American system 

that brought him to his highest point of achievement," 

confided The Bookman, paying homage to the American 

environment, "but we cannot expect the English to concede 

that fact. In their eyes he cannot seem anything else than 

an importation for athletic purposes." 

The Bookman noted that the Americans were so deep 

in the weight throws that they probably could have sent 

athletes who did not rankle the English as much as Flanagan, 

like DeWitt or Shevlin. At that point the editor sprung his 

trap. Even if the United states had sent the native born 

DeWitt or Shevlin, chuckled the editor, "English newspapers 
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would have printed the names and vowed that one was either a 

Dutchman or a Boer, and the other an Irishman.,,95 Whitney 

tried to correct the impression that the American team was 

composed mainly of Irishmen, while recognizing the "melting 

pot" flavor of the squad. "Of the twenty-four point winners 

on America's team, one is Irish-born and American by 

adoption; five are American-born of Irish parents; one is 

American-born of German parents; the balance are of 

American-born parents." He totally rejected the English 

accusations that the American team was comprised of foreign 
. 96 mercenar1es. 

Connolly went a step further. He ridiculed the myth 

of the Anglo-Saxon athletic supremacy. The improved showing 

of southern European athletes had raised questions in the 

press about the supposed superiority of Anglo-Saxon 

sportsmen. Connolly noted "the failure of the Saxon to live 

up to his reputation" and wondered, "is the Saxon 

degenerating or is the Latin in a renascence?" The facts 

were that that supreme Anglo-Saxon athlete, "has nearly 

always had a strong strain of Irish blood," wrote Connolly, 

taking a swipe at the English tea under whose flag many Irish 

athletes had refused to compete. 97 Or as American humorist 

Finley Peter Dunne had his character Mr. Dooley lampoon, 

"on'y men iv pure Anglo-Saxon blood were allowed to compete, 

an th' names iv th' American team alone were enough to thrill 



th' heart iv th' Saxon who knows th' proud histhry iv his 

race--such names as Sheridan, Flannagan, O'Brien, Casey, 

O'Halloran, an' so on."98 
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One observer of Olympic sport was not convinced of 

the melting pot theory of American athletic success. Dr. 

Charles E. Woodruff, a member of the United states Army 

medical corps, studied the racial characteristics of the 

winners in the 1906 and 1908 Games. He insisted that Nordic 

types supplied the majority on the victories in Olympic 

competition. In explaining the preponderance of immigrants 

and first generation Americans among the winners, he pointed 

to the effect of climate on strenuosity. The "light" of 

American skies gave an enormous stimulus to the nervous 

system of Nordic immigrants during their first few 

generations in the new world claimed Woodruff. That fact 

explained the American dominance in events which required a 

great deal of nervous energy--sprints, jumps and other field 

events. But the excessive stimulation of American "light" 

soon burned out the Nordic stock, rendering families who had 

long resided in the new world incapable of athletic 

excellence. The degenerated Nordics, according to Woodruff 

and CUrrent Literature, were also incapable of functioning 

in their "natural" roles as the governors of society, since 

"the big brawny northmen" had "been the world's rulers from 

time immemorial." Woodruff suggested that "if America is to 
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be at the front of civilization with the other advanced 

nations, its blood must be constantly recruited from Northern 

Europe." But Woodruff's conclusions and his data were not 

necessarily consistent. Despite his belief in Nordic 

supremacy he noted that many of the American winners were not 

of the "blonde type." His Nordic interpretation of American 

athletic success was a lonely, and flawed, dissent to the 

exultations of the champions of the melting pot. 99 

As was often the case in American life, Finley Peter 

Dunne got the last world on the Olympic muddle. He ~ad Mr. 

Dooley recount the Games for Mr. Hennessy in a parody for 

American Magazine. Mr. Dooley conceded that "th' English 

appear to have won be th' handsome margin iv three hundherd 

an' eighty claims iv foul to two hundhred an' siventy 

complaints again th' judges." The Olympics "must've been a 

fine lesson to th' excitable Latins present to see with what 

good nature th' Anglo-Saxon race fought out their sthrenuse 

battle." In France or Italy such a contest would have 

degenerated into violence, laughed Dooley. But the British 

and Americans were "long schooled in friendly contest iv 

skill an' stren'th." The Anglo-Americans kept better control 

of their passions than "do th' emotional nations." The Games 

were fierce while they lasted. "But whin th' contest is over 

all animosity disappears. Th' vanquished extends his manly 

fist to th' nose iv th' victor an' writes a short letter to 
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th' pa-apers tellin' how he was jobbed." 

Dooley thought that the differences between races was 

clear at Shepherd's Bush Stadium. When a Latin won his 

countrymen were unable to contain themselves. "They 

furiously waved their handkerchiefs or puffed on cigars with 

straws in thim, while th' Anglo-Saxons looked on with 

good-natured contimpt at this display of almost feminine 

weakness." On the other hand, "th' Briton, long accustomed 

to resthrain himself in public, accepted defeat or victhry 

with equal serenity, in one case merely yellin' 'Foul!' or 

'Kill th' bloomink Yankees!' an' in th' other dancing on his 

hat." 

Mr. Dooley described the Games as "truly a gloryous 

spectacle, waiters rushin' in with buckets iv team f'r th' 

English athletes, English officials lodgin' preliminary 

claims iv foul again th' American team, an so forth." The 

Americans "succeeded in rollin' up a score iv eight pints an' 

iliven disqualifications in more or less obsolete forms iv 

spoort known as field an' thrack athletics, such as jumpin', 

runnin', pole-vaulting, hurdling, et cethery." But the 

English, chuckled Dooley, had claimed the Olympic 

championship by winning such events as "wheel in' th' 

p'rambulaotr," "th' tea-dhrinkin' contest," and "th' Long 

Stand-up While th' Band Plays Gawd Save th' King." "Do you 

think th' English are good losers?" Mr. Hennessy finally 
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asked Dooley. "Good losers, says ye? Good losers? I'll 

back thim to lose anny time they start," Dooley replied. 100 

Mr. Dooley spoke for the nation. In the American 

mind the London Games had come to symbolize the new order in 

world affairs. The new Athens had supplanted a Romanized 

British Empire. Did not Olympic dominance signify that 

pragmatism and scientific insight had given Americans control 

over the awesome energies of modern society? Did not British 

antagonism conceal English fears of the superiority of the 

American republic? A New York Times cartoon ~pitomized the 

vision of the fourth Olympics as proof of American 

superiority over decadent England. It pictured a robust, 

vigorous-looking Teddy Roosevelt facing a skinny, 

effete-looking Englishman in a monocle and top hat. The two 

stood in front of a placard announcing the "Olympic Games" in 

a sketch entitled "When Greek Meets Greek."lOl 

Roosevelt congratulated the team "upon their splendid 

work in worthily upholding the athletic traditions of the 

country." The president of the Irish American Athletic Club, 

Patrick J. Conway, told a newspaper reporter that the 

athletes should cancel other appearances which they had 

scheduled in Europe, and return to the United states for a 

national celebration. "He believes that American prowess 

should be shown to the world," wrote the reporter, "but there 

was no need to exhibit in European countries after their 
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doings of the past two weeks in the London Stadium.,,102 

The nation reveled in America's athletic conquest. 

When the team returned to the United states President 

Roosevelt received them at his Oyster Bay retreat. The New 

York Times thought the president "wholly sincere in his 

admiration of the men of large muscular skill and endurance, 

and we do not doubt that he has honestly rejoiced in the 

American victories at Shepherd's Bush much more than 

countless thousands of his fellow-citizens who have 

vociferously cheered the athletes since their return." The 

President identified them as American Everymen, instructing 

the athletic stars to "drop the hero business and go to 

work." Roosevelt admonished the Olympians to cease speaking 

of British unfairness. "We don't need to talk," the 

president gloated, "we've won." The reporter who described 

the president's visit with the Olympians also elevated 

Roosevelt to the position of the most athletic leader in 

American history. "Most of our Presidents have been men of 

the courtroom, the law office, the study. ANDREW JACKSON 

could shoot as well and ride as well as Mr. ROOSEVELT but we 

doubt if he could have safely faced him with a tennis net 

between them," judged the scribe. 103 

A parade and honors ceremony greeted the winners on 

their return to New York City. The Olympians, accompanied by 

military detachments, rode a motorcade to City Hall while 
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"great crowds thronged the streets, admired the military, and 

cheered the men of skill and muscle vociferously." The 

demonstrative crowd "fitly represented the feeling of the 

public toward the victorious athletes." A New Times 

reporter wondered if it "denoted, in some measure, their 

fellow-countrymen's sympathy with them for the disagreeable 

part of their experience abroad.,,104 

On the evening of the celebration New York City's 

elite invited several of the Olympic champions to a lavish 

public dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Caspar Whitney 

could not resist a final chance to try and squeeze public 

opinion for more financial support for the American Olympic 

movement. He rebuked the Americans who had jumped on the 

bandwagon and saluted the returning victors with "hurrahing 

and ostentatious caperings," when they had so conspicuously 

failed to lend a hand in sending the team to London. Whitney 

groused that "when I review the experiences of our American 

Olympic Committee, I recall that no Vanderbilt offered a 

doll ar' s worth of help, nor an Astor. ,,105 

Whitney and Sullivan had molded the American Olympic 

team to fit the philosophy of the sporting republic. They 

had succeeded to a remarkable degree in creating a cultural 

pattern in the United states which associated Olympic 

standing with national strength. Athletics built, and 

revealed, national character read their equation. Athletics 
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could even show the flaws in the American character. 

Whitney identified two habits which discredited 

American athletes, a "disposition to 'kick' at decisions," 

and "training to beat the rules." Those habits caused enough 

problems in the United states, but they were giving Americans 

particularly bad reputations in Olympic competitions. "We 

know that this 'kicking' and his endeavors to be too smart 

for the rule makers are by no means evidence of dishonest 

intent, but an expression of his frenzy to win," conceded 

Whitney. He recognized that if athletism was not properly 

channeled, the tremendous energies unleashed by athletic 

exercise could be destructive. "Now there is nothing the 

matter with the 'get there' spirit, per se; it is the 

spirit of the land that has made us what we are--a spirit 

which, let us hope, will never be quenched; but it needs 

direction. It requires control in our sport as it does in 

our business." Whitney linked athletism and its problems to 

the powerful forces which were corrupting American life. "We 

do things in Wall street that would put a man behind bars if 

he was not ranked as being smart," wrote Whitney. "The 

slickness which enters into high finance has a tendency to 

creep into our athletics. The mad passion for 

money-making--anything to make money--and the placing of 

money-making as the highest expression of one's endeavors, 

one's brain, one's skill, is reflected in athletics by the 
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passion for victory which ignores sport for sport's sake," he 

warned. 106 

But Whitney believed that more Americans were getting 

the "sporting spirit," and condemning the mad passion for 

winning. Perhaps America had flaws. Those Whitney found 

tolerable, particularly when compared to incompetencies of 

the Europeans who led the Olympic movement. He wanted an 

A.O.C. led purge to purify the Games. England was not solely 

to blame, he insisted. "The responsibility must be divided 

among all of us who have tolerated the casual Olympic 

organization which provided so incompetent an international 

committee," he asserted. "My suggestion is dismissal of the 

present so-called International Olympic Committee." He 

suggested that the presidency of the revamped I.O.C. be 

offered to Lord Desborough!107 

Whitney blasted the I.O.C. for mismanaging the 

Olympic movement. He dismissed the current I.O.C. as "a 

clumsy affair, composed largely of inexperienced men, chosen 

quite after the fashion that obtains in nominating 

patronesses to smart garden parties--by well-meaning if 

capricious gentlemen who appear to view the 'Comite 

Athletique' as a kind of of social board-walk." Whitney 

wanted an efficient official structure competent "to handle 

such a big business as these Olympic Games have become." He 

hoped to restrict the I.O.C.'s membership to the nations 
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which actually participated in the Games, grousing that 

Turkey, Spain, Russia and Peru were represented in the 

council but that Canada was not. He also demanded that the 

new I.O.C. appoint international managers to run the Games 

and select the referees, rather than leaving all of the 

actual details of constructing an Olympics to the host 

country's "partisan" organizing committee. An international 

institution as important as the Olympics, counseled Whitney, 

should be controlled by "experts," not amateurs. loa 

Blackwood's could not understand why the Olympic 

Games were so important. "Even in their golden age the 

Olympic Games brought but a truce to Greece," the editor 

reflected. "The great issues of peace and war are not 

decided upon accidents so trivial" as Olympic performances. 

"Germany is not likely to stay her hand because the English 

champions are superior to her own on the running path," 

rationalized Blackwood's. "England will not look upon 

American diplomacy with a kinder eye because an American has 

thrown the hammer farther than any athlete that came before 

h ' ,,109 l.m. The editor's attempt to disconnect Olympic 

athletics from the great issues of national policy indicated 

the degree to which sport and political life had merged in 

the Western world. While a few "intellectuals," like 

Blackwood's editors in England and E.L. Godkin's crew at 

The Nation in the United States, tried to attack the 
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linkage between athletism and national power, it slowly 

became a solid truism in popular culture. The images fit 

together too easily. In Western minds, energy had 

transformed the medieval world into the modern. In England 

many of the measures of national energy seemed to be 

slipping. British industrial production could not match the 

expl osi ve growth curves o.f German and American manufacturing. 

Athletic production, in the very track and field games which 

the English had invented, seemed to be slipping too. Perhaps 

a strong Olympic showing would make Germany s~ay its hand, 

and return the United states to its proper orbit. For a 

people whose mythology taught them that an empire had been 

launched from the playing fields of Eton, it was time to 

"play up." 

The next celebration of the Olympiad had been 

scheduled for stockholm. The British, troubled by the 

comparisons of English and American athletic prowess, would 

mount a strong effort to assuage the nagging fear that the 

Empire might indeed be on the decline. What would another 

British failure on the Olympic green indicate? The Americans 

dreamed of more glory. The A.O.C. had grand plans. They 

wanted more money, bigger and better tryouts, and a training 

ship to carry their champions to Sweden. They wanted Uncle 

Sam to whip John Bull. The second round in the battle for 

strenuous superiority would be fought in 1912. America's 
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original athletic missionary hoped that his nation would 

absorb the Olympic spirit; "for no country can find greater 

use for it than our own, which is standing now, awake and 

eager, where old Greece once slept--on the threshold of the 

world's leadership.,,110 The new Athenians looked to 

stockholm to stake their claim. 
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American member of the I.O.C., reminisced that more than 
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thirty years earlier Baron Pierre de Coubertin had first 

advocated the Olympic idea to the modern world. "The motto 

of M. de Coubertin was 'Ludus pro Patria,'" recalled 

Professor Sloane. Certainly the United states had taken 

Coubertin's motto to heart. 1 Playing the game for the 

homeland had become the central idea of American Olympic 

enterprises. Progressives believed that athletic technology 

could adjust Americans to the requirements of industrial 

society. From their perspectives, athletics promoted 

national vigor, built democratic character, shaped peoples 

from other cultures into "American" types, and indicated the 

emerging power of the nation on the world stage. Athletism's 

architects stressed the ways in which playgrounds built 

mighty nations. Ludus pro Patria fit comfortably into the 

gospel of the strenuous life. 

In the years between the fourth and fifth Olympics, 

Theodore Roosevelt continued to preach the strenuous life and 

practical idealism as tonics for the negative energies of 

modernity. In a series of lectures at the Pacific 

Theological Seminary he espoused the concept of "Realizable 

Ideals." He told his audience that "all our extraordinary 
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material development, our wonderful industrial growth will go 

for nothing unless with the growth goes hand in hand the 

moral, the spiritual growth that will enable us to use aright 

the other as an instrument." Roosevelt stressed that while 

Americans must uphold their ideals and values, those ideals 

and values had to fit the realities of the materialistic, 

modern world. "Don't preach the impossible," Roosevelt 

urged. "But have ideals and insist on their realization." 

In Roosevelt's estimation hard work, honesty, fairness, 

justice and democracy were the realizable ideals and values 

the twentieth century demanded. Progressives believed that 

the playing field offered an intensive course in those 

morals. 2 

Americans had become so imbued with the gospel of the 

sporting republic that it shaped their perspectives of 

presidential politics. On the eve of the election of 1908, 

just after the American Olympians had returned from London to 

a triumphant reception; outing magazine, Whitney's great 

chronicle of the strenuous life, published a major essay 

implicitly endorsing William Howard Taft as the best 

candidate to succeed Theodore Roosevelt. Entitled "Taft at 

Yale," Ralph D. Paine's article glorified the presidential 

candidate's character-building experiences in New Haven. 

"The Taft who ruled the Philippines, who made Cuba put her 

house in order, who said the right word at Panama, who was 
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placed at the head of the War Department, who twice refused a 

seat on the bench of the Supreme Court of the United States, 

owes somewhat of his genius for doing the day's work with 

clear-sighted fairness to all men to that old Yale Fence and 

the democracy it inspired in all who lingered there," 

beli eved Paine. 

The Yale Fence symbolized the spirit of the playing 

field, rather than the classroom, at the ancient--by American 

standards--college. Paine recalled that the portly candidate 

had entered Yale as a 225 pound freshman, and,immediately 

earned the moniker, "Solid" Bill Taft. His cohorts at Yale 

included Walter Camp, A.D.C. treasurer Julian W. Curtiss, and 

the legendary rower Robert Cook. Although collegiate sport 

as it was known in 1912 did not really exist at the Yale of 

the late 1870s, Taft nevertheless excelled in the vigorous 

activities that enriched student life; the freshman "rush" 

against the sophomore class, the ritualized wrestling 

matches, and all the horseplay around the "fence." 

Paine reveled in a tale from the days just after the 

young Taft had graduated from Yale. A Cincinnati mucker 

named Lester A. Rose had sullied the reputation of Taft's 

father, Judge Alphonso Taft, in a "sensation sheet." The 

Cincinnati Commercial for April 20, 1879, reported that 

Wi 11 Taft, "a tall, pO~lerful, athl etic young man," and his 

brother Charles searched for Rose in downtown Cincinnati. 
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"Rose was described to Will Taft as a tall, raw-boned man 

with a broken nose, who was known to be a bruiser, of 

considerable physical courage and great endurance," related 

the Commercial. Taft and his brother, who came along to 

keep bystanders from intervening, quickly found Rose. When 

the scandal-monger answered to his name, the future president 

of the United states responded: "'You're my man,' and a blow 

in the face revealed to Mr. Rose the object of the call. Mr. 

Taft followed up the attack vigorously," reported the 

Commercial, which noted that "the rules of the ring were 

not observed." A bystander finally got past Charles and 

stopped William's assault "because the head of the under man 

[Rose] was being used as a hammer on the pavement." Paine 

and the Outing felt that "Solid" Bill Taft, grown far 

beyond his freshman weight, would be an excellent replacement 

for Theodore Roosevelt. Taft and Roosevelt shared a 

commitment to the strenuous life. 3 

A paean to the vigor of William Jennings Bryan, 

Taft's opponent in the election of 1908, was conspicuous by 

its absence from the pages of Outing. The press never 

painted Bryan in athletic terms. A different energy crackled 

through the "great commoner," the circuit-riding revivalist of 

American politics. He symbolized a different America than 

"Solid" Bill Taft, an America of impoverished farmers, 

oppressed laborers, Western hostility toward the Eastern 
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establishment, Southern parochialism, and isolationist and 

anti-imperialist opposition to the new Empire. He 

represented the elements which the new national culture 

sought to exclude from national life. His attacks on the 

trust and monopolies resonated not with the imagery of the 

greensward and the gospel of fair play, but with the fire and 

brimstone colors of the pulpit and the gospel of the Biblical 

tradition. He spoke not for those who wanted free 

competition, but to those who had been crushed by 

competition. In the eyes of many Americans he and his 

constituency seemed like an uncontrolled dynamo, which, if 

unleashed from the White House, would disrupt the fiber of 

American society. Opponents condemned Bryan as lacking the 

very qualities which they claimed Taft had gained at the 

"fence." In 1908, a few months after the London Olympics, 

the voters rejected Calvinist vigor for "Solid" Bill Taft. 

It was a victor.y of Progressive optimism over prophecies of 

impending catastrophe, of faith in modernism and nationalism 

over traditional sectional isms, of the imagery of athletism 

over Puritanism. It represented a desire for consensus and a 

national culture, and indicated the degree to which political 

culture had been influenced by the sporting republic. 4 

The purveyors of athletism kept working to cement the 

links between sport and American political culture. "History 

repeats itself even though centuries intervene between 
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repetitions," began Edward Bayard Moss' tale of the Fifth 

Olympiad. "Greek mythology records the voyage of the 

Argonauts to recover the Golden Fleece of the winged ram 

Chrysomallus, nailed to the oak tree in the Garden of Ares. 

Ages later," Moss fantasized, "the expedition, modernized by 

American business methods, is duplicated in the sailing of 

the United States Olympic team for the international carnival 

of sports to be held at stockholm next month."S The new 

Athenians had created their own mythology. The American 

team, selected and financed by the bureaucracy of the A.O.C., 

sallied forth from their vigorous republic to defend American 

pride and honor in stockholm. Victories at the Olympic Games 

would symbolize the strength and character of the nation, and 

the American press assured readers that the team would 

continue their winning tradition. 

The A.O.C. moved to insure that promise. "The ::-cccrd 

of American athletics at the ... Olympiads is brilliant in 

two ways," proclaimed Professor Sloane, who had moved his 

academic address from Princeton to Columbia. "First, that 

interested friends have been so liberal in raising funds 

sufficient to send on long journeys the many selected to 

represent the country, and second, in the success of the 

contestants.,,6 The American Olympic movement, under the 

leadership of Sullivan, enjoyed an enormous prestige in 1912. 

The A.O.C. included among its "vice-presidents" such American 
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notables as New York state Supreme Court Justice Victor J. 

Dowling, titans of American industry and finance August 

Belmont, Andrew Carnegie, Samuel R. Guggenheim, Harold F. 

McCormick, J.P. Morgan and Rodman Wanamaker; athletic experts 

Gustavus T. Kirby, J.W. Spalding, Bartow S. Weeks, and the 

founder of New York City's Public Schools Athletic League, 

General George W. Wingate. President Taft stood as the 

honorary president of the A.O.C., while Colonel Robert M. 

Thompson served as the actual president. Sullivan continued 

as the secretary, and the power behind the scenes. The 

executive committee of the A.O.C. controlled the enterprise. 

It included the most powerful leaders of the A.A.U. 

and the champions of the strenuous life; Sullivan, Thompson, 

Kirby, Weeks, Sloane, Dr. Luther H. Gulick, Julian W. Curtiss 

and Joseph B. Maccabe. The executive committee chose Matthew 

P. Halpin as the manager of the stockholm expedition, and 

Michael C. Murphy as the trainer. They had served in the 

same capacities on the 1906 and 1908 Olympic teams. The 

A.O.C. scheduled Olympic tryouts for Harvard Stadium in 

Cambridge Massachussets, Marshall Field in Chicago, and 

Stanford University in Palo Alto, california. 7 Olympic 

officials planned to select Olympians with help from the 

A.A.U., the Y.M.C.A., and the Intercollegiate Athletic 

Association. 8 

With the sites for team selection set, the executive 



committee turned its attention to fund raising. A.O.C. 

treasurer Julian curtiss coordinated the effort, while Gus 

Kirby, then the president of the A.A.U., crisscrossed the 

nation to drum up support for the Olympic team. 9 The 
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A.D.C. announced that the stockholm expedition would be a 

public undertaking. The press aimed patriotic barbs at the 

public's pocketbooks. "Shall the American records at the 

fifth Olympic Games, to be held this Summer at Stockholm, fail 

simply from lack of money?" wondered the New York Times in 

a fund-raising editorial."lO The A.O.C. bragged that all 

of its funds were "collected by voluntary contributions, 

without a subsidy in any shape or form from the Government or 

from any state or municipality."l~ The athletic officials 

followed the prescription for a healthy national 

organization, zealously guarding their kingdom from outside 

interference, but bringing in important elements from other 

institutions which they could control. 

The A.O.C. marshalled "American business methods" to 

meet the financial challenge. They created a coffer to 

finance the team and "decided that a special appeal be sent 

out to all patriotic Americans to come forward and subscribe 

to this fund." The captains of American industry responded. 

John D. Rockefeller, Sr., Andrew Carnegie, George Gould (son 

of the robber baron's robber baron, Jay Gould), Allison V. 

Armour, J.P. Morgan, T.C. DuPont, and Cyrus McCormick 



contributed $500 each to send "a team that will be truly 

representative of this country" to Sweden. Samuel R. 

Guggenheim gave $250 and August Belmont donated $100. 12 
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Major athletic clubs, particularly the New York 

Athletic Club, the Chicago Athletic Association and the 

Olympic Club of San Francisco; and American colleges, 

especially Dartmouth, Yale, Brown, Penn, and the University 

of Chicago, made large contributions. Local and regional 

associations of the A.A.U., businesses and corporations, and 

many other national athletic organizations raised generous 

amounts of money. The champions of the strenuous life and 

former Olympic stars also chipped in. Caspar Whitney gave 

$20, while A.G. Spalding & Brothers donated $500. Two 

breweries, Lembeck & Betz and Anheuser-Busch, kicked in $100 

apiece. Through contributions and selling space on the ship 

which they had chartered to make the voyage to Stockholm, the 

finance committee managed to bring in a little more than 

$125,000 for the trip. They would have but $1800 left after 

the festivities. 13 The A.O.C. had triumphed by the tactics 

which insured the success of middle class professional 

organizations during the search for order; loyal activism, 

the spirit of voluntarism, bureaucratic regularity, control 

of media messages, access to political and corporate power, 

and the association of their product with progress and 

modernity. But they needed Olympic victories for continued 
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success. 

An Olympic triumph in 1912 seemed easily within the 

United states' grasp. Edward Bayard Moss predicted that the 

American Olympians would receive a triumphant homecoming .tif 

they return with the fleece of the fifth Olympiad to add to 

the four already hung in our trophy halls.,,14 No one 

expected anything less than a championship "fleece" from the 

abundantly financed squad. In the summer of 1912 Olympic 

hype reached a fever pitch. Current Literature suggested 

that the nation should ignore the major political conventions 

selecting presidential candidates. Incumbent William Howard 

Taft faced challenges from Democrat Woodrow Wilson and "Bull 

Moose" candidate Theodore Roosevelt. "If you want a real 

world contest, turn your eyes away from Chicago, Baltimore 

and Washington, and fasten them upon the city of stockholm." 

The magazine imagined that the Garnes would even overshadow 

the election issues in the summer of 1912. "Let us cease to 

talk about the initiative, the referendum, and such like 

things, and discuss the discus the pentathlon, the javelin 

throw, and the Marathon race.,,15 

Moss spun the American Olympic legend in the pages of 

Harper's Weekly. "Each revival of the Olympic Garnes has 

drawn larger entry lists, and each struggle has been more 

severe than its predecessor, but never have the United states 

representatives faltered or failed to emerge from the 
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conflict victorious," he proclaimed. He predicted that 

stockholm would see a repetition of that pattern. "Never in 

the history of amateur sport has such an athletic combination 

gone forth to do battle on cinder track and greensward" which 

could compare the 1912 American Olympic squad, boasted Moss. 

The Olympic trials produced a team that led Olympic veteran 

Sullivan, "the foremost athletic authority in America," to 

gush, "never in my long experience have I seen its 

equal.,,16 

Images of America's idealized free and equal society 

abounded in articles which described the team. The A.O.C. 

selected a team of "typical" Americans, "mo!"e than ninety 

per-cent native born, and composed of all classes and 

conditions of men and youths." The "heterogeneous gathering" 

included "lawyers, physicians, policemen, Indians, 

[N]egroes, Hawaiians, college men, school boys, clerks, 

mechanics, and in fact, entrants from every walk of 

l 'f ,,17 1 e. Colonel Thompson noted that about 65 per cent of 

the team came from the collegiate ranks. 1S Moss pointed 

out that the representative nature of the team cut across all 

economic classes. "Sons of wealthy men fraternized with 

youths of their own age so poor that public subscriptions by 

citizens of their home towns were necessary in order that 

they might make the trip to Stockholm." The American 

Olympians represented the American ideal of equality. "There 
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was no class or color distinction on board the training ship 

or in the Stadium. Each man and youth was an integral part 

of the team, bearing the American shield, with his work to 

do.,,19 

The American squad, chosen "without regard to class, 

wealth, race, color or previous condition of servitude," was 

in fact, a curious mixture of American types. 20 It 

included a Christian Scientist distance runner, George V. 

Bonhag, whose "mind will say to his weary body" near the 

finish line: "you are not tired. You must win." Another 

distance runner, a Hopi Indian from Arizona named Lewis 

Tenawima, could run "Marathons under the most discouraging 

conditions and never change the stoicism of his face.,,21 

Tenawima was one of the two Indian distance runners at 

Stockholm. The other was Alfred Sockalexis, an Onondaga from 

Old Town, Maine. The team featured several Hawaiian swimmers 

led by the great Duke Kahanamoku. Edward Moss believed 

Howard P. Drew and James Thorpe best illustrated "the result 

of the countrywide search for the 1912 team." Drew was a 

twenty-two year old black student from a Springfield, 

Massachussets high school who worked as a bell-boy after 

school and summers in a Springfield hotel. Drew began his 

track career wearing shoes he had made "out of an old pair of 

ties [tires?] and a dozen wire nails." By 1912 he was an 

Olympian, and a gold medal threat. Jim Thorpe, the Sac and 
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Fox Indian from Carlisle Indian School, represented American 

hopes in the pentathlon and decathlon. 22 

The New Orleans Times-Picayune's Martin Durkin 

pointed to discus thrower and long jumper Russell Byrd of 

Adrian College, in Michigan, as proof that hard work could 

make American Everymen into Olympians. Byrd was an average 

athlete who had originally been chosen to make the journey to 

Stockholm at his own expense. "As he was the son of 

superannuated minister and had been working his way through 

college, this was out of the question," revealed Durkin. But 

Byrd was determined to win a spot on the regular roster. 

"From that time every spare moment was spent in throwing the 

discus and jumping, two events in which he believed that he 

might excel, and as he practised, he prayed." Byrd made the 

team. Durkin offered Byrd's tale as an object lesson to 

American youth. 23 

The bell-boys, clerks and mechanics, the doctors, 

lawyers and policemen, the Anglo-Saxons, Irishmen, blacks, 

Slavs, Scandinavians, Indians and Hawaiians, the Jews, 

Catholics, Protestants and Christian Scientists of the 

American squad faced the assembled might of the athletic 

world. "To dethrone America in the battle for first place is 

a feat that would ring around the hemisphere, and is 

consequently the object of every athlete and team entered for 

the games," Moss warned Americans. Could the Americans meet 
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the challenge? In his survey of Olympic prospects Edward Fox 

found the American team so tough that one of the United 

states hammer-throwers might crush the rest of the sporting 

world's ambitions. "With one of these terrific throws, 

stockholm may see the hopes of all Europe's athletic teams, 

tied to the swirling wire, go splashing out into the North 

Sea," joked Fox. 24 

Pre-Olympic hype concentrated on the possibilities of 

American victory rather than the international peace and 

harmony which Olympism was supposed to foster. The rivalry 

with Great Britain had created a climate in which the United 

states interpreted the Olympics in terms of struggles for 

national domination. Walter Camp recalled the Anglo-American 

antagonism at the 1908 Olympics, when "the whole affair 

culminated in a most wretched state of feeling between the 

two leading countries in athletics," and hoped it would not 

happen at Stockholm. 25 But it seemed that the stuffy 

notions of Olympic idealism had suffered a welcomed demise at 

London. Current Literature sarcastically "hoped that the 

results in stockholm this month will not be such as to 

require the mobilization of armies and hurry-up orders to 

fl eets. ,,26 

Professor Sloane still preached Olympian iO(::2.llism. 

The aim of the movement, wrote Sloane, was to "make the 

contest and not the victory the joy of the young." But 
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even the idealistic Olympic pioneer realized that "there can 

be no rivalry without some friction." Sloane himself 

subscribed to American Olympic mythology. A.O.C. bosses 

Sullivan and Whitney had always considered Sloane a 

well-intentioned but tender-minded academic, who really knew 

nothing about the realities of modern sport. But Sloane, who 

was also a member of the A.O.C. as well as the I.O.C., had 

slowly come around to the dominant American view of Olympism. 

"That the nucleus of the Olympic meetings must be field and 

track athletics is inevitable, because these have become the 

common possession of vigorous, enterprising youth the world 

" h . d 27 over, e surmlse . Professor Sloane tempered his 

idealism with a pragmatic grasp of the Olympic situation. He 

shared the practical idealism of his fellow Americans. He 

knew that Olympians played for the nations first, and for 

international harmony after. 

Even The Nation, which had long resisted a 

conversion to the doctrine of the strenuous life, understood 

that the American version of athletism was sweeping the 

world. "The strenuous American idea of physical culture is 

winning its way against the older and quieter methods," 

observed one of The Nation's editors. "German moralists of 

the new school of efficiency who have learned to cite America 

as the great exemplar of success, are uttering their 

dissatisfaction with the flabby athletic ideas of the 
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university student as expressed in the ceremonious 

sword-contests of the Mensur and the elaborate beer-drinking 

competition." They would rather have football, baseball and 

track and field contests, which the Germans believed created 

American social "efficiency." 

The Nation also reported that France, consumed by 

the primitivist fad, had "gone quite mad over pugilism." 

The Nation thought it "safe to infer that on the part of 

the ordinary Frenchman this newly awakened fondness for 

fisticuffs belongs to the present renaissance of the French 

spirit, away from feminine decadencies and 

self-scarifications and lotus-eating, towards masculine 

self-confidence and the reassertion of those simple, healthy, 

primitive appetites which help a nation to make a firm stand 

when some other nation wants to deprive it of Morocco." ~ 

Nation, which in the past had so often criticized the 

American linkage of athletism and national vigor, had 

connected the European fascination with American athletics to 

a firmer commitment to progress and national pride in those 

nations which imitated the American example!28 

However, The Nation's editors did not fully 

comprehend France's conception of athletism. The French 

connection of the sporting life and national pride had much 

different ideological roots from the American athletic creed. 

Inspired by the writings of Action Francaise founder 
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Charles Maurras, the haters of the "feminine decadencies" of 

cosmopolitan culture wanted to create a anti-semitic, 

anti-modern, ultra-nationalist French esprit. In claiming 

the primacy of the ~l~~ ~it~l in the life of a culture, 

Maurras and his followers were following the lead of thinkers 

like Henri Bergson and Emile Durkheim. But the far Right 

drew much different conclusions from the concept of a vital 

force than did either Bergson or Durkheim. The French 

doctrine of the strenuous life advocated by Action 

Francaise promoted a proto-fascist, xenophobic vigor which 

sought to purge democracy, Protestants, Jews and foreigners 

from the nation, and return the Third Republic to elite 

control. Of course, Maurras and his followers hated 

Coubertin's Olympic movement. They considered it an evil 

institution which promoted race mixing, internationalism and 

l 't ' 29 cosmopo 1 anlsm. 

At the celebration of the Fifth Olympiad American 

Olympians would continue to try to convert Europe to American 

athletism. When the team gathered in New York City for the 

voyage to stockholm, thousands of fans crowded onto the docks 

and gave the athletes a send-off "with the utmost enthusiasm 

and high spirits." Julian Curtiss, the chairman of the 

committee which financed the expedition, told the team at 

their departure that "we must win in such a manner that we 

shall gain the respect of those we defeat."30 The specter 
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of an American defeat at the athletic mecca of the world did 

not trouble the chairman. The American boys would win, and, 

he hoped, behave decorously. 

The American team crossed the Atlantic on the 

Finland, a Red star Line cruise ship specially altered to 

allow the Olympians to train during the journey. The 

outfitting of the steamer as an Olympic transport marked a 

"new epoch in Olympic history." Athletic experts reworked 

the Finland so that the team could "continue its 

conditioning regardless of the fact that terra firma is 

hundreds of miles away." Moss reported that "special running 

tracks, jumping and weight throwing pits, swimming-tanks, and 

a gymnasium are features provided to keep the athletes on 

edge until they arrive at Stockholm."31 Sullivan wrote 

that "the life aboard the Finland was very similar to that 

one will see daily at the training quarters of the prominent 

clubs or colleges."32 Besides the athletes, the passenger 

list included a multitude of former athletic stars. "Had 

there been some historian of the rise and progress of 

athletics in America on the vessel, he would have had the 

opportunity--which may never again occur--of securing from 

these men authentic, first-hand data of the old days of 

athletics." After ten days at sea, the team landed at 

Antwerp, Belgium where manager Matt Halpin secured a practice 

field to get rid of the Olympians' "sea legs." After two 
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days in Belgium the Finland, with its "cargo of American 

speed and muscle," sailed for Sweden, arriving in stockholm 

four days later. 33 

Apparently, the "melting pot" character of the 

American team which captured the attention of the press, 

imbued the athletes with a sense of ethnic equalitarianism as 

well. Abel Kiviat, a Jewish middle distance runner of the 

team, recalled how he had begun a friendship with Howard 

Drew, the black sprinter, on board the Finland. "Howard 

and I got together almost by instinct," he remembered. 

Kiviat related that one of the discus throwers had called him 

a "little 'sheeny.'" But the rest of the team would not 

stand for the slur. "Pat McDowell, a 325 pound shot putter, 

and one of the other big weight men grabbed the discus 

thrower, who looked like an ugly gorilla, and told him next 

time you say anything to little Abel we're going to squeeze 

you through the little porthole and that will be the end of 

you," chuckled Kiviat. "There was no repeat incident.,,34 

The athletes understood their tasks. They had to win, and 

they had to symbolize American ideals. 

The fifth Olympiad opened at Stockholm on July 6, and 

continued until July 15. The Swedes had constructed a 27,000 

seat granite and grey brick stadium for the Olympics. As 

usual, the Americans groused about the layout of the track. 

But Sullivan politely identified the complaints as minor, and 
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thanked the Swedish Olympic Committee for its efforts. 35 

American spectators in the stands greeted the United states 

contingent with a hearty cheer of "Rah, rah, ray! U.S.A.! 

A-M-E-R-I-C-A!" The cacophony of American college cheers 

"blended with general cheering due a champion when the front 

ranks of the American athletes swung through the gates." 

Will T. Irwin, writing for Collier's, reported that the 

American team wore blue coats with white trousers and shoes, 

and straw hats. "As they came down the line, section after 

section rising to greet them, the Americans in the grandstand 

experienced a momentary disappointment," Irwin wrote. "The 

men of the martial nations which preceded them, conscripts 

all, had marched with the formal carriage of European 

military tactics," he stated. "Ours, though they kept good 

step and alignment, glided along in any fashion, their arms 

and shoulders keeping swing with their walk. It took a 

second thought to convince us that we were right and Europe 

wrong," remembered Irwin. "This free-and-easy gait, when 

performed by a six-foot youth in perfect condition, is after 

all, more natural and beautiful than the protruding chest, 

the stiff hands, and the unnatural step of German tactics and 

I leave it to any sculptor or painter.,,36 

Irwin recalled that the American procession had moved 

with the "loose, springy, natural step of men in perfect 

control of their bodies and in perfect condition. It was the 
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gait of the plainsmen who tamed our wilderness, of Jackson's 

'foot cavalry,' of Sherman's army of athletes. Human beings 

were made to walk that way." His commentary provided an 

ironic counter-point to his accusations of the 

overly-soldierly bearing of the Germans. 37 When the team 

passed by the royal box, the flag-bearer dipped the stars and 

stripes--so much for a hallowed American Olympic legend. 38 

Irwin found symbols of a new world order in the 

national teams assembled before cheering multitudes at 

stockholm. The small Japanese delegation stood next to the 

Greek ancestors of the original Olympians. "Here, beside the 

little squad representing that most significant race which 

lost its domination twenty years ago," he wrote, "stood the 

other little squad from the race which made its offer of 

domination only yesterday." The American press would find 

many more indications of national primacy in the world 

hierarchy at stockholm. They would proclaim that the points 

scored in track and field athletics especially, and to some 

degree in other sports, would reveal national character. The 

opening festivities culminated with the Scandinavians, 

Germans, Englishmen and "unmusical Americans" rendering a 

version of "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," which conveyed a 

"solemn thrill" to the Olympian assembly.39 

The Americans found conditions much more satisfactory 

than at the London Olympics. Nevertheless, Swedish 
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preparations were not up to American standards. Swedish 

officials furnished the track with an electrical timing 

apparatus, and "instantaneous photography at the finish." 

But the A.O.C. pronounced the technology "far behind" that 

employed at A.A.U. meets. In his official report Sullivan 

labeled Swedes as "sportsmen of the true type," and admitted 

that there were no incidents with judges or officials at 

Stockholm. But his compliments were a preface to his 

continued attack on the I.O.C.'s handling of Olympic 

organization. "I feel firmly convinced that if the Olympic 

Garnes are to be perpetuated each and every country that 

furnishes the contestants will have to be consulted in 

relation to the rules and events, and the International 

Committee, if it is to have any longer life, shall decide." 

Sullivan continued to lobby for an international official 

crew, and for the application of American standards to 

Olympic athletics. 40 

The Swedish organizing committee, under the sway of 

American definitions of sport, made track and field, the 

repository of "the Olympian points proper," the focus of the 

festivities. 41 Sullivan arrogantly declared that without 

track and field athletics the Olympics "would be a dismal 

failure." Americans had always considered "athletics" the 

central feature of the Olympics. The nation was not 

disappointed by its track and field stars. "As in all 
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previous Olympic Games, the athletes from the United states 

showed their superiority," trumpeted Sullivan. The United 

States won sixteen of the thirty-one track and field events, 

garnered twelve second places and thirteen third places at 

Stockholm. The A.O.C. tabulated 85 points in the meet for 

the United States, 29 for Finland, 27 for Sweden and 15 for 

Great Britain. If Canada and South Africa's totals were 

added to Great Britain's, the Empire still only finished with 

27 points in the "Anglo-Saxon" track and field competition. 

In the overall standings for the 1912 Olympics, the A.O.C. 

had the United States with 25 gold, 17 silver and 20 bronze 

medals. Sweden had 23 gold, 24 silver and 16 bronze; Great 

Britain had 10 gold, 15 silver, and 16 bronze medals; and 

Finland had 9 gold, 8 silver and 9 bronze medallions. The 

A.O.C.'s arithmetic gave Sweden a slight edge in the overall 

standings, with 133 points to the united States' 129. Great 

Britain scored 76 points. With the rest of the Empire 

included, the British total rose to 118. 42 

Americans congratulated the Finns and Swedes on their 

showings in Olympic track and field. Sullivan thought that 

Sweden and Finland were following the American example. 

Their victories indicated that "that America was able to 

point the way in international contests to the nations of the 

world." The A.O.C. chief admired the patriotism of the 

Swedish and Finnish contingents. He remarked that an 
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"impossible to describe" national feeling swept over the 

stadium whenever a Swedish performance caused their flag to 

be raised to the top of the stadium as a signal of victory. 

When the Finns swept the javelin throw "an encouraging and 

sympathetic thrill rose from all," recalled Sullivan. That 

response indicated the understanding which the crowd and the 

athletes felt as the Finnish victors were forced to watch the 

Russian flag, "with a pennant attached on which 'Finland' was 

printed in bold relief," signal their victory. The rest of 

the world had begun to adopt the athletic nationalism which 

had colored the American approach to international sport 

since the Athens Olympics in 1896. 43 

The results from stockholm precipitated an orgy of 

athletic nationalism in the American press. Outlook 

cheered that "in track and field events the American athletes 

scored only two points less than the athletes of all other 

countries combined, and more than three times as many as 

their nearest competitors.,,44 Edward Bayard Moss lauded 

the impressive efforts turned in by United states athletes. 

"That the American team should score such a sweeping victory 

under conditions and against competition never equalled 

heretofore indicates the caliber of the team that sailed for 

far Sweden.,,45 CUrrent Literature allowed that by 

focusing on the track and field events which United states 

athletes dominated, "the American eagle has been enabled in 
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past years to emit a much louder scream than would otherwise 

be warranted." But, according to the magazine, the 1912 

Games proved, "however you look at it, the eagle seems fairly 

entitled to ~ell her bald head off. Our athletes have 

eclipsed those of all other nations. And the Swedish 

athletes, who come third in track and field contests (Finland 

being second), had we believe, American trainers!,,46 

The Literary Digest remarked, "so sweeping was the 

victory of American athletes at the Olympic Games that our 

press give [sic] more space to explanation than to 

jubilation." The media soon remedied that oversight. A 

Brooklyn Eagle reporter mused that "once again the climate, 

environments, and enthusiasm of a new-world country have 

produced a team of its young men which has been able to meet 

the combined athletic strength of the entire world and proven 

more than a match for it.,,47 

American explanations of their victories once again 

identified the unique social structure of the united states 

and the American tradition of scientific sport as the 

wellsprings of American domination. "If the truth be told," 

confided Sullivan, "the American team entered the games 

anything but confident of a great victory." That "may sound 

strange to you who remember the sweeping confidence displayed 

before leaving this country," but the long ocean voyage could 

have destroyed the great potential of the team, remarked the 
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A.O.C. commissioner. Fortunately, American athletic science 

had discovered and constructed the training ship. Sullivan 

praised American coaches as the source of Olympic victory. 

They provided the scientific training which produced 

championships. Some coaches were "high priced men--more 

often not." Many were "professors in school or college who 

do the work for the love of it." Sullivan found a remarkable 

example of American "pluck" in the United States army 

officers' performances at the Equestrian riding competition. 

"Mounted on nags that cost $150 each, our officers won points 

against riders from the armies of Continental Europe whose 

mounts were specially bred and cost anywhere from $1,500 to 

$4,000," Sullivan divulged. "One of the horses we used is 

over eighteen years of age and a veteran of the Cuban 

campaign in the Spanish-American War," he marveled. The 

American military riders placed third. But they symbolized 

for Sullivan the superiority of American rugged individualism 

over European aristocracy.48 

Outlook asserted that "the wonderful record of 

American representatives at Stockholm cannot but be 

gratifying to the American people, not only from a patriotic 

point of view, but as an evidence of American appreciation of 

the value of outdoor life and physical development."49 The 

strenuous life had moved the United States to the head of the 

parade of nations. And, of course, athletism not only built 
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character, it revealed it. "The Democracy of sport is 

illustrated by the almost equal division of Olympic honors 

between student and non-student contestants," claimed one 

observer of the American athletic triumphs. "There is no 

occasion to fear corrupting influences in American sport when 

a Y.M.C.A. youth and a boy from a country academy can win 

athletic honors in a world competition."SO 

While Americans found symbols of their national 

virility and celebrated their exploits at the 1912 Olympics, 

many foreign commentators castigated America's sporting 

morals. They disliked American methods of financing and 

raising teams, accused American athletes of being victory 

programmed automatons who twisted the true meaning of sport, 

and condemned the team as a menagerie of immigrant 

mercenaries. 

The hue and cry concerning the American style of 

Olympic athletics reached its highest pitch in the English 

press. After the United states had won the track and field 

competition in the London Olympics, British athletic 

officials had promised that their team would show itself in a 

better light at stockholm. When the British placed only 

fourth at stockholm, behind Sweden and tiny Finland, 

Americans were hardly sympathetic. "The modern Olympic meet 

is chiefly regarded as a contest between nations," surmised 

the Independent. "Here the disappointment of the English 



is especially humiliating, because they were the first to 

insist that success in sports is a measure of national 

greatness," the Independent revealed. 51 "The defeat of 
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the English athletes at stockholm and the manifest proof that 

they were outclassed created a good deal of astonishment in 

Europe," noted the Literary Digest. 52 

But the British press did not share the chuckle. 

Blackwood's opined that "for our part, we can not deplore 

the failure of our English athletes, concerning which so much 

has been said by exultant Americans." The magazine 

congratulated England for avoiding the "pit of 

professionalism" and discounted the perspectives of "the 

noisy press of New York" that "henceforth England is a back 

number in the world's history." Blackwood's insisted that 

"the fact that the Americans led in the Olympic games proves 

neither the decadence of English courage nor the supremacy of 

American wisdom. It is a triumph of professionalism, and of 

professionalism alone." Blackwood's admitted that 

Americans had trained "more efficient athletes than any other 

part of the globe," but detested the American style. The 

British essayist complained that "the team which represented 

the United states at stockholm was 'run on business lines.' 

It was, to use its own lingo, 'out to win. '" For Americans 

the "business of their heroes is not to amuse themselves, but 

to win; not to delight in their strength and prowess, but to 
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show that these United states can whip the universe.,,53 

The Spectator claimed that the British saw sport 

differently. They had "no use for the athlete who has 

specialized himself into a highly efficient piece of 

machinery for a single purpose; we admire neither the 

freak-jumper nor the strong-man who has exchanged elasticity 

for mighty strength, and the muscles of whose legs, as 

stevenson says in 'The Wrong Box,' 'Stand out like penny 

buns. ,,,54 

While certain segments of the English press launched 

scathing attacks on American athletism, the British were 

debating what their poor showings in the games they had 

invented meant, and what future course of Olympic action they 

should pursue. Two positions sharply divided British 

opinion. One group, which found a spokesman in Rudolph 

Lehman, demanded that England withdraw from the Olympic 

movement. The other faction, headed by Lord Desborough, the 

chief English representative to the I.O.C. and the leader of 

the British Olympic movement, Lord Grey and Sir Arthur Conan 

Doyle, proposed a complete overhaul of English methods and 

huge expenditures to insure British victories in future 

Olympiads. England's athletic nationalists wanted to build a 

"British Empire team," composed of sports stars from Great 

Britain, Australia, Canada, South Africa, and the other 

British provinces. In addition, they wanted to set up a 



series of Olympic tryouts "at which large prizes should be 

offered, in order to attract and discover possible Olympic 

winners."SS 
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The Times of London published "an appeal signed by 

such patriotic men of eminence in war and statesmanship as 

Lord Grey, Lord Harris, Lord Roberts, Lord Rothschild, Lord 

Strathcona, and the Duke of Westminster, demanding that the 

people of England raise £100,000--half a million dollars--to 

train and provide for a band of men fit to represent the 

country's athletic power." The Times supported the appeal. 

The editors considered Lord Grey's plea "a national duty. 

Not because we should look liJ~e sulky children who will not 

play in a game in which they have been beaten, but because we 

are in honor bound to send to Berlin the best team that we 

can get together, we commend the fund to the generosity and 

public spirit of our readers."S6 

The notables who signed the appeal were ardent 

imperialists who had played major roles in constructing the 

British Empire. Lord Grey, the Governor-General of Canada 

from 1904 to 1911, had served Britain with distinction in 

Africa, and was a great admirer and friend of Cecil Rhodes. 

Lord Roberts came from a distinguished colonial family which 

had served the East india Company with distinction. Lord 

Roberts had a successful military career in India and 

Afghanistan, and had served as the Supreme Commander of 
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British forces in South Africa during the early years of the 

Boer War. Lord Strathcona was a Canadian financier who, 

after a long apprenticeship in the Hudson Bay Company, helped 

James J. Hill build the Great Northern Railroad and led a 

successful takeover of the Canadian Pacific. Known as the 

"Cecil Rhodes of Canada," Lord Strathcona exerted enormous 

power in English financial circles. Another financier among 

the signers, Lord Rothschild, was descended from the famous 

Austrian banking family and became the first professing Jew 

to enter the House of Lords. He was a leader of the Jewish 

community in England, a powerful banker, and a major 

philanthropist. Lord Harris, descended from a family which 

had been instrumental in the creation of British India, had 

introduced cricket on the subcontinent and pushed for its 

spread throughout the Empire. 57 

But Olympic nationalism had a great many opponents in 

Great Britain. The Spectator counseled England to pursue a 

middle course, between those who advocated withdrawal and the 

ardent patriots who wanted to create an athletic juggernaut. 

The magazine warned the Olympic boycotters that "a withdrawal 

would not be understood by other countries; it would be 

considered by some as due to lack of courage or persistence, 

and by our German friends in particular it would be looked 

upon as casting a slur on their ideas of sport and 

hospitality," since Berlin was scheduled to host the sixth 
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Olympics. The Spectator also discounted Lord Grey's and 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's plans. "If victories are only to be 

won by over-specialization and the expenditure of large sums 

in cash--well, that is not the English way," lectured the 

editor. The Spectator counseled England not to play the 

American game, and to find satisfaction with the victories 

which an adherence to "pure sport" would bring. "After all, 

it was we who set the example years ago of how games should 

be played," the editor smugly remarked. If the Americans 

wanted to "change the rules," the English would follow a 

higher calling, argued the spectator. 58 

Many commentators took positions far more rigid than 

the Spectator's. Frederic Harrison wanted Great Britain to 

pullout of the Games entirely. He decried Olympic sport as 

"professional pot-hunting" and declared that the national 

team plan "stinks of gate money." The head master of 

Sherborne scowled that "these pseudo-Olympic games are rot," 

and that "the newspaper advertisement of them and the £100,000 

fund for buying victories positively degrading." The 

educator lauded the traditional athletic practices of the 

English gentleman of leisure and insisted that "it is 

ridiculous, as Punch has found no difficulty in 

illustrating, to pretend that heavily financed efforts to win 

more events than Germany or America are going to foster sport 

throughout the population.,,59 
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The Newcastle Daily Chronicle sarcastically 

remarked that the £100,000 investment would be money well 

spent. "It will, at any rate, be just as good fun as backing 

horses in obscure alleyways," chuckled the editor. "And it 

will permit the genuine amateur to proceed on his way in 

peace." In the London Standard "An Old Rugby Forward" 

reminded his countrymen that England lost only to the 

"spurious amateurism of the foreign competitor." He decried 

the "immense sums . . . now being spent to buy men and to 

turn them into professional record-breakers." He blustered 

that "the great public" would have nothing to do with Lord 

Grey's plan to "adopt American methods.,,60 That, of 

course, was the crux of the opposition. British critics 

claimed that American "professionals" had won the Olympic 

championship, and that it was beneath English dignity to 

adopt the American strategy. The London Daily News 

declared that "it is really more sportsmanlike to do our best 

in such events, and where inevitable, accept defeat, than to 

try and purchase with a great price an altogether 

unrepresentative victory. The lavish expenditure of the 

United states on its selected athletes has no doubt resulted 

in their securing a considerable number of trophies," 

asserted the London daily.61 

Sullivan asserted that the English debunkers of 

American athletic exploits were making "a wicked attempt to 



defend the crushing defeat administered to them by the 

American athletes at Stockholm."62 Sullivan maintained 
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that the American amateur standards were the most stringent 

in the world. He defended American methods of finance and 

training, and dismissed the clamor in England as the whining 

of losers. Sullivan called the European assertion that 

Americans were "specialists" as "mistaken impression." The 

term specialist implied that Americans sacrificed an 

all-around vigor to produce grotesque athletic specimens who 

could do nothing else in life save sprint, or jump, or throw 

weights. Such an inference directly attacked the basic 

principles of the sporting republic, which defined athletics 

as training for life, a key component of modern physical, 

mental and moral life. "The average American amateur athlete 

can probably perform meritoriously in many more athletic 

events, outside of his specialty, than any other athlete in 

the world," barked Sullivan. 

The I.O.C. had placed two new events, the decathlon 

and the pentathlon, which tested the all-around ability of 

athletes onto the the schedule at Stockholm. Sullivan 

reported that he "was told by one of the members of the 

International Committee ... who voted to have these events 

on the programme, that while America was conceded to have the 

best chance in the standard track and field events, the 

Pentathlon and Decathlon, were sure to be won by a European, 
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owing to the fact that the Continent produced the best type 

of all-around men." The A.O.C. leader gloated that an 

American had rubbed European noses in their own prejudices. 

"What a shock it was when James Thorpe, that wonderful 

all-around athlete from the Carlisle Indian School, 

demolished all theories and calculations," proclaimed the 

63 A.O.C. boss. 

Thorpe captured the world's attention by his 

performance at Stockholm. At the closing ceremony King 

Gustav addressed the American star as "the most wonderful 

athlete in the world."64 The Czar of Russia gave Thorpe a 

sculptured Viking ship and King Gustav presented Thorpe with 

a bronze bust of his majesty himself. 65 Sullivan declared 

that Thorpe's exploits "should forever remove from any 

doubting minds the impression that Americans specialized for 

one event." Sullivan pointed to additional evidence in the 

fact that Thorpe was a member of Walter Camp's All-American 

football team, a star lacrosse player, and a "splendid" 

baseball player--though his splendidness in that sport would 

end up in an American embarrassment. Sullivan added that if 

Thorpe's achievements were not sufficient to dissuade 

Europeans from holding prejudices about American 

specialization, then the special Olympic demonstration 

baseball games which members of the track and field team 

played for an Olympic audience would put the matter to rest. 
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"The base ball contests and the eagerness with which the most 

prominent athletes sought to enroll for the two games, 

demonstrated to those fortunate enough to be present at 

stockholm that the American athlete was just as versatile as 

he was proficient in his alleged 'specialty,'" concluded the 

A.D.C. chief. 66 

Americans charged that the Europeans, and 

particularly the British, did not really understand modern 

athletic technology. The uproar about specialization 

indicated European ignorance of the nature of sport. The 

control of human and social energies required scientific 

understanding and rational planning. Sports were not games, 

they were devices for building healthy nations, for 

channeling competition in socially acceptable directions, for 

fighting crime, for assimilating immigrants, for erecting a 

national culture of shared values and ethics. "Applied 

science counts here, as in everything else," announced the 

Independent, "and the penalty for neglecting it is 

failure.,,67 In The World's Work Carl Crow described the 

genesis of modern American sport. Although the united states 

had inherited a sporting tradition from England, the 

Americans had not been content with the aristocratic games 

and pastimes of their former colonial overlords. In the 

United States, as industrialism and urbanization altered 

civilization, "the efficiency engineer began to reconstruct 
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the whole system of American athletics," postulated Crow. 

"America demanded superiority and American athletes developed 

with the idea that it was worth while to be the best sprinter 

in the game," he noted. "It was the same spirit that made 

George Washington the best broad jumper and Lincoln the best 

rail splitter of their neighborhoods," Crow insisted. Crow, 

and many Americans, believed that scientific training methods 

and the thirst for victory merely underscored the spirit 

which produced American greatness. Those who could not 

understand that were the enemies of the sporting 

bl ' 68 repu lC. 

On the American side of the Atlantic, the Nation 

recognized that Great Britain was slowly coming to understand 

the American brand of athletic technology. "It is a direct 

result, apparently, of American competition in the Olympic 

games," noted the editorial. The Nation observed that the 

"dignified newspapers" were lamenting the demise of English 

superiority and casting about for solutions t~ the athletic 

deficit, while "the less restrained section of the press" 

attacked British athletes as lazy and moaned about a 

"national disgrace." The editor revealed that the "patriotic 

convulsions" surrounding events at stockholm were changing 

the English conception of amateur athletics. The Nation 

pr~dicted that England would adopt American ideas about 

athleticism. But, the Nation, warned, "there is an element 
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of truth in the charge made by other nations against the 

spirit of American athleticism, that it is a spirit of 'win 

at a11 costs. '" That spirit troubled the Nation. 69 

But many Americans found that spirit a fundamental 

requirement of modern life. A New York Times editorial 

entitled "The Moral of the Games," preached the necessity of 

the win at any cost philosophy to successful undertakings in 

the modern world. "It is not ourselves who say it," cried 

the editor of the win at all costs label. "It is those who 

are suffering the result of our taking our sports seriously, 

or some think even fiercely, as we take our business, our 

politics, and indeed everything," the editor declared. "It 

may not be the best spirit in which to play, but the victory 

is accustomed to go to those who insist upon the rigor of the 

game."70 

Olympic sports had become a metaphor for American 

life. They provided "another illustration of intensification 

by concentration, and the custom, once learned, will be 

followed whenever to win is deemed the most important object 

off a contest."71 Idealism had to fit into the practical 

framework of American purpose. An that purpose, in business, 

politics and sports, was to win. 

Americans claimed that Olympic victories flowed from 

the institutions of their society, which offered 

opportunities to all classes and ethnic groups. But many 
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foreign commentators condemned the American team as a 

collection of immigrant athletic mercenaries. George Rozet, 

a French sportswriter, criticized United States athletic 

behavior in L'Information. Rozet recognized the importance 

of the Olympic Games. "The great nations seem to have agreed 

that their athletic success has become a patriotic question." 

He claimed of the French that "we shall remain always and in 

everything national moralists," and insisted that "an 

American race does not exist." He ranted that "the hundred 

million individuals who live under the stars and Stripes 

belong to all the races of the earth. The triumphant 

'Americans' whose victories are claimed by the United states 

are German, Italian, Nigger, Polynesian and Sioux." He felt 

that "the redskin who won the pentathlon [Thorpe] was the 

only real representative of America. France, if she wished, 

"declared Rozet, "could also find in her empire athletic 

wonders of every race and color to uphold the honor of the 

French flag--swimmers from Oceania, Arab runners, black 

boxers, yellow wrestlers--but the Frenchmen of France will be 

sufficient for the purpose when we employ the same training 

methods and spend as much money as the Yankees.,,72 Rozet 

had adopted the racial and sporting perspectives of Charles 

Maurras and the French Right. He detested the racial mixture 

of the American Olympic entry. Clearly, he wanted France to 

avoid emulating American version of the strenuous life. 
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The American media answered the charges that no 

"American race" existed, and the American Olympic victories 

were the work of immigrant mercenaries, by proudly boasting 

that the "United states owes its supremacy over all other 

nations to the fact that it is a union of all races.,,73 

Carl Crow joked that "Europe's stock explanation" of American 

victories belonging to those of "transplanted European blood, 

... reminds one of the comforting reflection of the British 

commander who said that the American colonists could never 

have whipped the British troops had they not been of British 

extraction." Crow maintained that most of the American 

victors were not immigrants themselves. But he insisted that 

all of the victors, immigrant and native-born both, benefited 

from the American democratic tradition and America's 

adherence to opening competition to anyone, and especially to 

.. t 74 lmmlgran s. 

Much of the press celebrated the contrjbutions which 

America's heterogeneous ethnic groups made to the American 

Olympic "championship." The Independent indignantly 

maintained, "we rightfully lay claim to all those sheltered 

under our flag, many of them despised and rejected of their 

native lands. When an Italian from Paterson, N.J., kills a 

king we get the blame. Shall we not get the praise when an 

Italian from Paterson, N.J., wins a race?" The Independent 

declared that "the men in whom we take pride have not only 
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English, Scotch, Welsh and Irish blood in their veins, but 

Scandinavian, Russian, German, Italian, Hawaiian, Indian and 

other blood as well." The "melting pot" won Olympic 

championships for Anlerica. The Independent felt that 

social mobility contributed mightily to American successes. 

"In both England and America the athletic champions mostly 

come from the colleges," admitted the Independent's editor, 

"but in England the universities and 'public schools' which 

devote most attention to sports are so hedged about by social 

and pecuniary restrictions as sometimes to shut out the best 

of the nation.,,75 

One English athlete agreed with the Independent's 

editorial. "A Suburban Athlete" wrote the London Standard 

to blame the British defeat at the Olympics on the class 

bound structures of English society. "Caste rules the world 

of athletics and all is snobbery," he howled. "I think more 

attention ought to be paid to the humbler members of the 

community, and our position at the games might improve 

accordingly," the "Suburban Athlete" theorized. "In America 

a man has all the chances that his running talents entitle 

him to, even if he is the son of a dust-man," insisted the 

bitter British critic. 76 Lieutenant von Reichnau, a German 

athletic observer in the United States to study the sporting 

republic in preparation for the sixth Olympic Games, echoed 

the "Suburban Athlete's" sentiment. Reichnau credited 
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American athletic dominance to "the wide social range from 

which you can muster your record breakers and your prize 

winners," the lieutenant congratulated the United states. 

Carl Crow added that "in this democratic country, athletic 

competition is confined neither to the rich nor to the poor, 

but is shared by all alike. We honor the men who set the 

marks with little or no regard for who or what they are off 

the athletic field." Crow concluded that Americans "might 

point to these victories as another proof" of Professor Hugo 

Munsterberg's "assertion that our national aim is to 

'guarantee the richest growth of human individuals. ",77 

Finley Peter Dunne ridiculed the foreign indictments 

of American athletics in a satire on the fifth Olympics, 

through the personages of Mr. Dooley and his foil, the 

barkeep named Mr. Hennessy. "I wish," said Mr. Dooley, "that 

we cud bate th' English fairly at some game or another," 

began Dunne's attack on Olympic jingoism. "Didn't we do it 

at stockholm?" asked Mr. Hennessy. Mr. Dooley replied that 

the Americans had not won fairly. The evidence in the 

English press indicated that the Americans cheated. "Here it 

is, an exthract fr'm th' London Daily Groan," read Dooley. 

"It was not th' supeeryort'y iv th' American team that give 

it th' victhry but the thranin' methods iv these barbaryans 

fr'm acrost th' water," Dooley read. "It turns out that many 

iv these pretinded amachoors stopped smokin' cigareets an' 
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afin pie week befure goin' to Sweden," Dooley continued. And 

"that while our athletics were livin' their ordhinry amachoor 

lives an' takin' no exercise beyant fightin' with th' wasps 

fir possession iv th' breakfast marmylade their opponents 

were practicin' runnin', jumpin' and puttin' th' shot, so as 

to have an onfair advantage whin they entered th' races," 

continued Dooley from the Groan. "Iv coorse they bate us, 

but we thank hiven that Englishmen have not adopted these 

neefaryous methods, but whin they win, though it be sildom, 

do so entirely on their merits." 

Not only were the Americans not amateurs, Mr. Dooley 

admitted, "but that ain't all. A cillybrated author comes 

out an' says it wasn't an American team that won at all. 

They were aI' foreigners." Dooley marveled that nth' 

American comitymen wint to th' extint iv ringin' in a 

Cherokee Indyan as an American. What d'ye think iv that?" he 

asked Mr. Hennessy. "Cud bad spoortsmanship go further thin 

that to pretind that an assisted immygrant whose people 

haven't been in this counthry f'r more thin tin thosan' years 

was an American?" wondered Dooley. "No wondher we won." 

Mr. Dooley revealed that the English planned to 

recruit their next Olympic team from allover the Empire. 

"Twud be a grand way iv spreadin' dimycracy allover th' 

wurruld," he believed. "'Gunga Din,' says wan iv th' English 

lords, goin' up to a British atheleet who is hittin' th' pipe 
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undher a bamboo three an' givin' him a light kick, 'I want ye 

to go to Berlin an' run a thosan' yards f'r th' honor iv 01' 

England,'" speculated Dooley. "'Divil a fut will I put in 

front iv another till ye give me a vote,' says th' atheleet. 

An' if th' English ar-re thrue spoortsmen he'll get it," 

Dooleyasserted. 78 

The United states Olympic team returned to New York 

City on August 23, 1912. The three presidential candidates, 

Roosevelt, Taft and Wilson, had telegraphed the team with 

their congratulations and regrets that they could not be in 

New York City to meet the returning conquerors. 79 The 

Olympians rode a motorcade from Fifth Avenue and Forty-First 

street to City Hall. Along the parade route "great crowds" 

cheered. Thousands of "men and women were on hand to pay 

tribute to the prowess of the men from allover the United 

states, who, by their speed, strength and stamina for the 

fifth consecutive series, gave ample testimony to the ability 

of young America." American flags adorned the businesses 

along Waverly Place and Broadway, the thoroughfares the 

parade wound through. Everywhere along the route 

"schoolchildren vied with each other in giving vent to the 

concerted cheer, 'U.S.A. A-m-e-r-i-c-a,' which had so often 

rung through the stadium upon the occasion of a victory of 

one of the boys who were honored yesterday." Mayor William 

J. Gaynor addressed the athletes at City Hall. "The prowess 
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which you have displayed has been the medium of comment for 

the people of the world, and particularly Europe," noted New 

York's mayor. "You have shown that you possessed American 

stomachs, hearts, muscles and heads."SO 

That evening at a Terrace Gardens dinner honoring the 

athletes before "assembled clans of many kinds," the Olympic 

team filled its American stomachs. New York state Supreme 

Court Justice Victor J. Dowling presided over the gathering. 

He made a "stirring speech" praising American conceptions of 

amateurism and athletic success. A.O.C. president Colonel 

Robert M. Thompson argued "that America had gained more 

through the games than could be obtained through a dozen 

other mediums which might argue for the continuance of 

good-will between the nations of the world." The dinner menu 

was sprinkled with references to the Olympic champions, such 

as "Jim Thorpe Spring chicken."Sl 

Just when it seemed that the United states had forged 

its way to the front of the athletic world, and forced 

England to adopt the American pattern or give up the Olympic 

Games, the charges that American athletes were indeed 

professionals gained some merit. During the winter of 1913 

the A.A.U. discovered that Jim Thorpe, the "world's greatest 

athlete," had received payment for playing on a minor league 

club in a North Carolina baseball league during the summers 

of 1909 and 1910. The leaders of the A.A.U., James Sullivan 
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and Gus Kirby, along with legal advisor Bartow Weeks, 

promptly stripped Thorpe of his amateur standing and demanded 

th~t the I.O.C. take away his gold medals. Thorpe, in a 

letter purportedly penned by his football coach at Carlisle, 

Glenn "Pop" Warner, pled ignorance. 82 He claimed that he 

did not play for the money, but for the competition. "I was 

not very wise to the ways of the world and did not realize 

that this was wrong," moaned Thorpe. "I hope I will be 

partly excused by the fact that I was simply an Indian 

school-boy and did not know all about such things." The 

Carlisle star implicated other amateurs in the scandal. "In 

fact," he recalled, "I did not know that I was doing wrong 

because I was doing what I knew several other college men had 

done: except that they did not use their own names.,,83 

Thorpe apologized for letting the nation down. "I am 

very sorry, Mr. Sullivan, to have it all spoiled in this way, 

and I hope the Amateur Athletic Union and the people will not 

be too hard in judging me," he wrote. Sullivan, Kirby and 

Weeks responded with an official communication. "It should 

be noted that Mr. Thorpe is an Indian of limited experience 

and education in the ways of other than his own people," 

admitted the A.A.U. statement. But that did not excuse his 

act in the eyes of the athletic leaders. They vigorously 

condemned Thorpe's actions. They came down even more harshly 

on minor league baseball than they did on Thorpe, insisting 
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"that those who knew of his professional acts are deserving 

of still greater censure for their silence." Behind the 

histrionic condemnations, the A.A.U. sought desperately to 

distance itself from the scandal, claiming that they had no 

prior knowledge of Thorpe's professionalism and no control 

over professional baseball. 84 

The Thorpe incident divided the American press. The 

Outlook supported the A.A.U.'s quick and firm 

administration of justice, and held Thorpe up as an object 

lesson to all of the nation's collegiate athletes. aS The 

Philadelphia Telegraph sided with the Outlook, and warned 

"that intercollegiate baseball to-day is honeycombed with 

, f ' I' ,,86 seml-pro eSSlona lsm. Will Irwin wrote a column in 

Collier's in which he too added his voice to the warnings 

that Thorpe was just the tip of the "semi-pro" iceberg. 

Irwin claimed that many of the American athletes he had 

traveled to stockholm with had known that Thorpe had played 

summer baseball. Even more shocking, revealed Irwin, "not 

more than one Olympic winner in four, American or European, 

would stand the same close scrutiny which our committee has 

given to the record of Thorpe." Irwin drew "no morals from 

all this. I state but the facts. General athletics all the 

world over seem to tend toward semi-professionalism, and 

will, I suspect, so long as athletic meets draw gate 

money.,,87 The world's athletic officialdom ignored Irwin's 
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A number of media opinions supported Thorpe. The 

Columbia, South Carolina, state made a somewhat tortured 

defense of the Indian athlete on racial grounds. "That 

Thorpe, being an Indian, may hardly be held with strict 

justice to so high a degree of moral accountability as his 

white competitors ... is obviously a consideration to be 

pleaded in his defense at this juncture," surmised the 

state. Obviously the editors of the state put no stock 

in the "melting pot" theory of athletic integration. The 

Washington Heral~ argued that "Thorpe did not become a 
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great runner, jumper, and weight-thrower through 

participation in professional baseball. His professionalism 

endowed him with no advantage over the college amateurs 

against whom he won his place on the American team." The 

Buffalo Express agreed with the Washington daily. Baseball 

had nothing to do with the Olympics, and his amateur status 

in track and field should not have been connected to his 

baseball career insisted the Express. aa William B. 

Clemence, a sportswriter with the New York Morning 

Telegraph, lamented that "while there is no wish to condone 

Thorpe's offense, the writer has met the Indian a half dozen 

times in the last three years and each time has been more 

imprest with his stolidness. . . . But yet put this Indian 

in a contest of any sort, whether it was on the track, over 
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the hurdles, or throwing the hammer, and Thorpe's stolidness 

leaves him and he is the athlete, striving with brawn and 

muscle to outdo his competitor," revealed Clemence. "Love of 

games--sports--was Thorpe's fetich and it had been his 

undoing. But he has been more sinned against than 

sinning."89 

A few commentators thought that the entire incident 

smacked of hypocrisy, given the general level of corruption 

in American sport. They condemned the A.A.U. for what 

appeared to be an English standard of amateurism, one which 

restricted athletic participation to the leisure class. The 

Philadelphia Times cynically remarked that Thorpe had been 

made the scapegoat for the widespread failure to adhere to 

the letter of amateur athletic principles. "The sacred rules 

of the American Athletic Union must be observed," wrote the 

Times. "The pound of flesh must be demanded. Thorpe must 

be humiliated. He must give up the trophies and titles that 

he honestly won because of his perfect physical condition and 

prowess, and in the winning of which the pin-money he got for 

playing fourth-rate ball two years ago cut no figure 

whatever."90 The Independent thought that the Thorpe 

incident highlighted the "artificial and pedantic" code of 

sport which made amateur athletics a rich man's occupation. 

"Lo the poor Indian has been exposed and all his trophies 

shipt back to Sweden to be awarded to the next highest 
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bidder," jibed the Independent. Did Thorpe cheat or foul 

his opponents? Was the King of Sweden wrong when he hailed 

Thorpe as the world's greatest athlete? "No, nothing of that 

kind," insisted the Ind~pendent. "The conduct of the 

Carlisle Indian at Stockholm was irreproachable and he 

deserved all the honors he received, but it appears that he 

played ball one vacation and took money for it." The 

Christian weekly satirically announced that the fact that 

Thorpe was "a poor boy is no excuse. Poor boys are not 

supposed to take part in sport, that is to be.reserved for 

gentlemen of leisure such as all college students are 

supposed to be and many of them are." The Independent 

condemned the basic principle of traditional amateurism. 

"Essentially it is based upon the idea that it is all right 

to take money if you don't need it, but wrong if you do.,,91 

But the major concern of editorials was not whether 

Thorpe had been treated unfairly, or if the A.A.U. had acted 

equitably. Americans were mostly worried about how the 

Thorpe incident would affect their international image. The 

Washington Herald anxiously remarked that the affair was 

"detrimental to the prestige of the United States the world 

around." The Herald scored Thorpe for sacrificing "the 

reputation of American athletics.,,92 The Outlook cried 

that "the humiliation is not confined to him; it extends to 

all who value their country's reputation for fairness in 
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sport as in all other matters." The magazine worried that 

"every such incident lends aid and comfort to those who are 

constantly looking for proof of their assertions that 

Americans are constitutionally devoted to the doctrine that 

nothing should stand in the way of winning."93 

Of course the attacks on the American reputation 

came. But the avalanche of criticism Americans expected did 

not really materialize. Curiously, the people who had 

pronounced Thorpe "the world's greatest athlete" wanted 

desperately to preserve his victories. Reports from Sweden 

indicated "a unanimous feeling of sympathy here for the great 

athlete." The Swedes thought that Thorpe should keep his 

medals and trophies since "the rules ... clearly prescribe 

that protests against the amateur standing of participants 

must be made within thirty days after the distribution of the 

prizes." The Swedish athletic officials felt that the only 

way in which Thorpe could be excommunicated was if the A.A.U. 

demanded that punishment at the next meeting of the 

International Olympic Committee. In fact, American officials 

did exactly that. 94 

Even some of the British press proved surprisingly 

tolerant in their assessments of the Thorpe debacle. The 

London Globe, while jibing that the A.O.C. discovered the 

facts "very late," congratulated Sullivan, Weeks and Kirby on 

their handling of the situation. Captain F.W. Jones of the 
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"behaving handsomely in a trying situation." The London 
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Pall Mall Gazette asserted that "excommunication is too 

severe a punishment for Thorpe," and the London Daily News 

politely averred that "Great Britain thinks none the worse of 

the Indian for his crime.,,95 

But much of the English press turned Thorpe's fall 

from grace into attacks on the American sporting tradition. 

The London Daily News editor hooted that "our patience is 

exhausted when we are asked to believe that Thorpe is the 

biggest sinner against amateurism simply because of his 

baseball indiscretion." A London Daily Mirror writer 

sputtered that "if Thorpe was the only shady amateur who 

competed at the Olympic meet, I know nothing about athletics 

and in my opinion foreign athletes are reformed beyond 

recognition." "It seems as tho the world of sport in the 

United states should undertake a purging process in its own 

interests," offered the London Globe. 96 

American newspapers fired insults back across the 

Atlantic. The Baltimore Evening Sun claimed British 

athletes could easily be "tarred with the same stick." The 

Evening Sun hostilely suggested that "while we are cleaning 

house, it might be well for the British and French to make an 

investigation of their own athletes.,,97 But Robert Edgren 

of the New York Evening World had the last word on the 
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entire affair. "The disqualification of Thorpe makes a 

slight difference in the standing of the nations at the 

Olympic meet. However, it isn't big enough to cause America 

to lose the credit of winning first place," he stated. 98 

Americans christened their 1912 Olympians "America's 

Athletic Missionaries." The nation saw sport, especially the 

Olympian variety, as a cornucopia filled with examples which 

illustrated the American spirit. According to the media, 

American athletes applied grit, perseverance and arduous 

training to the "natural" gifts of the American environment 

in order to produce Olympic victors. Mr. Dooley captured the 

national infatuation Americans felt for their athletic 

missionaries. "I don't know why I get so inthrested in these 

things--me that cudden't roll, let along run, a hundherd 

yards an' wud be sure to dhrop th' hammer on me toes if I 

thryed to throw it," Dooley admitted. "I ain't anything like 

as stirred up be our intellechool conquests as I am be a New 

York poliseman peggin' th' hammer the' stajum." Dooley 

remarked that feats of American mental prowess left him, and 

the nation, indifferent. "Ye don't see anny hadlines in th' 

pa-apers, 'American Profissor Grabs First Money at Sourbun," 

he noted. Dooley did not care if the American professor "was 

disqualified f'r spikin' his opponent or speakin' Latin 

through his nose," in the Sorbonne competition. "But whin an 

American goes over to punch a foreigner's eye or row against 
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him or run him off his feet I set back in me rockin' chair, 

read ivery line iv th' reports an' give three cheers f'r him. 

I'm proud to be riprisinted abroad be these young fellows," 

Dooley insisted. 

"Europeens usually get their idees iv America from 

the Americans they see trudgin' around th' churches readin' 

little red books an' steppin' on the heels iv old ladies 

saying' their pather an' aves, or cursin' th' hotels iv Rome 

because they can't get withered bran f'r breakfast, or 

tellin' a Cardinal how much st. Peter's is like th' new 

coorthouse at Wanskaloosa," grumbled Dooley. "I'd like to 

say: 'These boys that ye see hoppin' around the th' thrack 

ar-re th' rile riprisentive Americans. They are our 

ambassadures, no th' la-ads ye see makin' a ginuflixion 

befure th' king,'" declared Dooley. "An' th' foreigners wud 

look thim over an' say: 'What's th' use iv makin war again 

such a tur'ible people?,,,99 

Hr. Dooley reaffirmed the basic tenets of the 

sporting republic. Americans believed that the strenuous 

life had shored up their institutions, promoted democracy and 

ethnic assimilation, preserved the cherished ideal of 

individual competition and achievement, and increased their 

nation's prestige in the eyes of the world. Who would want 

to make war against the Olympic champions? Had they not 

heeded Roosevelt's warnings and made themselves into the 
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globe's strongest and boldest people? The image of the 

athlete, directing physical and mental energies in efficient 

combination toward a clearly defined goal, merged easily with 

the Progressive perspective of an efficient nation, 

channeling the dynamic powers of industrialism, economic 

growth, modern science and the volatile democratic system, 

toward rationally defined ends. Athlete and nation became 

one. American civilization pulsated with a new vigor. 

Surveying the world from an American perspective in 

1912, it seemed as if athletic technology was indeed helping 

to create a national culture. The intellectual attack on the 

optimistic faith in a rational, progressive universe--which 

would greatly alter Western life in the twentieth 

century--had not yet gathered steam. 100 Civilization 

appeared to be evolving in a uniform direction. Sport 

furthered the process of cultural assimilation, binding the 

nation together in an important set of assumptions about 

political culture. Athletism aided in adapting Americans to 

the rigors of modern existence. 

Olympic experience confirmed the basic assumptions 

Americans held about the power of sport. "Of course," wrote 

American athletic leader James E. Sullivan of the Olympic 

expeditions, "the Americans went on a mission. This mission 

was to create a good feeling; to show the type of man this 

great country of ours produces; to bring to them the type of 
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sportsman that comes from this glorious nation of ours, and 

to show the world that we play the game fairly."101 The 

sporting republic's true believers thought that athletics 

provided a lever to move the world in American directions. 

Elwood S. Brown, a Y.M.C.A. leader in the Philippines, 

reported in 1913 that the Far Eastern Olympic Association was 

making great strides in converting the Asian world to the 

American way of life. Brown considered the Far Eastern 

Olympic Association an adjunct to the international Olympic 

movement, and took pains to explain that his Qrganization was 

not usurping the I.O.C.'s power. In fact, two American 

members of the I.O.C., Professor Sloane and Evert J. Wendell, 

had endorsed the Far Eastern Olympic Association and offered 

suggestions for its organization. The Baron de Coubertin 

also approved of the Asian Olympic movement. Brown promised 

that when the athletic spirit had been developed beyond a 

rudimentary level in Asia, the Far Eastern Olympic 

Association would act as the I.O.C.'s agent in that region. 

The first Far Eastern Olympic Games were held in Manila in 

February of 1913. China and Japan sent athletes to compete 

with the Filipinos, and Brown happily reported that the 

Americanized Filipinos trounced their Asiatic rivals. The 

results inspired Frank L. Crone, the acting director of 

education in the Philippines, to declare that "when the 

history of the modern Orient comes to be written, but few 
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events will be found of deeper significance than the Far 

Eastern games." He insisted that "nothing previous to this 

meeting has shown so clearly the departure of Oriental 

nations from the old conservative standards."102 

American athletics appeared to be remaking the world. 

That was not too surprising. After all, many Americans 

thought that the strenuous life had remade the United states. 

In an interview with the New York Times, Colonel Robert M. 

Thompson, the president of the A.O.C., explained how 

athletics was revitalizing the nation. Thompson had been 

converted to athletism during his years at the Naval Academy, 

and had played an active role in the movement to build 

playgrounds and provide athletic leagues for New York City's 

youth. "I had begun to see things in America which were 

discouraging," remembered Thompson, "and when I found there 

was a movement under way to encourage sports in New York's 

schools I joined it very gladly." The contacts Thompson made 

in the playground movement led to Thompson's involvement in 

the Olympic enterprise. In 1912, besides serving as the 

president of the A.O.C., he donated $13,500 to help send the 

Olympians to stockholm. 103 

Thompson recited the familiar litany about the team 

being recruited from every American social class, ethnic 

group and geographical region. Considering the 

representative character of the American athletes, theorized 
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Thompson, "I feel that we may use them as a fair criterion in 

speculation as to what sort of a race we now are building in 

America." The Colonel claimed that through his Olympic 

experience, "I have now become enthusiastic in the strong 

conviction that out of the mixed blood of this country has 

arisen a compound which is invincible, or may be made 

invincible." Thompson found many evidences that the United 

states was producing a superior type. "An interesting detail 

of the games is that a list of our men will show among them 

representatives of the Americanized blood of most of those 

races against which we competed--English, Scotch, Irish, 

Welch [sic], French, German, Spanish, Italian, Austrian, 

Bohemian, Swedes, Finlanders, Danes, Jews, Persians, Indians, 

and Sandwich Islanders," he observed. "These men, meeting 

the men of their own race, won against them, through that 

something which is added to their original blood by their 

Americanism." 

Thompson insisted that institutions and beliefs of 

American culture were producing the "invincible compound." 

"Americanism" bound the team together. "This team was 

thoroughly democratic, representative of all sorts and 

conditions of men--except bad men," he asserted. "Race 

prejudice" might have become an issue, since a "colored boy" 

made the Olympic squad, "but on that team neither color of 

the skin nor texture of the clothing counted," declared the 
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Colonel. "The question was: 'What can he do?' Any man who 

made good was good." Owen Wister must have been ecstatic. 

Thompson carefully dismissed the notion that the 

American contingent was composed of recent immigrants. "The 

team, in general, was of foreign blood, Americanized," he 

wrote. The Colonel stressed that the most of the Olympians 

were second or third generation Americans, although his own 

"investigation was not thorough enough to tell whether" the 

second or third generation predominated. He left that 

question for the sociologists. Thompson offered that data to 

support his contention that immigration was still enriching 

the United states, and that assimilation was proceeding 

effectively. He knew that "in the future of our immigration 

. we are surely face to face with a serious problem, but 

the team has made me an optimist." Thompson insisted that 

"many of us have thought the Nation, as a whole, was 

approaching that point at which assimilation must cease." He 

noted that statistical analyses indicated that "after the 

elimination of the negro vote only about 43 per cent of the 

men who cast their ballots in this country have been born in 

the United states of parents born here." Those figures 

inspired a great deal of "pessimism" in much of the nation. 

The Colonel admitted that in the past the only thing 

which kept him from embarking on that "road to pessimism" was 

the knowledge that the Academies at West Point and Annapolis 
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were turning increasingly "foreign" classes into "gallant 

young Americans, not foreigners veneered. ! had believed 

this to be due to the fine machinery of the institutions, but 

our Olympian team convinced me that this is not the case," 

witnessed Thompson. "The team was made up of 

Americans, not foreigners veneered." American institutions 

in general, not just the special environments of West Point 

and Annapolis, produced "men to be proud of, young men who, 

to use an old-time Western phrase, 'would certainly be good 

to tie to,'" he declared. "Plainly the team showed that we 

have not as yet crossed the danger line in immigration," 

Thompson revealed. "We are still assimilating those whom we 

receive. As long as we continue to do that there is no 

peril." 

Thompson counseled the nation not to begin preparing 

yet for the next Olympics. "To select and especially train 

men now would be to prepare a set of gladiators who would not 

be truly representative," he warned. "If our interest in 

athletics broadens there will be found no difficulty in 

getting together for the games at Berlin a team which will 

surpass the splendid record which we made at stockholm," 

theorized the Colonel. "If our interest weakens, there would 

be no virtue, there would be no honor in hiring gladiators 

for the fight." Thompson was not at all worried about 

athletic interest weakening. He saw the athletic spirit 
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intensifying in American life, thanks in no small part to the 

Olympic team. "The development of athletic sports will 

increase our National efficiency, and this Nation sadly needs 

exactly that," he declared. 

Thompson adhered to the Progressive ideas of sport. 

Athletism controlled energy and benefited civilized progress. 

"The athl ete util i zes all the powers of his body, and by so 

doing trains his mind and keeps his morals clean, thereby 

approaching the ideal of the old Greeks--a sound mind in a 

sound body. That comes as near to perfection as humanity can 

well approach," preached the A.O.C. president. 

The new Athenians, those vigorous Americans of all 

classes and races, stood as a beacon to the world. Thompsor. 

urged the nation to follow the Olympians down the path that 

they had illuminated. The "perseverance, self-denial, and 

discipl ine" which the 01 ympians vol untaril y submi t ted 

themselves to encouraged Thompson's athletic faith. He 

called for more playgrounds, more sports programs in the 

public schools and a greater commitment to the strenuous 

life. Athletic technology would allow American civilization 

to meet any challenge the modern world had to offer. In 1912 

such a creed seemed pragmatic. In a few short years it would 

seem naive. 104 

Athl etic practical ideal ism--the "spirit of 

athletics" and the "practical form of training" as Sullivan 
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put it--had conquered the athletic universe in 1912. 105 

The A.O.C. continued to work at creating a more effective 

organizational system. Bartow Weeks suggested the creation 

of a permanent American Olympic Association to fund future 

teams. He proposed a five dollar annual membership fee to 

create a permanent Olympic fund. "This suggestion was made 

with the belief that there exists in this country thousands 

of good sportsmen who would gladly enroll in such an 

organization for the furtherance of the Olympic Idea," 

cheered Sullivan. 10G The Thorpe scandal seemed only a 

momentary setback to the goal of Americanizing Olympic 

athletics. With the scalps of Europe's athletes tucked 

safely under their belts, Americans looked forward to "a 

still greater triumph at Berlin in 191G. ,,107 "As for 

stockholm," remembered Will Irwin decades later, "that 

Olympiad seemed to me afterward like the funeral games of an 

epoch--perhaps on the whole the happiest one humanity ever 

knew. ,,108 
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The photograph appeared in the picture section of the 

Sunday New York Tim~. It showed several suit clad 

American athletes cavorting on the deck of the steamer which 

was carrying them to London for the 1908 Olympics. They 

laughed and egged on a teammate as he performed a jig for the 

photographer. "Tenawima the Indian Competitor in the 

Marathon leads the fourth of July War Dance," read the 

t . 1 cap lon. 

ideology. 

The picture symbolized American Olympic 

The Hopi Indian from Arizona and Carlisle Indian 

School doing a war dance on the fourth of July, surrounded by 

his giggling, good-natured teammates, illustrated the 

democracy of American sport, which recognized no class or 

color distinctions. It highlighted the patriotism of the 

American Olympic expedition. Americans believed their 

Olympic companies had, since 1896, proved that the United 

States was the world's most vigorous nation. The picture was 

a photographic ode to the melting pot, the crucible of 

American athletic success, which always allowed the best man, 

or at least the best American, to win. Truly they were 

America's athletic missionaries. 

The New York Times photograph confirmed the 

sporting prowess of American Everymen. The architects of the 

sporting republic had insisted that athletism would channel 
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individual energies in socially productive directions. Sport 

could fight the problems associated with industrialism and 

urbanization. It could counteract the tendency toward 

"nervousness" which the machine age produced. Progressives 

had declared that the strenuous life provided moral education 

for the citizens of the American republic, assimilated 

immigrants into the American mainstream, provided an ethical 

code for business and social life, protected democratic 

institutions, created an egalitarian atmosphere, and 

connected the nation to the energetic heritage of a 

pioneering past. 

Progressives had perceived sport as a tool for 

shaping their society, and employed it to construct a 

national culture. From the 1880s until the First World War, 

athletic technology helped to form American perceptions about 

the United states' status in the world, the values which 

should govern society, and race, ethnicity and immigration in 

national life. The imagery of the sporting republic focused 

on the idea that environmental rather than biological or 

racial elements, shaped social conditions. Of course, 

athletic technology did not wipe out racism and ethnocentrism 

in the United States. But athletism, particularly the 

Olympic variety, encouraged the belief that any ethnic group 

could be assimilated into the national structure. True, that 

civilization was generally defined by the West's liberal 
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tradition, and incorporated many features of northern 

European, Protestant, middle-class culture. But the ideology 

of America's "melting pot" Olympic victories promised that 

anyone could become a member of American civilization. 

Sport had a major impact on economic understanding as 

well. The gospel of fair play inculcated the notion that 

rules and regulation were necessary in society. In popular 

consciousness and in political dialogue sport often stood as 

the symbol of an efficient relationship between indivaduals 

and the larger economic and social community. Progressives 

used the sport metaphor as a sign for the necessity of 

regulation in economic affairs. In an increasingly complex 

social situation, athletics offered an arena for ascriptive 

achievement and taught the necessity of cooperation for 

success. 

Athletic technology also shaped American perceptions 

of their nation's role in the world. The press made the 

Olympic Games barometers of world standing. Victories at the 

Olympics were supposed to measure national strength. The 

united states' triumphs in track and field indicated to the 

citizens of the sporting republic the superiority of their 

institutions over the decadent societies of the Old World. 

The United States particularly enjoyed victory over Great 

Britain, perceiving it as a sign that America was about to 

wrest world leadership from England. Even more importantly, 
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Americans believed that athletics could help them convert the 

world to their brand of civilization. Athletism became an 

adjunct of the American Mission. The Olympic Games offered 

chances to win converts. 

"Fortified by modern methods the athletes of Germany, 

France, England, and the north countries will present a 

formidable front to the united states team at Berlin in 

1916," predicted Edward Bayard Moss after the stockholm 

Olympics had concluded. 2 Instead, 1916 found Europe 

embroiled not in the "friendly strife" of the athletic field 

but locked in combat on very real fields bisected by 

trenches, bunkers and barbed wire. America's athletic 

missionaries did not cross the Atlantic in 1916 to convert 

old World peoples with muscular feats. The war prevented a 

celebration of the Games of the sixth Olympiad. A year later 

though, a host of Americans went to Europe on a "Great 

Crusade." President Woodrow Wilson's war message to Congress 

promised that "we shall fight for the things which we have 

always carried nearest our hearts, for democracy, for the 

right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in 

their own Governments, for the rights and liberties of small 

nations, for a universal dominion of right.,,3 Soldiers, 

like Olympic athletes, fought for American ideology. 

The gospel of fair play shaped American perceptions 

of the war. The English adroitly played on American 
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prejudices, cutting the trans-Atlantic cable to prevent news 

of the effects which the British naval blockade was having on 

German civilians, while crying ceaselessly about the 

"unfairness" of Germany's submarine war against Allied 

shipping. The sack of Belgium, the sinking of the 

Lusitania and a host of other incidents cleverly presented 

by British propagandists, helped move American sentiment 

toward the Allied cause. The French journalist Georges 

Lechartier best expressed the connection of sport and the 

American entrance into the Great War on the Allied side. 

"Though this nation did enter the war in the service of a 

great ideal,--for the Yankees are incorrigible 

idealists,--another important motive, a controlling motive, 

was their love of sport," revealed Lechartier. The Frenchman 

recalled the way in which a San Francisco newspaperman had 

explained the pro-German sentiment in the United States to 

him. "'When we see Germany, with all the world against her, 

holding her own and even driving back the Russians, we feel 

that she plays the game well and applaud her skill. If the 

man on the street is pro-German, it is because of his 

sporting instinct,'" Lechartier quoted the San Franciscan. 

"It was sporting sentiment, again, that made the American 

almost unanimous for war as soon as they saw Germany breaking 

the rules of the game with her submarines," LeChartier 

proclaimed. 4 



Athletic references often found their way into 

American commentaries on the war. The outlook asserted 
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that "the English are more dogged fighters than are the 

Germans because of British devotion to outdoor sports." The 

American weekly reported that British and American officers 

were encouraging athletics in the interests of "military 

efficiency."S In another wartime issue of the Outlook, 

the editors declared that "the same qualities that lead a man 

to ride at a high fence, to dive from full speed in a tackle, 

or to swap blows in a roped ring, are among the qualities 

which fit him for high deeds when he is called to charge 

across that greater gridiron, called 'No Man's Land,' which 

lies between the smoking trenches of Teutonic and Allied 

armies." Given the connection between the strenuous life and 

military preparedness, the editors predicted great success 

for the United states when it entered the war. "The young 

men of America, who lead all of the young men of the world in 

point of all-round distinction in athletics, can be counted 

on as a valuable asset to their country in time of war, and 

the zeal and spirit which they have shown in athletics will 

make a success of universal military training in this country 

when it comes," insisted the outlook. 6 

The ideology of the sporting republic, which colored 

American views of the war, also tinged their perspectives of 

the peace. President Wilson's moralistic efforts to engineer 
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a lasting world harmony owed much to the American gospel of 

fair play which he imbibed during his formative years. As a 

boy Wilson had played football and baseball well enough to 

retain a lifelong interest in sport. He had been enrolled at 

an Ivy League college, PriDceton, during the years in which 

the sporting republic was invented. Like Theodore Roosevelt 

and William Howard Taft, he considered the strenuous life a 

necessary feature of a gentleman's education.7 

Wilson's intellectual habits were dominated by his 

love for the history and culture of England, and the 

fundamentals of nineteenth-century liberalism. He was 

concerned with preserving a society of free individuals who 

would be rewarded by making rational choices, a social vision 

which sprung directly from his intense devotion to 

liberalism. His perspectives on moral education dovetailed 

neatly with the Progressive notion of athletism. Tom Brown 

of Rugby was no stranger to Wilson, but one of the archetypes 

of a civilized leader. On the stump, homilies from the 

playing field came as easily to Wilson--though with less of a 

rough-and-tumble tone--as they did to Roosevelt. He blasted 

monopolists by declaring that "what these gentlemen do not 

want is this: they do not want to be compelled to meet all 

comers on equal terms."a Corporations which blocked free 

competition were bad sports. Wilson, like the architects of 

the sporting republic, saw the connections between political 
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and physical culture. The playing field served as a training 

ground for an ethical citizenry, and the lessons learned in 

"friendly strife" had to be applied broadly to the economy. 

"Human freedom consists in perfect adjustments of human 

interests and human activities and human energies," believed 

Wilson. Athletism had helped to make those adjustments. 9 

Wilson's moral convictions shaped his peace plan. He 

proposed to institute the gospel of fair playas a standard 

of international behavior. He sought to make laissez-faire 

the basis of the world economy, self-determination and 

reasoned negotiation the foundation of international 

politics, and honor the code of diplomacy. He capped his 

plan with an international umpire--the League of 

Nations--which would insure fair play for all. His plan, the 

logical conclusion of his definition of the war as a crusade 

to liberate all of humanity, was premised on the notion that 

the world would come to understand American conceptions of 

equity. 

Many Americans shared Wilson's convictions. "'Have 

we time, have we means, have we interest, to teach 

sportsmanship to the Boche?' Ask some of us here," wrote 

Katherine Mayo, an Outlook correspondent in Europe. She 

theorized that "if the Boche had been taught fair play before 

1914 he might not have crucified kittens that their wails 

should lure better men to their deaths, he might not have 
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maimed women, or starved and beaten gallant British wounded 

that fell into his power," surmised the correspondent. "And 

if canniness is our motto, have we a cannier use to make of 

our time, means, and interest than to spread a knowledge of 

the 'fair play' in the dark places of the world? Darkness 

abroad has already cost us empty places by our own firesides, 

heavy taxes, hungry children, bread-lines for able men," 

concluded Mayo. She and Wilson planned to teach the world 

how to play the game. 10 

Wilson ultimately failed in his endeavor. The 

reasons for his failure are complex. In many ways his 

world-view was too simple, his faith in liberalism and the 

rational capacity of human beings too doctrinaire. But 

Wilson's failure indicated as much about the changing nature 

of American culture as it did about the limitations of his 

plan. Ultimately, and heartbreakingly for Wilson, it was not 

rejection on the international level which doomed the 

effectiveness of the League of Nations, but the rejection of 

Wilsonian internationalism by America itself. The battle for 

ratification of the Treaty of Versaille ended with the United 

states refusing to join the League. The fight over the 

League signaled the demise of the Progressive political 

coalition--always a loose structure at best--on the national 

level and marked the transition to new era in American 

cultural history. Those changes in political and social 
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patterns would alter the role of athletism in American 

civilization. 

Historians have often described the First World War 

as a catastrophe which destroyed the faith in the innate 

goodness and boundless rational capacity of mankind which had 

characterized the Western mind since the Enlightenment. But 

the intellectual revolt against the established order, and 

the cultural change which ensued, actually began before the 

war. The "inveterate optimism" which characterized American 

culture in 1912, a culture typified by the successful 

adaptation of the Victorian compromise to the necessities of 

a multi-ethnic, urban, industrial, international environment; 

came under attack in the years before the Great War by 

artists, writers and critics influenced by new philosophical, 

sociological and scientific premises. According to the 

historian Henry May, the "end of American innocence" began in 

1912. The comfortable universes of Issac Newton and Adam 

Smith, with "known" physical and social parameters, gave way 

under an assault from perspectives which offered much less 

hope for intelligent control of cosmic or human phenomena. 

The calamity of World War One and the grinding power of the 

new bureaucratic machinery which accompanied the mobilization 

for total conflict dismembered American practical idealism 

completely by 1919, and spread the intellectual revolt to 

other segments of society.ll 
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Even the pundits of popular culture found the postwar 

world dangerous and confusing. "This big world has never 

seemed so big to most of us as it has to-day," began a 

Ladies Home Journal editorial in August 1919. "Its 

problems have never seemed so staggering in their 

immensity."12 Another editorial in the September 1919 

issue of the same magazine argued that the nation must 

Americanize that big new world, starting with the United 

states. "Suppose for a moment we would, for one year, work 

to truly Americanize America with the same zest as we worked 

to win the war! The result would not only be astounding to 

ourselves but to the world," exclaimed the editor. "And yet 

our work in the war was only individual effort put forth in 

combined effort: each man in his place: each woman in her 

place. Shall we do less for our own land than we were ready 

to do for the lands across the sea?" The Ladies Home 

Journal's brand of Americanization "pointed straight and 

true to a new America, greater in dauntlessness, kindlier in 

sympathies: more understandingly helpful: and above all, more 

compelling in those qualities of righteousness that make a 

people great and invincible.,,13 But defining those 

"qualities of righteousness" proved a frustrating task after 

the practical idealism which Americans had subscribed to 

faltered. The reform impulse had dwindled, in part because a 

substantial part of the Progressive agenda had become law. 
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Even more importantly, a new set of problems had arisen to 

which the standard solutions of the previous generation 

seemed unsatisfactory. Sport, an integral part of the 

original charter of Progressive policy, moved in new 

d · t' 14 ~rec ~ons. 

By the 1920s athletic technology was no longer new. 

Invented as an implement to fashion American institutions 

during the "search for order," modern sport had a history of 

more than three decades by the 1920s. Like any other social 

technology introduced to the world with promises of helping 

in the construction of an earthly Eden, modern sport suffered 

the usual loss of utility when a utopian order did not 

quickly spring from its practice. Arthur Schlesinger, Sr., 

best described the "cyclical" evolution of reform 

movements--to which Progressive athletism certainly belongs. 

The "final stage of reform is reached when the new doctrines, 

having lost their air of strangeness and demonstrated either 

their utility or harmlessness, become imbedded in the 

conscience and philosophy of the people at large," theorized 

Schlesinger. He thought that the reform doctrines which a 

culture accepted then became a part of the "conservative" 

resistance to any further change. Schlesinger's hypothesis 

offers some intriguing insights into the character of modern 

sport during the Twenties. 1S 

Sport had certainly been a central feature of 
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Progressive reform package. Athletism enjoyed widespread 

acceptance in American society before World War One. By 1920 

many of the original architects of modern sport had died. 

James E. Sullivan passed away in 1914, A.G. Spalding in 1915, 

and Theodore Roosevelt in 1919. Caspar Whitney lived until 

1929, but his role as a leader of the athletic movement ended 

during the war. Succeeding generations of sport-minded 

Americans, dealing with different sets of problems, never 

enjoyed the confidence in the curative powers of athletism 

which the founders of the sporting republic manifested. 

After all, the intense passion which accompanies the creation 

of an ideology, or a religion, belongs mainly to the 

originators. The strenuous life had become a standard 

feature of American culture, and lost the lustre associated 

with new devices and novel reforms. 

However, interpreting the differing perspectives 

which Americans held on sport in the 1920s from the preceding 

generation as solely attributable to the "natural" evolution 

of a social technology would be explaining many of the 

differences away. Significant changes in American culture 

rendered the Progressive conception of athletism archaic. A 

small group of educators and athletic officials continued to 

refer to modern sport as an active tool for building a 

national culture. They clung tenaciously to the older 

version of athletism. 16 But the vast majority of 
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commentators on American life increasingly saw sport as a 

separate sphere of reality, free from the complexities of the 

political and economic forces which controlled life in mass 

society. Sport became an escape from the "bigness" of the 

post-war world. 

By the 1920s, however, sport had taken on a different 

character. For a variety of reasons, many Americans no 

longer considered athletism as an implement for shaping 

political, social and economic structures. During the 1920s, 

while a small group of professionals continued to push 

athletic technology as an important social tool, sport was 

recast as an instrument for escaping the complex realities of 

mass society. The idea of sport as a separate universe, free 

from the political and economic problems of the "real" world, 

marked a sharp break with the Progressive conception of 

athletism. The reasons for the change in the temper of the 

sporting republic were many and varied. Both American 

society and athletic technology changed significantly under 

the impulses of new dynamics. 

By the 1920s it was clear that a national culture 

existed in the United States, but on a much different level 

than the Progressives had hoped for. The national culture of 

the Twenties linked together society in a myriad of mundane, 

but important, ways. From Gotham to Gopher Prairie the 

radio, the automobile, mass production and Madison Avenue, 
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created a nation of consumers. The Progressives had defined 

their hoped for national culture in political and ideological 

terms. Their vision of the United states would not be 

realized during the Twenties. Indeed the nation would be 

rent by deep political and cultural conflicts. And yet a 

national culture had emerged, a "Big Society" bonded by the 

dynamics of mass production and the ethics of mass 

consumption. American intellectuals flayed the new national 

culture mercilessly, but they could not make it 

disappear. 1? 

The old and new ideas of the social role of sport 

were really quite far apart. In 1920 Gustavus T. Kirby, the 

president of the A.C.C., sounded the old refrain. In the 

pages of Spalding's Annual Athletic Almanac, Kirby called 

on the youth of the nation to assume the mantle of America's 

athletic missionaries. "Let every boy or man who can run or 

jump; let every marksman who can shoot pistol, rifle or gun; 

let every fencer who can use foil, duelling sword or sabre; 

let every swimmer who can do plain or fancy diving; let every 

foot ball man who can dodge, block and kick; let every 

oarsmen who can use oars or sweep; let every tennis player 

who can swing a racket, and golf player who can drive and 

putt, gird up his loins and go into training for these world 

contests, for the benefit of himself and the glory of his 

country," commanded Kirby. He admonished his fellow 
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Americans to reach deep into their pockets and support the 

American Olympic cause. "Thus with men and money will our 

great democracy be enabled to have its representatives again 

lead the athletes of the world in triumphant parade before a 

King and Queen of an old world monarchy," preached the A.O.C. 

president. In the minds of the traditionalists like Kirby, 

sport remained an important political tool which could guide 

American energies in progressive directions. 1S 

Kirby spoke for the American sporting tradition. On 

the surface, that tradition appeared to be, if anything, 

growing during the 1920s. In his impressionistic, insightful 

survey of the decade from 1919 to 1929, Only Yesterday 

(1931), the journalist Frederick Lewis Allen recalled for an 

American audience which had just lived through the Twenties, 

that sport "had become an obsession." The "huge 

million-dollar bouts of the decade" in professional pugilism, 

Babe Ruth's prodigious exploits on the baseball diamond, the 

college football craze, the rise of professional golf and 

tennis, and a host of other athletic activities captured the 

nation's attention. Everyone, through newspaper accounts and 

nationwide radio broadcasts, participated in the sporting 

craze. It was one of new behaviors which knit the nation 

together. 19 

But sport, particularly in the eyes of the 

intellectual class, seemed to have a different role in the 



Big Society of Twenties from what it had in the previous 

industrial epoch. In 1927 the historians Charles and Mary 

Beard commented on the shape of the new national culture. 

They hypothesized that the "machine process" had stamped 

every facet of American life with a rigid standardization. 

Mass production and mass consumption had created a new 

reality, joining the nation together in a myriad of 
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inter! ocking Ii feways. Mass cuI ture meant that "wi thin the 

week of their announcement the modes of New York, Boston, and 

Chicago became the modes of Winesburg, Gopher Prairie, and 

Centerville and swept on without delay into remote mountain 

fastnesses. Thus the technology of interchangeable parts 

was reflected in the clothing, sports, amusements, 

literature, architecture, manners, and speech of the 

multitude," the Beards reported. 

Sport, from the Beards' vantage, had become a 

manifestation of Big Society, an item which the masses 

consumed with an insatiable appetite. In the new order the 

relentless hammerings of the machine process pounded every 

aspect of life, "material and spiritual," into the routes 

which the utilitarian commandment that governed the system 

prescribed. Nothing was exempt from the machine's maw. 

Education, the arts, social reform, and every other human 

activity fell under the sway of mass culture. "All these 

tendencies, springing naturally out of the whirl of business, 
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were encouraged by the conscious struggle for efficiency in 

every domain, by the discovery and application of the most 

economical apparatus for the accomplishment of given ends," 

wrote the Beards. 20 

In such a world sport offered only a temporary, and 

illusory, escape from the rigid routine of the machine 

process. The escape allowed the process to continue, 

providing a respite from the inhuman conditions of mass 

culture. Social critics who had found something of value in 

more traditional conceptions of sport, like Johan Huizinga, 

Lewis Mumford and Arnold Toynbee, were horrified by the 

changes in physical culture. 21 As the Beards described it, 

Americans "sat on the bleachers at games, in vicarious 

playing, to cheer their favorite teams," free for a moment 

from hard realities. In the eyes of the Beards, and a great 

many of their intellectual contemporaries, sport had become 

an opiate which allowed Everyman to cope with Big Society. 

It offered an arena in which the masses could turn their eyes 

away, if only for a moment, from the grim political and 

economic realities of the modern world. The Beards lhemselves 

were hopeful that mankind could rise to the challenge of the 

machine age--although they described no transcendent role for 

athletism. But much of the intellectual class, in the wake 

of the Great War and new criticisms of human rationalism, 

abandoned the optimism of the Beards and their Progressive 



forebears. The social critics of the 1920s detested sport 

because they felt that it hid the true nature of modern 

civilization. 
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The intellectuals did not single out sport. In fact, 

they detested practically everything about modern 

civilization. By the end of the Great War the "new 

radicalism" had burst into full flower in American life. The 

new class of radicals despised middle-class values, 

considered political reform hopeless, and dismissed human 

reason as an illusion. They hated the materialism which 

seemed to be the guiding principle of "Business 

Civilization." Disillusioned by the failure of Progressivism 

to root the acquisitive impulse out of society, the social 

critics who self-consciously styled themselves as a "lost 

generation," abandoned the traditions of political 

liberalism. Enamored by new European philosophical 

traditions, particularly Freudianism and certain strains of 

neo-Marxism--which they often misread--the intellectual class 

set themselves up as the opponents of the dominant values of 

American culture and the defenders of society's outcasts. 

The new critics did not arrange themselves in any monolithic 

fashion on the Left. Indeed, many of the sharpest attacks on 

liberalism came from conservative angles. H.L. Mencken grew 

into a vitriolic giant in intellectual circles during the 

decade, building a reputation on the foundation of his 
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his comrades on the American Mercury enjoyed an enormous 

popularity among the self-styled sophisticates of the 

post-war generation. 22 
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Having abandoned faith in political action and 

rationality, the new class of intellectuals focused their 

attention on the individual self. Their narcissistic 

involvement with personal happiness led them to elevate 

"play" to a central role in their theories of personal 

development. Athletism, which they knew had been designed to 

channel individual energies into socially efficient channels, 

struck the new radicals as a particularly oppressive 

institution. Sport, in Freudian terms, sublimated energy 

toward repressive ends. It seemed overly materialistic and 

militaristic. Intellectuals and social critics had led the 

fight for the strenuous life in the years before the Great 

War. When the new radicals tossed sport on the scrap heap of 

outmoded ideas, it lost much of its power as a social tool. 

But the fact that the "lost generation" had turned 

away from political action and social reform did not mean the 

end of social change. It meant instead the end of most of 

the debate over how to direct the changes. The intellectuals 

had abandoned the fortress to bureaucrats, crying that no one 

was in charge. In certain sectors of society, particularly 

in business and industry, a new group of managers emerged to 
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try and channel the new economic forces in productive 

directions. Ever since the turn of the century, when Lester 

Frank Ward defeated William Graham Sumner in the great debate 

over enlightened management versus unrestricted competition 

as the cornerstone of national vigor, progress had come to 

mean the scientific discovery of what the greatest good for 

the greatest number actually was, and its rational 

application by "unbiased" agents--better known in truly 

Weberian terms as bureaucrats. 23 

Ward's principles underlay much of the Progressive 

agenda, from the regulation of trusts to letting the 

"experts" run the government. By 1920 the idea of 

engineering for efficiency and profit had swallowed much of 

the American economy in the guise of Taylorism. Scientific 

management rendered the robber barons extinct, replacing the 

Goulds, Morgans and Rockefellers of an earlier industrial 

epoch with a class of salaried technicians who directed the 

efforts of both capital and labor to their own carefully 

planned ends. The keenest critic of American capitalism, 

Thorstein Veblen, proposed from exile on Stanford 

University's "farm" that the engineers should be allowed to 

run everything. In one of his last works, The Engineers and 

the Price System (1921), the "amoral moralist" advocated 

technocracy as the medicine required for curing all modern 

maladies. As a new culture based on mass production and 
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consumption formed in the United states, a series of 

conflicts over the directions in which American civilization 

should move divided the nation. 24 

Beneath the apparently uniform crust of Big Society 

lay enormous tensions. The promoters of technology-driven 

mass society faced much opposition from the heartlands of 

traditional agrarian idealism. Farmers suffering through a 

decade-long depression thought of the new corporate forces as 

a reincarnation of the octopus-like powers of the trusts and 

railroads which their ancestors had fought in the costumes of 

grangers, populists and Progressives. The protectors of 

rural values, including fundamentalists, drys and Klansmen 

(groups with sometimes overlapping memberships), pictured 

the cities as the haven of all the forces they and their 

followers most feared--alcohol, anti-individualism, corporate 

greed, immigrants, religious heterogeneity and big government 

to name but a few. Rural leaders, echoing the onslaughts of 

disenchanted intellectuals, castigated mass society for its 

stifling, materialistic and undemocratic nature. 

American cities did not suffer the attacks silently. 

Cosmopolitan scribes pictured country folk as the great 

unwashed of the backwoods. Farms were not filled with the 

children of Jefferson but with an intolerant lot of vicious 

bumpkins bent on standing in civilization's path. Alfred E. 

Smith's condescending notions of rural America hampered his 
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1928 presidential bid. Asked to comment on political 

situations in western states, the prophet of big city 

populism responded: "What states are west of the 

Mississippi?" That retort hardly gained him any votes back 

at the ranch or down on the farm. At best, urban technocrats 

spoke to their rural compatriots as unenlightened children. 

That tone typified Clarence Darrow's tactics in the battle 

over dogmas at Dayton, Tennessee, and Henry Fairfield 

Osborn's (the director of the American Museum of Natural 

History and an eminent evolutionist) crafting of The Earth 

Speaks to Bryan. 25 Given the arrogance with which the 

modernists lectured the rural folk, there was no doubt more 

than a little gloating among fundamentalists when the 

"Praying Colonels" of Kentucky's Centre College whipped 

mighty Harvard in a 1924 meeting on the gridiron. 26 

Intellectuals spared neither country or city. 

American social critics painted Everyman in the 1920s as 

"trapped between an old Society which cramped his style and a 

Big Society which seemed to have no room in it for style at 

all." Sinclair Lewis railed against formalism and 

materialism in Main Street, Babbitt and Elmer Gantry. 

Ernest Hemingway attempted to carve a sort of existential 

code duello as a totem to ward off the evil spirits of the 

modern age. Doing things well and truly meant abandoning 

both tradition and machines; creating one's own separate 
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peace. Intellectuals even doubted the nation's most sacred 

institution, democracy. Walter Lippmann, influenced by the 

new psychology of the Freudians and Behaviorists, argued that 

the common man was incapable of ruling in a complex society. 

Government by expert was the only rational course. H.L. 

Mencken's common man, denominated as homo vulgaris, was 

simply too stupid to be trusted. 27 

With a population nearly evenly divided between rural 

and urban (if towns with more than 2,500 inhabitants can be 

considered urban) the conflict between values in the United 

states appeared to be clearly marked. But on closer 

inspection the boundaries blur. Fundamentalist preachers and 

Ku Klux Klan organizers found many converts in the nation's 

largest population centers. Science and industry had 

defenders on the farm. Not every intellectual assumed the 

pessimism awarded by the acceptance of the label "lost 

generation." Stephen Vincent Benet and Carl Sandburg sang 

with Whitman-like voices of the strengths of the past. 

Another group of thinkers, under the influence of Veblen and 

John Dewey, turned their backs on the past and erected the 

temple of science on the ashes of dead gods. American 

Everymen wanted to be both farmers and engineers, modernists 

and traditionalists. How else can one explain the curious 

dualism in the characters of the Twenties' two most enduring 

folk-heroes, Henry Ford and Charles Lindbergh? 
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Ford created the car in mass, the symbol for change 

in American life. He called technology the "new Messiah." 

And yet Ford revered the values of an older America. He 

reconstructed a public shrine to the agrarian past at 

Greenfield Village, outside of Dearborn, Michigan. He made 

yearly pilgrimages back to nature, accompanied by inventor 

Thomas Alva Edison, naturalist John Burroughs and tire 

magnate Harv~y Firestone. He reprinted and distributed 

selections from McGuffey readers while overseeing the 

construction of the world's most efficient assembly lines. 

Ford epitomized the tension between old and new in the modern 

world. He looked into both past and future, choosing values 

from each perspective. Henry Ford, and his automobiles, 

embodied the American character and its uneasy wedding of 

tradition and progress. The car, like its architect, 

paradoxically preserved individualism while promoting mass 

society. The automobile provided an army of workers with 

transportation to the means of production, while at the same 

time protecting individual autonomy and expression in the 

steel spaces it provided for Everyman. 28 

If the automobile offered a common example of the 

uneasy synthesis of material progress and American tradition, 

then one dramatic incident, and the public acclaim it 

sparked, brought the paradox into sharp relief. On May 19, 

1927, Charles A. Lindbergh lifted The Spirit of st. Louis 



into the air "by his indomitable will alone." His 

transatlantic flight made him the hero of the Twenties. 
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Great crowds flocked to be near him, first in France and then 

on his return to the United states. Heywood Broun of the New 

York World cried that the "tall young man raised up and let 

us see the potentialities of the human spirit." Lindbergh 

provided the nation with the perfect tonic for an overdose of 

relativistic philosophy, "lost generation" criticism and 

pessimistic musings, and the nation drank deeply. In fact, 

coming from Broun, the words of praise indicated the degree 

to which even the skeptics appreciated the symbolism of 

Lindbergh's flight. Broun, an iconoclastic radical, 

supporter of Sacco and Vanzetti and cultural pluralism, was 

hardly a patriotic American Legion-like booster of the 

"Babbitt" type. Lindbergh seemed to symbolize all that 

traditional culture held dear. The media never ceased 

pointing out that Lindbergh came out of the West and rode 

alone. Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, himself the son of a hero 

of the cult of the frontier, pegged Lindbergh as the symbolic 

descendant of Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett and the rest of the 

self reliant-breed who had made America a great nation. 

But Lindbergh's flight represented more than the 

triumph of the frontier spirit. The journey testified to the 

power of American science and industry. President Calvin 

Coolidge delightedly told the press at a reception for 



Lindbergh that more than a hundred different companies had 

provided parts and service for The Spirit of st. Louis. 
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The counter-theme to Lindbergh as solitary hero in the 

tradition of the trail-blazer and the cowboy was Lindbergh as 

the mechanical genius, in the tradition of Benjamin Franklin, 

the Wright Brothers and Henry Ford. Lindbergh himself gave 

unstinting praise to his technology, entitling his account of 

the flight We. Lindbergh, and his plane, managed to stand 

for both the old America and the new, for individualism and 

the collectivism required by modern industrial states. 29 

Sport, like Lindbergh's flight and Ford's motor car, 

offered connections between the past and the future. The 

equation between athletism and vigor survived in mass 

society, shorn of many of its political connotations. 

Americans still believed that athletics would provide the new 

"safety valve." Would Big Society render America too flabby? 

Would the age of the machine require the sacrifice of the 

body? The nation's mythology spoke of its ancestral 

pioneering race in reverent tones. Americans remembered the 

giants who had blazed a continent as sturdy, strong and 

energetic men and women. Sound minds in strong bodies tamed 

the frontier. Business Civilization loved to hear tales of 

them. The Westerns of Zane Grey, Emerson Hough and Stewart 

Edward White rode high on the best seller list during the 

decade. 30 
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American sporting oracles had long attributed their 

country's Olympic success to a wilderness born vigor which 

overwhelmed decadent European challengers. A 1924 article in 

the Literary Digest continued that tradition. The magazine 

praised "American brawn, stamina and skill," the producers of 

Olympian supremacy. "Here and there some mighty one has 

arisen to bear the banner of another nation through the lists 

to individual conquest," but mainly those "who wore the stars 

and stripes" filled the modern Olympic pantheon. "The United 

states was a pioneer land where men had lived close to the 

soil and nature under conditions that made for strength and 

vitality," the author reminded his audience. "The American 

athletes were the sons of men who were not hot-house plants, 

the products of super-heated offices, and no exercise." 

Now, with the frontier having given way to the 

factory, the United states faced a great challenge from 

athletes who had adopted American training methods but lived 

much closer to the elements. The veldt conquering runners 

and jumpers of South Africa (white only, of course) 

represented a pioneer bred threat to American supremacy. 

Even more dangerous were the sons of the "marauding viking 

crew," who, "led by some brawny jarl of the northern sea was 

the envy of many a commander of Rome's proudest triremes." 

The harsh northern climes duplicated frontier conditions and, 

according to the environmental theory of athleticism proposed 
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in the Literary Digest, produced Norwegian, Swedish and 

especially, given their stellar performance at the 1912 

Olympics, Finnish challengers to American Olympians. Beware 

the "conquering north," the national weekly warned the 

hot-house youth of the "Jazz Age.,,31 

But the overt connections between the sporting life 

and national destiny, so clear in Theodore Roosevelt's era, 

were muted during the Twenties. Literary Digest's warnings 

had been presented more in the interest of amusement than as 

dire caveats. Serious political commentary w~s rarely 

associated with athletic achievement. Significantly, during 

the 1920s American Olympic teams were hardly ever cast as 

"melting pot" contingents. Occasionally, as in a 1925 New 

York Times editorial, the old notion of sport as a tool for 

unifying American ethnic groups would emerge. "After the 

public schools, it is in the field of sports that we must 

look for the principal molding force of a sense of kind, as 

the sociologists call it," declared the editor. "The baseball 

diamond, which is the nation's great playground, has long 

reflected this assimilative process," he continued. The New 

York paper offered sport as an antidote to the resurgence of 

the Ku Klux Klan, opining that "a people that plays so well 

together will not spend much time in hate.,,32 

But, in a decade in which nativism had created great 

rifts between ethnic groups, in which the Congress had moved 
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to close the nation's gates to non-Western European 

immigrants, and in which theories of racial superiority and 

purity had captured much of the academic community, the New 

York Times' editorial was a lonely reminder of old 

orthodoxies. From 1917 to 1924 a series of events--the war, 

the army intelligence tests, the Red Scare, and many 

others--sparked the rise of a xenophobic movement which 

demanded "100 per cent Americanism." A disparate group of 

allies, the Klan, eugenics theorists, neo-Nordics like the 

historian Madison Grant, some prohibitionists, Henry Ford, 

the American Federation of Labor, and much of the 

middle-class public, pushed Congress into enacting a series 

of legislative devices which insured that the "Waspish" 

racial status quo would be indefinitely maintained in the 

United States. 33 

After 1924 the nativist tide receded somewhat, but 

the barriers erected during the height of the debate had 

changed the nature of immigration forever. American would 

not for another half-century see the massive human migrations 

from the Old World which the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries had witnessed. The playground and the Olympic 

team, despite a few notable exceptions, were conspicuous by 

their absences from the racial debates of the Twenties. 

Perhaps the "closing of the gates" against massive 

immigration lessened the felt need for melting pot imagery in 
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sport. And yet, the absence appears even odder when one 

considers that ethnic minorities were participating in sport 

in increasing numbers. Italian, Slavic and Jewish athletes 

starred in professional baseball, boxing, college football in 

far greater numbers than before the war. 

College football represented the best example of the 

"democratization" of sport in the Twenties. Originally the 

province of Eastern Establishment elites at Ivy League 

schools, intercollegiate football programs sprang up across 

the nation. Major powers in the South, Midwest, and on the 

Pacific Coast--Georgia Tech, Notre Dame and the University of 

southern California, to name the most prominent--captured 

loyal followings and became symbols of regional pride. The 

1920s witnessed the invention of the "bowl game," and saw the 

rise of intersectional rivalries. College football moved off 

the society page, lost its association with "swells," and 

became the best attended spectator sport in the United 

states, surpassing even major league baseball. 

Curiously, the "leveling" of college football did not 

inspire a series of odes to inherent democratic nature of the 

American republic. Most observers viewed the new spectacles 

as evidences of changing tastes in entertainment, rather than 

as a marker of shifting political currents. Indeed, most 

social commentary on college football focused on the 

inordinate attention which "play" received in the curriculum. 
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A 1929 Carnegie Foundation report on higher education and the 

Association of American University Professors condemned the 

pigskin excesses of the major football powers. But many 

defended football as a collegiate attribute, including the 

presidents of City College of New York, Columbia, the 

University of Iowa, Brown, Middlebury, and Bates. Indeed, 

readers from this jaded generation should remember that the 

most famous college football coach in the country, Notre 

Dame's Knute Rockne, was also a chemistry professor at South 

Bend. 34 

The one area in which sport approached its pre-war 

connection with political culture was women's athletics. The 

ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 had given 

women the right to vote. The Twenties witnessed an intense 

and widespread debate about new roles for women in American 

society. Some feminists pushed for full legal and political 

equality for women, others argued for holding onto the 

traditional patterns of Victorianism's separate spheres. 

Many thought that giving women the right to vote signaled 

the beginning of a revolutionary social movement. Women, 

cast in Victorian terms as the moral guardians of 

civilization, would clean up politics in the United States, 

or so many of the Progressives who had pushed the amendment 

hoped. But the granting of voting privileges to women did 

not really change the economic or political structure of the 
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United states. The rise of the "flapper," the "vamp," and 

the "new woman" in popular culture had more to do with the 

youthful rebellion against old social traditions than with 

shifts in the political culture. In fact, the "new woman" 

only manifested herself in a very small portion of the 

population, the peer group subculture of American college 

youth. And even on campus she was politically very much like 

her mother had been, even as she revelled in exposing the 

differences in manners and style which she had adopted. 35 

still, the power of the ballot offered intriguing 

possibilities. Women had always been included in the 

sporting republic. The American race required vigorous 

mothers as well as fathers. The promoters of feminine 

athletism promised that a womanly devotion to the strenuous 

life would improve health, enhance physical attractiveness 

and soothe the nervous conditions which supposedly plagued 

the modern woman. However, owing to the chauvinism of A.O.C. 

leader James E. Sullivan, American women had not been allowed 

to participate in the Olympic Games. That changed during the 

Twenties. American heroines from the Seventh, Eighth and 

Ninth Olympic Games ranked among the foremost stars of the 

sporting boom. 

It was an Olympic swimmer, Gertrude Ederle, who 

during the 1920s was acclaimed as "the most striking figure 

of the woman in athletics." Other women had sometimes 
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competed with men. Bill Tilden's tennis court thrashing of 

French superstar Suzanne Lenglen, 6-0, 6-0, seemed to confirm 

that women could not compete with men on the playing field. 

Then, in 1926, came Ederle's famous swim across the English 

Channel. She trained for the ordeal like "a young 

prize-fighter," and conquered the cold waters and tricky 

currents in a time faster than any of the men who swam before 

her. W.O. McGeehan portrayed Ederle's swim as a sign of the 

new opportunities available to women in an era in which the 

old stereotypes were falling by the wayside. He remarked 

that women had really only been swimming for about twelve 

years. Before that "they could not swim in the old-fashioned 

bathing-suits which the conventions required for women, with 

the long skirts imprisoning their limbs and the water logged 

stockings impeding their movements.,,36 

During the 19205 women got both the ballot and better 

"swimming" suits. "There are many who regarded the feat of 

Gertrude Ederle as the most magnificent gesture of feminism," 

noted McGeehan. He, however, saw her not as a "superwoman" 

but as an American Everywoman, who symbolized an era in which 

physical fitness was becoming a feminine standard. No longer 

would the athletic woman be regarded as an "unwomanly 

freak." Instead, mused McGeehan, I have come to the 

conclusion that the time is coming when the non-athletic girl 

may be regarded as freakish and unusual. This certainly is 
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not a matter to view with alarm," he added. 37 

If women's athletic performances spar.ked some 

interesting political commentary during the Twenties, it was 

also clear that they faced a double standard on the playing 

field as they did everywhere else. America's male Olympians 

only had to win. Female Olympians had to win with the grace 

and beauty "appropriate" to their sex. 

The inventors of the sporting republic had always 

lauded athletism as the modern fulcrum of moral education. 

That idea did not die out during the Twenties. Hugh S. 

Fullerton, the sports editor of the New York Evening Mail, 

listed the "Ten Commandment.s of Sport, and of Everything 

Else," for the readers of American Magazine. He insisted 

t.hat his "Code of a Good Sport" could just as well be a code 

of business, or friendship or anything else. People were 

always engaged in some kind of struggle, observed Fullerton. 

"It may be a competition against other human beings, or it 

may be fight [sic] against circumstances. Probably there 

isn't a day when you do not have a chance to show whether you 

are 'a good sport. It, Fullerton's "thou shalts" were 

illustrated in a series of vignettes drawn from the major 

league baseball diamond. 

But Fullerton's gossipy morality tales from the big 

leagues lacked the impact of Theodore Roosevelt's athletic 

axioms or the Progressive association of school, playing 
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field and constitutional democracy. Progressive proponents 

of athletism had portrayed the playground as a one of the 

central formative experiences in the lives of productive 

individuals. Fullerton offered his commandments for public 

consumption. "Remember this, as you read the stories given 

in this article: you don't have to be a baseball player, or a 

prize-fighter, to get something out of these stories that 

you can use." In consumer culture one selected values by 

h · d 38 s opp~ng aroun . 

At least Fullerton attempted to pay homage to the 

traditions of athletism. other writers, particularly the 

iconoclastic Heywood Broun, turned treasured myths into comic 

routines. "Play Up, Pay Up, and Shut Up When Beaten," Broun 

subtitled an article on "The High Spirit of Sportsmanship" in 

Collier's. Broun advised his readers with mock seriousness 

that "if you happen to be an emperor, make it your business 

first of all to organize sport in your domain." He joked 

that "Lloyd George might paraphrase Wellington and remark 

that England had fought out its Russian revolution upon its 

football fields.,,39 Not even the hallowed traditions of 

the sporting republic were safe from the comic cynicism which 

characterized so much of the popular literature of the 19205. 

Moving from the satirical to the silly, Literary 

Digest offered athletics as a antidote for revolutionary 

anarchy. "When the spirits of a Bolshevik meeting reach such 
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a degree of compression that bomb-throwing seems to be the 

only possible outlet, it is suggested that the whole meeting 

adjourn to some vacant lot and try 'putting' the 

sixteen-pound shot," laughed the Digest. "When there is a 

tendency in bold Bolshevik breasts to run amuck, let the 

possessors of the tendency try for the half-mile running 

record, or have a go at the 220 hurdles," snickered the 

editors. "In such athletic diversions, competitive games, 

and sports, in which pluck and endurance are necessary, there 

may be antidote for much class dissension which produces 

Bolshevism, as well as a cure for the indigestion which 

flourishes among really virulent rebels," the Digest 

guffawed. 40 

The connections between physical and political 

culture became blurred during the Twenties. Athletics had 

been designed to prepare the citizens of constitutional 

republics for leadership, to create a national culture based 

on the tenets of liberalism. During the "search for order" 

sport had not been play, but an essential component of the 

modern temper. But sport was changing. With increasing 

frequency, American social commentators set sport against 

politics, instead of describing athletism as a part of the 

political order. 

One of the most popular of those commentators, 

Frederick Lewis Allen, admitted that "the Post-war Decade was 
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a great sporting era." Millions of fans spent billions of 

dollars on sporting events and athletic equipment. But Allen 

did not find the sporting boom a particularly happy social 

development. "More Americans could identify Knute Rockne as 

the Notre Dame coach than could tell who was the presiding 

officer of the United states Senate," groused Allen. He 

found all the "ballyhoo" a befuddling commentary on an 

America out of touch with the important issues of life. 

Allen pictured the 1920s as an era in which a nation tired of 

reform and social change, seized on a bunch of "new toys," 

sport among them, and ignored the larger political and 

.. f th 41 economlC lssues 0 e age. 

The fact that sport seemed more popular with the 

masses than the great questions of political life greatly 

annoyed intellectuals. The radicals detested athletics 

because it prevented the masses from recognizing their plight 

and thus blocked a true revolution. More traditional 

thinkers were upset that what they deemed a frivolous orgy 

consumed attention better directed toward more important 

issues. 

"More profound blah has been scribbled and spoken 

about the significance of our national vogue for sports than 

upon almost any topic, including Fundamentalism, Freud, the 

League of Nations, and the hot weather," fumed George S. 

Brooks in an article which epitomized the intellectual 
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disdain for the new version of the strenuous life. He 

equated the Roman descent into an orgy of "bread and the 

circus" with the current American fascination with "gas and 

the games." "'Gas and the games' has become the motto of 

these United States," Brooks protested. "Contrary to the 

opinions of professional and amateur sport-promoters, the 

writer contends it is doubtful the tremendous furor over 

motors and sports proves anything--except that our 

civilization has reached a highly artificial state, and that 

most of our citizens are bored with their jobs," he surmised. 

Brooks, like the Beards and most of American intellectuals, 

blamed the sporting craze on the rise of mass society. "As 

the cities fill with routine workers, whose each day is a 

monotony of repetition, so fast does the desire for motor, 

movies, and sports increase," he observed. "Business and 

occupation become duller as the central control increases. 

Motoring, motion-pictures, camping out, playing or watching 

games are merely an escape from the circumscribed routine of 

factory, store, or office.,,42 

Even a few sportswriters found all the attention paid 

to athletics a little too much to stomach. W.O. McGeehan, 

the sports editor of the New York Herald, coined the term 

"ballyhoo" to refer to the excessive attention on the 

trivial. McGeehan, and others, often used the term to refer 

to sporting style of the Twenties. In Vanity Fair he 
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asserted that "your modern champion is as great as his 

chroniclers make him." The chroniclers made quite a few 

heroes and heroines. Among the most popular were Babe Ruth, 

Red Grange, Bobby Jones, Bill Tilden, Jack Dempsey, Gene 

Tunney, Hellen Wills and Gertrude Ederle. But behind every 

famous athlete seemed to stand a press agent, like the 

infamous boxing promoter Tex Rickard, or Grange's manager, 

C.C. ("Cash and Carry") Pyle. The Literary Digest laughed 

that "how much of their fame is pure metal and how much of it 

is mere ballyhoo does not matter as long as they add to the 

gaiety and credulity of nations." In mass culture sport 

belonged to the sphere of leisure. 43 

Even some of the athletes complained about the 

sporting craze. In an article in Success, three time 

American tennis champion Mary K. Brown complained that 

Americans were "sports-mad idiots." "Why should I have 

become elevated to a position of first-page importance merely 

because I am somewhat more dexterous than most in 

manipulating a contrivance of catgut and wood which is 

commonly called a tennis racquet?" she wondered. "It will be 

for the future to find the answer to the present sports 

hysteria that is gripping America to the exclusion of other 

and greater matters."44 

Perhaps the harshest critic of American sporting 

habits in the 1920s, John R. Tunis, was a practicing 
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sportswriter. Tunis loved the beauty of informal athletic 

games, and the escape from the daily grind which sport could 

provide. He thought that play was the true essence of modern 

sport. Tunis reveled in the existential moments in which one 

drove a golf ball well and truly, or executed a perfect 

groundstroke on the tennis court. "All that is best in sport 

can be found--and what is more, is found--in these friendly 

encounters upon the golf links and tennis courts of the 

country," he wrote. But the rise of the highly organized 

spectacles which garnered so much attention d~ring the 1920s 

bothered Tunis immensely. 

Tunis rejected the notion that organized sport was a 

morally edifying institution. He blamed the press for 

blowing up the importance of athletics to the point where 

"there has grown up in the public mind an exaggerated and 

sentimental notion of the moral value of these great 

competitive spectacles of sport, a fiction which may be 

termed The Great Sports Myth." He complained that "the 

sporting heroes of the nation are our gods" and worried that 

the amount of enerqy devoted to athletics would have 

detrimental effects on society. He pointed to the hoopla 

surrounding Harvard's annual meeting with Yale in football as 

an indication of the overvaluation of athletics. The Boston 

Evening Transcript paid far too much attention to the game, 

"treating it as earnestly and sententiously as the forecasts 



of a Presidential election upon election eve," chastised 

Tunis. 
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"Man has always, I suppose, been a hero worshipper," 

Tunis admitted grudgingly. The United states had no 

religious prophets to exalt, nor a royalty admire, nor even a 

Mussolini to erect as a national icon. "Consequently we turn 

hopefully to the world of sports," he theorized. People in 

mass society needed to identify with individuals who had 

risen above the bleak routines which marked modern life. 

Sports stars were the heroes of consumer culture. "And why 

not?" Tunis noted. "Have they not been cleansed (and so 

sanctified) in the great white heat of competition upon the 

links or the gridiron, the court or the diamond?" Such a 

belief laid the foundation of "The Great Sports Myth." 

Tunis insisted that such a belief was silly. He 

argued that "highly organized competitive sport is not 

character building." In fact, he thought that participation 

in the sporting craze destroyed an individual's appreciation 

of the gospel of fair play. The lust for victory insured 

that modern sport would bring out the worst traits in 

humanity. Tunis recited a long litany of abuses which 

plagued collegiate athletics--bad sportsmanship, excessive 

violence, the antagonisms which athletic rivalry created 

between rival institutions, sadistic coaches, "shamateur" 

athletes and boorish "camp followers." Any athlete who 
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rebelled against the system could expect a lifetime of 

defamation. Tunis recalled the case of Harvard's star 

halfback of the early 1920s, George Owen, who complained 

about the drudgery of big-time college football in a magazine 

article after his graduation. Owen had observed that most of 

the players were ecstatic, win or lose, when the season wore 

to a close. Tunis reported that Owen's confession resulted 

in the former star being labeled as a traitor to sport. "It 

was very much as if a soldier had returned to this country in 

1918 and in the midst of all the recruiting propaganda had 

declared that war was not all it was cracked up to be." 

Tunis revealed the sporting heroes of the Twenties, 

particularly Bill Tilden, as cut-throat competitors bent on 

winning at any cost. Athletic competition had not made them 

noble citizens, deserving of the mass adoration which the 

public heaped upon them. "Judging by their remarks in 

public," charged Tunis, "one is forced to conclude that many, 

if not all, our sporting gods are muscle-bound between the 

ears." Tunis also blasted the notion that athletics 

strengthened the bond between either individuals or nations. 

"In reality, the Olympic Games breed contention," he 

insisted. He pictured Olympic celebrations as festivals of 

national jealousies and squabbles at which "everyone unities 

upon on common ground alone--that of hating the athletes from 

the United states. For it appears that our supremacy in 
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sport, like our industrial supremacy, brings not popularity 

but unpopularity," thought Tunis. 

The "new religion of deadly serious sport" struck 

Tunis as one of the worst manifestations of the 1920s. He 

held out a hope though, that "a saner and more sensible 

outlook on sports" could be achieved. The "Great Sports 

Myth" was beginning to be penetrated by enlightened critics. 

"There is a limi t even to the credulity of a publi c brought 

up from childhood to believe in this fairy tale; possibly we 

are approaching that limit," he wrote. "At least let us hope 

so!" Tunis concluded. But most of the intellectuals did not 

share Tunis' optimism. 45 

A combination of factors, the intellectual revolt, 

the waning of the spirit of reform, and the rise of mass 

culture, were dragging athletism away from its origins as 

active agent of social reform. Sport no longer seemed to 

provide an effective avenue for cultural construction. In 

"the Age of Play" athletism offered only escape or amusement. 

Robert L. Duffus dubbed the Twenties "the age of 

play." He summed up the new mores in a 1924 article for The 

Independent. "The most significant aspect of the Age of 

Play," he wrote, "is not in its inventions, good and bad, but 

in an alteration of an ancient attitude--a veritable change 

in one of the most fundamental of folk ways." Duffus 

surmised that "for uncounted generations man has survived and 
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made progress ... only by unceasing industry." The machine age 

"struck a fatal blow at the ancestral faith in mere hard 

work." Duffus did not believe that the mechanization of work 

was without danger, nor that all the amusements of leisure 

were wholesome. But he warned that "these evils are not to 

be cured by curbing the spirit of play. Reformers and 

educators must accept this spirit as more sacred than 

anything they have to give; they can help by guiding, not by 

restraining." The technocrats and the social critics did not 

fully comprehend Duffus' wisdom. Madison Avenue treated it 

as the new gospel. 46 

The 1920s witnessed the emergence of mass 

advertising. The bards of consumption sold lifestyles and 

values packaged as products. A brand of toothpaste could 

make someone into a sex-pot, the right cut of suit created a 

corporate mover and shaker, and an automobile could turn an 

urban family into summertime pioneers. Consumption became 

the national religion. And it profoundly altered the 

composition of the American mind. A 1925 article in The New 

Republic highlighted advertising's role in modern cognition. 

"When all is said and done, advertising does give a certain 

illusion, a certain sense of escape in a machine age," noted 

the author. "It creates a dream world: smiling faces, 

shining teeth, school girl complexions, cornless feet, 

perfect fitting union suits, distinguished collars, wrinkleless 
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collars, odorless breaths, regularized bowels, happy homes in 

New Jersey (15 minutes from Hoboken), charging motors, 

punctureless tires, perfect busts, shimmering shanks, 

self-washing dishes--backs behind which the moon was meant to 

rise.,,47 

Advertising did more than provide escapism. It 

helped shape a new reality. It gave new meaning to that 

hallowed American phrase, "the pursuit of happiness." 

Madison Avenue thrust visions of the fruits of the machine 

process into every home in the land, creating a rising tide 

of affluent expectations which have affected American culture 

enormously in the decades since the Twenties. Madison Avenue 

also remade political culture. The new forms of persuasion, 

in conjunction with the intellectuals' abandonment of 

politics, restructured the roles of the bestowers of power 

and those who sought it. The new electorate began to look at 

politicians in the same way in which they looked at consumer 

goods. Walter Lippmann had realized that ideas and political 

platforms could be sold as easily as automobiles and razor 

blades. 48 As the politicians began to recognize the new 

realities, American democracy changed forever. 49 

During the Twenties the change manifested itself 

visibly in presidential politics. George Harvey, commenting 

on the election of 1924, remarked that Calvin Coolidge would 

not be elected "for what he said or did, but for what he 
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was." That was a revolutionary thought, a sentiment that 

could never be used to describe Thomas Jefferson or Abraham 

Lincoln, let alone Theodore Roosevelt or Woodrow Wilson. For 

if candidates were not what they said and did then they were 

only the images they represented in the public's perception. 

In the new culture you picked a president the same way you 

picked a brand of toothpaste. 50 

In 1920 the Republican Party nominated, and the 

American people elected, Warren G. Harding for president. 

Harvey's rubric applied as well to Harding's bid in 1920 as 

it did to Coolidge's in 1924. For the United states' 

electoral consumers, Harding represented a combination of 

small town morality and business sensibility. He merged the 

old and the new in his notion of "normalcy." Harding was a 

true team player who assumed the presidency at the behest of 

the Republican brain-trust, not as a "world-beater" but as a 

good fellow. 

The presidency of Warren G. Harding has been one of 

the most maligned in American history. Pictured in both 

contemporary and historical accounts as a bumbling, dissolute 

"good old boy" who had been chosen to run for office during a 

Republican conclave in a "smoke-filled room" because of his 

malleability to the wills of the power brokers; surrounded in 

Washington, according to popular accounts, by his cronies and 

political hacks on the make, and achieving only new heights 
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on the American charts of scandal and corruption, Harding's 

administration has generally been regarded as a calamity in 

which the president was fortunate to have expired before the 

scope of the disaster had been fully exposed. 

In truth, the Harding administration enjoyed numerous 

accomplishments. Harding set the Republican agenda for the 

rest of the decade, and helped insure the party's hold on the 

presidency. He achieved major foreign and domestic policy 

successes, and helped ease the nation from post-war political 

friction and divisiveness into an era of prosperous and 

peaceful "normalcy." He worked hard in order to make his 

simple campaign promises into realities. He managed to 

create consensus in spite of an antagonistic and activist 

Congress, and balanced business and popular interests much 

more effectively than any of his successors during the 

Twenties. His administration did have serious defects, in 

particular an outmoded and simplistic economic ideology which 

did not fit the new realities of postwar industrialism and 

commerce. He made a series of horrible appointments in the 

executive branch. Several of his administrators severely 

violated the public trust. But he was hardly, as many 

historians regularly rate him, the worst president in 

A ' h' t 51 mer1can 1S ory. 

But in the new era image mattered as much as 

accomplishment. And the image makers, particularly the 
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liberal-minded admirers of the old Roosevelt-Wilson 

progressivism, made Harding, as his most critical biographer 

pointed out, "the last victim of their own wartime and 

postwar disillusionment. In him they discovered a convenient 

outlet for all their own frustrations arising from a feeling 

of ideological betrayal and defeat. Harding became their 

scapegoat for the wartime and postwar degeneration of 

Wilsonian liberalism.,,52 In such a climate of opinion, 

Harding was unable to get the media to focus on his agenda. 

His image problems in an era in which imagery was becoming 

increasingly central, undermined his effectiveness. Consumer 

culture was remaking political life. 

When Harding and his successor, Calvin Coolidge, 

acted, they very often found their path blocked by a Congress 

skilled at the art of obstructionism--a talent which the 

legislative branch and developed fully during the fight over 

the Treaty of Versailles. Perhaps the greatest political 

achievement, at the national level, of the Twenties was the 

restructuring of the many bureaucracies which enacted 

important policies under the inattentive gaze of the 

presidents. A skillful group of managers led by Herbert 

Hoover at the Commerce Department and Andrew Mellon at the 

Treasury, constructed a solid, if underutilized, system of 

federal management in the United states. 53 

But the "white collar" revolution, in government and 
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business, did not make good copy. Hoover's trade initiatives 

and Mellon's financial pronouncements aroused very little 

passion in a populace titillated by sensationalistic accounts 

of sex, crime and sporting spectacles, and inundated by a 

host of exciting new gadgets and services. A few of the 

numerous scandals which plagued the Harding administration 

captured the front pages and the radio waves for a brief 

span, but the bumbling public images of the ascendant 

Republicans bored a generation which had lost faith in the 

connection between the political process and personal power. 

Big Society dwarfed the individual. In the United states it 

seemed that not even big government could control the awesome 

energies of the machine process. 

It came as no surprise then, that the nation turned to 

other forms of communal solidarity. If Harding and Coolidge 

appeared to have no control over the processes of history, at 

least Gehrig and Ruth, Grange and the Four Horsemen, Dempsey 

and Tunney, and America's Olympians could control their 

athletic destinies. Sports stars were masters, not victims, 

of fate. 

In September of 1924 Democrat John w. Davis, 

Republican Calvin Coolidge, and the Progressive Party's 

Robert La Follette were contesting for the presidency of the 

United states. But the Nation, then under the editorship of 

Oswald Garrison Villard who proved much more sympathetic to 
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sport than E.L. Godkin ever had, commented that the World 

Series between the Washington Senators and the New York 

Giants fascinated the public more than the presidential race. 

The Nation's editors mused that election day would sort out 

the futures of Coolidge, Davis and La Follette, "but whatever 

happens to them, we may say already--and with entire 

confidence--that the popular vote has been cast in favor of 

sport. It has been seated on the American throne," opined the 

edi tors. "It has been clothed wi th almost dictatorial 

powers." The editors commented that "this absorption in 

sports--already so great and apparently on the increase--is 

both a good and a bad sign of the times." The Nation 

thought that professional games and spectator sports were 

frivolous. "Yet if these great spectacular events sometimes 

seem like an opiate for the people--or the 'bread and circus' 

of the Roman Empire--one should recognize that they develop 

and encourage a great growth of amateur sport, of no import 

whatever to the newspapers but of supreme consequence to the 

health and spirits of the people," concluded the 

Nation. 54 

The Nation's editorial again demonstrated the 

paradoxical conjunction of traditional and modern patterns in 

American culture. The editors wanted to preserve the 

traditions of the strenuous life. And yet they feared the 

rising narcotic power of spectator sport. Such was the 
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constant paradox of the Twenties, an overwhelming nostalgia 

combined with a headlong gallop toward new horizons. The 

decade brought into sharp relief the changing shape of a new 

America. 

The new America took a far different shape from its 

predecessor, one that has only begun to be realized since the 

1950s. Society abandoned much of the Protestant ethos that 

had served it for so long and assumed the ethics of 

affluence. In his studies of popular biographies Leo 

Lowenthal charted the change in ideals, as they shifted from 

the worship of the idols of production to the idols of 

consumption. In mass culture the baton of fame and fortune 

passed from the Horatio Algers of the world to those 

individuals who happened to be in the right place at the 

right time. He noted that the biographies of the Progressive 

era "are written--at least ideologically--for someone who the 

next day may try to emulate the man whom he has just envied." 

In the Twenties a new type of life history replaced those of 

the characters whom Lowenthal labeled 

productive--politicians, the captains of industry, serious 

artists--with stories about people whom; "almost everyone of 

them is directly, or indirectly, related to the sphere of 

leisure time: either he does not belong to vocations which 

serve society's basic needs (e.g., the heroes of the world of 

entertainment and sport), or he amounts, more or less, to a 
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caricature of a socially productive agent." 

The new glimpses into the who was who of consumption 

culture revealed individuals conditioned from childhood by a 

sort of "vulgarian behaviorism" for success if, and only if, 

the persons were lucky enough to get a break. The 

biographies reveled in minute descriptions of mundane 

personal habits and preferences. "The real battlefield of 

history recedes from view or becomes a stock backdrop while 

society disintegrates into an amorphous crowd of consumers," 

wrote Lowenthal. He drew a frightening picture of an America 

in which the machine process had triumphed with totalitarian 

results. "Our people could occupy an imaginary world of 

technocracy; everybody seems to reflect a rigid code of 

flexible qualities: the rigid and mechanized set-up of a 

variety of useful mechanical institutions." The individual 

could only identify, socially and psychologically, with the 

community. 

Lowenthal surmised that "it is some comfort for the 

little man who has become expelled from the Horatio Alger 

dream, who despairs of penetrating the thicket of grand 

strategy in politics and business, to see his heroes as a lot 

of guys who like or dislike highballs, cigarettes, tomato 

juice, golf, and social gatherings--just like himself." To 

one who came of age during the baby boom, weaned on the life 

histories of the great heroes of the National Football 
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League, National Basketball Association and major league 

baseball, Lowenthal's thesis seems to need revision. The 

biography of the sports hero, and even the entertainer, can 

be every bit as didactic as a tale about Horatio Alger. A 

favorite theme of these stories describes the triumph of 

individuals who succeed against the odds, not simply because 

they get breaks, but because of perseverance, hard work and 

clean living. Or remember Gustavus Kirby's call to the youth 

of the commonwealth to defend American morality and uphold 

American honor on the fields of friendly strife. 55 

Sports stars replaced the politician and the 

entrepreneur (in the Twenties and today) because they worked 

within the confines of the playing field--a universe in which 

things could be done well and truly. Lowenthal was correct 

in asserting that the new champions of the masses did not 

directly impact on the fate of mankind, but in their separate 

planes they did produce something of value. The individual 

no longer identified with a role as a primary producer, but 

became instead a consumer--not simply of material goods, but 

of ideas, emotions and values--and a player. To use the 

lingo of the Twenties, the "Age of Play" had dawned. 

The great shift from production to consumption began 

during the Twenties. Interrupted during two aberrant decades 

by the Great Depression and the Second World War, the 

emergence of the new order marks one of the central facts of 
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the history of the twentieth century. The shift pushed 

athletism from the province of social reform toward the 

sphere of an escapist leisure, changing forever the role of 

America's athletic missionaries. A host of evidence confirms 

Lowenthal's speculations. The new data came most clearly 

from "Every town." 

In 1929, Helen and Robert Lynd published one of the 

most remarkable studies ever undertaken of "everyday life" in 

an "average" American town. Middletown quickly became, and 

remains, a classic work in American social science. Through 

the prism of social anthropology, the Lynds dissected the 

interrelated workings of a selected microcosm of American 

civilization--Muncie, Indiana. Their investigation "set out 

to approach the life of the people in the city, selected as a 

unit complex of interwoven trends of behavior," from 1890 

through the 1920s. The Lynds discovered a number of 

technologies which were altering social patterns. They 

detailed the impact of the automobile, the radio, new 

industries and other cultural and social forces had on 

"Middletown." They did not neglect athletism. 

The Lynds discovered that sport comprised one of the 

most significant new features of life in Middletown. In 

1890 physical activity had been an unorganized, 

individualistic pursuit. By the 1920s a remarkable 

transformation had occurred. A Y.M.C.A. and a Y.W.C.A. had 
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been established, gymnasiums, golf courses and athletic 

leagues had sprouted throughout town. Children, adolescents 

and young adults participated in sport with the highest 

frequency, but members of all age groups sometimes engaged in 

athletics. Women participated in the strenuous life, if not 

as frequently as men. "Organized sports appear, from a brief 

check, to exhibit a greater increase since 1890 in the 

relative amount of news space devoted to them in the 

Middletown press than any other department of news--from 4 

per cent. of the total news content of the leading paper in 

1890 to 16 per cent. in 1923.,,56 

The centerpiece of athletics in Middletown was high 

school basketball. It played an enormously important role in 

the student subculture. "The highest honor a senior boy can 

have is captaincy of the football or basket-ball team, 

although, as one senior girl explained, 'Every member is 

almost as much admired,'" reported the Lynds. Sport played 

such an important role in school life that students could not 

imagine attending colleges without first class athletic 

programs. It was not necessarily that they wanted to play 

collegiate sport, but to experience it vicariously. The 

entire complex of sporting activity, both active engagement 

and spectatorship, captivated Middletown. "This whole 

spontaneous life of the intermediate generation, that 

clusters about the formal nucleus of school studies becomes 
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focused, articulate, and even rendered important in the eyes 

of adults through the medium of school athletic teams," 

observed the social anthropologists. "The business man may 

'lay down the law' to his adolescent son or daughter at home 

and patronize their friends, but in the basket-ball 

grandstand he is if anything a little less important than 

these youngsters of his who actually mingle daily with those 

five boys who wear the colors of 'Magic Middletown,'" 

declared the Lynds. 57 

High school basketball, more than any other economic, 

social, religious or political institution, served as the 

most important nexus of group solidarity in Middletown. "No 

distinctions divide the crowds which pack the school 

gymnasium for home games and which in every kind of machine 

crowd the roads for out-of-town games. North Side and South 

Side, Catholic and Kluxer, banker and machinist--their one 

shout is 'Eat 'em beat 'em, Bearcats!, '" marveled the Lynds. 

Townsfolk described the "meanest man in Middletown" as a 

grouch who did not care about basketball. 

The Lynds identified two significant values with the 

basketball ritual. "One is assurance in the face of the 

baffling too-bigness of European wars, death, North Poles, 

ill health, business worries, and political graft; the 

bigness of it all shrinks at a championship basket-ball game 

or a Chamber of Commerce rally, and the whole business of 
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living in Middletown suddenly :fits' again, and one 

'belongs'; one is a citizen of no mean city, and presumably, 

no mean citizen," they hypothesized. Athletic rituals 

allowed the denizens of Middletown to escape from th~ 

unmanageable complexities of modern life, and to find meaning 

in their existences. Clearly, in the Lynds' estimation, 

sport in the 1920s had supplanted religion, politics, and 

other cultural forms as the central nexus of communal 

cohesion. And cohesion, getting along with the group, had 

become the behavioral norm in Middletown. The second 

significant value which the Lynds identified with the 

basketball ritual underscored that finding. High school 

basketball bolstered what a later generation of sociologists 

would call "other-directedness," which led citizens of 

Middletown to identify their individual well-being with the 

cohesiveness of their community. Of course, wrote the Lynds 

with some assistance from the insights of Bronislaw 

Malinowski, the doctrine of unity was a "legal fiction" which 

certain groups used for their own purposes. Nevertheless, it 

was a "legal fiction" which made culture possible in 

Middletown. 58 

Legal fictions are one type of idea-form, and they 

help to make human culture itself possible. The Lynds, with 

the typical intellectual intolerance for physical culture, 

disdained the simplicity and shallowness of the athletic 
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idea. After all, sport hardly offers the ideological depth 

of political, economic or religious utopias. And yet, given 

the deep divisions of the 1920s, perhaps there were no 

political, religious or economic common grounds on which 

Americans might meet; Catholic gng Kluxer, banker gng 

machinist, cosmopolitan and country lover, immigrant and 

native, radical and conservative. Perhaps sport was more 

than simply one of the new forms of escapism. Perhaps the 

American Olympic expeditions of the 1920s would provide 

forums for discussions of important issues. ~t least they 

would provide a common ground where no others seemed to 

exist. Legal fictions are sometimes necessary. 

In 1921 the Frenchmen Georges Lechartier, driven by 

the French compUlsion to explain America, identified the 

sporting spirit as the key component in American life. 

Athletism affected every aspect of society. Business, 

politics, religion, education, manners, morals, and even 

marriage customs fell under its sway. After watching a fire 

and brimstone performance by the fundamentalist preacher and 

former baseball star Billy Sunday, Lechartier concluded: "1 

questioned at the time whether this trail was truly the path 

of the evangelist; but 1 did not doubt that it was the trail 

of sport, which in America leads directly to heaven, as it 

does to hell; because in America sport leads everywhere.,,59 
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IX. THE COLLAPSE OF THE SPORTING REPUBLIC: THE ANTWERP 
OLYMPICS 

In 1918, during the November in which the warring 

world finally agreed to an armistice, Everybody's Magazine 
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published a gloomy reminiscence about American glory at the 

stockholm Garnes in 1912, and the life and times of the late 

James E. Sullivan. William G. Shepherd, a sportswriter who 

had covered the Stockholm Olympics, had returned to Sweden to 

cover a benefit for war orphans. As he sat in the stadium in 

which the Sixth Olympiad had been held, surrounded by the 

sounds and colors of gay festivities, he was "overwhelmed by 

the ghosts" of the Olympic past. On that bright day in 1918 

Shepherd saw not the scene in front him but the ghosts of 

athletes of bygone days, particularly of American champions 

humiliating their haughty German adversaries. "Out there, in 

the center of the field, are the ghosts of those trimly clad 

German teams, marching shoulder to shoulder, . . each man 

looking like all the others, each man walking, striding, 

jumping, spreading legs like everybody else--massed formation 

in sport, with no individuality, no personal responsibility, 

except to see that you do your best to win the coveted cup by 

crushing your individuality and doing everything as everybody 

else does it." Shepherd remembered that in 1912 the world 

had laughed at the "machine-like movements" of the Germans. 

"The day was to come when we would shudder at what we laughed 
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at then." 

All the ghosts in the stadium moved Shepherd to 

ref 1 ect on the most important '1 esson he had 1 earned in 

stockholm. He had been sent into a panic when his editors in 

the United states cabled him requesting a story on past 

American Olympic victories and predictions of success in 

1912. He confessed that he was not an expert in athletics, 

and hurriedly begged an audience with A.O.C. leader James 

Sullivan to acquire the "inside dope." Over a summer's 

evening dinner in a Swedish garden, the leader of the 

American Olympic movement explained to the young reporter the 

secrets of the sporting republic. When Shepherd confessed to 

Sullivan what his editors wanted, the A.O.C. chief wondered 

what the problem was. "I'm no sporting editor. This is all 

new to me," replied Shepherd, admitting his ignorance of the 

arcana of athletics. "'But sport hasn't anything to do with 

it, "' claimed Sullivan. "'This isn't a study in athletics. 

It's a problem in Americanism. "' Sullivan then proceeded to 

lecture the young reporter on the true nature of America's 

athletic missionaries. 

American Olympians were products of the melting pot, 

noted the A.O.C. leader, shaped by the American institutions 

into champions who could beat anyone from their former 

homelands. The American champions represented the 

adventuresome souls who had escaped the tyranny and 
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repression of the Old World, continued Sullivan, to 

participate in the great democratic experiment of America. 

"'That's why we'll win these Olympic games, this time and 

every time, until we cease to attract the pick of the folk 

from Europe," Sullivan assured Shepherd. Of course Sullivan 

felt that, given the good work of America's athletic 

missionaries and the attraction of the "city on a hill," such 

a day would never come to pass. 

"The games, that were to have been held in that great 

stadium on the outskirts of Berlin, in 1916, ~re being held 

in French and Flemish fields and in Italian mountains," 

intoned a solemn Shepherd, returned from his visits with 

ghosts to the present. "Our Olympic team has gone to Europe, 

and Jim Sull ivan's dope is good and sure," Shepherd 

continued, referring to the American Expeditionary Force 

engaged in combat on the Continent. The result of the war, 

like the result of the stockholm Games, had been decided even 

before the contest, declared Shepherd. "By Jim Sullivan's 

dope we can do the job; all we have to do is to go ahead 

and do it. ,,1 When S~alding's Athletic 8lmanac 

reprinted Shepherd's tale in 1919, the editors added a 

postscript. "'Jim Sullivan's Dope, ' " was true to form," wrote 

the compilers of the athletic journal which Sullivan himself 

had founded. 2 

As the Great War ended, the Olympic Games were once 
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again revived and scheduled for Antwerp, Belgium in 1920. 

The I.O.C. had chosen Antwerp as the host of Seventh Olympiad 

before the war had forced a cancellation of the Sixth 

Olympiad at Berlin. Despite the war-ravaged condition of the 

"city of Rubens," the I.O.C. elected to honor its pledge to 

Antwerp in order to symbolize the spirit of the brave Belgian 

defense against the overwhelming onslaught of the German army 

in World War One. 3 Baron Pierre de Coubertin had spent the 

war years in a self-imposed exile in Lausanne, Switzerland, 

writing letters and addresses in a desperate attempt to keep 

the Olympic idea alive. After the war Coubertin kept the 

I.O.C. in Switzerland as a gesture to the spirit of 

internationalism, and because he had tired of the ceaseless 

political wrangles in France. As soon as the war ended, 

Coubertin and the Belgian representative to the I.O.C., Count 

Henri Baillet-Latour, moved to insure that despite the 

distressed condition of Belgium, the Seventh Olympiad would 

be held in Antwerp.4 

Americans hoped that the Antwerp Games would yield 

the same confirmations and celebrations of national values 

which a well-established Olympic mythology claimed for past 

celebrations of Olympiads. Perhaps the Olympics could 

rekindle the practical idealism which had guided the nation 

in the years before the war. The nation once again looked to 

its Olympic athletes for proof that they were still a "chosen 
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people." "Another American Expeditionary Force is soon to 

take ship for Europe, and is expected to return as liberally 

covered with glory and so widely held in renown as those 

contingents who a year ago looked with gladdened eyes on the 

shores of home," predicted the Literary Digest of the 1920 

United states Olympic team. The magazine recalled "the 

bloodless fields of stockholm," where the United states had 

performed magnificently and thrilled to the chant of "Rah, 

rah, ray! U.S.A. A-M-E-R-I-C-A." The self-proclaimed 

Olympic champions were now bound for Antwerp. The city had 

become "the Mekka of hopeful prodigies of strength, skill and 

fleetness; the Cockpit of Europe is prepared for another 

invasion, and for this one the Belgians hold out welcoming 

hands."S 

Literary Digest anticipated a continuation of the 

American Olympic dynasty, noting that "it has become 

something of a habit with American field-and track-athletes 

[sic] to 'bring home the bacon' from any international 

contest in which they happen to be entered, and the men now 

in process of selection to represent America in the Olympic 

games in Antwerp this summer will be expected to uphold 

Yankee tradition." American victory seemed practically 

insured by the fact that World War One "has taken a far 

greater toll of European athletes, naturally, than of our 

own," realized the Digest. The weekly chronicle of, 
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American life mourned that the Great War's decimation of the 

ranks of international athletes was "unfortunate, from our 

own point of view as well as Europe's for we are developing 

men of such promise that they might well become worldbeaters 

under any circumstances.,,6 

The New York Times assured its readers that 

America's athletic officialdom had selected the "greatest 

athletic team which ever competed in international games for 

Uncle Sam." The squad was comrrised of "132 scintillating 

track and field stars, from all parts of the country, the 

survival of the fittest in the extensive plan employed to 

determine athletes best equipped to wear the American shield" 

as America's athletic missionaries for the Seventh 

Olympiad. 7 An A.O.C. panel of experts had selected the 

track and field team after regional tryouts in Philadelphia, 

Chicago, New Orleans, and Pasadena, and a final test at the 

National A.A.U. Championships at Harvard Stadium, in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, on July 17, 1920. 8 

Behind the confident boasts and extensive tryouts, a 

frazzled A.O.C. worked to mount an effective Olympic 

appearance. The leadership of the A.O.C. had changed 

completely since the last Olympics had been held. Sullivan, 

the dominant figure in American Olympism before the war, had 

died in 1914. One of the American delegates to the I.O.C., 

Everet Jansen Wendell, had been killed in action in France. 
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Colonel Robert M. Thompson, citing poor health and advancing 

years, resigned the presidency of the A.O.C. in 1919. New 

York state Supreme Court Justice Bartow S. Weeks stepped down 

as secretary of the committee when he was appointed to fill 

Wendell's position with the I.O.C .. Two long-time leaders in 

the amateur and collegiate athletics replaced the retired 

officers. The committee elected Gustavus Town Kirby as 

president, and tabbed A.A.U. secretary Frederick W. Rubien to 

serve in the secretaryship of Olympic Committee. 9 

The newly reorganized A.D.C. had severe communication 

problems with the Belgian Olympic committee, despite the fact 

that a Belgian member of the I.O.C., Colonel Leon Osterrieth, 

Chief of the Belgian Military Mission to the United states, 

had met with the A.O.C. in New York City. The A.O.C did not 

get word of the official program which the Belgians had 

planned until February of 1920, just two months before the 

April starting date for the first competitions. The last 

events on the program, swimming and rowing, were scheduled to 

begin their final rounds on September 30. The six month long 

program precluded a single Olympic expedition, and taxed the 

limited financial resources of the A.O.C. treasury.10 

A.O.C. president Kirby warned the public that 

financial support was "the weakest link in our chain of 

preparations, but I hope that when the public learns all that 

the American Olympic Committee and the athletes are doing, it 
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will rally to our support and make success assured by 

providing funds to send sufficient entrants to maintain our 

proud athletic records in past Olympiads." The team must 

have money, cried Kirby. "Our wonderful war showing abroad 

has led all European nations to expect that every future 

American invasion will be conducted upon a similar winning 

scale." According to the A.O.C. president, the Europeans 

expected "the United states to sweep forward to victory just 

as our troops did in the Argonne forest."ll 

With little time for organization and action, the 

A.O.C. set a fund-raising goal of $200,000. The American 

committee wanted to win as much publicity as possible. They 

succeeded in securing the services of President Woodrow 

Wilson--who, debilitated by a stroke after he took his case 

for the League of Nations to the people, could have been no 

more than a figurehead--as honorary president and gained the 

"stalwart support" of the Army and Navy. The organizers also 

established a "junior membership" for school children who 

contributed $1, printed posters to promote the drive, and 

worked for newspaper and newsreel publicity. Using a 

well-established system of garnering money--constructed by 

Sullivan's crew for the 1908 and 1912 Games--the A.O.C. 

managed to come up with a little more than a $163,000. 12 

By 1920 other nations had imitated the American 

Olympic style. Even England, which had for so long clung to 
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antiquated notions of amateurism and presented disorganized 

Olympic entries, began to admit that the United States might 

have developed an effective system. The London Telegraph 

urged Great Britain to adopt American training and organizing 

efforts. "It was said that other countries--and America in 

particular--carry the processes of specialization in training 

to excessive lengths, and produce not all-round champions, 

but super-champions for each separate event," admitted the 

editors. "But what is an Olympiad for except for the display 

of the prowess of the super-athlete?," asked t,he Telegraph, 

urging the British to adopt American methods. 13 E.D. Osborn 

of the London Morning Post went so far as to quote 

"Theodore Roosevelt's priceless maxim, 'Sweat and be saved,'" 

in an effort to try and convince Parliament to cough up 

enough money to subsidize the English Olympians. Osborn 

pointed out that France, Italy and Sweden had already 

underwritten their teams, and worried that a war-wearied 

nation might not respond to an appeal for a public 

b Ot' 14 su scrlp lon. 

The A.O.C. proudly boasted that it financed the 

American team without depending on the government for any 

funds. But fund-raising was not the only obstacle which the 

team faced, and it turned out that the Olympians did need 

governmental assistance. The A.O.C. quickly discovered that 

chaotic conditions on the post-war trans-Atlantic passenger 
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lines--due to war losses and labor strikes on both sides of 

the Atlantic--rendered transportation of the American team on 

commercial vessels impossible. The A.O.C. turned to the War 

Department for help. The united states Army of Occupation of 

the Rhine was stationed at Antwerp, and military transports 

made frequent supply runs to Belgium from New York. Why not 

transport the team on military vessels? wondered Kirby and 

Rubien. 15 

The A.O.C. request ran into immediate problems. 

Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, an honorary vice-president 

of the A.O.C., advised the Olympic committee that he was 

legally restricted to allowing only army members and their 

wives, Congressmen and their wives, or other federal 

officials, to travel on military transports. Baker and the 

A.O.C. turned to Congress for relief. A joint resolution 

allowing the Olympians to travel on military transports 

passed the Senate quickly, but ran into some problems in the 

House. At a hearing on the bill, Secretary of War Baker, and 

A.O.C. leaders Kirby and Weeks blustered about the patriotic 

nature of the Olympic crusade, picturing it as a vital part 

of the American system of national defense. Despite the 

flag-waving assault, some Congressmen resisted giving a "free 

ride" to the Olympians .16 

After a great deal of lobbying the A.O.C. and the War 

Department overcame the opposition. President Wilson signed 
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the joint resolution on June 2, 1920, authorizing the 

Secretary of War to transport the Olympic team on army ships. 

The War Department picked the Northern Pacific for the 

Olympic journey. The Northern Pacific seemed an ideal 

choice. It possessed the speed and comfort of a passenger 

liner. But a loosened plate beneath the waterline rendered 

the ship unseaworthy for the trip from New York to Europe, 

scuttling the A.O.C. 's plans. The last-minute discovery 

threw the expedition into disarray. Most of the team had 

been waiting in New York to board the Northern Pacific on 

its July 20 departure date. In order to keep the Olympians 

in training, athletic officials housed the stranded members 

of the team at Fort Slocum, New Jersey, much "to the disgust 

of certain athletes who preferred to pay their own expenses 

in New York City," until a replacement vessel could be 

found. 17 

The army first offered the S.S. Buford. But the 

A.O.C. vetoed the prospect of sixteen day crossing--compared 

to eight on the Northern Pacific--on the small transport. 

The A.O.C. and the War Department finally settled on the 

Princess Matoika. "Unfortunately," as the official report 

stated, "the Matoika was not the Northern Pacific; one was 

an up-to-date, fast-going ocean steamer, the other slow and 

of ancient vintage." Under federal law, officers and their 

wives, and federal officials and their wives, had to be 
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housed in staterooms. On its Antwerp voyage the Matoika 

carried both the officers and officials originally booked on 

it, and the Northern Pacific'~ scheduled passengers, as 

well as the Olympians. Most of the Olympic team, "besides 

the women swimmers, and a few coaches and officials who as 

older men deserved some precedence," had to travel below 

decks in "troopship" conditions. 18 

The A.O.C. hosted a farewell gathering for the 

athletes at the Manhattan Opera House on July 26, 1920. As 

soon as the bon voyage party ended the team boarded a boat 

for Hoboken, New Jersey. There they transferred to the 

transport Princess Matoika. 19 Republican presidential 

nominee Warren G. Hardin9 cabled his wishes to the Olympians 

on board the Princess Matoika. "To the company of American 

athletes sailing to participate in the Olympic games I want 

to send a word of Godspeed and good wishes," Harding greeted 

the team. "You will uphold all the traditions of American 

sportsmanship, I well know, and I want you to know also that 

I am joining with all your countrymen in wishing that you may 

come home with your full share of the honors of the great 

occasion and added distinction to our country."20 

The Matoika sailed after the party. During the 

trip across the Atlantic most of the Olympians signed a 

statement protesting the conditions of the rat-infested 

troopship. They charged that the vessel was dirty and 
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vermin-ridden; that the crew was inept both in keeping the 

troopship quarters clean and at the mess table; and that 

sanitary facilities onboard were atrocious. "Apparently they 

forgot the emergency of the situation," answered the A.O.C. 

leadership. The officials chided the Olympians with an 

anecdote about the behavior exhibited by a troop of Boy 

Scouts who had travelled on the same ship. "It is 

interesting to note that on another voyage the same summer, 

600 Boy Scouts occupied troopship accommodations on the 

Matoika from Antwerp to New York and these boys cheerfully 

did their own cleaning up, smiled at their discomforts, and 

had no complaint of their treatment, but on the contrary, 

expressed unqualified appreciation of the opportunity 

afforded them by the War Department to have transportation to 

and from their International Convention.,,21 

The rugged journey finally ended when the American 

team arrived in Antwerp on August 8, fourteen days after they 

had debarked from Hoboken. "It was a brave and splendid 

thing for war torn and all but prostrate Belgium to hold the 

Seventh Olympiad," commended the A.O.C. 's official report. 

The gloom of war still hung over Antwerp. "Despite cheering 

crowds, gaily decorated stands and eager athletes," noted an 

A.O.C. official, "scars of the great war were plainly 

visible." The flags of the Central Powers--Austria, 

Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary and Turkey--and the Soviet Union 



were missing form the national banners displayed at the 

stadium. The I.O.C. had not tendered invitations to the 

losers of the world war, or to the Bolshevists of the new 
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Russian regime. Baron de Coubertin, finding his 

internationalism hard to square with the exclusion of the 

Great War's losers, consoled himself by explaining that the 

Belgian hosts had blocked the extension of invitations to the 

former Central Powers. 22 

A.O.C. president Gus Kirby had secured lodging for 

the majority of the American team at a schoolhouse on the 

Rue Oudaen. The shooting, polo and equestrian teams 

billeted with the American army at far-away Coblenz, the 

rowing team stayed near a Brussels canal, and the women 

swimmers bedded at the Y.W.C.A. Hostess House in Antwerp. 

The Americans had arrived in Antwerp in the midst of a three 

day holiday, discovering to their dismay that the Belgian 

workmen had not finished outfitting the schoolhouse to 

accommodate the athletes. The Olympians found the toilets 

disgusting, the showers offering only cold water, and fewer 

cots than athletes at the schoolhouse. And if the poor 

rooming conditions were not enough, according to the official 

report--and not simply the athletes' complaints--the food the 

Americans received at Antwerp "was far from 

satisfactory.,,23 

The animosity between athletes and officials which 
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had festered during the long voyage to the Olympics boiled 

over the day before the opening ceremonies when Kirby 

dismissed the Illinois Athletic Club's world record-holding 

triple jumper Dan Ahearn for insubordination. Ahearn had 

missed the 10 P.M. curfew at the schoolhouse the night 

before. Ahearn's "contention was he was unable to sleep in 

the noisy schoolhouse, preferring the hotel where the big 

weight men were allowed to sleep." Some of the team 

threatened to boycott the Olympics unless Ahearn was 

reinstated. The A.O.C. angrily replied that their decision 

was irrevocable, "even if 90 per cent of the athletes refuse 
24 to compete." 

American Olympic officials held a mass meeting to 

defuse the tense atmosphere, but the athletes "virtually 

forced the committee to reconsider the case of Ahearn." The 

Olympians greeted Kirby and Justice Bartow S. Weeks, the 

A.O.C. secretary, with "cat-calls and heckling." The meeting 

created "considerable wrangling among the athletes 

themselves, mixed with demands for silence from the more 

moderate of them as heckling interrogations were flung at the 

speakers." Justice Weeks "pleaded the need of teamwork and 

discipline" with the athletes. "What position would you be 

in if the committee refused to continue its duty?" queried 

Weeks. "Go ahead, we will get another committee!, and other 

similar remarks," cascaded on the stunned justice. 25 The 
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Games. 26 

The Games opened on a Saturday, August 14th. 
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Cardinal Desire Joseph Mercier held an inaugural service for 

the Seventh Olympiad at the Cathedral of Antwerp during which 

a De Profundis was sung for the athletes who would have 

competed in the 1920 Olympics had they not been killed in the 

war. Among the casualties, in addition to the American I.O.C. 

delegate Wendell, had been a number of famous Olympians; 

including Lieutenant Wyndam Hallswelle, the winner of the 

infamous 400 meter race at London in 1908, Jean Bouin, the 

great French distance runner, and Hans Braun, the German star 

in the 800 meters at Stockholm. 27 For the first time in 

Olympic history the Olympic flag, with its five multi-colored 

rings entwined on a white background, appeared at the Games. 

Another innovation of the Antwerp Olympics was the recitation 

of the Olympic oath. A Belgian athlete spoke in the name of 

the assembled sportsmen. "We swear that we are taking part 

in the Olympic Games as loyal competitors, observing the 

rules governing the Games, and anxious to show a spirit of 

chivalry, for the honor of our countries and for the glory of 

the sport." The national teams marched past the Belgian 

1 f . 1 d d' I . t t t d' 28 roya aml y an Car lna MerCler a An werp s alum. 

The American team made "an impressive sight in their white 

flannels and blue jackets with the American shield on the 
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left breast.,,29 King Albert pronounced the Games open 

amidst a booming cannonade, while a delegation of Belgian 

army veterans released pigeons into the skies of Antwerp.30 

For the first time since the st. Louis Olympics in 

1904, and the first time ever on foreign soil despite the 

continual claims of Olympic championships which Americans had 

been lodging since 1896, the United states won more total 

medals in all the Olympic events than any other nation. The 

United states gathered 41 gold, 26 silver and 27 bronze 

medals at Antwerp. Runner-up Sweden won 17 gold, 19 silver 

and 26 bronze medals. The United states dominated men's 

swimming and diving, the shooting contests, rowing, and won 

the Olympic rugby title. America's women swimmers and divers 

swept every event except the "plain" diving contest. The 

Americans won nine firsts, twelve seconds and eight thirds in 

the twenty-eight event program for track and field. 31 

Many Olympic observers found the American performance 

in track and field less than satisfying. Roy Lewis satirized 

the New York Times pre-Olympic ballyhoo which hung the 

"scintillating stars" label on the United states track team. 

"We sent an immense team of 108 men, only 25 percent of whom 

did effective work," grumbled Lewis. "Sixty per cent did 

nothing but have a joy ride and join the ranks of the 'also 

rans!'" Sportswriter Sparrow Robinson thought that the 

United states sent "too much deadwood" to Antwerp. Lewis 
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concurred in that assessment. He found it remarkable that no 

American trackster won more than a single event. "If we are 

to rank as we should among the nations of the earth," wrote 

Lewis, "we must train our men properly and consistently in 

the distance runs, we must pay more attention to our field 

events, particularly the discus and javelin; we must develop 

the type of middle distance runners represented by the 

Merediths, the Tabors, the Joneses, and the Sheppards of 

other years [they were all former American greats]." Lewis 

concluded his criticism of the American track and field 

performance at the 1920 Olympics with an admonition. "No 

American team has ever gone to Europe without teaching the 

Continentals something to their advantage," he insisted. "If 

we do not quickly begin to learn as well as teach, we shall 

be letting others break all the worsteds at the finish lines. 

The European has too often been accused hereabouts of taking 

the inventiuns or ideas of others instead of originating 

anything," he declared. "True or not, we must admit that the 

winner counts most heavily in the score. What shall it 

profit a man if he create the tools but disdain to use 

them?,,32 

others agreed with Lewis, but managed less 

disparaging language. A New York Times sports editorial 

announced that "followers of the sport in this country are 

awakening to the realization that the supremacy enjoyed 
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heretofore by America in the classic games is to be 

challenged hard." The newspaper revealed that the American 

team achieved triumph in track and field through "balanced 

strength." "In the matter of individual brilliance the 

athletes did not quite measure up to those of former 

years--this without reflecting upon the admirable manner in 

which the athletes acquitted themselves," admitted the 

editor. The New York periodical concluded that the Americans 

"should not rest on their laurels but should commence without 

delay the work of developing a conquering team for the next 

Olympiad.,,33 

Many Olympic watchers thought the massive casualties 

suffered by the European nations had eased the American task 

at Antwerp. The Rocky Mountain News opined that "more than 

a generation will be required to place the four great nations 

chiefly engaged in the war on a near equality with the more 

favored nations.,,34 The New York Times agreed that the 

"poor showing of the leading European countries," could be 

attributed to the war. "Many who would have been victors lie 

in France," mourned the New York newspaper. 35 Given the 

war losses, America's supposedly poor showing became even 

harder to explain. The Boston Globe's John J. Hallinan 

insisted that "many of our stars were incapacitated" by the 

long ocean voyage and the limited preparation time in 

Belgium. Hallinan recalled that the late James E. Sullivan 



had always insisted that the American team be given a fast 

boat and two or three weeks to acclimate itself to the 

European climate. Ignoring the old A.O.C. boss's 

commandments had doomed the 1920 team to a sub-par 

h ' 36 s oWlng. 
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The A.O.C. shunted the blame for the failure to meet 

expectations onto the I.O.C. and the Belgian organizing 

committee. The official American report "commended and 

applauded" the Belgian efforts. "But to ignore mistakes and 

shortcomings on the part of the Belgian management and of 

even more glaring ones on the part of international 

federations which laid down the rules and provided the 

officials for the contests would be mere pretense," the 

A.O.C. insisted. The managers of the boxing, track and 

field, and swimming teams each complained about poor 

officiating and lack of proper training facilities and 

schedules. Boxing coach Spike Webb was particularly incensed 

by a series of decisions that went against his fighters. The 

complaints had a familiar ring. Americans had always 

proclaimed that their athletic organizing skills were far 

superior to those of the Europeans. The Antwerp Olympics saw 

another outburst, albeit somewhat muted, in the long series 

f A 0 C tt k th I 0 C ' b'l't' 37 o ... a ac s on e ... s capa 1 1 les. 

The American Olympians managed to satisfy the 

expectations of a few commentators. One New York Times 
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editorial proclaimed the squad "doubtless the strongest in 

the annals of athletics," when "considered as a team." The 

editorial noted once again that the 1912 Olympians had led in 

the "number of individual stars," winning sixteen gold medals 

to the 1920 delegations's nine, "but the number of entries 

this year was far larger and competition proportionately 

keen.,,38 Under the headline "American Athletes Are still 

Supreme," a New York Times sports reporter insisted the 

United States athletic dominance "has not really been 

threatened, and while it behooves this countr~ to watch its 

step for European development during the four years that will 

intervene before the next Olympics, nothing transpired during 

the games just concluded in the stadium at Antwerp to warrant 

the belief that the United states is in danger of being 

dethroned for some time to come.,,39 

But many athletic experts worried that the American 

showing in track and field might signal the beginning of a 

trend. Even the American triumphs in other sports could not 

dissuade some critics from worrying that the Olympians had 

lost their sense of Mission. "Many athletes failed to 

realize that they were representing the United States, 

battling for the flag and not for themselves," lamented the 

Boston Globe's Hallinan. The 1920 team seemed to have a 

different character from that of previous Olympic 

t · t 40 can lngen s. 
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The return trip brought more outbursts of discontent. 

The A.O.C. managed to secure return passage for many of the 

Olympians on ocean liners. Officials had guaranteed the 

Olympians a pleasant return trip. But sixty athletes were 

consigned to the army transport Antigone and another 

forty-nine to the Sherman for the voyage back to New York. 

The sixty unfortunate Olympians agreed to travel on the 

Antigone if "the quarters were kept clean and neat and were 

in a good part of the boat." The A.O.C. assured them they 

would have staterooms. The Army promised it would see to it 

that the return trip would be comfortable. But the 

Antigone proved to be just as bad as the Princess 

Matoika. The Olympians jumped ship in Liverpool, England. 

According to the A.O.C.'s official report, "it was felt to be 

a hardship to insist even upon those in staterooms remaining 

on board [the Antigone] and authority was given for 

accommodations to be secured for all on the Mobile." The 

sixty athletes sentenced to a "troopship" crossing on the 

Antigone instead reached New York in first class cabins on 

the ocean liner S.S. Mobile. 41 

As soon as they reached New York the Olympic athletes 

angrily attacked the A.O.C. 's handling of the entire 

situation. Richard Remer, bronze medalist in the 3000 meter 

walk, gave an interview to the New York Times immediately 

after debarking from the Sherman. "I wouldn't make this 
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trip again for any consideration," announced Remer. "It can 

be safely said that if the team had been permitted two hours 

for deliberation before it sailed on the Matoika, every man 

Jack of them would have quit the team and remained home," 

swore the disenchanted walker. 1IThat's how bad things were 

and there's no exaggeration. Dissatisfaction was manifest 

immediately we boarded the ship and there was no cessation to 

the demonstration of objection throughout the journey," Remer 

revealed. He thought "the blame lies solely on the American 

Olympic Committee for not making the proper arrangements for 

travel and housing while abroad.,,42 

The official A.D.C. report blamed the poor travelling 

and training conditions on a "lack of time" for organization 

and "early uncertainty" about the Games. The report 

implicated the Army as a culprit, claiming that officers on 

board the Antigone ignored a direct written order to 

upgrade the Olympian's quarters. The A.O.C. also obliquely 

admitted its own internal chaos had contributed to the 

problems. Events since 1912 had "severely strained" the 

"continuity" of the elite body, claimed the official 

report--with much justification. But they promised that 

things would change. "With a permanent, continuing 

organization, sufficiently financed, not only should the 

United states be able to prepare a super-team for the next 

Olympiad, but the public should be educated as to the purpose 
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and wider significance of Olympic Games so that athletic 

prowess may be real and lasting," concluded the official 

report. The A.O.C. announced the formation of a Committee on 

Reorganization to remedy the situation. 43 

The War Department tried to distance itself from any 

criticism. In his official report General William M. Wright, 

who headed up the transportation detail, denied the United 

states Army had any responsibility for the problems 

encountered by the Olympic team. Wright contended that the 

athletes' complaints "indicate that some of the competitors 

did not realize the natural discomforts to be expected from 

an ocean voyage or collective housing in a crowded city, 

immediately after the war." The general also believed "that 

they failed to appreciate the impossibility of supplying so 

large a number of persons with accommodations such as would be 

enjoyed by a tourist travelling for pleasure.,,44 

The squabbles between the A.O.C. officials and the 

athletes, which the press focused on even more intensely than 

the actual events, indicated that a different perspective was 

emerging on the sporting pages. The media devoted their 

newspaper columns and magazine articles not to explanations 

of the ways in which the American political system produced 

champion athletes, as it had in the past, but to gossipy 

accounts of horrid trans-Atlantic crossings and personal 

feuds. 
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The press devoted voluminous attention to the 

scandals. The series of incidents surrounding the Olympic 

expedition infuriated Roy Lewis. "We are having enough 

troubles with professional athletics, strikers, 

strike-breakers, Bolshevists, and the League of Nations 

without being forced to turn our attention to squabbles 

within what should be the cleanest organization in the 

world--the Amateur Athletic Union," he scoffed. Lewis 

characterized the scandal as "a series of charges and 

counter-charges which seem to be aimed at and worded for the 

greatest possible publicity." He charged the athletes with 

"undue individualism," and sarcastically noted that triple 

jumper Dan Ahearn was reinstated "at the demand--not 

request, mind you--of the rest of the contestants." Lewis 

also condemned the officials, who "talk back to the press in 

veiled threat and innuendo of 'charges' which they may 

prefer." Lewis thought the incidents added up to "a sad 

business all around.,,45 

A New York Times sports editorial cautioned, 

"ordinary decency and common sense call for a suspension of 

judgement in the altercation," until all parties had returned 

to the united states. The New York daily was positive that 

A.O.C. president Kirby and secretary Weeks "were utterly 

altruistic and patriotic" in their efforts. The two 

unfortunate organizers "had no beds of roses to offer the 
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touring athletes" at Antwerp. That Kirby and Weeks "were at 

fault however, is not clear," concluded the editorial. 46 

John Hallinan of the Boston Globe spread the blame more 

liberally. "While the committee, no doubt, failed in its 

mission, the athletes, too, were not above censure for the 

way they acted.,,47 

The squabbles between the athletes and the A.O.C. 

bureaucrats, and the furor over the degree of "scintillation" 

American Olympians showed at Antwerp, dissipated for a time 

on October 2, 1920, in New York City. A procession of 

Olympic champions wound down Fifth Avenue from Fifty-ninth 

street to City Hall, where Mayor John F. Hylan addressed the 

Olympians. The crowds lining the parade route gave their 

greatest ovations to Times Square traffic cop and Olympic 

champion in the 56-pound weight throw Pat McDonald; the six 

members of the gold medal winning eight oared shell crew from 

the United states Naval Academy; and fourteen year olds 

Eileen Riggin and Helen Wainwright, winner and runner-up 

respectively in the "fancy" diving contest.,,48 

Mayor Hylan claimed that the American victories at 

Antwerp "show the aggressive spirit as well as the 

unconquerable one." Hylan believed that the "confidence in 

your own ability--in which we all secretly shared--was the 

basis upon which you built your triumphs." The mayor 

presented medals to the Olympians and announced that "it 
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makes us all feel proud that we are Americans and belong to 

the country that produces such wonderful specimens of virile 

manhood and womanhood." Hylan predicted that American 

"achievement and high ideals in sport would do much to 

counteract the forces of unrest in this country and destroy 

the influence of agitators who preach the destruction of the 

American form of Government.,,49 

That evening the mayor held a banquet at the 

Waldorf-Astoria honoring the American Olympic team. Father 

Francis P. Duffy, the war hero chaplain of th~ "fighting 

69th", recalling the "Black Sox" fix at the 1919 World 

Ser i es, tol d the diners that "the exampl es of the cl ean-cut 

victory of the American Olympic team at Antwerp will do much 

to counteract the effect of the baseball scandal." "It is 

only proper," cheered Duffy, "that distinguished men and 

women of New York City should unite to give you applause for 

upholding the American ideal of a clean mind in a sound body 

and for adding new prestige to this Republic and new glory to 

its flag."SO 

Mayor Hylan continued his praise of the Olympians at 

the banquet. The mayor anointed the Olympians as the 

champions of American morality, opposing the sinister 

agitators who sought to tear down the American way of life. 

"You men and women have shown how a citizen should live, and 

love, revere and respect his native land," commended the 
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mayor. "By your hard, earnest work and deserved victories 

you have set an example of energy which should help in some 

measure to counteract the insidious [sic] counsels of 

agitators who revile the Government and urge doing nothing 

for the common weal. It is with this misguided element in 

mind," Hylan preached, "that I say the moral value to the 

nation of such upright Americanism as displayed by the 

Olympic team is almost beyond computation." He felt that 

"the widest pUblicity should be given to your patriotic 

achievements for the influence of your example can stimulate 

a nation's productive power and help bring things back to 

normal." Hylan congratulated the Olympians on their 

patriotism. "You have shown what loyalty and brains can 

accomplish," preached the mayor, "and that these things are 

possible to everyone under the protecting folds of Old 

Glory, but that they must be sought in a spirit of fairness 

and fidelity to the American form of government."S1 

The 1920 American Olympic experience produced a 

mixture of images in the American mind. The nation had 

anticipated a rekindling of American idealism at the Antwerp 

Olympiad. That did not happen. Instead, poor organization, 

lackluster performances, and the dislocations caused by the 

war, and internecine struggles plagued the American Olympic 

effort. But deeper changes in the structure of society and 

the function of sport were altering the role of America's 
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athletic missionaries. The clear connection between 

political culture and athletism had been blurred. The press 

no longer linked Olympic victory with the melting pot and the 

Progressive political agenda. American Olympians no longer 

championed the confident, pragmatic idealism of Theodore 

Roosevelt's generation. Instead they were pictured as one 

hundred percent American defenders of the ill-defined 

"American form of government" against undefined, sinister 

forces. 

Certainly, in the autumn of 1920, Mayor Hylan and 

much of the public felt that the republic was under assault 

from a host of sinister forces. The enemies took many forms 

in the American imagination. There were the bomb-toting 

anarchists of "foreign" persuasions who blew up the front 

porch of the United states Attorney General's residence, sent 

letter bombs to the mayor of Seattle, a Georgia senator, and 

several stalwart foes of labor and champions of immigration 

restriction. At lunchtime, September 16, 1920, a wagon-load 

of explosives detonated on Wall Street, killing thirty-five 

people and destroying the House of Morgan's edifice. 

Bolshevists and Reds comprised another threatening tribe. 

Americans saw them everywhere, scurrying through labor camps 

in the garb of "Wobbly" organizers and instigating a rash of 

strikes, threatening the public safety in the Boston police 

walk-out, and arriving by the boat-load to join their 
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comrades in the teeming, alien, urban jungles. Leaders of 

the American Left lent credence to the hysteria by announcing 

that revolution was imminent. A Red Scare seized the 

American mind. 

The Red Scare represented an attempt by American 

society to purge Mayor Hylan's ill-defined "sinister forces" 

from the American system. The nation created an enemy, 

lumping all the ills that perplexed society onto the backs of 

the agitators. They sought to purge the enemy from their 

shores in an effort to revitalize society. The Justice 

Department, led by Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, 

rounded up a collection of cultural scapegoats and shipped 

them back to the evil Old World on the 5.5. 

Buford--ironically the very ship on which American 

Olympians refused to return from Belgium. In matters closer 

to Hylan's focus of attention, the New York State 

Legislature, at the behest of the Lusk Commission--an 

irresponsible body which associated Bolshevism with the 

pro-German sentiment, mingling both war hysteria and 

anti-communist paranoia--expelled five duly elected 

socialists. Mainstream politicians condemned the expulsions 

of the socialists and the work of the Lusk Commission. 

Charles Evans Hughes, the Republican loser in the 

presidential election of 1916 and later a chief justice of 

the Supreme Court, offered to mount a legal challenge in 
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behalf of the expelled socialists. The Republican 

presidential candidate for 1920, Warren G. Harding, denounced 

the New York assembly's thwarting of constitutional 

principl es. 52 

The Red Scare dwindled quickly after the fall of 

1920. But the nativistic fears which spawned it continued to 

shape federal policy. Perhaps it is not so surprising than 

in such a climate, the nation forgot James E. Sullivan's 

":ins:ide dope." Hylan had hoped that the Olympians' 

"patriotic achievements" would recharge the nation's 

"productive powers" and "help bring things back to normal." 

New York's mayor was not the only politician in the fall of 

1920 who was thinking about a return to normal conditions. 

"America's present need is not heroics, but healing; not 

nostrums, but normalcy," proclaimed Republican presidential 

candidate Warren G. Harding. "Normalcy" became his central 

campaign theme, a vague idea which Americans interpreted in a 

variety of ways. In spite of the diffuseness of Harding's 

platform, or perhaps because of it, the voters chose the 

Republican. 53 

During the Progressive era Americans had used sport 

to channel individual and social energies toward concretely 

political ends. Sport had been a part of the Progressive 

attempt to create a national culture, a method of 

assimilating immigrants, a schooling ground of democratic 
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values, an agent of empire. But in the new epoch sport was 

already becoming a form of entertainment. The press focused 

on "scintillating stars" and the details of petulant feuds 

and petty complaints. The dislocations of war, the collapse 

of faith in political action, the emerging consumer culture; 

each of those factors impacted on the idea of a sporting 

republic. The 1920 Olympics marked the beginning of shift 

toward new attitudes about sport. 

At the same time, the small group of men who had 

controlled the United states' participation in the Olympics 

came under attack from several directions. Most of the 

leaders of the American Olympic Committee were associated in 

some way with the A.A.U., the most powerful body governing 

amateur sport in America. Since its foundation in 1888, the 

A.A.U. had been engaged in a struggle with the various 

organizations which sought to oversee intercollegiate 

athletics. The struggle intensified in the 1920s when the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association and the federal 

government moved to force the A.O.C.--which had from its 

inception been a self-selecting body--to share control of the 

Olympic movement. The battle for control of the Olympic 

movement was part of a larger war for control of athletics in 

the United states. The federal government, which through its 

bureaucracies made efforts during the 1920s to control many 

aspects of American life, sought to centralize the conduct of 
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the strenuous life in the United states. The War Department, 

surmising that physical fitness was one of the keys to 

national defense, proposed a national federation of athletic 

organizations under its own jurisdiction. The professional 

soldiers, frustrated by the A.O.C.'s ineptitude in the 1920 

Olympic venture, focused on the reorganization of the Olympic 

committee in their attempt to win the sporting republic away 

from James E. Sullivan's heirs. 

The War Department found a valuable ally in 

Brigadier-General Palmer E. Pierce, the N.C.A~A. president. 

The A.O.C. had admitted after the Antwerp debacle that a 

reorganization was necessary. Addressing the N.C.A.A. 

convention in December of 1920, Pierce applaUded the A.O.C. 's 

admissions. The general, who was a member of the A.O.C. 's 

executive council, revealed that the A.O.C. had "requested 

constructive criticisms, and those submitted are being given 

careful consideration in order that, looking forward to the 

next Olympics, the necessary remedial steps may be taken." 

Pierce announced that the A.O.C. would form an "Olympic 

Association" to select the future Olympic committees. "The 

result may well be the formation of a controlling elective 

body which will be representative of all the various 

organizations which have to do with amateur sport in the 

United states," he noted, implying that the A.A.U. 's 

stranglehold on the Olympics might be broken. He observed 
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the great contributions which collegiate athletes had made to 

the Olympic teams, and hoped that the N.C.A.A. would soon win 

adequate representation in the body which governed the 

American entries. N15 

Early in 1921, the A.O.C. met and appointed a 

committee on reorganization, which included Bartow Weeks, 

General Pierce, Gustavus Kirby, and Frederick Rubien. The 

new body was dominated by A.A.U. officials, and they moved to 

limit the power of the N.C.A.A. and other athletic bodies. 

Pierce protested vigorously. The War Department tried to 

intervene in the process. Secretary of War John W. Weeks and 

Secretary of the Navy Edwin Denby forwarded a proposal for a 

federation of all the athletic organizations in the united 

states, and sweeping reforms of the Olympic committee. The 

A.A.U.-controlled reorganization committee rejected the 

federal plan. They proposed an American Olympic Association, 

with a membership weighted to give the A.A.U. the lion's 

share of delegates. At the 1921 N.C.A.A. national 

convention, Pierce admonished the delegates to reject the 

proposed American Olympic Association. He blasted the 

undemocratic nature of the plan and insisted that "the 

effective control of the American Olympic Committee would 

remain, as formerly, in the hands of a few." Pierce read 

several inflammatory passages from his correspondence with 

A.O.C. secretary Frederick Rubien into the official record of 
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the N.C.A.A. convention. Rubien's comments indicated that 

the A.A.U. planned to remain in control of the Olympic 

movement, while allowing other groups only nominal 

representation. Following General Pierce's revelations, the 

N.C.A.A. membership voted not to accept membership in the 

American Olympic Association, and to work with the War 

Department to create a national federation which would govern 

American athletics. 55 

In the spring of 1922 Pierce went public with his 

campaign to wrest control of the Olympics from the A.O.C .. 

He began by warning that the nation's security was in dire 

peri 1 . "Our peopl e have degenerated physical I y," the General 

advised the nation. He cited army reports from the First 

World War which revealed the woeful physical condition of 

many recruits. Pierce had a grand scheme for re-creating a 

vigorous United states. He wanted to make physical education 

a mandatory part of school and college curriculums. The 

general also envisioned a nation-wide system of community 

athletics and directed play programs, "and the Olympic Games 

as a great athletic climax every four years." 

Pierce felt that the American Olympic Association 

(A.O.A.) stood in the way of his plan. He railed at the 

"self-appointed and self-perpetuating hierarchy of bosses" 

who comprised the newly formed A.O.A.. Newton Fuessle 

exposed the story of "America's boss-ridden athletics" in a 
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1922 article for The Outlook. Remembering the rancor which 

accompanied the American Olympic entourage to and from 

Antwerp in 1920, Fuessle advocated an extensive reform of 

amateur athletics. What particularly irked Fuessle and 

Pierce was the "star system" they believed the "autocratic" 

A.O.A. perpetuated. They accused athletes selected by the 

A.O.A. for the 1920 Games with all-around boorish behavior, 

including drunkenness and brawling, conduct unbecoming 

sportsmen (they did not impugn the conduct of American 

sportswomen), duplicating expense accounts and turning 

professional "immediately upon their return from abroad." 

Pierce and Fuessle did not spare the officials either. They 

blamed the A.A.U.-controlled Olympic committee for the woeful 

travel and living conditions the team experienced. 

The general hoped to lead a crusade of the N.C.A.A. 

and other sports organizations against the A.A.U. and 

A.O.A. 's control of athletics. It was a moral crusade at the 

core. Pierce held "that wrongly conducted athletic sports 

become a school of bad manners, vulgarity, tricky evasions, 

and brutality; and that its ideals will tend to grow away 

from those of the true sportsman and to degenerate into those 

of a sporting man." The general proclaimed that the star 

system promoted an unegalitarian bunch of rowdies as 

America's athletic missionaries. He attacked the A.O.A. as 

"founded upon undemocratic and unrepresentative principles." 
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General Pierce wanted to return the selection process to 

local and varied athletic committees, which would foster a 

widespread movement of athleticism in the United states, and 

provide assurances that no one "represent the united states 

at the Olympic Games unless he measures fully up to the 

proper standards of character, clean living, and the amateur 

spirit, as well as possessing the requisite skill in 

competition.,,56 

Colonel Robert M. Thompson, the well-heeled, genteel 

president of the A.O.A., replied to Fuessle's and Pierce's 

charges in a heated letter printed in the August 30, 1922 

issue of The Outlook. He complained that the magazine had 

endorsed the charges, "and as The Outlook passes into the 

libraries of the best element in the country, these charges, 

if unanswered, remain a continuing charge" against the 

A.O.A.. The Colonel used the traditional language of the 

sporting republic to defend his organization. He claimed 

that the A.O.A. encouraged "every American youth, not merely 

to better his muscular development, but to make the best 

possible body that the thews and sinews given him by God and 

his ancestors will permit; to elevate and broaden the 

standards by which athletes to compete in the games are 

chosen; and to kindle in their souls such a love and respect 

for the United states that the world will say, as Baron de 

Coubertin . . said of our 1912 team at stockholm: 'Until 
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your teams are animated by the same patriotism which controls 

the representatives of the United states you cannot hope to 

compete with them.'" 

Thompson compared the A.O.A. to a senate in which 

there were two factions. One "administered by volunteers 

trying to produce individuals, the other trying to produce 

good classes; the one believing in unpaid management, the 

other in highly paid expert management." He insisted there 

was room in amateur sport for both factions, but clearly 

sided with the traditionalists against the "expert managers." 

But The Outlook's editors expressed a "sympathy with the 

principles for which General Pierce stands," and regarded 

Thompson's letter as, at best, a tentative step towards a 

more representative American Olympic system. The patriarchal, 

personalized selection system which picked former teams no 

longer seemed reliable given modern complexities. 57 

The dislocations of war and the "white collar" 

revolution were changing the nature of American athletics. 

The battle for control of the Olympic movement and the 

disappointing showing of Americans at Antwerp marked the end 

of era. America's athletic missionaries had been stripped of 

the "inside dope." The dawn of the Age of Play would soon 

move the Olympians farther out of the political arena. 
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X. PARIS--1924: THE SEARCH FOR HEROES IN AN AGE OF PLAY 

By 1924 the age of play was in full swing. In 

"Middletowns" large and small, across the United States, 

Americans devoted a significant amount of time and energy to 

watching, playing, and thinking about, athletic contests. 

Every week new heroes and heroines arose, often with the aid 

of sophisticated "ballyhoo" agents. The athletic exploits 

which filled the airwaves and sport pages offered an escape 

from the ceaseless routine of the machine process. Sport 

also offered an easily understood array of ideological 

symbols, capable of being combined in a multitude of tempting 

patterns by the message crafters of the new consumer culture. 

And, in an era of intense culture conflict, sport offered to 

the nation the same sense of solidarity that it had created 

in mythical "Middletown." Common ground, however small or 

superficial, is never something to dismiss lightly. The 

Olympic Games of the 1920s, after the disjointed affair at 

Antwerp, would provide a focal point for the expression of 

each of those patterns. In Olympian competition Americans 

could find escape, confirmations of their ideologies, and 

common ground. Unlike other popular sporting events, the 

Olympic Games offered even more. Beyond the heroes and the 

heroines, the Olympic movement promised the utopia, however 

separate from the grim realities of Realpolitik, of a world 
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without war. 

In the decade immediately after the Great War, the 

avoidance of Armageddon became an overriding concern. 

American pacifists revitalized their movement and won new 

converts. Novels and movies, like All Quiet on the Western 

Front and A Farewell to Arms, depicted the universal 

horror and insanity of military conflict. Dreamers and 

politicians offered a variety of proposals to end war 

forever. The Harding administration convened the Washington 

Naval Conference, a serious effort to move toward disarmament 

in the Pacific. The Coolidge administration signed the 

Kellogg-Briand Pact, a superficial attempt to outlaw war. 

The sporting world offered its own pacifist panacea--the 

Olympic movement. 1 

An American group of dreamers believed that athletics 

offered the world eternal peace, and that a combination of 

"Olympic Committees, governments, military establishments, 

schools, universities, and industrial units," together with 

the Y.M.C.A., could create an international belief in 

athletism. Elwood S. Brown, the Y.M.C.A. leader who 

introduced modern sport to the Far East, directed the 

athletic activities of the American Expeditionary Force 

during World War One, and staged the Inter-Allied "Military 

Olympics" in 1919 to celebrate the end of hostilities, led 

the movement. Brown had boundless faith in power of sport. 
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"It is not too much to hope that this worl d pI an," he 

proclaimed, "as it increasingly offers the joy of a natural 

physical life to the individual and brings the nations 

together on the common and friendly field of sport, will do 

its full share in preparing the way for international good 

will and peace.,,2 Katherine Mayo, who shared Brown's 

convictions, wrote that sport provided America with a 

"dazzling opportunity." Mayo worried that "the whole world 

now sees us as it thinks, liberally tossing out our alms, but 

grudging contact, love, and fellowship." Spol;"t presented a 

much greater opportunity, she felt. "Here is a chance to 

better our National fame--freely to offer an eagerly sought, 

life-giving gift to the stricken, groping peoples. Shall we 

leave our chance or take it?," she cried. 3 

In 1924 many Americans turned away from the 

complexities of domestic and international problems to search 

for world peace, and for heroes and heroines, in an Olympic 

drama. They eagerly anticipated the Games of the Eighth 

Olympiad, scheduled for Paris. Reports from France marveled 

at the preparations. Paris was constructing a magnificent 

stadium in the suburb of Colombes with seating for 100,000 

spectators, and an estimated cost of as much as fifty million 

francs. 4 The organizing committee also oversaw the 

building of "splendid telephone and telegraphic arrangements" 

which made it possible to send information from the Olympic 



site to New York "in less than three minutes"--with a 

"record" dispatch of one and a half minutes. 5 French 
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sports minister Comte J. Clary constructed a moral framework 

for the Games in the American press. "On the morrow of the 

appalling cataclysm of war, which burst upon the world, the 

Olympic Games through sport and letters and the arts 

together, ought to offer fertile and valuable ground for the 

reconciliation of the peoples of the world," intoned 

Clary.6 French newspaperman Georges Lechartier added that 

"not even the League of Geneva has ever shown such continuous 

good-will and such a genuine desire for good understanding 

and concord as had the committee of the Olympic Games since 

its first international session in 1896.,,7 

Cables from across the Atlantic depicted a French 

Olympic craze. "If you happen to find yourself at night in 

the Champs Elysees, or even on the Boulevards of Paris, you 

frequently meet lightly clad youths, sometimes preceded by a 

man riding a bicycle, who dash past, legs flashing bare, feet 

rubber-shod," reported the Literary Digest. The runners 

were in training for "the Olymp" , as were swimmers in the 

Seine and young men and women at the beach, "as lightly clad 

as a last reminiscence of decency allows them." To meet the 

French challenge, revealed the Digest, "an army of 300,000 

athletes are competing this season in sports meetings 

throughout the United States" for the honor of competing on 
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the Olympic team. S Charles W. Paddock, the University of 

Southern California sprint star and one of America's best 

hopes for a gold medal in the 100 meters, assured the nation 

that despite keener competition America would again rank "at 

the top.,,9 

Whether or not Paddock would help the United states 

to the top at Paris, however, became the next issue of debate 

between the N.C.A.A. and the A.O.C .. In May of 1923, Paddock 

traveled to France in order to participate in the University 

of Paris games. The A.A.U. and the A.O.C. accused Paddock of 

competing in Paris without receiving the proper 

authorization. They also charged Paddock with accepting 

improper expense money for his performances. The N.e.A.A., 

which claimed that since Paddock was an undergraduate at the 

University of Southern California it had jurisdiction in the 

case, dismissed the charges as groundless. In fact, 

according to the intercollegiate regulatory agency, the 

University of Paris had requested that the N.C.A.A. aid it in 

garnering American collegians to appear its games. Paddock 

had been granted permission to compete by the University of 

Southern California, which was all the authorization the 

N.C.A.A. required. When the A.A.U. suspended Paddock for 

running in the Paris meet, effectively banning him from the 

1924 Olympics, the N.C.A.A. resolved to go to the "public 

press" with the facts of the case. 10 
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The new hostilities between American Olympic officials 

and the N.C.A.A. came just after the two groups had reached 

rapprochement on the issue of the American Olympic 

Association. The election of Colonel Robert M. Thompson to 

the presidency of the A.O.A. had begun the reconciliation. 

Thompson's restructuring of the Olympic Association succeeded 

in appeasing both the N.C.A.A. and the War Department. 

General Palmer E. Pierce told N.C.A.A. leaders at their 

national convention that he was "convinced that the American 

Olympic Association, as now organized, is fairly 

representative and that it is now worthy of the heartiest 

support of the National Collegiate Athletic Association." 

The delegates heeded the General's recommendations, and 

supported the Olympic effort. 11 

The recently reconciled American Olympic Association, 

excepting the furor over the Paddock, turned its attention to 

organizing the American entry for the 1924 Olympics. The 

N.C.A.A. fully supported the Olympic committee's efforts. 

The United states began its climb "to the top" at the village 

of Cha~drii~-in lhe ~rench·Alps. A winter Olympics program 

had been approved by the International Olympic Committee in 

1921, despite the protest of the modern Games' founder, Baron 

Pierre de Coubertin. Chamonix, a winter playground for the 

wealthy, hosted the first Winter Olympics. On January 25, 

1924, Olympic contestants tramped through the village streets 



carrying their skates, skis, hockey sticks and bobsleds to 

the skating rink for the opening ceremonies. 12 
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On January 27, the first day of competition, American 

skater Charles Jewtraw "romped home ahead of the field" to 

win the 500 meter speed skating sprint. 13 Jewtraw 

remembered bowing his head and thinking, "for my country and 

God, I'll do my best." Sixty years later, speaking with 

Olympic chronicler William Oscar Johnson, tears came to 

Jewtraw's eyes when he recalled the playing of the Star 

Spangled Banner at the victory ceremony. "The whole 

American team rushed out of the ice. They hugged me like I 

was a beautiful girl," reminisced the Olympic champion. "My 

teammates threw me in the air. The loudspeakers were booming 

out in French, 'Charlie Jewtraw of the U.S. of A. wins the 

first race in the first Winter Games!' ,,14 

Jewtraw's gold was the only one that the United 

states won at Chamonix. The United States team's other 

medals came through Betty Loughran's second place finish in 

figure skating and the American hockey side's runner-up 

position behind Canada. Norway "won" the Winter Games with 

134 and 1/2 points to Finland's 76 and 1/2, Great Britain's 

30, the United States' 29, Sweden's 26 and Austria's 25. 

"The Norwegians showed splendid form in all the events in 

which they competed," remarked a New York Times reporter. 

"They were in admirable physical condition and displayed a 



great efficiency in all branches of Winter Sports, with 

absolute supremacy in the ski events."lS 
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The best American ski performance occurred when Anders 

Haugen of Minneapolis flew 50 meters in the ski jump, 5 and 

1/2 meters farther than the nearest competitor, but finished 

fourth when his "style" points were added to the distance in 

the complicated process that, at that time, determined the 

victor. The American team was dismayed by the scoring of the 

three judge panel. But Albert Stenge, the Czech judge (along 

with a Frenchman and a Norwegian) insisted that Haugen's form 

and style were poor. "He could not begin to compare with the 

three Norwegians placed ahead of him. The American threw all 

style aside and beat all efforts only on distance." The 

judges' explanations failed to appease the Americans. The 

mayor of Minneapolis was so incensed he wanted to file a 

protest. He realized it "would not get us anywhere," but 

lamented, "it certainly is tough.,,16 

In early February, New York City prepared to welcome 

home the speed skaters. City officials planned a band to 

welcome the liner which the Olympians crossed on, and a 

public reception hosted by a committee representing Mayor 

John F. Hylan. 17 But, either because of a lack of interest 

or the hurry the skaters were in to get to Saranac Lake, New 

York, for the national championships, the New York Times 

made no mention of any ceremony when the Olympians arrived on 



Valentine's Day.18 The New York daily did comment on the 

Games however. Norway and Finland's lead did not surprise 
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the paper, but the disappointing showings of Canada, which 

concentrated too much on hockey, and Sweden did. The United 

states performed "neither better nor worse than might have 

reasonably been expected," wrote the editor. "There are 

great sections of this country where there is no ice or snow 

and it would be surprising if this nation could develop a team 

capable of defeating those of the North countries where the 

children learn to skate and ski at an early age and have 

opportunities for constant practice that are not available 

here.,,19 

There could be no such excuses made for the American 

team at the summer Games. The canons of American Olympic 

history declared that the sporting republic had quadrennially 

proved that democracy and equality bred pure hearts, winning 

spirits and swift, strong physiques. The press traced 

(regardless of the facts) an unbroken string of American 

triumphs in modern Olympiads. Those victories made (with 

apologies to Thucydides) the United states the "school" of 

the modern "Hellas." Expectations of heroic deeds and 

substantive contributions to international harmony grew as 

the summer approached. 

While the American athletes competed in the French 

Alps, the Teapot Dome oil scandal exploded at the United 
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states Senate's chambers in Washington, D.C .. Testimony 

before a Senate investigating committee revealed an unholy 

alliance between former Secretary of the Interior Albert Fall 

(he had resigned in the spring of 1923) and oil moguls Harry 

Sinclair and Edward Doheny. The scandal gushed allover the 

front pages of the nation's newspapers when Doheny revealed 

he paid several members of the Wilson and Harding 

administrations for their influence. During the scandalous 

ballyhoo, Babylon's Puritan (William Allen White's 

descriptive label for President Calvin Coolidge) sat in the 

h 't b'd' h' t' 20 W 1 e House, 1 1ng 1S 1me. A citizen of the republic 

surveying the political scene in 1924 would hardly find 

evidence of high ethical standards in the behavior of the 

guardians of the public trust. That same year the New York 

Giants and Washington Senators clash in the World Series 

pushed the presidential election off the front pages. Sport, 

as the Nation noted, had been elected. Americans turned 

away from Babylon of the Potomac, searching for affirmations 

of the American way of life in other arenas. 21 

The Paris Olympics beckoned. In the spring of 1924 

A.O.C. officials sent appeals across the nation for funds to 

support the Paris expedition. The A.O.C. wanted $350,000 in 

public donations to support a 350 member team. They mounted 

solicitation campaigns in many areas. New York Governor Al 

Smith proclaimed May 20th "Olympic Day." Former A.O.C. 
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pontiff Gustavus T. Kirby led a fund raising rally on Wall 

street at which past and present Olympians were introduced 

and pleaded for support from finance's moguls. Major General 

Henry T. Allen, executive officer of the A.O.C., appealed to 

college students for their aid in raising money, since some 

seventy-percent of the athletes who "wore the shield" at 

01 . G f" t' 22 ymp1c ames were rom un1verS1 1es. 

The press backed the A.O.C.'s effort. A New York 

Times editorial lauded the committee's decision to "seek 

rather to obtain many small subscriptions from persons 

throughout the country than to solicit large donations from a 

few wealthy individuals." The newspaper believed that such 

a policy would insure the democracy of the American sporting 

venture. The most important thing was "to make the team the 

representatives of the people as a whole, and to give to as 

many individuals as possible in this country the feeling that 

by their help they have facilitated American participation." 

The editorial concluded with the address for Julius H. 

Barnes, the A.O.C. treasurer. 23 Actually, the A.O.C. had 

at first sought large donations, "circularizing the country" 

with requests for $150 contributions. But when those tactics 

raised only $20,000, the Olympic authorities turned to more 

traditional methods. 24 The media assured Americans that 

their donations would serve the interests of the United 

states. One commentator promised that the "ambassadors of 
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sport" would "illustrate to the world what we can do in the 

attainment of physical perfection--of what our sanitarians 

and hygienists have done for us." The nation simply had to 

back its at hi etic missionaries financiall y, he argued. "The 

amount of money they want is trivial when considered as a tax 

on the whole country, which is what it ought to be, and it 

would be hard to spend any for results more useful or more 

productive of pride than the winning of high rank in 

competition with the world's athletes," insisted the 

commentator. 25 By the time the Paris Games concluded, 

Olympic officials had succeeded in meeting their $350,000 

goal. 26 

A flurry of articles hyping the American team sought 

to convince contributors that they would not be backing 

losers. A New York Times reporter reassured the public 

that "another victory by America is generally considered to 

be assured.,,27 The fact that United states athletes held 

thirty-five out of ninety recognized world records in Olympic 

events offered "conclusive proof of the outstanding position 

held by [lmedca. ,,28 In order to select the Olympians, the 

A.O.C. arranged to conduct a series of regional qualifying 

meets at sites around the United States, in addition to 

recognizing the winners from the N.C.A.A. championships. The 

cream of the crop would meet at Harvard Stadium on June 13 

and 14, after which the A.O.C. planned to make official 
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selections. 

Despite the confident proclamations, no one expected 

the United states to romp over the competition as it had in 

1920 at Antwerp. Sports authorities warned that the Finns, 

in particular, as well as England and France, would mount 

strong challenges to American domination. When, shortly 

before the Garnes commenced, the French Olympic Committee 

changed the traditional scoring system, Americans howled that 

it was a shoddy attempt to "strip the United states of its 

athletic supremacy.,,29 The United states worried it might 

lose its Olympic "championship," a mythical title which the 

I.O.C. did not recognize but the rest of the nations coveted. 

A.A.U. president William C. Prout angrily asserted that 

"there is no question but that the scoring of points has been 

aimed to rob the United states of many of its points." 

French officials planned to award first place finishers 10 

points, and the next five positions 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1, 

respectively. "It's a plan to make countries appear stronger 

than they really are, and the whole idea is aimed at the 

United states," railed Prout. He complained that the 

Europeans had designed it specifically to thwart American 

depth. 30 The system seemed especially advantageous to 

Finland's chances. "'It is a hard matter for any nation to 

spot Finland seventy points in athletics and win, "' thought 

Alan H. Muir, the American representative to the French 
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Arrangements committee. 31 

After the team had been selected, Outlook reassured 

sports fans that "despite the fact that the system of scoring 

at the present Olympics . planned to work to the 

disadvantage of the Americans--records made by American 

contestants at the recent trials make it look as though this 

method of scoring might turn to our advantage after all.,,32 

The Olympic trials had brought world best performances in the 

100, 200 and 400 meter dashes, the 400 meter hurdles, and the 

eight-oared crew race. A New York Times reporter remarked 

that the 1924 assemblage "of Uncle Sam's athletic strength 

into one great body" assured the A.O.C. that it "now has 

under its control the strongest athletic team ever entered 

for America in Olympic competition.,,33 The A.O.C. even 

relented and allowed Charlie Paddock a spot on the squad. 34 

The oracles of the sporting world lavished their 

greatest hype on United states sprinters. Grantland Rice, 

the New York Tribune's athletic sage, bombastically plugged 

"the modern Jasons who sailed the other day for t.he golden 

fleece of Olympic fame," as sprinters with legs gifted enough 

"to keep Old Doc Time, the eternal father, ducking to stay in 

the ring." Rice opined that the 1924 contingent might well 

"constitute the greatest sprinting squad ever gathered under 

one flag since Greece decided many centuries ago that 

athletic games were the foundation of national fiber.,,35 
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American sprinters had traditionally reigned as the 

muscular spokesmen of America's national fiber. But in the 

new Olympic year some experts were asserting that the United 

states' women swimmers might lead the American defense of 

their Olympic "championship." "Uncle Sam is depending on his 

daughters, they tell us, to put over the winning points when 

the world's athletes clash next summer a.t Paris," maintained 

the Literary Digest. In the El Paso Times swimming coach 

L. de B. Handley--who in 1926 would train Gertrude Ederle for 

her challenge of the English channel--prophesied that "if the 

United states wins the Olympic Games in 1924, 'the finishing 

touches' will very probably be put on by the girls of the 

swimming team." He revealed that "the form of the American 

nymphs is more spectacular than ever before." The United 

states faced severe challenges from many nations, but 

"luckily the American naiads are well-nigh invincible.,,36 

American women, despite the sentiments of coach 

Handley and the Literary Digest, played an ambiguous role 

in the American Olympic campaign. So many sportswomen 

requested information about Olympic track and field entries 

that it forced the A.O.C. "to issue a statement correcting 

the erroneous impression that events for women are included 

in the Olympic games track and field program, and emphasizing 

the fact that women's competition in the classic games is 

confined to tennis, swimming and fencing." Women were 



limited to what the male-dominated officialdom considered 

"graceful" sports. 37 
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Women were barred from most of the sports contested 

at the Olympics, and yet women athletes were making 

remarkable strides. In 1924 Sybil Bauer broke the world's 

record for the 440 yard backstroke. The standard which she 

eclipsed had stood for both men and women. An editorial in 

the Nation observed that "no man in all the annals of sport 

has finished the quarter-mile back-stroke swim within five 

seconds of Miss Sybil Bauer's time, and naturally Miss Bauer 

wants to enter the regular event in the games." At the 1924 

Olympics the official rules prohibited her from defending her 

record against male challengers. 

Still, noted the editor, feminine athletism might 

well have a remarkable future. The editor admitted that the 

"tradition of the girl athlete" had not yet been fully 

formed. "But if events move as fast for twenty years as they 

have in the twenty just past, who can say what the Olympic 

games will be like or how many world's records will hang at 

the belts of girl swimmers or hurdlers? It is not hard to 

imagine the New York Times of July 10, 1944, discussing the 

subject editorially," imagined the editor. "'Sports in 

general,' it will say, "'and especially swimming, are 

fundamentally feminine pastimes, and thus it is natural that 

most of the prizes in the contests just concluded at Moscow 
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should have gone to women. After all, the exercise of speed 

and mere unthinking physical strength are not qualities that 

men should either desire or seek to develop,'" joked the 

Nation's opinion maker. "'None the less, we are gratified 

to note that in this feminine field of endeavor our American 

girls have so clearly outclassed, etc.'" the editor 

continued. "But perhaps, in 1944, the New York Times 

editorial will be written by a woman, in which case it may be 

different," he concluded. 38 

In a fashion typical of the 1920s, the attitude 

toward women Olympians spanned the old and the new. The 

world beating naiads who would help the nation crow that they 

were indeed the globe's strongest and boldest people, were 

the only members of Olympic team who required chaperones. 39 

While the United states prepared its team for the 

Games and speculated about its Olympic chances, a French 

representative to the International Olympic Committee, the 

Marquis Melchior de Polignac, thanked America for its aid in 

arranging the celebration of the Games of the Eighth 

Olympiad. "'There is no country in the world in which the 

Olympic idea has been developed to such an extent as in the 

Uni ted states,'" said the Marquis before the American cl ub in 

Paris. '" This year the Uni ted states has made ita point to 

be represented in every event of the Olympic calendar, even 

those sports in which the rank and file of the American 
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nation is not keenly interested and in which the American 

athletes do not practice with regularity, such as European 

rugby and association football.'" Finishing his speech with 

what was either a remarkable slip of the tongue, or an 

unfortunate typographical error in the newspaper copy, the 

French I.O.C. member intimated that "we have a feeling that 

the American team will be practically unbearable in 

athletics. '" Polignac concluded by issuing a challenge to 

the United states: "'If, as it is said, the United states 

loves a fighter, they will simply worship France after the 

Olympic Games. ,"40 

The United states found its first fight in May, 

before the main body of the team was even on French soil. 

And as predicted, the French found the Americans practically 

unbearabl e. "The stars and Stripes today floated over the 

Colombes stadium to signalize the victory of the American 

rugby team over the favored French combination," reported the 

Associated Press (A.P.). The United states team had won an 

intensely played Olympic championship contest, "marred only by 

the attitude of the partisan crowd, which hissed the visiting 

players and watched the raising of the American flag in a 

cold silence, broken only by boos and catcalls."41 Another 

observer reported that "women in the bleachers shrieked 

instructions as to what anatomical portions of their visitors 

they wished destroyed" on the American players. When the 
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game had concluded a band struck up the American national 

anthem, while French policemen shrieked insults at the United 

states team. 42 

The A.P. correspondent noted that "the Americans 

refused to be ruffled by the attitude of the crowd and won 

many admirers by their coolness and and the bulldog spirit 

which, together with their superior physical condition, 

carried them through under adverse circumstances." Americans 

among the crowd of 30,000 fared worse. There were many 

altercations between French partisans and American fans, and 

"two citizens of the United states were knocked out and 

carried unconscious from the scene.,,43 

The American team's coach, C.A. Austin, claimed that 

the French spet::tators had "gathered together for one purpose, 

and that was to see America trampled upon before their eyes." 

But Austin gleefully reported that the crowd's lust had not 

been satisfied. He had sent fifteen men in "perfect 

condition" onto the pitch to "uphold American tradition," and 

they had done just that. Austin noted that the French team 

itself bore no animosity toward the Americans, and that the 

unpleasantness was confined to the onlookers. Austin 

revealed that at a banquet following the American victory the 

French rugby players had apologized for the countrymen's 

t ' 44 ac lons. 

The French press denounced the crowd's behavior as 
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"entirely unjustified and uncalled for." They commended the 

Americans for their strength and speed while explaining that 

the French side at the Olympics was stale after the rigors of 

a long season. The American rugby team seemed not to mind 

the controversy. They broke training and celebrated their 

victory. "The American players were so little the worse for 

their efforts that they were able to give a good account of 

themselves last night on the dancing floor of the cabaret 

which was graced by the Prince of Wales on his last visit to 

Paris," the A.P. correspondent gossiped. 45 

A New York Times editorial dismissed the unruly 

crowd as a manifestation of the novelty of sporting ideals in 

France. I t had taken Worl d War One "to bring home to the 

French Government the great value of games in developing the 

physical and moral growth of boys in school." Now, with 

France instituting a nationwide system of interscholastic 

athletics, "it should not be long before a change is found in 

the attitude of the older French people toward athletics, and 

in the quality of sportsmen turned out by the French nation." 

Besides, "in adopting our passion for athletics the French 

seem also to have imitated our sporting manners," chuckled 

the editor. "Although we usually reserve direct rough action 

for our own countrymen--special preference shown to 

umpires--we have been known to express disapproval of some of 

our foreign competitors with pointed verbal vehemence.,,46 
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other observers chalked up the ugliness of the spectacle to 

the huge sums which the French had wagered on the game, or 

the latent resentment of shopkeepers and innkeepers that 

foreign fans had not brought to Parisians the expected huge 

. . 47 1ncreases 1n revenues. 

The Nation's Ida Treat, however, did not consider 

the scrums in the stand at Colombes as aberrant 

manifestations. Treat felt that the ugly mood of the crowd 

demonstrated an important new fact about athletics. "Sport 

today is national as war is; it is even chauvi,nistic," 

asserted Treat. She described the new sporting mentality as 

depending heavily on the belief that one's own nation 

possessed superior athletes because of the superiority of the 

national stock, training methods and ideals. "Because of 

this superiority, our athletes (or our army) must always be 

victorious," she continued, sketching her impressions of the 

shape of the new athletic nationalism. "Only foul means can 

defeat them (submarines, poison gas, and slugging). The game 

is an attack on the honor, traditions and ideals of our 

particular nation," wrote Treat. "That was the frame of mind 

of the crowd at Colombes that lynched in spirit, if not in 

fact, every member of the victorious American team." Treat 

called sport "another war victim," and attributed the change 

in sporting mentality to the psychological effects of the 

Great War. 48 
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Few of her contemporaries shared Treat's opinions. 

On the contrary, many hailed Olympism as a powerful 

instrument which could create a new, and peaceful, world 

order. Even the "tempest in a stadium" at the Olympic rugby 

final did little to dispel the odes to Olympic idealism which 

filled the media as the main events approached. The New York 

Times remarked that "observers say the world has entered a 

golden age of athleticism, partly in reaction from the tragic 

strain of the great war. Philosophers say the peoples of the 

earth may yet be drawn into accord through the common bond of 

sport.,,49 Another editorial in the same newspaper, 

recalling that Colombes was "not more than a hundred miles 

from the sector where the foremost nations of the world were 

locked in mortal combat less than six years ago," exclaimed: 

"What an inspiring spectacle it must have been for those who 

lived in Europe in the dreary days of 1914 to 1918 to see .. 

. representatives from all corners of the world meet for the 

one purpose of testing their strength and prowess in peaceful 

athletic competition!" The editor hoped the American 

Olympians would live up to the high regard in which the rest 

of the world held them, both in the competitions and in 

t · th h 01 . 50 promo 1ng peace roug ymp1sm. 

On June 16th, "America's army of athletes, coaches, 

trainers, rubbers and managers," set sail on the America 

to, in the words of A.O.C. official Frederick W. Rubien, 
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"uphold the nation's honor." The A.O.C. had outfitted the 

liner, which had carried American troops to France in 1918, 

with a 220-yard cork track, a boxing ring, a wrestling mat, 

gymnastic apparatus, a swimming tank, and slides and oars. A 

contingent of athletes from the United states Navy journeyed 

to France on the U.S.S. West Virginia. Rubien considered 

the 1924 team "the most remarkable assemblage of athletes 

ever gotten together." But others warned that the burden of 

victory lay on Olympic rookies, many of the them college and 

high school stars. 51 

The team arrived in Cherbourg, France, on June 25th. 

The America had provided the Olympians with a much more 

comfortable journey from that which their counterparts had 

faced in 1920. The A.O.C. had done a far better job in 

organizing the Paris expedition than they had in Antwerp. 

Paris had been spared major damage in the First World War, 

and the six years since the end of hostilities had allowed 

France to recover. The American Olympians found much better 

conditions in Paris from those which they had encountered in 

Antwerp in 1920. 52 

The motto of the American team, printed on the 

official prospectus, read: "To meet defeat courageously and 

accept victory modestly--that is the test of true 

sportsmanship." Apparently the A.D.C. felt that true 

sportsmen and sportswomen should not vent their frustrations 
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in public. The officials had learned from their experiences 

in 1920 that a lack of control ov~r access to the press could 

create a public relations disaster. The A.O.C. had finally 

figured out that, on one level at least, the Olympics were 

entertainment, and they moved to control the product. In 

order to make sure that the athletes met the test of true 

sportsmanship, and to keep their minds on the task at hand, 

the A.O.C. moved to bar Olympians from writing press accounts 

about their experiences. In 1920 many members of the 

American squad had been commissioned by their hometown 

newspapers to report on the Antwerp Games. A newspaper 

writer applauded the proposal, noting that it would seem "to 

impose on the men an obligation to attend all of their energy 

in faithful training: not in tiring themselves running around 

't' t' ,,53 wrl lr.g s orles. 

The A.O.C. quartered most of the team at Prince 

Murat's Chateau de Roquencourt, twenty miles distant from 

Paris. "I ts wide and rambl ing grounds wi 11 provide comfort 

and quiet during the tense weeks of the competitions," 

announced the Literary Digest. American cooks were taken 

along so that the team would not be disturbed by any change 

in diet. Buses had been procured to carry the team to 

Colombes. The A.O.C. planned to make the stay "idy1lic." 

Tours to Fontainebleau and battlefields had been arranged, 

and "dignity dinners" with other Olympic contingents 
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scheduled. 54 

Some of the Olympians stayed at the Olympic village 

which the French had constructed in Colombes. The A.O.C. 

adopted a resolution insisting that the American area in the 

village be "dry," and requested that the French committee 

"remove the bars on the principal thoroughfares of the town, 

together with all signs advertising spirituous liquors." The 

New York Times explained the A.O.C. actions by announcing 

tbat "the committee does not fear that the American 

contenders will overstep the bounds of training rules, but 

believes that safety first should be the policy and that 

temptation should be kept out of sight.,,55 The United 

states Olympians celebrated the 4th of July with a barbecue 

(presumably dry) at the Chateau de Roquencourt. General John 

J. Pershing attended and gave the troops a pep talk. 56 

The summer Olympics officially opened on July 6th. 

Cardinal DuBois began the ceremonies with a mass at Notre 

Dame cathedral. "You are the upholders of modern chivalry," 

DuBois announced in his sermon to the Olympians. The 

festivities continued at Colombes stadium. A "rainbow of 

flags of forty-five nations" paraded around the brick-red 

track in the stadium. Thirty thousand spectators (seventy 

percent of them foreign according to the New York Times) 

witnessed a grand pageant, including a cannonade from a 

battery of "French 75's," the release of a flock of pigeons 



and a concert of martial music. 57 One American observer 

claimed the French were staging the Games as an athletic 

Folies Bergere, or as sportswriter Elon Jessup called it, 

an adult "circus with tinsel gone.,,58 
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The parade of nations marched past the box of French 

president Gaston Doumeregue and his guests, the Prince of 

Wales, the Crown Princes of Sweden and Rumania, the Regent of 

Abyssinia and General Pershing. Athletes from the new 

countries of the old Austrian empire, Bulgaria, Hungary, 

Turkey and Austria, received pleasant welcomes. Germany and 

Russia were noticeably absent. The I.O.C. had left the 

decision concerning Germany's participation to the French 

hosts. France refused to allow their ancient enemies to 

compete. 59 The English squad marched to the strains of 

Scottish bagpipers. The smallest teams were Cuba and China 

with two men each. Egypt appeared in green blazers and red 

fezzes. The long haired, turbaned Indian team seemed the 

"fakirs of the Olympics." The" United States contingent 

swaggered into the stadium wearing navy blue coats and white 

trousers. "Burly Pat MacDonald [four-time Olympic 

champion] dipped the stars and stripes" in front of 

President Doumeregue. French athlete George Andre recited the 

Olympic oath and Doumeregue officially opened the Games. 60 

The parade inspired everyone present, with the 

exception of a man from Cleveland who explained: "I don't 
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care a whcpp about seeing the boys walk. I want to see them 

.£.illl.,,61 And run they did, as well as jump, throw, swim, 

dive, box, wrestle, shoot and row. World records fell in 

profusion at the Eighth Olympiad. Competitors established 

twelve new global marks. 62 The assault on the record books 

left, in Grantland Rice's breathless portrait of the 

spectacle, "time and space dizzy and reeling from successive 

thrusts by the greatest galaxy of athletes ever 

assembled.,,63 

In their quest for the crown of Olympic dominance the 

United states team faced competitors pictured in the press as 

the most remarkable group of athletes ever assembled in one 

p I ace. "From the rugged I ands of the north came a small band 

of men of steel and iron," wrote a New York Times reporter. 

"From the east came the Turks with their soccer team; from 

under the Equator came the South Africans with their tennis 

and boxing stars; from the southwest came the Argentine 

horsemen who swept past the United states to world honors in 

the polo division of the games." The New York scribe 

sketched "little men from Haiti, as tan as the khaki of their 

uniforms, but with eyes as sharp as diamonds," who "met the 

United states riflemen on the field of friendly conflict and 

exchanged volley for volley with the world's best shots, ever 

threatening to take the lead and always a front rank 

contender.,,64 The press accounts from the Paris Olympics 



had taken on the character of a Hollywood script, complete 

with plenty of ballyhoo and a cast of thousands bent on 

stripping the Olympic championship from America's heroines 

and heroes. 
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The Americans did very well indeed against the 

conquering hordes from the earth's four corners. They won 

the team shooting championship, despite the challenge of the 

"diamond-eyed" Haitians. United states tennis players, led by 

Helen Wills and Vincent Richards, swept all five of the 

tennis contests. An editorial in Outlook crowed, "in 

tennis of the Olympic brand one may almost say, as was said 

of our famous yachting triumph, 'America first, the rest 

nowhere. "' American Olympians also carried off top team 

honors in boxing, catch-as-catch-can (freestyle in current 

lingo) wrestling, diving, swimming, rowing, and track and 

field, as well as the rugby title garnered in May.65 

The contests were marred by the often, at least in 

American eyes, unsporting behavior of French crowds. The 

A.O.C.'s official report downplayed anti-American 

hostilities, but United states sportswriters filled their 

dispatches with evidences of French ill will. 66 According 

to the press, the French continued acting in the manner they 

first displayed at the rugby champion~hip. The French 

showered "indignant 'Assis!' (Si t down!)" on cheering 

American fans during track and field events. They regularly 
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booed American swimmer Johnny Weissmuller, winner of three 

gold medals. 67 A typical incident occurred at the women's 

"fancy" springboard diving event. Three Americans, Elizabeth 

Becker, Aileen Riggin and Carol Fletcher, swept the event. 

According to a New York Times story: "The flawless work of 

the Americans left no doubt of their superiority in the minds 

of the officials. The public, however, received the decision 

with hoots and jeers, some of the most excited even 

threatening to throw the judges into the pool." The crowd 

was objecting to the decision placing an Austrian diver last. 

"It was remarked by neutral observers that in this and other 

cases the French spectators seemed to err on the side of 

partiality toward the representatives of their former foes," 

COliC I uded the causti C account. 68 

The Eighth Olympiad formally concluded on July 27. 

The I.O.C. presented the medals to the representatives of 

each nation's Olympic squad. A.O.C. president Robert 

Thompson, receiving the United states' trophies, needed help 

carrying off America's Olympic booty. The I.O.C. had laden 

him down with nearly one-third of the medals awarded, 

forty-five for first places, twenty-six for second places and 

twenty-seven for third places. Next closest in the medal 

hunt were Finland (14 gold, 13 silver and 10 bronze), France 

(13 gold, 15 silver, 10 bronze) and Great Britain (9 gold, 13 

silver and 12 bronze).69 



The front page of the July 13, Sunday New York 

Times blared "U.S. Wins Olympics," signaling the start of 
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a flood of journalistic paeans to America's champions. All 

around the world, imagined one newspaper bard, people were 

tabulating the results of the Paris festival; "but regardless 

of where the figuring is being done, regardless of whether a 

point system is being used or whether the final determination 

is being made on performances alone, only one fact is 

derived--that the United states, battling through six months 

of competition of sports on ice, on snow, on land and on 

water, has clinched beyond a shadow of doubt the all-around 

Olympic championship which counts for the amateur 

championship of the world. ,,70 

President Calvin Coolidge radioed congratulations to 

thE: victors in France. "Our pride was stirred as reports 

reached us of your successive victories over what was 

described as the most impressive international group of 

athletes ever assembled for the revival of the ancient Greek 

games," the president began. In typical I y reserved tones 

Coolidge commended the athletes on the victories and the 

"sportsmanly conduct" which marked their performances. 

"America is proud of the triumph of her Olympic team of 1924, 

and will extend to you all the warmest of welcomes," 

concluded Coolidge in form letter prose. 71 

The triumph at Paris engendered a nation-wide 
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epidemic of patriotic back-slapping and self-congratulation. 

"Americans everywhere are naturally proud and gratified at 

the splendid showing made by America--and particularly at the 

courtesy and good sportsmanship manifested by American 

representatives," announced Playground magazine. 72 "The 

Americans proved themselves to be the best all-around 

athletes," trumpeted the New York Times. 73 The sentiments 

aroused by the Olympics took sometimes rabid form. While a 

few voices urged modesty, others, like Thomas Nammack of 

Ellenville, New York, threw humility to the wind. In a 

letter to the editor of the New York Times Nammack wrote: 

"To me there are two screamingly funny things in this 

morning's TIMES. One of these is the findings of a 

Constantinople Judge that poker is not a game of chance, and 

the other comes in the form of a letter in which we are 

abjured to be more modest in gloating over our Olympic 

victories." Nammack felt that "there i.s not a soul on earth 

who can take away one iota of the credit that is due our 

athletes for their splendid work.,,74 

Olympic victory provided a tonic for many ills. The 

Pittsburgh Sun considered it the most important news of the 

day, "for it indicates that American youth, despite much 

head-shaking and lamentation, is able to hold its own with 

the youth and stamina of the rest of the world, and 

incidentally to break a collection of records set by past 
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generations. It indicates that an age that is commonly said 

to be going soft is not entirely flabby. lt 7S F A 0 C ormer . . . 

president Gustavus Kirby concurred, and opined that "the 

Games can prove to the American boy that true riches are not 

measured by the yardstick of wordly [sic] wealth, but by 

the happiness of attainment.,,76 A cartoon in the New York 

World pictured Uncle Sam, dressed for a track meet, 

hurdling in front of a cheering throng. The caption read 

"Over The Top Again.,,77 A Columbus Dispatch cartoon drew 

Uncle Sam clutching the trophy of "Olympic Supremacy" in his 

left hand, while under his right arm he held a basket 

containing cups labeled "British Open Golf Trophy," "Tennis 

Championship" and "Yachting Honors." Across a symbolic 

Atlantic lurked Europe's bedraggled sportsmen, to whom Uncle 

Sam chuckled "what other games do you play?,,78 

Theories abounded to explain the American success. 

The Cincinnati Enquirer found that Olympic victory 

"indicates the soundness of American physical stamina, the 

high quality of American courage, the wisdom of an 

educational system which combines physical with intellectual 

culture. To excel in sports compels clean living, requires 

right conceptions of honor, and strengthens the virtue of 

patriotism." Add to clean living the highly organized 

coaching and training system in the United states piped the 

Cleveland Plain-Dealer, and one could understand why "the 
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few who are chosen subsequently to represent the nation in 

international competition have not only exceptional natural 

ability, but they know how to make the most of it.,,79 

The United states won, "not because it has 

110,000,000 people, or more gold than any other nation, but 

because it has made a specialty of athletics," revealed the 

Louisville Post. "We always win Olympics because we can 

not (sic) lose them," maintained the Boston Herald. The 

Boston daily resurrected the melting pot as a factor in 

American success, a common theme in Olympic oqes during the 

Progressive era. The Herald reminded the nation that the 

United states' large population had in it "a liberal 

sprinkling of every race which excels in sports, the tightly 

nerved Latins, the running English and Scotch, the jumping 

Irish, the swimming Hawaiians, the Germans, Swedes and 

Norwegians, all with their own strong characteristics, and 

the surprisingly good Finns." Given mixed races, physical 

education of youngsters, scientific training methods, 

climate, the tradition of victory, and the seriousness with 

which Americans took their sports, "it would be amazing if we 

should lose, with everything in our favor," thought the 

80 Boston newspaper. 

Harry Cross, sports reporter for the New York 

Evening Post, indicated that the spirit needed to win the 

Eighth Olympiad had been instilled by patriotic impulses. "A 
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few months ago, the athletic youth of the country was 

informed that the United states was in danger of being 

defeated by Finland," wrote Cross. "That was enough. In 

every corner of the nation young America got out his spiked 

shoes and began to dust over the cinder-paths." The chosen 

people heeded the call, and their proselytizing in Paris left 

no doubt about the strength of American moral fiber. 81 

American Olympians remained, as they had been since 1896, 

powerful symbols of patriotism. 

A few critical nctices appeared regarding the 

American Olympic victory. The lack of gold medal 

performances on the track, traditionally considered by 

Americans as the most important events at the Olympics, upset 

a few correspondents. Some experts found the United states 

triumph unsporting, given the more than one hundred million 

people living in the nation. Current Opinion rearranged 

the team standings to reflect the population from each 

national team. Norway led in per capita medal production 

with 84.5 points, followed Finland's 76.5, Sweden's 50.5 and 

Switzerland's 49. The United states finished fourteenth with 

6.1 points. Current Opinion felt that the Scandinavian 

countries owed their success to the fact that "their sports 

are democratic, everyone participating in them." On the 

other hand, American athletes "are specialists intensively 

and scientifically trained, instead of supreme products of 



universal athletic activity.,,82 

Other observers agreed with Current Opinion. "The 

only small fly in the ointment [of American victory at 

Paris] is the question as to how representative the 

American contestants were," exclaimed Playground 

magazine. 83 "The Olympic laurel wearers are examples of 
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the possible, rather than the typical. For the future of our 

country, the aim is many, many playing the game, deriving 

their satisfaction from the activity rather than the 

winning." The Chicago Evening Post concurred. "We are 

more concerned to see the spirit of play encouraged generally 

among the American people for the sake of its recreational 

value, both bodily and spiritual, than to see a class of 

athletic champions developed whose satisfaction is derived 

from the winning of prizes rather than the fun of the 

game.,,84 

But ballyhoo about athletic conquest sold more 

newspapers than admonitions to aspire to physical fitness. 

In that vein, the American press cheered the remarkable 

showing of Finland almost as loudly as United states 

victories. "Finland, which contains about two and a half 

million less inhabitants than the city of New York, has won 

more points in the Paris Olympic track and field athletic 

contests than any other nation than the United states," wrote 

Philip Coan in outlook. 85 The Literary Digest put it 



in Kiplingesque terms. "Man for man, Finland, with a 

population that could be settled in half of New York City, 

'beat us holler. ,,,86 
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In American minds, Finland was a small nation beset 

by a "long, dark winter, and a brief summer," making it 

apparently unsuitable for sporting excellence. Size, climate 

and primitiveness made the Finnish success all the more 

romantic and appealing. As Grantland Rice put it: "Finland 

is not an industrial country. It is still close to the soil 

and the sea. And there is a certain sturdiness in this little 

nation's sons which the overcivilized may well envy." Or, as 

the New York Daily News remarked, "we take off our hats to 

Finland--at present one of the great Powers of the 

world.,,87 

The press anointed Paavo Nurmi, "the flying Finn," 

as the Games' outstanding performer. "The superman has 

arrived at last" cabled Rice after watching the incomparable 

middle distance runner win the 1500 meter, 5000 meter, 10,000 

meter cross country runs, and lead the Finnish team to 

victory in the 3000 meter team race. The New York Herald 

Tribune saluted Nurmi on its editorial page. "There may have 

been one in the long list of Olympic victors whose names were 

first recorded in 776 B.C., but since the modern revival of 

the games no other athlete has approached the performance of 

Nurmi," read the Herald Tribune's accolade. "By some 
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miracle of physique, aided by intelligent use of power, he 

has been able to extend the common limit of endurance of the 

human racing mechanism." Brooklyn Daily Eagle sporting 

guru George Trevor reported that Finnish doctors had 

diagnosed Nurmi as a "physical freak." Running against him 

wrote Trevor, was "like running against some grim, 

inscrutable Robot--some mechanical Frankenstein created to 

annihilate time.,,88 

Many hypotheses circulated regarding Finland's 

Olympic showing. Despite their great natural handicaps they 

starred at Paris. A New York Times editorial asked, "what 

is the solution of the riddle unless it be found in the 

tenacity, phlegm, fortitude, 'perseverance allied to a 

certain obstinacy' and indomitable spirit of the Finn?,,89 

In Coan'~ estimation the Finns were superior moral athletes. 

They were "notably free from the vice that we call 

cup-hunting," he admiringly admitted. The Finn "is an 

amateur in the best sense, striving against the odds of small 

means and a tiring labourious life that tell heavily against 

athletic activity in all countries where livings are hard to 

gain." Finland's showing seemed all the more remarkable 

since the Age of Play had apparently not yet dawned near the 

Arctic Circle. 90 

Other factors than the elements tempered Finnish 

character. The long fight for liberty against imperial 



Russia encouraged the growth of an unconquerable spirit 

thought some commentators. Or, as an editorial in the 

Outlook theorized, "perhaps the Finns' long struggle for 

bare existence between the upper and nether millstones of 

Prussia and Sweden has made for survival of the very 
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fit.,,9! Coan imagined the Finns concocting a scheme to 

impress the world athletically, in the hopes of reminding the 

great powers of Finland's plight. "That idea was preached by 

the partisans of Finnish liberties," crowed Coan. "The 

thousands of hard-working, poor men who set to work in the 

seemingly forlorn hope of outdoing the world's best runners, 

discus throwers, and jumpers worked for their country." 

Finland's victories had been attributed to diet and secret 

training processes, but Coan insisted that "it is an 

outgrowth of a small and earnest people's resolution to be 

great and of that people's gift for uniting to hold to one 

big idea with a bulldog grip and work long and hard for what 

it wants.,,92 

Finnish language newspapers in the United States 

agreed with Coan. George Sjoblom, editor of the New York 

Uutiset, wrote: "We believe that through the long battle 

with adverse conditions the Finns have acquired these 

qualities, particularly their remarkable tenacity, pluck and 

endurance, which have stood them in good stead in their 

exceptionally hard struggle against forces of nature." Carl 
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H. Salminen, Vice-Consul of Finland in the United States and 

publisher of the Duluth's Paivalehti and Siirtolainen, also 

credited the crusades against nature and for national liberty 

as the crucibles of Olympic victory. "This fight has been 

against great odds everywhere, and it was bound to develop a 

nation strong both in spirit and body if Finland was to 

survive her bitter struggles which often seemed to go beyond 

all human endurance," proclaimed Salminen. "Work, love of 

work, love of fighting against odds and obstacles, has taught 

these men true prerequisites of athletic comp~tition." The 

editor of the Duluth Industrialisti revealed that Finland 

had required compulsory physical education in the schools for 

the past twenty-five years. The sports craze infected 

Finland as virulently as America. "There is hardly a village 

or hamlet that is devoid of a local athletic organization." 

Those facts, and clean living, made for Finland's exalted 

position in the athletic world. 93 

Why did Americans exalt in Finland's Olympic 

successes? Part of the reason was the fact that Finland was 

the only nation in Europe which attempted to pay back the 

debts it owed the United States from World War One. Part of 

the reason might have been neo-Nordic chauvinism. Part of 

the reason, given the anti-Bolshevist climate of the 

Twenties, was that the Finnish civil war had ended in defeat 

for the Reds. But the overriding reason was the ease with 
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which Finland fit the ideological symbols which Americans had 

always associated with Olympic success. The press had 

designated Finland as the new sporting republic. Americans 

had always held that democratic institutions, rugged 

individualism, frontier vigor, and the ability to compete with 

the forces of history and nature, had equalled Olympic 

triumph. Americans projected their symbology onto an 

idealized Finland, purer, simpler, further from the 

complexities of mass society and industrial production. From 

the American perspective the Finnish case proved that the old 

equations still worked. Romance with Finland, a nation of 

supposedly kindred spirits, offered another avenue for escape 

in the Age of Play. 

A few Americans took a dour view of Finnish 

victories. "Right Wing," the pen name of the New York 

Evening World's Charles E. Parker, pointed out that the 

Finns scored many of their points in events which would not 

be contested in 1928. "The presence of these events, the 

double-scoring cross-country run and the 3000-metre team 

race, can be directly traced to the attempt by European 

Olympic politicians to beat America by messing up the Olympic 

program," believed Parker. 9'i Olympic team coach Lawson 

Robertson, the track and field wizard from the University of 

Pennsylvania, maintained that Finland's team strength had 

been "greatly exaggerated.,,95 But the attacks on Finnish 
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accomplishments were few and far between. 

If American expressions of nationalism sometimes led 

to contempt of Finnish achievements, other nationalistic 

outbursts threatened to derail the Olympic movement itself. 

French spectators booed American swimmers, divers, runners 

and rugby players. The stands at Colombes stadium were the 

scene of several bouts of patriotic fisticuffs. Those 

incidents, and a host of others, created a furor in Europe 

over the merits of Olympic idealism. The ensuing firestorm 

crackled with voices which claimed that international sport 

hardly promoted mutual understanding and rational discourse, 

but had quite the opposite effect. 96 Before the track and 

field portion of the Games had even begun, Ida Treat had 

decried the superpatriotic spirit of international sporting 

contests in the pages of the Nation. The English press was 

among the most vocal critics of Olympism. "No more Olympic 

Games," cried the London Times. A Times editorial 

characterized the Eighth Olympics as a riot of patriotic 

disorder. "Miscellaneous turbulence, shameful disorder, 

storms of abuse, free fights, and the drowning of the 

National Anthems of friendly nations by shouting and booing 

are not conducive to an atmosphere of Olympic calm," remarked 

the Times. "Disturbances of this kind, culminating in open 

expressions of national hostility, might conceivably end in 

worse trouble than the duel which, it is feared, may take 
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place as result of the personal quarrel in which a Hungarian 

and Italian fencer have allowed themselves to become 

involved," warned the respected London daily. "The peace of 

the world is too precious to justify any risk--however wild 

the idea may seem--of its being sacrificed on the altar of 

international sport," concluded the Times. 97 

But most of the American media refused to join the 

Times's ban the Olympics movement. A New York Times 

thoughtpiece admitted the animosity which nationalism 

produced in Paris, but called the British position 

ungracious. "The revival of the Olympic Games was so nobly 

inspired that it would be truly lamentable if they had to be 

given up. No necessity for doing so is to be found in a few 

squabbles," reasoned the editor. 98 "Never has there been a 

finer or more splendidly contested athletic carnival; never 

an international gathering which roused more real interest 

and contributed more to international understanding," argued 

the Baltimore Sun. New York World sportswriter George 

Daly characterized Olympic critics as "weak-kneed and 

thin-blooded." The Charleston ,Gazette added, "if the 

nations of the earth can not compete in athletics without 

ill-feeling, we may as well give up all hope of accord in 

other matters.,,99 And William Bolitho, in the New York 

World, called the Olympics "the only collective celebration 

f "1' t' ,,100 o ClVl l.za l.on. 
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A.O.C. president Colonel Robert M. Thompson labeled 

the attacks on Olympism "propaganda." Commenting on the 

nastiness of French crowds he asserted, "I cannot emphasize 

too strongly that this mob spirit is not a reflection of 

t ' I "t ,,101 na lona splrl . He thought that, given the "patriotic 

determination" with which competitors strove for Olympic 

victory, a few incidents were inevitable. "But with each 

recurring Olympiad there comes a better understanding among 

the nations and it is beyond doubt that the games performed a 

very useful function in the development of a common esteem, 

sympathy and even affection among the nations represented," 

102 asserted the A.O.C. leader. Former A.O.C. president 

Gustavus T. Kirby announced that "I believe that the Olympic 

Games are one of the greatest forces for peace, goodwill, and 

brotherly love that exists today." Kirby declared that "the 

League of Nations might promulgate a hundred programs, the 

diplomats of the world might agree upon hundreds of 

humanitarian principles, but all these would not be so apt to 

get into the understanding of the masses of the people as do 

the sportsmanlike conduct, the friendliness and the fair play 

of the compet~tors in world contests like the Olympic 

Games." The former A.O.C. chief revealed that he believed 

sport gave a "harmless and character building outlet" for the 

natural instinct for combat. Such an instinct had been 

necessary in more primitive times, but it posed a grave 
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threat to modern civilization. "still we want to retain that 

combative element which makes the difference between a 

namby-pamby person and a virile one," felt Kirby. "Sport is 

the answer," he proclaimed. "When, as in the Olympic Games, 

we bring together repr.esentatives of the nations of the world 

for sports, we are placing the leaven of character in the 

hearts of the nations themselves.,,103 

A New York Times editorial, "More Olympiads," 

agreed with Kirby's and Colonel Thompson's "decrying the 

pessimism about the Olympic Games and insisting that friendly 

athletic feeling among the nations has been cemented by the 

01 ympiad held in Paris this year." The Times arti cl e 

proclaimed Europe uneducated in the spirit of fair play, and 

anointed American athletes as the teachers of exemplary 

t h ' 104 spor smans lp. Another editorial in the Times, 

"Nearly Everyone Happy," insisted each nation, even "little 

Esthonia," could find something positive in the Olympic 

results. The editor thought it would be wise if the I.O.C. 

broadened the program "to give every participant a chance for 

its place in the sun." Why, with both catch-as-catch-can and 

Greco-Roman wrestling on the program, should not jiu-jitsu, 

at which the Chinese were so proficient [actually jiu-jitsu 

was developed by the Japanese], be included as well? 

"Civilization might even go so far as to take account of its 

extremely backward children and let the Eskimo show what he 
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bushman in manipulating the boomerang."lOS 
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Not everyone in the British Isles believed the 

Olympics should be scrapped. In two articles for The 

Independent Philip J. Baker, the captain of the 1924 British 

Olympic team, elevated Olympic idealism to Olympian heights. 

He identified Olympism as "one of the most constructive and 

civilizing ideas of our generation." In the post-war world, 

in which "invention has annihilated time and space and has 

made of all quarters of the globe one close community, do we 

not need some bond that will be a spiritual and physical 

unity of mankind?,,106 Baker felt the Olympics provided 

that symbol. Baron Pierre de Coubertin's creation meant 

"that people of every race and climate are now being swept 

into the great democracy of sport, and that a new bond, and a 

very powerful one, is being forged between the sport-loving 

peoples of the world."IO? 

Americans everywhere applauded Baker's sermons. The 

press explained away the unruly French crowds as symptomatic 

of the nove I ty of the sporting ideal s in France. "There are 

many nations like France that are now at the beginning of 

their experience in sports," noted an editor in the 

Outlook. The spirit of good sportsmanship would spread as 

they learned the value of athletics. The sporting decorum and 

grace under pressure displayed by American Olympians stood as 
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a shining example for France, and other uninitiated 

nations, of the great cause of Olympism, a cause which would 

ultimately insure "good will among men."I08 Or, as the 

Review of Reviews put it: "There are many indications that 

the French nation may come to be as sturdy and chivalric an 

opponent of the Anglo-Saxon on these bloodless fields as in 

the long-forgotten days of Agincourt or Fontenoy."109 

The press portrayed the Olympic Games as an arena in 

which the United states could teach American ideals to many 

nations, while an eager world waited breathlessly for 

enlightenment. The dream of Olympic peace was simplistic, 

and unrealistic, and enormously attractive to the citizens of 

consumer culture. The advertisers told the public that one 

small item, the correct toothpaste or the right breakfast 

~ereal, could remake their worlds. Why then should they not 

believe that an international athletic meet held every four 

years could remake the world? The Christian Science 

Monitor best expressed the hope Americans invested in the 

Olympic ideal. "Most people would now agree that these 

international gatherings do a great deal of good," 

editorialized the Bostonian chronicle. "On the one hand, 

they tend to break down that national exclusiveness and 

ignorance which is one of the great causes of war. Peoples 

come to learn that other nations are not barbarians, or 

uncivilized, or inferiors, but very normal human beings, 
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quite as likely to excel in sport as themselves." The 

Monitor endorsed the hoary American platitude of good 

sportsmanship. "When that sense prevails, sport, in its 

proper place in life, can do nothing but good. International 

sport has a great future before it. It will promote the 

unity and brotherhood of man just in proportion as those who 

enter its competitions are inflexibly faithful to the best 

traditions of good sportsmanship.,,110 

The American Olympians returned to New York on August 

6. The America disembarked her passengers onto the city 

vessel Macom which sailed up the harbor to Hoboken, greeted 

by the shrieking horns of harbor craft, and accompanied by 

the music of the Fire Department Band. Despite the fact that 

they arrived around dusk, "many had lingered in the office 

buildings of lower Broadway and showered snow squalls of 

ticker tape upon them." The Olympians clad in their official 

uniforms, accompanied by A.O.C. officials, city potentates 

and national guard units, marched up Broadway to City Hall. 

Behind a flag-bedecked table at City Hall stood Mayor John F. 

Hylan, ceremony organizer Rodman Wanamaker and Colonel 

Thompson. The Fire Department band struck up the national 

anthem and the crowd, which overflowed into an adjacent park, 

came to attention. Mayor Hylan presented each athlete with a 

gold medallion, emblazoned with a bas-relief figure of a 

Greek athlete bearing a palm frond. The figure was flanked 



by the shields of the United states and the Republic of 

France, and at the bottom rested New York City's coat of 

arms. 111 
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After the medal presentation ceremony, Mayor Hylan 

spoke to the assembly. The Democratic chief of New York City 

used his address to the Olympians to deliver a scathing 

attack on the federal government. According to the mayor, 

applauding the "conquering heroes" was not a difficult thing. 

They deserved the acclaim "and the American heart is not slow 

to voice appreciation." The team "practically had to go 

begging to get the financial wherewithal to cross the 

Atlantic and to remain there for the Eighth Olympiad, but the 

Federal Government did not hesitate to ask for its share of 

the receipts of entertainments and other plans arranged to 

provide the funds for the Olympic team." Hylan blustered 

that if Olympiads cemented international friendship, and "our 

Federal Government so believes, then it is time that generous 

and adequate appropriations were made by the Government to 

defray the expense." American Olympic Committee leaders might 

have agreed to federal financial support, but they certainly 

wanted to keep the government from controlling the Olympic 

movement. Hylan concluded by praising the Olympians for 

their impeccable sportsmanship and thanked them on behalf of 

the city for their efforts. Colonel Thompson took the podium 

and thanked the mayor for the welcome. Then he belittled the 
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critics of Olympism, denying America would ever pUllout of 

future contests. 112 

After leaving City Hall, the Olympians spoke to New 

York over WNYC, the city's municipal broadcasting station. 

Later that evening the team enjoyed a steak dinner in their 

honor at the Hotel Astor. After the feast Colonel Thompson 

rose to speak. "The time for parting has come. When you 

leave this room the American team for the eighth Olympic 

Games will be dissolved," announced the teary-eyed A.O.C. 

president. "Some of you will go back again to compete for 

America in the Olympic Games at Amsterdam. Some of us will 

not. But if the team that goes to Amsterdam is as good as 

the team which has just returned from Paris, America will win 

again, for there is not a more formidable athletic team 

anywhere in the world.,,113 

Thompson's toast moved the crowd to look forward to 

the next Olympics, scheduled for 1928 in Amsterdam, Holland. 

American mythology traced an unbroken string of Olympic 

victories back to the beginnings of the modern revival in 

1896. As the year 1925 of the Age of Play neared, the New 

York Times remembered the "brilliant" American victory at 

Paris. It had been, "after six months of the keenest sort 

of competition," the "crown jewel" of the "greatest year in 

the annals of sport." Who could doubt that 1928 would bring 

anything less?114 
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The nation read of their muscular missionaries' 

exploits, and was pleased. The pundits reporting on the 

spectacle revealed that traditional values, hard work, 

perseverance and dedication, paid off in gold medals. The 

grit which tamed the frontier now propelled American athletes 

around the track, over the pole vault or high jump bar, 

through the water, everywhere Olympic laurels could be had. 

But, despite Roderick Nash's wonderful metaphor describing 

clearing the base paths as analogous to clearing the forest, 

sport did not simply symbolize the frontier. Athletes needed 

more than trail-blazing grit to conquer Olympic foes. The 

experts gave as much credit to scientific training and a well 

organized national coaching system as they did to American 

individualism. 115 

Triumph in Paris proved the validity of both old and 

new values. For the consumer with a dollar to spend, or even 

more importantly, faith to invest, the Olympic Games seemed a 

bargain. They were marketed as a world free from the 

pessimistic visions of artists and intellectuals, free from 

the scandalous abuses of national leaders. They proved that 

struggles against the elements and for freedom, witness the 

rhetoric about Finland and the United states, produced 

athletes of championship quality. They eased fears about the 

decadence of Jazz Age youth. They confirmed that the United 

states remained stronger and swifter than all challengers. 
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And they held out the hope that world peace might grow on the 

fields of friendly conflict. 

An apocryphal article in the New York Times, "An 

Ethiopian Takes Notes," summed up the Eighth Olympiad. "A 

single afternoon spent in the amphitheatre at Colombes is 

enough to furnish the intelligent observer with a complete 

picture of the habits and psychology of the American people," 

reported the reputed special correspondent of the Addis Ababa 

Evening News. 

As I watched those clean-cut American youths 
acknowledging victory or defeat with the same modest 
smile, I knew that they came from a quiet, 
sportsmanlike people. 

When I saw the silent and magnificent efforts of 
their runners and their jumpers, I knew that they 
came from a people that loved action and abhorred 
palaver. 

When I saw the young Americans soar like birds 
over the bars and the hurdles, I said to myself that 
this is the way every American surmounts the 
obstacles in his path. 

When I saw on the list of contenders names like 
SCHOLZ and LE GENDRE, I understood that I was dealing 
with a people utterly ignorant of the debasing 
sentiment of racialism and sectionalism. 

When I saw the swiftness and certainty with which 
the young Americans met every emergency as it arose, 
I said to myself that this is a people of magnificent 
individual initiative, a people who would take orders 
from no one. 

When I saw the splendid devotion of each athlete 
to the single cause of his country's victory, I knew 
that this was a people which sacrificed self to 
common good. 

The editorial followed the pseudo-Ethiopian's ode to 

the sporting republic with the comment: "That same evening 

the National Democratic Convention cast its eighty-seventh 
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ballot and adjourned till 10:30 Tuesday morning."llG The 

juxtaposition of athletic power with political futility 

underscored the increasing separation of physical from 

political culture. The apocryphal anecdote sounded strangely 

like any of the Progressive paeans to the playing fields. 

But the Progressives had believed that athletic success 

translated into social efficiency and political strength. 

Big society had skewed that perspective, and disconnected 

sport from the realities of civil society. Sport was not 

unreal. It had, instead, a separate existence. In the 

culture of the Twenties, athletism engendered much emotion 

but little change. Sport had been elected. But where could 

the heroes and heroines of the playing field lead the nation? 
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XI. THE TRIUMPH OF CONSUMER CULTURE: AMSTERDAM--1928 

Charles W. Paddock, University of Southern California 

collegiate star, media darling, track king of the 1920s, and, 

in the eyes of many, the leading "shamateur" in America, 

sprinted around the world in 1925; preaching, in his own 

words, "the gospel of sportsmanship and of track interest, to 

places which were still but vaguely informed about 

international competition and the Olympic Games." A.A.U. 

president Murray Hulbert had chosen 1924 Olympians Paddock 

and Loren Murchison for the mission. They would spread the 

word about the American vision of Olympism, which held out 

the promise of an end to war among the peoples of the world 

and stressed the ethics of exercise. 1 

In Paddock's eyes, Olympic reviver Baron Pierre de 

Coubertin was a mystical figure who had realized "that those 

who play together in a real spirit of sportsmanship would 

never care to fight against each other, whatever governments 

and individuals may plan." Paddock's recounting of world 

history listed the Olympic Games as the foundation of the 

civilizations of antiquity, and when the Olympics withered 

"the Dark Ages had set in." Paddock declared that the 

Baron's modern Olympiads had already reduced crime, 

encouraged morality, strengthened spines and succored the 

spirit, particularly in the United states. But the Baron was 
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feeble now, reported Paddock, and "about to pass on the cloak 

of Olympic responsibility to younger shoulders. He has 

already glimpsed a glorious future for the idea he conceived, 

for he pictures a time when the Olympic spirit shall rule the 

world." Paddock and Murchison sought to spread the Olympic 

spirit on their global running tour. 

Paddock recounted his adventures in The Saturday 

Evening Post. He presented a long excursus on sprinting 

technique for those who wanted to emulate him, and revealed 

four prerequisites for sprinting success; natural ability, 

physical conditioning, form and "fighting spirit." Murchison 

and Paddock made Japan the first stop on their athletic 

circumnavigation. The Americans found the Japanese long on 

desire but short on conditioning and, literally, natural 

ability. Paddock felt that the Japanese were "handicapped by 

their short legs," a condition created by their custom of 

sitting upon them and which "athletic officials are busily at 

work striving to change." In China, Paddock discovered a 

serious lack of fighting spirit. "Splendid specimens of 

manhood, so many of them," he wrote; "natural athletes, 

with a large group of clever strategists in some fields of 

sport, they seem to lack altogether the ability to meet 

physical contact and to fight back." Paddock insisted that 

the Chinese took nothing seriously enough, "according to our 

standards of civilization and of life." That fault, he felt, 
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accounted for chaos in the land of the war lords, preventing 

China from becoming a "modern" nation. 

Departing Asia, the ministers of Olympism trekked to 

Europe, where they found fighting spirit in abundance. 

Paddock labeled the French as courageous athletes who lacked 

the discipline to train properly. In Germany, Murchison and 

Paddock competed in front of 55,000 fans, the most 

enthusiastic they had ever seen. But, besides the United 

states, where a fighting spirit came naturally, the grittiest 

country on earth was Finland. "They have fought for their 

living through the centuries, wrestling it from stronger 

peoples and battling the elements of Nature in order to 

survive." Those factors made the Finns a great people, and 

great athletes. 

Concluding the account of his mission, Paddock 

revealed that he found all sorts of track techniques on his 

trek, but he discovered the same fellowship and hospitality 

everywhere. "It made no difference to our competitors or to 

ourselves what political differences our governments might 

have had in the past," he insisted. "We were brothers 

together on the field of play." Looking back on his journey 

the sprint champion remembered, "I thought, just before 

sailing for home, that the dream of the good old Baron Pierre 

de Coubertin of a lasting international peace through the 

medium of athletics, was perhaps something more than just a 
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dream after all.,,2 

Given historical hindsight, Paddock's naivete seems 

silly. The world in 1925 was not headed for lasting peace. 

But despite the growing evidence from Weimar Germany, 

Imperial Japan and the Soviet Union under Stalin, Paddock 

still believed world harmony was possible. Such was the 

power of Olympism on the American mind. It salved the fears 

of modern existence with the dream of an athletic millennium. 

It also provided another important, and in many eyes more 

significant, barometer of spirit. Americans could celebrate 

themselves in the successes of their sporting stars. At the 

shifting sites of the modern shrine of Olympia, the name of 

the United States was writ with very large letters indeed. 

If the public could consume patriotic symbols from 

Olympic Games, then they could also purchase products which 

would make them "feel" like Olympic stars. "A Spalding 

Swimming suit won't teach you to swim," admitted one piece of 

advertising copy. "But it will make you feel like an 

Olympic champion." Spalding also peddled "official Olympic" 

discuses, throwing hammers, shot puts, hurdles, and a line of 

"Olympic championship" running shoes. Anyone could feel 

like an Olympic champion, all they had to do was buy 

Spalding's products. America's athletic missionaries had 

become, to use one of Leo Lowenthal's categories, idols of 

t . 3 consump 10n. 
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As the Garnes of the Ninth Olympiad approached, just a 

little more than a year after Charles Lindbergh's historic 

flight, Americans charged their Olympians with performing 

deeds worthy of the tradition of the "lone eagle." Mayor 

James J. Walker of New York, pleading for funds, recalled 

that "native sons like the great Lindbergh have gone forth to 

win undying glory for the cities that supported them. So 

should we of New York, proud of the men who carry our banners 

into foreign friendly fields of competition, support 

them.,,4 

st. Moritz, Switzerland, provided the friendly fields 

for the first engagement of the 1928 Garnes. The alpine 

playground hosted the second Winter Olympiad. Knowledgeable 

observers picked the Scandinavian nations to battle among 

themselves for the winter sports crown, with Germany as a 

dark horse. S The Garnes opened on February 12th in blizzard 

conditions. Nine hundred athletes from twenty-five countries 

filed past President Schultheiss of the Swiss Confederation. 

The parade added splashes of color to the pleasant village 

nestled in the deep snow among the Alps. The American women 

wore bright red sweaters and the Austrians sported fur coats. 

The Scandinavian athletes wore colorful, warm leggings while 

the Belgians slogged through the snow in chic low cut shoes. 

Dr. Godfrey Dewey, the ski team manager and a Lake Placid, 

New York, native, carried the American standard. The United 
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states contingent received a "good hand" from the shivering 

crowd. 6 

After the parade ended everyone escaped the blizzard, 

retiring to the warm confines of st. Moritz' meeting places 

for an evening of festivities. Throughout the village talk 

turned to the Olympic competition, scheduled to start the 

next morning. Argentine bobsledder Arturo Gramarjo, in a 

particularly jovial mood, boasted "there is a chance we will 

finish first in the bobsleighs."? American speed skaters 

with races in the morning went home early from a dance in the 

lobby of the hotel at which they were staying. Their 

teammates needled them with cries of "Good night, 

children. ,,8 

The next morning, O'Neil Farrell of Chicago finished 

in a third place tie with a Finn and a Norwegian in the 500 

meter speed skating race. The 10,000 meter contest produced 

the first great controversy of the 1928 Olympics. Irving 

Jaffee of New York City had apparently beaten the great 

Norwegian champion Bernt Evenson to capture the gold medal. 

But soon after Jaffee and Evenson's heat, the ice conditions 

deteriorated due to unseasonal warmth and the official in 

charge of skating events canceled the 10,000 meters. 

Gustavus T. Kirby, the A.O.C.'s highest ranking official at 

st. Moritz, "strongly" advised the United states Skating 

Association to make an appeal, as he was "personally of the 
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opinion that it may reverse the one man's decision and Mr. 

Jaffee be awarded first place in the 10,000 meters." The 

race went into the record books officially as no contest, 

however. In women's figure skating, America's great hope, 

Beatrix Loughran, finished third. Sonia Henie of Norway won 

the competition with a fantastic performance, leading Kirby 

to marvel: "It can be stated without fear of contradiction, 

that the chances are that the world has never seen a more 

finished, graceful and dexterous skater."9 

The Scandinavians trampled the united states in 

Olympic skiing. Perhaps in time American skiers might 

challenge the Nordic nations mused Kirby, "but today, except 

for grit and perseverance, we are outclassed." On the 

"Cresta," st. Moritz' bobsled run, the United states sledders 

proved the class of the gathering. Jennison and J.R. Heaton, 

American expatriates living in Paris, finished first and 

second in the skeleton bobsled race. They beat the Earl of 

Northesk of Great Britain, "greatly to the surprise of all, 

for Northesk holds the Cresta record and up to the Olympic 

Championship and covering a period of many years, had never 

been defeated," revealed Kirby. William Fiske of the United 

states drove himself and his teammates to victory in the 

passenger bobsled event. An American team piloted by 

Jennison Heaton finished second. 10 The A.P. reported that 

Fiske and Heaton took chances "streaking down the bobsleigh 
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chute that would make a man smoking a cigarette sitting over 

a powder magazine appear as first rate insurance company 

risk."ll The Argentines ended their two bobsleigh runs in 

fourth place. Gramarjo shrugged his shoulders and chuckled 

that "for a country seldom favored with snow we didn't do so 

bad.,,12 

The United states did surprisingly well, owing to its 

domination of the bobsled events, in the New York Times 

list which tallied team standings. Norway scored 90 and 1/2 

points to capture the first place honors. The United states 

finished second with 50 and 1/2. Then came Sweden with 40, 

Finland 39 and 1/2, Austria 22 and Canada 13 and 1/2. 13 

The Second Winter Games closed on February 20 with an 

awards ceremony. The culminating gala caused the first great 

international incident of the 1928 Games. An A.P. reporter 

witnessed the debacle. A brass band became breathless 

playing the Norwegian National anthem, 'The Star Spangled 

Banner' and the national tunes of Sweden and Finland for 

various victors. When France's champion pairs figure 

skaters, "the graceful Andree Joly and the stalwart Pierre 

Brunet," went to the presidential stand to receive their gold 

medals, the band struck up "The Marseillaise." Or they tried 

to. "An earbreaking, heartrending cacophony resulted. The 

spectators gasped, then smiled and finally guffawed," 

dutifully noted the A.P. writer. "Can't you play 'The 
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Marseillaise'?" bellowed Franz Reichel, secretary of the 

French Olympic Committee, at the bandmaster. "It has been so 

long since you won an Olympic event we had forgotten it," the 

bandleader retorted. 14 

At st. Moritz American athletes made a good start 

toward living up to the expectations which the nation, and 

the media, had placed on them. But many warned that the 

fight at Amsterdam would be the toughest yet encountered in 

international sporting history. James B. Connolly, the first 

modern Olympic champion, regaled the readers of a 1928 issue 

of Collier's with anecdotes from past Olympics. Connolly 

had won the America's first ever gold medal, in the triple 

jump at Athens in 1896, and had covered many subsequent 

Olympics for Collier's. The singular fact which struck 

Connolly as significant about the early Olympics was "that 

though our fellows were winning all along the line, it was 

not always because they were potentially the better men."lS 

According to Connolly, in the old days the only 

athletes in Europe who knew anything about training were the 

British, and they participated in small numbers at the first 

three Olympics. The united states won because "we were 

better trained." But in the intervening years Continental 

Europe accepted the gospel of sport and closed the gap. "We 

excel in athletic organization; also (perhaps) in elaborate 

machinery to turn out athletes; we have more money than any 
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other country to finance athletic programs; but in the two 

things that count for so much--in will to win and a national 

pride in athletic victory--I doubt if we excel nowadays." 

Connolly cited the beating the Finns administered to the 

United states on the Olympic track in 1924 as proof of his 

point. Many Americans confidently expected an easy American 

win at the upcoming Olympics. "But no one who has witnessed 

the change in those Continentals can fail to foresee rough 

spots in plenty when our athletic bark goes sailing through 

this coming meet at Amsterdam," warned America's original 

athletic missionary.16 

other prognosticators echoed Connolly's admonitions. 

Grantland Rice observed that America no longer rode at the 

head of the sporting parade. Europeans regularly beat their 

American counterparts in tennis, golf and boxing. "Tides 

have a way of turning," remarked the dean of American 

sportswriters. "And this may be the year of the German tide 

in Olympic sport, rising high enough to challenge the flood 

of the American tide which first rose at Athens over thirty 

years ago." Rice, never one to flee hyperbole, sounded the 

trumpet of alarm. He revealed that the Reichstag had 

appropriated 300,000 marks "toward an Olympic fund for 

another supreme push--directly at Olympic supremacy, with 

your Uncle Sam peering over the ramparts." Fourteen years 

ago "the gray-green sea pO\Jred through Belgium," he wrote. 
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way again.,,17 
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General Charles Sherrill, a former Yale sprinter, a 

member of the 1900 American Olympic team, and one of the 

American delegate to the International Olympic Committee, 

scouted the Germans and reported back with ominous 

findings. 18 "I was allover Germany, having traveled 7,000 

kilometers in a motorcar, and I did not come to a hamlet, 

however insignificant, which failed to have a running-track, 

a football field, and people busily engaged i~ taking 

athletic exercises under competent instruction." John R. 

Tunis, the harshest critic of the sporting craze of the 

1920s, agreed with Sherrill and Rice that the Germans posed a 

great threat. "With all the ingenuity and thoroughness so 

characteristic of the German people, they have been turning 

from war to athletics, from maneuvers to sport," he announced 

to the readers of The American Review of Reviews. 

Tunis also worried about the state of modern 

Olympism. He painted the ancient Games in heroic shades, but 

noted that twentieth century imitations had been plagued with 

outbreaks of rabid nationalism engendered by the unsettled 

and unofficial scoring systems. Tunis insisted that the 

Olympics were "not intended merely as a clearing-house for 

athletic records, but as a meeting-place for the athletes of 

the world." He ranked the world's athletes on a scale of 
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sportsmanship, based on the opinions of a friend who was a 

veteran of international track meets. At the top of the list 

ranked the Dutch and the Japanese, a pleasant omen for 

Amsterdam Games. "If every nation can learn from their hosts 

the lesson of good sportsmanship, the Olympics of 1928, no 

matter who may win them in the newspapers, will not have been 

held in vain," Tunis argued. 19 

But most of the media were concerned with victory 

rather than sportsmanship. In spite of the warnings about 

dangerous challengers, most athletic experts believed the 

United states would once again wrest the Olympic laurels from 

the rest of the world. History, as New York Times 

sportswriter Bryan Field pointed out, proved American 

supremacy. American athletes had won 105 out of 1BO Olympic 

track and field events contested from 1896 to 1924. In his 

series of articles previewing the American squad, Field 

touted the current crop United states sprinters as the "best 

in history.,,20 The University of Chicago's Amos Alonzo 

stagg, "dean of American athletic directors and coaches," 

boasted that a team made up of competitors at the 1928 

collegiate track championships could whip the rest of the 

world. 21 Americans expected a slew of gold medals in track 

and field at Amsterdam. They were favored in almost every 

event except the distance runs, where athletic authority John 

Kieran remarked, with his tongue firmly in his cheek, that 
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cigar is a few first-class distance runners.,,22 
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Olympic oracles predicted American women would help 

their male counterparts in the quest for victory. In the 

Ladies' Home Journal, W.O. McGeehan plugged America's 

"glorified tomboys." He asserted that United states women 

would do well not only in sports in which they were 

traditionally strong, swimming, diving and tennis, but in the 

newly added women's track and field competition. "Their 

competitors will be of their own sex, and the records of the 

American girl athletes promise the same triumph in this 

branch of the Olympic drama that is forecast for the American 

men athletes," McGeehan proclaimed. stiff competition from 

Europe might just put the burden of victory entirely on the 

shoulders of American women. He sketched a scenario in which 

the only hope of an Olympic championship rested with the 

women's track and field team. McGeehan imagined "the rank 

and file of the Olympic team from the United states clustered 

around the track exhorting the girls to pull the expedition 

through. And the tomboys will do it.,,23 

But the tomboys and everyone else needed financing. 

A.O.C. president General Douglas MacArthur arranged with 

President Calvin Coolidge and the governors of the 

forty-eight states to declare April 22 to April 29, 1928, as 

Olympic Fund Week. The A.O.C. sought to raise $400,000. 24 
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Olympic officials commissioned a couple of cartoons, released 

through the Metropolitan Newspaper Service, aimed at 

gathering monetary support. One depicted a gigantic American 

shield hearer perched on the bow of the S.S. Roosevelt as 

the ship sailed past the statue of liberty. The caption 

read, "A bit uns-teddy'? Is the Pres. Roosevelt a Rough 

Rider?" The other showed an American runner against a 

background of the American shield with an admonition to 

"Contribute to the Olympic Fund! Mail Checks to the American 

Olympic Committee, 233 Broadway, N.Y. City." A small 

character in the lower corner of the panel plaintively 

wailed, "Ain't we got funds,?,,25 

As Olympic Fund Week geared up, donations poured into 

A.C.C. coffers from across the nation. As it had in 1924, 

San Francisco led the competition to raise money. The A.O.C. 

had given the city a target of $35,000. William F. Humphrey, 

president of the Olympic club of San Francisco, wired 

MacArthur that in only eleven minutes $36,730 had been raised 

at a luncheon. Seneca Falls became the first town in the 

state of New York to meet its goal, a modest $500. 26 Funds 

rolled in from cities, towns and villages, corporations, 

athletic clubs and colleges. The A.O.C. planned to collect a 

quarter of their total goal from universities and colleges; 

institutions which had contributed 86% of the athletes to the 

1924 team. 27 
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By April 28th of Olympic week, colleges and 

universities had contributed $14,125. Harvard led the way 

with $2010 donated. Dartmouth contributed $1500. Yale, Penn 

and Penn state chipped in $1000 apiece. C.C.N.Y. and West 

Point anteed up $600 and $500 respectively. On the West 

Coast Stanford pitched in $500, Washington $400 and 

Washington state $100. In the South, Tulane came up with 

$100 and the Virginia Military Institute $50. Western State 

Teachers College managed $25, Ohio Wesleyan and Dayton $10 

apiece. 28 

The A.O.C. raised much of the needed revenues through 

amateur athletic meets "that resembled country town church 

benefits," according to newspaperman Grover Theis. 29 Mayor 

James J. Walker of New York asked the help of every city 

resident in raising their $150,000 goal. He proclaimed that 

"the records won in these international athletic contest have 

placed the name of our country high upon the scroll of honor. 

, . . The honored names of our victors have compiled 

respect and admiration for the kind of men America 

breeds.,,30 Despite the pleas, pledges ran short of planned 

revenues. "Enough money has been collected to pay for the 

boat, but the food problem is still unsettled," noted John 

Kieran. "The athletes can't live on best wishes.,,31 

Boxing bouts and radio shows were scheduled, the proceeds to 

go to the Olympic expedition. 32 Broadway stars, including 
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show in New York City.33 
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With the funding campaign well under way, the A.O.C. 

turned to the task of selecting an Olympic team. The 

officials held tryouts at sites around the country. A panel 

of spo~tsmen representing the A.O.C. picked each member of 

the squad based on performance in the trials, and the 

reputation of the athlete. In his official report Special 

Assistant to the President Joseph A. Reilly insisted that 

"although this method has often been attacked it is the only 

possible one for America." He lamented that "occasionally, 

the fortunes of fate may eliminate a great and worthy 

athlete" but it was a much better policy to name the winners 

of the tryouts "than to supplant arbitrarily one of those 

having scored, unless of course, in outstanding cases where 

there can be no question of the substitute's ability.,,34 

The special case of "Good Time" Charley Paddock 

plagued the selection committee. Curious observers in many 

quarters questioned "Good Time" Charley's amateur standing. 

In May of 1928 he agreed to give up working on a movie titled 

"The Olympic Hero," after the A.A.U. began an investigation 

into how he was being compensated for his film work. 

Europeans were not inclined to believe his assertion that he 

worked for free. He wrote a letter to MacArthur explaining 

his situation and offered to retire if his Hollywood exploits 
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embarrassed America. Paddock won a place on the sprint team 

in the final track and field trials, but continuing questions 

about his eligibility caused him to be removed. The A.A.U. 

then officially certified his amateur standing and the A.O.C. 

reinstated him. 35 

The reinstallment of Paddock led A.O.C. Third Vice 

President George W. Wightman to resign. "If we send as our 

accredited representative an athlete about whom there are 

notorious complaints concerning his amateur status we destroy 

the fundamental purpose of our participation ~n those 

international games," he argued. Wightman felt that the 

A.O.C. was moving toward creating "suspicion and enmity" in 

the Olympics instead of promoting international good 

will.,,36 Will Rogers offered his insights into the affair. 

"This footrunner Paddock certainly is a professional, as far 

as the amateur association is concerned, they have been 

running him allover America to raise funds to send over 

runners that nobody would pay to see run," mused the homespun 

philosopher. "He was an amateur when he was running for the 

money, but to go to Europe and run for nothing he is a 

professional," laughed Rogers. 37 

Paddock got to go to Europe, along with some 350 

other athletes. The 5.5. America, which had carried United 

states Olympians to Europe in 1924, lay in the dry dock as 

the result of a severe fire. The A.O.C. secured the 5.5. 
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President Roosevelt for the trip, although it would prove 

too small for comfort. 38 Olympic officials outfitted the 

ship with every possible training facility. A 160-yard cork 

linoleum track was laid on the promenade deck. A canvas ring 

set up on the sun deck served the boxers. Rowing machines, 

gymnastic apparatus, wrestling mats, a canvas swimming pool 

with diving boards, and archery and shooting targets provided 

competitors in other sports with opportunities to work out. 

Athletic engineers even constructed a treadmill for the 

horses of the equestrian team. Several "experts in American 

cooking" also accompanied the team, along with 5000 gallons 

of filtered water, and all the necessary food for the 

expedition, save fresh vegetables and dairy products. The 

A.O.C. hoped to avoid the troubles it had had in Paris with 

t · t I .. 39 con lnen a CU1Slne. The A.O.C. also made arrangements 

to search the ship for stowaways, a problem on previous 

journeys, and promised to turn any uninvited guests over to 

the proper authorities. 40 

On July 11th the 1928 United states Olympic team 

gathered at New York harbor to begin their transatlantic 

voyage. An eyewitness reported "scenes of excitement and 

enthusiasm, camera clicking and handshaking." Athletes from 

the New York City area received loud cheers, and Charley 

Paddock got the most applause of anyone. The President 

Roosevelt, with "American Olympic Teams" painted in huge 
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letters on her side, sailed off amid an orgy of flag waving 

and whistle blowing. 41 Notre Dame field general Knute 

Rockne and thirty other collegiate athletic notables traveled 

with the Olympians. 42 Heavyweight boxing champion Gene 

Tunney and Secretary of the Navy curtis D. Wilbur sent good 

luck messages to the squad. 43 On the eve of the trip 

General MacArthur had boasted that "it is probable that no 

stronger aggregation of champions has ever been mustered 

anywhere in the world, and the expectation of those who are 

expert in such matters is that this country will capture a 

lion's share of the honors."44 Head track and field coach 

Lawson Robertson, when questioned about his contingent's 

chances at Amsterdam, repl ied laconically, "it's a good 

team."45 

Despite the precautions, three men managed to 

stowaway on the President Roosevelt; former national sprint 

champion and 1924 gold medalist in the relays Frank Hussey, 

San Francisco hurdler Hugo Leistner and the University of 

Arizona's Clyde Blanchard, another hurdler. Hussey stowed 

away in a bathtub with the help of his friends, who raised 

$130 for his passage. The other two were thrown into the 

brig. 46 More serious trouble manifested itself in the form 

of the New York Athletic Club's separate "Olympic Team" and 

the continuing fracas surrounding the question of Paddock's 

eligibility. N.C.A.A. president General Palmer E. Pierce, 
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reversing his 1924 stance, sided with Wightman and castigated 

MacArthur and the A.O.C. for including Paddock on the 

team. 47 The N.Y.A.C., dissatisfied with the resolution of 

the Paddock controversy, sent five athletes including four 

time Olympian hammer thrower Matt McGrath to Amsterdam at the 

club's expense. Led by N.Y.A.C. President William Kennelly, 

the five sought inclusion into the Olympic team, and promised 

to carry the fight "to the gates of the stadium at 

Antwerp.,,48 The Olympic Committee denied the N.Y.A.C. 's 

appeal, and the sporting organization dropped the matter. 49 

At first, MacArthur remained tight-lipped about the 

assaults on his command. But halfway across the Atlantic he 

exploded, and the Associated Press faithfully reported his 

condemnation of General Pierce, the N.Y.A.C. and other 

critics of the team. "These fine young Americans," said 

MacArthur of the Olympians, "do not understand this sniping 

from the rear, but as yet it has not affected their splendid 

morale and they appear serene and determined." The General 

revealed that the team felt "that America's heart still is 

with each and everyone of them." Regarding the Paddock 

case, he angrily charged those who wanted to ban the former 

Southern California dash star were making a mistake that 

"would not only be a travesty on justice but inaugurate a 

policy that would amount to an 'athletic lynch law. ,,,SO 

While MacArthur seethed, the two stowaways who had 
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not been able to raise funds kept busy scraping paint, while 

the Olympians worked out and played. 51 The A.O.C.'s Morale 

and Recreation Officer, 1908 Olympic gold medalist in the 

pole vault (and the creator of the erector set) A.C. Gilbert, 

kept the athletes busy. Their social itinerary included, 

movies, dances, a bridge tournament, "Angel Deck Golf," a 

Monte Carlo night, a masquerade ball, a cracker eating 

contest, a silk stocking race and something called "Are You 

There Casey;" in which blindfolded contestants attempted to 

smash crackers on one anothers' heads. 52 

The President Rooseyelt arrived in Amsterdam on 

July 21. The American liner moored in the harbor next to the 

Geirla, which housed the Finns, the White star liner 

Arabic, home to the Norwegians, and the Oranje Nassau, 

containing the Irish team. The other national contingents 

were staying on shore in various hotels. Amsterdam bustled 

with activity. The symbol of the IXth Olympiad had been 

embossed on all the restaurant menus and postmarked on Dutch 

mail. Hotels in the host city, as well as in Haarlem and The 

Hague, were all booked to capacity, and a magnificent new 

stadium with glorious gardens had risen out of swamp which 

used to occupy an angle of the Amstel Canal. 53 

The Americans found a practice field, which belonged 

to the Amsterdam police and fire departments, but were warned 

that injuries to the cattle that grazed on the grounds from 
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flying hammers and wayward javelins would have to be paid 

for. 54 At the invitation of the A.O.C., 5000 Dutch 

citizens inspected the American quarters on the President 

Roosevelt. A group of Sloten farmers, believing milk and 

butter "derived from bovines on board," asked to see the 

cows. 55 The I.O.C. took care of more serious business in 

the city, voting to cancel the soccer and tennis matches at 

future Olympics. They also discussed drug use (a familiar 

topic at more recent I.O.C. meetings), tabling a motion to 

suspend anyone who gave athletes "drugs or stimulants 

internally by hypodermic or other methods.,,56 

On July 28 the Games of the IX Olympiad officially 

opened under a steel gray sky. In the stadium a capacity 

crowd of 40,000 cheered as 4000 athletes from 46 nations 

paraded past Queen Wilhelmina and the Prince Consort of the 

Netherlands. Outside the stadium 75,000 Dutch and foreign 

tourists congregated, making it difficult for some of the 

teams to get inside. Artillery salvos, brass bands, and 

according to one witness, "hundreds of pigeons soaring into 

the path of whirring airplanes [there were no reports of 

dead birds falling from the sky]," marked the opening 

ceremonies. The French team was noticeably absent from the 

proceedings. Dutch officials at first claimed the French 

missed the ceremonies because they feared rain. But that 

laughable excuse soon gave way to the news of a full-blown 
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international incident. 57 

On the day before the Olympic Games a busload of 

French athletes and coaches made a trip to inspect the track 

at the stadium. A similar contingent of Germans was already 

there. While the Germans tested the track, the head 

gatekeeper re~used to admit the French. A French official 

and the gatekeeper engaged in a heated discussion whi~h soon 

degenerated into a brawl. Reports differed as to who threw 

the first punch, but the French demanded and received an 

apology from the Dutch Olympic Committee, as ~ell as the 

removal of the gatekeeper from his duties. When the French 

team showed up for the parade the next day, they found the 

same man at the gate. He made anti-French comments and 

refused them admittance again. 58 France threatened to 

withdraw from the Games, but subtle diplomacy by the Dutch 

Minister at Paris, along with a gift of champagne to the 

French team, helped seal the breach. 59 

With or without France, the parade proved a success. 

The Argentines marched in their national colors, blue and 

white. The Belgians wore pink. South Africans came in 

scarlet blazers. The Italians dressed in army green and gave 

the Fascist salute to the rOY31 box. Bulgaria, with a team 

comprised mainly of fencers, wore military uniforms, the 

Irish put on green, the Turks displayed their fezzes and the 

"practical Danes" paraded in street clothes. Haiti, Panama 
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and Cuba sent one man teams. Ireland's team walked behind 

the flag of the Irish Free state, the only British Empire 

team not to carry the Union Jack, and the Philippines 

delegation carried their flag instead of the stars and 

stripes. A boy scout led Monaco's team and Poland's squad 

included, to the consternation of the more strait-laced among 

the crowd, several stockingless girls. The Germans wore Eton 

jackets and stiff shirts, which a reporter thought made them 

look like ships' stewards, and marched in "clocklike 

order.,,60 

The United states marched in their traditional white 

trousers, blue jackets and straw hats, except for the women, 

who dressed all in white. Wythe Williams, the New York 

Times correspondent at the Garnes, reported that "the stars 

and Stripes, carried by Clarence Houser, true to the 

"tradition" that the national emblem shall never be lowered 

to man or nation, was borne aloft." That tradition, which 

supposedly dated to 1908, had not been observed by American 

teams in 1912, 1920 or 1924. The team, with General 

MacArthur at the head of the column, also failed to salute 

the royal box, merely giving right dress. Beyond the 

vociferous applause from their fellow countrymen, the 

Americans received only a "lukewarm" reception. 61 At home, 

criticism of America's tradition of keeping the flag high was 

heard in a few quarters. "Is there not some military Emily 



Post at Washington who can quietly change the rules about 

flag-dipping--without mentioning the fact to the American 

Legion?" wondered The Nation. 62 Herbert Reed, better 
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known as "Right Wing," flayed MacArthur for the team's 

decorum at the parade. "It may be that there are good 

reasons for unwillingness to dip the flag to 'any man or any 

nation,' but just why the military 'eyes right' is the only 

salute permitted in passing the Tribune at the games is 

beyond me," he wrote. "It savors of the drill yard.,,63 

With the Ninth Olympics set to commence, General 

MacArthur voiced his confidence in the American team. "The 

hazards of sport are too great to attempt to predict the 

results, but we have assembled the greatest team in our 

athletic history," he said. "Americans can rest serene and 

assured.,,64 During the next few days, events at the 

Olympic track and field meet destroyed American serenity. 

Canadian Percy Williams won both the 100 and 200 meter 

dashes, events the United states team had assumed would go to 

them. The Finns triumphed in every race of 1500 meters or 

longer, save for France's Omar EI Ouafi's marathon victory. 

As John Kieran chuckled, "in long-running these days it's 

just a question of deciding which Finn is first over the 

line.,,65 The British Empire claimed first place in the 800 

meters and the hurdle events. 66 

In Wythe William's estimation, even an American sweep 
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in the pole vault "could not conceal the glaring fact that 

the American track and field team has been a great 

disappointment and despite the fact that it enjoys better 

living and training facilities and has more coaches, trainers 

and managers than the team of any other nation." Williams 

wondered if the contingent "will perhaps be listed as the 

poorest team that ever represented the United states in the 

Olympics." Some blamed the American defeat on over-coaching. 

Father Murray, New York's "sporting priest" who carne over 

with the team, observed that "too much management spells 

mismanagement. "67 The poor performances created much 

dissension in the American camp and produced "discreet 

snickers" among European rivals. 68 

The only American to win on the track was Ray 

Barbuti. He won a very close 400 meter race in what the 

American press labeled as the most thrilling event of the 

Garnes. The A.P. proclaimed that "the iron-legged, 

stout-hearted son of little old New York and Syracuse, saved 

America from rout on the Olympic track." The Americans in 

the crowd at Amsterdam cheered the former Syracuse halfback 

wildly. After the race Barbuti admitted he went out 

"determined to send the old flag up the pole, even if I had 

to pull it up myself." The United States Olympians also 

managed to win the 400 and 1600 meter relay, and several 

field events. 69 
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Questionable judging marred the boxing contests. An 

A.P. reporter commented that "the fighting spirit of the 

ringside fans at the Olympic boxing events tonight made the 

action in the ring in the semi-final bouts look like 

second-rate performances." The uproar began when judges 

declared Harry Issacs of South Africa the winner over John 

Daley of Waltham, Massachussetts, in a bantamweight bout. 

Led by the manager of the United states lacrosse team, 

American fans demonstrated their displeasure. Even General 

MacArthur rose from his seat in protest. When the Americans 

confronted Dutch police in the aisles, the judges reversed 

the decision. British and south African spectators 

counter-demonstrated. In the next bout, Stephen Holaiko of 

Auburn, New York, beat Gunnar Breggen of Sweden. That 

decision led to a riot of Scandinavian fans, during which a 

free-for-all with the Americans was "barely averted.,,70 

The finals witnessed a continuation of the mayhem. 

Fist fights broke out on several occasions as rooters of 

various nationalities championed the causes of their 

pugilists. American boxing coach Spike Webb, commenting on 

both the scene and the decisions against two American 

fighters, moaned: "Terrible, outrageous; I can't understand 

it at all.,,71 

The American wrestling team, according to its 

coaches, also met with poor judging. 72 The wrestlers 
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managed only one gold medal out of the seven contested weight 

classes. Only the men's and women's swimming team lived up 

to their advanced billing, claiming ten of fifteen events. 

The Olympic eight oared rowing match helped redeem the 

sagging spirits of the team and a beleaguered MacArthur. The 

United states, represented by the University of California 

eight, beat England by half a length in the final. Wythe 

Williams marveled that it had been the race of a 

lifetime. 73 A "highly excited" MacArthur slapped an A.P. 

correspondent on the back and shouted "that's the stuff," as 

the American boat crossed the finish line. 74 

The Amsterdam Olympics officially closed on August 

12. Queen Wilhelmina and the royal family ignored their long 

standing opposition to sport on the Sabbath to preside over 

the ceremonies on a bright, windy Sunday. The Queen, 

resplendent in a shell pink dress with a brown fur collar, 

presented gold medals to the Olympic champions while Prince 

Henry distributed the silver medals and I.O.C. president 

Count Henri Baillet-Latour handed out the bronze medals. A 

packed house cheered the prize winners. The loudest 

accolades went to the Dutch winners and to Prince Olaf of 

Norway, a gold medalist in yachting. "When the announcer 

cried out in French, 'United States, twenty-two first 

prizes,' there were loud 'Ah's' of astonishment, as 

apparently no one realized America's total of firsts was so 
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formidable," reported an A.P. correspondent. There was more 

astonishment when Americans trod to the ~oyal box for 

seventeen silver and fifteen bronze medals. The United 

states' fifty-four medal total topped all nations. 7S 

After the concluding ceremonies, a number of 

receptions dinners and gatherings were held at various sites 

around Antwerp. Queen Wilhelmina held a banquet at the Royal 

Palace. The A.O.C. gave a dinner honoring the Netherlands 

Olympic Committee at the Royal Yacht Club. And the American 

team gave two receptions onboard the Presiden~ Roosevelt. 

The return trip across the Atlantic was uneventful except for 

two days of rough weather, during which many of the Olympians 

succumbed to seasickness. Those gales proved mild in light 

of the storms of criticism that awaited the team at home. 76 

Despite the fact that the United states had won the 

most medals, an A.P. summary anointed Germany as the Olympic 

champion. Scoring the various sports on a team basis, the New 

York newspaper tallied 45 1/2 points for the Germans, 39 for 

the United States, 34 1/2 for Holland, 33 1/2 for Italy, 32 

1/2 for Sweden, 2S for Finland, 18 for Great Britain, 16 for 

France and 12 1/2 for Argentina. Germany won team 

championships in weight lifting and Greco-Roman wrestling, 

while the United States captured track and field, rowing and 

swimming championships. But Germany placed better overall, 

according to the A.P. formula, which, for unknown reasons, 
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left women's track and field, winter sports and the lacrosse 

demonstration out of the reckoning. 77 

But not everyone agreed with the A.P.'s arithmetic. 

"Now the games are over and we have won," wrote Robert Ripley 

in the New York Evening Post. "Or didn't we? The Germans 

also claim the victory." Ripley observed that the I.O.C. had 

not sanctioned any national scoring system, and the A.P. 's 

counting of team championships meant nothing. Totaling 

medals put the United states in first place. "Take your 

choice," shrugged Ripley. The Philadelphia Inquirer, 

recognizing American excellence in track and field, swimming 

and rowing, announced that "no other nation did so well." 

The Inquirer commented that "it is futile to say that 

Germany surpassed us in team competitions," since such a 

claim depended on "unofficial" scoring methods. 78 

The A.O.C.'s official report for 1928 put the official 

score at United states 131, Finland 62, Germany 59, followed 

by Sweden, France, Holland, Italy, Great Britain, Canada and 

Norway.79 Frederick W. Rubien stated the official A.O.C. 

line. He noted that both women's track and field, and winter 

sports were on the official Olympic program. Therefore there 

was no reason to delete them, as the A.P. had done, from the 

computations. Counting those two sports the United States 

t ' d 't 80 re alne 1 s crown. Aileen Allen, the chaperone of the 

women's track and field team, announced that "America made 17 
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new Olympic records, seven of which are world's records--the 

greatest number of Olympic and world's records ever achieved 

at one time in any set of games ... 8l 

Despite the debate surrounding the crowning of the 

overall Olympic champion, nearly everyone agreed that 

although they won the track and field competition, the 

American performance was at best sub-par. Y.M.C.A. leader 

Louis C. Schroeder wrote that "the general impression in 

American circles is that Uncle Sam's athletes failed 

miserably at Amsterdam." Schroeder claimed that "students of 

the athletic games will not agree with this," but then went 

on to contradict himself by listing American failures on the 

Olympic track. 82 "Taking population into account," wrote 

The World's Work, "we did only a little better than Germany 

and nowhere near so well as Finland.,,83 Five reasons, as 

the New York Times noted, were consistently given for the 

calamity; rich food and too much of it, the European climate, 

over training, under training and last but not least, keener 

t · t' 85 compe 1 lon. Kieran's humorous column listed "those 

other fellows ran too fast" as explanation enough "for the 

average sensible person.,,86 A.O.C. chief Douglas MacArthur 

pointed to "stiffer competition from Europe as well as other 

parts of the world." Head coach Lawson Robertson blamed 

climate and training conditions. 86 "Make no mistake--where 

we were beaten, we were beaten by better men, and in the 
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chairman Gus Kirby.87 
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Herbert Reed blasted the Olympic effort in the pages 

of Outlook. "These United states will bring home their 

athletes from the Olympic Games at Amsterdam point score 

victors in track and field (according to the unofficial 

tally), but it would take a professional flag-waver and a 

cart-tail shouter to work up much enthusiasm over this turgid 

fact," railed Reed. He called the 1928 squad "a sad 

contribution to the history of the games," as well as 

"trainers' pets," "pettish incompetents" and "downright 

lazy." Reed disgustedly announced that "our athletes have 

reached the stage where they live on praise, pictures, and 

primroses.,,88 

Jack Ryder, an Olympic assistant track coach, blamed 

conceit and the rapid improvement of Olympic competition for 

the poor showing. "We in the United states have swelled 

heads," he charged, indicting "managers, the coaches the 

athletes and the public. We think we are the best, but it 

has been proved that we are not the best." No alibis would 

work. "We simply were not fast enough.,,89 That was tough 

medicine for Americans to swallow. A New York Times 
r 

editorial blamed the A.O.C. and the coaches. "We trained our 

athletes, whereas it appears that we should have trained our 

officials," harped the caustic editor. The editor rebuked 
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A.O.C. management for its quarrels with Canada, boxing and 

wrestling judges, and each other. The piece sarcastically 

concluded that "'Americans never quit!' said General 

MACARTHUR. That·s fine as far as it refers to our athletes. 

But if it refers to the coaches and the officials--happily 

only a few--who have shown such poor sportsmanship and bad 

manners at Amsterdam, an added comment might be: 'It's too 

bad they don't.,,,90 

The coaches answered their attackers in the A.O.C.'s 

official report. Track and field manager Major Patrick J. 

Walsh claimed the team "upheld the record made in all 

Olympiads, since their revival in 1896, by winning the 

greatest number of events, namely eight first, six seconds 

and seven thirds." He insisted the record compared favorably 

with the results of the 1924 Olympics and added, "the teams 

of the other nations are just finding themselves after the 

world war and it must be realized that athletic ability, 

modern training methods and fighting hearts are to be found 

among the nations of the five continents.,,91 Coach 

Robertson wrote that keener competition rather than the 

athletic deterioration of America was responsible for the 

closeness of the Games. "On the unofficial basis I doubt if 

the United states is in any danger of losing its leadership 

for a great many years and that rather close call we had this 

year may be just the sort of spur we needed.,,92 Assistant 



coach Edward L. Farrell proposed that "to obviate unjust 

newspaper criticism at home, a Publicity Committee should 

give correct and truthful daily news reports.,,93 And 

assistant coach Henry F. Schulte believed that the "team 
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should be put into the Games with some definite ideals." He 

revealed that "the right sort of talk to the team as a team 

would do much to make our showing more satisfactory.,,94 

The A.O.C. was learning that in order to control public 

opinion about the Olympics, they would have to regulate media 

messages about the team. They also proposed to inculcate the 

athletes with the "right" sort of ideological motivation. 

Those ideas indicated that the A.O.C. was beginning to 

understand consumer culture, and to recognize the importance 

of managing the image of the American Olympic team. 

The boxing coaches grumbled loudly about the judging 

in their reports. Manager Jacob W. Stumpf complained, "in my 

humble opinion it is the fault of the World against America 

and also to what I firmly believe the worst judging and 

f ., .. th b . ,,95 re ereelng 1n my exper1ence Wl oXlng. Coach Spike 

Webb resignedly offered, "we hope that in order to preserve 

Olympic boxing the sad conditions prevalent at Amsterdam will 

be forever removed from Olympic competition.,,96 Trainer Al 

Lacy magnanimously reported that "not only did we suffer in 

the matter of bad decisions, but practically every other 

country in the competition suffered in the same way.,,97 
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Only swimming team manager John T. Taylor could really boast. 

"American swimmers, both men and women, retained Olympic 

Championships by decisive margins and fully lived up to the 

high standards established by their predecessors," he 

gloated. 98 

In his "Sport of the Times," John Kieran made light 

of the hyperbole, hoopla and harangues surrounding the 

Olympics. He listed several events not on the official 

program at Amsterdam. An amateur boxing bout between a 

French official and the Dutch gatekeeper, won ,by the 

Dutchman. Lodging the broad protest, won by Canada in a 

close contest with the United states. And the family 

quarrel, won by the squabbling members of the A.O.C .. 99 He 

made fun of the reports of Olympian overeating on the 

President Roosevelt. "If this trip were longer and the 

food held out, our lightweight boxer might have a chance to 

grab the Olympic heavyweight crown." Kieran sarcastically 

thought the chef should be singled out as an "arch-villain" 

and that Senator J. Thomas Heflin [the Alabama lawmaker had 

often criticized immigrants as a central source of American 

problems] should perhaps investigate the cook's nationality. 

If the team had put "one of our native and incompetent cooks 

a t the ski 11 et" the athl etes might have won more events. He 

comically tried to put the Olympics in perspective, telling 

all the indignant critics that the Garnes were supposed to be 
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Kieran should have known better. IOO 
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Dr. Ernest H. Cherrington, Director of the Department 

of Education of the Anti-saloon League of America, attributed 

all the American victories to prohibition. He gloated that 

the United states won more championships than the 

"representatives of nations handicapped by the liquor 

traffic" and noted that dry Finland ranked higher than its 

population warranted. IOI When the team arrived back in New 

York, drys were horrified to learn customs authorities seized 

a large quantity of alcohol from athletes' baggage. They 

discovered the contraband when one of the Olympians dropped 

his bags at the pier, shattering its spirituous 

contents. I02 The World's Work pardoned the team by 

observing that "boys will be boys." The magazine also 

doubted prohibition's effect on American triumphs, positing 

that "perhaps Mr. Cherrington has not heard of the bootlegger 

and'speakeasy.,"I03 

Throughout attack, criticism and recrimination, 

MacArthur kept his upper lip very stiff. His recounting of 

the Amsterdam Olympics highlighted the official report and 

ran intact in the New York Times. He mixed classical 

metaphor with gung-ho hyperbole to paint the American team as 

"a worthy successor of its brilliant predecessors." In his 

tale, the high points of the Games became "the resistless 
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onrush of that matchless California Eight as it swirled and 

crashed down the placid waters of the Sloten; that 

indomitable will for victory which marked the deathless rush 

of Barbuti; that sparkling combination of speed and grace by 

Elizabeth Robinson which might have rivaled even Artemis 

herself on the heights of Olympus." MacArthur proudly 

mentioned the seventeen Olympic and seven world's records, 

the greatest number ever achieved by one nation in an Olympic 

Games, made by the united states. He believed that the 

reason the United states did not live up to its advance 

billing was "the great advance made in the last four years 

throughout the world in competitive athletic excellence." 

And he predicted the gap between America's world beaters and 

the rest of the world would continue to close. 

MacArthur declared that his athletic charges had 

behaved admirably, upholding "the best traditions of American 

sportsmanship and chivalry." He even congratulated the press 

"for their thoroughness and fairness in portraying the 

various phases of the venture as they saw it." And he voiced 

his greatest appreciation for the "American sportsman, that 

inarticulate public who by their contributions made this 

enterprise possible, who by their plaudits have inspired the 

team to its successes, and who, by their sympathy and 

understanding, have dignified and ennobled the entire 

adventure."104 
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But "Right Wing" had little sympathy for the 

posturing of good old "Doug." "There isn't the shadow of an 

excuse for the mishandling of this venture from General 

MacArthur, the head of the Committee, down." Reed charged 

that "detail after detail of stupid preparation could be 

brought up." Reed managed one last salvo at the General. 

"The fat is in the fire," he gloated, "and so is the 

fat-headedness.,,105 

Once again, incidents like the Franco-Dutch 

controversy and the pugilistic spectators at the boxing 

events led many commentators in Europe to question the merits 

of Olympism. The London Daily Express insisted that "the 

best thing we could do would be to drop out of them 

altogether.,,106 American voices resisted the call, and 

spoke of the Games in reverent tones. Carl L. Schrader, the 

Supervisor of Physical Education for the state of 

Massachusetts, remembered how the parade of nations at the 

opening ceremony made him feel "how one was forced to 

recognize the oneness of all humanity.,,107 Y.M.C.A. 

booster Louis Schroeder asserted that "the good acts 

certainly outweigh the bad acts.,,108 Gustavus Kirby 

admitted that in national competition conflict naturally 

emerged. "But that is all the more reason why in that 

conflict, in that striving for success, you should have 

sportsmanship, courage and modesty in victory, courage and 
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cheerfulness in defeat. . . . And that is what the games are 

trying to put into the hearts and minds and souls of all 

competitors.,,109 

Track coach Lawson Robertson emphatically denied that 

the Olympics were failing as an agency to promoted world 

harmony. He thought the Garnes should be credited with 

diminishing the animosities which "existed a quarter of a 

century ago not only in athletics but in nearly all contacts 

between the old world and the new." He used the imagery of 

German fans cheering English victors as an example of the 

power of Olympism to promote peace among peoples who only a 

decade before had been "at each others throats." Robertson 

excused the cool reception American victors got at Amsterdam 

by picturing United states domination at previous Olympics as 

so overwhelming that second place was considered a moral 

victory by the Europeans. "Under the circumstances their 

gloating, even at America's expense, was pardonable," the 

leader of the track and field squad assured the nation. 110 

But not every American supported Olympism. The 

intellectual attack on the ballyhoo of the sporting craze 

found new fuel in events which had occurred in Amsterdam. 

an article for Har~er'lJ!, John R. Tunis sketched the rise 

and fall of the ancient Olympics, predicted the eminent 

collapse of the revived Garnes and rebuked the win at any 

attitude of American teams. Tunis wrote that the original 

In 

cost 
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Olympiads, "conceived in a: spirit of religious purity," fell 

victim to rampant professionalism after seven centuries. 

"Like the Games of old, the present Games were begun in a 

spirit of almost religious devotion to an ideal," he felt. 

But despite their noble origins, in less than half a century 

the modern Olympiads were already well down the path of 

professionalism which had led to the extinguishing of the 

flame of Olympism in the classical world. "There is grave 

doubt as to whether, in the manner in which they are 

conducted at present, they contribute anything toward the 

improvement of international relations; it is certain that 

they contain too much insistence on training for victory at 

the sacrifice of natural friendliness and good sportsmanship; 

that there is about them a great deal of unnecessary ballyhoo 

and a great deal of money wasted; and that there is too 

frantic an attempt to sustain popular enthusiasm by adding in 

substance what has been lost in spirit," reasoned Tunis. lll 

What particularly rankled Tunis about the American 

Olympic efforts was the winning is the only thing mentality 

he felt the United states had adopted. He equated that 

spirit with professionalism. "We must have a victory to show 

the folks back home, because alas, Americans worship 

victories, and some day we shall be asking for money to come 

over again to these Games that do so much for the promotion 

of good feeling among the sporting nations of the world." 
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Tunis lamented that "any informality, any levity, any 

suggestion of a friendly and open spirit in the preparation 

for the Games is frowned upon, with the obvious result that 

the atmosphere becomes so charged that one might be excused 

for thinking the American forces were going into battle 

instead of into an athletic encounter." He left his readers 

with a picture of the Olympic team as no more than another 

mechanism in Big Society. Amateur sport had been reduced to 

"the American machine with its trainers, coaches, managers, 

and other supernumaries so necessary to the e~ficient 

twentieth-century athlete.,,112 

Was there any truth to Tunis' vitriol? An editorial 

in the New York Times, warning Americans against being poor 

losers, hinted at the ideological power which Americans had 

invested in the Olympic experience. "Our athletes at 

Amsterdam take their defeats in manly fashion, so far as it 

appears, but in many American newspapers and sporting circles 

there is a lot of what the English call 'grousing,'" thought 

the editor. He scolded Americans for their poor attitudes 

and claimed that "if we are sincere in boasting of our 

sportsmanship we should try to exhibit a better quality of it 

in the hour of defeat." The team had departed with great 

things expected of it. "But because so many of them failed 

to equal the advance advertising, a spirit of grumbling and 

complaining has been shown by too many of their friends at 
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home .... America has no monopoly of athletic ability." 

Advance advertising indeed; and American consumers expected 

their money's worth from their athletic missionaries. 113 

The plaintive appeal of the American soccer team's 

manager, Elmer A. Schroeder, underscored the public demand 

for winners. Argentina had trampled the United States 11 to 

2 in the first round of the Olympic soccer tournament. "If 

ever my heart and sympathies went out to another, it was 

then--to a team which gave its best to its Country's cause 

for world good will--to a team which fought so honorably but 

which was beaten by superior ability and longer 

experience--to a team which was conscious of the 

disappointment back home--to a team which feared unjust 

criticism from those at home, who would not understand 

because they cared not to understand," wrote Schroeder in his 

official report. The proud coach held his losers on the 

field up as true American missionaries. "The sixteen players 

who composed the American contingent returned home better 

than they went. They returned with a greater sympathy for 

foreign people and their customs, with a broader vision of 

the world, enriched educationally by travel and helped 

tremendously by association with foreign people of culture, 

who are courteous, polite and sympathetic," asserted 

Schroeder. "The American players were truly ambassadors of 

good will for they left behind them a better understanding of 
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American sportsmanship," insisted the coach. "These sixteen 

crusaders were loyal, clean living, earnest and gave all they 

had to the purpose for which they were sent," he declared. 

"A finer group of men could not have been chosen to represent 

America, and America should be proud of them. What more 

could anyone ask?"114 

What more indeed? Schroeder did not understand that 

America only wanted winners, or so The Nation thought. To 

a country with ears deafened to everything save the cries of 

the victors, the Olympics lost all meaning, or so 

editorialized the bastion of American liberal criticism. 

"Many Americans picture the Olympic Games as a great festival 

of innocent play for happy, young athletes, a training-ground 

for clean sportsmanship, and a promoter of inte=national 

good-will," began the thought piece. "In the background of 

this conventional picture there is usually a vision of the 

Star Spangled Banner waving serenely over the admiring (and 

defeated) nations of the earth." The Nation claimed that 

events at the 1928 Olympics destroyed that fatuous image. 

The Olympians looked more like ill-tempered professionals 

than amateurs. "They are disciplined like trained seals and 

guarded like murderers in a death-house. They enter the 

games with the sport-loving abandon of a Georgia road gang on 

an August afternoon. The whole proceeding is characterized 

by a hair-trigger sensitivity to any possible foreign 
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insult." The Nation pronounced amateurism at the Olympic 

Games "a farce and international friendship a stiff 

formality. No lover of true sportsmanship could grieve very 

deeply if the games were suspended a while until we human 

beings learn to play together in a civilized manner."llS 

The President Rooseyelt returned to New York on 

August 22nd. The Olympic party cheered when the statue of 

Liberty came into sight. On a drizzly grey morning, the 

Fire Department serenaded the Olympians from the decks of the 

Macom with "The star Spangled Banner" and "Home, Sweet 

Home." Rain forced the cancellation of the traditional 

parade to City Hall. Mayor John J. Walker and a few hundred 

wet fans, friends and family greeted the team. The mayor 

gave a perfunctory congratulatory speech, welcoming "the best 

we have in our land" on behalf of the city. Walker 

criticized all the fault-finders and told the men that "your 

victory is enhanced by the accomplishments of the girls, 

which shows pretty well what a well-balanced nation America 

is." But he made no grand allusions, as past mayors 

welcoming Olympians always had, to their contribution to the 

democratic process or the moral fiber of the nation. As the 

rain continued, the mayor presented the athletes with the 

medals New York traditionally bestowed upon American 

Olympians. A luncheon at the McAlpin hotel followed, and the 

team was disbanded. MacArthur missed the ceremony, having 
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been ordered to Washington on his return from Holland. 116 

The 1928 team learned that America lavished no ticker 

tape on losers. And given high expectations, the team as a 

whole was a loser in the public's eyes. Americans did make 

heroes out of some of their Olympic champions however, 

particularly Ray Barbuti. Gustavus Kirby portrayed him as 

the flesh and blood incarnation of Frank Merriwell, the 

all-American boy. Kirby revealed that when Barbuti was in 

high school the track coach told him he was not good enough 

to tryout for the team. So he went home home and trained 

dutifully every day after school, running behind a friend on 

a bicycle. One afternoon Barbuti snuck into a race at a 

school track meet. He won the event easily, prompting the 

coach to change his opinion. In that first race and at the 

Olympics Barbuti "won because he had the will to win," wrote 

Kirby. Barbuti had grown up to become the captain of 

Syracuse University's football and track teams. "It is 

generally the will to win in life that wins," felt Kirby. He 

wanted the "fine object lesson" that Barbuti's story 

personified carried to the youngsters on America's 

playgrounds. II? 

While the rest of the Olympic team drew small crowds 

and a summary ceremony in New York, Barbuti was feted by 5000 

fans who braved a driving rain storm to meet him in his home 

town of Inwood, Long Island. 118 Even "Right Wing" took 



time out from his assault on the character of the Olympic 

team to honor Barbuti. "In the twilight of the hitherto 

unassailable (in their own opinion) young gods of American 

track Barbuti flares out like a beacon," gushed Reed. 

"Barbuti came forward as the last warrior in a lost cause, 
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the only American ace in a pack of deuces." Accolades rained 

on Barbuti. But then, winners had always gotten ticker 

tape. ll9 

Winning was, in the final analysis, the only thing. 

Gus Kirby, a self-confessed "old fashioned man, who would 

like to see all women and girls in their old-fashioned place 

in the home and out of our offices and not running away with 

the best jobs in the professional and business worlds," 

thought that feminine participation in the Olympics was a 

grand thing given the fact that sprinter Elizabeth Robinson 

and her cohorts racked up enough medals to allow the America 

to claim the largest share of Olympic gold, silver and 

bronze. 120 

The prime directive in the American cult of 

athleticism taught that only winners could claim the status 

of "chosen people," a title culture and history conspired to 

make an intoxicating Eldorado for the American people. 

Douglas MacArthur recognized that fact in his people's 

character. MacArthur subscribed completely to the religion 

of Olympism and the tradition of America's athletic 
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missionaries. He preached that "it embraces the highest 

moral laws and will stand the test of any ethics or 

philosophies ever promulgated for the uplift of man. Its 

requirements are for the things that are right and its 

restraints are from the things that are wrong." He felt that 

"its observance will uplift everyone who comes under its 

influence. It instinctively follows a religion that has no 

hypocrisy in its brave and simple faith and binds man to man 

in links as true as steel--the religion of a gallant 

sportsman's loyalty and honor." MacArthur, a~d indeed 

American culture, linked athletism and nationalism in the 

holy bonds of sportsmanship, evangelical hope and muscular 

supremacy.121 

But the problem was, particularly for intellectuals, 

that sport, in and of itself, did not really offer any a 

coherent political, social or spiritual system to guide 

people through complexities of modern life. Sport had been 

invented as a tool to help adjust the liberal tradition to 

the energies of industrial production and the machine 

process. Athletism could not outline new utopias for 

mankind. At its best, the sporting republic of the Twenties 

could only offer common ground. Of course, in mass culture, 

that was indeed something. 

In the 1930s, the era in which the Big State 

consolidated its control over human society, most of the 
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world's great nations would adopt the athletic creed which 

America forged. The Olympic Games would become national 

crusades for symbolic supremacy. For a short time the 

Olympic movement would enjoy a sunny role as the pacifier and 

harmonizer of cultures and peoples. But the dark clouds of 

aggression would soon overwhelm Baron de Coubertin's monument 

and leave an Olympiad characterized only by the primitive 

rites of chest-beating domination in which the victors would 

engage. 

Tunis had mused that since the United states had no 

royalty, religious prophets, or Mussolinis, Americans turned 

to the playing field for their "gods.,,122 Given the fact 

that the consumer culture had created such a demand for 

heroes and heroines to worship, perhaps it was just as well 

that Americans invested their adorative energy in Barbuti and 

Paddock, Ederle and Riggin, Weissmuller and the American 

rugby team. The Olympics provided a common ground which 

steered the nation away from totalitarian paths. 

In the 1930s the Olympic Games would come to the 

place which was rivaling Madison Avenue as the capital of 

the new consumer culture. The next place in which nations 

would compete for the title of the chosen people was, in the 

words of General MacArthur, "the great athletic forum of 

America." The Olympics were coming to Hollywood, and to Los 

Angeles. 
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XII. THE RISE OF ATHLETIC NATIONALISM AND THE CLASH OF 
SPORTING IDEOLOGIES: THE OLYMPIC GAMES AND AMERICAN 
CULTURE IN THE 1930s 

'" Athl etic America, If' proclaimed General Dougl as 

MacArthur, "is a telling phrase." MacArthur believed that 

the "talismanic" phrase defined America. "It arouses 
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national pride and kindles anew the national spirit. In its 

fruition it means a more sturdy, a more self-reliant, a more 

self-helping people," the general preached. "It means, 

therefore, a firmer foundation for our free institutions and 

a steadier more determined hold on the future. Nothing has' 

been more characteristic of the genius of the American people 

than is their genius for athletics," MacArthur cried. 

"Nothing is more synonymous of our national success than is 

our national success in athletics."l 

In a 1932 editorial one of Latin America's leading 

newspapers, EI Tiempo of Bogota, Colombia, agreed with 

MacArthur's sentiments and conceded that the United States 

had gotten a bad rap frOM the world's intellectuals. 

According to El Tiempo, European and American "travelers, 

sociologists and writers" had unfairly characterized the 

United states as "the great desert of Ford." The editor 

reported that many observers of modern culture "condemn the 

excessive attention given to sports and muscular development, 

because they assert that it implicates the supremacy of the 
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physical over the mental and that a nation of boxers and 

football players can edify the universe only in the stadium." 

EI Tiempo found that those criticisms obscured the 

achievements of American genius. The triumph of the mass 

culture in the United states did not diminish the fact that 

"Yankee muscles" had triumphed at the Olympics. EI Tiempo 

concluded that "the defeat of the Europeans cannot be 

overcome by poems or pictures nor theories.,,2 

To American ears MacArthur's proclamation, and El 

Tiempo's seconding of it, were not revelations but 

confirmations of a deeply ingrained ideology. The General 

was speaking to a nation which truly believed in the gospel 

of the strenuous life. The belief that Olympic victory and 

sporting success symbolized the righteousness of the American 

people and their institutions had become one of the most 

important myths in American culture. At Olympia--a site 

which, in the modern world, shifted every four years--the 

ci ti zens of the "ci ty on a hill" coul d demonstrate to the 

globe and confirm for themselves their nation's special 

providence. But what did the globe think of this athletic 

nationalism? Did the rest of the world believe, like the 

United states did, that Olympic competition revealed national 

character in its purest essence? Did other countries agree 

with the United states that the rank of nations at 

celebrations of Olympiads corresponded to their rank in the 
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world community? 

In August of 1928, The Literary Digest told 

Americans that "no political or diplomatic achievement of the 

Latin-American countries . . has caused such a wave of 

enthusiasm in Latin America as the final soccer game of the 

Olympic football match in Amsterdam." Uruguay had beaten 

Argentina in the association football championship at the 

Ninth Olympic Games. The Digest was not ascribing the 

United states' zeal for Olympic victory to its Latin American 

neighbors without reason. The victories had sparked a surge 

of national and continental pride among South Americans. El 

Dia of Montevideo, Uruguay, boasted that "thanks to this 

great victory the superiority of the Latin-American republics 

over the peoples of the Old World is clearly established, an 

[sic] mankind will pause and gaze at our progress and begin 

to know us better." In Argentina La Nacion of Buenos 

Aires, while it regretted the Argentine defeat at the hands 

of the Uruguayans, proclaimed that throughout Latin America 

the conquest of European and North American foes by the South 

American teams "has been received with unprecedented 

enthusiasm, and not even the most audacious air feats of 

recent years have aroused the nationalistic feeling to the 

point reached by the news from Amsterdam." Santiago, Chile's 

daily, El Mercurio, summed up the feeling in Latin American 

hearts by trumpeting, "there is no doubt that the victory of 



Latin America in the Olympic soccer games is a sign of the 

coming preponderance of the Latin-American races, which 

during one hundred years have lagged behind, due to their 

lack of confidence and the absence of a 'will to win.,"3 
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In 1936 events at Olympic soccer matches again 

inflamed Latin American patriotism. Peru had won a hard 

fought match against Austria, 4 goals to 2, in the Olympic 

quarterfinal. After the game the Austrian team complained to 

F.I.F.A. (Federacion Internacional Futbol Associacion) that 

Peruvian players had manhandled them, and tha~ Peruvian 

spectators, one brandishing a pistol, had interfered with the 

game. F.I.F.A. ordered the match replayed. When Peru failed 

to appear for the second game Austria was awarded the 

victory. The entire Peruvian Olympic team then quit the 

Games. "We've no faith in European athletics," huffed 

Michael Dasso of the Peruvian Olympic Committee. "We have 

come here and found a bunch of merchants.,,4 

The incident sparked rioting in Peru. Peruvians 

blamed Germany for the problems, claiming that the hosts had 

sought either to curry favor with their Austrian allies, or 

to eliminate the strong Peruvian side so that the German team 

could win the Olympic tournament. At a gathering in Lima, 

President Oscar Benavides told an agitated crowd that he had 

"just received cables from the Aryentine, Chile, Uruguay and 

Mexico solidifying the Peruvian attitude against 'the crafty 
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Berlin decision.'" The crowd ripped down an Olympic flag and 

then swarmed to attack the German consulate, hurling stones 

and other missiles at the embassy. It took several 

truckloads of policeman to quiet the furor. At Callao, 

Lima's seaport, Peruvian dockworkers refused to load two 

h ' 5 German s lpS. 

The mobs in Lima had included the flags of Argentina, 

Chile, Ecuador and Uruguay. The next day the Peruvians urged 

their Latin American comrades to withdraw from the Games. 

The Chilean press echoed the call for a Latin American 

boycott as a show of New World solidarity. La Hora, a 

Santiago daily, announced that "South Americans, dazzled by 

the spectacle of measuring its forces with Europeans, lose 

sight of the fact that they are looked down upon as unworthy 

competitors. The Europeans . are endeavoring to foster 

ties of friendship with near-by nations and are not 

considering the heavy expenses of the Latin Americans.,,6 

As it was, despite general feelings of having been slighted, 

only Colombia followed Peru out of the Games. In fact, after 

protestations by the Germans that they had nothing to do with 

the affair (it had, after all, been the decision of an 

international sporting committee), Peru's minister to London, 

Bonavides, pushed the Peruvian team into playing a 

"friendship" match in Germany. Bonavides dismissed the riots 

in Lima as a "Communist affair," despite the fact that his 



president had played a role in inciting the unrest.? 

Nonetheless, the incident indicated that Latin America had 

converted to the American view of the Olympics. The South 

Americans were beginning to think that Olympic victory 

equated with national superiority. 
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Latin America was not alone in adopting athletic 

nationalism. Brand new nations organized Olympic teams at 

the same time they put together governments and 

constitutions. Both newly created Manchuria and newly 

recognized Afghanistan pressured the I.O.C. for inclusion on 

the 1932 Olympic roster. S President Chengsichiu of the 

Manchurian Athletic Association let it be known that he had a 

"high calibre" sprinter and middle-distance runner. 

Manchuria, or Manchukuo, as the new state was renamed, was in 

reality a puppet state, controlled by Imperial Japan. 

Apparently the Japanese, and their Manchurian surrogates, 

felt that an Olympic team might help in persuading the 

international community of Manchukuo's legitimacy. In the 

1930s an Olympic team had become as much of a required 

ingredient in the recipe of national sovereignty, or, as in 

the case of Manchukuo, pseudo-sovereignty, as an army, navy, 

membership in the League of Nations, or a national anthem. 9 

Nations and groups which could not or did not want to 

participate in the Olympics created imitations of Baron de 

Coubertin's invention. During 1932, in addition to the Tenth 
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Olympics in Los Angeles, four other sporting festivals 

attempted to connect themselves in one way or another with 

Olympic popularity. The organizers of two of the athletic 

festivals imitated the Olympics in flattering ways. The 

"Jewish Olympics," held at Tel-Aviv in Palestine, attracted 

competitors from twenty-six nations. The "Irish Olympics," 

better known as the Tailteann Games, had since 600 B.C. been 

uniting the tribes of Ireland, wrote the New York Sun's 

Edward B. Dooley. The other two sporting festivals were 

organized as alternatives to the "bourgeois" character of the 

"regular" Olympics. The Soviet Union held a Spartakiade, 

or as the Americans called it, a "Red Olympics," concurrently 

with the Tenth Olympics. And in Chicago, the National 

Counter-Olympic Committee had organized the International 

Workers Athletic Meet. 10 

But none of the alternatives rivalled the world 

attention lavished on the I.O.C.'s Games. Olympic victories 

ignited national celebrations allover the globe. In Sweden, 

Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf interrupted a performance at the 

Sodra Theatre to inform the crowd that Sven Utterstrom had 

won the gold medal in the 18 kilometer Nordic skiing race at 

the 1932 Winter Games. His message was greeted with "wild 

applause.,,11 Poland awarded its highest honor, the Gold 

Cross of Merit, to Olympic champions Stanislawa Walasicwicz 

(Stella Walsh) and Jan Kusoemski. 12 The United states and 
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Poland had competed for the services of Walsh, the world's 

greatest woman sprinter. Walsh had planned to run for the 

United states in the 1932 Olympics but when she lost her job 

with the New York Central Railroad, under whose sponsorship 

she ran, "she let it be known she placed her running future 

secondary to the matter of earning her bread and butter." 

The city of Cleveland offered to employ her in its Municipal 

Recreation Department but the Amateur Athletic Union warned 

that her acceptance of a position in "physical education 

work" would negate her Olympic eligibility. On the day she 

was to have signed her naturalization papers she instead 

opted for a job with the Polish Consulate in New York City 

and announced that she planned to run for her native land at 

the Tenth Olympics in Los Angeles. 13 

The Australian Olympic Committee produced The story 

of the Olympic Games, Ancient and Modern, and Australia's 

Achievement's during the Period 1896-1936, abundantly 

illustrated with photographs of Australia's Olympic heroes 

and heroines, in an effort to raise funds to send a team to 

the Berlin Olympics. 14 When Mexico's team returned from 

the 1936 Olympics, they were greeted with what cables to 

American newspapers described as a fantastic reception. 

Thousands cheered the Mexican Olympians as their train 

traveled from the port of Vera Cruz to Mexico City. At the 

capital, they were lionized by Mexican leaders and honored 
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with a gigantic parade. Mexico devoted such tremendous 

ballyhoo to a team which had won just three bronze medals (in 

basketball, polo and the bantamweight boxing class) at the 

Berlin Games. 15 

When Finland's Paavo Nurmi, considered by his 

countrymen as their nation's "Lindbergh," was barred from the 

1932 Games for allegedly running in professional races, the 

F ' , d 16 lnns were lncense . "Indignant attacks have been 

launched against J. Sigfrid Edstrom of Sweden, president of 

the International Amateur Athletic Federation (and later, 

from 1942-1952, president of the I.O.C.), whose activity in 

the Nurmi affair ardent Nurmi enthusiasts consider chiefly 

responsible for the outcome," read a wireless to the New York 

Times from Helsingfors, Finland. Crowds planned to 

demonstrate in front of a Helsingfors branch of the Swedish 

firm of which Edstrom was a manager, but the protesters were 

talked out of that tactic. Calls for a boycott of the Los 

Angeles Olympics were heard throughout Finland. One 

editorial in the Finnish press cried that the banishment of 

Nurmi "is the worst shock Finland has ever received."l7 

Of course, Finland represented a special case in 

international athletics. The great showing of Finland in 

Olympic Games from 1912 through the 1920s, had led to a 

special identification of Finns as an extraordinarily 

athletic people. Finnish success on the Olympic playing 
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field--and the fact that it was the only European country to 

pay back its debts from World War One--had led to its 

adoption by the United States as a sort of democratic younger 

sibling. One commentator thought that "it seems logical to 

suppose that the stern spirit of physical competition 

inherent in the Finn, seldom found in such intensity in other 

peoples outside America, had a good deal to do with his 

winning political autonomy."l8 Americans were sure that 

the same institutions which had produced their way of life 

and athletic success--democracy, egalitarianism, the frontier 

and the work ethic--had to be responsible for Finnish Olympic 

triumphs. 

The Finns themselves subscribed to the American 

sporting theories. Professor Martti Jukola's Athletics in 

Finland (1932) underscored the intensity of Finland's 

athletic nationalism. "While Olympic Games are in progress," 

declared Jukola, "Finland resembles nothing so much as a 

nation at war." The professor revealed that "face to face 

with a team of other nationality a Finnish team feels that it 

represents the will of the hundreds of thousands at home, 

whose hearts are in the contest." The professor assured the 

world that Finnish interest in sport was "genuine and not 

merely nationalistic," as evidenced by their adulation for 

the muscular feats of foreign competitors. But, according to 

Jukola, Finnish athletics was even more democratic than the 
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American variety since they were "a popular and not a select 

interest in Finland." Unlike American sport, Finnish 

athletics was not dominated by university men. The majority 

of Finnish athletes had "been men of the people." Such a 

social composition allowed Finland's "conunon men" to "measure 

their own achievements with the rest of the civilised world." 

Indeed Finland had so thoroughly converted to the American 

athletic ideology that they could insist that Finland, rather 

than the United States, possessed the perfect Olympic style. 

Finnish athletes, according to JUkola, were born of a 

superior social system. 19 

In Olympiad, the epic film of the 1936 Olympics at 

Berlin, Leni Riefensthal recorded the athletic nationalism of 

the age in striking detail. Riefensthal's cinematic 

masterpiece revealed the eerie similarity of response that 

the dashes, throws and leaps of various competitors at the 

Reichssportsfeld in Berlin elicited from their cheering 

countrymen. Each rooting section pulled with all their 

hearts for the competitors from their nation. Polite 

applause greeted the efforts of rival athletes. But in their 

turn, the fans from France, Poland, Great Britain, Japan, the 

United states, host Germany, and other nations, rose to their 

feet and urged their sporting stars to seize the holy grail 

of national supremacy. 

By the 1930s much of the globe had adopted the 
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American notion that athletic achievement was a signal of a 

superior type of civilization. Athletic nationalism, as well 

as more aggressive types of suprapatriotic fervor, ran 

rampant in the Thirties. And so the Olympic Garnes became the 

stadium of the world, where the United states, Latin America, 

Germany, Japan, Great Britain, France, indeed all powers 

great and small, competed for the title of chosen people. 

The 1930s in world history was, as one modern 

historian has put it, "the high noon of aggression.,,20 In 

Europe and Asia the corporatists and totalitarians of the 

Right and the Left engaged in brutal struggles for the 

control of several states. Great Britain and the United 

states sought to keep their vision of a world order propped 

up through old colonial structures and new economic 

mechanisms. But their tactics proved increasingly 

ineffective as the decade wore on. Wars raged, preludes to 

the apocalypse that would engulf the end of the decade. In 

the Soviet Union, government directed terror, famines and 

plagues killed millions. China, Spain, Ethiopia, and other 

places in the hostile world suffered from the devastations of 

total war and power politics. Germany, Italy and Japan, 

three of the most nakedly aggressive states of the 1930s, 

wholeheartedly embraced athletic nationalism. 

states governed by Fascist ideologies found a certain 

brand of athletism particularly appealing. The founders of 
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Europe's right-wing political tradition had pictured the 

modern nation-state as a visceral, brawling, biological 

organism, governed by muscle instead of mind, bent on 

dominating nature and history. The fascists idolized the 

strong man who could bend the will of the people to his own. 

In right-wing philosophy the body symbolized the racial 

substance of person, the body politic stood as the racial 

being of the nation. Biology, not environment, was the 

crucial element in their models of social action. The 

fascists were fascinated by the cult of heroic warriors. 

They glorified the male ethos and the individual who tested 

his will against the forces of destiny. They also included 

women in their athletic doctrine, since as the bearers of the 

race strong women were required for a powerful "Fatherland." 

The liberal gospel of the strenuous life had been generated 

to channel energy in rational directions. The fascist brand 

of strenuosity aimed at unleashing energy from artificial 

restraints in order that the fittest might survive and the 

strongest might rule. In National Socialist Germany the 

fascist version of the strenuous life produced the ultimate 

combination of "the athlete and the hoodlum"--the political 

and racial warriors of the S.S .. 21 

The rise of fascist sport greatly disturbed observers 

in the Anglo-American world. John R. Tunis, who was 

certainly not an uncritical booster of American athletics, 
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found totalitarian sport a horrible manifestation of 

corrupted systems. It is important to remember that as a 

critic of modern sport, Tunis disliked the commercialization 

of athletics, but not physical culture itself. In fact, he 

was a great believer in the "ideal of sport for sport's 

sake." 

Tunis declared that totalitarian sporting practices 

violated every tenet of the athletic creed. He identified 

three main purposes for totalitarian physical culture. 

First, it served as an opiate for the masses. "You cannot 

grumble, agitate, propagandize, or join in seditious 

movements against the government in power if you have been 

marching or exercising all day in the open air," he observed. 

Second, sport served propaganda purposes. "No sensible 

person believes that a victory for the United states at the 

coming Olympic Garnes [in Berlin in 1936] would furnish 

proof of American racial, intellectual, moral or physical 

superiority," claimed Tunis in a moment of either nearly 

transcendental historical blindness or incredible cynicism 

concerning the "sensible" people in the United States. "Not 

so in dictatorship countries," he reported. Tunis, of all 

people, should have known that Americans did indeed find 

evidences of superiority in Olympic victories. But his 

juxtaposition did indicate the clear way in which fascist 

dictators boldly used sport to trumpet national ideologies. 
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Third, "and principally," according to Tunis, sport served 

martial purposes. "Sport in the lands of the dictator has 

for its end 'the making of men capable of the defense of the 

Fatherland. '" 

Tunis asserted that in capturing the hearts and minds 

of their nations, the ruthless dictators of the 1930s had 

discovered "that they could best succeed through sport." In 

the Soviet Union Josef Stalin had created a centralized 

system of athletics designed to defend the nation. "Every 

citizen," announced Stalin, "has a duty to be physically fit 

and ready to repulse any attack from outside." Tunis 

described an athletic test which the Soviets had created. 

Citizens who successfully completed the exercise garnered 

great honor. In order to pass the test one had to run 100 

meters within 14 seconds, throw a hand grenade 35 meters, 

swim 50 meters with a rifle, walk one kilometer with a gas 

mask, ride, shoot, read a map, and give first aid. "All very 

sporting," grumbled Tunis. He complained that Stalin had 

forced Russians to develop their athletic skills for 

t · I' t' I 22 na lona lS lC goa s. 

While Stalin's Soviet Union managed to create a 

national sports program, Marxism, with its intellectual 

disdain for the body and physicality, had problems 

incorporating the athletic creed into its doctrine. Fascists 

had no such problems accommodating physical culture. 23 
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Adolf Hitler sought to make the 1936 Olympics, which had been 

awarded to Berlin, into a festival of German nationalism. 

"An honorable and fair struggle awakens the best virtues in 

man," submitted Hitler. 24 But while Hitler could pay lip 

service to the Olympic ideal, he really wanted to flex 

Germany's athletic muscles in a physical demonstration to the 

rest of the world of the virtues of the "New Germany." That 

"new" nation, as Hitler conceived of it, would have its roots 

in the soil of the old German Kultur rather than the 

decadent "civilization" of the West. It woulq champion the 

common man, the small merchant and the farmer; and destroy 

the Junkers who dominated the land, the titans of industry 

who dominated production, the "vons" who dominated the army 

and the "Doktors" who dominated the governing bureaucracy. 

The "new" Germany would bring the common women back horne, 

where they properly belonged, from the factories. It would 

liberate das Volk, the race, from their oppressors and 

usher in a new millennium. Hitler, of course, subscribed to 

the view that fascist athletism would help unleash the 

energies necessary for the creation of the new Germany. 

Initially, Hitler and the Nazis had sided with the 

"Volkish" philosophers who condemned the Anglo-American 

sporting tradition as a manifestation of the decadent, 

cosmopolitan West, and who particularly detested the 

internationalist implications of the Olympic movement. But 
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the Nazis broke with the antiquarian haters of modernity. 

After all, the Nazis really wanted an industrialized, 

technologically sophisticated society. Hitler's national and 

military objectives required an acceptance of industrial 

society. The National Socialists accepted modern sport, and 

sought to adapt both it and the Olympic movement to their own 

ideological goals. 25 

In 1934 Hitler gave his consent to a mammoth building 

program in preparation for the Games of the Eleventh 

Olympiad. "But buildings alone are not sufficient to 

guarantee adequate representation of German sports, which is 

of world importance to our nation. The decisive thing is the 

united and ready will of the nation to select the best 

competitors from all parts of Germany and train and steel 

them in order that in the coming competitions we may come out 

with honor," declared Hitler in urging Germans to adopt 

athletic nationalism. Hitler tied sport to the ideology of 

National Socialism which he was striving to implant in his 

nation. He denominated "the permanent and effective 

cultivation of physical exercise among the entire people as 

one of the most important cultural values in the 

National-Socialist State. Thereby we shall create a 

permanent foundation for the spirit of the new Germany.,,26 

Hitler's bureaucrats, as they usually did, carried 

out his wishes. Under the leadership of Nazi Party official 
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Hans von Tschammer und Osten, the Nazis' moved to control all 

athletic activity in Germany. The Third Reich used sport to 

train German youth for military duty and inculcate National 

Sociaiist ideology. Herman Teske, an athletic educator at an 

army school, admired football because it seemed to him such 

an effective preparation for war. The Nazis prohibited those 

who were not convinced of the correctness of their political 

philosophy and "non-Aryans" from participating in local, 

national or international competition. 27 In Olympische 

Spiele, an official publication of the German Publicity 

Committee for the Eleventh Olympic Games, Hans Pfundtner 

insisted that "it is entirely in keeping with the reverence 

with which the German people have always regarded every great 

ideal of mankind that they regard the proper presentation of 

the Eleventh Olympic Games as a national duty."28 Those 

who brought glory to fatherland were lionized. German 

soldiers who grabbed Olympic championships were promoted, and 

so were German civilians. Germany's Olympic heroes became 

instruments of the state, symbols of the merits of National 

Socialist ideology. Germany had its own athletic 
.. . 29 mlSSlonarles. 

Italy had its own legions of ideological athletes. 

Italian fascists had helped to craft the right-wing athletic 

code. Benito Mussolini reveled in feats of sporting skill and 

daring. "If Italy conquers England in football," wrote 
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Tunis, "Mussolini plays up the victory as another example of 

superiority of a fascist state over a democracy." "Athletes 

of Italy," proclaimed Mussolini in 1934, "remember that when 

you fight outside the borders of Italy, you carry the honor, 

the sporting prestige of the nation in your muscles, your 

bodies and your souls.,,30 When the Italian squad did not 

initially live up to its notices at the Los Angeles Olympics, 

Mussolini cabled the team his dissatisfaction. He ordered 

them to revise their conduct by placing restrictions on 

fraternization with opponents and barring the Italians, who 

were fast gaining a reputation as gold medal calibre Romeos, 

from contact with American girls. That very same afternoon 

Luigi Beccali won the 1500 meter race, sparking a fine 

Italian showing and mollifying Mussolini. 31 He arranged a 

triumphal Roman welcome for the 1932 Italian Olympic team. 

Thousands cheered the athletic legions at the national 

stadium as II Puce proclaimed nation-wide amnesty for 

athletes guilty of violating the sports code he had 

instituted in Los Angeles. 32 

Japan, with a different tradition of physical culture 

than its Western allies, nevertheless embraced the fascist 

doctrine of athleticism. According to one observer, the 

"Japanese have reasserted their belief that they are a race 

containing divine blood, and they must prove this by 

superiority to just ordinary human nations in swimming, shot 
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putting and high jumping as well as in military supremacy and 

cornering the world's trade." The Japanese government 

instituted a national program of physical education in the 

public schools, and expended huge sums constructing stadiums 

and recreation centers. When China would not allow the 

puppet state of Manchukuo into the Far Eastern Olympic 

Association, Japan undermined the athletic body which Elwood 

Brown and the Y.M.C.A. had created at the turn of the century 

to Americanize and Christianize the Far East. Japan then 

organized a new Far Eastern Olympic body from which they 

excluded China. The 1930s saw a sporting craze overtake 

Japan, in which the United states played an important role. 

American collegiate and professional stars toured Japan, 

engaging in baseball, football, basketball, track and field, 

and swimming contests with Japanese athletes. 33 Japan had 

won just eight medals in Olympic history before the 1930s. 

In the Olympic Games of 1932 and 1936 they would win 

th ' t . 34 1r y-S1X. 

Japanese reporters spent more than $40,000 on 

telegraph and cable tolls alone in covering the deeds of 

Japan's Olympians at the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles. They 

wired many of their stories at the rush cable rate of $2.62 a 

word, getting their depictions of Japanese heroes and 

heroines across the Pacific in three minutes. 35 Japanese 

sports enthusiasts planned to purchase the houses in which 
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their Olympians stayed during the Los Angeles Games and ship 

them to Japan to commemorate their athletic aChievements. 36 

The Japanese easily assimilated athletic nationalism into 

their culture. On their return to Japan, the 1932 Olympians 

went to the Imperial Palace and cheered the Emperor, and then 

journeyed to the Meiji shrine to worship.37 The Japanese 

lobbied intensively to host the Twelfth Olympics. When the 

I.O.C. awarded Tokyo the 1940 Olympics, stocks on the Tokyo 

Exchange surged upward. The city announced that it would 

immediately embark on a $3,000,000 athletic construction 

plan, including a stadium to seat 120,000 which would surpass 

the coliseums erected in Los Angeles and Berlin. 38 

Americans looked on the rising power of the new 

athletic ideologies with a mixture of apprehension and 

disdain. Lawson Robertson, track and field coach during the 

19305 for the American Olympic team, called Japan "a 

dangerous competitor any way you look at it." Robertson both 

admired the Japanese for coming from nowhere to international 

athletic contention, and worried that Japanese 

self-discipline and ingenuity posed a grave threat to 

American athletic supremacy. He described the "Japs" as 

great imitators. Wherever America's world-class athletes 

performed, noted Robertson, "I suggest that they look around 

for the little slant-eyed men with the notebooks and the 

cameras. They will be there." The coach insisted that the 
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Japanese were determined to master American methods, and then 

to beat the champions at their own games. They were tough 

competitors, warned Robertson, particularly since "their 

enthusiasm for sport is a curious mixture of competitive 

spirit and a nationalistic spirit. It's pretty hard to lick 

a runner or a swimmer or a baseball player who goes into 

competition with the same will to win and disregard of mere 

bodily discomfort that a soldier of the empire carries into 

battle for his emperor."39 

But maybe Robertson was overselling h~s case. 

American Olympians were never sent into battle without 

ideological weapons of their own. Even Tunis, who railed 

against the overcommercialization of sport in consumer 

culture, understood that connection between the strenuous 

life and the liberal tradition. Tunis believed that sport 

could ennoble human culture by teaching the values of fair 

play, rewarding honest work, and providing an arena of 

voluntary action in a world of increasingly limited 

liberties. He hypothesized that properly conducted sport 

provided freedom from routine, drudgery, materialism and the 

machine process. "Could a dictator falsify further the 

ideals of sport as we conceive them?" he asked of the 

Hitler's National Socialist athleticism. "With every form of 

athletics organized and supervised by party officials under 

strict government control; with everyone who ... does not 
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belong to the one government party ... refused all athletic 

privileges; with international contests seized on for 

purposes of party or racial propaganda; with 'victory' 

reserved for the politically and racially 'eligible;' and 

with games turned primarily into preparation of young men and 

women for war--it is hard to see how sport could be further 

prostituted and debased," announced Tunis. 40 

Tunis criticized German sport for not promoting 

liberty, equality and fraternity. In condemning totalitarian 

athletics, he had resurrected the sporting republic. 

According to his standards, sport needed to be free from 

governmental control, partisan politics, and open to all 

races and classes. If it did not conform to the dictates of 

constitutional democracy, then sport was "prostituted and 

debased." The rise of mass society had not completely 

severed the ties between physical and political culture. 

True sport, in American eyes, was more than simply an escape 

from the routine of the machine process. It represented a 

prescriptive truth, a reality that ought to be--the universe 

of fair play and democracy. 

Those concepts were "universals" which Americans had 

always preached to the rest of the world. And they help 

explain why the American version of athletic nationalism 

merged so easily with the idea of a world united in peace by 

international athletic competition. The dream of a 
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transcendental Olympism, to which Baron de Coubertin had 

given life and to which many of America's foremost advocates 

of amateur sport pledged unswerving allegiance, still found 

converts, particularly in the United states. A cartoon which 

ran in the Los Angeles Times on the morning before the 

opening of the 1932 Olympics depicted a laurel wreathed 

strongman pulling up a banner bordered by the flags of many 

nations and bearing the words "International Goodwill," while 

heaven's rays shined down on the Los Angeles Coliseum. The 

cartoon was captioned: "A Real League of Nations!"41 As 

Avery Brundage, the president of the A.O.C. during the 1930s 

(and far beyond), put it: "The congregation of many thousands 

of competitors, athletic leaders and their followers from all 

over the world for a fortnight of friendly association in a 

clean atmosphere of good sportsmanship and good fellowship, 

cannot help advancing the cause of mankind."42 

Perhaps the best expression of the American faith in 

Olympism was Reba M. steven's didactic tale of the modern 

Games on the children's page of a 1932 issue of the 

Christian Science Monitor. "We must not think of the 

Olympic [sic] as simply a place and time when athletes from 

allover the world meet and try to outdo each other." No, 

she wrote, the Olympics were much more than that. "It is a 

meeting place for young men and women from all nations and 

governments, young people coming from different sorts of home 
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conditions and customs, speaking different tongues, looking 

at life from different viewpoints in many ways." steven told 

children that the Games were a place where people from all 

over the world gathered to "know and understand and love each 

other better. And that is a pretty good thing to have in 

this old world of ours isn't it?" she gently lectured. "It 

was a very happy thought that came to Baron de Coubertin, and 

he proved himself a kind friend to all nations when he 

planned and worked for and started again the old Olympic 

Games.,,43 

Much of the world had come to agree with Reba stevens 

and the other American apostles of Olympism. "I am convinced 

the Olympic Games have much greater significance for the 

future than the League of Nations," announced Sven Hedin, a 

famous Swedish explorer. 44 Theodor Lewald, the German 

administrative mastermind behind the 1936 Olympics, envisaged 

a closing ceremony in which Schiller's Ode to Joy and 

Beethoven's IX Symphony would highlight a pageant to De 

Coubertin's dream. "When 100,000 persons are assembled on a 

glorious su~mer evening in the vast Berlin Stadium and 

Beethoven's hallowed music fills the air, then a magic and an 

emotion will be felt by all visitors privileged to listen to 

it under the symbol of peace and harmony of the nations.,,45 

Even Hitler could pay lip service to Olympism. He proclaimed 

that Olympic competition served to bind together rather the 
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make enemies of contestants. "It also serves to strengthen 

the bonds of freedom between nations," he thundered. "For 

this reason, may the Olympic flame never die out!,,46 

But not everyone converted to Olympism. 

Intellectuals still held a great deal of disdain for the 

sport. An article by Arnold Lunn which appeared in The 

Commonweal in 1936 typified the views of those who were 

skeptical of the notion that the modern Olympic movement 

promoted world peace. "Almost the sole effort of the Olympic 

Committee to justify their right to revive these Greek games 

is an occasional sentimental reference in after dinner 

speeches to the truce which was preserved throughout Greece 

during the Olympic festivals," wrote Lunn. "This sort of 

thing which, in the genial atmosphere engendered by a good 

dinner, is sometimes mistaken for (a) thought and (b) humor," 

he laughed. "The past history of the modern Olympic Games 

lends some color to the view that they are valuable as a 

rehearsal for Armageddon. International sport helps to 

foster friendly relations in inverse ratio to the importance 

of the event," Lunn scoffed. "The more important the event, 

the greater the determination of the press to treat victory 

as a contribution to national prestige, and the tenser the 

consequent atmosphere of fierce competition." Lunn felt that 

the sad truth of the matter was that "young athletes will 

march when mobilized by their elders however friendly their 
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personal relations with the athletes of other countries. It 

is not by imponderables such as these that war is 

averted.,,47 

But Lunn's cynicism tended to be the minority view. 

One sportswriter admitted that Olympics tended to spark 

numerous controversies. "But is it not true that as a means 

of dispelling provincial ignorance, of multiplying and 

spreading the various forms of sport and even of promoting 

the mutual respect of the different peoples for one another's 

prowess and virtues, the Olympics have more than compensated 

for the bickerings they have engendered?" he wondered. 48 

Many commentators, following in the tradition of Coubertin, 

thought that athletic nationalism and Olympism were not 

mutually exclusive propositions at all. A New York Times 

editorial insisted that "lovers of peace and prowess can find 

a common meeting-place in the . Games." The New York 

paper's editor admitted that "there is a rivalry, but it is 

the rivalry of peace. The contest is keen and undertaken in 

a spirit of intense nationalism." But, claimed the pundit, 

"the Games provide a less invidious test of the strength of 

nations than those measured by fleets and armies, area, 

population or foreign trade.,,49 

Others agreed that the contest of nations in sport 

produced grand results. In the Los Angeles Times Harry A. 

Williams castigated the world's diplomats for starting wars 
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and canonized Olympic athletes as the instruments of global 

harmony. He believed "that it would be money well invested 

for each and every country, as a government, to finance its 

own team." Such an endeavor would be all the diplomatic 

corps a nation would need. Indeed, it was the best 

investment that a country could make. "What richer dividends 

can there be than a better understanding between nations and 

races?" Williams felt that the Olympics were a stock which 

I 'd . t b . b 50 a ways pa~ ~ s su scr~ ers. 

America's athletic missionaries had always insisted 

that wholesome sport was a vehicle for unleashing truly 

dynamic and edifying forces and not "just an international 

show to be looked at and soon forgotten." Hygeia, "the 

journal of health and physical education," addressed the 

"Ideal of the Olympic Games" in an article by Alfred E. 

Parker. Parker delved into the origins of the Olympics, and 

found that the classical Games had forged a Greek ideal in 

flesh and spirit. "For years these ancient Olympic Games 

contributed to the building of a strong race," wrote Parker. 

But certain factors, most predominantly "hero-worship," "too 

much publicity," "undue prominence to certain athletes," and, 

most hideous of all, "professionalism," destroyed the Games 

of antiquity. According to Parker, when Baron de Coubertin 

surveyed nineteenth century France he saw a land in which, 

owing to ravages of absolutism, "character of a high type had 
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all too largely disappeared." In his travels through England 

and America "he saw outdoor sports that allowed a vent for 

pent-up energies, that built healthy, strong bodies, that 

gave a mental ballast--something that prevented minds from 

becoming warped with wrong thoughts and wrong deeds." 

Coubertin's dreams had given the world a grand ideal, "all 

sports for all." But the same forces which had extinguished 

the Olympics in the classical world threatened the modern 

version. Parker decried "King Competition" and preached that 

the true Olympic doctrine of all sports for all would "take 

us out of the grumpy, complaining, business-crazy class and 

make us cheerful and healthy citizens.,,51 

So American athletes would continue to proselytize, 

both at home and abroad, for the American dream. That dream 

and its impact on the world had been traced by James Truslow 

Adams in The Epic of America, one of the most popular books 

of the 1930s. 52 But in the year of its publication, 1931, 

Adams and the rest United States feared for the future of the 

dream. The stock Market crash of 1929 had precipitated the 

Great Depression, the seminal event of the 1930s. And 

whether the causes were "king competition" and the 

"business-crazed" classes run amok on Wall street, or the 

bankers and their loans to unstable foreign governments, or 

the basic structural weaknesses of the American economy, the 

Depression overshadowed all other events. 53 
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Economy, fairness and competition had been linked in 

Western minds since at least the eighteenth century. Both 

Adam Smith and Karl Marx, and all their disciples from Left 

to Right, had thought of competition as somehow basic to 

economic nature. And they both dreamed of a system that 

would be, by their own definitions, fair. For Smith, with 

his Calvinistic precision, fairness meant freeing individuals 

from restrictive social forces and letting the economically 

elect prevail. Marx was more of a Pietist. He thought the 

socjety should save the entire species homo economicus 

through institutions which represented the general will. In 

both systems fairness was an essential ingredient. The 

sporting mentality assumes that competition is the 

fundamental rule, and fairness the highest ethic. So it 

should come as no surprise that when Americans talked about 

economies they used the imagery of sport. 

Herbert Hoover considered government "as the umpire 

in our social system." As umpire its duties were to strike 

an equitable balance between the freedoms of the individual 

and the needs of society in accordance with the fundamental 

ideals of the American people and the laws of nature. Hoover 

had made the umpire-government analogy in 1923, when the 

essential balance between the person--which in American legal 

terms meant both individuals and corporations--and the state 

had seemed harmonious enough. 54 But when Hoover became 
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president and took his turn "behind the plate," the game got 

messy. Economic depressions can do that to nations. In 

fact, many Americans, particularly intellectuals, began to 

holler that the game was basically unfair and that the common 

man and woman should quit the whole charade. When, in 1932, 

Hoover told a crowd only a few miles from a bloody textile 

strike in Gastonia, North Carolina, that the United states 

trained "the runners" and that the winner was always the man 

of "the greatest ability, the strongest character," many 

Americans shook their heads in disbelief. 55 

Hoover had been the "great Engineer," the self-made 

man who appreciated cold, hard fact and the austere logic of 

the new social sciences as the basis for action--though his 

rationalism was tempered somewhat by the tradition of Quaker 

humanism in which he was raised. Although he had played a 

little baseball as a Stanford University freshman and served 

as the manager of the newly formed football team, his 

personal code was that of the technocrat, the social 

engineer, or the umpire. He saw things, like the men in the 

blue suits and chest-protectors, from behind the rush and din 

of events, from supposed "objectivity." Hoover had been a 

bonafide star in the 1920s, probably only outshone by Charles 

Lindbergh. His fall from public grace was perhaps the most 

precipitous in American political history. The plummet was 

due in part to his umpire-like stance. He worked long hours 



in the white House, hidden from public view, trying to 

persuade the players in the American economy to cooperate. 

He sought to stand above the calamity of economic collapse 

and the hysteria it produced, pointing with a rigidly 

technical precision to traditional American values as the 

shelter in which the nation ought to weather the storm. 56 
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But Americans did not want an umpire. Too many of 

them thought that the corporations and "stock-jobbers" 

cheated with impunity, and that the umpire was blind. They 

wanted someone to lead them to victory over the forces and 

fomenters of the Great Depression. Franklin Roosevelt 

stepped into the breach, promising a fairer game, a New Deal. 

In a speech on his plans for rescuing the country from 

economic malaise he had boasted that he was a quarterback, 

who "called a new play when he saw how the last one had 

turned out.,,5? Roosevelt declared that he could 

quarterback the nation to recovery. In style, as a recent 

historian of the era put it, Roosevelt "combined the 

attitudes of a country gentleman and a stereotyped athlete. 

God, country, college, estate, family, party, team--all were 

revered." He grew up easily into the religion of his distant 

cousin, Teddy, and gave unswerving witness to the ideal of 

the strenuous life. Although he himself never achieved 

athletic prowess as a young man he imitated the code of Frank 

Merriwell, and while at Harvard he turned The Crimson into 
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a cheerleader [or the football team and school spirit. When 

polio struck him down in the prime of life, he turned to the 

strenuous life with the same total devotion as the sickly 

young Theodore Roosevelt had in similar circumstances. His 

triumph over physical infirmity--he became a powerful swimmer 

despite the crippled legs with which the disease had left 

him--gave the patrician Roosevelt a common bond with the 

suffering masses. 58 

In his famous speech during the 1932 presidential 

campaign before the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco 

Roosevelt revealed that "the unfeeling statistics of the past 

three decades show that the independent businessman [and 

here you could just as easily insert American] man is 

running a losing race." If the rules of the game were not 

changed, "at the end of another century we shall have all 

American industry controlled by a dozen corporations, and run 

by perhaps a hundred men.,,59 His vision of a future 

dominated by an oligarchical business dictatorship certainly 

was at odds with Hoover's notion that the race still went to 

the swiftest. Roosevelt made the central issue of the 

campaign the restoration of fairness, while Hoover claimed 

(although his actions belied his rhetoric) that the natural 

balance would soon return to America's lopsided economy. The 

voters picked the quarterback. 

Fairness had become the central political issue of 
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the decade. The conservative Brookings Institute discovered 

a basic maldistribution of wealth in the country which lay a 

the root of the Depression. The wealthiest 8% of the 

population earned 42% of the money while the 60% at the 

bottom of the heap earned just 23%.60 As the historian 

Russell B. Nye put it, laissez-faire had struck out. 61 

Senator Hiram Johnson, the old Republican progressive from 

California, raised the issue in the Senate Finance 

Committee's hearings into how American bank loans had flowed 

so easily into unstable and insolvent foreign ,nations. The 

cheap credit which the easy loan policy had engendered had 

dangerously increased the speculative fervor which led to the 

Stock Market crash. Johnson placed the blame for the 

reckless "blue skies" speculation squarely on the shoulders 

of the investment bankers. The senator surmised that "every 

rule of fair play [italics mine], every tenet of 

fiduciary relation, every principle of forthrightness and 

honesty acquit those ignorant of finance who had been taught 

to rely upon their bankers for advice and aid and transfer 

the guilt to the men who knew, to the international bankers 

who coined the ignorance and confidence of their customers." 

The bankers had not played fair, and the common folk had 

taken a financial bath. 62 

Fairness also became a metaphor for political change. 

"If our civilization is to continue on the present complex 
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basis modern democracy must make rules of the game 

[italics mine] that go beyond tariffs, monetary policy, 

freight structures, taxation and similar policies which have 

long concerned the central government," wrote Roosevelt's 

Secretary of Agriculture, Henry Agard Wallace. 63 The 

Roosevelt Administration tried to offer the American people 

better rules, some of them rhetorical and some real. Even 

those who did not think that Roosevelt went far enough 

recognized fairness as the central issue. Louisiana senator 

and crusader Huey P. Long preached that "there is provided by 

the Almighty what it takes" for all Americans to feast at the 

national "barbecue table." But the Morgans, Mellons, 

Rockefellers, Astors and Vanderbilts had taken more than 

their fair share (about 90% according to Long), and as a 

result many Americans went hungry. However warped his 

perception of the situation was, the idea of fairness was 

really the central proposition and the great appeal in Long's 

"Share Our Wealth" plans. 64 

The 1930s saw a return to intensive discussions of 

public policy. Many intellectuals rediscovered the notion of 

political action, and focused on social reconstruction 

instead of self-realization. The New Deal became reality as 

government wed business. Radicals and conservatives argued 

about which institution got the better of the marriage, but 

everyone agreed that it had been consummated. By 1939 
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Assistant Attorney General Thurman W. Arnold, in charge of 

Roosevelt's trust-busting campaign, could tell the Economic 

Club of New York that "competition itself is a kind of game 

which requires a referee. Without a referee it is a contest 

in which the men who form gangs will win.,,65 The Roosevelt 

government had set itself up as referee. If that seemed a 

little like Hoover's conception of an umpire, there was good 

reason since the New Dealers had built on the foundation 

which Hoover had laid. But substance alone does not always 

win, in political or sporting arenas. Roosevelt understood 

the importance of appearing to be on the people's side. That 

was why he always cast himself as the quarterback. 

In the 1930s the common people returned to favor in 

social analysis and political discussion. No longer, in the 

first decade of "the century of the common man," were they 

the awful money-grubbing, spiritually vacuous masses which 

the "lost generation" had loved to hate. 66 American arts 

and letters witnessed a renaissance of folk themes. Social 

critics focused new attention on the masses. The term 

"common," a pejorative label in intellectual circles during 

the Twenties, gained a certain magical quality during the 

Thirties. The intellectual class once again dreamed of 

leading the "great unwashed" toward utopias. Motivated by a 

wide variety of political philosophies (not all of which 

accorded "commoners" an exalted position), led by such 
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diverse individuals as A.A. Berle, Rexford Tugwell, Harold 

Lasswell, Thurman Arnold, Reihnhold Niebuhr, Margaret Mead, 

Carl Becker, Walter Lippmann, Gardner Means, Charles and Mary 

Beard, Felix Frankfurter, John Steinbeck, Henry Wallace, 

Herbert Agar, and a host of others, Americans returned to 

political reform and social action. Americans once again 

believed that government action could alter social 

d 't' 67 con 1 l.ons. 

The new appreciation of "commonness" began to alter 

the critique of sport in American life. Certain "highbrows" 

retained their disdain for physical culture. In the 

Nation, "The Drifter" complained that the American 

fascination with athletics blocked an appreciation of "high 

culture." Most Americans prided themselves on their 

utilitarianism, moaned "The Drifter." "They like to dismiss 

all abstract speculation and all pure art with a 'what is it 

good for' or a 'where wi 11 it get you, "' he observed. Yet the 

typical American wasted time with an "almost purely 

intellectual interest" in baseball, he argued. Americans 

squandered their mental powers on finding out "whether or not 

Babe Ruth struck a horner during the afternoon" instead of on 

art and literature. "The Drifter" thought that was a great 

shame. 68 Another contributor to the Nation, "Left Wing," 

complained that athletics produced an unthinking brand of 

"hero-worship." From ignorant country bumpkins to Harvard 
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Wing." "They are made for us.,,69 

Some intellectuals still hated the ballyhoo, the 

materialism, and the supposed shallowness of the American 
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love affair with athletism. John R. Tunis prayed during the 

1930s that American universities would "get out of the shadow 

of the stadium.,,70 But if college campuses were still 

under the sway of an excessive athletism, Tunis reported that 

by 1930 the era of "super-champion" worship had come to a 

close. He chronicled an enormous shift in attitudes toward 

athletics which had occurred after the Great Stock Market 

Crash. "There must be some direct connection between the 

materialism throughout the United States during the period 

after the War up to the stock market crash and the 

materialism which showed itself in our sport during the era 

of the super-champion," asserted Tunis. He insisted that 

"the materialism in athletics has been affected by the 

depression like everything else; and fictitious values in 

sport have been reduced just as U.S. Steel has come down from 

261 to 29." Tunis cheered the "deflation" of ballyhoo. He 

claimed that "commercialized exhibitionism" of the "golden 

age" of athletics had not really been sport at all. 71 

"Maybe you've noticed that tickets to the big football games 

have been easier to get in recent years," he wrote in 

American Magazine. "There's a reason. The customer would 
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rather play than watch--that's all." True sport, the 

physical culture of the common folk, required active 

t · . t' 72 par l.Clpa lon. 

Tunis advocated an active commitment to the strenuous 

life as a "good" form of escapism. "Those distressed in 

mind, body, or estate are again discovering that an afternoon 

exercising in the open air is more profitable as a means of 

obliterating the world at large than an afternoon in a movie 

theater." Tunis identified spectatorship, of movies or 

sporting events, as a "bad" form of escapism, which dulled 

the mind and spirit. But bowling--which he marveled was the 

most popular sport in America--softball, badminton, soccer, 

ping-pong, tennis, horse shoes, and all every other sport and 

game, provided real sustenance to the common people in mass 

society. Tunis's arguments prefigured Johan Huizinga's 

identification of the playas the key factor in human 

. t 73 SOCle y. But, where Huizinga concluded that the triumph 

of labor and the machine process over sport and play in 

modern life was indicative of the collapse of human freedom, 

Tunis insisted that a real "Age of Play" was just around the 

corner. "To-day there is a more intelligent appreciation of 

the values of sport, there are more persons of average 

ability competing, there are more participants who are 

interested in the game for the game's sake, more people 

playing than ever before in our history," he declared. "Not 
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merely is this a greater period for athletics than the era of 

the super-champion, but there is every likelihood of greater 

times ahead.,,74 

Evidence from "Middletown" supported Tunis' 

observations. Robert and Helen Lynd "revisited" the site of 

their landmark study in the 1930s, in order to see what 

effect the dislocations of the Great Depression had had on 

"average" American culture. The Lynds found that the 

economic collapse had not substantially altered the basic 

culture of "Middletown." "Middletown is over~helmingly 

living by the values by which it lived in 1925," insisted the 

Lynds when they returned from their revisitation of the 

heartland. They contended that the infatuation with radical 

new ideas, which so many intellectuals heralded as a signal 

of a coming social revolution, was restricted mainly to the 

intellectual class itself. The most likely possibility for 

the future "is continued adherence of sorts to Middletown's 

customary middle-of-the-road course." The Lynds concluded, 

in allegorical prose, that "if labor organization and other 

forms of 'radicalism' become sufficiently insistent, 

compromises will be made, the 'middle of the road' will be 

relocated somewhat to the left; the new path will in time 

become famil iar and the 'American way. '" As Middl etown went 

in troubled times, so went the nation. 75 

One of the areas in which change did manifest itself 
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in Middletown was organized athletics. The "Bearcats" 

basketball team, which had served as the town's "official 

emblem" in the 1920s, won the state high school championship 

in 1931. City officials, despite the Depression, rewarded 

the team with gold watches for their accomplishment. But by 

1935 the frenzy over basketball had subsided somewhat; owing 

to the high cost of tickets, the construction in the late 

1920s of a 9000 seat fieldhouse which became a "financial 

white elephant" during the Depression, the opening of a new 

high school and competition from a college team, and a 

widespread program of school and community sports which gave 

athletjc opportunities to a large portion of the population. 

Middletown it seemed, to use Tunis' terms, would rather play 

that watch. "This broadening of the participation base with 

more students active has meant less symbolic participation as 

spectators by 'drugstore' athletes," observed the Lynds. 

They found the new athletic order more to their liking than 

the old infatuation with basketball fandom. 76 

Why had the Lynds and Tunis altered their perceptions 

of the "Age of Play"? The changes stemmed in part from the 

increasing enchantment of intellectuals with popular culture 

and the symbols of common folk. Anthropological treatises, 

like Margaret Mead's Coming of Age in Samoa and Ruth 

Benedict's Patterns of Culture, contrasted leisure and work 

in such a way that the old Puritan ethic was portrayed as a 
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dark and stifling force.?? Participatory sport and 

organized play began to be associated with freedom and 

creativity. In addition, the intellectual class liked sport 

because the underclass was infatuated with it. Even more 

importantly, the perception of athletics as by nature a 

voluntary activity, even in the form of spectatorship, 

realigned sport with the American democratic tradition. 

Yale historian Ralph Henry Gabriel made the American 

democratic tradition the focus of a synthesis of American 

civilization which he researched and wrote during the 1930s. 

Gabriel insisted, against the chatter of determinists on the 

Right and the Left, that ideas were of fundamental importance 

in human history. He identified three basic idea-forms which 

had shaped the United states; the doctrine of the fundamental 

law; the idea of the free individual; and gospel of Mission. 

Gabriel insisted that those axioms embodied the real meaning 

of America. Published in 1940, The Course of American 

Democratic Thought concluded with Gabriel's fears for the 

future of liberal democracy amongst the statist ideologies of 

the Thirties.?8 

From a much similar perspective, Tunis had attacked 

totalitarian sport by claiming that the "true" nature of 

athletism was compatible only with an understanding of 

Gabriel's democratic faith. The nation concurred with Tunis' 

definition of sport, and extended it beyond his parameters to 
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include spectatorship, particularly the "symbolic 

participation" in the Olympic Games. In the maturing 

consumer culture of the Thirties, sport had become an 

essential part of the "community of discourse," the lexicon 

through which the mass society discussed the shapes which the 

democratic faith ought to take. 79 

American sport in the 1930s served in what Marxist 

scholars might call a "hegemonic" role. SO It preserved 

important cultural traditions, and transmitted them 

throughout the diverse segments of society. Even more 

importantly, sport functioned as a conduit for political 

discussion in a consumer culture inundated with ideological 

messages. Americans reconnected athletism with political 

culture, albeit in different configurations than it had 

originally been arranged. In the repoliticized world of mass 

cultural perception, the American idea of sport clung 

tenaciously to the middle-ground of liberalism. Confronted 

with challenges from foreign athletic ideologies, American 

chroniclers had identified two basic types of athletes. The 

first were "scientific" stars. Created by technical 

expertise and state subsidy, these efficient but mechanical 

sportsmen and women generally were produced by fascist 

regimes, particularly Germany and Japan. The "scientific" 

appellation was used as a pejorative term, indicating that 

its adherents had traded the joy and exuberance of athletic 
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performance for robot-like precision and dedication to 

victory at any cost. American pundits often reverted to such 

a perspective when explaining the defeat of one of their own 

countrymen by a rival from a fascist state. 

The experts described the other kind of athlete as a 

"natural." Like the protagonist of Bernard Malamud's novel 

of the same name, the natural possessed extraordinary 

athletic gifts which were tinged with providential 

forces. 81 Haiti's one man Olympic team, Sylvio P. Cator, 

was a notable example of the type. "Cat or is a natural 

athlete of great power and unusual speed, who developed 

himself in his native tropical island and made his 

spectacular record almost entirely without the benefit of 

sci enti fi c training," reported a New York Times 

correspondent. 82 

The small and underdeveloped nations of the world 

generally produced the "natural" wonders of exuberance and 

high-spiritedness, who competed on the basis of purely 

physical prowess. A longstanding Western cultural bias 

underlay the concept of the natural. The West conceived of 

Nature's athletes as easygoing, intuitive, playful creatures, 

who could not possibly hope to beat their rational, civilized 

rivals. Most American black athletes were considered 

naturals. Athletes who depended solely on their natural 

abilities had reputations for irresoluteness, moral lassitude, 
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and mental weakness when faced with pressure. When Joe Louis 

lost his first fight with Max Schmeling in 1935, the American 

press turned him into the quintessential example of the 

natural defeated due to a lack of grit. 83 

Americans thought that their athletes, particularly 

their Olympians, combined the best features of both 

scientific and natural aptitude. Certainly ingenuity and the 

scientific method had something to do with the American 

style. After all, scientific training methods had been 

developed in the united States and accounted for the 

perfection of form displayed by American Olympians. An 

article in, of all places, Popular Mechanics, described 

"How Olympic Champions Are Made.,,84 But the sporting 

establishment insisted that its emphasis on scientific 

training was not the same as in totalitarian nations. 

American sport, they claimed, ~as a voluntary activity, not, 

as Tunis put it, "a means to an end," designed for "the mass 

pr.oduction of cannon fodder.,,85 American athletes were 

supposed to know the natural joy which physical endeavor 

produced. But they could not simply be natural athletes 

either, blessed with talent but lacking work habits and 

perseverance. The experts assured the public that American 

Olympians combined both natural ability and technical 

expertise into a winning style. 

The notion of an American style had important 
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ideological ramifications. Athletes were perceived as 

balancing science and nature, the benefits of mass society 

and its technological fruits with the traditional values of 

older forms. The athlete, as common man or woman, played an 

essential role in the transformation of America into a mass 

society. The paradoxical thing about the New Deal was that 

it had striven to protect the liberty of the individual 

through the mechanism of state directed social planning and 

control. The belief in the dignity of the individual and 

idea that central planning was essential to stability and 

survival in the twentieth century could easily produce social 

dynamite. The imagery of the playing field, combining the 

principles of scientific technique and mass organization, and 

the traditional complex of American values inherited from the 

nineteenth century, strove to keep both worlds together. 86 

During the 1930s the American experiences at the 

Olympic Games formed a "community of discourse" which allowed 

for the exploration of the nation's ideology. Cast as the 

defenders of the democratic faith against new and dangerous 

opponents, American Olympians would also offer social critics 

opportunities to discuss how well the united states had lived 

up to its own ideals. The rich symbology of sporting republic 

merged with the consumer culture's fascination with the 

selling of the American dream. Sporting pages filled with 

idealized portraits of a nation which ought to exist, or 
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reflected a reality which did not live up to the ideological 

promises. The lexicon of the playing field moved into every 

social strata. If in the Twenties sport had provided society 

with a "common ground" free from political dissension, in the 

Thirties that "common ground" was riddled with political 

signi ficance. 

Feeling threatened by hostile forces from within and 

without, many Americans wondered if their nation could 

continue as a city on a hill for mankind to emulate. "We 

have a long and arduous road to travel if we are to realize 

our American dream in the life of our nation, but if we fail, 

there is nothing left but the old eternal round," worried 

James Truslow Adams. "The alternative is the failure of 

self-government, the failure of the common man to rise to 

full stature, the failure of all that the American dream had 

held of hope and promise for mankind.,,87 

Avery Brundage, the leader of the American Olympic 

movement in the 1930s, promised that he would pick up the 

torch for the American dream. Brundage was a true believer 

in the ideology of the sporting republic, convinced that his 

athletic experiences had prepared him for success in life. 

He had been a successful amateur, a national champion athlete 

who might well have won a gold medal had an Olympic Games 

been held in 1916. During the 1920s he became a 

fantastically successful businessman. But the Depression had 
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set him back. In the 1930s he became a power in the A.A.U. 

and the president of the American Olympic Association. He 

quickly gained nearly complete domination over the Olympic 

team, the reincarnation of James E. Sullivan. And as 

Sullivan had been, he was firmly committed to the cause of 

America's athletic missionaries. After the Second World War 

88 he would become the president of the I.O.C .. 

Brundage revered sport as the world's great 

civilizing force. It united body, mind and spirit in the 

proper combination. "It is a fetish of the American public, 

of universal interest, a universal topic," he wrote. "If 

intelligence and character ... can be developed more easily 

on the playing field, it is much simpler to take advantage of 

the popularity of sports and develop them there than to 

attempt to do so in a classroom," he preached. "If people 

will not go to church, the same moral qualities taught there 

may be developed on the playing field under proper 

leadership, since no philosophy and no religion preaches 

loftier sentiments than those included in the amateur code." 

Brundage committed himself completely to athletic 

nationalism, in language that reminds one of the original 

prophets of the strenuous life. 

It does not take an unusual amount of vision to see a 
race of men about to populate the earth; a race of 
men actuated by the principles of sportsmanship 
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learned on the playing field, and refusing to 
tolerate different conditions in the other 
enterprises of life; a race physically strong, 
mentally alert, and morally sound; a race not to be 
imposed upon, because it is ready to fight for right 
and physically prepared to do so; a race quick to 
help an adversary beaten in fair combat, yet 
fearlessly resenting injustice or unfair advantage; a 
race of free and independent thinkers accustomed to 
the democracy of sport, where the best man wins, 
regardless of social standing, political creed, 
wealth or religion; a race disdaining sharp practice, 
tolerant of the rights of others, and practicing the 
Golden rule because it believes in it; a race of 
athletes imbued with the virile philosophy of sport, 
brought up on the best traditions of the amateur 
code, plaYin~9the game of life for the sake of the 
game itself. 

As the Great Depression deepened during 1930 and 

1931, Americans wondered what forum they might find to preach 

their national mission in. The Games of the Tenth Olympiad, 

scheduled for 1932 in Los Angeles, beckoned. There, 

Hollywood and the Chamber of Commerce were offering Olympic 

visions and American dreams. 
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Far from the realities of the Great Depression lay a 

magical landscape where a special village was being 

constructed. "A dozen miles southwest of the business centre 

of Los Angeles, overshadowing the vast motion picture 

factories of Culver City, rises a cluster of grass-grown 

hills," observed New York Times reporter Duncan Aikman of 

the site. Of course the magical kingdom lay far enough from 

Los Angeles' "business centre" that the disaster of America's 

economic slump could not tarnish it. The village had been 

erected in the pastoral magnificence of Baldwin Hills, which 

over looked the bl ue Paci fie and, "cool ed by morning fog and 

afternoon trade winds," escaped the fury of Southern 

California's summer sun. Oil derricks dotted the lower 

slopes and gullies of paradise, symbols of America's wounded 

but still great industrial strength. On the hilltop nearest 

to Los Angeles there had "sprung up an enormous spread of 

pink and cream-colored bungalows" which were "not unpleasing 

to the eye." This was no squatters' camp for "Okies." 

Neither the Joads nor any of their real-life compatriots 

found respite in this promised land. For this was not the 

California of the Great Depression which John Steinbeck 

chronicled. Rather it was a place in which reality seemed 

conveniently suspended. After all, suspended reality was 
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Hollywood's specialty. This was the Olympic Village. 

The village would actually be a miniature city on a 

hill, with "everything but department stores and city hall 

politics." It had miles of sewers and paved roads. 

California evergreens and palm trees gave it the look of "a 

baronial motion picture estate. "On the grounds were more 

than forty different types of athletic training baths and 

comfortable four-occupant bungalows with beds "specially 

tested for comfort and rest-producing qualities." Close by 

were several training fields. The American managers of the 

Tenth Olympiad had done their best to make the athletes' 

stays "pleasant, leisurely, restful and free from strain." 

The various national teams had been situated within the 

village "in accordance with their known national sympathies." 

Thus one quarter of the village housed the Latin Americans, 

excepting the Brazilians who were "bunked" with the Southern 

Europeans. France would live with her Little Entente allies. 

Germany and the former Central Powers wound up with the 

Scandinavians. And Great Britain shared shelter with the 

many other representatives of the British Empire. Perhaps 

the Los Angeles organizers thought that the Olympic ideal of 

the brotherhood of mankind should not be pushed too far. 

The organizers had made sure that "beautiful motion 

picture stars of both native and foreign persuasion will be 

on hand, by arrangements now under way with the Hollywood 
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studios, to cheer on their nationals or to heighten the 

morale of all the group with brief, light entertainments." 

Each evening, the studios filming the Games would release 

previews of the days events, which would include slow motion 

footage. Hollywood would chip in by providing feature films, 

and there would be "social gatherings for athletes who feel 

up to it--informal, however, in the American manner rather 

than obligatory." 

The American Olympic planners made their greatest 

efforts at accommodating foreign athletes in the Olympic 

Village's kitchens. According to Aikman, "Frenchmen were 

promised that they would not have to forego their delectable 

sauces for American gravies if they would only let Los 

Angeles know what goes into a first-class fricassee of 

bouillabaisse." Englishmen could enjoy southdown mutton, 

rather than Spring lamb of Southern California. "Peruvians 

may have vicuna chops if they prefer them to New York cut 

sirloin: Guatemalans may have their chickens served in 

tamales rather than a la maryland [sic]. Every Bulgarian, 

in effect is guaranteed his Metchnikoff bacillus ration as 

nearly as possible just as mother used to prepare it," 

revealed Aikman. He assured his readers that even the 

Orientals were provided for with special fare, "as the China 

Coast, rather than the local chop suey restaurants, 

recognizes it.." 
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The American organizing committee had gone to such 

great lengths in order to make the Games "alibi-proof" 

proclaimed Aikman. He recounted the belly-aching about food, 

training conditions, climate and atmosphere which had plagued 

previous Olympics. Los Angeles was convinced that it could 

reverse the Olympic trend toward creating more alibis than 

champions. Aikman concluded that Los Angeles "believes that 

the acrimony of Olympic athletics can be softened to the 

vanishing point by making participation in the games less of 

a penance and more of an old-fashioned American 

do-as-you-please, eat-as-you-please party."l 

Thus the Tenth Olympiad found its headquarters in 

fantasyland, a safe place in pastoral America where the 

morals and virtues which had always sustained the Republic 

could be nurtured for the long fight against evil people and 

evil systems in the world. The Los Angeles organizing 

committee had set out to insure that the Tenth Olympiad would 

be an American extravaganza. City officials and business 

leaders produced so much ballyhoo about the Games that Jim 

Thorpe, the former Olympic hero (and goat), remarked "that 

the city of Los Angeles ruined the name 'Chamber of 

Commerce,' just as a brand of evaporated milk despoiled the 

word 'contented' for any other use than in reference to 

cows." Thorpe assured the public of great show; "for 

America, whether its team wins or loses, is going to show the 
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world what a marvelous thing the Olympics can be . . . when 

staged by AMERICANS.,,2 The Los Angeles Olympic boosters 

published pamphlets which pictured Southern California as an 

idyllic facsimile of Olympia, and more easily accessible by 

motor-car, rail or cruise ship than the original version. 

They thought that American ingenuity and customs were bound 

to produce the best Olympics that the world had yet seen. 3 

But would a Depression-wracked world pay attention? 

Certainly America would notice. Country Life, the 

magazine for the country club set, marketed t~e all-American 

party in Los Angel es as the vacation of 1932. "Are there 

not mountains in California greater than those in all Hellas, 

beside which even Olympus itself is but a foothill?" mused 

the bible of gentility's Warwick S. Carpenter. Carpenter 

promised that despite the specter of the Depression, 

Americans planned to stage the grandest Olympics of all, 

ancient or modern. "On a broad plain between the high 

mountains and blue sea, in the city of Our Lady of the 

Angels, great preparations have been made," revealed 

Carpenter. A picture of the mighty Los Angeles Coliseum led 

the story, bearing the caption: "The 1932 lodestone for the 

world's foremost athletes, the massive Olympic Stadium in Los 

Angeles, despite the fact that it contains enough seats for 

three times the number of mortals that were in the army of 

Alexander the Great will undoubtedly display the S.R.O. 
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(standing Room Only) signs on July 30th when President Hoover 

opens the Olympic Games."4 

Carpenter recommended to travelers that they make the 

Tenth Olympic Games the crown jewel in a tour of the natural 

wonders of the American West. The standard Oil Company of 

California heartily concurred with Country Life's travel 

suggestions. "For once in a lifetime you and your children 

can see the Olympic Games in a 2 week vacation or less," 

shouted an advertisement for the "Red, White and Blue 

Dealers" of Standard Stations, Inc. "Last time in the u.s. 

for 50 years!" warned the ad. Parents were urged to take 

their children to the spectacle. "'Crack' and the fastest 

American runners are off--to beat the world." Parents, 

students, teachers and schools could send a postcard to 

standard Oil and receive a four-color copy of Myron's "the 

discobulus." And consumers were reminded that on whatever 

road they took they could "find the same fine Standard 

Products and the same helpful Standard Service to make your 

Olympic Vacation pleasanter and easier."S 

The national media boosted the Olympic Games as a 

"Depression-buster." "A $6,000,000 sock on the jaw is the 

sport wor! d's answer to the depression," procl aimed the 

Literary Digest. The magazine insisted that the Olympics 

would put at least that much money into circulation as well 

as creating jobs for thousands of people. Literary Digest 
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cheered the "good-sized contribution from sportdom to the 

cause of normalcy!"6 Indeed the president of the A.O.C., 

Avery Brundage, insisted that sport had prevented a society 

confronted by the Depression from collapsing. "It is a 

remarkable fact that in this unprecedented period of 

financial and industrial distress there has been practically 

no disturbance, disorder or social unrest," surmised 

Brundage. "Undoubtedly this is due in a large measure to the 

training our boys and girls receive on the fields of sport." 

Brundage, a former Olympic decathlete, proposed that "the 

ability to take it on the chin and corne back for more--the 

knowledge that the game is not over until the last whistle is 

blown--the spirit of never-say-die learned on the playing 

field are invaluable to us in times like these. For this 

reason, if for no other, our program of amateur sport, with 

its high ideals and with its lofty standards of 

sportsmanship, merits the support of every patriotic 

citizen.,,7 

Brundage had taken over the presidency of the 

American Olympic Association from General Douglas MacArthur 

in 1928. He quickly moved to try and heal the breaches 

between the A.A.U. and the N.C.A.A. which had plagued the 

Olympic movement in the United states during the 1920s. In 

1929 the A.A.U. gave in to the N.C.A.A. 's desire to control 

the certification of collegiate athletes. In 1930 Brundage 
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engineered the construction of a new constitution for the 

A.O.A., which both the A.A.U. and the N.C.A.A. accepted. In 

his address to the N.C.A.A. 's 1930 national convention, 

Brundage further cemented the alliance between the previously 

warring amateur athletic bodies in a conciliatory speech 

which preached the necessity of an end to the longstanding 

hostilities in American sport in order that the strength of 

the Republic might be preserved. S 

For Brundage and like-minded supporters, American 

sport produced the qualities with which the America's 

capitalistic ethos was constructed. And now, in the great 

crisis of capitalism, the nation would look to the Olympic 

playing fields to rekindle that spirit. The boosters of 

athletism insisted that sport promoted honest competition, 

perseverance, hard work and the confidence that success 

breeds, precisely the qualities needed to right the tottering 

edifice of the American economy. Besides, the Olympics made 

for good business. Standard Oil was not the only firm to 

market the Olympic Games. The Union 76 Petroleum Company 

urged motorists to "Select your gasoline by the Olympic 

motto!" They explained how Citius, Altius, Fortius 

(faster, higher, stronger) described their gasoline as well 

as the Olympic purpose. Nisley Shoes ran advertisements in 

the Los Angeles Times for "Olympic Winners." A Los Angeles 

department store, the May Co., planned to serve shoppers from 
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around the world. The store boasted that "the employee who 

wears your nation's flag speaks your nation's language." 

Their salespeople claimed to converse in a myriad of 

dialects, including Esperanto. 9 Pep Bran Flakes from 

Kelloggs, Weiss Binoculars, Safeway, and many other products 

and corporations launched major Olympic campaigns. Piggly 

Wiggly offered Olympic emblems for fifty cents each, which 

they boasted were "sold at no profi t to us,." in order to 

underwrite the United states Olympic team. 10 

Piggly Wiggly buttons alone could not finance the 

Tenth Olympic Garnes. The American Olympic Committee set a 

goal of $350,000 for their 1932 fundraising efforts. The 

A.O.C. launched a nation-wide campaign to raise the 

money.11 In New York governor Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

declared "national boys' week and Olympic week" in order to 

stimulate youthful interest in athleticism. "Let us lend 

everything within our power to the development of young 

manhood," intoned Roosevelt. "Let us impress upon our boys 

that we are more than passively interested in their 

activities and let us be conscious of the duty of offering 

every facility to enable them to qualify for this and for 

future Olympiads. In no better way can we emphasize our 

expectations that they always conduct themselves as men and 

maintain the traditional American valuation of sportsmanship 

and fair play.,,12 
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In their quest for $350,000 the A.O.C. finance 

committee set a quota of "a penny a person" from every 

American in cities of over 15,000. Brundage understood that 

"many people are under the misapprehension that since the 

Olympic games are on American soil, America will not need an 

Olympic fund as in past years when the United states sent 

teams abroad," but he noted that the "American people have 

backed their Olympic team in the past and we hope they will 

back it again this year.,,13 In New York City mayor John J. 

Walker proclaimed an Olympic week through the public school 

principals. He boasted that over one hundred American 

Olympians had attended New York City public schools and 

claimed that he wanted to "inspire every child to take an 

active and wholesome interest in sport.,,14 

In order to insure the wholesomeness of the Games the 

United states planned to enforce prohibition on the athletes 

of the world. The chief administrator of the Federal 

Prohibition Department, Amos W. W. Woodcock, told the press 

that "possession and transportation of liquor is a violation 

of the law and there is nothing in the act that would enable 

the prohibition director to extend immunity to visiting 

athletes." Woodcock added that "only Congress could extend 

immunity, and it would be interesting to determine whether 

Congress could do so legally.,,15 One jokester laughed that 

the "Volsteadian difficulties" of imbibing nations might be 
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overcome by customs agents giving "athletic equipment" some 

"quasi-diplomatic privileges.,,16 The Associated Press 

later reported that the French Olympic team had substituted 

Cuban cane sugar syrup for wine and that "their trainers 

think it will give them the same pep as the wines of their 

native land."l? 

The liquor agents got to practice their athletic 

embargo in New York, before their summertime campaign in Los 

Angeles began. On a cold February day in Lake Placid, the 

third Olympic Winter Games began. New York GQvernor Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt presided over the opening ceremonies. 

Roosevelt tried to invoke the theme of Olympic harmony in his 

remarks. Recalling the truce that reigned among warring 

states during the ancient Olympiads Roosevelt wondered, "can 

those early Olympic ideals be revived throughout all the 

world so that we can contribute in a larger measure?" The 

Governor and Mrs. Roosevelt stayed after the opening 

ceremonies and watched as Lake Placid native Jack Shea won a 

gold medal in the first event--the 500 meter speed skating 

race. Later that afternoon Mrs. Roosevelt took a wild ride 

down the bobsled run with the top American driver. That 

evening the Roosevelts attended the I.O.C. dinner at which 

the Governor again stressed the importance of the Olympics in 

building international friendships.IS The I.O.C. 's 

president, Count Henri Baillet-Latour, echoed Roosevelt's 
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sentiments. At Lake Placid Baillet-Latour found abundant 

"proof that the Third Olympic Winter Games have promoted 

brotherhood and good feeling among the nations, which is one 

of the ideals of the International Olympic Committee."19 

Both the National Broadcasting Company and the 

Columbia Broadcasting System reported the Winter Games to a 

national radio audience. Americans who listened heard the 

details of a stunning upset. 20 When the Winter Games ended 

as they had begun, with an American victory--William Fiske 

guided the U.S. four-man bobsled team to first place--the 

United states had defeated the traditional Scandinavian 

powers in winter sports. 21 American observers had the U.S. 

with 103 points, Norway with 77, Canada with 49, Sweden with 

28 and Finland with 25. Cynics like New York Sun reporter 

Edwin B. Dooley might have remarked that the U.S. 's ninety 

odd contestants "combined point-scoring ability totaled only 

a few more than did the handful of Norwegians." But the U.S. 

still won. Lake Placid served the American public as a 

powerful omen for the coming Los Angeles Games. 22 

The Winter Olympics left Lake Placid with a deficit 

of more than $50,000. But if the town's taxpayers greeted 

that news with something less than enthusiasm, finance 

committee chairman Willis Wells painted a rosy picture of the 

Games as a long term boost for the region's economy. The 

A.O.C. quickly turned its attention away from Lake Placid's 
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red ink, and began to solicit funds for the summer Garnes in 

earnest. 23 

The Olympic fund received donations from most of its 

traditional sources. The Armed Services chipped in. The 

N.C.A.A. contributed $10,000. Various universities carne 

forward with large sums. The tryouts for the different sports 

at sites around the United States produced large 

revenues. 24 But by the late spring of 1932 the Literary 

Digest was reporting that only one-tenth of the A.O.C.'s 

$350,000 goal had been raised, and revealed that the 

possibility of "drastic cuts" in the American Olympic team 

was being discussed. "The depression in some measure 

accounts" for the Olympic shortfall explained A.O.C. official 

Lawson Perry. Perry thought that changes in the A.O.C. plans 

for selecting a team might have to be made. "It might well 

happen that instead of the tryouts now projected, outstanding 

performers in various sports would be selected by appointment 

and sent to Los Angeles," noted Perry. "This would be a 

nationally humiliating expedient, and would be productive, of 

course, of a great deal of ill-feeling throughout the 

country--charges of favoritism and all sorts of ill-temper." 

But, warned Perry, "just the same, it may have to be 

done.,,25 

On May 27, Avery Brundage announced the United 

States' entries in the summer Olympics would indeed have to 
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be cut. He insisted, however, that the Games should not be 

postponed or curtailed. 26 other nations heeded Brundage's 

call that the Games must go on. Theodore Lewald, president 

of the German Athletic Federation, revealed that "how deeply 

the Olympic idea has seized the imagination of the world may 

be seen in the fact that nowhere in Europe despite the 

economic crisis, was Olympic participation abandoned.,,27 

Germany's Chancellor, Heinrich Bruening, announced that "he 

considered sport one of the most powerful agencies for 

improving international relations and therefore warmly 

welcomed the prospect of Germany's youth meeting other 

nationalities, especially Americans, in friendly 

competition.,,28 

Bruening, firmly committed to the principles of the 

Weimar Republic, had a much different appreciation of sport 

than his successor, Adolf Hitler, would manifest. The 

Germans, who had been awarded the 1936 Olympics, sent one of 

the largest contingents to the Los Angeles Games. The 

financially devastated nation shipped almost a hundred 

athletes to the competition. Beset by a decimated economy 

and rampant inflation, the German Olympic Committee somehow 

managed to raise most of the money to finance the Olympic 

trip from private sources. With German currency in desperate 

straits, the president of the Reichsbank initially rejected 

the team's request for the foreign exchange which the German 
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Olympians needed in order to travel. But he backed down 

after being asked: "Do you want to keep the German flag away 

from the Los Angeles stadium?"29 

The united states Olympic effort had its own 

financial problems. But Leslie A. Henry, president of the 

Pacific Southwest A.A.U., was unperturbed by the proposed 

cuts in the American team. He thought that Western athletes, 

"with the addition of a few of the East's top performers, 

could put a great Olympic team into the field at a greatly 

reduced cost without the planned curtailment.,,30 Henry's 

cost-cutting plan proved unnecessary. By July of 1932 Arthur 

J. Daley of the New York Times was reporting that the 

Olympic fund needed only $48,000 to reach its goal. 

According to A.O.C. treasurer George W. Graves the fund had 

lagged badly early in the collection process and the team had 

been limited to 340 members. Athletes from Los Angeles were 

required to stay in their own homes, and team members from 

other sections of the country were to leave the Olympic 

Village as soon as they had finished competing. The 

lacrosse, yachting, rifle-shooting and modern pentathlon 

teams were paying their own ways. The American equestrians 

needed only housing, and the cyclists planned to provide 

their own transportation to the Olympic celebration. 31 

California and the city and county of Los Angeles 

held their own fundraising campaign in order to stage the 
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Games of the Tenth Olympiad. In 1929 California voters 

approved a $1,000,000 bond issue for construction of Olympic 

facilities. Profits from the Games were supposed to refill 

the public coffers. Every Week Magazine reported that the 

total cost of the Games would exceed past $2,000,000. The 

Olympic Village cost $500,000. The Los Angeles Coliseum, 

built in 1924 for $800,000, had received a $900,000 face-lift 

which would allow it to seat 125,000 spectators for "the 

greatest show on earth." The city built Olympic Auditorium 

for $500,000, a marine stadium in Alamitos Bay for $250,000, 

the Olympic Swimming Stadium at Exposition Park for the same 

amount, and an equestrian site at the Riviera Country Club 

near Santa Monica, for $25,000. 32 

The organizers laid a special clay track at the 

Coliseum, which they touted as the world's fastest. On that 

fast track the United States would face, as American analysts 

and pundits quadrennially insisted, the assembled athletic 

might of the world. Grantland Rice breathlessly informed the 

public of a war "that will send some fifty rival nations of 

the world against the United states at Los Angeles in late 

July and early August." Sport had entered its Golden Age, 

hyperbolized Rice. Though there were no modern statesman to 

measure up to Pericles, nor philosophers to compare to 

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, "when we compare runners and 

jumpers, discus and javelin throwers, the betting shows that 
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the Olympic winners of ancient Greece would be left far 

behind the coming record-breakers at Los Angeles." Rice 

warned of a foreign threat to American supremacy. Germany 

alone planned to send over 250 athletes. He thought that 

Finland, Sweden, Great Britain, France, Canada and Italy 

would have strong teams. And given the "ghastly showing" of 

Americans at the 1928 Olympics, the United states had great 

cause for concern. 33 

Los Angeles Times reporter Braven Dyer predicted 

that Germany, Japan and Finland would "presen~ the most 

formidable threat to our peace of mind." But he declared 

that "if the United States does not win the Olympic Games we 

might as well quit trying." The fact that the Games were to 

be held in "our own back yard" made it the best opportunity 

ever for America "to prove its athletic supremacy.,,34 

Track star Babe Didrikson assured the public that American 

women would help the cause of athletic domination. "We will 

win the Olympics all right," bragged Didrikson. "I don't 

know how good the foreign girls are, but I don't think it 

will be good enough to beat us.,,35 

While American athletes bragged and dreamed, a small 

political struggle was developing around who would preside 

over the opening of the Games. President Herbert Hoover had 

announced early in 1932 that because of the economic crisis 

facing the nation he would not attend the Olympics. He asked 
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former president Calvin Coolidge to replace him. But 

Coolidge, through his press secretary, Harry Ross, said he 

would not go. In his typically "silent" fashion he refused 

to "simplify" his answer or. comment further. He also 

continued his silence on the upcoming presidential campaign 

and declined comment on the speculation that he might replace 

Hoover on the Republican ticket. 36 Will Rogers, after 

hearing the news that Hoover would not open the Games, 

observed that it meant that "his political advisers have 

assured him that the state [California] is 'safe.'" Rogers 

joked that the president "will not only miss some votes, but 

will miss some awfully good running and jumping. Maybe he 

has seen enough of that in Washington," joked ROgers. 37 

The Olympic organizers finally secured Vice-President Charles 

C t · t . d th' . 38 ur 1S 0 preS1 e over e openlng ceremonles. 

As the Games approached, the usual paeans to the 

ideal of Olympism appeared. Major George van Rossem, 

secretary of the Netherlands Olympic Committee, lauded the 

Olympic village concept. "This idea of the athletes of the 

world living together as neighbors will go a long way toward 

promoting world peace.,,39 According to the Los Angeles 

Times's Muriel Babcock, the East Indian field hockey team 

represented Olympic idealism in microcosm. The four Moslems, 

four Hindus, one Sikh and nine Anglo-Indians who made up the 

team "all eat together and are encamped together without 
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regard for race or custom. Legendary caste systems are laid 

aside.,,40 

Few negative notices about the upcoming spectacle at 

Los Angeles appeared in the American press. But The 

Christian Century scathingly satirized the Olympic idea in 

an editorial entitled "Well, Let's Hope For the Best." The 

editor recalled that "a gentleman who was introduced as the 

publicity representative of the Olympic games committee spoke 

over the radio the other night on the approach of this 

'greatest ath-a-Ietic event in human history' and begged his 

listeners to send in the dollars and get a button as reward." 

The Christian Century revealed that "the button would show 

that they had contributed to the support of the American team 

which, in the Los Angeles stadium, will begin this week to 

demonstrate its superiority over the rest of mankind in the 

various events that make up the Olympic program." The 

Christian weekly noted that the last attempt at such a 

demonstration "rather failed to come off, since the winners 

in the events that command most public interest proved to be 

a strange collection of Finns, Germans, British, South 

africans [sic], Canadians, and even an unknown who came 

wandering in from some spot on the Sahara desert, or 

thereabouts, to win the prize event of all, the Marathon 

race." The editor joked that "this time, however, under the 

inspiration of the southern California climate and the 
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promised presence of practically the entire feminine 

population of Hollywood, the Americans are expected to clean 

up." The editor scoffed at the notion that the Olympics 

aided the cause of world peace. "As promoters of good will 

the Olympic games of the past have been about equal to a 

second-rate war. So far as we know, no one has been killed 

yet at one of these athletic love feasts," quipped The 

Christian centurv.41 

Most coverage of the Tenth Olympics contained far 

rosier predictions. The New York Times insisted that "here 

is one enterprise with a budget that is balanced before the 

goods are delivered. A fine and healthy spirit, excellent 

for international understanding, persists in the human mind 

to make this possible.,,42 The Los Angeles Times 

announced that "thirty-six flags of thirty-six peoples, 

created equal in opportunity, will float above the city of 

Los Angeles in the democ[r]atic free-for-all struggle for 

world athletic honors; not one will be hoisted above the 

others except to herald a winner in fair and open contest." 

The Los Angeles daily claimed that "instead of the 

depression discouraging the Tenth Olympiad, the Tenth 

Olympiad is discounting the depression." The Olympic motto, 

"Citius, Fortius, Altius," expressed "perfectly the 

aspirations of all athletes in the field of sports," wrote 

the editor. But he thought that the motto did even more than 
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that. "It typifies the ambitions of Los Angeles to lead the 

civic procession to a bright fresh start dating from August, 

1932.,,43 

Los Angeles gave a new tradition to the Olympics, 

hype. Innumerable stories appeared in the American press 

about all the mundane and personal aspects of Olympians life. 

The Los Angeles social register helped promote hype. A local 

gossip columnist reported that three Olympic balls had been 

planned and revealed that many socialites would be returning 

from the California's beaches and mountains to help with the 

f t ' 't' 44 es lVl les. But Hollywood made the most generous 

contribution of all to the glut of glitz. The Los Angeles 

Times' Muriel Babcock gabbp.d that the Olympians at least 

outwardly showed more interest in meeting motion picture 

stars than in winning gold medals. Some of the studios threw 

parties for the athletes at which things got out of hand. 

Babcock gossiped about a Paramount gala at which some 

Argentine Olympians chased Marlene Dietrich and her 

bodyguards around the studio lot. 45 

A Los Angeles department store, the J.W. Robinson 

Co., hyped both the Games and a new book by rescuing one of 

America's greatest, and most notorious, Olympians from 

obscurity. They brought the "greatest all-around athlete of 

all time," Jim Thorpe, to their store to autograph copies of 

a History of the Olympics written by Thorpe and Thomas F. 



collison. The advertisement included an endorsement from 

long-time Olympic track and field coach Lawson Robertson. 

"Who could be better qualified than a double champion to 

picture a history of the greatest of international sports, 

the Olympic Games?" The copywriter added that "Thorpe's 

engrossing publication confirms Robertson's opinion." The 

advertisement announced that Thorpe himself would in 

Robinson's book section between 2 and 4 P.M. on July 20 to 

autograph copies of his book.46 
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On Saturday, July 3D, 105,000 spectators filled the 

Los Angeles Coliseum--it apparently never reached the 125,000 

seat capacity the Every Week Magazine had projected--for 

the opening ceremonies of the Tenth Olympic Games. 47 Jim 

Thorpe, given the "cold shoulder" at ticket headquarters, 

moped disconsolently outside the stadium until a "last minute 

gift ticket" gained him entrance to the press box. Thorpe 

reportedly "sobbed softly as the United States flag dipped in 

salute" before Vice-President Curtis' box. 48 The American 

flag, which legend had it was never lowered for a foreign 

pontiff, was cursorily lowered before an American official. 

The next day, after reading of Thorpe's plight in the Sunday 

paper, the vice-president, whose maternal great grandmother 

had been the daughter of a Kaw Indian chief tan, got film 

mogul Louis B. Mayer to grant Thorpe a "season" Olympic 

49 pass. 
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Los Angeles provided all the familiar pageantry that 

made for a standard Olympic kickoff festival, white doves, 

twenty-one gun salutes, the lighting of the Olympic torch, 

and a vast choir singing the Olympic hymn. Dr. Robert Gordon 

Sproul, president of the University of California, gave the 

benedictory address. "With one heart and with one voice, we 

who are here assembled, spectators and competitors alike, 

dedicate these Games to the high purpose in which the 

original Olympiad was conceived, and to which it ideally 

administered--to clean sport and fair play, to the 

development of sound minds in sound bodies, to the loyalties 

of the team underwriting the loyalties of life, to respect 

for opponents, win or lose, and to the brotherhood of 

mankind."SO 

The parade of nations had by now become a spectacle 

which underscored all the myths Americans cherished about the 

Olympic Games. According to American tradition, the opening 

ceremonies highlighted the brotherhood of nations which 

Olympism promoted, revealed the character of nations in the 

demeanor of their teams, and sanctified the spirit of fair 

play--of which the Americans thought themselves the foremost 

practitioners--by ceremony and oath. 

To gaze through the eyes of an American reporter in 

Los Angeles that day is to feel the mythical, poetic power of 

the Olympics on the American mind. The reporter imagined 
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Uncle Sam himself greeting the athletes of the world, and 

claimed that the national symbol had done a better job of 

opening the Games than anyone since 776 B.C. (the date of the 

first Olympiad in ancient Greece). Following Uncle Sam, 

Vice-President Charles Curtis entered the stadium to a 

spectacular roar and joined the "bigwigs" at the Tribune of 

Honor. The crowd hushed when the first flag-bearer led his 

nation's team into the stadium. Greece headed up the 

procession, the position of honor theirs for the genesis of 

the Olympic idea. Following the Greeks came the nations of 

the world in alphabetical order, impressing on the assembled 

multitudes how the "Olympiads make Mother Earth small." Each 

team left an indelible impression of its national character 

on the spectators. The Argentinians were "browned by pampas 

suns", the Brazilians "bronzed boys." The crowd murmured at 

Holland's blonde beauties and were astonished by the 

colorfully turbaned Indians and fezzed Egyptians. Italy, 

militarily precise in blue and white, thrilled the crowd with 

a fascist salute (Canada, Finland, France, Hungary, India, 

Mexico, New Zealand and Switzerland also greeted 

Vice-President Curtis with the fascist salute).51 Soon 

after came "the perfect little brown gentlemen of Japan in 

their black coats and white trousers." Their politeness 

bothered Western sensibilities. "Why must they be so 

absolutely correct, these Japanese?", remarked the reporter. 
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Finally the Americans entered the stadium. Clad in 

"severely proper street wear" the red, white and blue legion 

left a "choking sensation" with the observer as he watched 

the "magnificent body of our nation's priceless flower" enter 

the arena. "Here are peace-time defenders of the stars and 

Stripes, whose straight lines and generally conservative 

a~rangement are characteristic of America's own personality 

and actions." In the reporters eyes, the Americans stood out 

from the rest of the world, neither rakish nor bombastic like 

the South Americans, nor imperial like the Germans or 

Mussolini's minions, nor dangerously polite like the 

inscrutable Japanese. 52 

With the opening ceremonies completed, the Games 

began. Each victory for the United States would be a 

vindication of the American way of life and proof of superior 

national character. And victories would come fast and 

furiously for the hosts of the Games of the Tenth Olympiad. 

A Los Angeles Times cartoon best symbolized the 

America's athletic domination. It pictured a vigorous young 

American Olympian hurdling over a wall emblazoned by the 

Olympic rings, the shield of the United states and the 

Olympic motto; while a smiling globe and "Miss L.A." looked 

on. Captioned "Swifter, Stronger, Higher," it underscored 

the United States' sporting supremacy,53 And what a show 

the United states put on, not only as athletes but also as 
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hosts. The media gushed that the Los Angeles Olympics had 

produced "feats that may live as long in human history as 

those of their ancient Greek prototypes." An Eastern editor 

reported incredulously that "Los Angeles reproduced 'the 

glory that was Greece' in a grand manner and on a vast 

scale." Or, as a rube from the hinterlands was reported to 

have remarked, "gosh, what a spectacle!,,54 

As the Americans turned the spectacle into an 

overwhelming display of their athletic prowess, the press 

engaged in an orgy of nationalistic self-congratulation. 

"Uncle Sam Cleans Up," "America Runs Rampant On Olympic 

Battlefield," and "Sons of Uncle Sam Again Win Crushing 

Victories," typically headlined odes to American 

. t . t 55 Vlr UOSl y. In their special Olympic sections, the Los 

Angeles Times prominently pictured the flag of that day's 

top Olympic winner. Most days the Stars and Stripes headed 

the Los Angeles daily's coverage. On the day the Tenth 

Olympic Garnes concluded, sportswriter Paul Lowry triumphantly 

asked, "who won the Olympics? The answer comes echoing back 

from the hills like a clap of thunder. The United states. 

Use any set of mathematics known to the human mind, and you 

can arrive at only one conclusion." The United States had, 

once again, beaten the world. 56 

"What is the ranking of the nations in the realm of 

muscular power, skill and the dynamite that wills to win?" 
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The Literary Digest coyly put that question to its readers, 

knowing full well the answer. The magazine set its answer 

forth in statistical fashion. One table, borrowed from the 

Associated Press, showed that based on team finishes in the 

various types of events the United states ranked first with 

110 points, followed at a distance by Italy (42), Germany 

(41), and France (29 and 1/2). Another graphic illustration, 

gleaned from the New York Times, indicated that based on 

individual performances, the United states had far outscored 

its nearest competitors, racking up 740 and 1/2 points to 

Italy's 262 and 1/2, Japan's 160, Sweden's 154 and the 151 

points of France and Germany.57 The Report of th~ 

American Olympic Committee on the 1932 Olympic showed the 

United states with 41 gold medals, 32 silver medals and 30 

bronze medals. Italy finished a distant second with 12 gold, 

12 silver and 11 bronze medals. Next in the medal parade 

came Sweden, France, Finland, Japan and Germany. No matter 

how it was scored the United states had achieved an 

h l · . t 58 overw e m~ng v~c ory. 

"The total of forty-one Olympic championships won by 

athletes of the United States is the largest ever won by a 

single nation in post-war Games," gloated Olympic organizer 

William Henry. He pointed out that the United states had won 

more than any other four nations put together and had 

gathered more than one-third of the total prizes. Henry 
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admitted that America fielded the largest entry, but he 

steadfastly maintained that the United states won mainly 

"because they were outstanding stars and not because of the 

absence of good competition.,,59 

In the same issue in which The Literary Digest 

graphically illustrated the American dominance at the Games 

the magazine also attempted to explain why the Americans won 

so handily. They first dismissed the notion that holding the 

Olympics in, as they put it, "our own back yard" gave the 

United states an insurmountable advantage by pointing out 

that American middle distance runners--generally regarded as 

the world's best--were whipped by English and Italian 

runners. with that dubious point made, the magazine went on 

to assert that "the foreigners to fail conspicuously were not 

the high strung runners, but the shot-putters--just the type 

least likely to be affected by travel." 

The key to American success, claimed the Digest, 

was American sports science. Pointing to the work of 

University of Iowa coach George Bresnahan on sprinter's 

starting techniques, A.C. Gilbert of Yale's cinematic studies 

of pole vaulting, and the Intercollegiate A.A.A.A. wind 

tunnel experiments to discover what effect breezes had on 

discuses and javelins, Daly described sport as a "specialized 

study that reaches from dietetics into the sphere of muscular 

reaction" and gave credit for America's triumph to the 
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th d f · 60 me 0 s 0 SClence. 

Accolades for American triumphs poured in from every 

part of the country. The Richmond News-Leader lauded the 

financial success of the Games and indicated that 

record-making performances "show conclusively that in stamina 

and muscular coordination the human race is not 

deteriorating." The Richmond daily saluted the United states 

team which "crashed through for spectacular victory.,,61 

The New York Times proudly announced that on the list of 

winners bound for the I.O.C. archives in Lausanne, 

Switzerland, were the names of forty-one American teams and 

individuals, "the greatest number of championships ever 

collected by a country in a modern Olympiad, with American 

entrants winning more titles than any four other 

nations.,,62 

William May Garland, president of the Olympic 

organi~ing committee, credited the entire nation for making 

the Tenth Olympic Games a success. "Without boasting and 

without fear of criticism, I feel that I can say that the 

games were the finest ever held," proclaimed Garland. 63 

New York Times correspondent Chapin Hall cheerfully labeled 

the Games the "flop that failed." Californians had forgotten 

local and state politics and even the "alleged depression" 

when Olympic fever overtook them reported Hall. An average 

of $40,000 a day flowed into the organizing committee's 
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coffers from seat sales alone. Fears of empty blocks of 

benches in the stadium were soon replaced by the concern over 

the "clamoring hordes" who could not get tickets. 64 

Newspapers estimated that $2,000,000 in gate receipts had 

been collected and more than 1,000,000 people had attended 

the Games by the time the closing ceremonies rolled around on 

August 14. 65 

The Olympics worked as proof of American superiority 

and as escapist fare, and as an economic success amidst the 

dislocations of the Great Depression. They also provided a 

unique perspective for viewing essential natures of other 

nations through the medium of their athletic performances. 

Individual stars highlighted national characteristics at the 

Olympjcs. There was Argentina's Juan Carlos Zabala, the 

newsboy who won the Marathon with a Latin flourish; and Luigi 

Beccali, the Italian filled with braggadoccio, who no one 

thought had a chance and yet won the 1500 meters. Chuhei 

Nambu, the great Japanese long-jumper, shamed himself when, 

because of a leg injury, he could take no better than third 

in the event in which he held the world's record. "Chagrined 

at this failure, Nambu called upon superhuman strength and 

with the characteristics of his race, refused to allow any 

handicap to deter him from his main course," wrote an 

American commentator on the Japanese star's effort in the 

triple-jump. Trailing Erik Svensson of Sweden and faced with 
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a last attempt, Nambu uncorked a world record leap to garner 

the gold. 66 

Nambu's triumph h~ghlighted the best showing that a 

non-European nation--excluding the United states, of 

course--had ever made in the modern Olympics. The Japanese 

won seven gold, seven silver and four bronze medals at the 

Olympics. They did particularly well in swimming. Their 

seven first places put them in fifth position in that 

category at Los Angeles. Lou Handley, coach of the United 

states swimming team, explained that the Japanese domination 

of men's swimming owed to the fact that they had utilized 

motion picture technology to "scientifically" perfect their 

strokes. Grantland Rice revealed that at Los Angeles the 

Japanese had turned their cameras on the world's best rowers 

in hopes of unlocking the secrets of form that would allow a 

Japanese crew to take home the gold medal in 1936. Rice 

noted that the United states had often been criticized for 

taking sport to extremes, but that Japan's methods had cast a 

new light on that old sin. "Their angle is that if sport is 

worth while, then winning is worth while," wrote Rice. "If 

you are going into something--why be content with second or 

third place.,,67 Former Olympic swimming star and then 

movie Tarzan, Johnny Weissmuller, agreed with Rice. The 

United states would have to adopt the Japanese attitude. 

Then, "if all the coaches and swimmers will work for national 
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success instead of individual or club glory America will be 

in a position to challenge Japanese swimmers on equal terms at 

Berlin in 1936. ,,68 

As the Japanese prepared to embark for the voyage 

home, Mayor Porter of Los Angeles thanked them for the high 

standard of sportsmanship which they had set. Baron Takeichi 

Nishi, the Japanese army lieutenant who had won a gold medal 

in the equestrian competition and was the acknowledged leader 

of the Japanese team, thanked the mayor for the hospitality 

Los Angeles had extended to the Japanese team. At the docks 

10,000 Japanese-Americans saw their compatriots off with 

shouts of "see you in 1940"--since Tokyo had been selected as 

the site of the Games of the Twelfth olympiad. 69 

But the Japanese also took some unpleasant memories 

of the "city of angels" home with them. According to an 

editorial in the Japan Times, when Japanese Olympians tried 

to enter dance halls or first-class restaurants they were met 

at the door with assertions of "Mexicans are not admitted." 

When they protested that they were Japanese it simply made 

matters worse. "Most disgusting of all," continued the 

narrative, "was the fact that the second generation Japanese 

and those resident in California took such a situation for 

granted. Indeed, the dance hall and restaurant experience of 

many members of the team hurt them deeply and puzzled them. 

This matter of racial prejudice is perhaps the profoundest 
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impression carried in the hearts of the Japanese team." The 

Japanese Olympians remembered that their treatment by 

officials and spectators at the contests, however, was quite 

fair and polite. But they thought that Los Angeles itself 

was not quite up to the modern standards of Tokyo's 

architecture and the "general lack of etiquette" among casual 

Californians astonished them. 70 

While the Los Angeles Games were altering American 

perceptions of the Japanese, it also stirred up debate in the 

United states about the place of women in society. The 1932 

Olympics provided a showcase for women's athletics. But not 

every observer came away a convert. One well-known writer 

opined that "women could never learn to throw properly and I 

don't believe they will ever learn to run and jump 

gracefully." He recommended that female athletes be confined 

t t · .. d d" 71 o ennIS, SWImmIng an IVlng. Dr. Frederick Rand 

Rogers, former head of the New York state Department of 

Health and Physical Education and then the dean of student 

health and physical education at Boston University, blustered 

that the Olympics, and other competitive events, were 

"women's greatest enemy, because they wi 11 cause her to lose 

her womanliness." The professor, "speaking bluntly," warned 

that "girls trained in physical education to-day may find it 

more difficult to attract the most worthy fathers for their 

children. ,,72 The general opinion, according to Grantland 
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Rice, was that "the female of the species mayor may not be 

deadlier than the male, but on the athletic field she isn't 

as graceful." Grace was the centerpiece of the argument, it 

being, in Rice's opinion, a cherished quality among the 

feminine persuasion--a quality cherished by both men and 

women. 

The lack of grace among female track and field 

competitors was the major argument against feminine 

participation in the Olympics put forward by a group of women 

with whom Rice had chatted. While Rice claimed that women 

athletes were not then more graceful than their male 

counterparts, nor would they probably ever be--women 

possessing less strength, the key ingredient in grace in 

Rice's estimation--he pointed out that they had had far less 

practice and experience in track while "men have had the 

heritage of centuries to work with." He also noted that a 

woman's world record was broken in each of the six track and 

field events which women contested at the Tenth Olympics. 

"Certainly for sheer grace there were few men at Los Angeles 

\-Tho had any large edge on Babe Didrikson," Rice wrote. "It 

was a treat to watch her." The Dallas News added, "perhaps 

she supplies the proof that the comparatively recent turn of 

women to strenuous field sports is developing a new 

super-physique in womanhood, an unexpected outcome of 

suffragism which goes in for sports as well as politics, and 
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threatens the old male supremacy even in the mere routine of 

making a li ving. " 

In addition to a gracefulness requirement, Rice 

revealed that America's female Olympians labored under the 

condition that their sporting activities must not detract 

from their beauty. Rice gushed that sport had certainly "not 

hurt the looks of Helen Wills, Glenna Collett, Eleanor Holm, 

Josephine McKim, Georgia Coleman, Virginia Van Wie, Jane 

Fauntz and a flock of others I might mention." He even 

lauded Didrikson's looks--she was commonly pe~ceived as less 

than pretty. At a slender 126 pounds she proved that "a 

woman doesn't have to look like a weight lifter or a piano 

mover to star in sport.,,73 Westbrook Pegler wrote that on 

first inspection Didrikson appeared plain, "but the mouth can 

relax and the eyes smile, and the greatest girl athlete in 

the world just now, with a special liking for men's games, is 

f . . h" ,,74 as emlnlne as alrplns. 

Babe Didrikson was the quintessential American sports 

star, a "natural" who had captured the attention of a coach 

when she dropped by a sporting goods store and did "tricks" 

with a fifty-pound weight. Two years she later was the 

foremost all-around athlete in the United states. She 

dominated American track and field, twice earned All-American 

honors in basketball, held the world record for the baseball 

throw, became a world class golfer nearly instantaneously, 
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and in every way merited the exalted plateau on which she 

resided in American culture with her namesake, Babe Ruth. 

Didrikson's feats in Los Angeles had astounded the nation's 

sportswriters and captured the public's imagination. 75 In 

fact, they took on the proportion of legend--a peculiarly 

American legend, in the "exaggerated" tradition of American 

heroes and heroines from Davy Crockett on. It was widely 

reported that she had won the javelin on a toss which had 

"slipped." True or not, the story embellished her image. 

Braven Dyer described her triumph over the world record 

holder in the javelin, Ellen Braumuller of Germany, as the 

trjumph of Americanism over the Old World. The robotic 

German "put everything she had into her work, but couldn't 

qujte match the skill and strength of this confident kid from 

the wilds of the Lone star state.,,76 

The scribes of the athletic world always reassured 

the public that the "Texas Tornado's" talents were more than 

merely muscular. They tempered their athletic accolades with 

paeans to her femininity. They pointed to her cooking and 

sewing talents, non-athletic skills her namesake, the Yankee 

slugger, never needed to impress sportdom's chroniclers. 

Babe soon became so adored that the Atlanta Constitution's 

sports editor, Ralph McGill, hoped she would ignore all the 

"chiselers" offers to turn her glory into cash and wished 

that she "goes back to Dallas and her job and wins a few more 
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prizes for sewing box pleats at the state fair." After all, 

she "must be a rather swell, natural sort of person," he 

felt.77 Certainly no sportswriter ever hoped that Babe 

Ruth would forsake the spotlight and return to blue collar 

obscurity in his hometown of Baltimore. But then women still 

needed to know their places. 

Aileen Riggin, who won the first gold medal ever 

garnered by an American woman when she captured the diving 

title at Antwerp in 1920, thought that a woman's place was on 

the playing field. She observed that women had been banned 

from the first revival of the modern Olympics in 1896. "That 

naughty mauve decade was just about to die, however, and 

woman was to emerge as a person and not as a mere bit of 

scenery," declared the former Olympic champion. "The 

emancipation of woman became the cry and, almost before 

anyone realized it, women were voting, swimming and really 

living for the first time," Riggin asserted. 78 Some women 

found increased opportunity and raised consciousness through 

sport. Ada Sackett Taylor, who headed the women's committee 

of the A.A.U., rebutted Dr. Rogers charges that athletic 

women had a hard time finding fathers for their children by 

invoking the power of American sporting ideology. "As far as 

attracting a worthy father for her children is concerned, the 

fact that a girl is trained in physical education should help 

her use her head along with her heart when it comes to 



selecting a life mate," opined Mrs. sackett. 79 Mens sana 

in corpore sano applied to women as well as men. 
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The media's bottom line on Babe Didrikson, and the 

rest of America's women Olympians, was that they had 

performed able missionary work. Good looks were icing on the 

cake, proof that sport did not defeminize the "weaker sex." 

They had provided eleven gold medals for the cause of 

athletic nationalism, and if they had been among the least 

handsome women in the Republic their achievements would still 

have been hailed since they helped keep the United states on 

top of the world and added to the country's Olympic 

mythology. But despite some increased avenues for 

achievement, athletism still reinforced older feminine roles. 

Sport for women was generally defended as beauty aid. 

Black Americans also made a significant contribution 

to the American victory. Eddie Tolan and Ralph Metcalfe 

dominated the sprints. Edward Gordon won the long jump. 

often referred to in the press as America's "dusky" Olympians 

or the "sable cyclones," Tolan and Metcalfe were heartily 

congratulated for their quiet, polite demeanors. As 

representatives of their race they knew their places. 

Grantland Rice could employ their skin color in his poetic 

palette. He painted their bursting upon the scene like "two 

black bolts from the Azure of a California sky." But most of 

the press never spoke of the social condition of American 
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(Tolan) two gold medals to America's racial dynamics. 80 
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Only someone as blunt as Will Rogers could jest about 

the contribution that America's most oppressed citizens made 

to the nation's pride. "The man that brought the first 

'slaves' to this country must have had these Olympic Games in 

mind, for these 'senegambians' have just run the white man 

ragged. Every winner is either an American Negro or an 

American white woman," Rogers mused. "Wait till we get to 

golf, hridge or cocktail shaking, then the American white man 

will come into his own.,,81 

Rogers' jests touched on a subject that was generally 

taboo in polite society. Like Joe Louis, Tolan and Metcalfe 

were black men who excelled in sports controlled by whites, 

and who beat all white challengers. That produced a huge 

undercurrent of discomfort in American society. But it did 

not produce any serious discussion of the social role of 

blacks or of racial inequality. In a sense, sport had become 

the new "plantation" for blacks. They toiled diligently at 

athletics, adding immensely to America's mythology of equal 

opportunity for all. The black Olympians confirmed the 

superiority of the American system by helping to keep the 

United states ahead of the world at Olympia. But in reality 

blacks were shut out of most mainstream American cultural and 

political systems by racism as surely as they had been before 
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the 13th Amendment by their legal status as slaves. 82 On 

another level the black Olympians added to the rising black 

consciousness in the United states, a consciousness which 

would be greatly stirred by the exploits of the "black 

Messiah," Joe Louis, during the 1930s. 83 

In the eyes of much of the public America's 

Olympians, of all races and genders, had once again proved 

that their nation was specially blessed. The Los Angeles 

Games had been a financial success, and a great spectacle. 

Hollywood itself could not have produced a better version of 

the Tenth Olympics. The Games also gave a major impetus to 

the growth of Olympism. The American press coverage of the 

Games was filled with references to the friendship between 

nations that the Olympics produced. The Olympics appeared 

the most essential institution ever created for promoting 

world peace. 

An anecdote from the Olympic Village underscored the 

effect that converts believed Olympism had on building 

understanding between nations and preventing war. Dr. T. 

Yamamoto, the Waseda University professor in charge of the 

Japanese track and field team, gave Terrel DeLapp of the Los 

Angeles Times an interesting interview at the end of the 

Games. "We do not care what your Secretary, Mr. Stimson, 

says about us," intoned Yamamoto. "Because we know you now." 

The professor insisted that "in sport the man is naked. His 
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real character comes out, in victory and defeat. We get a 

clear picture of each other. We are face to face. We become 

truly friends in battle. There is brotherhood in this." 

Yamamoto announced that because of the competition at Los 

Angeles "our Japanese men know your men now. We admire them. 

Japan is now closer to you. We will take back the word. No, 

we do not care what statesman say: we know you now."S4 

For its believers, Olympism could build understanding 

among even the most suspicious foes, like the United states 

and Japan. They hoped that the camaraderie which flowed from 

friendly competition would heal breaches that frustrated even 

the most astute statesmen and diplomats. Even religious 

leaders praised the positive role the modern Olympiads played 

in global affairs. "The flower of the world's youth came to 

Los Angeles, but this time not to the accompaniment of the 

the shriek of shrapnel, whine of bullets, booming of Big 

Berthas and withering fumes of poison gas," Dr. John Snape 

thankfully told his congregation at Temple Baptist Church in 

Los Angeles on the day the Tenth Olympics ended. "The hands 

extended had in them not bayonets but the proffer of a linked 

fraternity pledged to noble ends," continued pastor Snape. 

"The Olympiad has left a residuum of good will that will make 

it difficult for forty-eight nations ever again to engage in 

war, a residuum of good sportsmanship that was unmarred in 

any serious way, a residuum of good experiences both of 



defeat and victory, that revealed the wholesomeness, 

development and nobility of youth that become at once the 

pride and hope of mellower men."85 
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Not only did the Olympics make the world a safer 

place, believed the Christian Science Monitor, but "it is 

quite possible there may be a connection between this 

movement and the wider acceptance of democratic government in 

recent years." The Monitor stressed the correlation 

between the sacrifices of personal interest for communal 

goals, a necessary ingredient of both sport and republican 

forms of government. Thus the Monitor firmly intertwined 

the sacred American mission of spreading the American way of 

democratic life with participation in international sport. 

Teaching the world to elect good men, to paraphrase Woodrow 

Wilson's threat to Latin America, could be done at the 

Olympjc Games. The Monitor warned that athletic 

nationalism might soon undermine Olympism. The media medal 

count and their crowning of a particular nation as the 

Olympic champion presented the "real danger that enthusiastic 

nationalism and an overzealous press will put the emphasis on 

national rivalries," warned the Monitor. Such an outcome 

would destroy the best vehicle that Americans knew for the 

promotion of world understanding and the spread of 

democracy.86 

Only the The Christian Century strongly dissented 
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from the common opinion that athletic competition was a 

cure-all for the world's problems. The Christian weekly's 

editor began condescendingly enough. "Every meeting and 

mingling of peoples in the spirit of good nature is an 

excellent thing, so far as it goes, and cynical remarks about 

the limited value of any particular episode should not be 

taken too seriously." But, the editor admonished his 

readers, the spirit of sportsmanship "is never enough to 

determine attitudes in the serious business of life. Habits 

learned in sports are not transferable to the field of 

reality, and it has never been demonstrated that the courage 

and other virtues supposed to be acquired in football and 

other games are effectively carried over into the real moral 

crises that are encountered later." The editor pointed out 

that the Los Angeles Olympics were the first that had not 

"broken up in a row." But he wondered whether Olympism 

deserved the credit for the global harmony demonstrated at 

the Olympics. "Perhaps the Olympic athletes have been 

teaching peace to nations," concluded the editor, "or perhaps 

they have been learning it."B7 

One gentlereader of The Christian Century, a Mr. 

Harold T. Janes of Pasadena, California, chided the 

periodical for its negativism. Mr. Janes wrote that "many of 

our citizens, for example, came away from the games with a 

deep sense of humility after they had seen many of our best 
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athletes go down in defeat before the representatives of 

other countries." The "anti-Japanese Californians who 

cheered the diminutive Japanese pole vaulter as he went 

higher and higher, could not help but leave with their egoism 

deflated and their appreciation of the talents of other 

nationalities enlarged," declared Janes. "Perhaps the most 

comforting thing about the Olympic games in Los Angeles was 

this: 100 per cent Americans found little comfort in 

them.,,88 

German sport scholar Carl Diem, who would mastermind 

the 1936 celebration of the Olympics, told Americans that he 

and his nation could only hope to equal Los Angeles' 

89 extravaganza. Americans congratulated themselves for 

showing the world that despite the Great Depression their 

"city on a hill" still thrived. "If there was any lingering 

doubt of the important position occupied by amateur. sport in 

the life of our times it was dissipated in Los Angeles in 

August, 1932," began Avery Brundage's A.O.C. official report 

on the Games of the Tenth Olympiad. Brundage pronounced the 

Games "a huge and unqualified success athletically, socially 

and even financially, the greatest event of its kind ever 

held." Brundage insisted that the Olympics had lifted the 

gloom and despair of the depression. He congratulated the 

champions, pointing to the widely distributed success of 

various races and nations. He imagined the influence of the 
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Los Angeles Games spreading through the world in ever 

widening circles. The Olympics could not help but "advance 

the cause of mankind" felt the A.O.C. leader. 

In the future, Brundage suggested that the United 

states develop better strategies for raising money in order 

to support its athletic missionaries. "National subsidies as 

granted in other countries have never been favored here, and 

it has always been felt that the sport loving public of the 

United states would willingly defray the cost of sending 

their teams to the Games." Brundage found "no reason to 

believe that this assumption is not correct." But Brundage 

felt that a better system had to be found to "lighten the 

colossal task" of raising several hundred thousand dollars 

which the A.O.C. faced quadrennially. He suggested that 

perhaps an endowment or a tax levied on amateur sport was the 

answer. "At any rate," he thought, "there is a growing 

conviction that those interested in each sport on the Olympic 

program should be responsible for financing that sport." 

For the present, Brundage believed, the Olympics were 

the last, best hope for mankind. "Midst the crash of social 

systems, governments and other man made structures of various 

kinds, amateur sport with its shining ideals of friendly 

courtesy and fair play stands firm and the Olympic torch 

lights the way to mutual respect and understanding and 

international good will."90 
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XIV. SOCIAL SYSTEMS AND SOCIAL OUTRAGE 

Social systems, particularly the one being 

constructed in the "New Germany," were a topic of heated 

discussion during the 1930s. The Depression-ravaged nations 

of the globe looked at a variety of political formulas for 

curing economic malaise. Many American intellectuals found 

much wisdom in Lincoln Steffens' assertion that "all roads 

lead to Moscow," and hoped for a socialist future. others 

dreamed with Herbert Agar of the triumph of the world of 

Thomas Jefferson over the decay of the industrialized 

society. Such a paradise of "common men" appealed to both 

those on the Right of the American political spectrum like 

Agar and those on the Left such as James Agee, John Steinbeck 

and Henry Wallace. On the international level, the Soviet, 

the National Socialist and the "Western 

Democratic"--characterized typically as the society of the 

United states, or sometimes, Great Britain--systems were 

zealously boosted by their agents in the world's marketplace 

f . d 1 o 1 eas. 

The American way of life had a special selling point. 

As the New York Times's John Kieran opined, "in the face of 

. rising opposition from the four corners of the globe," 

America's athletic missionaries in Los Angeles had once again 

triumphed, and "by right of conquest, the Stars and Stripes 
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were flying high over the banners of rival nations in 

world-wide athletic competition.,,2 The score from the 

arena of athletic nationalism read America one, the rest of 

the world nothing. 

The I.O.C. awarded the Games of the Eleventh Olympiad 

to Germany in order to underscore the West's support for the 

Weimar Republic and to reintegrate Germany into the community 

of nations. But in 1933 Adolf Hitler and the National 

Socialists came to power in Germany, and systematically 

dismantled the Republic. Hitler and the Nazis had 

originally been opposed to the internationalist features of 

Olympism. But high Nazi officials, particularly propaganda 

minister Joseph Goebbels, recognized the political and 

ideological possibilities which the Olympics represented and 

convinced Hitler to keep the 1936 Games in Berlin. 3 

Certainly Hitler and the Nazis planned to use the 

Eleventh Olympics as a showcase for National Socialist 

society. Hitler never left any doubt that he saw the 

Olympics as an opportunity to sway world opinion. As Dr. 

otto Pelzer, the great German miler, disingenuously put it: 

"We are delighted that these games are to be held in Germany. 

But of course we are thinking less of the propaganda value 

from the sport point of view, than of the opportunities 

afforded to impress upon foreigners the significance of the 

New Germany. ,,4 
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Travelers to the "New" Germany were often impressed 

with Hitler's work. The Literary Digest reported that 

Americans were returning from Europe with "excited 

descriptions" of the German preparations for the Games of the 

Eleventh Olympiad. "But while Berlin, building feverishly, 

prepares to 'show the world what Germany really is,' a storm 

is brewing across the Atlantic--a storm with potentialities 

which threaten the very foundations of the mammoth Olympic 

plant.,,5 

The storm came suddenly. In April of 1933 it 

appeared that the Nazis would not allow "inferior races" to 

compete in the Eleventh Olympics. If Hitler pursued that 

policy then the I.O.C. would not let the Games remain in 

Berlin. Avery Brundage thought it improbable that the Games 

would be held in a country in which the Olympic spirit had 

been so clearly violated. Dr. Theodor Lewald, the head of 

the German Olympic Committee and himself partly of Jewish 

heritage, replied to the international criticism resulting 

from the rumors of Nazi race restrictions by insisting that 

"there will not be the slightest discrimination made in the 

Berlin games because of religion or race, and furthermore 

every participant has the assurance of a kind, hearty, 

courteous reception." After Lewald's clarification The 

Li terary Digest mused that "Hi tl erism' s sudden change of 

heart" could mean any number of things. "Perhaps Nazi 
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leaders are acquiring sanity on race matters. Perhaps the 

painless easing of the international athletic strain was due, 

as Dr. Theodor Lewa1d ... put it, to 'fellowship that sport 

engenders.' Or, perhaps, German business interests were 

frightened by the loss of tourist trade that would have been 

brought about by the threatened transfer of the games.,,6 

But Lewald's proclamation did not end the storm. The 

Nazis shocked the sporting world by stripping Dr. Lewa1d of 

the presidency of the German Olympic Committee because of his 

ancestry. In addition, they threatened the much respected 

secretary of the committee, world renowned sports scholar 

Carl Diem, with expulsion from the Olympic enterprise because 

of his wife's partial Jewish ancestry. The attacks on Lewald 

and Diem, who were intimate friends of Avery Brundage and 

other high-ranking A.O.C. officials, threatened to destroy 

athletic relations between Germany and the United states. 

Gustavus Kirby, who had been a power in American Olympic 

circles since the turn of the century, worked behind the 

scenes to insure that the A.O.C. would threaten a boycott of 

the Berlin Games if German Jews were not allowed to 

t ' . t 7 par lClpa e. 

The Nazis, realizing that their opportunity to host 

the Olympics and to guarantee the participation of the 

world's major powers was in dire peril, sought an opportunity 

to redress their image problems. They returned Lewald to a 
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position in the Olympic process, making him an "advisor" to 

the German Olympic Committee. They also let Diem remain as 

secretary. A meeting of the I.O.C. in Vienna during June of 

1933 allowed Lewald and another German athletic official, 

Karl Ritter von Halt, to assure the Olympic body that Germany 

would honor the Olympic code--a code which forbad racial or 

religious discrimination. S 

Actually, the alteration in German policy stemmed 

from the behind the scenes pressure put on the Germans by 

General Charles H. Sherrill, one of the three American 

members of the I.O.C .. At the Vienna convention Sherrill 

twisted arms in order to get the Nazis to allow open 

participation at the Berlin Games. The General, who was a 

former Olympic athlete himself, wanted to make sure not only 

that foreign Jews would not be barred from competing, but 

that the Germans would allow Jews on their team as well. A 

letter from General Sherrill to Rabbi Stephen S. Wise on June 

12, 1933, indicated the difficulty of persuading the Germans 

to yield to the Olympic code: 

I have just returned from Vienna . . .. It was 
a trying fight. We were six on the Executive 
Committee, and even my English colleague thought we 
ought not to interfere in the internal arrangements 
of the German team. The Germans yielded slowly--very 
slowly. First they conceded that other nations could 
bring Jews. Then, after the fight was over, 
telephones came from Berlin that no publication 
should be given to their government's back-down on 
Jews, but only the vague statement that they agreed 
to follow our rules. Then I went at them hard, 
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insisting that as they had expressly excluded Jews, 
now they must expressly declare that Jews would not 
even be excluded from German teams. All sorts of 
influence were exerted to change my American stand. 
Finally they yielded because they found that I had 
lined up the necessary votes.9 

But the question of whether Jewish athletes would be 

allowed on the German team had not been settled by Sherrill's 

wrangling. Captain Hans von Tschammer und Osten, sports 

commissar of the Third Reich and the man who replaced Lewald 

as head of the German Olympic Committee, had declared that 

"German sports are for Aryans.,,10 Many Americans were 

greatly disturbed by the proposed Nazi discriminations in the 

selection of the German team. At its national convention in 

November of 1933 the A.A.U. passed a resolution which 

required the American Olympic Association to warn Germany 

that no American athletes would be certified for the Olympics 

"until and unless the position of the German Olympic 

Committee, of the organizing committee of Berlin, and of the 

German government is so changed in fact as well as in theory 

as to both permit and encourage German athletes of Jewish 

faith or heritage to train, prepare for, and participate in 

the Olympic games in 1936." The Nation wondered, "do the 

Nazis still believe that opposition abroad to their 

anti-Jewish policy is fomented by, or limited to, Jews and 

'Marxian' elements?" If the Nazis did believe their own 

propaganda, then they should take notice of what an 



"all-American" body like the A.A.U. advocated warned The 

Nation .11 

The Literary Digest reported that the passage of 

that resolution had caused much agitation in Berlin's 
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sporting circles. The magazine also lauded General Sherrill's 

efforts on behalf of securing Jewish participation in the 

German Olympic effort. But the New York Eve~ing Post 

disagreed with the thrust of the A.A.U. resolution. "Germany 

should not be allowed to bar Jews who are members of 

American, British, French or other outside teams. But if she 

wants to bar Jews from her own Olympic squads, we rather 

think that is her business, and that she out to be allowed so 

to handicap herself--if she desires.,,12 The st. Louis 

Post-Dispatch concurred. The paper thought that it would 

be unfortunate if the spirit of Olympism "were to be dragged 

. t th fl' t' 1 . 1 1" 1 . ,,13 ln 0 e arena 0 po 1 lca I racla or re 19loUS po lCy. 

But since that was precisely the arena in the modern 

world out of which the "spirit of Olympism" sprang, the 

debate over Nazi sporting practices soon engulfed the United 

states and the world. In order to head off the international 

opposition to Nazi sporting practices, German officials 

announced at the 1934 meeting of the I.O.C. in Athens that 

twenty-one Jewish athletes had been nominated to participate 

in Olympic training camps. The A.O.C. sent Avery Brundage to 

Germany during the summer of 1934 to investigate the 
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situation more thoroughly. In Germany Brundage met with his 

old friends, Carl Diem, Theodore Lewald, and Karl von Halt, 

who assured him that Jewish athletes would not be 

discriminated against. The A.O.C. president received similar 

assurances from Reichssportfuhrer Von Tschammer und Osten. 

Although Brundage did tour several German sport camps, his 

lack of knowledge of German forced him to rely upon Nazi 

provided interpreters. In addition, he never met with any 

officials from Jewish sporting clubs. In fact, none of the 

twenty-one Jewish nominees to the Olympic camps were ever 

officially "invi ted" to train for the Berlin Games. They had 

only been "nominated.,,14 

Brundage returned to the United states on september 

25, 1934. The next day, the A.O.C. assembled to hear their 

president's report. Following Brundage's assurances that the 

Nazis were not discriminating against Jewish athletes, the 

Olympic Committee formally accepted the German invitation to 

the Games of the Eleventh Olympiad. According to the New 

York Times's Arthur J. Daley, "the acceptance ... was not 

a blunt unadorned 'Yes. '" The A.O.C. resolution inferred 

that American acceptance was contingent on Nazi toleration of 

Jewish athletic rights. Charles L. Ornstein, a Jewish member 

of the A.O.C., warned that the group should not separate 

German attitudes toward Jews in sport and the official Nazi 

positions regarding race in other facets of life. Ornstein 
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believed that the Nazis would renege on their promises to 

allow Jews to compete for places on the German Olympic team. 

But Brundage, Kirby and William J. Bingham, Harvard's 

athletic director, rejected Ornstein's contentions and 

claimed that even German Jews themselves had insisted that 

they were not discriminated against in athletic affairs. 15 

In fact, A.O.C. members argued that the Olympic 

movement was altering Nazi racial views. General Sherrill 

claimed that athletism offered the United States a weapon for 

breaking down racial discrimination in Germany. "From Mr. 

Brundage's report his prediction would seem to be correct," 

commented Daly on Sherrill's contention. But the A.O.C. 's 

resolution accepting the invitation to the Berlin Games 

sparked a great deal of criticism. Samuel Untermyer, the 

president of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League to Champion 

Human Rights, mailed Brundage evidence of Nazi abuses of 

Jewish athletes. 16 Rabbi Louis D. Gross and Sidney 

Kaufman, the managing editor of the Jewish Examiner, formed 

"a league to boycott the 1936 Olympic Games at Berlin" in 

Brooklyn. 17 New York Congressman Emmanuel celler demanded a 

Congressional investigation of the Olympic question. "Avery 

Brundage, who has just returned from Germany, prejudged this 

situation even before he sailed from America," charged 

Celler. "The Reich Sports Commissars' pledges have snared 

and deluded him," announced the Congressman, who claimed to 
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have "fresh and indisputable proof" of Nazi athletic 

. 18 crlmes. 

Spearheaded by a coalition of religious, benevolent 

and labor opposition, the movement to boycott the "Nazi 

Olympics" gained strength rapidly in the United States. By 

19~5 three influential, if modestly circulated, American 

magazines, The Christian Century, The Commonweal and The 

Nation, swarmed into the lead of the opposition to the 

Berlin Games. Ironically, those three magazines had in the 

past been frequent lampooners of Olympism. But now they 

eloquently preached for Americans to work towards the 

salvation of the Olympic spirit from the perversion of 

Nazi fi cation. 

In the summer of 1935 The Christian Century called 

for the removal of the Eleventh Olympic Games from Nazi 

Germany. "A capricious and ruthless party, in which 

adventurers of the most cynical and unreliable character have 

gained great power, is seeking to enforce its racial 

philosophy and its conception of the state by means of a 

terror which is not short of sadism," cried the "liberal" 

Christian magazine's editorial staff. The magazine traced 

the spread in the United States of revulsion at Nazi policies 

and persecutions and proclaimed that if nothing was done to 

express moral condemnation "our own ethical sense will be 

stultified." The Christian Century thought that an 
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effective way of indicating American repugnance for the Nazi 

regime and demonstrating ethical backbone would be to have 

the Olympics removed from Germany. "Nazi strategists have 

regarded the securing of those games as one of the most 

brilliant strokes achieved in convincing the German people 

generally of their ability to restore the reich to world 

leadership. They now count on drawing thousands to the Games 

as a propaganda effort to spread broadcast the virtues of the 

nazi rule." 

The magazine, never a great fan of the Olympism in 

the past, now insisted that the Games must be moved not only 

to indicate to Germany "the way in which the rest of mankind 

regards what is going on in that country," but to preserve 

the 01 ympi c ideal. "Fai r pI ay in Germany!" the edi tors 

scoffed. They pointed to the Nazification of all German 

sport clubs and youth organizations and the declaration that 

all non-Aryan and church youth groups, Protestant and 

Catholic, had been declared by Nazi philosophy as "enemies 

of Germany." The editors announced that in order "to let the 

Catholic, Protestant and Jewish youth of Germany know that 

the outside world is not indifferent to the persecution being 

inflicted upon them, and to let the nazi leaders know of the 

horror with which their brutality is regarded, let the 

athletic authorities of America move to take the Olympics 

from Berl in!" The Christian Century predicted that such a 



move would be supported by other countries and "have an 

immediate moral effect inside Germany.,,19 

The Norfolk Virginian-Pilot applauded The 

Christian Century's position. "It matters little whether 
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the games be held at Berlin, or Rome, or. Paris, or Oslo. It 

matters supremely that wherever the games are held, they be 

conducted in the true universal spirit and according to the 

highest rules of amateur sport.,,20 The editorial also 

brought in many letters. Some supported the sentiments of 

the magazine. Paul Simon, president of the Liberal Citizens 

League, wrote that "all humane and enlightened persons are 

heartily in accord with your fighting message." Carey M. 

Young, a Y.M.C.A. leader from Philadelphia wrote, "I hope you 

keep hammering on this until public opinion becomes 

crystallized.,,21 Or, as a recent traveler in Germany, 

Maurice N. Eisendrath of Toronto, Canada, put it: "The nazi 

regime is counting upon this occasion to save its rapidly 

crumbling economy, and at the same time to hoodwink the 

thousands of youthful representatives from foreign lands 

America must not permit her clean and decent athletes to 

be polluted by their participation upon fields of sport 

profaned by prejudice and hate.,,22 

But many of the letters opposed the move and derided 

the magazine for "cheap propaganda." Typical of the more 

virulent responses was a communication from Robert Edward 
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Edmondson, an investment economist. 

The writer is a native-born American whose ancestry 
is pre-revolution. He gave up his regular business 
15 months ago to expose the cause of communism, which 
cause Germany is fighting, viz., Jewry, which was 
overpowering her as it is now trying to overpower 
America via the soviets, which are Jewish governed. 
Jewry's agents have penetrated every international 
organization of consequence. They have bored into 
the Christian churches of the United states, financing 
and subverting them. Is your organization 
bamboozled, blackmailed or bribed?23 

Undaunted, The Christian Century continued its 

crusade. It noted that large numbers of queries had been 

received about its proposal to move the Olympics, and that 

many asked what "definite action" they might take to effect 

the situation. The magazine advocated two approaches. 

First, it urged its compatriots to write letters to the 

editors, particularly the sports editors, of their local 

presses. And secondly, it noted that the A.A.U. was governed 

mainly by its autonomous local units and that a grass-roots 

protest against the Berlin Olympics might persuade the 

national officers of the sporting union to stop saving "face" 

and take a moral stand against the Nazis, as the A.A.U. 

indeed had in 1933. 24 

In August of 1935 The Commonweal, America's leading 

liberal Catholic weekly, joined the debate. The magazine 

detailed Nazi abuses and atrocities against Catholics, and 

particularly Catholic youth organizations, which had occurred 

in Germany since Hitler rose to power. German Catholic 



organizations had been systematically attacked, their 

property confiscated, and their leaders slain or jailed. 

The Commonweal also revealed that an anti-Christian 
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philosophy shaped and guided the Hitler Youth, the only youth 

group which, by government fiat, had a right to exist in the 

"New Germany." Having listed the abuses of the Third Reich, 

The Commonweal asked for a far more radical gesture of 

disapproval than removal of the Games. It called for a 

boycott. 

The Commonweal admitted that it had no business 

regulating the policy of the A.O.C. or telling individual 

athletes what to do. But The Commonweal asked Catholics to 

boycott the Eleventh Olympics. "We request each and every 

organization identified with the Church to make it clear to 

its members that participation in the approaching games means 

endorsement of wilful and violent persecution. And we 

respectfully petition the hierarchy to warn the faithful 

concerning the issues involved, so that no Catholic young man 

or his friends unwittingly give to enemies of our faith 

opportunity to question the sacred solidarity of the 

Christian belief." The Commonweal realized that it asked a 

great sacrifice of America's athletic missionaries, "but this 

is not the first and not the last time in history that an 

offering which hurts has been and will be laid on the altar 

of God.,,25 



George N. Shuster, managing editor of The 

Commonweal, was the force behind the call for a boycott. 

The Literary Digest thought the tall, soft-spoken Shuster 

ought to "know whereof he speaks when he discusses modern 

Germany." Shuster had made three extensive trips and 

wrote several major works about Germany, including The 

Germans and Strong Man Rules. Newspaper opinion generally 

supported Shuster and The Commonweal. "Organized 

international sport should be the highest expression of 

civilization and tolerance," surmised the Philadelphia 

Record. "Its ideals are challenged by the Nazi dogma. It 

must show its disapproval of what is going on in Germany 

to-day. If sport can serve humanity at all, it serves it 

best by refusing to condone barbarism and inhumanity . 
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A land where Jewish orphanages are attacked by Nazi mobs, and 

where Jewish women are struck down by Storm Troop fists in 

the street is not a land where sportsmanship can have free 

play." The Springfield (Massachusetts) Republican added, 

"now that increased hostility to the Catholic Church has been 

added to the intensified Jew-baiting by the Nazis, it is 

apparent that opposition to sending a team has been 

strengthened.,,26 

Much of the American Catholic community sided with 

The Commonweal. The more conservative Catholic World 

concurred. "Let Americans stay out of the Olympics of 1936," 
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called a catholic World editorial. 27 Prominent Catholic 

politicians, among them former New York governor and 

presidential candidate Al Smith, New York mayor Fiorello La 

Guardia, Massachusetts governor James Curley and 

Massachusetts senator David I. Walsh, urged the A.O.C. not to 

send a team to Berlin. 28 The Jesuit publication, 

America, also opposed the "Nazi" Olympics. 29 

The Protestant Christian Century soon abandoned its 

move the Olympics proposal and sided with The Commonweal. 

"A government that suppresses all youth organizations except 

those that it controls, and permits athletics only as an 

instrument of statecraft, does not have the spirit of sport 

in it. catholic athletes should stay away. So should 

Protestant athletes, for the same reason." The Christian 

Century noted that Protestant youth groups had also been 

banned. The social policies of the "New" Germany precluded 

any "Christians from permitting themselves to be used for a 

. . I ,,30 naZl carnlva . 

"We can imagine no more effective method of 

expressing popular disapproval of Nazi Schrecklichkeit than 

a widespread boycott of the Olympic games at Berlin," 

announced The Nation, adding its voice to the intense 

debate. The magazine felt that a boycott would hurt "only 

the Nazis and their loyal followers," while sparing the 

innocent. "And it would constitute a reproof which would 
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echo throughout the world and even penetrate the 

sound-proofed barricade of the Nazi censorship." The 

magazine thought that expecting the leaders of the sporting 

world to address the situation would be futile, but that 

public sentiment for boycotting or moving the Games was on 

the rise. The Nation reported that "great mass meetings" 

in Boston and New York unanimously adopted resolutions asking 

the A.A.U. to refuse to certify athletes for the Olympics. 

"The simple truth is that, despite official protestations, 

sport is no more free in Germany than are speech and 

political activity." It urged its readers to support staying 

away from the Olympics. "A boycott of the Olympics would 

touch the Nazi government in two very tender spots--its 

prestige and its pocket-book," The Nation insured its 

readers. 31 

Those "official" protestations which The Nation 

referred to came from both American and German sources. "I 

haven't heard of anything to indicate discrimination against 

athletes of any race or religion since last year, when there 

were reports that Jewish athletes would not be permitted to 

compete," commented Avery Brundage in 1935. 32 Brundage's 

proclamation that "no nation since Greece has captured the 

true Olympic spirit as has Germany," earned him the nickname 

of "Der Fuhrer" in American sporting circles."33 

Dr. Lewald, who had become the head of the German 
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Olympic Games Organizing Co~nittee, tried to appeal to 

Americans through the Rotary Club. He told his "Rotarian 

friends" that the Olympics and the Rotary had common aims and 

ideals. Lewald insisted that the "primary aim of both ideas, 

Olympic as well as Rotarian, is the establishment of harmony 

and peace among the peoples of the earth." He assured 

Americans that "you will be welcomed with Olympic and 

Rotarian warmth and hospitality."34 

In the New York Times of August 12, 1935, "Nazi 

sport dictator" Von Tschammer und Osten was quoted as saying 

that "every athlete in Germany has an opportunity for 

training. Those who had the best records were selected for 

our team. Jewish students have a special training camp at 

Ettlingen where they enjoy all privileges." But a dispatch 

from Frederick T. Birchall printed next to the report on the 

official Nazi policy pointed to the reality behind the 

"facts." Birchall claimed that the German contingent would 

be a "pol i tical" team, compl etely under Nazi control. In 

theory, anyone, even a Jew, might be included. But 

practically, since Jewish athletes were banned by their 

ancestry from the coordinating clubs and German athletic 

events, the German Olympic team would have a completely 

"Aryan" complexion. 35 

The Nation felt that German protestations that they 

practiced "fair" sporting policies were just so much 
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propaganda. The well publicized invitation to Helene Mayer, 

the German-Jewish fencer who looked like a poster girl for 

the Aryan ideal of womanhood, which the Nazis pointed to as 

evidence of their good faith was contradicted by the fact 

that Mayer, in San Francisco at the time, denied having 

received it. And then there were the reports that Edmund 

Baumgartner, a Jewish soccer player on a Polish team, had 

been beaten to death by a crowd of Nazis in German Upper 

Silesia. Those events added to the growing sentiment against 

competing in the Berl in Games. "To this rising tide of 

protest The Nation adds its voice. The United States 

should withdraw from the Olympics. No other single gesture 

could more forcibly bring home to the Nazis the disgust of 

other nations with their program of repression and 

brutality.,,36 

If the news of anti-Semitic actions in the German 

sporting world helped to destroy the illusions that Germany 

would not discriminate in selecting its Olympic team, then 

the proclamations of Nazi sports philosophers confirmed the 

worst fears of many of the opponents of the "New" Germany. 

The ravings of Bruno Malitz did the most to undermine the 

image of Nazi goodwill in America and convinced many that 

Nazi sport was indeed an instrument of "repression and 

brutality." Malitz, a sports leader of the Nazi Storm 

Troops, contradicted the assurances of Von Tschammer und 
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Osten and Lewald. His pamphlet, "The Spirit of Sport in the 

Third Reich," was distributed free of charge to all sporting 

clubs and youth groups in Germany and found its way onto the 

preferred list at the National Socialist Library. "We must 

never forget that our sports are built upon hatred," wrote 

Malitz. "Jewish leaders of sports, Jewish athletes, and their 

Talmud-infested friends the pacifists, political Catholics, 

pan-Europeans and the like, have no place in our German land. 

They are worse than famine, drought and poison gas." Malitz 

concluded that the Nazis "can see no positive value in 

permitting dirty Jews and Negroes to travel through our 

country and compete in athletics with our best."37 

Excerpts from the treatise received a great deal of 

exposure in the American press. The Nation reprinted some 

selected passages from the pamphlet in which Malitz declared 

"we Nazis oppose neither physical exercise nor sport; we 

fight against liberalism and its intrusion into sports." 

Malitz addressed the Olympic Garnes particularly. "You will 

ask us now, 'Don't you want any international games, any 

Olympic games in the Nazi state?' We answer, 'Yes; as a 

matter of fact we consider them, due to international 

propaganda reasons, as necessary.' .... The state will 

name the teams."38 

As Malitz' vicious philosophy received wide play in 

the American media the list of Nazi abuses continued to grow. 
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The Polish track star Stella Walsh reported that in Dresden 

Mary Friewald, the champion hurdler of the Polish national 

squad, was spit on and cursed when it was revealed that she 

was jewish. 39 A Nazi official, Julius Streicher, prevented 

a wrestling match between a German and the famous black 

wrestler Wango from occurring. "It degrades our race to 

permit a Negro wrestler to fight a white man. He who 

applauds when a black man throws a white is not worthy of 

Nuremberg or German citizenship," argued Streicher. 40 

Holland was the only nation not to accept an 

invitation to the Eleventh Olympic Games, ostensibly for 

financial reasons. But the Haagsche Post of The Hague came 

out against holding the Olympics in a nation "filled with the 

Streicher spirit.,,41 Spain, Belgium, Norway, Denmark and 

Sweden also had movements for boycotting the Games. When, in 

March of 1936, Germany renounced the Treaty of Locarno, 

France threatened to withdraw from the Olympics and take 

Belgium, Great Britain and Italy with her. 42 In England, 

Harold Abrahams, the winner of the 100 meter dash at the 1924 

Olympics, an important English sporting figure, and a member 

of a prominent Jewish family, staved off attempts at mounting 

a campaign for a British boycott. 43 The remilitarization 

of the Rhineland caused the French government to suspend a 

1,890,000 franc subsidy for the French Olympic team pending 

t · b th ft' G . 44 ac lon y e League 0 Na lons on erman aggresslon. 
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The I.O.C. closed ranks and stalwartly resisted the 

worldwide cry for a boycott or removal of the Games. Avery 

Brundage proclaimed that "the Olympic games were awarded to 

the city of Berlin. They were not awarded to Germany. 

Political manoeuvres have no significance in the world of 

sport, and unless war prevents, and if the rules and 

regulations of the International Olympic Association are 

respected, the eleventh Olympic Games will certainly be 

celebrated in Berlin next AU9Ust."45 I.O.C. member Sir 

Noel Curtis-Bennet condemned "mischievous people who drag 

sport into the cockpit of politics." Sir Noel insisted that 

"the Olympic Committee is fully s2tisfied the games will be 

held in the true Olympic spirit, promoting good-will among 

the peoples of the world."46 

Count Henri Baillet-Latour, the head of the I.O.C., 

assured the world that "the only thing that can stop the 

games is war."47 And I.O.C. official and president of the 

International Amateur Athletic Federation (the governing body 

for international track and field) J. Sigfrid Edstrom told a 

group of world sporting leaders in a remarkably unprescient 

moment that "there will not be a European war for fifty 

years." Edstrom felt that the boycott was a ridiculous idea 

and that even France would end up going to the Games. His 

prescience did not fail him in the second prediction. 48 

In the United states the A.O.C. planned to forge 
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ahead with its Olympic plans but found it necessary to plan a 

counter-propaganda campaign under the leadership of Lowell 

Thomas. The media continued their assault on the Berlin 

Games. "A continuous campaign to destroy the morale of Jewish 

sportsmen, lack of training facilities, and unfair conditions 

are cited to an Associated Press correspondent by leaders 

among the German Jews," claimed the Philadelphia Record. 

"No true sportsman should have anything to do with a 

contender who fixes a contest, and it seems obvious that 

Naziland has fixed the preliminaries against the Jews." The 

Springfield (Massachusetts) Republican commented: "Repeated 

assurances have been given by the German authorities that 

Jewish athletes would not be barred from the German team if 

their performances warranted membership upon it. These 

assurances have had doubtful acceptance in this country.,,49 

The board of directors of the National Federation of 

Settlements adopted a resolution supporting the call to 

boycott the German Olympics. They announced that the matter 

was not a "Jewish problem" but a problem that all minority 

groups in Germany faced. "The decision to permit one German 

Jew to qualify, announced by General Sherrill of the A.O.C. 

[the Helene Mayer incident], is as ridiculous a compromise 

aB it would be to exclude all but one Irish athlete from the 

American contestants. In the name of fair play and 

sportsmanship that our settlement clubs strive for, we urge 



the adult athletic organizations of the country to refrain 

from participating in the Olympics if they are held in 

Germany."50 
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The American Federation of Labor joined other labor 

groups at its Atlantic City convention in calling for an end 

to American participation in the Games. The A.A.U. announced 

that it planned to decide the question of certification at 

its December, 1935, convention. If it withdrew then the 

Intercollegiate American Amateur Athletic Association planned 

to follow suit. The Pacific Coast, South, South Atlantic and 

New Jersey branches of the A.A.U. favored a boycott. 51 

In an "open letter to pastors and parishes of 

Catholic, Protestant and Jewish churches and synagogues in 

the United States" the National Council of Methodist Youth 

called for an Olympic boycott as "one of the most effective 

means of expressing the moral indignation of civilized people 

at the return to barbarism of the present terrorist rule in 

Germany." The Young Circle League, the youth section of the 

Workmen's Circle, a Jewish worker's fraternal order with 

Trotskyist leanings, joined the public cry for a boycott on 

October 2, 1935. The same day the student government at 

Columbia University in New York also came out in support of a 

boycott. Harvard and several other universities were rumored 

to be contemplating similar action. 52 The American Youth 

Congress--a communist front organization-rand the catholic 
I 
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War Veterans also enlisted in the boycotting forces. To 

coordinate the effort to boycott the Olympics George Gordon 

Battle, a prominent New York lawyer and Democratic party 

activist, and Henry Smith Leiper, the president of the 

Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, organized 

The Committee on Fair Play in Sports. The Committee 

presented a letter of protest to General Sherrill. 53 

The Nation again commented on the Olympic situation 

in October of 1935. "By historic precedent the games must 

never be political in character," asserted the magazine. 

"They are in no sense a government function." The Nation 

cynically remarked that it would have been to much to expect 

that Hitler would keep from injecting politics into the 

Olympics. But Hitler's picture on the official calendar of 

the Games of the Eleventh Olympiad, captioned "I summon the 

youth of the world," was too much for the magazine to 

stomach. "If Herr Hitler is summoning the world's youth to 

the Olympics, the world's youth may be justified in 

decl ining. ,,54 

American newsman and social critic Heywood Broun ran 

a radio poll out of station WOR in New York City in order to 

test whether or not Americans really wanted to boycott the 

Olympics. Broun himself was for the boycott. He thought it 

would be a grand "gesture from the masses of one country to 

the masses of another." While he realized that it was 
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infeasible to hold a national referendum on the issue, he 

thought that straw votes in various sections of the country 

could "demonstrate that the withdrawal of our team is an act 

based upon the approval of citizens in general." In Broun's 

test run in New York he "took a few minutes one night to 

explain the reasons which seem to me sufficient to justify 

our keeping an American team away, and then I asked for a 

postcard poll of simple 'Yes' and 'No. '" When the time limit 

expired Broun tabulated the votes and found "something like" 

1,900 responses against sending a team to Ber~in to 100 in 

favor of it. Postcards continued to arrive after the closing 

date and were running more than 99 per cent in favor of a 

boycott. 

Broun argued that not only should America boycott the 

Berlin Olympics but that an alternative location, as The 

Christian Century had suggested, be found; "some place where 

there was no trace of anti-Semitism whatsoever." Broun 

wished that America might play the role of host and proclaim 

that "with us the best mile runner is the best mile runner 

regardless of any question of race or religion or political 

point of view." Broun then turned his piece into social 

satire. Using the quota system then in place in many of the 

nation's universities as an example, he pointed out 

anti-Semitism flourished in the United States. 55 

Avery Brundage had tried his own radio appeal in the 
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summer of 1935. According to The Commonweal, he asserted 

that "since there is no country against which some group 

could not feel a grievance, it lacks common sense to single 

out Germany in view of the assurance of impartiality given." 

The Catholic weekly found no logic in Brundage's position and 

insisted that "if the Olympic games are held in Berlin they 

will be utilized to strengthen the position of the 

anti-Christians by reason of the already frankly indicated 

assumption that foreign participation means endorsement of 

the Nazis. Accordingly we contend that Catholic athletes who 

participate will unwittingly be doing harm to their 

faith."S6 

The forces opposing opposing American participation 

in the Olympics frequently accused Avery Brundage of being an 

anti-Semite. The A.O.C. president, who believed that 

Olympism was such an important institution that American 

influence in the movement should be preserved at all costs, 

resented the failure of his opponents to convert to his 

doctrine. He consistently insisted that sport transcended 

political and social concerns. But what he really meant was 

that his c~nception of sport offered a political reality that 

was superior to any other ideology. Brundage believed that 

Communists and Jews who had no real interest in Olympic sport 

were using the boycott to further their own political 

agendas. Certainly both Jewish and Communist groups opposed 
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the Olympics. The Nation, one of Brundage's most vocal 

opponents, was controlled by American communists during the 

1930s. 57 But the opposition to American participation came 

from many sources. Brundage could not understand how 

rational people could disagree with him, and thought of the 

entire as boycott attempt as a Jewish and Communist 

conspiracy. He had not manifested anti-Semitic behavior 

before the controversy, but the debate over the 1936 Olympics 

produced an intense dislike for Jews in him. 58 

with the Olympic year of 1936 fast approaching and a 

major battle brewing over the Games at the A.A.U. convention, 

Jeremiah T. Mahoney, president of the A.A.U. and a former New 

York State Supreme Court Justice, declared himself in favor 

of a boycott. Mahoney timed his move to coincide with the 

return of General Charles Sherrill from Germany. Sherrill 

had traveled to Europe to secure assurances from the Nazis 

that Jews would not be discriminated against, and that two 

Jews, fencer Helene Mayer and high jumper Gretel Bergmann, 

would be included on the German team. Mahoney's commentary 

made the front page of the New York Times. Mahoney, a 

staunch Catholic who was appalled at the Nazi crackdown on 

the Church, charged "that the present German Government has 

injected race, religion and politics into sports in general 

and into the Olympics in particular, and has destroyed their 

free and independent character." The Judge claimed that in 
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the light of the Nuremberg Laws, which Hitler promulgated on 

September 15, 1935, Nazi race policy had infected all levels 

of German society. He believed Sherrill was being used as a 

pawn by Nazi propagandists. "I am convinced, finally, that 

discrimination in sports, which began with the Jews, has been 

extended so as to include Catholics and Protestants who do 

not supinely submit to the Nazi will in all spheres, 

including the sphere of conscience.,,59 

The Nation lionized Mahoney for responding to the 

Nazi promises with "devastating logic." The magazine urged 

the A.A.U. to follow Mahoney's leadership and vote against 

participation in the Eleventh Olympics. According to the 

liberal weekly two assumptions underpinned the movement for 

withdrawal. The first, that "non-Aryans" were prohibited 

from equal sporting opportunities, had been proved 

overwhelmingly in the eyes of The Nation. The second point 

was that "contrary to the time-honored traditions of this 

international sporting event" the German government 

controlled every aspect of it. 60 

Two prominent American sportsmen joined Mahoney in 

adding their names to the roster of those favoring withdrawal 

from the Olympics. Ernest Lee Jahncke, former Assistant 

Secretary of the Navy and one of the three American members 

of the I.O.C., and Zack Farmer, managing director of the 1932 

Olympics in Los Angeles enlisted with the forces opposing the 
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Berlin Games. The Nation, playing dirty, attempted to 

slander General Sherrill, who had expressed the opinion that 

the Germans would observe the Olympic code. The magazine 

noted that Sherrill had praised Mussolini before the Italian 

Chamber of Commerce in New York Ci ty. "It is c1 ear that 

Hitler's brand of Olympic games is exactly to the General's 

taste," jibed The Nation, painting him with a broad fascist 

brusb. 61 

Sherrill debarked from the Normandie on the same 

day that Mahoney's call to withdraw from the Berlin Olympics 

made the front page of the New York Times. He was met at 

the docks with another unpleasant surprise. The chairmen of 

the Committee on Fair Play, George Gordon Battle and Henry 

Smith Leiper, delivered him a well-publicized letter in which 

they asked him "to join with all the liberal elements in this 

country and with all those who believe in true sportsmanship 

in bringing about the withdrawal of the American team." The 

letter was delivered to Sherrill in person by the secretary 

of the Committee on Fair Play, a former Congregational 

minister and Professor of Philosophy at the University of 

Buffalo, William B. Chamberlin. 62 

Sherrill rebuffed the invitation to join the 

Committee on Fair Play. "I went to Germany for 'the purpose 

of getting at least one Jew on the German Olympic team and I 

feel that my job is finished," Sherri 11 tol d reporters. "As 
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to the obstacles placed in the way of Jewish athletes or any 

others in trying to reach Olympic ability, I would have no 

more business discussing that in Germany than the Germans 

would have to discuss the Negro situation in the American 

South or the treatment of the Japanese in California," 

Sherrill blustered. The General expressed surprise that his 

"Jewish friends" were not pleased by his work, and issued a 

warning to "American Jewry." He declared that "there is 

grave danger in this Olympic agitation. Consider the effect 

on several hundred thousand youngsters training for this 

contest throughout the United States, if the boycott movement 

gets so far that they suddenly are confronted with the fact 

that somebody is trying to defeat their ambition to get to 

Berlin and compete in the Olympic Games," continued the 

General. "We are almost certain to have a wave of 

anti-Semitism among those who never before gave it a thought, 

and who may consider that about 5,000,000 Jews in this 

country are using the athletes representing 120,000,000 

Americans to work out something to help the German Jews." 

Sherrill concluded his assault on the boycotters by insisting 

that he had talked to "prominent Jews" in the United States 

and abroad who felt "the same way: that it would be 

overplaying the Jewish hand in America as it was overplayed 

in Germany before the present suppression and expulsion of 

,Jews were undertaken. The anti-Semitism resulting here might 
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last for years.,,63 

Judge Mahoney publicly replied to Sherrill in front 

of the Social Problems Club at Columbia University. "The 

Nazi invitation ... is a subterfuge without cordiality or 

real sportsmanship," he decl ared. Sherrill rep Ii ed: "Why 

doesn't Jerry see to it that Jews are admitted as members of 

the New York Athletic Club, of which he is a member?" 

Mahoney riposted: "I have nothing to do with New York 

Athletic club policies. General Sherrill is also a member. 

I would like to know what he thinks of it." ~he secretary of 

The Committee on Fair Play in Sports tried to refocus the 

debate. He accused General Sherrill of trying to make the 

Olympic question "purely a Jewish issue." "The issue is not 

Jewry against Germany but fair play," insisted William B. 

Chamberlin. Chamberlin noted that Sherrill's attitudes did 

mark him "as an unconscious anti-Semite.,,64 America, the 

Jesuit weekly, commented on Sherrill's statements by 

remarking that "of all forms of bias and prejudice the worst 

is that which is unsuspected by the individual whose 

judgement it destroys.,,65 

Ben Johnson, a black sprint star at Columbia 

University, attempted to take the discussion a different 

direction. He followed Justice Mahoney to the podium at 

Columbia's Social Problems Club and argued that American 

athletic officials should move to remedy the discrimination 
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which existed on playing fields in the United states instead 

of focusing all of their attention on problems in Germany. 

He wished that the A.A.U. was as worried about American 

racism as it was about Nazi racism. "I think Judge Mahoney 

should clean up the South, where Negroes are barred from 

membership in the A.A.U.," charged Johnson. The sprinter 

also declared that Mahoney "should investigate the 

discrimination practiced against Japanese and Chinese 

athletes on the West Coast.,,66 

The A.O.C. supported I.O.C. member Sherrill's 

position. Frederick W. Rubien agreed that the Germans were 

not discriminating against Jewish athl etes. "Why, there are 

not a dozen Jews in the world of Olympic calibre," claimed 

b · 67 Ru len. Then Avery Brundage stuck his oar into the 

waters. "The Olympic Games belong to the athletes not to the 

politic:ians Germany's political policy within or 

without its borders has no bearing on the subject." He 

pledged that the A.O.C. "will never allow our athletes to be 

made martyrs to a cause not their own." Brundage planned to 

issue a booklet containing "enough information to blow those 

who figure that Americans should not compete in the Berlin 

Olympic Games right out of the water.,,68 

George N. Shuster could not resist jumping into the 

fray. He wrote a lengthy article for The Commonweal on 

General Sherrill's remarks. "The General is not a huge 
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windbag of the illustrious Brundage type," admitted Shuster, 

"but an upright citizen. Accordingly the remarks which 

follow may be described in advance as a narrative of what may 

happen to an upright citizen in these curious and disheveled 

times." Shuster thought the General could be "found guilty 

of a very rare and exotic candor." But he chastised the 

General for his anti-Semitic backlash warning. "Reading 

accounts of torture and oppression, of hunger and 

degradation, which are the daily fate of hundreds of 

thousands living under the Hitler lash, Jews are bidden 

remember that silence alone can preserve them from a like 

fate here," seethed Shuster. Sherrill had also hinted at an 

"anti-Catholic wave" reported Shuster. Shuster thought it 

"bettE!r for us never to have known the Church--to have lived 

in darkness away from it," than to quiver before the threat 

of an anti-Catholic backlash, that "contemptible treason we 

are now invited to try." 

Shuster explained that The Commonweal's opposition 

to American participation in the Olympics was not to "punish" 

Germany for its "sins." Nor did they think that "America has 

a 'right and duty' to throw up its hands in unctuous horror 

whenever the name of Hitler is mentioned." The central 

argument against participation was "a matter so simple that 

everyone slightly above the Brundage level of intelligence 

ought to be able to grasp it." Shuster listed three 
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principles of his argument--a position "stated so clearly and 

positively that no wild and shameless chatter about 

'communistic sympathies' will have any further meaning 

whatever." The first point was that the Berlin Olympics were 

not an ordinary track meet but were "designed to reveal in a 

grandiose way what the Third Reich has done for the 

adolescent male." Certainly fascist sporting ideology wanted 

to use the Olympic forum in that fashion. But American 

Olympians were supposed to reveal what their social system 

had done for American youth as well. Secondly, "the Berlin 

Olympics have an evident and sinister anti-Catholic purpose." 

The Olympics were "to set the seal of approval upon the 

radically anti-Christian Nazi doctrine of youth." Thirdly, 

argued Shuster, since the first two propositions were true, 

"no catholic can share in these games, either as a 

participant or a supporter, without aiding and abetting an 

effort to destroy the Christian faith." 

The Commonweal revealed that German authorities had 

constan tl y rei tera ted two points: "fi rst that mi 11 ions have 

been expended to make this affair the most grandiose 

theatrical display in the history of Nazidom; second, that 

the object of this pageant is the glorification of 

Nat.ional-Socialism as the up-to-date 'religion of youth. "' 

Shuster fell that the "religion of youth" expounded by Dr. 

Goebbels and the Nazis was the antithesis of the Catholic 
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conception of life. The Catholic way of life, and the 

organizations which forged it, had helped Germany heal after 

the First World War, and were now under concerted and violent 

attack from National Socialism. The youth of America must 

be made to realize that their participation in the Olympics 

would glorify the Nazis and defame Christianity, and it would 

be "quite incredible that the Catholic clergy of these United 

states will not raise their voices against this new 

temptation to offer incense at the altar of Baal, provided 

they real i ze in time what issues are at stake,." bel i eved 

Shuster. He knew that he asked a great sacrifice from 

American youth. "It is certainly not I who will pooh-pooh 

the laurels won by the modern athlete. Just because the 

honor and the sacrifice are alike great, the chance to make a 

choice is of critical importance.,,69 

The controversy grew steadily more intense as the 

A.A.U. convention which would decide whether or not to create 

an American Olympic team drew nearer. A war of pamphlets 

broke out in November of 1935. The Committee on Fair Play's 

"Preserve the Olympic Ideal," argued against 

t · . t' 70 par l.Clpa lon. The A.O.C. 's Fair Play for American 

Athletes, filled with press clippings supporting 

participation, condemned the boycotters as a small minority 

trying to impose their will on the majority of "red-blooded" 

Americans. The pamphlet claimed that most of the 
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anti-Olympic a~ita~ors were anti-sport nuts bent on injecting 

"politics" into a realm that was supposed to be free from 

that dreaded curse. In the pamphlet's foreword, Avery 

Brundage injected a subtle anti-Semitic note into the 

controversy. He marshalled a quote to bolster his beliefs: 

"'Upon the altars of these peaceful Games let no usury be 

committed. '" The text of the report, however, avoided 

bl aming the Jewish communi ty for the debate. In fact, the 

A.O.C. asserted that most American Jews favored competing in 

Berlin. 

Fair Play for American Athletes enumerated a host 

of reasons for the public to support the Olympic movement. 

The Olympics, claimed the A.O.C., were an international, and 

not a German presentation, therefore a boycott to symbolize 

opposition to Nazi policies made no sense. The report 

offered an extensive list of reasons for participation; the 

Germans were really not as bad as they were being portrayed; 

the boycotters were led by communist agitators who had duped 

their well-meaning but ignorant supporters, American athletes 

had a "birthright" to compete, the Games had been awarded to 

Berlin and not to Germany, participation did not imply any 

endorsement of German policies, the United states ought to 

remember George Washington's advice and not meddle in foreign 

affairs, foreign affairs was the government's business, not 

showing would be an affront to the rest of the world, and the 
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minorities. 
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The strangest argument that the A.O.C. presented 

centered on the issue of civil rights. Olympic committee 

officials declared that given the treatment of black 

Americans and their exclusion from much of the sporting 

establishment in the South, Americans had no right to be 

morally indignant about the human rights abuses perpetrated 

by the Nazis. An editorial by Westbrook Pegler reprinted in 

the report noted that "if the Olympics were held anywhere in 

the southern tier of American states, all athletes of the 

complexion of Tolan, Metcalfe, Owens and Peacock [America's 

black track and field stars] would be automatically barred." 

The A.O.C. also pointed out that other nations had overlooked 

American racism when they participated in the 1932 Olympics 

at Los Angeles. "Did Japan boycott California?," queried the 

A.O.C.. "On the contrary, it sent the most powerful 

aggregation of athletes in its history," the report noted. 

"Because of their gentlemanly conduct, their modesty, their 

sincerity and sportsmanship the sons of Nippon became the 

popular idols of the spectators at the Games." 

The A.O.C. cast the Olympic Games as a powerful 

institution which bred tolerance and spread enlightenment and 

humanitarian ideals. They believed that participating in the 

Games of the Eleventh Olympiad would do more to alter the 
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situation in Germany than boycotting would. "Every thinking 

American should resent the efforts of organized minorities to 

involve sport in politics, and should rally to the cause of 

American youth," believed the A.O.C.. But sport really was 

political, and even the A.O.C. could not deny that fact. 

According to the official A.O.C. stance, the aims of amateur 

sport "must remain concentrated on improving the behavior and 

ideals of society, teaching the cardinal virtues of good 

sportsmanship, lifting mankind above the conflicts of creed, 

color and class, wearing down these barriers between 

peoples." Try as they might, A.O.C. officials could not 

really separate sport and politics. They wanted an 

opportunity for America's athletic missionaries to testify to 

the strength of the democratic faith. The argument between 

those who favored participation and those who wanted to pull 

out of the 1936 Olympics was really a debate about which 

political tool would be more effective--the symbolic power of 

an Olympics without the United states, or the symbolic power 

of whipping the fascists on their home turf. 71 

Some athletic officials hoped that the controversy 

would simply disappear. Daniel J. Ferris, national secretary 

for the A.A.U., opined that "I believe the racial disputes 

and difficulties will blow over between now and the time for 

the Olympics. Germany has much at stake in holding these 

games." The Christian Century agreed that the disputes 
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might "blow over" but that "after two and a half years of 

systematically breaking down independent organizations and 

exploiting sport for political ends, it cannot qualify by a 

promise to suspend discrimination for two weeks next 

year.,,72 

William Henry, the Los Angeles sportswriter who had 

played a key role in organizing the Tenth Olympics in his 

native city, returned from Berlin predicting that the 1936 

Games would be a huge success, and that a boycott of the 

festival would be ridiculous. "As far as this immediate 

celebration of the Games is concerned, the absence of America 

simply would result in loss of American athletic prestige. 

Victories which America would figure to gain would go to 

other countries--some probably to Germany." Henry believed 

that "the Olympic Games, the impartial world organization 

which has insisted upon fair treatment for Jews, Catholics, 

and everybody else, would receive a handsome slap from those 

whom it has sought to protect. America, of course, would be 

the chief loser, having always been the greatest winner." 

Westbrook Pegler, the powerful columnist featured by 

the Scripps-Howard papers, disagreed vehemently with Henry. 

The official calendar which the German Olympic Committee had 

issued particularly annoyed Pegler. He snarled that on the 

calendar "Adolf Hitler is pictured with the slogan, 'I summon 

the youth of the world,' which, in the way of effrontery, 
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would constitute a new world record." Pegler concluded that 

"now that it is admitted that the German Olympics are to be a 

political undertaking, intended to glorify the Nazi program, 

the American Olympic Committee has no right to commit 

American sport to participation. That would be asking not 

only the athletes themselves but the American supporting 

public behind the team to join in the promotion of a 

political motive of a Government whose methods and objectives 

outrage every American principle. It would not be minding 

our own business.,,73 

The A.A.U. national convention provided a climax to 

the fight. The forty-seventh national gathering of the 

world's largest athletic governing body had been scheduled 

for December 6th, 7th and 8th at New York City's Commodore 

Hotel. The pro-Olympic and pro-boycott forces, led 

respectively by Brundage and Mahoney, expected a major 

confrontation. By precedent and tradition the A.A.U. held 

the power to certify many of America's athletes for 

international competition; most importantly, they controlled 

the credentials of the track and field participants. If the 

A.A.U. refused to certify American performers it would 

undermine the 1936 Olympic expedition. Before the conference 

even began, I.O.C. president Baillet-Latour pulled the rug 

out from under the Mahoney's group. In an unprecedented move 

he ruled that if the A.A.U. did not certify American 
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74 the A.O.C .. 
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Most of the participants in the American Olympic 

debate were unaware of Baillet-Latour's crafty maneuver. 

Mahoney's troops held a series of rallies to protest the 

United states' entry in the Games. Telegrams of support for 

the boycott flowed into the country from around the nation. 

Forty-one college presidents--from an odd variety of small 

religious schools and large public universities--signed a 

manifesto opposing the Olympics. Senators William Gibbs 

McAdoo of California, Robert E. Wagner of New York, Peter G. 

Gerry of Rhode Island, Carter Glass of Virginia, Edward F. 

Castigan of Colorado, and Frederick Van Nuys of Indiana; and 

Governors George E. Earle of Pennsylvania, Frank Fitzgerald 

of Michigan, J.C.B. Ehringhaus of North Carolina, George C. 

Perry of Virginia, Herbert Lehman of New York and Harry W. 

Nice of Maryland; lent their support to the Committee on Fair 

Play. Governor Earle of Pennsylvania told a rally at the 

Mecca Temple that "if you want your children to be taught 

that might is right that woman is a lower animal than man, 

that free press, free speech and religious freedom are false 

ideals, that peace is weakness, that liberty as we have 

learned to love it in America is a myth--if you want these 

doctrines inculcated in the youth of America, then send your 

boys and girls to Germany.,,75 
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Avery Brundage counterattacked, flinging 

"un-American" charges at those who opposed Olympic 

participation. "To those alien agi tators and their American 

stooges who would deny our athletes their birthright as 

American citizens to represent the United States in the 

Olympic games of 1936 in Germany, our athletes reply in the 

modern vernacular, 'Oh yeah!'" Brundage asserted that 

American Olympians were "following the pattern of the Boston 

Tea Party, the Minute Men of Concord and the troops of George 

Washington at Valley Forge." He claimed that American 

athletes had been struggling to raise their own funds in 

order to overcome the obstacles placed in their path by the 

Committee on Fair Play and its allies. 76 

Brundage and his forces managed to garner strategic 

positions at the convention and had the proposal for a 

boycott tabled. Judge Mahoney resigned his presidency. The 

delegates tabbed Brundage to succeed the Judge. Brundage and 

his faction then sought to "weed out" all "non-cooperative 

elements." When Charles L. Ornstein, Judge Mahoney's floor 

leader in the boycott battle, was expelled from the committee 

on a technicality, he denounced the A.O.C. for embracing 

totalitarian methods. Through the same 

technicality--permitting a member to be expelled for 

non-attendance at meetings--the A.O.C. was threatened 

American I.O.C. member and pro-boycotter Ernest Jahncke. 77 
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The only concession that the anti-Olympic proponents managed 

to extract from the Brundage dominated A.A.U. was a codicil 

to the resolution certifying the athletes for Berlin which 

read that their action should "not be construed to mean or 

imply that by so doing endorsement is given to the principles 

or practices of the Nazi government.,,78 

The Christian Century lamented the news that Avery 

Brundage and the executive forces at the A.A.U. convention 

had triumphed over the rank and file by assuring the 

participation of the United states in the upcoming Olympics. 

"The outcome of this campaign within the A.A.U. . must be 

set down as another instance of the inability of a 

headquarters mind to grasp a moral issue which had become 

fajrly clear to the rank and file.,,79 

The Commonweal fired a "parting shot" at the 

Olympjc brouhaha. While it regretted that General Sherrill 

had interpreted Shuster's article as labeling the General an 

anti-Catholic, the magazine would not back down from its 

position on the Olympics. The editors insisted that they did 

not want anyone coerced into not competing in the Games. "But 

for every young Catholic, or Protestant, or Jew, or believer 

in the inviolable dignity of the human personality, the trip 

to Germany unwittingly made in 1936 is bound to mean regret 

and even torment in later years." The magazine reiterated 

the hardships which German Catholics faced, and condemned the 
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A.O.C. for casting the entire debate as merely a "Jewish 

squabble." The Commonweal defended its outspoken 

opposition to American participation in the 1936 Games, 

portraying itself as keeper of morality. "All will be lost 

if the world--or at least that part of the world which still 

reverences the Spirit--abandons the struggle to keep alive 

awareness of the difference between right and wrong.,,80 

Early in the winter of 1936 the Olympic Games moved 

from the realm of "spirit" to the land of fantasy. At the 

feet of the towering Bavarian Alps, in a village seemingly 

sprung to life from a fairy-tale, the Fourth Winter Games 

were held. The German government spent three million marks 

($1,200,000) turning the picturesque villages of 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen into a winter playground as the first 

exhibit in their "carefully primed" plan to convert the world 

to adoration for National Socialism. TiMe conceded that 

Germans hoped that the visiting athletes might be overwhelmed 

by hospitality and "would afterward scatter to the world as 

friendly missionaries for the Third Reich. ,,81 

Sports Commissar Von Tschammer und Osten announced 

that "we want everyone to feel at home" in 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen. That order led Wilhelm Frick, 

Germany's Minister of Interior, to command spectators not to 

"l't 'f 82 appear ln ml 1 ary unl orms. The New York Times's 

Frederick Birchall noted that "not the slightest evidence of 
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religious, political or racial prejudice" clouded the surface 

of the fairy-tale setting. The sturmer had been removed 

from public view, as had many anti-Semitic placards. "In 

short," Birchall marveled, "politics is being kept out of a 

sphere in which it has no place."S3 In the Bavarian 

villages around the Olympic site price-gouging had been 

prohibited and r~sidents had been given lessons in English 

and French in order to more politely serve their 

visitors. 84 The facade proved so alluring that Birchall 

declared that "there is probably no tourist here who will not 

go home averring that Germany is the most peace-loving, 

unmilitaristic, hospitable and tolerant country in Europe and 

that all the foreign correspondents stationed here are 

liars.,,8S 

The Americans, accustomed to being a different sort 

of missionary than the Germans hoped they might be, realized 

they faced a difficult task in defending the winter Olympic 

crown they had garnered in Lake Placid. Particularly when, 

as Time so precisely phrased it, "of the 1,000 best skiers 

of the world, at least 950 are Scandinavians."a6 Most 

pundits predicted a Norwegian victory at 

Garmisch-Partenkirchen, and strong showings by the Finns and 

Swedes. Still, the United States had hopes for bob-sledding, 

hockey and skating victories. 87 Some American competitors 

felt compelled to distance themselves from the boycott 
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controversy by claiming that "they could see little 

connection between sports and politics," and pointing to the 

fact that five black American sports stars--Jesse Owens, 

Ralph Metcalfe, Eulace Peacock, Ben Johnson and Cornelius 

Johnson--had recently signed a list of athletes who favored 

participation. 88 

The Fourth Winter Games opened on February 6, in a 

fierce snowstorm. A crowd of fifty thousand braved the 

weather to watch as Hitler, flanked by most of the luminaries 

of the Third Reich, presided over the opening ceremonies. 89 

The Austrians received the most appreciative roar from the 

crowd. 90 The Americans guaranteed themselves a frosty 

reception when they botched an "eyes right" salute--the 

Olympic salute being too near the Fascist for American 

comfort--as they passed Hitler. 91 An American skier, 

Robert Livermore, Jr., found the whole ceremony poorly 

executed. He accused Hitler, whom he and the other skiers 

referred to as "Mr. Smith" in order "to avoid embarrassment 

in conversation," of appearing "rather sloppily dressed in an 

old trench coat over the official brown shirt," and failing 

to provide the kind of magnetic public performance his 

reputation promised. Livermore also swore that both the 

Austrian and Italian teams gave Hitler the fascist, rather 

th th I , t' 92 an e 0 ymplc, gree lng. Time described Hitler, his 

"tiny mustache white with snowflakes," gazing "yearningly at 
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th t · t "h' h 1 . At' 93 P h t e moun aln ops w lC ay ln us rla. er aps spor 

and politics were not so separated as some commentators 

imagined. 

The competition went as expected. The Norwegians 

dominated, scoring 121 points to Germany's 57. Sweden 

finished with 49, Finland 41, the United States 35 and 1/2, 

Austria 29 and 1/2, and Great Britain had 25. Only Alan 

Washbond and Ivan Brown, who "brought home the bacon on the 

old tin runners" in the two-man bobsled race, managed gold 

medals for the United States. 94 

Had the Winter Games soothed international passions? 

Collier's hoped that a "Pax Olympica" might result from the 

event. 95 But controversy, as usual, plagued the Olympics. 

The "old t in runners" of the Ameri can bobs 1 eds nearl y got 

them banned from practice runs at the Olympic course after 

German officials claimed that the old fashioned blades did 

too much damage to the run. The I.O.C. banned some Italian 

bobsledders when it learned that they were professional race 

d . 96 car rlvers. Speed-skaters cried about lack of practice 

time. Figure-skaters, particularly the regal, four-time 

champion Sonja Heine, hollered about poor judging. Hockey 

produced intense rancor. During one match a French player 

bjt a Hungarian opponent. The Americans complained about 

Italy's rough play and the ploy used by an Italian 

1 k h h · d th k' h' t 97 goa eeper-- e 1 e puc ln 1S pan s. Everyone 



complained about the English hockey team, which upset the 

favored Canadians to win the gold. Apparently the English 

team contained two Canadian nationals who were well known 

European "non-amateurs." The A.O.C.'s duo of Brundage and 

Kirhy fumed about the British tactics, but American 

sportswriters pointed out that the American team had one 
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player who had lived in Canada most of his life and starred 

at Montreal's McGill University. And, noted Dan Parker of 

the New York Daily Mirror, in 1924 the United states team 

had four Canadians who "took the oath of American citizenship 

the night before the boat sailed for Europe.,,9B 

Olympic hockey also produced the curiosity of Rudi 

Ball, the German Jew who returned from exile in France to 

star on his nation's team. Time noted that he had recently 

returned from exile. He "skated so much faster and handled 

his stick so much better than his 'Aryan' teammates that" 

Germany only lost to the United States by one goal marveled 

Time. 99 Most commentators raved about "Teutonic 

thoroughness and efficiency.,,100 Time described German 

sport as "by no means a mere diversion from more serious 

affairs," and characterized it as practiced with "religious 

. t . t ,,,101 In ensl y. The Germans seemed to have learned the 

American lesson that modern sport had nothing to do with 

play. In an article for Collier's Edwin Muller theorized 

that the religious intensity and the German "form of 
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government would seem to give them a certain advantage over 

our old-fashioned democracy" for inculcating athletic 

nationalism. 102 Muller's worries reflected a growing 

concern among certain American intellectuals that the 

republican form of government was less suited to the needs of 

the modern age than the statist regimes of Europe. 

The Commonweal concurred in the analysis that 

Germany had "in recent years made of athletic training 

something much more nearly approaching a national religion 

than a amateur diversion." Curiously, the Catholic weekly 

which had led the fight for an Olympic boycott, did not 

concretely condemn the German style. Instead it urged 

Americans to shake off their "feeble fifth" place finish and 

predicted that the United states would soon reclaim its 

manifest role as the chosen nation of the sporting universe. 

"We have an infinitude of athletic material to draw on, a 

natural athletic and competitive spirit to sustain us, and 

plenty of cold territory up and down the country to practice 

in," The Commonweal cheered. "Perhaps we needed this 

I esson to start us going," the edi tors continued. "And if, 

in the process of coming forward again, the glories in fun and 

the gains in health of cold-weather games are spread over the 

total population, as they should be, the 1936 winter Olympics 

result.s will turn out not to have been a defeat, after all," 

cried The Commonweal. It embraced America's athletic 
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mission with the promise that "we will probably not remain in 

fifth place forever.,,103 The Commonweal had transformed 

itself from a forum for opposing American participation in 

the Berlin Garnes to a cheerleader for an American victory. 

Certainly fifth place would be unacceptable at the 

summer Garnes in Berlin. In fact, nothing less than complete 

victory would succor American ambition. As the summer 

approached America looked forward with keen anticipation. 

Review of Reviews described the Olympics as the 

perfect "back-drop" to an exciting summer tour of 

Europe. 104 "Tour Europe. See the OLYMPIC GAMES with 

such famous coaches as 'Jimmy' Crowley [and] 'Pop' Warner," 

promised an advertisp.ment for the Cunard White Star line, "the 

choice of Champions for 96 years.,,105 ·The Red Star Line 

seduced travelers with a "bring your car" round trip for 

$135. 106 American Express Travel Service shouted "See the 

Olympics!" and promised you could save money on the trip by 

using its "convenient" travelers' checks. IO ? The German 

Railroads Information Office, located in New York City, ran a 

full page advertisement in Review of Reviews picturing one 

of Germany's neo-imperial themed Olympic posters, featuring a 

laurel-wreathed Aryan Olympian beneath the Olympic circles, 

who gazed out from behind the dark horses of the world's 

newest legions of conquest, to spread the message that 

railroad fares had been reduced 60% for the upcoming athletic 
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Donald Douglas returned from a tour of Germany to 

tell the readers of Travel that the Germans had "gone 

Olympic-minded." He gushed that "the anticipation of the 

games is giving a fresh impetus to a sports-loving nation, 

every village is being scanned for an Olympic athlete. We 

Anglo-Saxons, Americans et al. had better watch out or we 
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may be as surprised as the haughty Roman legions were by the 

military genius of Alaric the Goth. "109 

Germany had never performed with distinction at any 

previous Olympic Games, but American reporters revealed that 

the Nazis were making a determined bid for athletic glory in 

1936. Leading the athletic army was Captain Von Tschammer 

und Osten, "a tall powerfully-built Saxon of ancient family." 

With his close clipped, graying, blond hair and immaculate 

military demeanor, he typified "the stern regimentation of 

Der Fuhrer's regime." Von Tschammer und Osten had 

approached the task of organizing German athletics as a 

military challenge. He centralized all German sporting clubs 

under the banner of the Reichsbund fur Leibesuebungen 

(Reich Sport Association) in a move which gave him total 

control over more than four million active and two million 

"semi-active" athletes. "Germans religiously read his book 

on sports regimentation, 'Kraft der [durch?] Freude," 

listen raptly to his fiery lectures on red-blooded, 
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supervised sports, and obey his commands without question," 

revealed one commentator. 110 

Hitler's government had undertaken an elaborate 

program designed to encourage the physical development of 

German youth. Many of the municipal bond issues floated in 

the early 1930s went toward the construction of playgrounds 

d t d · 111 an s alums. It appeared to American observers that 

Germany was building a vast athletic machine to challenge 

American supremacy in international sport. 

To challenge the German juggernaut the United States 

gathered a contingent of about 400 athletes. "With the 

huzzahs of loyal non-combatants and the grudging admonitions 

of conscientious objectors ringing in their ears, a crack 

battalion of American troopers will embark from New York City 

next Wednesday for the most formidable athletic wars of their 

careers: the Eleventh Olympic Games at Berlin, Germany, from 

August 1 to 16," announced the Literary Digest, milking 

the event for all the military metaphors it could imagine. 

The team would make the journey on the 5.S. Manhattan, 

which had been specially outfitted with athletic equipment so 

that the Olympians would not have to break training. The 

Manhattan would take the Americans to the "biggest athletic 

show in history," to do battle with more than 5000 

competitors from around the world. They would of course be 

sailing into controversy, since "Germany's ticklish task of 
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being 'at home' to the athletic League of Nations struck 

complications soon after the last Olympic torch flickered out 

at Los Angeles in 1932.,,112 

American officials had faced a "ticklish task" in 

raising the requisite funds for the Berlin campaign. The 

media did not, as they had in previous years, devote column 

after column to the peace, harmony and happiness that 

Olympism engendered. The focus on the boycott debate and the 

controversy surrounding the German plans for the Games 

combined to render the mainstream press cynic~l about the 

entire affair. "Revived by Baron Pierre de Coubertin to 

promote international amity in 1896, the Olympic Games are 

separated by four-year periods of bickering, money-grubbing 

and journalistic squeals of indignation," opined Time 

magazine in a rather typical commentary. "Current bonfire of 

ill will, back talk and panhandling began when the Olympic 

Torch was ceremoniously extinguished at Los Angeles in 1932," 

editorialized the weekly.113 

Given the circumstances, "money-grubbing" soon became 

a necessary if unpleasant task for the A.O.C. officialdom. 

"America's Olympic team may have to swim to Germany for next 

summer's games if the drive for funds to finance the trip 

isn't more fruitful than it has been to date," joked Dan 

Parker in his New York Daily Mirror sports column. The 

internal dissension in the A.A.U. and the boycott challenge 
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had hampered the A.O.C. 's ability to raise funds. The 

Literary Digest recounted the boycott attempts and reported 

that "when their indignant protests failed, wealthy American 

Jews and Catholics withdrew their customary financial support 

and wishfully predicted the Olympics would be a flop.,,114 

The acrimony seemed to hurt the fund raising efforts. 

By April of 1936 only one-tenth of the $350,000 needed to 

support the team in Germany had been collected. Gus Kirby, 

the veteran A.O.C. treasurer, insisted "we are no worse off 

financially than we have always been." Experience told him 

that fund-raising always lagged until the Olympic Games were 

right around the corner and the resulting rise in public 

consciousness spurred donations. Kirby said that officials 

and coaches might have to pay their own way to Berlin but 

that "no matter what happens, the teams will always come 

first." To insure that money would be readily available in 

the future the A.O.C. was seeking to add a ten to twenty-five 

cent "Olympic donation" charge on tickets to all sporting 

events sponsored by the A.A.U. 115 

News-Week informed the public that each American 

Olympian would require a $500 expenditure to compete at 

Berlin. That broke down as; travel to New York, $75; 

uniform, $40; passage to Berlin and return voyage $200; 

living expenses at the Olympic village (a twenty-five day 

stay) $150; equipment, administrative expense and 
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miscellaneous costs, $35. Gus Kirby revealed just ten days 

before the Manhattan's departure that the fund was $149,924 

short. 116 Time described Kirby's revelation as news 

which "suddenly flabbergasted the sports world," and accused 

the veteran A.O.C. treasurer of "airily announcing" the 

I . t 11 7 ca amI '1. Judge Mahoney, in self-imposed Olympic exile, 

believed that "the shortage of the Olympic funds shows very 

clearly that the American public will not support any team 

that is going to take part in any such Nazi propaganda as 

these games are." Mahoney insisted that the American effort 

was "playing into the hands of the Nazis and leaving our 

athletes open to exploitation." He claimed that "the public 

realizes this and that is why the deficit is as large as it 

is.,,118 Grantland Rice vehemently dissented. "Articles 

have been written contending that the Olympic games have 

produced international ill will This is the purest form 

of bunk that anyone could invent. ,,119 

The news of the shortfall scandalized Westbrook 

Pegler, who smelt a rat in the attempt by the A.O.C. to blame 

the deficit on the boycotters. "The American Olympic 

Committee has been raising a faint whine of 'politics and 

religion' to cover its own incompetence in financing the 

team," hollered Pegler. "At a time when farms are burning 

up, herds are dying, the deficit can reasonably be charged to 

natural causes.,,120 Kirby himself backed away from blaming 
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anti-Olympic feeling and insisted the shortage could be 

accounted for by the fact that large contributors had been 

cutting back on their donations due to the Depression and the 

new tax laws. "It should be remembered that in these times 

charities are so badly in need of contributions that they 

have been receiving moneys that ordinarily might come to us," 

he noted. Kirby commended the N.C.A.A. for supporting the 

team with more money that ever.121 

Time remarked that "this year's team lacked an 

angel like the late Col. Robert M. Thompson, who once 

undet"wrote the cost of sending the whole team abroad," and 

that anti-Nazj sentiment cut down on contributions. 

Emergency appeals slashed the deficit to $75,000. Profits 

from the track and field tryouts allowed the eight member 

women's track team, which had been existing in Manhattan's 

Hotel Lincoln with 75 cents a day for food, to clamber on 

board the Manhattan. 122 

News-Week reported that "civic-minded fans" were 

scrambling to overcome the shortfall. Denver sports 

partisans raised $1000 for decathlon star Glenn Morris. 

Seattle rounded up $5000 for the University of Washington's 

eight-oared crew. The New York Athletic Club gave ~5000 to 

the A.O.C.. The Olympians themselves had joined in the fund 

raising efforts laughed News-Week, claiming that a fencer 

mortgaged his estate, a field-hockey player sold his car, a 
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gymnast visited a loan shark and a runner pawned her 

t . 123 engagemen rlng. 

With financial problems besetting them at every turn 

and the boycott controversy still plaguing their enterprise, 

the A.O.C. had some difficulties in selecting the American 

Olympic team. During the spring of 1936 several college 

basketball squads had refused to participate in the Olympic 

qualifying tournament because of their opposition to 

participation in Berlin. City College of New York, Long 

Island University, New York University, Purdue and Notre Dame 

declined invitations. All of the teams were collegiate 

powers and Long Island was ~njoying a thirty-three game 

winning streak at the time. Long Island dean Tristam Walter 

Metcalfe defended his school's decision not to participate in 

the Olympic trials on the grounds that "our conviction that 

the United states should not compete in the Olympics has not 

been altered by the fact that our basketball team is now 

generally recognized as a possible Olympic 

representative.,,124 

The facilities for the Olympic trials were atrocious. 

Track and field was held at half-finished Randall's Island 

stadium in New York City. Women's swimming took place at a 

new public natatorium in Astoria, also in the city, which was 

too shallow to allow the competitors to do the crawl without 

scrapping their knuckles on the bottom of the pool. But the 
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American performances were extraordinary. In twelve track 

and field events American winners made times or distances 

which were far better than those of their European rivals. 

Ohio state University's "dusky" Jesse Owens continued to be 

the top American performer, winning the 100 and 200 meters, 

and the long jump. American blacks Cornelius Johnson and 

David Albritton set world records in the high jump 

trials. 125 

"Negro athletes furnished the biggest headlines for 

the Olympic tryouts on Randalls Island," began a New York 

Times editorial. The world record jumps of Johnson and 

Albritton, and the astounding Owens, had probably taken all 

"the Joe Louis soreness" out of Harlem remarked the editor, 

in reference to the anguish felt in black communities 

throughout the United states over the defeat of the "black 

messiah" Louis at the hands of Germany's Aryan exemplar, Max 

schmeling. 126 The Times allowed itself a preliminary 

chuckle at the problems Albritton, Johnson and Owens might 

cause N · th' t 127 aZl race eorlS s. 

Before Max Schmeling met Joe Louis for the world's 

heavyweight boxing title, "German sports writers were in dire 

need of a logical German way in which to explain the result 

that everyone expected," recalled Time. "The idea they 

happily hit upon was that Germans were not really obliged to 

uphold the supremacy of Nordics against Negroes because 
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Negroes were not really people." The Nazis dispensed with 

that theory when Schmeling unexpectedly K.O.ed Louis. But 

Time thought it would "doubtless be revived during the 

Olympic Games" when America's black athletes dominated the 

Germans. And it would have to be "applicable not only to 

black but also to yellow athletes" since most of the medals 

not won "by the Negro mainsprings of the U.S. team are likely 

to go to spry Nipponese." Japan had gone from "comically 

incompetent" to a world athletic power in a little over a 

decade, noted Time, which "proves nothing if not that any 

race which really thinks it worth the trouble can rival any 

other in the matter of athletics." Indeed America's male 

swimmers could for the most part not "expect to do more at 

Berlin than get splashed in the face while their Oriental 

. I . th . ,,128 rlva s Wln e prlzes. 

Germans had no intention of getting water or any 

other substance splashed in their faces by the 

representatives of any race or nationality. They saw in the 

Games of the Eleventh Olympiad a chance to show the world the 

merits of their new system. "The coming Olympic Games have 

now assumed in Germany an almost fantastic importance," 

marveled the New York Times' Albion Ross. "Incongruous as 

it may seem, the key to German national policy at the moment 

is simply a determination to make the Berlin Olympiad a 

success.,,129 
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To insure success Germany undertook a massive effort 

to create an unsurpassed spectacle for the Olympic weeks of 

August, 1936. The Games promised to be a sell-out. More 

than three million of the three and a half million tickets, 

which ranged from forty-cent single admissions to a 

forty-dollar ticket for the entire Olympics, had been sold 

three months before the Games even started. By comparison 

Los Angeles had sold a little more than one million 

admissions in 1932. Berlin had spruced itself up and created 

"Olympic Colonies" for various nationalities in the western 

part of the city. Americans could congregate in the 

Lietzensee district. The Germans planned to enforce strict 

measures against price gouging, insuring an affordable 

Olympiad for all. The Germans had built a huge stadium and 

athletic complex, the Reichssportfeld, near the heart of 

Berlin. Engineered as the most modern sporting facility in 

the world, it included a subterranean broadcasting station 

deep underneath the stadium which could handle thirty live 

and forty-two recorded broadcasts simultaneously.130 

The magnificent radio facilities linked the globe to 

the Olympics with unprecedented immediacy. "Whether the 

Olympic Games are likely to do much to unite a disunited 

world is very much of a question, but the world's technique, 

at least, has created in the Olympic stadium a remarkable 

nerve centre for the whole globe that has never been equalled 
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before in its scope," marveled the New York Times. 131 

The Germans even planned to televise certain events in 

various places around Berlin. The Times thought television 

belonged to some "Wellsian future," and added that the 

federal government's Communication Commission predicted the 

new technology would never be economically feasible. "And yet 

who shall say that television will never be realized 

economically in our time?" asked the editors. 132 

The Germans, inspired by Los Angeles, had built an 

enormous Olympic village which after the Games would be used 

as a training school for army officers. They had imported 

two hundred cooks of assorted nationalities to satisfy the 

palates of the world's athletes. The Germans even provided 

for a request by the English, placing three tame storks on 

the chimneys of the British team's bungalows. 133 Bill 

Henry, who as the chief organizer of the Los Angeles Olympics 

should have known, had it suggested to him that Germany had 

spent $10,000,000 on the setting for the Games. "That much 

and plenty more," he replied. John Kieran pointed out that 

if that figure seemed excessive one need but look at the 

$2,658,000 shelled out by American sports fans in a single 

night for the privilege of watching the Jack Dempsey-Gene 

Tunney heavyweight battle. 134 

Despite Germany's sparkling preparations, controversy 

continued to surround America's participation in the Games. 
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When Brundage maneuvered to have Charles L. Ornstein expelled 

from the A.O.C., the deposed official accused the body of 

having "adopted the color and tactics of Nazi Germany." 

Ornstein felt that the A.O.C.'s action "proves conclusively 

that the present body is devoid of Americanism and 

sportsmanship and has no right to call itself the 

representative of the American sports world." The paucity of 

financial support for the team offered conclusive proof to 

Ornstein that American people had "impeached" the A.O.C. as 

the representative of the American Olympic spirit. 135 

The brouhaha even touched the White House. When 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt's name, as honorary president of 

the A.O.C., appeared on a fundraising letter circulated by 

New York chairman of the German-American subcommittee of the 

A.O.C., secretary of state Cordell Hull moved to distance the 

president from any "partisan connection" with the fundraising 

effort. The letter from Dietrich Wortmann had read: "I need 

the united moral and financial support of all 

German-Americans so that American athletes after competing at 

the Olympic Garnes in Berlin return as apostles of truth and 

justice for the promotion of friendship between our great 

countries." Hull replied to the criticism that grew out the 

fact that the Roosevelt's name appeared on the letterhead by 

noting that historically "members of the Cabinet, sometimes 

the President himself, allow the use of their names as 
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honorary members of organizations which have as their object, 

for example, the promotion of the general cause of religion, 

the general cause of peace, or the promotion of international 

sports." Hull averred that such a practice "naturally carried 

with it no political consideration or implications of any 

kind.,,136 

Hull and the administration were concerned that the 

letter might be construed as an endorsement of some of the 

activities of the German-American Bund, a powerful American 

fascist organization with many ties in the German-American 

community in the United states. Its leader, the "Fuhrer" 

Fritz Kuhn, claimed that the Bund numbered 200,000 members, 

but Justice Department and Federal Bureau of Investigation 

estimates counted only 8000 active participants. The Bund 

did, however, tie native American fascist groups together 

with Hitler's supporters in the United states. 137 

With immense burdens of expectations and amidst the 

continuing pall of recrimination and controversy, America's 

Olympians sailed for Germany. There they would find glory or 

defeat. And defeat would be a national disaster. Brundage 

placed the team on the "honor system" for the journey across 

the Atlantic. He told the athletes that the A.O.C. officials 

were not going to act like "nursemaids" but warned the team 

that they were not on a "joyride." Brundage also announced 

that he had rejected a $100,000 offer from a "breakfast food 
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concern" for inclusion of the product on the Olympians' menu 

and permission to advertise that fact. "I had a check for 

$10,000 in my hand and the balance was promised in nine 

installments," the A.O.C. chief told the A.P .. "Though 

tempted to accept this means of solving most of the money 

worries the committee rejected the offer on the ground it 

would be unethical to set a precedent injurious to 

sport.,,138 

When the 5.5. Manhattan docked at Hamburg, Germany, 

the Americans let out "Indian war whoops" which startled the 

German onlookers. The favorite question of German newspaper 

reporters to the freshly arrived American contingent was "how 

many Negroes are there on your team?" When told that there 

were eighteen one reporter snidely remarked, "America will 

probably have an all-Negro team by 1940." When the team 

arlived in Berlin banners emblazoned with the words which had 

earned Brundage the title of "Der Fuhrer"--"No nation since 

Greece has captured the true Olympic spirit as has 

Germany"--greeted the Americans. News-Week reported that 

the athletes took part in a sherry-sipping ceremony--an old 

German custom for sealing friendship--at the city hall. "The 

only American who did not drink was Mrs. Arthur (Eleanor 

Holm) Jarrett, who desired to impress everyone with her good 

behavior," chuckled the magazine. 139 

Eleanor Holm Jarrett, according to Newsweek the 
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"most photographed and fastest dorsal mermaid in the world," 

had performed in a most unmissionary-like fashion on the trip 

to Germany. Before departing for the Olympics the night-club 

"crooner" and ex-Ziegfeld girl claimed that she trained "on 

champagne and cigarettes." Onboard the Manhattan she added 

highballs to her regimen, joining in the celebrations of the 

press contingent and playwright Charles MacArthur (actress 

Helen Hayes' husband). Athletic officials warned her that 

she was going to have to "toe the mark" to preserve team 

morale, but she persisted in imbibing and whe~ she drunkenly 

stumbled into Mrs. Ada T. Sackett, the women's swimming 

chaperone, the officials were forced to act. 140 

Brundage and the executive committee quickly dropped 

her from the squad. After she sobered up and learned of her 

dismissal she begged for reinstatement. "I'll never touch a 

drop again if I'm given another chance," she cried. Two 

hundred and twenty athletes signed a petition supporting her 

cause but the A.O.C. ignored both them and her pleas. 

News-Week wrote that she followed the team to Berlin, 

"still cooing in her squeaky voice for a pardon." But when 

the A.O.C. officially canceled her entry she called a press 

conference and denounced the men who controlled the American 

Olympic team. "I've had enough of this. . At least 100 

others offended in the same way .. The committee said it 

was all right as long as they didn't see me," she snapped. 
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Holm accused the officials of several improprieties. "Under 

such conditions how did the .. committee think it could 

maintain . . discipline?" She succored hersel f by 

accepting a lucrative contract to write Olympic features for 

the International News Service. 141 

On the eve of the summer Games The Nation remarked 

that Berlin was "being scrubbed inside and out." A "Be Kind 

to Foreigners Week" had been instituted to insure that 

Berliners would be hospitable to their foreign guests. 

According to The Nation though, Germans would have a hard 

time remaining pleasant given the fact that German athletes 

had performed poorly at their Olympic tryouts. Indeed the 

New York Times reported that "Germany's hopes of making 

good in the Olympics depends on its women," an ignominious 

hope given the Nazi position on women's athletics. Bruno 

Malitz had written that "we fight women's sports. . Women 

should remain womanly . . Look at girl athletes who have 

reached the age of thirty. They look like fifty: manly, the 

spirit of battle written on their faces, bony and bare of 

womanhood." The Nation also laughed at the prospect of 

Nazis being trounced by America's black athletes. "In Nazi 

Germany the only animal which is lower than a Jew is a 

Negro," reported the magazine. The editor wondered what 

would happen "if they [blacks] should win all the events 

not won by the defeminized German women? It is problems like 
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these that must be keeping Propaganda Minister Goebbels 

awake these nights. To be one of the Nazi chosen people is 

not, if we may be permitted a solecism, a bed of roses.,,142 

With the Olympics only weeks away the American press 

again exploded with anti-Nazi articles and warnings of a 

tainted Olympiad. In a series of editorials the New York 

Times sarcastically stated that for the duration of the 

Games the Germans would have to give up anti-Semitism and 

anti-Catholicism so that the world might be fooled into 

thinking they were an enlightened people,143 Another 

editorial cynically remarked that Hitler's idea of a "fair 

struggle," which he had given voice to in the official 

program for the Winter Games, really meant a "struggle in 

which 66,550,000 Germans are mobilized for the destruction of 

450,000 fellow citizens is fair, honorable and brings out the 

best vjrtues in JULIUS STREICHER and JOSEPH GOEBBELS.,,144 

Richard Wingate angrily remarked that "Mr. Brundage has 

reached his destination, the Utopia of sportsmanship and 

good-will, where Nazi beer and Jewish blood flow 

freely--where Hitler-made robots torment and persecute the 

living dead.,,145 

Louis Gittler painted a bleak picture of Germany on 

the Olympic eve for The Nation. A superficial view might 

make it seem as if the "New Germany" had been unfairly 

libeled in world opinion. The Sturmer--the "vicious" 
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anti-Semitic newspaper--had been banned from street corners 

for the duration of the Olympics. Public art and trimmings 

broadcast Olympic themes. But those appearances were 

consciously cosmetic. Goebbels' right-hand man, state 

Secretary Funk, called the Olympics the "fulfillment of a 

high political mission . and as presenting a propaganda 

opportunity which has never before in the history of the 

world been equalled." 

Gittler thought that "complete as may be this 

perversion of Olympic ideals to a huge propaganda network 

intended for the gullibility of foreigners, the Olympiad 

serves also a purpose at home." It was the great "economic 

hcpe," an event to enrich the merchants of Berlin. But after 

the Games were over, after "thousands of foreigners 

returned to their homelands full of Munich beer, 

Gemutlichkeit, visions of pretty Kurfurstendamm women, 

buxom wenches, red-cheeked girls, and genial petty burghers 

singing in rathskellers and beer gardens," after the "Great 

Farce" had been executed; then Germany would revert to the 

barbarous path the Nazis had laid for the nation. "When the 

Olympics have failed to restore a shattered German economy, 

as fail they must, the Nazis are expected to hang all the 

blame on the Jewish head, and to claim that the 'German 

Olympics' were ruined by Jewish propaganda abroad." Jews in 

Germany feared the end of the Games and resented that "the 
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world may be taken in by the corruption of the Olympic idea 

to the personal propaganda instrument of the Messrs. Hitler 

and Goebbels.,,146 

With the Games set to begin on August 1, the Olympic 

torch wound its way from its ancient home at Olympia to 

Berlin. The Germans had conceived the idea of bringing the 

Olympic flame to Germany by a 3,500 runner relay as a symbol 

linking the ancient and modern Games to the idea of world 

peace. But a New York Times edi torial found that "judging 

by the Nazi demonstration in Vienna, the Olympic Torch is 

more like a firebrand than a symbol of the welding flame of 

international sport." The "firebrand" followed the route of 

the Drang nach Osten, the path through which the Third 

Reich planned to expand. From Athens to Saloniki, and then 

through Sofia, Belgrade, Budapest and Vienna, the Torch 

proceeded past cheers of "Heil Hitler!" and choruses of the 

Nazi anthem--the Horst Wessel song. The torch illuminated 

not a world at peace but one on the brink of war. Europe, 

polarized by the twin totalitarian forces of the extreme 

Right and the extreme Left, seemed "torn in two by an epic 

conflict which has been gathering force for a generation." 

The editor shuddered at the forces which the symbolic relay 

revealed, and concluded that "all the light in Europe today 

is like that cast by the Olympic Torch. It is only a flare 

illuminating dark shapes and bewildering prospects.,,147 
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The Germans read other meanings in the Olympic flame. 

An official diplomatic statement noted that the torch would 

"enter the arena of peaceful combat on that day when 

twenty-two years ago the torch of war was destined to afflict 

the world for four years." That coincidence was interpreted 

by the German people as "a happy omen of goodwill and the 

readiness of the nations to dedicate all their forces and 

faculties to the pursuit of friendly combat for the benefit 

of mankind." The dispatch insisted that Germans were 

"determined these Olympic Games shall resolve themselves into 

something more than a mere breathing spell in the struggle 

for political interests. We demand they strive to win the 

understanding of one nation for another, thus preparing the 

ground for universal understanding among the world's 

people.,,148 

Certainly Germany had a undertaken a grand task. 

"The Nazi regime expects the Olympic Games to achieve nothing 

less than a complete about-face in the world's attitude 

toward the Third Reich," revealed Albion Ross.1 49 

Universal understanding, international harmony, the triumph 

of their way of life, all of those things and more the 

Germans dreamed might be achieved through Olympic ritual. 

But Germany was not the only nation with a crusade to 

carry onto the playing fields of the modern Olympia. 

America's athletic missionaries were in Berlin to, as John 
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Kieran put it, "cause a change for the better in the Hitler 

mind." They were, as they had so often been in the past, the 

great melting pot team, charged with championing the American 

way of life. And if they were not received by Hitler with 

open arms, "at least the United states contingent, with its 

representative mixture of Protestants, Catholics and Jews and 

its amazing collection of great Negro athletes, should open 

his eyes a little."lSO The Games of the Eleventh Olympiad 

would occur in a climate in which sport and politics were 

inextricably intertwined--as they always had been. Myths 

would be made. Myths would be shattered. 
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XV. THE CLASH OF SOCIAL SYSTEMS 

On a solemn, gray first of August more than one 

mill ion Berliners lined the "Via Triumphalis" to awai t the 

torchbearer's arrival, and to cheer the "new Caesar of this 

era," as Adolf Hitler made his way to the Reichssportfeld. 

At the stadium, 100,000 more spectators gathered to witness 

the opening of the Garnes of the Eleventh Olympiad. 1 Time 

magazine described the opening of the Games as "the last 

stage in a year-long ballyhoo which made the 1932 Olympics in 

Los Angeles, loudest previous sports event in history, seem 

by comparison as quiet as a race between two trained fleas 

around the brim of a felt hat.,,2 

Military pomp and circumstance reigned as the motif 

for the climactic bout of "ballyhoo." Overhead the airship 

Hindenburg cruised slowly above the stadium trailing the 

Olympic flag. "Massed" bands played a Wagner march as 

Hitler, clad in a khaki military uniform, strode to the 

center of the stadium and began the official ceremonies. 

Then carne the parade of nations. The German spectators 

scrutinized the teams to see whether the athletes gave either 

the Olympic salute (the right arm stretched out sideways, or 

nearly so, from the shoulder) or the Nazi salute (the right 

arm stretched forward from the shoulder). The gestures were 

so similar that the crowd had to watch closely.3 
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According to one reporter, "the mode of saluting had 

a manifest influence upon the volume of applause received." 

Hitler received Nazi salutes from such diverse nations as 

Afghanistan, Bermuda, Bolivia and Iceland. Curiously, the 

French team garnered the largest ovation, next to the Germans 

of course, from the assembly. Austria, Hungary and Japan 

also got rousing responses. Bulgaria goose-stepped around 

the track to the delight of German fans. Czechoslovakia and 

Rumania received very little acknowledgement. 4 

The host nation appeared in the stadium accompanied 

by a thunderous cascade of hope in anticipation of German 

athletic success. An American observer described the German 

entrance into the stadium as that of a team which "moved like 

a great machine."S Not everyone appreciated the mechanical 

and military posture of the hosts. An English radio 

commentator approved of the much more casual demeanor of the 

British, Canadian and American contingents. 6 

The United states team entered the stadium next to 

last. The Americans saluted Hitler by placing their straw 

hats over their hearts and giving an "eyes right" salute. 

Frederick Birchall thrilled his American readers with the 

news that "all the flags of the nations were lowered while 

passing Hitler with one exception; that of the United States 

went by proudly borne aloft." German officials had advised 

the public that the American custom was "due to army 
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regulations," but the fans rewarded Americans with what most 

of the press felt were "Bronx cheers.,,7 

When the parade of nations had passed Dr. Lewald 

signaled for the lighting of the Olympic torch. "It creates 

a real spiritual bond of fire between our German fatherland 

and the sacred place of Greece, founded nearly 4,000 years 

ago by Nordic immigrants," proclaimed Lewald to the 

enthusiastic multitudes, injecting Nazi archaeology into the 

ceremony. After the beacon had been lit and the rest of the 

Olympic hoopla--including the only Christian symbology used 

in the ceremonies, the singing of the "Hallelujah 

Chorus"--had been completed, "gnarled old" Spiridon Loues, 

victor in the marathon at the 1896 Olympics, presented Hitler 

with a branch of olive from the sacred grove on Mount 

Olympus. "I present to you this olive branch as a symbol of 

love and peace," said Loues. "We hope that the nations will 

ever meet solely in such peaceful competition."e 

Peace, however, or even peaceful competition, proved 

an elusive goal. Scandal and conflict plagued the Olympic 

celebration. The London Daily Herald reported that the 

Germans were spying on the foreign press corps. A Herald 

correspondent revealed that "every day I see new faces in the 

press box. Not one of these newcomers makes any attempt to 

put pencil to paper. The journalists are tongue-tied. When 

they speak at all they do so in lowered voices. Every man is 
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under suspicion."9 

The foreign press found German officials obstructive 

as well as suspicious. Pictured as the crown jewel of Nazi 

womanhood, Leni Riefenstahl had been the darling of the 

American press at the Winter Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 

and her assignment as the official cinematographer of the 

Eleventh Olympic Games earned her wide admiration. IO But 

in Berlin she and her camera crews drew the media's lre. 

When foreign photo-journalists focused on something 

Riefenstahl did not want them to, a "mysterious messenger 

popped up from nowhere and handed the photographer a card: 

'Remove yourself immediately from where you 

are--Riefenstahl. '" Two such messages in a row and a picture 

hunter was banned from the Games permanently.ll 

The American press focused on the antics of 

"Realmleader" Hitler at the Games. "Suddenly become an 

omnivorous sports enthusiast, Herr Hitler hardly missed a 

d ' tt d "t d . d' I 12 ay s a en ance, no e one perlO lca . The media 

awarded Hitler the title of "champion fan." He appeared 

everywhere at the Olympics, and was always "the first to jump 

up cheering when the Swastika sailed up a flagpol~ to 

signalize a German victory."13 

Besides his partisanship, which seemed to some 

Americans to border on the distasteful, the Fuhrer gave 

other indications that perhaps the German conversion to 
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Olympism was not as complete as the world might hope. One 

night towards the end of the competition Hitler and the armed 

forces took over the'stadium for a huge military review 

highlighted by goose-stepping soldiers carrying torches to 
-

the beat of martial music--including Wagner of course. One 

hundred thousand spectators reached a climax of frenzy when, 

"after the command, 'Helmets off for prayers!' the massed 

bands played the Soldier's Hymn.,,14 The event certainly 

did nothing for the symbol of the Olympics as an instrument 

of world peace. 

The competition itself produced several 

controversies. There was of course the South American 

agjtation at the results from soccer matches. Some countries 

accused the United States of possessing a unfair advantage in 

a new Olympic sport--basketball. The Japanese wanted to make 

sure that future basketball competitions would be equalized. 

Overwhelmed by the height of the American squad (which had 

one player 6'8", one 6'7" and two 6'6") they pushed the 

International Basketball Federation into banning players over 

1.9 meters (6'2 and 13/16") from future Olympics. 15 

On August lOth, with the Garnes only half over, 

controversy about which nation was ahead in the race for the 

Olympic crown erupted. Birchall insisted that if the scoring 

system generally used at Olympics was employed, the United 

States, on the basis of its showing in track and field, was 
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far ahead. But Birchall complained that the Germans were 

calculating the results differently. They had taken into the 

account the medals won for architecture, city planning, 

sculpture, and other events in an "Olympic" arts festival 

which preceded the athletic competition. Using those figures 

Germany had forty-six total medals to thirty-two for the 

United states. "It is not a style of figuring that appeals 

to true Olympians," scoffed Birchall. 16 

Division and dissent continued to harry the American 

effort at Berlin. "Firm-chinned" Avery Brundage tried to 

tighten up discipline on the squad and defend his actions in 

the Holm incident. He read the press corps a telegram from 

Gregory Vigeant, Jr. of Kansas City. "Mrs. Jarrett's example 

to young Americans is deplorable," cabled Vigeant. Art 

Jarrett, Holm's radio singer husband, arrived in Berlin to 

try to persuade the A.O.C. to let her swim, but Brundage held 

to his position. "I have no idea what amount, no idea what 

court, and no idea of the precise basis of the action, but I 

definitely intend to sue," proclaimed Jarrett after Brundage 

rebuffed his pleas. 17 Brundage also announced that boxers 

Joe Church and Howell King had been kicked off the team for 

"homesickness," since "homesickness is a contagious disease." 

Actually, the two boxers had pilfered several expensive 

cameras while on a "souvenir hunt." Brundage sent them home 

on the false pretext in order to protect them from Nazi 
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th 't' 18 au or~ ~es. 

While in Berlin Brundage got himself elected to the 

I.O.C. to replace Olympic boycotter Ernest Lee Jahncke. He 

quickly stirred up controversy in that stolid body. The day 

after his election Brundage, at his very first I.O.C. 

meeting, proposed that all women athletes participating in 

the Olympics undergo physical examinations "to make sure they 

were really 100% female." Brundage noted that two athletes 

who had recently participated in European track meets had had 

operations which transformed them into men,19 

Following Brundage's lead, the I.O.C. undertook in 

its Berlin councils a vigorous discussion of female 

participation in the Olympics. Proposals were made to either 

cancel the women's events completely or hold them at a 

separate site from the men's competition. According to 

Time, the "major problem of the women's Olympics is 

determining whether or not the competitors are women." Ted 

Meredith, a former (1912) Olympic champion and then coach of 

the Czechoslovakian women's track team related the "sad case 

of his ablest sprinter, who qualified for the Olympics in 

record-breaking time, then decided to turn male." Meredith 

remembered, "I argued with her but lost the decision. She is 

now a male athlete. There are many cases like this in 

Central Europe.,,20 One wonders how female athletes 

converted into males would impact on women's competitions at 
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deal. 
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In spite of the difficulties and dilemmas, the Berlin 

Olympics carne off as a spectacular show. Berlin, bolstered 

by a $24,000,000 municipal face-lift, provided a magnificent 

. 21 backdrop to the spectacle. ~ announced that after 

four decades the Olympics had finally become what Baron de 

Coubertin had wished they might, the "world's No. 1 sports 

event." Daily crowds of 110,000 packed the stadium to watch 

the events, while 1,500 reporters relayed the results to the 

world. Time pontificated that "whether or not the Olympic 

Games actually serve their purpose of promoting international 

understanding remains dubious. That they afford harmless 

amusement to participants & spectators, a valuable chance for 

ballyhoo to the nation which holds them, no one is better 

aware than Realmleader Adolf Hitler."22 

Hitler soon found himself embroiled in the biggest 

controversy of the Berlin Garnes. During the course of the 

competition Jesse Owens ran and leaped to an unprecedented 

four gold medals. Time anointed Owens as the "No.1 hero" 

of the olympics. 23 News-Week cried "that the ebony 

shoulders of Jesse Owens tower above any other individual who 

competed."24 A hero had been made. 

At the Olympic Village fellow athletes crowded around 

Owens's barracks room to get a glimpse of, or perhaps an 
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autograph from the American champion. In the United states 

Mrs. Henry Cleveland Owens, the champion's mother, told a 

radio audience that her son "was always a face boy 

When a problem carne up he always faced it." Owens told the 

press after his fourth trip to the victory stand: "That's a 

grand feeling standing up there .... I never felt like 

that before." 1i..Jng noted that several other American 

blacks won gold medals: Archie Williams in the 400 meters, 

John Woodruff in the 800 meters and Cornelius Johnson in the 

high jump. In addition, Ralph Metcalfe, Mack Robinson and 

David Robinson won silver medals in 100 meters, 200 meters 

and high jump, respectively. 

The victories of American blacks generated an intense 

controversy when the American press reported that in its 

collective perception, Adolf Hitler had "snubbed" the black 

Americans. Time felt that Hitler "conspicuously neglected 

to invite Negro winners up to shake hands with him in his 

box.,,26 The Literary Digest made much of the fact that 

Hitler had beaten a hasty retreat from his special box at the 

stadium when America's black athletes triumphed. "Aryan 

affairs of state could no longer wait," the Digest 

.. b d 27 Jl e . In reality, Hitler only congratulated the victors 

after the first day's events--Owens's feat came a few days 

letter. Hitler never had an opportunity to snub Owens. The 

American press, however, wanted an ideological battle 
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desperately.28 

Actually, Hitler had only personally and publicly 

congratulated some of the winners of the first day's events, 

who happened to be German and Finnish. With rain and 

darkness threatening, Hitler left the stadium before an 

American black, Cornelius Johnson, triumphed in the high jump 

final. Whether or not he would have saluted Johnson remains 

uncertain. I.O.C. president Baillet-Latour was incensed at 

Hitler's breach of Olympic protocol and told the German 

leader that he was not allowed to demonstrate any favoritism. 

Hitler greeted future German winners in private. He snubbed 

neither Owens, nor any other Olympic champion in public. But 

the American media, which did not know about Baillet-Latour's 

communication with Hitler, assumed that the fuhrer did not 

want to meet with people whom Nazi race philosophy considered 

"subhuman.,,29 

Editorials in Dr. Goebbels newspaper, Der Angriff, 

fueled the dispute. "Actually, the Yankees, heretofore 

invincible, have been the great disappointment of the garnes," 

surmised Der Angri ff. "Wi thout these members of the bl ack 

race--these auxiliary helpers--a German would have won the 

broad jump," boasted the paper. The dependence on American 

blacks confirmed the Nazi suspicion that "the fighting power 

of European athletes, especially the Germans, has increased 

beyond all comparison," in relation to that of American 
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Der Angriff blasted the United states for the 

unsporting use of its "black auxiliaries." The Nazi paper 
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insisted that blacks were not the real representatives of the 

American "race." But without them the United States "would 

be somewhere back in the dust." The day after ~ 

Angriff's editorial two white Americans, Ken Carpenter and 

Gordon Dunn, finished first and second in the discus. The 

best German finished fifth. The Literary Digest found Der 

Angri ff 's ana I ysis a remarkabl y "i II-timed edi tori al . ,,31 

The Games closed on the evening of August 16, with 

more than a hundred thousand Germans "shouting in a frenzy of 

patriotic fervor 'Sieg heil! Our fuhrer, Adolf Hitler, sieg 

h 'l",,32 el . Searchlights scanned the massed flags of the 

athletic nations while the I.O.C. president, Count Henri 

Baillet-Latour proclaimed, "in accordance with tradition, we 

call upon the youth of every country to assemble in four 

years at Tokyo, there to celebrate with us the twelfth 

Olympic Games.,,33 

Mayor Fiorello La Guardia of New York City, a former 

opponent of American participation in the Berlin Games, 

promised the Olympians a "'Lindbergh welcome'--screaming 

tugboats, confetti, ticker tape, speeches, medals, and a 

dinner at the girly French Casino," when they returned from 

I
, 34 Ber In. But for the first time since the birth of the 
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modern Olympics in 1896 America's athletic missionaries would 

not be coming home as self-proclaimed Olympic champions. 

Near the conclusion of the Olympics the American 

press, while scrupulously insisting that there really was no 

such thing as an "official" Olympic crown, cautiously 

reported that the United states team was performing quite 

well. Time admitted that no nation officially "won" the 

Olympics, there being no Olympic mechanism to measure 

national performance. But the magazine revealed that 

"actually, the U.s. always wins the Olympic Games because it 

entrants are not only ablest, but most numerous. And ~ 

showed that the U.s. had triumphed in track and field by 203 

points to Finland's 80 and 1/2 points and Germany's 69 and 

1/2. 35 

By the end of the Games it became apparent that 

Germany had won handily, however the Olympics were scored. 

The New York Times tabulation of national placement had 

Germany in first with 602 and 3/4 points. They were followed 

by the United states (451 and 1/2), Italy (164 and 3/22), 

Hungary (152 and 15/22), Japan (151 and 13/22), Sweden (146 

and 1/11) and Finland (145 and 1/4}.36 Time scored the 

Olympics a bit differently, while softening the blow to 

American pride once by again insisting that there was no 

actual national Olympic victor. By 1img's calculation 

Germany had won the Olympic championship with 580 points to 
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470 for the U.S .. Next came Italy (186), Sweden (167), 

Hungary (158), Japan (153), France (152) and Finland 

(145).37 "This year almost any impartial calculator must 

award the palm to Germany," proclaimed News-Week. The 382 

athletes of the U.S. squad (66 fewer than the Germans 

entered) claimed second place. Germany won 33 gold, 26 

silver and 30 bronze medals. The U.S. garnered 24 gold, 20 

silver and 12 bronze medals. 38 

It had long been an American belief that the standing 

of nations at the Olympics reflected the ranking of nations 

in the universe of national morality, courage and vigor. 

Whether or not their defeat at the hands of the Germans would 

inspire a crisis of confidence in their cultural 

institutions, Americans would not abandon their myth of the 

Olympics as a revelatory experience of national missions and 

strengths. 

Certainly American Olympians perceived the Games as a 

laboratory for studying national character. The athletes 

told reporters that they were astonished to learn that Finns 

took saunas on the nights before races. And they were amazed 

when Keiti Son, the Japanese marathoner, broke down and cried 

after his victory. "As an expression of joy, Japanese tears 

were beyond the ken of other nations."39 

The Olympics provided a particularly unique window on 

national character for the "philosophical" speculations of 
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sportswriters--a breed notorious for over-generalization. 

American scribes, like American athletes, were particularly 

fascinated by the Japanese. "Of all the peoples at these 

Olympics, both as competitors and as spectators, the Japanese 

are the most fanatical and the most emotional," observed the 

New York Times's Birchall. "Apparently the Olympic Games 

are less a matter of sports for the Empire of the Rising Sun 

than part of its program for increasing its prestige in a 

world largely Caucasian." 

Birchall found that Japanese "earnestness" produced 

some odd moments. "A newspaper man weeping over the defeat 

of his compatriots is just about unthinkable to an 

Anglo-Saxon," mused Birchall in relating the story of a 

Japanese reporter who broke down when his countrymen lost a 

waterpolo match to France. When Birchall left the press-box 

that afternoon the "woebegone Japanese was writing with an 

indelible pencil and his tears so smeared his writing that it 

is a question whether his report was legible when handed 

in.,,40 Not all the accounts dealt with Japanese 

sentimentality. Their strength was also evident at Berlin. 

When Japan's Keiti Son triumphed in the Marathon, it led an 

American observer to warn that "it is now for the Anzacs 

[Australia and New Zealand] to be thinking seriously." The 

Marathon victory symbolized the strength Qf Japan in the 

P . f' 41 aCl lC. 
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The demonstrativeness of certain nations also 

bothered American sensibilities. "Besides weeping over 

defeat the Latin and Balkan peoples are given to 

demonstrating their enthusiasm over success by kissing their 

champions," cringed Birchall. "The finals in fencing and 

weight-lifting produced a terrible kissing bee. The 

Americans and Britishers gasped when they beheld large, 

perspiring strong men being fervently kissed by their 

fellow-countrymen."42 

Visitors and fans, as well as athlete~, shown light 

on national characteristics. "The Frenchman enters a hotel 

looking around with a general air indicating he would like to 

own it," laughed Birchall. "The German walks in looking as 

though some day he expects to own it. The Englishman strolls 

in as though he does own it. The American enters with the 

general air which seems to say he doesn't give a damn who 

owns it.,,43 

Many people read the Eleventh Olympics as a clash of 

social systems. "Europe, which labels everything and is not 

happy until they are glued down tight, is discussing 

furiously in its sports press the relative advantages of 

British, American, Fascist and Soviet ideas about athletics," 

reported Birchall. The English were the world's true 

amateurs. "They stick to the idea that sport is a form of 

play, so that anyone who trains too severely merely to beat 
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a record or win a race, makes a fool of himself," commented 

Birchall. That conflicted with the American notion of 

training hard to win as many victories as possible. But in 

the last decade a third sporting theory had arisen. "For the 

Fascists--Italians and Germans--and the Soviets sport is 

essentially a political undertaking in which every citizen 

should participate as a patriotic duty in order to strengthen 

the nation's chances among peoples in an overcrowded world," 

revealed Birchall. France, "which has fewer athletes than 

any other important European nation," was struggling with the 

dilemma of which sporting mentality to adopt. They 

instinctively leaned toward the English position, but were 

"discouraged by Britain's mediocre showing in the games." 

France desired to have its Olympians "do better so they 

gather as much prestige as possible for La Patrie." Indeed, 

all of Europe seemed headed toward the conception of sport as 

a national enterprise since "the Olympics have become largely 

a matter of prestige. Each nation is trying to show the 

others it is still young and strong and dangerous to its 

enemies.,,44 

The Germans thought they had done a good job in 

indicating to the world that they were "young and strong and 

dangerous." Der Angriff exulted that ~we can scarcely 

contain ourselves for it is truly difficult to endure so much 

joy." The paper saluted Hitler for invigorating German sport 
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and noted that "it is an odd but familiar experience and once 

again we have discovered after sturdy struggles what reserves 

are contained in us.,,45 

Reichsmarshall Herman Goering airily announced that 

"in this last week we have witnessed the soldiers of all 

nations engaged in peaceful combat, every contestant bearing 

the colors of his country." Goering gave his own 

interpretation of Olympism. "Olympic law recognizes neither 

rank nor wealth nor previous condition of servitude," assumed 

Goering in his recitation of an Olympic manifesto. "We 

National Socialists naturally rejoice over this community of 

nations. It hasn't yet impressed itself on the world, but it 

has kindled the imagination of the German people to the point 

of frenzied enthusiasm." Birchall cogently pointed out that 

Goering had scrupulously avoided race, "which also is not 

recognized by Olympic laws as any barrier to equality.,,46 

Hitler was also inspired by the German triumph. He 

described the Fascist view in asserting "sports to be 

invaluable as a means of strengthening self-consciousness 

among peoples and nations." He thought that sport would keep 

countries from becoming effete by providing "an element in 

the lives of nations calculated to prevent a development in 

the direction of 'superintellectualism.,,,47 Hitler had 

turned sport into an instrument of the Nazi state. Olympic 

victory had given assurance to the Nazis of the righteousness 
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of their social visions. 

What reaction had the rest of the world drawn from 

the Olympic referendum on German society? One American 

scribe believed that travelers to the Eleventh Olympics could 

carry home only "one impression." That impression was "that 

this is a nation happy and prosperous almost beyond belief; 

that Hitler is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, 

political leaders in the world today, and that Germans 

themselves are a much maligned, hospitable, wholly peaceful 

people who deserve the best the world can give them.,,48 

Berl in 1 eft "an impressi on of cleanliness, tidiness and 

orderliness unapproached by any other capital." Visitors 

"experienced exceeding courtesy, extreme consideration and 

hospitality organized to the last degree.,,49 At least that 

was the image which German propaganda had produced for 

visitors who knew Germany only from the "pleasant fortnight" 

during which the Olympics were contested. "After the flags 

have been hauled down, the Olympic village vacated, the 

streets and hotels brought back to their normal state, and 

Berlin becomes itself again, one can only hope that it will 

remain so," sighed Birchall. 50 

His journey to Berlin had convinced Avery Brundage 

that the "new" Germany was an enviable nation. Addressing 

the American-German Bund after his return from the Olympics, 

Brundage asserted that "we can learn much from Germany. We, 
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too, if we wish to preserve our institutions, must stamp out 

communism. We, too, must take steps to arrest the decline of 

patriotism." Brundage received an enthusiastically favorably 

response from the pro-Nazi organization. "No country since 

ancient Greece has displayed a more truly national public 

interest in the Olympic spirit in general than you find in 

Germany today," claimed Brundage in turning to Olympic 

matters. He credited Americans of German ancestry with 

providing much of the funds for sending the United States 

team to Berlin. "The question then was whether a vociferous 

minority, highly organized and highly financed, could impose 

its will on 120,000,000 people," said Brundage in condemning 

the supposed conspiracy against American participation which 

German-American money had overcome. 

An irate letter writer to the New York Times quoted 

Brundage's statement and sputtered that "a study of the logic 

of the above statement will indicate that out of 120,000,000 

Americans who always had been generous in their support of 

previous Olympic teams, Mr. Brundage would have been unable 

to send the team abroad had it not been for a comparatively 

small group of Nazis."S1 Later in the same program the 

German ambassador to the United states told the audience that 

"Germany is rearming not to make war but to make peace 

secure.,,52 

The New York Times came away less impressed with 
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the "new" Germany. Mentioning the suicide of the army 

officer in charge of the construction of the Olympic Village 

after he was dismissed from the army for being a "non-Aryan," 

the unshackling of the vehemently anti-Semitic press, 

immorality trials for Catholic clergy, the listing in German 

newspapers of "German" athletes who won medals for 

Czechoslovakia and Holland, and the hint of more decrees at 

the annual Nurmeberg meeting of the Nazi party, the newspaper 

declared that it was obvious the Olympic season had ended. 

Nazi racial philosophy taught that anyone whose ancestry was 

German belonged to the Fatherland. "The foreign visitors 

have all gone home with a convincing picture of Germany 

prosperous, united and contented. The Olympic Games are 

over.,,53 

While Brundage was lauding the Nazi state former, 

I.O.C. members Ernest Jahncke and Jeremiah Mahoney were 

blasting Brundage's A.O.C. Mahoney charged that Brundage had 

mishandled the Holm, Owens, and Jahncke affairs and described 

the A.O.C. as "inefficiently led by individuals seeking their 

own aggrandizement rather than the comfort and success of the 

teams."S4 Jahncke claimed he was dismissed from his post 

solely for his opposition to the Berlin olympics. 55 In a 

long letter to the New York Times Jahncke explained that he 

took his position "in view of the fact that we could not be 

assured that the athletes would not be discriminated against, 
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due to their racial background or their religious beliefs." 

He revealed that I.O.C. head Count Baillet-Latour had sent 

him a letter claiming his removal had been ordered "for the 

reason that by your attitude you have been a traitor to its 

[the I.O.C.'s] interests." Jahncke then quoted from a 

report on the Berlin Games written by the International 

Committee for the Preservation of the Olympic Ideal which had 

found that "three weeks spent in Germany--including all the 

period of the Games--furnished indisputable proof of the 

reservations here indicated, and that the Oly~pic ideal was 

not able to be represented by the hosts to the Eleventh 

Olympiad." Jahncke felt that statement and other evidence 

put on the record "completely vindicated my stand."56 

The question of whether or not the United states 

should have participated in the Games paled next to that of 

why the Germans were able to defeat the United states. It 

was certainly clear that the Germans had won. New York 

Times correspondent Arthur J. Daley reported that the 

"deep-throated roar of 'Deutschland'" had become "the 

rallying cry in all sports as Germany stalked off with the 

top honors in the mightiest Olympic Games of them all." 

Daley duly noted that "as any expert accountant will attest, 

figures can be juggled to suit any purpose, but there can be 

no denying the fact that the Reich was chief scorer in its 

own Olympic Games."57 
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Germany won because "the host nation in any Olympics 

has a tremendous advantage" thought Daley. That fact, in 

combination with "the intense nationalism of the Teutons and 

their deep-seated adoration of Hitler gave all German 

athletes an inspirational lift that no other country could 

match," and produced the startling results. Daley contended 

that national fervor had overcome the ideal of sportsmanship 

among the Germans. In 1932 at Los Angeles the American 

crowds had "cheered everyone alike." But "the Germans 

cheered principally for Germans." In addition, German 

athletes had "received the blessing of the Nazi government" 

through subsidized employment and an intense fifteen month 

national training camp. "Strictly speaking, this may be a 

violation of the true amateur code, but that is something for 

the International Olympic Committee to decide," continued 

Daley. He insisted that he offered those reasons for the 

German triumph not "as an excuse of alibi for American 

failures." Germany was able to triumph only because it had 

perverted the Olympic ideal and the American code of athletic 

nationalism. Besides, "the United states did very well in 

most sports and needs neither excuses nor alibis," concluded 

Daley hollowly.58 

One American visitor at the Olympics, Charles Francis 

of New York City, agreed with Daley that nationalistic fervor 

had pushed the Germans to victory. He thought that Germany 
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would not do so well at the 1940 Olympics in Tokyo, because 

it would lack the sense of national mission that Hitler and 

their countrymen had inspired in German athletes at Berlin. 

Francis predicted that Japan would dominate the Games it was 

set to host since they were, if anything, even more rabidly 

nationalistic than the Germans. "They will do everything 

humanly and scientifically possible to create winners for the 

Mikado, who like Hitler will be sitting in full view of the 

proceedings," he surmised. "They will die for him in order 

to score victories." Francis found that "this false and 

exaggerated idea of the value of sporting events defeats all 

purposes of the games." He asserted that "the United States 

does not get hysterical over the Olympic Games nor does its 

citizens, as witnessed in 1932 at Los Angeles." Francis also 

insisted of American Olympians that "we should be proud of 

all of them."S9 

Germany's gathering of 33 gold, 26 silver and 30 

bronze medals compared to the United States' 24 gold, 26 

silver and 12 bronze prizes, led sportswriter Albion Ross to 

comment that "Germany has produced a collection of Olympic 

champions no one knew she had." But Ross cleverly disparaged 

his apparent pat on the back to the victors by noting the 

irony in the fact the "masculine Third Reich" owed much of 

its success to female athletes. "The German women, taken as 

a whole team were consistently better than their rivals 
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everywhere but in the swimming pool," reported Ross. They 

seemed to have outshone the masculine Aryan counterparts. 60 

If the Olympics had indeed been a referendum on the 

"new" Germany, then Birchall felt that the Games had put 

Germany "back in the fold of nations who have 'arrived.'" 

But despite the propaganda effort and Germany's desire to 

"win foreign praise," Birchall thought that perhaps the Games 

had made as more of impact on the host nation than the 

presentation of the "new" Germany had on the world. "It is 

perhaps true also that this contact with many nationalities 

and races has made the Germans more human again after four 

long years of a regime which, while it strengthened, tended 

also to harden its votaries," surmised Birchall. "It might 

even be said that this experience has deflated the German ego 

a bit. They have seen here for themselves that all races are 

good, some in certain respects perhaps even slightly superior 

to the Teutonic.,,61 

Of course the athletes who most deflated the German 

ego were Americans. Birchall related that German sport 

critics had lavishly praised the grace of star athletes, "the 

Americans particularly." Behind the praise of foreign stars 

could be seen "almost a confession that German training 

methods perhaps are a bit too stiff and rigid to produce the 

type of athlete which invariably thrilled the stadium 

throngs." Robotic Germans could not match the athletic 
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artistry of Americans. Social systems were to blame. The 

problem with German athletic form "is how to limber it up and 

emancipate it from the goose-stepping tradition, which 

obviously is not suited to the development of speed and 

agility," hypothesized Birchall. The Nazi recognition of and 

appreciation for United states superiority "seems to indicate 

that the German tradition will give way ~o the more promising 

Anglo-Saxon training methods so excellently exemplified in 

these eleventh Olympics" by the Americans and their athletic 

disciples in Scandinavia, Canada and the rest of the 

world. 62 

In second place America's sporting press found 

victory. The United States might, as News-Week put it, 

rank "low in fencing, water polo, soccer, field hockey, field 

handball, cycling, and shooting." But those were minor 

sports and even less significant in terms of determining true 

Olympic mettle. The United States "has the best sprinters, 

pole vaulters, and jumpers," and in style and athletic 

sophistication they were still the best. 63 Avery Brundage 

added to the defense of the American Olympians by telling the 

Associated Press that "our athletes have been a credit to 

their country. All Americans can be proud of them. They 

made a fine impression even when not winning." He announced 

that "we've proved to the world that American speed and 

stamina are not on the decline." In the A.O.C.'s official 
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report Brundage stuclt to his interpretation of the American 

showing. "In the events considered important in the United 

states, the American team won most of the honors," he 

wrote. 64 

In accounts from Berlin descriptions of the speed and 

stamina of America's women Olympians often paled in 

comparison to remarks about their beauty. The I.O.C. might 

debate the merits of female participation but Americans loved 

the exploits of their women Olympians. Although the American 

women did not fare particularly well in the women's swimming 

competition, they were certainly regarded as more attractive 

than their competitors. News-Week called the star of the 

meet, Holland's Wilhemina Mastenbroek, a "fat Dutch girl. 65 

And Time described her as a "ponderous" winner of three 

gold medals. "To keep their weight down, Dutch swimmers train 

on beans, go in heavily for dancing. That this process is 

eminently successful, Dutch trainers feel to be conclusively 

proved by the fact that Swimmer Mastenbroek, whose hobby is 

cooking, weighs a mere 150 lb." joked Time. But, asserted 

the magazine, the "Netherlands' girl athletes have not yet 

outclassed the u.s. in events which require grace as well as 

brawn." Led by "bright blonde" Dorothy Poynton Hill, the 

u.s. dominated women's diving. 66 

Time labeled a Fulton, Missouri, "filly" named 

Helen Stephens as the "No.1 heroine" of the Berlin Games. 
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Like Babe Didrikson before her, Helen Stephens was a 

"natural." Her high school track coach, Bert Moore, timed 

her during an astonishing sprint, and without telling her how 

good she was, began to train her for Olympic stardom. In her 

first big meet she astounded herself by beating the famed 

Stella Walsh and setting an American record. After the race 

Walsh bragged that she could beat Stephens "any time I try." 

But in the Olympic 100 meter final Stephens again bested 

Walsh, setting a new record in the process. Time reported 

that "when a Warsaw newspaper, with what is now a routine 

lack of chivalry toward female Olympic competitors, suggested 

that Sprinter Stephens was a man, the possibility that 

Sprinter Stephens' ignorance of her own abilities might 

include her sex was promptly destroyed by German Olympic 

officials. They announced that they had foreseen the 

dispute, investigated Sprinter Stephens before the 

race,[and] found her a thoroughgoing female.,,67 

The Literary pigest described Stephens on the 

victory stand as a "gangling, embarrassed Missouri farm 

girl." She had run her way from rural obscurity to two gold 

medals, a typical American success story. The Digest 

imagined that she developed her "speed chasing rabbits around 

her father's Callaway County pastures." In high school she 

could beat all of the girls and most of the boys at track 

practice. At ten years old she had a premonition and told 
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her mother that some day she would race at the Olympics. 

Moore continued to coach Stephens at William Woods College in 

Fulton. The coach brought along the "bobbed-haired, 

flat-chested, boyishly-built runner" slowly. By 1935, at the 

A.A.U. national championships, she burst onto the scene with 

an American indoor record in the fifty-meter dash. She also 

broke records in the standing broad jump, the shot-put and 

the discus. She turned over her chores to her "kid brother" 

in order to concentrate on track and field. 68 

The Literary Digest believed that Stephens's 

accomplishments were "symbolic of the amazing improvement in 

women's athletics during the past twenty years." The 

Digest pointed to German Olympian Gisela Maurmayer's 

incredible 156-foot heave of the discus at Berlin as proof 

that women were fast approaching men's athletic performances. 

No man had thrown 156-feet until 1932, and men had a much 

longer history of athletic endeavor. But, thought the 

magazine, "in spite of the emergence of more and better women 

athletes, particularly since the War," the I.O.C. was 

hesitant to promote women's athletics. However, sportswomen 

took the initiative and, beginning in 1922, organized the 

Women's World Games, a quadrennial track and field 

championship held under the auspices of the Federation 

Sportive Feminine Internationale. 69 

"In the face of this tremendous progress in 
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relatively short time, why aren't more women athletes" 

wondered the Digest. Dr. Donald A. Laird of the Hamilton 

(New York) Psychological Laboratory attempted to answer that 

query in Scientific American. Dr. Laird announced that 

women had less competitive spirit, less muscular strength and 

poorer reaction time than men. But the most important factor 

in female shortcomings was the fact that smaller lung size 

made for a quick "oxygen debt" in women athletes. "If the 

average woman's [oxygen] credit were better," punned the 

doctor, "women would be better athletes than they are.,,70 

It was race though, and not sex, which engendered the 

most thought and discussion after the Eleventh Olympics. 

"There is something extremely humorous, as well as entirely 

satisfactory, in the way that Negro Americans are carrying 

off all the honors in Berlin," quipped Oswald Garrison 

Vi 11 ard in The Nation. "AI ready it is cl ear that if the 

United states triumphs at the end of the games it will be 

because of the representatives who in many states of the 

Union are disenfranchised; who are segregated and discriminated 

against in many parts, and in all cities, of the Union," 

continued Villard. He found their victories "highly amusing" 

in light of the fact that they took place in front of the 

leader "of spurious Aryanism, so that that noble champion of 

sports and of humanity was compelled to congratulate the 

German winners in his private room at the stadium in order 
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not to have to shake hands with any of the dark victors from 

the United states." Villard had bought into the media-created 

myth about the supposed Owens-Hitler confrontation. 

Villard thought that the triumphs of American blacks 

would have an effect in United states as well. "Nearly all 

of them are or have been university students; they have shown 

stamina, courage, good manners, self-control, loyalty to the 

team, and in the reports of the drinking that took place on 

the Manhattan on the voyage over there has been no intimation 

that any of the colored men were among the offenders." 

Villard admired the black champions for their lack of 

petulance at not having been recognized by Hitler, and 

imagined that they were "rather relieved not to have to take 

the blood-stained paw of that monster." Besides, surmised 

Villard, American blacks were beyond feeling hurt. "We 

Americans have trained them too well for that with our own 

discrimination, our own slights, our own insults, which do 

not even spare their women, which often poison their 

childhood and youth, precisely as the Jewish children in 

Germany are tortured to their very souls by being told in 

their schools that they are inferior beasts, mere contact 

with whom is leprous." 

Villard hoped that the feats of Owens and other 

American black athletes might "shame" Congress into passing 

the anti-lynching bill which Southern members annually 
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blocked, or enable the President to receive the Olympians at 

the White House to wash away the stain of discriminations 

against black civil servants, or that the army might "let 

down its caste bars and give a really square deal" to 

American blacks. "Perhaps West Point with its 1,800 cadets 

might find room for more than one Negro student and not 

subject those admitted to the brutal ostracism which has made 

life at West Point for Negroes who endured the ordeal call 

for greater strength, moral and physical, than was ever 

displayed at an Olympic." 

Villard's hope was encouraged by the new breed of 

Southern editors who gave "more generous and friendly" 

reaction to black triumphs than they had in past years. "1 

do not wish to be unduly optimistic, especially as long as 

lynching continues, but I think we have gone a long distance 

from the days when the whole South roared in outrage because 

Theodore Roosevelt invited the most distinguished Negro of 

his time, Booker T. Washington, to luncheon at the White 

House," Villard commented. He felt the American South had 

come a long way from the "spirit which led some Southerners 

of the basest type to kill Negro soldiers returning from 

France in order to 'teach them their place' because they had 

been associating so freely with Frenchmen--and women." He 

concluded with an ode to the spirit of black Americans. 

"There is nothing more wonderful in all the United states 
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than the patient endurance of wrong, injustice, and 

oppression by the Negroes--too patient by far. But in spite 

of it they are steadily coming to the front with their great 

singers, great actors, writers, and poets," wrote the critic 

of American culture and society. "And now they win the 

greatest honors at the Olympics--to share them with us white 

Americans!" Villard had turned the "black auxiliaries" into 

an argument for social emancipation. His grandfather, 

William Lloyd Garrison, would have been proud. 71 

Some Americans shared Villard's feelings, as the New 

York Times's letters columns confirmed. One reader wrote 

that American blacks had exploded the notion of Aryan 

supremacy. But, while Americans recognized their exploits in 

track and field, in other sports society discriminated 

against them. "In this country Negroes are among our best 

baseball players, but there isn't a single Negro player in 

the big leagues," the writer lamented. He thought that 

"jim-crowism" in baseball and other sports should be stifled. 

"There is no place for racial discrimination in the American 

plan of fair play and sportsmanship.,,72 

The media outpouring about the refusal of Hitler to 

shake the hands of black champions stuck in the craw of 

another writer. "One unfamiliar with the facts would assume 

that this situation was an uncommon one, and that Jesse Owens 

was being subjected to some strange and novel treatment," he 
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observed. The writer scolded that such hypocrisy was "to the 

thinking Negro, more detestable than the honest though 

deplorable actions of Hitler." At least Hitler had the 

honesty to keep his actions consistent with his philosophy. 

"Is it a startling revelation that the Owens who was only 

snubbed in Berlin is denied the privilege of rising to the 

full height of his ability in the social, political and 

economic fields of his homeland?" The writer, "speaking for 

only one of America's millions of Negroes, would welcome 

tolerance in fact rather than meaningless wor4s.,,73 

A New Jersey writer used the example of black 

Olympians to forward the cause of integration. "The American 

'black auxiliaries,' as the Germans fancifully labeled our 

Negroes, have left much for Nazi anthropologists to explain," 

mused the wri ter. "Thei r performance in so materiall y aiding 

the United states this year ought to leave also much food for 

thought to the prejudiced white citizen of this country." 

The writer described American sport as an institution free 

from racial prejudice. "There are definite standards to be 

met and whoever has the intelligence, stamina and speed to 

meet these standards gets his chance," believed the writer. 

He wondered if American blacks could make a much greater 

contribution to American civilization if the integrated model 

of sport was applied to American society as a whole. But 

curiously, the writer, after noting that none of the black 
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winners came from a Negro college, spent a great deal of the 

letter attacking those institutions as fomenters of 

t . 74 segrega lon. 

J.E. Spingarn, president of the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People, thought that black 

Olympians had proved two things to "fair-minded" observers. 

"First, that the American Negro does not belong to an 

inherently inferior race." Indeed, in "at least one 

important human activity," blacks had proved themselves "if 

anything, superior to the white race." The second axiom which 

Spingarn derived from the Eleventh Olympiad was that "the 

theory that miscegenation inevitably produces an inferior 

stock has been knocked into a cocked hat." He noted that 

many of the black Olympians had racially mixed genes and that 

the mixture of white and black blood produced "a highly 

superior etrain" of athlete. 75 

The New York Times reported that the triumphs of 

black Americans were the "sensation" of Europe. Only in the 

pages of Der Angriff and in Hitler's box had the 

correspondent seen "presumptive evidence of racial feeling." 

Most of the foreign Olympians treated the black Americans 

with open admiration, particularly the French. The British, 

"guided perhaps by imperial considerations," were somewhat 

reserved, and the reaction of the South Africans was to 

"openly deprecate" black accomplishment. The German team 
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seemed warmly disposed toward American blacks, a fact 

underscored by the budding friendship of Owens and German 

long-jumper Lutz Long, the silver-medalist in his specialty. 

According to the New York reporter, "what may be called the 

social success of the American Negroes largely is due to 

their own tact. They are perfectly well aware there is a 

race prejudice in the air and they carefully avoid places 

where they might not be welcome."76 

In an editorial the New York Times revealed that 

America's "black auxiliaries" were "not the only problem for 

Nazi race philosophers." The success against Aryan 

competition of India in field hockey and Argentina in polo 

with teams that mixed Aryan and non-Aryan members presented 

certain difficulties for the advocates of Nazi racial 

theories (Unfortunately the editors made rather poor choices 

if one takes into account the racial perspectives of the 

British in India, and the fact that Argentina during the 

19305 was a great admirer of Hitler and his racial 

theories--it being the most Europeanized in terms of race of 

all the Latin American nations). "It all goes to show that 

mankind outside present-day Germany is imperfectly 

totalitarian," jibed the editor. "It accepts racial 

inconsistencies and nationalist anomalies for the sake of a 

good game of polo or hockey or a fast lOO-meter sprint."77 

The fastest one hundred meter sprinter in the world 
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brought the complexity of American race relations into a 

startling focus the subject rarely enjoyed. The biography of 

Jesse Owens read that he was twenty-two, married and that "at 

home, as well as on the track, he toes the mark. He spends 

much of his time pasting up a scrapbook of pictures and 

stories about himself. He neither drinks nor smokes.,,78 

Owens was born as one of eight children, his father a 

former cotton picker and then a garage worker in Cleveland, 

Ohio. At Ohio state University Owens got his best grades in 

physical education and his worst in psychology. His 

classmates had gilded a pair of his shoes for O.S.U.'s trophy 

room and the Democratic state Legislature helped him through 

school by paying him $717 a session to run errands as a page. 

News-week announced that "the Democrats now want him to run 

for office." His favorite politician was President 

Roosevelt, favorite actress Janet Gaynor and favorite 

pastime, drawing. "His ambition is to cash in on 

professional offers and teach industrial art or physical 

education. Whatever he does in the future, he has, by his 

marvelous feats on track paths, already done much to repair 

the shattered illusions suffered by his race when Joe Louis 

took it on the chin from Max schmeling.,,79 

Harried by fans and the press, Owens had a hard time 

deciding whether to return to Ohio state or accept the show 

business offers. The comedian Eddie Cantor had reportedly 
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offered Owens $40,000 to join the vaudville circuit. 80 

Brundage and the A.A.U. made the decision for him when they 

suspended his amateur standing for refusing to compete with a 

contingent of American track stars in Sweden. "I've lost 6 

pounds being circused and pushed allover Europe," complained 

Owens. "I'm burned out and tired of being treated like a 

head of cattle. I'm turning professional because I'm busted 

and know the difficulties encountered by any member of my 

race in getting financial security. because if I have 

money I can help my race like Booker T. Washington ... 

because lowe it to my wife ... and because after I have 

made some money, I hope to go into politics and do something 

for my people.,,8l 

On his return from Berlin the Democratic party in 

Ohio arranged for the purchase of home for Owens and his 

wife. state Democratic party chairmen Francis W. Poulson 

announced that Governor Martin L. Davey "feels that fame is 

fleeting and that Ohio should give something substantial to 

its greatest athlete."82 

Jesse Owens and his four gold medals became the 

undisputed stars of the Eleventh Olympiad in American minds. 

He seemed to have the requisite personality traits which a 

"good" representative of his race would possess. As a black 

athlete he was cast in the role of a natural. One anecdote 

had Australia's kangaroo mascot gaping at Owens' long jumping 



ability. The kangaroo "could be seen almost any time 

thereafter furtively studying the form of the American."83 
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The analogy from the animal kingdom to Owens' abilities was 

typical of the metaphors sportswriters used to characterize 

black athletes. White athletes triumphed through 

intelligence. Black athletes gained victory due to the 

dictates of biology. 

In an article for The Saturday Evening Post Owens's 

Ohio state track coach recalled being stunned by the raw 

speed, despite a lack of technique, of the sharecropper's son 

from Alabama. Technique, after all, was hardly to be 

expected of a natural. Snyder found Owens a properly 

self-effacing example for his race. He remembered that "I 

didn't have any trouble with him. We got along great." 

Owens also possessed the traits required of any American 

athlete. Early in his college career Owens had taken time 

out from work, school and training to "bust loose w
' on 

Saturday nights. But during the Olympic year he had foregone 

the pleasures of Saturday nights out in order to concentrate 

on Olympic victory and the greater glory for America. 

Snyder described Owens' performance in Berlin, both 

as an athlete and as "a sort of instinctive ambassador of 

good will," as magical. The Ohio state athletic mentor, who 

accompanied the United States team as an assistant track 

coach, made sure he did not let his star "get stuck up and 
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strutting a cakewalk." But then Jesse had always been a 

"good boy." Snyder ~nsisted that the trouble Owens had with 

A.O.C. officials after the Games stemmed from the poor care 

that they gave the American star during the Olympics and 

their desire to "use" Owens and other American stars on the 

European summer track circuit in order to bring money into the 

A.O.C. coffers. The coach came to the conclusion that "they 

were using Jesse for bait," and that if anyone "was going to 

use the boy for bait, it seemed to me that he ought to use 

himself and get something tangible out of it ~or himself." 

In Snyder's view the charges of "unethical" and "ungrateful" 

behavior thrown at Owens by the American sporting officials, 

and his suspension by the A.A.U., were unconscionable 

attempts by the American athletic powers to keep Jesse a 

slave in the American amateur athletic system. 

Not that Snyder himself was above a bit of 

exploitation. After all, he had used Owens to win several 

Big Ten track championships. He concluded his Saturday 

Evening Post essay with an explanation of why black athletes 

excelled in the sprints and jumps--he believed that several 

physiological and cultural factors were involved--in which he 

left the distinct impression that black track stars would be 

welcome to enroll at Ohio State in the future. 84 

On August 25, 1936, Owens' hometown of Cleveland 

extended him a hero's welcome. A crowd of several thousand 
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greeted him at the train station where Mayor Harold H. Burton 

(a future Supreme Court Justice of the United States) 

welcomed him with a key to the city. With characteristic 

modesty Owens exclaimed, "I just can't believe that this is 

all for me." Next came an automobile ride through 

Cleveland's streets with Mayor Burton, Ohio's lieutenant 

governor Harold G. Mosler and baseball great Tris Speaker. 

The A.P. revealed that "in Cleveland's Negro district the 

welcome reached its noisiest peak. Hundreds of colored boys 

and girls, dressed in their 'Sunday best,' sat along the 

curbs. Many roof-tops were crowded with enthusiastic 

greeters." Cleveland's white sections also cheered Owens. 

At the city auditorium Ohio Governor Martin Davey paid homage 

to Owens' Olympic feats. He was presented with a $500 gold 

stopwatch, purchased by a public subscription, to commemorate 

his victories. "As you know, my greatest ambition for a long 

time was to make the American Olympic team and run for the 

United states at Berlin," Owens told the crowd. He 

considered himself "very fortunate to come through the way I 

did."85 

The much-honored Owens was offered a position as 

track coach at Wilberforce University in Xenia, Ohio (one of 

the nation's first and foremost black institutions of higher 

education) in order to keep himself in training for the 1940 

Olympics. Dr. D. Ormond Walker, the president of 
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Wilberforce, cabled him: "Do not turn professional. 

Wilberforce will take care of you."8G But Owens had other 

plans in mind. Soon after his triumphant homecoming he 

announced that he was trading in his sprinter's spikes for 

tap shoes. With the encouragement and mentoring of famous 

New York City dancer Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, Owens planned 

to take the entertainment world by storm. Coach Snyder 

explained that his star was building up for the future. 

"He's hopeful of making a good bit of money out of this 

venture to guard and protect him in later life," announced 

Snyder. The coach also indicated that becoming a professional 

entertainer would not affect Owens' amateur athletic status. 

And he assured the public that "Jesse has some very definite 

ideas about returning to Ohio State, completing his 

education, and then going back to a normal life."87 But 

Owens, like many an American whom fate or accomplishment 

makes a public figure, would never have a normal life. 8S 

As Owens and the rest of the team returned to the 

United States from the Eleventh Olympics, reports of 

disgruntlement amongst the American athletes garnered 

headlines. Alfred Master of Stanford University, one of the 

team's managers, told a reporter that "when mistakes in 

management and handling of athletes are repeated with such 

persistence as was manifested this trip, the time has arrived 

to face the facts and reorganize." He said that he had "many 
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friends among the Olympic leaders and do not question their 

integrity but have frankly told them I question their 

judgement on several important matters." He particularly 

disliked how they had treated Owens. 89 On her arrival in 

New York Eleanor Holm Jarrett told the press that she planned 

no legal action against the A.O.C. or the A.A.U. "There is 

nothing you can do with the A.A.U.," she shrugged. "They are 

a law unto themselves." She, too, felt sorry for Owens. 90 

Gene Venzke, the American miler, arrived with a 

hundred other athletes on the President Roosevelt, 

supported Masters' contentions. He complained that the 

Olympic officials were "petty, aloof and unfair." Dorothy 

Poynton Hill, silver-medalist in platform diving concurred. 

"I think that there wasn't a happy athlete on this Olympic 

trip," she snapped. 91 New York Times writer Arthur Daley 

returned with the athletes and remarked that "some athletes 

had a grand time. Others thought that they had been 

mistreated. It all simmered down to question of personal 

opinion.,,92 

The athletes and the A.O.C. quickly shelved their 

disputes as preparations for a homecoming celebration got 

underway. Since the Olympians returned on different vessels 

at different times, they were housed at the New York Hotel 

Men's Association quarters until the parade and festivities 

began on September 3. 93 On September 2, former New York 
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governor Alfred E. Smith, who along with Mayor La Guardia and 

other Catholic politicians had led the fight to prevent 

American participation in the "Nazi" Olympics, greeted a 

group of seventy-five athletes at the Empire state 

Building. 94 The next day America's Olympians, "headed by 

the invincible Jesse Owens," paraded through the streets in 

open automobiles from the Battery to Randall's Island. 

Ticker-tape and confetti fell sporadically on the procession 

during their transit through the financial district. 

"Nowhere, however, was the delirious enthusiasm that marked 

the great welcomes of a decade ago in evidence," commented 

the New York Times. 95 The parade route had been 

specially devised to include Harlem, in order to honor the 

contributions of America's black athletes to the team. 96 

But even in Harlem, although flags hung from a few apartments 

and several thousand people lined the streets, "there was 

little indication of any great exultation over the feats of 

Owens and the other Negro stars," remarked one observer. At 

Randall's Island Stadium the team was honored by American 

dignitaries. Sports heroes and heroines like Babe Ruth, Jack 

Dempsey, Gertrude Ederle, Helen Jacobs, Gene Tunney, Jay 

Berwanger and others were on hand to present the Olympians 

with commemorative medals. 97 

During the presentation ceremony Mayor Fiorello La 

Guardia, by now as vocal a supporter of the American 
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Olympians as Avery Brundage, described the athletes as 

"splendid examples of American youth and American 

sportsmanship." When Owens received his medal La Guardia 

stopped the show. "Now the moment has arrived when New York 

City takes its hat off to the leading member of the 1936 

Olympic team," he shouted. "Jesse, on behalf of New York 

City I hail you as an American boy. We are all Americans 

here; we have no auxiliaries in this country." After La 

Guardia's accolades Owens turned to "Bojangles" Robinson and 

presented the dancer with the first gold medal the Ohio state 

runner had won in the Olympics. "An Olympic medal is the 

highest honor an athlete can win and I treasure mine above 

all my other possessions, but I want to make a pres~ntation to 

Bill Robinson, the mayor of Harlem, for all he has done for 

me, for all of us," said Owens. 98 

While Americans cheered Owens for his contributions 

to the nation, and a few pundits and oracles peered through 

the narrow fissure that the "black auxiliaries" had opened 

into the very nearly taboo subject of race relations in the 

United states; Dr. Charles D. Snyder, Professor of 

Experimental Physiology at Johns Hopkins University read a 

different message from the results of the Berlin Olympics. 

In an article for Scientific Monthly in October, 1936, he 

set out to correlate Olympic victories with national 

population in order to construct a true index of athletic 
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nationalism. "Perhaps it has occurred to others besides 

myself that the absolute scores accredited to the various 

countries in the Olympiad just ended in Berlin somehow do not 

represent their respective relative positions of excellence," 

began the professor. 

In constructing his index Snyder took the populations 

of the competing nations, the Associated Press point 

tabulations from Berlin, and a statistical formula which 

posited an "ideal" score based on the total amount of points 

available at the Games and the combined populations of the 

participating countries. Snyder's statistical manipulations 

revealed an interesting pattern. Germany and the United 

States dropped from the Olympic lead to ninth and fourteenth 

place respectively in Snyder's formulations. At the top of 

the professor's list resided the "snug little countries of 

northern Europe." 

Snyder sardonically remarked that "when Owens was 

winning his wonderful races a great cry went up in the 

American press proclaiming that once and for all the myth of 

superiority of one race over another had been smashed." 

While he admitted that blacks did well in short races, he 

noted that "we must remember that the Negro boys were trained 

by white men in the white man's institutions." Snyder argued 

that instead of the "Nazi" Olympics smashing the myth of 

racial superiority, a scientific understanding of the results 
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proved that indeed certain races were superior. His research 

led him to conclude that the "'great northern races~" were 

racially dominant in sport. While noting that the little 

republics of northern Europe which topped his lists suffered 

relatively little political or economic instability, he 

insisted that racial purity was the key factor in their 

success. 99 

In the March, 1938, issue of Scientific Monthly 

Snyder elaborated on his racial theories. In an article 

entitled "A Study in the Demographic Distribution of Cultural 

Achievement," he lent the aura of objectivity to his 

hypotheses by asserting that in examining national character, 

"it goes without saying that the most reliable of all these 

studies are those that have been cdrried out with the spirit 

and the techniques of modern science." To measure cultural 

achievement he focused his understanding of modern scientific 

technique on three categories of national standing; the 

number of Nobel Prizes awarded, the number of citations in 

the International Who's Who for 1937, and the number of 

record-holders and points won by place winners in the Olympic 

Games between 1912 and 1936. He compared the scores in each 

category to a statistically derived ideal score based on 

population and the total prizes available. Sweden, Norway, 

Switzerland, Denmark, Finland, Holland, Austria and Estonia 

topped Snyder's cultural achievement roster. The United 
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states and Canada (which Snyder counted as a single cultural 

unit for the purposes of his study) ranked fifteenth. At the 

bottom of the list lay Spain, the Soviet Union and India. 

Snyder addressed skeptics who might argue that since 

the Nobel Prize Committee consisted of Scandinavians and the 

publishers of the International Who's Who were British, each 

group would necessarily be biased in favor of their own 

countrymen; by insisting that "to offset these misgivings it 

is only fair to state that, since no specific evidence exists 

to support them, we must believe that everything has been 

done to insure a selection of only competent, upright and 

fearless judges and that those selected have performed their 

duties to the best of their abilities." That the Olympic 

results revealed national skill and cultural achievement in 

an impartial fashion went without saying. Such was the 

pervasiveness and power of the mystique of sport. 

Snyder prefaced his conclusions with a caveat. He 

admitted that he was using a Western "yardstick" to measure 

the concept of culture. With that admission out of the way, 

he announced that the "center of occidental cultural 

achievements" lay in western and northern Europe. In 

addition, "comparing the ratings in artistic and intellectual 

with those in the athletic achievements gives definite 

statistical confirmation to the belief that peoples who excel 

in the one excel also in the other fields of achievement." 
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And he found that the smaller rather than the larger nations 

of Europe topped the list of cultural achievers. 

He admitted that a complete explanation of the 

supremacy of smaller states would only emerge from more 

thorough scientific study. "But having raised the query," he 

felt obliged to offer a "brief prolegomenon" of the outcome 

such research might produce. "At the outset one may say 

without fear of contradiction that those peoples who satisfy 

so well our measures of cultural achievement will be found to 

be made up of less divergent varieties of homo sapiens than 

are those of the less successful groups," he posited. "The 

prospective corollary to this proposition doubtless also will 

be found to hold; namely, that amongst a people where the 

individuals diverge too greatly in blood and breeding there 

will be extreme diversity in temperament and conflict of 

ideals, less balance between dreaming and doing, between 

debate and decision, more time lost in planning and 

performing." 

Heterogenous nations, hypothesized Snyder, failed to 

develop interest in the social welfare regardless of the 

intelligence level of the nation. They could not develop, 

much less carry out, a national mission. What then should 

Americans, or any Western people do, "who wish to prolong 

their cultural ideals and national existence," wondered the 

Professor? "In view of all the foregoing it seems that among 
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the first things to do is to abandon the prevalent timidity 

and reluctance toward an open discussion of race problems, 

and of eugenics which aims not only at the eradication of 

hereditary (as well as endemic) diseases and low-grade 

mentalities, but includes also a thorough consideration of 

hereditary mental attitudes and behavior patterns." Snyder 

insisted that sexual problems had "vastly improved since they 

have been brought out into the open; our race and eugenics 

problems will likewise benefit by bringing them out into the 

light." 

Snyder thought the solution should proceed along 

political as well as intellectual and educational paths. 

"Since the majority of our people are of northwestern 

European origins, it is quite reasonable that the control of 

affairs should finally rest in the hands of leaders selected 

from such stocks," he asserted. Snyder thought that if the 

races which should lead allowed power to fall into the hands 

of minorities, they had only themselves to blame. Indeed, 

"there is some indication that these minorities are already 

on the way toward the control of affairs." Snyder urged "our 

somnolent majority" to awaken before it was too late and 

"take measures for the maintenance and improvement of the 

quality of our population." He argued for limiting 

immigration "exclusively to selected stock" from Nordic 

nations, legislating more stringently against interracial 
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marriages, promoting "enlightened" sterilization laws, and 

adopting a system of political representation which favored 

"individuals and groups who innately sympathize with and give 

most intelligent support to the ideals of our western 

culture." Snyder even allowed that if the proper measures 

were undertaken quickly, "perhaps then all this still may be 

accomplished in peaceful ways and within the frame of a 

democracy. Perhaps then even America will know finally what 

she wants and where she is going."98 

Americans tend to forget too easily that science in 

their nation often served the interests of racism. Certainly 

Snyder was not alone in his Aryan theorizing in United states 

scientific circles. His proposals for an American set of 

race statutes and policies, which in spirit closely resembled 

Nazi laws, were not exactly an aberrant philosophy in the 

United states. The idea of racial purification through 

eugenics policies enjoyed significant expert and mass 

popularity in the 1930s. In fact, the United states had more 

eugenics legislation on the books during that decade than the 

Third Reich did. The historian Madison Grant cried long and 

loud for the preservation of racial "purity" in order to 

preserve the American way of life. Many scientists were 

working to topple racial constructs and biological theories 

of intelligence during the 1930s. But the questions were 

still very much open in the intellectual world which existed 
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before the Second World War. 101 

Once again, through the racial discussions engendered 

by the performances of Jesse Owens and the "black 

auxiliaries," athletism had opened up doors in political 

culture. Sport and politics do not mix, read the cliche. 

But in the minds of the very people who most frequently used 

that homily, sport was an intensely political experience. 

A.O.C. treasurer Gustavus Kirby, the old guard member of the 

Olympic expedition, bragged "that the American system makes 

the contestants in the Games the representati~es of the 

people and not of the government." One could hardly imagine 

a firmer linkage of the liberal tradition and athletism. The 

Olympian representatives were supposed to convince the rest 

of the world to convert to the American way of life. Avery 

Brundage recited the litany of the sporting republic. "Sport 

is essentially democratic because under fair rules there is 

equal opportunity for all," he announced. Brundage wielded 

sport as a totem for warding off the "foreign" ideological 

currents of the 1930s. "It is a poor field for the growth of 

radical ideas," he wrote. Athletism defined his America, and 

gave him hope for the coming millennium; "a world imbued with 

the virile and democratic qualities of the sportsman, a world 

where fair play rules personal and national 

relationships.,,99 

Americans turned to sport to define themselves and 
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their place in the world. But contrary to Brundage's 

assertion, the world of athletics was not necessarily a poor 

field for radical ideas, as witnessed by the debate about 

race relations sparked by America's black Olympians, or 

Snyder's images of a eugenically engineered utopia. Consumer 

culture had altered the scope of athletism, but it had not 

rid sport of its political connections. 

The Games of the Eleventh Olympiad marked the 

conversion of the entire globe to the belief that the modern 

Olympic Games were contests between social systems and ways 

of life. In fact, that belief so inspired people that the 

other vision of the Olympics as an institution for fostering 

international understanding and harmony, for so long a 

concurrent, if uneasy, partner of athletic nationalism, 

seemed to drop almost completely out of the realm of 

perception during the "Nazi" Olympics. References in 1936 to 

the dream of Olympism and world peace were few and mainly 

cynical. For those who know the history of the world in the 

decade after 1936, the collapse of Olympism becomes all the 

more tragic. 

There would be no Olympic Games in 1940, nor in 1944. 

And knowing why the Olympics were not contested serves only 

to increase the irony of the Eleventh Olympics. While Owens 

and his fellow "black auxiliaries" drew attention to the 

problem of racial stereotyping and scientific theories of 
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racial purity and superiority, many ignored their feats and 

found other lessons at Berlin. As the American team left the 

Olympic Village in Berlin, which was being returned to its 

original purpose as a military training facility for German 

infantry officers, they heard the distant rattling of machine 

guns. IOO 
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XVI. AMERICA'S ATHLETIC MISSIONARIES 

On a sultry August night in Berlin the athletes of 

the world gathered to celebrate the closing of the Games of 

the Eleventh Olympiad. The Olympians mingled and cavorted in 

a grand auditorium. Even Jesse Owens, the undisputed star of 

the 1936 Olympics, attended, accompanied by his black 

teammates. "Heroes all, black though they were, and just as 

welcome on the great, democratic floor as the diminutive Jap, 

the dark Italian, the swarthy Hungarian, the taciturn Dutch 

and Swede, the clean-limbed Briton, the blond German, and the 

plain American," marveled Dorothy Frooks. "It was sports 

that set the rules, and sports that made them equals." 

In that free and egalitarian setting, while most of 

the athletes danced the night away, a small group of friends 

from a variety of nations discussed more serious topics. A 

perky young American diver held her audience spellbound with 

an impromptu speech on the blessings of democracy. Her 

enthusiasm inspired an admirer, an English pole vaulter, to 

jump onto the bandstand as the festivities neared an end. 

"Friends, this is our last dance, the last moment in the 

events which have brought us together the past two weeks, and 

have made us one family," shouted the pole vaulter. He asked 

his fellow athletes to join him in an oath to "fair-play, 

team-work, tolerance, loyalty, justice," and the hope that 
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the Olympic torch might be kept burning. "Let us pledge that 

as good sportsmen and good sportswomen we will never bring 

disgrace to that symbol. Let us each in his or her own 

country strive to bring home to those who govern, that the 

rules of the games in sports are the rules they should live 

by, and any violation of the rules should be treated as an 

oppression." When he asked the assembly to raise their right 

hands and shout "Olympia!," he received a tumultuous 

response.! 

The young athletes met again in Berlin the next day 

to plan an international movement which would make fair play 

and sportsmanship the standards of world politics. But the 

Gestapo, alerted by the seditious talk of democracy at the 

party the night before, had been lurking in the shadows and 

soon moved to destroy the plot. Poor sportsmanship plagued 

Nazi Germany. Hitler's totalitarian minions, who understood 

nothing of the principles and ethics of fair play, shipped 

the English pole vaulter off to a concentration camp, 

blackmailed the father of the American diver, and brutally 

punished a German sports star who sympathized with the 

movement's goals of peace through sport. So begins an 

obscure novel by Dorothy Frooks, entitled The Olympic 

Torch. This bizarre tale of an attempt to make Olympic 

ideals the basis of global relations in order to bring about 

an athletic and moral millennium, of Fascist duplicity and 



poor sportsmanship, of stilted sentimentality and tortured 

affairs of the heart; at least recognized the inherently 

political nature of sport, a fact which more than a few 

sanctimonious boosters of athletics deny. 
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Frooks detailed the creation, mostly through the 

efforts of the American diver, of a worldwide crusade which 

proposed a utopia based on athletic ideals. "The universal 

elements that make for international friendships without the 

necessity of knowledge of language, are sports, music, love," 

believed Helen Madison, the American diver. If the youth of 

the world devoted their lives to those institutions, then 

they could "unite against any form of aggression, force, 

[or] hypocritical diplomacy. The system of gaining 

national ends other than by agreements and legal tribunals, 

mutual regard for respective national rights and needs, the 

respect for traditional national cultures, customs, racial 

and religious claims may be changed by the youth of the 

world." She insisted that through her plan "the heads of 

nations will then be induced to accept the formula of 

international sports' regulations for conducting world 

affairs." Fair play would reign as the code by which nations 

lived and would make a better world for everyone. 2 

Frooks, and the characters in her novel, epitomized 

the rationalist assumptions which underlay the liberal 

invention of athletism. At the bottom of liberal mentality 
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rests the great assumption of the Enlightenment, that 

reasonable people could discover the truth and build a 

civilization around it. America's athletic missionaries, 

from James Edward Sullivan to Avery Brundage, dreamed of 

converting the globe to the American political tradition 

through the instrument of modern sport. They believed that 

the athletic life would reveal the self-evident truths which 

they perceived to an unenlightened world. In the modern 

Olympic Games they discovered the greatest field ever 

imagined for their particular brand of proselytizing. In the 

games and exercises of the sporting republic they invented a 

tool for spreading and defining American political culture. 

Athletism embodied all of the important algorithms of the 

liberal tradition. It addressed the relationship between 

individual liberty and civic contentment which lay at the 

heart of liberalism. It championed legalism and 

constitutionalism in its fascination with the rules of the 

games and the ethics of sportsmanship. It symbolized the 

rationalizing and segmenting of experience, the method of 

apprehending reality which marked the modern temper. 

"The play-concept must always remain distinct from 

all other forms of thought in which we express the structure 

of mental and social life," Johan Huizinga had claimed in his 

inquiry into the role of leisure in human life. 3 Given 

that definition, modern sport was certainly not play. 
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Athletism had been invented to adjust the structures of 

mental and social life to the requirements of industrial 

society and material progress. Although sport did contain a 

ludic element, its inventors imagined it primarily as method 

for moral education and an institution for preparing 

individuals for modern life. Athletism was one of the most 

important social technologies invented during the industrial 

revolution. 

As the sport culture of the United states evolved, it 

became clear that athletics offered more than simply a lesson 

in liberal ethics to the rest of the world. The most 

important field which the athletic missionaries cultivated 

was the united states itself. The sporting republic gave the 

architects of the national culture an important forum from 

which they could disseminate their liberal doctrine. 

On another level, the sporting republic provided 

important structural support for a national culture. 

Athletism provided a "common ground" for the new mass public, 

a shared set of experiences which crossed every political and 

economic boundary in society. The sports page in the 

nation's newspapers, the rise of the athletic spectacle, and 

the radio's instantaneous nationwide transmissions of "big 

games" exerted an immensely powerful influence among great 

numbers of Americans. They also provided an arena in which 

many of the important factors of the dominant American 
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political culture could be symbolically discussed. Not 

everyone read political editorials, philosophical treatises, 

or compendiums of social criticism. But seemingly everyone 

perused the sporfs ... ·l'age. 

During the Progressive era sports pages offered 

discussions on the nature of race, ethnicity, and national 

character; the impact of technology and industry on American 

life; the rise of the city and the impact of urban society on 

American traditions; the possibilities of international power 

and the problems of empire; and the fate of the democratic 

faith in the modern age. In the traditional renditions of 

American liberal philosophy the family and the village had 

provided the institutions which socialized individuals into 

American culture. The philosophy made icons of the log 

cabin, the one room schoolhouse, the community church, the 

town meeting, the farm and the agrarian work pattern, 

"republican" motherhood, and a host of other local nexuses of 

social reproduction. The industrial revolution and the 

processes of nationalization disrupted the communally hased 

structures of traditional society. Progressives proposed 

athletism as a device to take over many of the functions of 

local institutions at the national level. 

In industrial America the village "green," and the 

shared experiences and ethos which it symbolized, was 

transposed onto the greensward of the playing field. The 
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Progressive conceptions of history, politics and social life 

militated for the creation of national culture. Athletism 

offered the modernists who wanted to preserve traditional 

cultural patterns in the new social context a conduit for 

communicating their ideology to the nation. That fact became 

particularly apparent during celebrations of the modern 

Olympiads, the most ideologically-charged sporting events 

ever created. 

United states Olympic teams became America's athletic 

missionaries, commanded to witness for the "American way of 

life" on the global stage and, even more importantly, for 

their own countrymen. The messages from the first five 

Olympic Games of the modern era stressed the ways in which 

American athletic success demonstrated the strength of the 

nation's social system. 

Among the most common Olympic images was the symbol 

of melting pot as the crucible of American athletic success. 

Athletic officials and anthropologists first "scientifically" 

demonstrated, at st. Louis in 1904, that civilized social 

systems, rather than primitive but "natural" lifestyles, 

produced the most vigorous peoples. After debunking the myth 

of the natural athlete, American Olympians and their 

chroniclers constructed the theory of melting pot victors, 

which held that American society could transform any sort of 

racial or genetic material into exemplars of the strenuous 



life. The accounts of American successes from London and 

stockholm stressed the "mixed" nature of the American 

entries, and celebrated the contributions which immigrant 

groups and minorities were making to national life. 
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The melting pot imagery from the Olympics represented 

a significant contribution to the racial debates which 

characterized the era. Many "native" Americans perceived the 

massive immigration from Europe, particularly from southern 

and eastern Europe, during the last two decades of the 

nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth 

century as a threat to civilization. A multitude of 

historical and evolutionary theories used race in one way or 

another to account for certain factors in the development of 

human societies. A few perceptive scientists, like the 

American anthropologist Franz Boas, had attacked the commonly 

held scientific concept of race. 4 

But certainly far fewer Americans had read Boas's 

works than the stories about the exploits of James Connolly, 

John Flanagan, Jim Thorpe, or Myer Prinstein. America's 

athletic missionaries presented immigrants in a positive 

light, and stressed that cultural and environmental rather 

than racial factors produced "Americans." The Olympic 

champions were held up as proof that athletism could 

assimilate the members of a diverse group of cultures into 

the civilization of the United states, and produce an 
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American "race" which was indeed, as Theodore Roosevelt had 

called for, the world's boldest and strongest. 

The boldest and strongest, as Roosevelt knew, would 

have to face the challenges of an increasingly 

technologically determined life. Once again, sport provided 

a bridge to span the gap between traditional and modern 

societies. Its advocates promised that it would preserve the 

elan vital--the dynamic force--of the nation against the 

artificiality of the industrial, urban world. Liberalism 

required vigor, which produced independence of mind and the 

habits of republican character. Athletism allowed the 

Progressives to escape the trap of the anti-modernists and 

cultural conservatives who warned that the machine would 

destroy human vitality. The strenuous life was fundamentally 

compatible with technological progress, indeed, the liberal 

mind required the invention of such a social technology in 

order fully to support the machine process. The invention of 

modern athletics was not spurred by a desire to halt the 

evolution of industrialism nor to serve as an escape from 

machine civilization but as a means of modifying and 

directing the new forces and techniques toward liberal ends. 

The corpus of American athletic ideology allowed the liberal 

mind to incorporate the factory and the city into its 

twentieth century vision of the earthly Eden. 

The popularizers of America's athletic missionaries 
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frequently pointed to scientific techniques, pragmatic 

methods, and rational understandings of sportive performance 

which United states champions manifested. The American 

version of modern sport was by no means anti-technological. 

Instead, athletic experts celebrated what they perceived as 

the perfect balance which American Olympians had achieved 

between Nature and Artifice, between the dynamic forces of 

human energy and the science of human motion. On American 

sports pages the reading public could find discussions of the 

role of science in sport, microcosms of the larger issue 

concerning the role of science in society. Indeed, complex 

statistical information, which much of scientific community 

despaired of ever rendering in a palatable form for a general 

audience, was devoured by boxscore scanning sports fans who 

probably found modern mathematics unenjoyable in other 

contexts. The reading public also found sophisticated 

speCUlations about the impact of industrialism on the 

"natural" evolution of society, the effect which the closing 

of the frontier would have on the vitality of American 

civilization, and a host of other issues which perplexed a 

culture with a long love of the pastoral tradition in the 

midst of a transition to a machine-based mode of production. 

In much of Europe during the first half of the 

twentieth century, athletic ideology belonged to 

anti-modernists who hated what they viewed as the "false" 
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progress of the West since the Enlightenment and the French 

Revolution. But in the United states the liberal mind 

invented the doctrine of the strenuous life to aid in the 

process of industrial progress. American advocates of 

athletism sought not an escape into the imagined 

pre-industrial splendor of a supposedly machineless past, but 

the preservation of pastoral ideals in a machine-dominated 

future. 

In that future, argued the Progressives, reasonable 

people would still be able to discover the truth. A 

consensus of values 2nd beliefs was not only realizable, but 

had to be discovered if civilization was to move forward. 

Progressives envisioned athletism as a glue which would bond 

together the diverse elements of their society into a common, 

national culture. They believed sport represented the basics 

of their liberal philosophy; a respect for law and the belief 

in the basic necessity of the adjudication of disputes, the 

harmonization of self.:.interest and "team" goals, the 

necessity of social mobility and the predominance of achieved 

status. 

The sporting republic, that important invention of 

Progressive-minded students of physical culture, had been 

designed as a political tool to help bring into being a 

national culture--a national culture defined in liberal 

terms. American Olympic teams had been the primary symbols 
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of the sporting republic. But after the Games of the Fifth 

Olympiad, the stockholm festival which represented the 

culmination of the effort to have sport serve politics and 

the zenith of the cult of the strenuous life, America's 

athletic missionaries were severed from their original roles. 

A complex set of causes altered athletism's cultural 

and political context. The revolt of the intellectuals 

against liberalism and rationalism, the death of Progressive 

optimism in the Great War, the rise of new modes of thought 

which denied the stability and intelligibilit~ of natural 

phenomena and made the dream of a civilization based on 

clearly apprehended universal truths seem like a sham; each 

of those trends played a role. It is important to remember 

that the intellectuals who abandoned the idea of social 

reform through athletic endeavor were not simply abandoning 

sport, but liberal reform as a whole. Where during the 

Progressive era the intellectual class had counted athletism 

among its arsenal of social technologies for creating a just 

society, in the 1920s more and more of the self-styled 

intelligentsia detested the athletic life as a mere appendage 

of the machine process, a soul-less mate of materialism, or 

an opiate which clouded the vision of the masses. 

Cast out of its old role by the new social, economic 

and political conditions of modern mass society, athletism 

was discovered by the entertainers and advertisers. The 
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concept of a national culture had not disappeared with the 

Progressive movement or the dream of rational people seeking 

truth together. It had instead emerged more fully during the 

1920s than at any other time in American history, albeit in a 

form that the Progressives had never imagined. Consumer 

culture, as the historian of advertising Roland Marchand 

indicated, sold more than merely the products of ever more 

efficient assembly lines. Consumer culture marketed the 

American dream and promised material plenty without social 

alienation, new technology without the destruction of 

traditional values, and "cost-free progress" in the march 

toward modernity.S 

The advertisers and sellers of entertainment put a 

premium on any institution which offered "common ground." 

The sporting craze of the 1920s turned the sporting republic 

into an athletic carnival. The rise of mass spectator 

sports, in which the athlete's performance for the pleasure 

of the fan became the central premise of the game, muted many 

of the connections between athletics and political culture. 

No longer a clearly articulated platform in the liberal 

political vision for the industrialized future, athletism 

metamorphosed into a counterpoint to the depersonalized and 

uncontrollable fluctuations of political and economic forces 

of mass society. When, in 1931, baseball star Babe Ruth 

demanded his usual salary from the New York Yankees in spite 
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of the Depression, a friend scolded him with the observation 

that Ruth made more money than President Hoover. "So what," 

riposted Ruth, "I had a better season than he did.,,6 The 

amusing anecdote had deeper meanings. In an era in which 

even the president of the United States seemed incapable of 

affecting economic forces, Babe Ruth could still control the 

American League's pitchers. The public seemed to crave that 

existential truth. 

Sport had been placed at the service of a new master, 

and America's athletic missionaries suffered for it. They 

became less politicians and more entertainers. The media 

focused not on the ways in which their exploits underscored 

American beliefs or how their victories indicated the 

superiority of American civilization, but instead on the 

amusement value which their deeds provided. On the sports 

pages gossip and ballyhoo replaced the carefully crafted odes 

to nationalism which the previous generation had enjoyed. 

The heroes and heroines of Antwerp, Paris and Amsterdam were 

celebrated because of their supposed separateness from larger 

issues. But, in fact, they were not really separated at all. 

It was just that the "cornmon ground" of sport was no longer 

being utilized in political culture. 

During the 1930s the resurgence of athletic 

nationalism at the international level partially reconnected 

sport and political culture. The Tenth Olympics, held at Los 
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Angeles in 1932, offered the United states a chance to 

showcase its position as the world's most powerful economic 
• 

force, a status which it had gained after the First World 

War, and to prove that it was winning the battle against the 

financial cataclysms spawned by the Great Depression. In the 

process of boosting the image of the city and county of Los 

Angeles, the state of California, and the United states, the 

organizers of the Los Angeles Olympics transformed the 

Olympic movement into a vehicle for promoting national image 

in the international community. The Olympic movement would 

never be the same. 

By the 1930s much of the rest of the world had come 

to agree with the United states that Olympic Games were 

important markers of national success. In 1936 Nazi Germany 

went even farther than the United states had in using its 

Olympic festival to indicate to the international community 

the success, the power, and the civilized intentions of the 

Third Reich. The effort to prevent American participation in 

the "Nazi" Olympics injected political struggle directly into 

the American Olympic movement. The triumph of Avery Brundage 

and the A.O.C. over the boycotters was not a victory of the 

ideals of "pure" sport over political action, but a victory 

of the very political idea that the American brand of 

Olympism was such a positive force for good that nothing, not 

even the most violent moral outrage, should stand in its way. 
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Given the intensely political climate which pervaded 

international sport during the 1930s, it was not surprising 

that political resonances once again appeared in media 

accounts from the Olympics. A peculiar conjunction of 

circumstances--Nazi race philosophy, the patterns of American 

racism, and the long neglected but not forgotten myth of the 

melting pot victors--combined to thrust racial issues onto 

the sporting pages again. On one level, Americans read the 

triumphs of Jesse Owens and his fellow "black auxiliaries" as 

proof that their supposedly enlightened views on race and the 

lack of discrimination in American society had triumphed over 

the spurious Aryanism of the Nazis. More critical observers 

turned the "auxiliaries" contributions to the American 

Olympic effort into calls for a new abolitionist movement, 

one which would eradicate racism in the United states and 

make reality match egalitarian rhetoric. 

"What we have wrought here in the Olympic Games of 

the twentieth century is no myth, no religion, not even an 

easily definable ideal," wrote a prominent scholar of the 

modern 01 ympics, William Oscar Johnson. "No, the 01 ympics is 

simply a large and colorful sports festival which amuses 

several million spectators at their TV sets, inspires several 

thousand athletes on the Olympic playing field, and perhaps 

enriches several dozen other people here and there who have 

used the Olympics for quite another kind of profit."? But 
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the history of the American Olympic movement produces quite a 

different conclusion. The Olympics have provided one of the 

most important forums for the discussion of race which 

American civilization has enjoyed. Does environment and 

culture, or race and biology, make the athlete? Over and 

over again, sometimes in hopeful and optimistic tones and at 

other times in voices heavily laden with sarcasm, Americans 

have turned to the vision of the melting pot team from the 

egalitarian society in pondering the nature of racial 

relations in the United states. 

That pattern continued even after Jesse Owens's rush 

to glory at the "Nazi" Olympics. Cassius Clay's blustering 

ditty at the 1960 Olympics in Rome epitomized the American 

Olympic faith that their athletic missionaries witnessed for 

a "city on a hill." 

To make America the greatest is my goal, 
So I beat the Russian, and I beat the Pole, 
And for the USA won the Medal of Gold. 
Italians said, "You're greater than the Cassius of 
Old." 

That simple hope turned sour for Clay. "It wasn't real gold. 

It was phony," he shouted after tossing his medal into the 

ohio River when a "whites only" restaurant refused to serve 

him in his hometown of Louisville, Kentucky, in 1960. 8 But 

Clay, as Muhammad Ali, went on to become perhaps the greatest 

political athlete in the history of the world. He used his 

athletic ability and his political skill to alter American 
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perceptions of blacks and their cultural roles to a greater 

degree than any other sports hero ever had. 

In 1968, at the Mexico City Olympics, a new group of 

"black auxiliaries" employed the melting pot mythology to 

protest the continued prevalence of racial barriers in the 

United states. The black gloved salute of John Carlos and 

Tommie Smith on the victory stand following the 200 meter 

dash final told the world that for them and other American 

blacks, the egalitarian promises of the American democratic 

faith were not working. 9 The protests of Clay, Carlos and 

Smith underscored the American belief that the special 

providence and unique potential of their social institutions 

produce Olympic champions. Sport built, and revealed, the 

moral character of individuals and nations. The world's 

greatest athletes belonged to the world's greatest nation. 

Clay, Carlos and Smith understood that American axiom, and 

they used it to make their positions on the issues clear. 

The notion of melting pot victors has persisted in 

the American mind. After the orgy of American successes at 

the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, President Ronald Reagan once 

again dusted off that basic standard of American Olympic 

mythology, hailing the United States' squad as "the great 

melting pot team of 1984."10 Reagan's predecessor in 

office, Jimmy Carter, failed to grasp the real political 

significance of the American Olympic experience when he 
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forced the United states team to boycott the 1980 Olympics in 

Moscow to highlight American outrage at the Soviet invasion 

of Afghanistan. He should have remembered that refusal to 

compete connotes surrender and defeat in the athletic world. 

He would have fared much better in terms of his public 

popularity if he had permitted the American team to compete 

and encouraged them to whip the Soviets on the Olympic 

playing field while he looked for indications of America's 

moral superiority in the results from the Moscow Games. The 

events at the Winter Games in Lake Placid in 1980, during 

which the members of the American hockey team were transformed 

into folk heroes after their stunning upset over the heavily 

favored Soviets, indicated that the nation much preferred an 

ideological clash in the arena to a gesture of moral 

indignation. 

Even if American athletes at the summer Games had not 

been able to match the performance of the hockey squad, the 

media would have no doubt played upon the traditional themes 

of American Olympic mythology to celebrate the virtues of the 

"freedom-bred" fighters from the United States against the 

totalitarian robots of the Soviet Union. The 1936 Olympics, 

which the United states lost to Germany, provided a precedent 

for such a reaction. One could be certain that Theodore 

Roosevelt would never have kept an Olympic team at home. 

Carter missed an important opportunity to spur, and more 
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importantly to guide, a nationalistic upwelling of sentiment. 

Reagan, with his constant conjunctions of images from the 

American triumph at the Soviet-less 1984 Olympics with his 

theme that it was indeed "morning in America again," did not 

make the same mistake. 

Carter had forgotten, or had failed to understand, 

that it was the United States which shaped the form and style 

of the modern Olympic Games. American teams, under the 

guidance of James Edward Sullivan and his compatriots in 

amateur sport, had made the Olympics into referendums on 

national vigor and platforms for preaching the superiority of 

their civilization. During the early years of the Olympic 

movement they pushed track and field and other "American" 

sports into the forefront of the Olympic program, and 

relegated "foreign" forms of physical culture to the shadows 

around the spotlight. It was the American press which 

devised the pattern of tabulating national scores, and 

American culture which regarded Olympic victory as an 

indicator that the twentieth century would be the American 

millennium. General Douglas MacArthur and Avery Brundage 

continued that hallowed tradition during the 1920s and 1930s. 

Other nations soon embraced the American version of 

Olympic nationalism. First Finland, and then the rest of the 

Scandinavian countries followed the American lead. The 

British debated the issue furiously, and during the 1920s 
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moved to upgrade their entries. In the 1930s Germany, Italy 

and Japan adopted the American-created creed of athletic 

nationalism, and gave it their own peculiar interpretations. 

When the Soviet Union, which had long condemned the 

"bourgeois" character of Olympic sport, moved in 1952 to 

enter the Olympic Games in Helsinki, it did so to demonstrate 

that the Communist social system produced superior athletes. 

The Soviet Olympic star evolved from the tradition of Russian 

arctic explorers and daring aviators which Stalin had created 

during the 1930s as the archetypical heroes and heroines of 

the socialist state. 11 Thus the Soviets became one more in 

a long list of nations to emulate the American Olympic 

pattern. 

Clearly then, modern sport has belonged to the 

province of political and civic life rather than to some 

separate sphere of its own. The evidence indicates that 

athletism played an important role in the formation of ideas 

and the production of ideology in American culture. Through 

essays, polemics and exposes on the experiences of America's 

athletic missionaries, the patterns of thought which formed 

the liberal tradition were circulated continuously in the 

popular culture. The liberal tradition did not just belong 

to intellectuals and to "high" culture, but made its way 

through the sports pages into great numbers of American 

minds. 
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But, while sport certainly was a part of American 

political culture, it should not be viewed as a system of 

political thought or action in and of itself. Athletism was 

invented by Progressive-minded Americans as a part, and 

only a ~, of a larger political movement. Critics of 

sport, who cite its failure to extinguish racism or bring 

into being a truly egalitarian society, forget that the 

strenuous life was never intended to alter social structures 

and political institutions by itself. That would be 

expecting too much of a social technology which was designed 

to be a piece of a larger system of political action. In and 

of itself sport can provide neither the intellectual 

complexity nor the institutional capacity to effect 

widespread social change. 

But that does not mean that athletism has no role to 

play in political life. The transformation of the sporting 

republic by consumer culture resulted in a marked submergence 

of its connection to political culture. Since that time J 

athletism has been infrequently and haphazardly incorporated 

into political reform movements. The neglect obscures the 

great potential which sport, especially Olympic and amateur 

sport, has for aiding in the fight to remedy social 

injustice, to alter racial and sexual stereotypes, and assist 

reform efforts. 

The sporting republic had not been a coherent 
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pol itical system-TtseTr,· but part of the liberal attempt to 

cope with the problems of modernity. It provided ideological 

support for the creation of a national culture defined by 

liberal parameters. Since that time sport has provided a 

"common ground" for Americans, and an important vehicle for 

discussing issues which affect the struggle for cultural 

consensus in the United states. At Olympic Games, from 1896 

to 1936, the political nature of sport came into sharp focus. 

Sport was not separ.ated from other aspects of civilization. 

Indeed, in the language of Freidrich Engels, America's 

athletic missionaries produced and reproduced the conditions 

of real life. 
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